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GLOSSARYOFTERMS
0
0
A
ARCHIVE (I) To transferfromdisk to magnetictape.
(2) To saveor put awaydatawheredirectaccessis no
longerneeded.
DATABASE A collectionor set of data files;records.
DATA ITEM A subdivisionof a data record;for example,authorand
contractnumberare data itemsor fieldsof a memo record.
DIR DesignInformationRelease
EGS Electricalgroundsupportequipment
ELEC Electrical
E.O. EngineeringOrder
FIELDS See Data Item
FILE Storageareaon diskto placeand keepa collectionof
datarecordsfor lateraccess.
FORTRAN Speciallanguageusedto giveinstructionsto the computer.
u
FUNIT PRIMOSfileunitnumber
GSE Groundsupportequipment
GUID Guidance
0
HOUSEKEEPING Process by which the computer performs program instructions
in order to permit smooth operation - for example, opening,
closing, and deleting files.
H/S Heatshield
. ID Identification
INPUT To place data into a file.
LOGIN User process of being identified to the computer for
further operation.
i
MECH Mechanical
MESSAGE A special note displayed on the terminal to the user by
the computer program.
MFD Master File Directory
MGS Mechanical ground support equipment
MODE A type of task for a specific job.
OUTPUT To show or display data.
. PERF Performance.
PRINTOUT A speciallistingof data providedto the user by the
computer for later reference or use.
PROP Propulsion
PUNIT Fortranfile unitnumber Q
RECORD A subdivisionof a fileconsistingof a set of data
itemsfrom a document.
REVISE To changeor modifydata.
RF Radio frequencyfor telemetrysystem
SEARCH To findor locatea specificset of data;records.
SOFTWARE A groupor set of fixedcomputerinstructionsdesigned
to performspecialtasks.
SOP Standardoperatingprocedure
SPADS Scout ProjectAutomaticData System i
SPO Scout ProjectOffice
SPOOLED Process by which the computertransfersa specialoutput
file to the printerfor a printout,
SUBFILE A partor subdivisionof a file.
TERMINAL A devicewith typewriterkeys used to communicate
with the computer.
UFD User FileDirectory
USER Any person initiatinginteractionwith the computer. 0
W.A. Work authorization
APPENDIX B
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C PAGE 0001
(0001} C
(0002_ C MAIL LOG FILE
(0003) C _RITTEN FOR NASA/LRC/SPO BY D.KoHARRIS
(0004) C HAMPTON SCOUT OFFICE
(0005} C VOUGHT CORP.
"(0006} C
(0007) COMMON /CDAT/CD
(0008) C FILES FOR READING AND WRITING
(0009) C
(0010) C FILE FUNIT PUNIT DESCRIPTION
(0011) C TTY 1 1 USERS 1FR_INAL
(0012) C TRAN 6 2 DATA SUBFILE FOR TRANSMITTAL AND $PECFICATION
(0013} C OUT 7 3 TEI.IPORARY OUTPUT FILE
(0014) C REVS 8 _ TEMPORARY RFVISION DATA FILE
(C015) C INACTL 9 5 INACTIVL FILE FOR ARCHIVE RUN OF TRAN SUBFILE
(0016) C INACTS 9 5 INACTIVE FILE FOR ARCHIVE RUN
I (0017) C ACTD 9 5 ACTION DUE FILE
r_ (0018} C DATE I0 6 TLMPOR_RY DATE FILE
(O01g) C MEMO 11 7 DATA SUBFILE FGR MEMOS AND LETTERS
(0C2C) C TWFx 12 _ DtTA SU_FILE FnR TWXS_MAGNAFAXt& RAPIFAX
(0021) C ANN 13 9 DAIA SUBFILE FOR ANNOUNCEMENTS
(0022} C PR 14 10 DATA SUBFILE FOR PURCHASE REQUESTS
(0023} C MIS 15 11 DATA SUBFILE FOR MISCELLA_EOUS AND REPoRTs
(002_) c _'
(0025) C NOTE ONLY FILES TTYtREVSg AND DATE (FUNITS I_8_I0) ARE OPENED HERE
(0026) C
10027) DOUBLE PRECISION CO
(0028) INTFGERt2 DEF_,IPAS(3)gIC
(0029} C
(0030) C
(0031_ C SYSCOM>KEYS.F MNEMONIC KEYS F_R FILE SYSTEM (FTN) 31 MAYt 1977
(0031) NOLIST
(0032) CALL DREAKSf°FALSE°)
(0033) CALL CLEAR
(0034) CALL COHI$$f_TTYt_3,I2_IC)
(0035) WRITF(I_IO0)
(0036) I00 FORMAT( _ WELCOME TO SPADSt/I//I_
(OCt7} It MAIL LOG FILE ,_/}
[..... • .............. - .......
C PAGE 0002
10038}. 200 WRITE(l,250}
(0039} 250 FORMATC2Xt t tt/tt DO YOU _ISH TO _ORK _ITH THE DIRIREPCRT DATA tl
(00_0) 1 '--- ENTER DIR't/_26XltOR DRA_ING DATAelSX_ t--- ENTER DRAWt,/q2GX
(O0_l) 1 ,tOE" DAILY CORRESPONDENCE --- CORttl_26X,tOR QUIT',
(00_2) 11BX, t--- OtJ_)
(0043) READ(Till)(OPT
(00_4) IF(IOPT,EQ.tQU t} GDTO 1200
(00_5} IF(IOPT-EQ. tCO t} GOTO 800
(0046) IPAS(I}=' t
(0047} IPAS(2)=t t
(00_A) IPAS(3)=t •
(G04g) IF(IOPT.EQ.tDR ') GOTO 700
(0050) IF(IOPT.t_E. tDI ') GOTO 200
(0051) CALL ATCH$$(tF_DIRt,5,KSALLDtIPASIK$IMFD_K$SETH_IC}
(OOS?) CALL RESU_$(t*DIRI,4)
(0053) CALL EXIT
(0C5_) 700 CALL ATCH$$(tF_DRA_tt6_KSALLDtIPASoK$1MFD+K$SETH,IC)
(0055) CALL RESU$$(t*DRA_t_5)
_ (005_) CALL EXIT
(0057) BDO COnTInUE
(0058) CALL SPCH$$(KSRDUR*KSNDAM_tREVS 't6,4tZtIC}
(0059} IF(IC.NE, O) GOTO 1000
(0060} CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWR+KSNDAMttDATE t,6t6,1tIC)
(0061) IF(IC.NE.O) GOTO 1000
(00_2) C :'
(OO&3) c 100o IS THE FRROR HANDLER
(0064) C
(00_5} C IF THE PROGRAM REACHES THIS FAR THE FILES ARE OPEN AND USABLE
(0066) C
€0007} 889 CALL CLEAR
{D06B} CALL IDENT
(00£9) 10 _RITE(It2)
(0070} 2 FORMAT( t PLFASE CHOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING '_/,
(0071) 1 t MODE K[ytt/t
(0072) 1' INPUT INPtp/,
(0073) 1 t RFVISE RFV',/t
(O07q) 1' SEARCH SEAt,It
(007_) 1 _ ARCHIVE ARC_/t
o
)
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C PAGE 0003
(0076) It QUIT QUIT',//)
(0077) RE_IND 8
(O07B) RE_IND 10
(C079) READ(I,I1)IOPT
(OOBO) 11 FORMAT(IA2)
COBB1) IF(IOPT.EQ.tIN t) CALL INPTC
(0082} IF(IOPT.EQ,ORE') C_LL REVSC
(60_3) IF(IOPT.EO.'SE') C_LL SEAC
(0G84) I_(IGPT.E_.tAR ') C_LL.ARCC
(0085) IF(IOPT.E&.'GUt).GO TO 1100
(0086) GO TO lfl
(0087) IOOD _RITE(1,1001)
(0089} 1001 FORMAT(' SORRY - THF M_IL LOG FILE IS CURRENTLY IN US_',I,
(0089} It PLEASE TRY AGAIN LATER',III)
(OD90) 1100 CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS,tREVS t,6,0,OtO) _
(0091) CALL SRCHS$(K$CLOS, tDATE 1,6,0t0,0)
{;o (0092) GO TO 200
(J1 100931 i200 CALL EXIT
(009_) END
e!
C PAGE 0004
ARCC R EXTERNAL 000000 OOE_
ATCHS$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0051 0054
EREAK$ R EXTERNAL 000000 C032
_D D /CDAT/ 000000 0007_ 0027S
_LEAR R EXTERNAL 000000 0033 0067
_0M_$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0034
DRFA I 000000 0028S
EXIT R EXTERNAL 000000 005_ 0056 0093
IC ] 000674 002£_ O03qA 0051A 0054A O05RA 0059 OO60A
0061
IDENT I EXTERNAL 000000 00_8
INPTC I EXTERNAL 000000 C061
IOPT J 000675 0043M 0044 0045 0049 0050 0079M 0081
00_ 0083 0084 0085
IPAS I 000002 0028S C04GM 0047M 0048M 0051A 0054A.
KIALLD I PARAMETER _031_ 0051 0054
CO _$CAC_ I hARAMETER 0031S
_/_(:_ KICLOS I PARAMETER _031S 0090 0091
K_CONV I PARAMETER 00315
K_CURR I PARAMETER 0031_
K$DELE I PARAMETER 0031_
t($DMPB I PARAMETFR 0031S
K$_TIM I PARAMETER 0031_;
K_.ENTR I 000000 003]S :,
KSEXST I PARAMETER 0031S
K$GO_D I PARAMETER 0031S
K$GPOS I PARAMETER _031S
KSHOME I PARAMETER _0315
K$ICUR I PARAMETER 0031S
K$1_FD I PARAXETER _031S 0051 0054 •
R$1RTN I PARAMETER _0315
K$1SEG I PARAF_FTER 00315
X$1UFD I PARAMETER 0031S
KSMENT I 000000 0031S
_$MSIZ I PARAMETER 0031S
RiMVNT I PARAMETER 0031S
I{$_DAM I PARAMETER 0031S 0058 0060
KSNRTN ] PARAMETER 00315
_+, ---.
) ) +j)
• i I i
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" C PAGE 0005
K$NSAM I PARAMETER 0031S
K$NSGO I PARAMETER 0031S
K$NSGS I PARAMETER 00315
KTPOSA I PARAMETER 00313
KTPOSN I PARAMETER 00315
KTPOSR I PARAMETER 0051S
X$PREA I PARAMETER O031S
KTPRER I PARAMETER 0031S
KTPROT I PARAMETER 0031S
K$RDWR I PARAMETER 0031S 0058 0060
K$REAO I PARAMETER 0031S
,{$RPOS I PARAMETER 0031S
KSRSUB I PARAMETER 0031S
K$R_LK I PARAMETER 0031S
K%SLNT I 000000 0031S
K$SLTC I PARAMETER D031S
O_ K_SETH I PARAMETER 0031S 0051 0054I
K$SPOS I Pt.RAMET[R G031S
K$SRTN I PARAMETER 0031S
KTTRNC I PARAMETER 0031S
K_UFOS I PARAMETER 0031S
K$;RIT I PARAMETER 0031S
RESU$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0052 0055
EEVSC R EXTERNAL 000000 00_2 ',
SEAC R EXTERNAL 000000 0083
SRCH$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 005_ 0060 0090 0091
_1.0 000342 0069D 0086
_100 000023 0055 O03GD
__1000 O005Tq 0059 0001 0087D
_!001 000600 0087 00880
_ii 000537 0043 0079 00800
_1100 000652 0085 0090D
_1200 000673 00_ 00930
_2 nOO34& 0009 C070O
_200 000054 003_0 0050 0092
_250 COOG60 003_ 0039D
_700 000274 GOq9 00540
!..... . .....
C PAGE 0006
..800 000311 0045 0057D
_889 000340 00670
0000 [RRORS [<.HA%No>FTN-REVl_.23
co
ee •
L.... ........ "
-_ t ! i
• =.
3ULROUTI_E IDENT PAGE 0007
(0095) SUBROUTINE IDENT
(0090) C
(0097) C THIS ROUTINE KEEPS TRACK OF WHO ACCESSED THE CALLING
(0098) C PROGRAM LAST
(0099) C
(0100} INTEGER*2 ARRAY(15)
(0101) C SYSCOM>KEYSoF MNEMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FTN} 31 MAY, 1977
(0}01) NOLIST
(0102) CALL UREAKI(.TRUE.)
(0103) CALL TIt_OAT(Af{RAY_Ib)
(OlCq} C
(0105} C OPfN TEKP FILE (FUNIT 16)
(010_) C
(0107) CALL SRCH$$(KSNDAM*KSRDWR,tTUS[Rt_5p16,1_IC|
(010_) C
(0109) C OPEN USER FILE (FUNIT 15)
(0!10) C
t3o (0111) CALL SRCH$$(KSNDAM.KSRDWR_eUSERtt4t15_l_IC)
I (0112) C
tO (0113) C NOW VRITE USERS LOGI_ IDt DATE (MMDDY)e TIMEr AND USER NUMBER
(011_) C
(0115) AMIN=ARRAY(a}
(011.6) AH=AMI_/&OoO
(0117) IH:AH ,,
(0118) IMH=IH.60
(0119) IMIN:AMIN
(0120) IDr_=IMIN-IMM
(0121) 25 _RITE(20_I)(ARRAY(1)tI=13_IS)_IH_IDM,ARRAY(5)t
(0122) I (AF,RAY(I)_I:I_3}_ARRAY(12)
(0123) 1 FOBMAT(3A2,2(I3_t:'),I3,1X_?(A2_'/V)_A2tI3),
(012_) 2 FORMAT(3A2_2(13_IX),I3tIX_?(A2_IX)_A2_I3)
(_125) C
(0_26) C NOW COPY THF CO_TENTS GF USFR TO TUSER
(01P7) C
(0128) READ(19_2_END=50)(AkRAY(1)oI:I_1_)_IH_IDM_ARRAY(5)_
(0129) 1 (ARRAY(I)_I=1_3)_ARRAY(12)
(0!30) GO TO _5
(0_'31) 50 CALL SRCH$$(KSCLOS_USFR'_O_O_O)
i
SUBROUTINE IDEHT PAGE 0008
(0132) CALL SRCH$$(K_CLOS*eTUSERtt5_O,OtO)
(0133) CALL SRCH$$(K$DELE,'USFR°,4,OtO_O)
(0134) CALL CNAH$$('TUSERt,5_tUSF_t_4_IC)
(0155) CALL BRgAK$(.FALSEo)
(_136) RETURN
(0137) _ND
.._._I
L ..... ,. - J
b ,t ! r
SUBROUTINE IDE_T PAGE 0009
AH R 000347 OII6M 0117
AMIN R 000351 0115M 0116 0119
ARRAY I O0000P 0100S 0103A 0115 0121 0128M
PREAKS R EXTERNAL 000000 0107 0135
CNAM$$ R EXTERNAL OO000D 013_
I I G00_55 0121M 0128M
IC I 000554 0107A OIIIA 0134A
IDENT 1 CO0000 0095S
IDM I 000355 0120M 0121 OIPBM
IH I 000356 0117_ GlIB 0121 0128M
IRWIN I G00357 0119M 0120
IMM I C00360 Ollf'M 0120
KTALLD I PARAMETER {:101S
K$CACC I PARAMETER ' (_101S
K_CLOS I PARAMETER 5101S 0131 0132
K$CONV I PARAMETER _I01S
K$CURR I PARAMETER -_101S
K$DELE ! PARAMETER 0101S 0133
ca K$DMPB I PARAMETER 1_I01S
! K$OTIM I PARAMETER {J101S
KTE_JTR I 000000 0101S
K_EXST I PARAMETER 0101S
KSGOND I PARAMETER GIG]S
KTGFOS I P_RA_ETER 0101S
e °
KTHOME I PARAMETER 0101S
KS!CUR I PARAMETER 0101S
K$1_!FD I PARAMETER _101S
K$1RTN I PARAMETER 0101S
K$ISEG I PARAMETER C101S
K%IUFD I PARAMETER 0101S
KTMKNT. I DO00OD 0101S
KTMSIZ I PAPAMETER 0101S
KTMVNT I PARAMETER CI01S
KTNOAM I PARAMETER 0101S 0107 0111
KTNRTN I PARAVETER 0101S
K_NSAM I PARAMETER BIOIS
KTNSOD I PARAMETER _101S
KTNSGS I PARAMETER 0101S
SUBROUTINE IOENT PAGE 0010
KSPCSA ! PARAMETER 0101S
K$POSN I PA_AMtTER 0101S
K$POSR I P_RAMFTER 01"01S
KSPREA I PARAMETER 0101S
KSPRER I PARAMETER 0101S
KSPROT I P_RAMETER 0101S
KSRDWR I PARAMETER 01015 0107 0111
KSREAD I PARAMETER OIOIS
KSRPOS I PARAMETER 0101S
KSRSUB I PARAMETER 0101S
K_R_LK I PARAMETER 0101S
K$SENT I 000000 C101_.
K$SETC I PARAMETER OIOIS
co K$SE/H I PARAMETER 0101S
K$SPOS I PARAMETER 0101SKISRTN I PARAMETER 0101S
KSTRNC I PARAMETER 0101S
KsUPOS I PARAMETER 0101S
KSkRZT I PARAMETER OIDIS
SRCH$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0107 0111 0131 0152 0133
TIMDAT R EXTERNAL 000000 0103
_1 000157 0121 0123D
_2 000205 01240 0128
_25 500077 CIPID 0130 "'
__5_ _0050_ 0128 0131D
OOCO ERRORS [<IDENT )FTN-REVIQ,2]
I
; !
m
L ......... . i
) .)
• • ! o
v_r
SUBROUTINE TINPUT(IIItL[N) PAGE 0011
(0!38) SUBROUTINE TINPUTfITI,LEN}
(0139) C
•(0140) C TIILE PACK ROUTINE
: (0141) C
(0142) C
(0142) C DAIA DECLARATION AND COMMON BLOCK FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE
(01_2) C
(0142) COHHON/_LK/ MS,ATHR,DD,TO,DLN,SUB,ROUT,IDD,CWA,CONT,
(0142) I ADDtT_X,FSC_NRL,DDT_RTPTIT,COUNTgCON
(0142) COHMON/SRC/ KNT,DMgDA,DDD,DTO_DL_ITTD_WAtDW,DT+DRE
(0._2} i tTFVD_TLVD_FVO_LVD,IEX
(0142) COMMON/FLA/ ITR_P,IMELE,ITWFX,IANN,IPR,IMIS_IREAD
(0142) IN_EGER*_ ATHR(7),TO(B)_DLN(5),_UB(21),ROUT(6},PTIT(19}_
(01_2) 1 CO_(5)tT_Xf615},FSC(G),NRF(I_3)_DDT(_O421)gT(21)
(01_2) I ,IIT(24),_OUNT_CONT(5}_I[:X(4_3)
(01_2} INTEGER*2 _IS_DD(5),IDD(3)_A_D(3},R,CWA(4),WA(4)
(G1_2) INTEGER*2 ITRSP,IrIELE_IT_FXgIA_N,IPR,IHIS,IREAD
(0142) INTEGER*2 FVD(5}_LVD(3)_D(3)tDr_DDD(3)
(0142) INT{GER*4 D_E,DT(5}_(5),DL(5}_DA(7),II(24}_DTO(B}_KNT
-" (0142} DOUBLE PRECISION DTJ_TF,TL,TJUL_TFVD_ILVD_TIM,TJ
_'_ _ (01_3} COMYON IXIPEDL
(01_) INIEG[R*_ AR_AY(_},BLNK
(G145) I_TEGER*4 ITl(21)
(01&6) I_]tGE_*2 FEDL_ BUF(?G),_UFF(TG) '.(D147} CALL RDCOM(_:UF)
(014P) DO 5 I=I_76
(0149) BUFF(I):BUF(1)
(0_50) 5 CONTIf_UE
(Olbl) BLNK: _ '
(0157) DO 1 1:I_24
(0153} I TII(1);_LNK
(015_) DO 11 I=1,20
(0155) ARRAY(1)=BLNK
(0156) ARRAY(2)=_LNK ---
(0157} ARRAY(3)=BL_K
(0158} A_AY(4}=_LNK .-_-_
1015_) 6ALL GFT_RD(DUF,ARRAY_LEN)
(0160) TIT(1)=ARRAY(1)
SUBROUTINE TINPUT(ITItLEN) PAGC 0012
(0161) TIT(I_I)=ARRAY(2}
(01&2| IIT(I.2}:ARRAY(3}
(01£3) TIT(I+3):ARRAY(q}
(01&_} I=I+2
(0165) 12 COrJTINUE
(Gl&6) 11 CONTINUE
(0167) PEDL=!
(01£8) DO 100 I:1o21
(0169) ITI{I):TIT(I)
(0170) 100 CONTINUE
tO171} DO 20D I=1_19
(0172) 200 PTIT(I)=BLNK
(0173) CALL G[TWO(BUFF_PTIT}
(0174) 211 CONTINUE
(0175} RFIU_N
|0176) END
i
f
SUflROUTINE TINPUT(ITItLEN) PAGE 0013
ADO I /BLK/ 000163 0142S
ARRAY d 000006 014_S 0155M 0156M 0157M 015NM 0159A 0160
0161 0162 0163
ATHR d /bLKI 000001 .0142S
BLNK J 000601 0144S O151M 0153 0155 0156 0157 015_
0172
£UF I 000016 01465 0147A 0149 0159A
BUFF I 500132 0146S 014qM 0173A
CON d /ELK/' 002731 01_2S
CO_T J /_LK/ 000151 0142_
COUNT J IbLKI 002727 0142S
C_A I /_LK/ 000145 0142_
D' I /SRC/ 000136 0142S
DA J /SRC/ 000005 0142S
0D I I_LKI 000017 0142S
ODD I /SRC/ 000021 0142S
DOT d Z_LKI 000304 0142S
co OL d )SRCI ooo0_4 oI_2S
_ DLN J IDLK/ 000042 0142S
.._ (.n oM I /SRC/ 000002 014PS
DRE J /SRC/ 000171 01aZ_
OT J /SRC/ 000157 01_2S
OlJ O 000000 0142S
DTO U ISRCl 000024 0142S '.
DW • d /SRC/ 000145 0142S
FSC d IBLKI 000262 0142_
FVD I ISRC/ 000203 0142S
GETWD R EXTERNAL DO0000 0173
GETMRD R EXTERNAL 000000 01_
1 I 000603 01_H 0149 0152M "0153 015"_M 0160 0161
0162 0163 0164M 0168M 0169 0171M 0172
IANN I /FLA/ 000005 0147_
IDD I I_LKI 000142 0142:.
IEX J ISRC/ 000211 0142S
IMELE 1 IFLA/ 000001 0142S
IMIS I /FLA/ 000005 0142S
IFR I IFLA/ 000004 0142_
IREAD 1 IFLAI 000006 0142_
: ................... : . .................
SUBROUTINE TINPUT(ITI+LEN) PAGE 0014
IT d /_RC/ 000056 01475
ITI d ARGUMENT 000003 01385 01455 0169M
ITRSP I IFLAI 000000 01A25
IT;FX ! IFLA/ 000002 0142£
KNT d ISRC/ 000000 01425
LEN I ARGUMENT 000004 01385 0159A
LVD I /SRC/ 00020_ 0142_
MS I /_LK/ 000000 0142_.
NRE d /OLK/ 000276 01425
PEDL I IXl 000000 01435 0i4&S 0167M
PTIT "d I_:LKI 00266! 01425 0172M 0173A
R I I_LKI 002660 0142_
RDCOM k EXTERNAL D00000 0147
ROUT J /PLK/ 000126 01425
SUB d /_LK/ 000054 01425
T d 000246 01425
TF D 000000 0142S
TFVD D J_RCl 000173 0142S
+tM o oo o0ooI,2
_)_ TINPUT R 000000 013B$
.TIT d 000320 01425 0153M 0160M 0161M 0162M 0163M 0169
TJ D 000000 01425
•TJUL D 000000 0142_
TL D 000000 0142£ ,
TLV3 D /SRC/ 000177 01425
TO d /_LK/ 000022 01425
T_X d I_LKI 000166 01425
_A I /SRC/ 000141 01425
__1 000430 0152 0153D
100 000543 0168 01700
__11 000514 015_ 0166D
__12 000b14 01650
_200 000554 0171 0172D
211 000577 0174'D
=5 000411 014B 0150D
0000 ERRORS E<TINPUT>FTN-REVI4o2].
C READ ONE LINE FROM CONSOLF OR COMMAND FILE PAGE 0015
(0177) C READ ONE LINE FROM CONSOLE OR COMMAND FILE
(0178) C
(0179) C
(018G.) SUBROUTINE RDCOM(BUF)
(0181} C
(0162) COMMON /X/ PEDL
(01_3) C
(GIA4) INTEGER DUF(1),PEDL,CHAR,ANL_AKILL_AERASE
(0185). C
(OIB.6.) C ANL, AKILL, AERASE ARE OCTAL 212, ?77, 242
(01_7) DATA ANL_AKILLgAEFASE/l_81191,136/
(01_8} C
(0169) PEDL=I
(01gO) gO N=I
(0191) 100 CALL CIIN(CHA'R)
(G192) BUF(N)=CHAR
co (D193) IF(CHAR.EQ.ANL) RFTURDJ
l (0194} IF(CHAR,EQ.AKILL) GOTO 90
•....j(OlDb) IF(CHAR.EQ.AERASE} GOTO 200
(&196) NzN+I
(0197) IF(N.GT.77) GOT0999
(019"8} GOTO I00
(0199) C
(0200) 200 IF(N.LE.2} GOTO 90 ".
(0201) N=N-_
(0202) GOTO I00
(0203) C
(0204) C
(02b5} C LINE LONGER THAN 77 CHAR
(020_) C
(0207) 999 ILF=:212
(02C8) CALL TIOU(ILF)
(0209} RITURN
(0210) ghD
T ...... _ ................... --
C READ ONE LINE FROM CONSOLE OR COHHAND FILE PAGE 0016
AERASE I 000007 0184S 01871 01q5
AKILL I 000006 _184._ G187I 019_
ANL I 000005 0184._ 01871 0193
BUF I ARGUMENT 0000f_3 01805 018qS 0152M
CIIN R EXTERNAL (]00000 0191
CHAR I 000071 0184_ O,19]A 0192 0193 0194 0195
ILF I 000072 0207M 0208A
N I [.C0073 0190F. C1_2 .0196M 0197 0200 0201M
PEOL I /x/ 000000 O18;. _ 0184S OlggM
RDCOM _ 000000 01POS
TIOU R EXTERNAL 000000 0206
-100 000016 01910 0198 0202
200 000051 0195 0200D .
_90 000013 01900 0194 0200
__999 000062 0197 02070
0000 ERRORS r_RDCOM >FTN-REVI_.2]
t
|
C FETCH ONE tWORDt FROM BUFFER FILLED BY RDCOM PAGE 0017
(0211) C FCTCH ONE e_ORDt FROM _UFFER FILLED BY RDCOM
40212) C
(0213) C
(0214) SUBROUTINE GET_RD(BUF,NAMEtLEN)
(0215) C
(02!6) COMMON /X/ PEDL
(0217)
(0_18) INTEGER BUF(1)_PEDL,NAME(I]_CHAR_
(02_9) + A_LIACO_f_A,ASCOL_ASPqASPSP
(0_20) C
(0L21' _ ANLtACO_MA_ASCOLIASP,ASPSP
(0_2_ C ARE OCTAL
(0223_ C 212t254_273_240_1202_0
(022_ C
(0225) DATA ANL_ACOKMA,ASCOL/138_172_187/_
(0226) . ASPCASPSPIIGD_2H /
(0227) C
(022P} DO 100 I=1,3
Co (0229) 100 NAME(I}=ASPSP
'.!..(023o)c
_o (0231) N=I
(02_2) IF(_UF(1).NE.ASP) GO TO 200
(02_3) DO 999 I=2,77
(02_) II:I-1
(02_5) BUF(II)=BUF(1)
(02Z,6) 999 CONTINUE
(0237) 200 CHAR=BUF(PEDL)
(0238) PEDL=Pf.DL+I
(0239) IF(PEDL.GT.77: RETURN
(024P) IF(CHAR.EQ.ANL ) GOTO _00
(0241) IF(CHAR.gO. ASP° ORoCHAR .EQ .ACOMMA.OR .CHAR .EO.ASCOL) GOTO 300
(0242) IF(N°GT°LEN). GOTO 200
(0243) I=(N+1)/2
(02_) J=N-2*(N/2)
(0245) N=N+I
(0246) IF(J.EO.1) GOTO 250
(02q7) NAt4E(1)=LI(_AMF(I]_8) + CHAR
(02_r,) GOTO 200
C FETCH ONE t_ORD t FROM BUFFEP FILLED BY RDCOH PAGE 0018 I
(Off_9) 250 NANEfI)= RT(NARE(I)18) _ LS(CHARe8)
(0250) GOTO 200
(0;:51) C
(0_52; 500. CHAR=BUFfPEDL)
(0253t IF(CHARoEQoANL) GOTO _00
(,0254t IF(CHAR°NEoASPoANDoCHAR.NE.ACOHHA°AND.CHAR°NEoASCDL) RETURN
(0255) PEDL=FEDL_I
(_;Sf,) GOTO 300
(0257_ C
(0258_ 400 PEDL=77
(0259) RFTURN
(0_0) -C
(C261) END
e
C FETCH ONE '_ORD ° FROM BUFFER FILLED BY RDCOM PAGE 0019
ACOMMA I 000010 021AS 02251 0?41 0254
ANL I 000007 021_S 02251 0240 0253
ASCOL I 000011 0218S 02251 0241 0254
ASP 1 000012 021_S 02251 0232 02.41 0254
_SPSP I 000013 021_S 02251 0229
_UF I ARGUMENT _00003 0214S 0218S D232 0235M 0237 0252
:HAR I 000243 0218S 0237M 0240 0241 0247 0249 0252H
{'253 0254
GET_RD R 000000 0214S
I I 000244 022_M 0229 0233M 0234 0235 0245M 0247
E249
II I O002_G 0234 u 0235
,J I 000247 0244_ 024G
LEF! i ARGUMENT 000005 0214S 0242
LS I EXTERNAL 000000 0249
LT I EXTERNAL 000000 0247
N I 000252 C231_ 0242 0243 0244 0245H
•NAME t _h_UMENT 000004 0214S n21BS 0229M 0247M 0249M
_oo PEa=.I IxI 000000_216s02zAs0237 023sM02_ 0252 02_5M
--' RT R EXTERNAL 000000 0249
J
_lOtI 000017 0228 0229D
200 000070 0232 0237D 0242 0248 0250
_25J 000174 _246 G2490 "
__00 000207 024] 0252D 025A
__00 000240 0240 0253 025R0
_999 GOOOG1 0235 02360
0000 ERRORS E<GET_RD)FTN-REV14.2]
SUBROUTINE GETUD(BUFF,NAME) PAGE 0020
(Q.262} _UBROUTINE GET_D(UUFF,NARE)
(0?63_ C
(0_64; COMMON IX/ PEDL
(02651 C
(02_6) INTEGER BUFF(1),PEDL,NAME(1)_CHAR,
(0267) * ANLtACOMMA,ASCOLoASPoASPSP
(O_ES) C
(0269) C ANLmACOMMAtASCOL_ASP,ASPSP
(0270_ C ARE OCTAL
(0271J C 212_254,273t240t120240
(0272)
(C273) DATA ANLIACOH_A_ASCOL/13R_172t187/_
(0_7_) 4 ASP,ASPSP/160_2H I
(0_75) C
(02/6) DO 100 I=1,19
(0277) 100 NAME(I)=ASPSP
(027B_ C
"_1_ (_279, N=I(C _0) ]F(_UFF(1)._IE.ASP} GO TO 200
PO (0281) DO 999 I=2,77
(0282) II=I-1
(0283) BUFF(Ill=BUFF(If
(C284_ 999 CONTINUE
(0285: 200 CHAR=BUFFfPEDL}
e I(0286_ PLDL=PEDL*I
(G287) IF(PEDL,GTo77) RETURN
(02_8) IF(CHAR.EO,ANL} GOTO _OD
(D289) I=(N_Z)/2
(0_50) O=N-2*(_;/2)
(02q1) N=_I
(0;:92) IF(J.EO.I) GOTO 250
(0_93} NAME(I)=LT(NAME(1)_8} + CHAR
(0294_ GOTO 200
el
(02_5" 250 NAME(Z)= RT(NAME(1)_8} . LS(CHAR_B)
(0296; GOTO 200
(02_7) C
(029h _ C
(G_99) _00 PEDL=77
\
) ) ) .
SU[!ROUT]N[ GETtJD(I::UFF,,NAHt-) • PAGE 0021
(0_o0) RETURN
(0301: END
° . ................. -- ......
|SUBROUTINE GETWD(BUFF,NAM[) PAGE 0022 :
=
PCOHMA I 000007 0266S 0273I
ANL I 000006 0266S 02731 0288
_SCOL I 000010 026(,S 0273I
_SP I 000011 0266S 02731 0280
A3P$P I 000012 0266S 0273I 0277
D_FF I ARGUHENT 000003 C262_ 0266S 0280 0283R 0285
C_;AR I 000164 0266S 0285_ 028_ 0293 0295
GETWO R 000000 0262S
I I 000165 0276M 0277 0281H 0282 0283 0289H 0293
_295
II I 000167 0782H 0283
d I 000170 0290M' 0292
LS I EXTERNAL _O0000 0295
LT I EXTERNAL CO0000 0293
N I 000171 0279_ 0289 0290 0291M
_ARE I ARGUMENT _00004 C2625 02665 0277R 0293M 0295M
PEDL I /X/ 000000 02_45 _266S 0285 0286M 0287 0299_
RT R EXTERNAL CO0000 0295
_'= _lo.o 0000160276 02_7D
_,_ __0: 00006702_0 028_0029_ 0296
__50 0001_6029_ o2_5o
__00 000161028e029_0
_995 000060 C281 028_0 ,"
0000 ERRORS [<GETWD >FTN-REVI_.2]
t.--..-..-. _.. -.-
i --
SUBROUTINE SCRNHD(ITEM) PAGE 0023
(0302) SUBROUTINE SCRNHD(ITEM)
(0303) C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE DISPLAY ON USER TERMINAL OF
(0304) C THE APPROPRIATE HEADER FOR MAIL LOG SEARCHES
(0_05_ C
(03Cb} C DATA DECLARATION AND COMMON BLOCK FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE
(0305) C
{0305) COHHONIOLK/ F_S,ATHR_DD_TOqDLN$SUI_tROUT,IDDtCWA,CONT_
(03G5) I ADD_TWX_FCC_NR[:,DOT_RsPTIT_COUNT_CON
(0505) COMMONISRCI KtJT_DM_DA_DDD_DTOt[ILpIT_D_A_D_DTtDRE
(0305) I _TFVD_TLVDtFVD_LVDtIEX
(03_5) COMMON/FLA/ ITRSP_IFELEtlT_FX,IANNtIPRtIMIS41RFAD
(0365) INTEGER*4 ATHR(7)_TO(_),DL_(5)_SUD(P1)tROUT(_)IPTIT(19)_
(8305_ I CO_(5)_TWX(6_5)_FSC(_)_NR[(Ip3)oDDT(30_21)tT(2t)
(03Oh} I _TIT(?4)_rOUNT_CONT(5),IEX(4_3)
(0Z05) INTEGER*2 MS,[]D(3)gIDO(3)_ADD(3)_R_CWA(qI_UA(_).
(0305) INTEGER*2 ITRSP,IHFL_ITWFX,IANN,IPR_IMI_IRFAD
(G505) INTEGER*2 FVD(3),LVD(3)_D(3),D_DDP(3)
t;_ (0305) INTEGER*4 D_E,DT(5),D_(5),DL(5),DA(7),IT(24)_DTO(B),KNT
(0305 t DOUBLE PRECISION DTJ,TF _TL_TJUL,TFV[)_ TLVD_ TIM_TJ
(03'06_ INTEGER*2 rTEM
(030?? C CLEAR SCREEN FOR DISPLAY
(.rl
(0308) CALL CLEAR
(030?) URITE(I_IO)
(0310) I0 FORMAT(2X_7_(_*_))
(0_II) C DETERMINE THE ITEK OF SEARCH FOR SPECIFIC HEADER
(03%2) IF(ITEM.EQol) WRITF(I_20)DM
(031;5) IF(ITEM°EQo2) WRIT[(I_30)DA
(0314) IF(ITEM.EQ.Z) WRIT_(I_D)DDD
{0_15_ IF(ITE_.EO.4) _RITE(I_4b)OTO
(0316) IF(ITE_.EG.5) _RITt(]_O)OL
(031_) IF(ITEI_.EO.6) VRITf(I_,O)((IEX(I,J)_J=I_3)_I=I_a)
(0318) IF(ITEKoEQ._) WRITI (I,70)D
(0313) IF(ITEH.EQ.Q) WRITE (It_O)WA
(0_20) IF(ITE}I.EGoIO) _RITI (l_qO)D_
(0321) IF(ITEK.EG°II) _RII[(I,I_O)
(0322; IF(ITEMoEQolq) _RITF(I,120)DRE
(_323) IF(ITZ_:oEO°50) UF ITE(I,15)
(C32_) C DISPLAY ITEH NAME AKD ENTRY TO MATCH
------_..-- _._._-
SUBROUTINE SCRNHD(ITEM) PAGE 0024
------ ---- ....- ---.-._-----
(0325)
(0326,
«(;3nJ
(032il)
CO~291
((j;'30)
10331:
(0332)
(0.533t
. (0334)
(0:S~!i)
(0~36)
(C::'37)
(G~311)
(0:'39~
(O:ill 0 i
(0341'
(0342~
(C 3 .. 3)
(03ll'.~
(0:,45)
I(346)
(lj341)
(OJ4B)
(0349)
(0350)
(0351:
(03~2)
15
20
30
'10
'15
50
60
70
BO
90
100
120
C
125
C
130
£00
625
650
FORHAT(2X.·.·.38X.·PRINT ALL·.~~X.·'·)
FORMAT(2X.·.·.32X.·HAIL STATUS: ·.A2.28X.· •• )
FO~MAT(2X.·.·.l~X.·r.UTHORISOURCE: ·.7A4.17Y..·'·)
FORMAT(2X.·.·.30X.·DOCUMENT DATE: ·.2(I2.·-·).I2.22X,·.·)
FOR~AT(2X.·.·.20X.·~HOTO: ·.RA4.15X.·.·)
FORMAT(2X.···.2~X.·~CCUMENT/L[TTrR~U"U[R: ·.4A4.A2.13X.·.·)
FOR~ATl2X.·.·.20X.·!UHJ[CT: ·.4(2'4.A2.1X).2X.· •• )
FOkMAT(2X.·.·.30X.·INPUT DATr: ·.2(I~ •• -.).I2.2~X••• ')
FORKAT(2X.·.·.25X.·U.A. NUM8fR/ID ceDE: ·.4A2.21X.·.·)
FVKMATl2X.·.·.2~X.·rONTRAcTNU~nf.R: ·.5A4.13X."·)
FORMATl2X.·.·.3~X.·'CTIONour OATf·.29X.·.·)
FOkMATl2X.·.·.22X.·I-Jf.SA RfSPON5IIlLF: ENGINHR: '.A3.23X."')
DISPLAY THE DISPLAY FORMAT LI~[ ONE
IJRITrC1.125)
FORMAT(2X.·' SUBJECT •• ~RX.·.·)
DISPLAY THE DI$PLAY FORMAT LINf TWO
IIR lIE. C1.130)
FORMAT(2X.·. TYPEILrTTER NUMBER'.5X.·FILE SYSTEM CODE'.ax.
1 'INPUT DAT[-CODE·.13X.·.·)
IF(ITf.H.EQ.l1) WRITrll.60U)
FO~MATl2X.·. AUTHOR I SOURCE·.~X.·RESPONSIeLE ENGINEER·.4X.
l'CUE DATE·.20X.·.·)
IFlITfM.(Q.l1.0R.ITEM.EQ.50) 00TO 650
IoIRITElI,625)
FOR~ATl2X" KlFERENCEO DOCUMENTS'.55x, •• ')
'OR IlU 1,10)
RETURN
END
.
.
L- _
)
._-._-------------------
) )
.SUBROUTINE $CRNHO(ITEM} PAGE 0025
._00 I /BLK/ 000163 0305S
_lHi4" J /_LK/ 000001 0305S
CLEAR R EXTERNAL 000000 050F
CON J I_LKi 002751 030ES
CONT J I_LK/ 000151 0305S
CCUNT J /_LK/ 002727 0305_
CWA 1 /_LK/ 000145 0305S
D ! /SRC/ 00013G 0305_ 0318
DA J /SRC/ 000005 GSO_S 0313
DD I I_LKI 000017 0505S
D_D I /SRC/ 000021 0305S 031_
O_T d I_LKI 000_04 030_S
_L d ISRC/ 000044 0305S 0316
CLN J /_LK/ 000042 030_S
0:_ _M 1 /SRC/ 000002 0305S 0512
r_ [,RE d /SRC/ 000171 0305S 0522"-J OT ISRCl 57 S
OTJ O 0_0o00 030_S
OTO J /SRC/ 00002_ 0305S 0315
Dk d ISRCI 000145 0305S 0320
FSC d IBLKI 000202 030_S
FVD. I /SRC/ 000203 0305S
1 I 00130_ 0317M
IANN I /FLA/ 000003 030_S
IDD I I_LKi 000142 0305S ,'
IEX d ISRCI 000211 030_S 0317
I_ELE I IFLA/ 000001 0305S
I_IS I IFLA/ 000005 0305S
!PR I IFLAI 00000_ G30ES
IEEAO I IFLA/ 000006 030ES
IT d ISRCI 00005G 6305S
_TEM I ARGUMENT D00003 0302S 0506S 0312 0313 0314 0315 0316
_317 0318 0319 0320 0321 0322 0323
034_ 03_7
ITR_P I /FLA/ 000000 030TS
I'f;FX I /FLA/ 000002 03055
d I _01_05 0317F
YNT d ISRCI 000000 0305S
... ......... _
SUDROUTINE SCRNHO(ITEM) PAGE 9026
LVD I t_RCI 00020_ 0305s
MS I ]ELK/ 000000 0505S
NRE d /ELK/ 000276 0305S
"PTZT d /ELK/ O02661 03055
R 1 /_LK/ 00266'0 0305S
-ROUT d /ELK/ 000126 0305S
" _.CRNHD R 000000 03025
FUB d /BL.K/ 000054 0305S
T d 000005 0505_
TF. D 000000 0305&
TFVD "0 /SRC/ 000173 0305S
TIH O 000000 0505_
lIT d 000057 0305S
Td O 000000 0305S
TJUL D 000000 0305S
TL O 000000 0305S
TLVO O /SRC/ 000177 0305S
TO J /PLK/ 000022 030bS
(,_ t_ TaX J /ELK/ 000166 0305_Po ' WA I /SRC/ 000141 03055 0319Co
..10 000145 0309 0310D 0350
._IOU 000772 0321 0335D .
_20 001016 0322 03360 ',
125 001057 033P 0339D
_130 0_1100 0341 03_20
_15 000416 0323 03250
_20 000437 0312 0326D
30 000464 0313 03270
40 000513 031h 032_D
_45 000546 0515 032qD
_50 000571 0516 0330D
&O 000626 03'17 " 0331D
__00 001162 03_ fi3_SD
_625 001252 034_ 03_9D
_650 001275 0347 0350D •
_70 000656 031_ 0332D
_80 000710 0319 0333D
'i
; ) )
$UPROUTINE SCRNHD(IIEM} PAGE 0027
__90 000742 0"320 0334D
00_0 ERRORS E<SCRNHD)FTN-REVI_.2]
03
SUBROUTINE SCRNPT(ITEM) PAGE 0028
(0553) 8UDROUTINE SCRNPT(ITEM)
(0354) C THIS SUBROUTINE .DISPLAYS THE DOCUMENT FOUND VIA
(0355) C SEARCH IN _ T_O (P) LINE FORMAT:
(0356) C LINE ON_ (I} SUI!JEC1
10357) C LINE TWO (2) DOCUMEPJTILETTER NUMBER FILE CODE INPUT DATE
(D35B.. C
(D358) C DATA DECLARATION AND COMMON BLOCK FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE
(035_). C
(03_6: COMMONIBLK/ MS,ATHR_DD_TOtDLN,£UF_ROUT_IDD,CWAgCONTq
(O_bR) l ADD_T_X_FSC, NRE_DDT_RIPTITtCOUNT'_CCN
(0_58) COMMON/SRC/ KNT,DM,DA,DDD,DTO,DL_IT_D_WA_DW_DT_DRE
(0556) 1 _TFVD_TLVDtFVD,LVD,IFX
(0_58} COMMONIFLA/ ITRSP_IMELE,IT_FX,TANN,IPR,IMI_,IRFAD
(035_) INTEGER*4 ATHR(7)_TG(_)oDLN(5)$SUB(21)IROUTf6)_PTITf19)q
(0358) 1 CO_(5),T_X(G_5)_FSC(_)_RE(l_3)tDDT(30_21)tT(21)
(0Z58) 1 _TIT(24),CDU_T_CONT(5),IEX(4_3)
(Q35B) INTEGER*2 MSqDD(3)_IDD(3}_ADO(3),R_CWA(_)_A(_)
(035_) INTEGER,2 ITRSP,IN[LE,IT_FX,IA_;_,IPR,IHIS,IREAD
_.J_T"(0_5_) IKTEGER*2 FVD(3),LVD(3),O(3),D_UDD(3)
%_k_ (O_R) INTEGER*4 DRE_DT(5),D_(5)_DL(5)_DA(7),ITf2_}_DTO(B)_KNT
(033R1 DOUBLE PRECISION DTJ,TF,TL_TJUL,TFVD_TLVD_TIM_TJ
(0_9) INTEGER*2 ITEM
(05£0) C DISPLAY DOCUHENT ON USER TERMINAL
(D_61) _RITE(I_5) '.
(03_2) 5 FORMAl(' _1)
(D_63) _RITE(I_ID)PTIT_DL_FSC,IOD_COUNT
(03&_) 10 FORMAT(3X_19A_/_3X_A_eA2_SX_2A_|A2_'/_2A_A2_SX_
'(0365) I 2(12,'-'),12,2X_I_I)
(03£6) IF(ITEH.EO,11oOR.ITEMoEOoSO) GOTO 650
{ (03&7) IF(T_X(1,1),NE° _ _) GOTO 175
(.03_8) _RITE(I_IT?)
(0369) 172 FORHAT(3X_'NONE_)
(0370) GOTO 6bO
(0311) 175 _RITE(1,1BO}((T_X(I_J),J=I_5),I=I,5)
(0372) 180 FORMAT(3X_3(hA_,A2_2X})
(03T3) IF(TUX(q_I).EQ.' _) GOTO &50
(037q) QRITE(I_IBO)((TQX(I_J)_J=I_5}_I=q,6)
(0375) C INCREMENT FOUND COUNTER
SUBROUTZNE SCRNPT(ITEH) PAGE 0029
(0376) 650 KNT=KNT+I
(0377} CALL PAUS
(0378) CALL RECYCL
(0379_ RFTURN
(0380> END
SUOROUIINE SCRNPT(ITEM) PAGE 0030
ADO _ fk_LKI 000163 0358S
ATHR ,J IE'LKI 000001 035PS
CON d /ELK/ 002731 0358S ICONT d /F:LKI 000151 0358S
CGUNT d IELKI 002727 0358S 0363
_.WA T /ELK/ 0001_5 035_
L_ I I._RCI 0e0136 0358,S
DA d ISRC/ 000003 0358S
DD ] /_LK/ 000017 035_._.
")OD I /SRCI 000021 0358S
DOT d /ULK/ 000304 0358. _.
DL d /.€_RC/ 000044 035_ S
.3LN J /P.LKI 000042 0358S 0363
DR 1 ISRCI 000002 0355S
_RE J ISRCI 000171 035_ ,_
OT J ISRCI 000157 035_S
DTd D 000000 035_ ,_
DTO J /.",RC/ 000024 035PS
iI_ 9_ d /SRC/ 060145 035_ _,FSC J /£LK/ 0 262 8S 0363
FVD I /SRC/ 000203 035_ €._
_ I 000t*41 0371M 037_M
IAN,'J I /FLA/ 000003 035P_
IDD I /PLKI 000142 035_S 0363 "
IF.X "J ISkCI 000211 035_ S
Iv.*_LE I /FLA/ 000001 035FS
IMIS I IFLA/ 000005 0350S
_PR I IFLA/ 00000 t_ 0358S
_RE._D I IFLAI 000006 035_S
IT d ISRCI 000056 035_S
ITrtl 1 ARGUMENT U00003 0353S 0359S 0366
ITRSP I IFLAI 000000 0358S
ITWFX I /FLA/ 000002 0358S
•d I 000_42 0371H 0374M
KNT d ISRCI oo0o00 0350S 0376M
LVD 1 ISRCI 000206 0358S
HS I Ir_LKI 000000 0358S
;_RE J IP_LKI 000276 0358S
j-
• e, •
SUBROUTINE SCRNPT(ZTEH) PAGE 0031
PAUS R EXTERNAL 000000 0377
PTIT J /_LKI 002661 0358S 0363
R I /PLKI 002660 0358S
RECYCL R EXTERNAL 000000 0378
ROUT d I_LK/ 000126 035_S
SCR_;PT R 000000 0355_
SUE J /ELK/ 000054 035f_S
T J 000005 035_S
TF 0 000000 035_S
TFVD O ISRCI 0001_3 0358S
TIR D GO0000 035RS
TII d 000057 035R_
TJ D [JO0000 035_S
TJUL D _00000 0358S
TL D 000000 035f_
TLVD O /SRC/ 000177 055_S
TO d /_LK/ 000022 035_S
Co T_X d /[_LK/ 000166 035_S 0367 0371 0373 037_
= WA I /SRC/ 0001_1 0358_10 74 565 036_D
_lT2 000271 C568 03690
175 000301 0367 0371D
. 160 0003_4 0371 0572D 0374
_5 00014_ 0361 0562D o'
_5D 000424 0566 0570 0373 0376D
0000 ERRORS [<SCRNPT>FTfJ-R_VI_.2]
ISUBROUTINE HARDHD(ITEM) PAGE 0052
(0381) SUBROUTINE HARDHDfITEM)
(0582) C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE _RITING TO TEMPORARY FILE (7)
(0585} C OF THE APPROPRIATE HEADING FOR MAIL LOG SEARCHES TO BE
(03_q) C SPOOLED TO THE PRINTER FOR OUTPUT IF DESIRED
(03851 C
(0385) C DATA DECLARATION AND COMMON BLOCK FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE
(0385) C
(0385) COMMON/PLK/ MS,ATHF,DD_TO,DLNISUi]tRCUTtIDD_CUA_CONTo
(0385) I ADD_TWX_FSC_RF_OCTtR,PTIT,COUNT_CON
(03_5) COMMONISRC/ KNTqDM_UA_DDgDTOt{)L_ITtD_WA_D_DTtDRE
_0_85) I _TFVD_TLVD_FVD_LVD,IZX
(03Bb) COMMONIFLAI ITRSP,IMELEtITWFX,IANN,IPPoIMIS_]READ
(0_5) I_TEGER'4 ATHR(7)_TO(B),DLN(5)_SUB(21)_ROUIf6)tPTII(19)_
(03_5) 1 CO_(5)gTWX(_,5),FSCI_)_NRITIItS)IDDI'(30_21)_T(21)
(C3B5) 1 _TIT(?_),COUNT,CONT(b)tIEX(_o3)
(0385} INTEGER*2 MS,DD(5},IDD(3),ADD(_)tR,CWA(4)_VA(4)
(0_85) INTEGER*2 ITRSP,IHFLE,ITWFX,IANN,IPRtlMIS,IRZAO
(65_5) INTEGER_2 FVD(5)_LVD(3)_Df3)_E;K,DDD(5)
I,'_.0 (0385) INTEGER*_ D_E,DT(5),D_(5),DL(5),DA(7),IT(2_),DTO(8)'KNT
(0385) DOUBLE PRECISION DTJ_TF_TL_TJUL_TFVD,TLVD_TIII_TJ
"_ (03.86) INTEGER*? ITEM_RRAY(]_)
(0387} C FETCH AND _RITE TIME A_D DAlE TO OUTPUT FILE
(038B) CALL IIKDAT(AHRAY_I_.)
(0389) AMIN=ARRAY(_) :"
(0390) AH=AMINIGOoO
(0391) IH:AH
(0392) IMH=IH*60
(0393) I_IN=AMIN
(0_9_ IDM=IMIN-IMM
(0395) _RIIE(T_IOOO)IH_IDM,(ARRAY(1),I=I,5)
(039&) 1000 FORHAT(_I_tIOOX_ I_t:_I3_X_2(A2_/_)_A2|
(0597} _RITE(7_700)
(039_) C DFTER_}INE THE ITEM OF SEARCH FOR SPECFIC HEADER
(0399t IF(ITEMoEO.50) ;RIlE(7_15)
(0_00) IFfITEM.EQol} _RITEf7_20)DM
(0401} IF(ITEPoEGo2) WRITE(7_30)DA
(0_02) IF(ITEK.E_.3)' _RITF(7_40)DDD
(0_05) IF(ITE_,EQo_) _RITE(7_5)DIO
pSUBROUTINE HAROHD(ITEM) PAGE 0033
(0_04| IF(ITEM.EQoS) WRITF(7_50)DL
(Oq05) IF(ITEM.EG.&) _RITE(7_60)((IEX(I_J)tJ=lt3),I=I_4|
(0406) " IF(ITEM°EQoB) WRITL(7,70)O
(0407) IF(ITEK.EG.9) WRITE(7,_O)UA
(040_) IF(IIEK.[Q,IO) _RIIr(7,gO)D_
(0_09) IF(ITEM.EO.II) WRITE(7_IO0)
(0_I0) IF(ITEM.EO.14) _RIIF(7,120)DRE
(0411) C WRITE ITEM NAME AhD ENTRY OF MATCH
(0_12) 15 FOR_AT(7OX_IPRIhT _LL t)
(0413) 20 FO_MAT(62X_MAIL STATUS:t_4X_A2)
(0_i_) 30 FORMAT(52X_AUTHORISOU_C[:t,4X_7A4)
(0_15) _0 FORMAT(60X_'DOCUME_T DAIE:'_Xt2(I2_t-t)II2)
(0_I_) 45 FO_AT(_OX_'_HO TO:'_4X_8Aq)
(C_17) 50 FCRMAT(5OX_DOCUME_T/L[TTER NUMB_R:t_4X_A_,A2)
(041_) 60 FO_MAT(50X_'SUBJECT:'_3X_(1X_2A_A2))
(0_19) 70 FORMAT(£OX_'I_4PUT DATE:_4X_2(12_-_)_I2)
(0_20) _O FORMAT(55X_'_oAo NUMBE_/ID COD£:_X_qA2)
_ (0_21} 90 FCRMAT(55X,"COrCTRACT KUMBER:_4X_SA4)
(_ (_422). 100 FORMAT(62X_ACTION FUE DATE _)
_'_ (0423) 120 FOR_AT(52X_'r;ASA RF_,POr_SI_LE E_JGINEER:_4X_A3}
(0_24) C _RITE PRINT FORMAT LINE O_E HFADER
(0425) WRITE(7_I3_)
(C_26) 130 FORMAT(SX_UPJ[CT_SX_TYP_/L£TTER NUMBER FILE SYSTEM CODE_,
(D'_27) 1 6_DATE-CODE _) '.
(0428) IF(ITE_.EGoII) _RITL(7_500)
(G429_ 500 FOH_AT(bX_'AUTHOR / SOURCE',6"IX_R'FSPONSIBL_ ENGINEER _,
(Oa30) i 22X_'DATE-DUE')
(043]) IF(ITEM.EQ.II.OR.ITEHoEO°_O) GOTO 650
(0N32) UHITL(7_600)
(0_33) &O0 FOkMAT(SX,_RFFERENCED DOCUMENTS_)
(0_5_) G50 _RII[(7_700)
(0,+35) 700 FORffAT(bX_127('*_))
(0436) RE.TURN
(G_37) END
SUBROUTINE HAROHD(ITEM) PAGE 0034
ADO I /_LK/ 000163 0385S
AH R 001257 0390K 0391
AMIFe R 001261 0389M 0390 0393
ARRAY I C00005 038£3 0388A 03R9 0395
ATHR d IULKI 000001 03S5S
CON J I_LKI 002731 0585S
CONT d I_LK! 000151 03R_S
COUNT d /BLK/ 002727 03855
CWA 1 /_LK/ 000145 C3_5S
O I ISRC/ 050136 5385S 0406
DA d ISRCI 000003 038_S 0401
DO I /_.LK/ 000017 03_5S
DDD T IL_Cl 0CC021 5385S 0402
DDT J /ELK/ 000304 03855
CL d /ERC/ 050044 0385S 040_
DLtl d /_LK/ 000042 038_5
D_ ! /SRC/ 000002 0385_ 0400
ORE J I_/ 000171 53_5s o410
co DT J ISRCI 000157 038_S
"-_ I OTJ D _00000 03855
'x_ OTO J ,SRC, 0_502_5385:o_o3
_w u ,SRC, ooo1+_o3_ o_o8
FSC d /bLKI 000262 038bS
FVD 1 /SRC/ 000205 038bS '.
HARDHD R 000000 0381S
I I 5012_3 0305_ 0_05M
IANN I /FLA/ 000003 03A5S
]DO I /ELK/ 000142 038bS
IDM I 001264 0304F 0395
IEX d /SRC/ 000211 03BI, S 0405
IH I 001265 0391M 0392 0395
2_;ELE I /FLA/ OODO01 0385S
IMI_ I O012_G 039_M 039_
IMIS I /FLA/ 000005 0385S
I_M I 0012h7 0392H 0_9€
IFR I /FLA/ 000004 038_S.
IREAD I /FLA/ 000006 0385S
IT d /SRC/ 000056 0.385S
) ) )i
mSUBROUTINE HARDHD(ITEM) PAGE 0055
ITEM I ARGUMCNT 000003 0381S 05P.6S 0399 0400 0401 0402 0403
0404 0405 0406 0407 040R 0409 0410
0428 0431
ITRSP I IFLA/ 000000 03853
ITWFX I /FLA/ 000002 03855
J I 001270 0405H
KNT J /SRC/ 000000 03h 5'.,
|.VO I ISRCI 000206 03B55
MS I ILLKI 000000 05_5..("
NRE J IBLKI 000276 03_5S
PT_T 'd /FLK/ 002_61 0385.S
R I /['LKI 002660 0385S
ROUT d IFLKI 000126 03_5S
SUB J IBLKI 000054 0385S
.1 d 000024 0385S
"IF D 000000 03 _ 5.,S
.TPVD 0 /SRC/ 000173 03 _sE%
TIH D 000000 0385S
, = TI_DAT R EXTERNAL 000000 03P_
._ (_ TIT O 1,0007 ._ 03R5S
TJ p 000000 03_ 5,';
TJUL D 000000 03 _.':.S
TL F) 000000 0365.S
TLVO D /SRC/ 000177 0385R
TO J /ELK/ 00002? 03 B.5S .'.
TwX d /[_LK/ 000166 038..5S
_A I ISRC/ 0001_I 038 b ._; 0407
100 O0100& 0409 0422D
_i000 000245 0395 039_D
__120 001023 0410 0423D
_13_ 001055 0425 0426[1
__15 000540 0399 0412D
__20 000552 0400 0413D
_30 000570 0401 04143
___0 000610 0402 0415D
45 000634 040_ 041_.D
• __50 000650 C40q 04170
SUBROUTINE HARDHD(ITEM} PAGE 0036
_500 001134 0428 04299
60 000676 0405 04180
600 001220 0432 04_30
, 650 001237 0431 04340
70 000717 0406 04190
_70_ 001243 0397 0434 04350
80 000742 0407 04200
_90 G00765 0408 04210
0000 ERRORS E<HARDHO>F_N-REV14-23 :
L. .o .__ +
_.
i+
SUBROUTINE HARDPT(ITEM) PAGE 0037
(0q38} SUBROUTINE HARDPT(ITEM)
(0439) C THIS SUBROUTINE P{RFORMS THE WRITE TO TEMPORARY FILE (7)
(0440) C FOR OUTPUT IF DESIRED OF A ONE (1) LINE FORMAT:
(0441). C SUUJECT TYPEILETTER NUMBER FILE CODE DATE
(0442) .C
(_42) C DATA DECLARATION AND COMMON BLOCK FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE
(C442) C
(0442) COMHON/BLKI MStATHR,DD,TO,DLN+SUR,ROUT,IDD,C_A,CONT,
(0442) 1 AOD+TWX_FSCtKRF+DDT_R_PTIT_COUNT,CON
(044?) COMMON/SHC/ KNT+DM_OA_I=DD+DTO+I)L,IT_D,UAtDWtDT,DRE
{0q42) 1 +TFVD+TLV[)tFVD+LVD,IEX
(C442) COMMON/FLA/ III(SP,IF'ELt +IT;FX_IANN+IPR_IMIS+IR_AD
(0442) INII'GER*4 A]fIB(7),TO(_],I)LN(5)+_UBf2])_ROUT(6)+PTIT(19)t
(0442) 1 CO_,(5)+TWX(Ftb)+FSC(t,)+NRL(I_3)tD_T(50_21)+T(21)
(0442) 1 tIIT(24),COUP_T,CONI(_)sIFX(4,3)
(_4q2) INTEGER*2 MS,DD(3)_IDD¢3)_A_D(3}sR,C_A(4)+L!A(_)
(0_42) INTEGER*2 ITESP,IMLLE,IT_FX,IA_N,IPR._IMIS+IR[AD
(0442) INTEGER*2 PVD(3)tLV['(5}+D(3)+D_+DDD(5)
(0_42) INTEGER*4 D_E_Dl(5)_DU{5),DI.(5|,DA(7)+IT(24)+DTO(R)+KNT
I (0_42) DOUBLE PRECISION DTJ+TF+TL_TJUL,TFV!)+TLVD+TIM+TJ
(0_43) INTEGER*2 ITeM
4 4 C WRITE COUNTER AND DOCUMENT REC{]RDS ON TEMPORARY PILE
(0_45) _RITE(I_IO)KNT+PTIT,DLN+FSC,IDO+COUNT
(&446) I0 FORP_AT('O_+I4_'._ISA4,4A4_A2+IX+2A4+A2_/_+2A4+A2+IX+_I2_I3) ,.
(0_7) IF(ITEMoEGoIl.0R.ITEM.EQ._.D) +;OTO 650
(0_48) IF(T_X(I+I)oNZ°_ +) GOIO 175
(0449) WRITE(7+172)
(0_50) 172 FORMAT(6X_NO'NE ' )
(0451) GO TO 190
(C452) 175 _RITr(7_ISO)((T_X[I+J}+J=I_5)+I=I_6)
(0453) 180 FORM_.T(4X+6(2X_4A4_A2))
(045_) 190 CONTINUE
(0455) 650 RETURN
10456) END
SUBROUTINE HARDPT(IIEM) PAGE 0038
ADD I #BLK/ 000163 0442S
ATHR d /BLK/ 000001 04_2S
CON d /eLK/ 002731 0442S
CONT d /BLK/ 000151 0442S
COUNT d /BLK/ 002727 0442S 0445
C_A ! /_LK/ 000145 04k2_
D I ISRCI 00013_ C442S
DA J /S_C/ 00000_ 0442S
DD I 15LKI 000017 0442S
DDD I /SRC/ 000021 0442S
DDT "J I_LKI 000304 0442S
DL d /SRCI 000044 0442S
GLN d /ELK/ 000042 0447S 0445
_M I /SRC/ 000002 04_2S
_RE J fSRCl 000171 0_42S
DT J IS_CI 000157 04425
DTJ D 000000 0442S
OTO d ISRCI 000024 Oq_2S
co DW d /SRC/ 0001_5 04425
L_._0 FSC J /gLK/ 0002_2 0442S 0445VD I ISRCI 0203 .
HARDPT R C00000 045_S
I 1 C003_4 0452M
IANN I /FLA/ 000003 0442S '.
TOO I IFLKI 000142 0442S 0445
IEx d ISRCI 000211 04425
IMELE I /FLA/ 000001 Oq4?S
tHIS I /FLA/ 000005 0442_
ZPR I /FLA/ O0000a 04425
IREAD I /FLA/ 0G0006 G4425
IT d ISRCI 000056 0442S
ITE_ I ARGUMENT 000003 043BS 0443S 0447
ITRSP I /FLA./ 000000 0442S
iTWFX I /FLA/ 000002 04425
d I 000345 0452_
KNT d ISRCI 000000 0442S 0445
LVD I ISRC/ 00020A 0442S
MS I /ULK/ 000000 0442S
SUEROUTINE HARDPT(ITEM) PAGE" 0039
NRE J /ELK/ 000276 0442S
PTIT J I_LKI 002661 0442S 0445
R 1 I_LKI 002660 0442S
ROUT d I['LKI 000126 Ok_2S
SUB J /ELK/ 00005_ 0442S
T J 000005 0442_
IF D 600000 04425
7FV_ D /SRC/ 000173 04425
TIM D DOOOOO 0_4;'S
TIT J 000057 0442S
TJ D _00000 0442S
TJUL D O0000D 0442S
YL O GO0000 0442s
TLVO O /SRC/ 000177 0442_,
TO d /ELK/ 000022 0442S
TWX O /SLK/ 000166 0442S 0448 0_52
wA I ISRCl ooo141 o_42s
r\_ _1o o00166o4._ o4_6oI !72 000256 0449 G450D.._
_ _.175 G00266 0448 _4520
180 000330 C452 0453D
156 0003_2 0451 0454D
_65_ 000342 04_7 0_55D
0000 ERRORS [<HARDPT>FTN-REV14.2]
SUBROUTINE BRAKET PAGE 0040
(0457) SURROUTINE BRAKET
(045_) C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE DEFINING OF THE TIME
(0459) C FRAME TO EE SEARCHED DURING THE SEARCH MODE9 IF DESIRED
(0460) C
(_460) C DATA DECLARAIION AND COMMON BLOCK FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE
(O_&O} C
(Oq60) COMMON/BLK/ MSqATHR_DD,TOqDLN,_UB_ROUT,IDD_CWA,CONTI
(0460) 1 AOD, TWX_FSC_KRE,DDTsRtPTIT,COUKT_CON
(O&60) COMMONISRCI KNT_DM_DAIUDD,DTO_DL_IT_D_WA_DW,DT_DRE
(O_&O) I oTFVD,TLVD, FVD_LVDIIEX
(0460} COMMONIFLAI ITRSP,I_ELFIII;FX,IANNgIPR_IMIS,IREAD
(G460} INTEGER*4 ATHR(7)_TO(_),DLNfS),SUB(2])qRDUTf6)IPIIT(19)_
(046D) I CO_'(5)_X(615)_FSC(6)_RE(It3}_DDT(30o21}_T(21)
(0460} 1 tTIT(24)9('OUNT,CONT(5),I£X(4_3}
(0460) INTEGER*2 MStUD(3),IDD(3),A_D(5),RqCWA(4)tWA(4)
(0460) INTEGER*2 ITRSF_IFIELEeIT_FX_IA_IN,IPR_IHISeIREAD
_-/_._o(0460) I_TFGER*2 FVD(3}_LVr:(3),D(3}_K_DDD(3)
.._....I:=-"-- (0460)' INT_GER-_ DRE_DT(5)_DW(5)_DL(5)_DA(7)_IT(2_)_DTB(BI_KNT
ro (0_0} DOUBLE PRECISION DTJ,TF_TL,TJUL,TFV[I,TLVD_TIM,TJ
(04_1) C DETERMINE THE FIRST DATE
(0_&2) 880 WRITE(1_881}
(O_&3) 881 FORMAT( _ _HAT IS THE FIRST VALID DATE_,/_|MMDDYY ')
(0464_ READ(I_882,F_R=P80}FVD
(0_65) 882 FORMAT(312)
(046_} C CHECK FOR VALID DAlE ENTRY
(04G7} IF(FVD(1).Gl.12.GRoFVD(2)oGT.31} GOTO 880
(G_68) C STORE LFGAL E_TRY BY MONTH, DAY, YEAR
(0_69} IM:FVD(1)
(OkTO) ID:FVD(2)
(0471). IY:FVP(3)
(0472) C COtJVERI TH_ FIRST DATE TO JULIAN TIME
(0473) CALL JTIMF(IY_IM_ID_OtO_O_IJ)
(047q) C STORE JULIAIJ (FIRST} TIME
(0475) TFVD=TJ
(04.7&) C DETERMINE THE LASI DATE OF TIME FRAME
(0_77} 885 WRITE(1_88_)
(0478} 884 FORMAT( _ _HAT IS THE LAST VALID DATE_/_tMMDDYYt)
(0_79) READ(I_BR2_ERR=885)LVD
SUBROUTINE 8RAKET PAGE 0041
(O_8O) C CHECK FOR VALID ENTRY
(0_81) IF(LVD(1).GT.12oOR.LVDf2}.GT.31} GOTO 885
(O_P2_ C IF NO LAST ENTRY SPECIFIED, SET TO MAXIMUM DATE
(0_83} C DEC° 31, 1999
(0_84) IF(LVD(1).[[}.O} LVD(1)=12
(048b) IF(LVD(_}°E_.O) LVD(2):3]
(04B£) IF(LVO(3).EG.G) LVD(3)=_9
(0_7} C STORE LAST DATE BY MONTH9 DAY, YEAR
(C_8_ IH=LVD(1)
(0_9_ ID=LVO(2)
(04901 IY=LVC(3)
(04_1) C CONVERT THE LAST DATE TO dULIAN TIME
(0492) CALL JTIME(IY_IM_ID,O_D,O,TJ)
(0_93) C STORE JULIAN (LAST) TIME
(O_S_) TLVD=TJ
(0q95) C ARE .THE DATES ENTFRED COMPATIBLE_ YES RETURN
(O_&) C ELSE DISPLAY FRROR t4ESSAGE
(0_97: IF(TLVD°GE.TFVD) GO TO 88_
{CG98} _RITE(I,_87)
(0_59: B87 FORMAT(, GGLRROR IN DATES - PLEASE TRY AGAIN'/)
L/_ _ (G500_ GO TO B80
_ (O501) 886 CONTINUE
(D502) RETURN
(0503) END
-. °....
SUBROUTINE BRAKET PAGE 0042 l
ADD I /ELK/ 000163 04605
AThR d /_LKI 000001 04605
BRAKET R 000000 04575
CON d I_LKI 002731 04605
CONT d I_LKI 000151 04605
COUtJT d /PLK/ 002727 C4605
CWA I /bLK/ 000145 04605
D I /SRC/ 000156 04605
DA d /SRC/ 00000_ 04&05
DD I /ELK/ 000017 04005
_DD I I_RCI 000021 04605
DDT J IPLK/ CC050_ 04605
DL d /SRC/ 000044 C4_GS
DLN d IDLKI 0C0042 G4&OS
DR .I /&PC/ 000002 04605
GRE d ISRC/ 000171 0460S
DT d /$RC/ 000157 04hGS
DTJ D G00000 04605
(,j-._ ,_ OTO a /5RC/ 000024 04_05
_ -._ c}u a /SRC/ 000145 C4e_SFSC d I_LK/ 000262 046_S
FVD I ISRCl 000203 04605 0464M 0467 0469 0470 0471
]AN_ I /FLA/ C00005 04605
C470M 0475A 0489M 0492A :.ID I 000442
IOO "I IPLK/ 000142 04605
ZEX d /SRC/ 000211 04£05
IN. I 000445 0469M 0475A 049AM 0492A
IMELE I IFLA/ 000001 0460S
IMIS I /FLA/ 000005 04605
IPR I IFLAI 000004 0460S
IREAD I /FLA/ 000006 04GOS
IT d /SRC/ 00005_ 0460S
:TRSP I IFL_i 000000 04605
ITWFX I IFLAI 000002 0400S
IY I G00444 0471_ 0473A 0490M 0492A
.JTIME I EXTERNAL 000000 0473 0492
K_JT J /SRC/ 000000 0460S
LVD I ISRCI 000206 0460S 0479M 0481 0484M" 0485M 0486M 04B8
SU[tROUIINE BRAK[T PAGE 0043
P4R9 0490
MS ] /SLKI 000000 04605
NRE J /ELK/ 000276 0_60S
PTIT J /_LK/ 002661 0460S
R ] /PLK/ 002660 0_60S
ROUT d /_LK/ 000126 0460S
SUB J /ELK/ 000054 0_60S
T d C00002 G460S
TF D 000000 C460S
'rFW) D /SRC/ 000175 0460S 0475M 0497
[If4 D 000000 04&0$
TIT J 000054 0460S
TJ D 00G446 04&OS 0475A 0475 0492A 0494
TJUL D 000000 0460S
TL O 000000 0_60_
TLVD D ISRCI 000177 04&OS 0_9_M 0497
TO d /ULK/ 000022 0460_
TWX d i[:LK/ 000166 O_GS
WA I ISRCI 0001_1 0_60S
I_S __o oooi_4o_o o4_ o4_7o_oo
u_ _0_ _0014104_ 0_0
_ 000_004770_7_0 :
......, ..... o ................. . ..........................................
C PAGE 0644
(0504). C
(0_05) SUBROUTINE RDSUB
(Gb06) C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS A READ FUNCTION FOR SELECTED
(G507) C SUB-FILES DURING SEARCH SUBROUTINES
(0508) C
(050_} C
(0509) C DATA DECLARATION AND COMMON BLOCK FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE
(0509) C
(0509) COHMONIBLKI MS,ATHRIDD,TO,DLNISUB_ROUT_IDDtCWA,CONT,
(0509) I ADDvTUXBFSCvKRFtDDT_R,PTIToCOUNT,CON
(0509) COMMONISRCI KNT_DM_DA_DDDtI)TO_DLtITQD_A_DWtDTtDRE
10509) I _TFVD_TLVD_FVDILVDtIEX
(0509) COMMONIFLAI ITRSP,IMELE,ITWFX,IANN_IPR.IMIS_IREAD
(0509) INTEGER*q ATHR(T),TO(P),DLN(5},SUB(21),ROUT(6),PTIT(19)t
(0509) 1 CON(5)_T_X(G,b)_FSC(_,),NRr(1_3)tDDT(30_21)_T(21)
(0509) 1 _TIT(24),COUNT_CONT(5)BIEX(4_3)
(&509_ INTEGER*2 MS,DD(3),]OD(3)_ADDI3)_R_CWA(4)_A(4)
! (05.09} INTEGER*2 IT_SP_IHELE_II_FX_IAkN_IPRtIMISBIREAD
(0509) INTEGER*2 FVD(3)_LVD(3)tD(3)_D_IDDD(3)
_ (0509) INTEGER*4 DR£_D](5}gDW(5)tDL(5)_DA(7)_IT(2_)_DTO(B),KNT
-\ (0509)" DOUBLE PRECISION DTJ_TF_TLzTJUL_TFVD_TLVD_TIM*TJ
q'_ 105101 C
(0511} C IS THIS A TRANSMITTALISP£CIFICATION SUBFILE READ REQUEST
(0512) C YES_ PERFORM READ _..
(0513} C
(0514) IF(ITRSP.EQ.O) GOTO 100
(0515) 51 READ(6_END=IOO)MS_ATHR_DD_TO_DLN_SUB_PTIT,ROUT_IDD_COUNT_
(0516) 1 C_A_CONT,ADD_T_X_FSC_NRE_ODT
(b517) RETURN
(0518) C
(0_19.) C IS THIS _ MEMOILETTER SUBFILE READ REQUEST
(Oh20) C YES_ PERFORM READ
(0521) C
(0522) 100 IF(IMELEoEGoO) GOTO 200
(0523) 101 READ(lt_END=2OO)MStATHR_DD,TO_OLN_SUB_PTIT_ROUI_IDD_COUNT_
(0'52_) 1 C_A_CONT_ADD_T_X_FSC_NRE
(0_25} RETURN
(0_26) C
c PAGE 00_5
(0527) C IS THIS A TWXIMAGNAFAXIRAPIFAX SUBFILE READ REQUEST
(0528) € YES+ PERFORM READ
(0529) C
(0530) 200 IF(ITWFX,EQ.O) GOTO 300
(0531) 201 READ(129END:300)MS_ATHR_DDtTO_DLN_SUB,PTITtROUTtIDDtCOUNTt
(0532} 1 C_AqCONT,ADD_TWX_FSCtNRE
(0533) RETURN
(053_) C
(0535) C IS THIS AN ANNOUNCEMENT SUBFILE READ REQUEST
(0535) C YES_ PERFORM READ
(0537) c
(o5_B) 300 IF(IANN,EQ.O) GOTO 400
(05_9) 301 READ(13,END:400)MS,ATHk,DDtTO,I_LN_SUBtPTIT_ROUTtIDD_COUNT_
(05_0) I CWA,COtJT,ADD,TWX_FSC_HRE
(0541) RETURN
(05_2) C
(0543} C IS THIS A PURCHASE REQUEST SU[_FILE READ REQUEST
(_54_} C YES_ PERFORM READ
t_ (0545)
_:= (0546) 400 IF(IPR.EQ.O) GOTO 500
...j(0547} 401 READ(14,END:500)MS_ATHR_DD_TO,DLNtSUB_PTIT_ROUT_IDD_COUNT,
(05q_) 1 CWA,CONT_ADD,T_X,FSC_NRE
(C549) RETURN
(0550) C '.
(0551) O IS THIS A MISCELLANEOUS SUBFIL_ READ REQUEST .'
(0352) C YES_ PERFORM READ
(0553) C
(0554} 500 IF(IMIS.EOoO) GOTO 600
(0555) 501 READ(15_END:6UO)_S+ATHR,DDgTO_DLNtSUB_PTIT_ROUT_IDD_COUNTt
(0556) 1 CWAgCONT_ADD_TWX_FSC_NRE .
(0557) RETURN
(055B} c
(0559) C FINISHED ALL SUDFILES
(056.0) C
(0561) 600 IREAD=I
(0562) RETURN
.(05£3) END
C PAGE 00_6
ADD I /ELK/ 000163 0509S 0515M 0523M 0531M 0539M 0547M 0555M
ATHR d /ELK/ 000001 05095 0515M 0523M 0531M 053qM 0547M 0555M
CON J /BLK/ 002731 05095
COt;T d /ELK/ 000151 05095 0515H 0523M 0531M 0539M 0547M 0555M
COUNT d /BLK/ 002727 050°S 0515H C523M 0531_ 0539_ 05_7M 0555M
CWA I /_LK/ 000145 050_S 0515M 0523M 0531H 0539M 05_7M 0555M
D I ISRCI 000136 05095
DA d ISRC/ 000003 0509Y -
DD I I_LK/ 000017 05095 0515M 0523M 0531M 0_39H 0547M 0555M .
DDD I /SRC/ 000021 05095
DDT J /bLK/ 00030_ 050_S 0515M
DL d ISRCI GO00_4 0509S
_LN d /F.LK/ 000042 05095 0515M 0523M 0531M 0539M 0.5_7M 0555M
DH I /SRC/ 000002 0509S
ORE J ISRC/ 000171 05055
DT d /SRC/ 000157 0509S
DTJ D 000000 0509_
DTO J ISRCI 00002_ 050gS
_),, O0 D_ J /SRC/ 0001_5 050_5._ FSC d LK/ 262 9 0515M 0523M 0531M 0539M 0547M 0555M
_x,_ O0 FVD I ISRCI 000203 050_5
]ANN I /FLA/ 000005 0509_ 053_
I50 I I_LKI 000142 05095 0515M 0523M 0531M 0539M 05_7M 0555M
ISRCI 000211 05095 :.IgX d
IMELE 1 /FLA/ 000001 C5095 0522
IMIS I /FLA/ 000005 05095 055_
IpR I IFLAI 000004 0509S 0546
IRE_O I /FLA/ 000006 050_5 0561M
IT d /SRC/ 000056 0505S
ITRSP I /FLA/ 000000 05095 0514
ITWFX I IFLA/ 000002 05095 05_0
KNT J ISRCI 000000 05055
LVO 1 /SRC/ 000206 050_S
MS I /DLK/ 000000 05095 0515M 0523H 0531M 0539M 05qTM 0555M
NRE J I[:LK/ 000276 050°S 0515M 0523M 0531M 0539M 0547M 0555M
PIIT d /SLK/ 002661 05095 0515ff 0523M 0531M 0539M 0547M 0555M
R I I_LKI 002660 0509_
RDSUB R 000000 05055
J
6_ ....
) )
PAGE 00_7
ROUT J /E_LK/ 000126 0509S 0515M 0523M 0531M 0539M 05_7M 0555M
SUB d /BLK/ 00005_ 0509S 0515M Ob23M 0531#4 0539M 0547M 0555M
T d 000002 050 r)S
TF D 000000 0509S
TFVD D /SRC/ 00017_ I_50 c',_
TIM O bOO000 [J509S
TIT d 00005_ 050Q._
TJ D 000000 050__
TJUL O 000000 050_S
TL D 000000 0509S
TLVO ' D /SRC/ 000177 0505S
TO d I_LKI 000022 G509S 0515M 0573M 0531M 0539M 05b,7M 0555M
T_X d /[_L K/ 000166 0509S 0515M 0523M 0531M 0539M 0547M 05551_
WA I /SRC/ OOOlql 0509£
_100 000232 051q 0515 0522D
_101 000236 05230
,200 000325 0522 0523 05300
_201 • 000331 0531D
_300 O00q20 0530 0531 053_tD
! 301 000424 0539_
qD _00 000513 053E 0539 0546D
401 000517 05_,70
_500 000606 0546 05_7 05540
_501 000612 05550 .'"
__51 GO01_O 0515G
_600 _00701 G55_ 0555 05610
0000 ERRORS [<RDSUB >FTN-REV14,23
_U_ROUTINE RESEA PAGE 0048
(0564) SUBROUTINE RESEA
(0565) C THIS SUBROUTINC PERFORMS THE NASA RFSPONSIBLE ENGINEER
(0566} C SEARCH AND FORMATS THE FINDINGS FOR OUTPUT
(0567) C
(0b_7) _ DATA DECLARATION AND COMMON BLOCK FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE
(0567) C
(0567) COMMON/BLK/ MS,ATHR_DDtTO_DLNtSUB_ROUTtIDDQCWA,CONT,
40567) 1 ADD, T_X,FSC,NRE,DDT,R,PTITgCOUNT,CON
(05671 COMMONISRCI KNT,DMgDAtDDD,DTOtDL_IT_O_UA_Dg_DT_DRE
40567} 1 ITFVD_TLVDQFVD,LVD_IEX
(0567) COMMON/FLA/ ITRSP,I_FLF_ITWFX_IANN_IPR,IMIS_IREAD
(0557) INTEGER*4 ATHR(7)_TG(_)tDLN(S)qSUB(21)qROUT(6)_PTIT(19)_
(05_7) 1 CO_(b}oT_X(6,5),FSC(_)INRFfl_3)_DDT(SO_21)gT(21)
(05_7) 1 _T!T(2_),COUNT,CONT(5),IEX(4,3)
40567} INTEGER*2 HS,DD(3)_IDD(3)IADDf3)_RqC_A(_)tUA(_)
(0567) INTEGER*2 ITkSP,IMELE,ITWFXtIA_N_IPR_IMIS_IREAD
(0567) I_TEGER*2 FVD(3)_LVD(3)_D(3),DP:tDDD(3)
(0567) INTEGER*4 D_E,OTr5),D_(5),DL(5),DA(7),IT(?_)_DTO(B'Z,KNT
(0567) DOUBLE PRECISIO _,DTJ,TF,TL,TJUL,TFVI},TLVD_TIM,TJ
INTEGER*2 IF_GE,IPRINT,ITEM
(0568)
(0569) C INITIALIZE COUNTER
(0570) KNT:O
(0571) C INITIALIZE TOP OF PRIRTER PAGE FLAG
(0572) IPRINT:O :"
(0575} C INITIALIZE FIRST FOUND FLAG
(057_) IPAGE=O
(0_75_ 3 _RITE(I_I)
(0576} I FORMAT(' RESPONSIBLE Et_GINEER SEARCH_I,
(0577) I _ _HO IS THE NASA RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER (INITIALS ONLY)_I)
(0578) READ(I_2_ERR=3)DRE
€0579) 2 FORMAT(A3)
(0580} C READ DOCUMENT RECORD CF THE APPROPRIATE SUB-FILE.
(0581) I00 CALL RDSU_
(0_?) C IS THE SEARCH COMPLETED ON ALL SELECTED SUB-FILES
(0553) IF(IR_AD.E¢.I) GOlD 200
(05B_) IM=IDD(1)
(0585) ID:IDD(2)
(058_) IY:IDD(3}
!
]
i,,i J
L ......................... • ......
m _ w
SU£ROUTINE RESEA PAGE 0049
(0587) tALL JTIME(IY,IM, ID_OOoO,TIM)
(0588) IF(TFVDoLE.TIMoANDoTIMoLE-TLVD) GO TO 890
(0589) GO TO 100
(0590) 8gO CONTINUE
(0591) DO 11 d=l,3
(D592) IF(DRE.EQ*NRE(I_J)) GO TO 150
(0593) 11 CONTINUE
(0594) GO TO 100
(0595) C ENGINEER FOUND
(G596) C IS THIS THF FIRST ENGINEER FOUND
(0597) 150 IF(IPAGFoNE°O) GOTG 160
(059_) C SET FDR FIRST ENGINEFR DISPLAY
(0599) IPAGE=]
(0600) ITEM:]_
(D601) C DISPLAY HEADING ON TERMINAL FOR R{SPONSIBLE £NOINEFR
(0602) CALL SCRNHD(ITEM]
(0603) C DISPLAY RECORD OF ENGINEER FOUND
(0664) i6_ CALL SCRNPT(ITEM)
(0605) C IS THIS A NFU PAGF ON THF PRINTER
I (0606) IF(IPRINT.NE.O) GOTO 17D
" (0607) . C PRINT HEADI(_G ON PRINTER FOR RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER8 CALL HARDHD(ITEM)
(0609) IPRINT=I
(0610) C PRINT RECORD OF FI_GINEER FOUND
(0611) 170 CALL HARDPT(ITEM)
(0612) C IS THIS THE DOTTGM OF THE PRINTER PAGE, YES SET TOP OF PAGE FLAG
(0613_ 190 IF(KNTI14.EQ.KNTII_°) IPRINT=O
(0614) GO TO 100
(0615} C . DISPLAY HOW MANY WERE FOUND
(6616) 200 URITE(1,3OO)
(0617) 300 FORMAT(' 'I)
(061_) WRITE(1,250)KNT_DRE
(0619) 250 FORMAT( t THERE ARE '19" DOCUMENTS UITH A RESPONSIBLEe,
(0_20) 11X,tENGINEER OF tA_)
(0621) R_TLIRN
(0622) END
i
..... ._.. |
SUBROUTINE RESEA PAGE 0050 i.I
ADD I InLKi 000163 0567_ i
ATHR d /ELK/ 000001 05675
CON d I_LKI 002731 05675 i
l
CONT d lbLK/ 000151 05675 I
COUNT d IBLK/ 002727 05675 • 1
CWA I /OLK/ 000145 05675
0 I /SRC/ 000136 &5675 i
DA d /SRC/ 000003 05675
DD I /ELK/ 000017 05675
DDO I ISRCI 000021 05675
00T "J /ELK/ 000304 0567_
DL d ISRCI 000044 5567S
DLN d IBLKI 000042 05675
_M I ISRCI O&O002 05675
ERE O /SRCI 000171 05675 0578M 0592 0618
CT J ISRCI 000157 05675
DTJ o  coooo
OTO j /sRcl oooo2 - o567s
_'_r_ OW d ISRC/ 000145 _5675FSC /ELK/ 2A2 0
FVD I ISRCI 000203. 0567_
HARDHD R EXTERNAL 000000 060f_
HARCPT R EXTERNAL 000000 0611
IA_N I tFLA/ 00000_ C567_
ID I 000515 0585M 0587A
IDD I IPLKI 0001_2 05675 058_ 0585 0586
IgX d ISRCI 060211 0667£
IM I 000516 058to_I 0587A
IMELE I IFLA/ 000001 0567S
IMIS I IFLAI 000005 05675
IPAGE 1 000517 C56_S 0574M 0597 0599M
IPR I /FLA/ 00000_ 05675
IFRINT I 000520 056_$ 0572H 0606 060SP 0615M
IREAD I IFLAI 000006 65675 0583
IT d /SRCI 000056 05675
ITEM I 000521 05685 0600M C602A 060_A 0608A 0611A
ITRSP I /FLA/ 000000 05_75
ITWFX I /FLAI 000002 05675
!
i
_,=_ - ....
=
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SUBROUTINE RESEA PAGE 0051
IY I 000522 0586M 0587A
J I 000523 0591M 0592
dTIME 1 EXTERNAL 000000 0587
,FNT d ISRCI 000000 05675 0570M 0613 0618
LVD I /SRC/ 000206 0567_;
MS I /FLK/ 000000 05675
NRE d /OLK/ 000276 05675 0592
PTIT J /PLK/ 007661 05A75
R I /[;LK/ 002660 05675
RDSUB R EXTERNAL 000000 G5_I.
RESEA R 000000 05645
ROU[ J IfiLKI O0012& 05575
SCRNHD R EXTERNAL 000000 0602
$CRf_PT R EXTERNAL 000000 060q
SUB d /ELK/ 000054 0567"o
T O _00002 05675
TF D 000000 05675
TFVD D /SRC/ 0G0173 05675 0588
TIM D 000527 05075 0587A 0588C0
m TIT d 00005_ 0567S
o'_ TJ. D G00000 05675
. f,_
TJUL C 000000 05675
_-_ TL D 000000 0557£
TLVD D /SRC/ 0"G0177 05675 0588
TO "J /SLK/ 000022 05675 ."
TWX d /BLK/ 000166 05675
WA I /SRC/ G00141 05675
1" 000153 0575 0576D
__I00 0002_5 05810 0589 0594 0614 .
__11 0003_2 8591 05930
150 000351 0592 05970
160 OOO35q 0597 060_D
_17G 000375 060A 0611D
_19G 000377 0613D
__2 000243 0578 05790
__200 000_25 0583 0616D
__250 000_7 0618 0619D
......... S'U_,_OU:rINER_Sr.A ................................................. PAGE0052 ...... 7!
__3 000146 0575D 0578
_300 000431 061£ 0617D
_890 C00323 058P 0590D
0000 ERRORS E<RESEA >FTN-REVlq,2]
Co
#" •
L .......
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PAGE 0053
(0623)
(0624) SUBROUTINE CNUM
(G625) C
(0625) C DATA DECLARATION AND COMMON BLOCK FOR THE _IAIL LOG FILE
(0625) C
(0625) COMMONIBLK/ MS,ATHR_DD,TOtDLN_SUB_ROUT_IDD_CWA,CONT,
(0£25) I ADD_TWXoFSCwNRE,DDT_R_PTIT,COUNT_CON
(0625) COMMON/SRCI K_JT_DMqDA_DDD,DTO_DL,IT_Dt_A_D_tDTqDRE
(0625) 1 _TFVDgTLVD_FVD_LVD_IEX
(0625) COMMON/FLA/ ITRSP_I_FL[,ITWFX,IANNoIPRwIMIS_IREAD
(0625) " INTFG[K*4 AThR(7) tIO(B)tDLR(5),_,UU(?I)tROUT(6)oPTIT(Z9),
(062b) I COK(5)tTWX(6,5)oFSC(f.}_NRL(]_3}tDDT(3D_21)tT(21)
(Oh2b) 1 ,TIT(24),CDUNTtCONT(5),IEX(4q3)
(0625) INTFGER*2 H_,_D(3}_IDD(3),ADD(_)_RqC_A(_),_'A(4)
(0625) INTEGER*2 ITRSPIIMrLF_IT;FX,IA_IPR_IMIS,IREAD
(0625) INTFGER*2 FVD(3)ILVD(3),D(3}_DH_{)DD(3)
(0625) INTEGER*4 DRZ,D_(5},D_(5),DL(5),PAf7|_IT(2_}_DTO(B|_KNT
{30 (0_25.) DOUBLE PRECISIOf_ OTJ,TF_TL,TJUL,TFV_TLVD_TIM_TJ
_ (_ (0626) C SYSCOM>KEYS.F _*NE_'CNICKEYS FFR FILE SYSTEM (FTN] 31 MAY_ 1977
(._ (0626} NOLIST
7 IkTEGER*2 IPAGE,IPRINT
(0626) KNT=O
(0629) IPAGE=O
(0630) IFRINT=D
(0631) 3 _RIT[(I_I) .'
(0632) 1 FOR_AT(* CONTRACT kUMBER SEARCH_,/_
(0633) I • _HAT IS THE DESIRED CONTRACTe/)
(063_) READ(I,2_ERR=3)D_
(5635) 2 FORHAT(5A_)
(0636) C _[AD DOCUMFNT RECORD OF THE APPROPRIATE SUB-FILE
(063.7) 100 CALL RDSUB
(0638) C IS THE SEARCH COHPLETED ON ALL SELECTED SUB-FILES
(0639) IF(IREAD.[O.1) GOTO 190
(06_0) IM=IDD(I)
(0_I) ID=IDO(2)
(0642) IY=IDO(3)
(06_3) CALL JTIME(IY,IM_IC,O,O_O_IIM)
(06_) IF(TFVD.LT.TIM.AND°TIM.LE.TLVD}GO TO 890
/
PAGE 0054
(0"645) G_ TO I00
(0646) Bgo CONTINUE
(C6_7) DO 660 I=I_E
(0648) IF(DWfl).NE.CONT(1)) GOTO 100
(06_9) 660 CONTI?,UE
(0650) 150 IF(IPAG_.NE.O) GOTO 160
(0651) ITEM:IO
(0652) IPAGE:I
(0653) CALL SCRNHD(ZIKM)
(0654) 160 CALL SCRNPT(ITEM)
(0655) IF(IPRINT.N[.O) GOTO I70
(065&) CALL HARDHD(ITEM)
(&6_7) IPRINT=I
(0658) 170 CALL HARDPT(ITFM)
(0659) IF(KNTI14.EQ.KNTIl_.) IPRINT=O
(0660) GO TO 100
(0661) 190 NRITE(I,300)
(0662) 300 FORMAT(t t/)
0:_ (O&_3) _RITE(I_250)KNT_DW
].._,,.i._(066_) 250 FORMAT( e THERE ARE tlgO DOCUMENTS UITH A CONTRACTtp
(0665) IIX,eNUM_ER OF t_,A_)
_ (0666) RETURN
(0_67) END
e
[ ._. -......
) ) )
|e
PAGE 0055
ADO I I_LK/ 000163 0625S
ATHR a "I_LKI 000001 06255
CNUM R 000000 G624S
CON d /_LK/ 002731 0625S
CONT J tSLK/ 000151 0625S 0648
COUNT d /_LK/ 002727 06255
CWA I /E.LK/ 000145 06255
D I /SRC/ 000136 0625S
DA d /SRC/ 000003 0625S
DO 1 /_LK/ 000017 062_S
DOD I /SRC/ 000021 06255
DOT d /_LK/ 00030_ 0625S
OL d /SRC/ 0000_ 0625S
DLN d /FLKI 000042 0625S
ON I ISRCl 000002 C625S
ORE d /SRC/ 000171 0625S
CT d /£RC/ 000157 0625S
DTJ . .D ODO000 0625S
-_ CO DTO d /SRC/ 00002_ _625SI
_'-_(Jn OW d ISRC/ 000145 0625S 0634M 0648 0663
FSC J It;LKI 000262 062_S
_", FVO I /SRC/ 000203 0625S
HARDHO R EXTERNAL 000000 0656
HAROPT R EXTERNAL 000000 065_
I I 000501 0647M 0648 "'
IAN_ 1 /FLA/ 000003 0625S
IO I 000503 0641M 0643A
IOD I I_LKI 000142 0625S 0640 0641 0642
IgX d /SRC/ 000211 0625S
IH I - 00050_ 0640M 0643A
IMELE I IFLA/ 000001 0625S
IMIS I /FLA/ 000005 0625S
IPAGE I 000505 0627S 0629M 0650 0652M
IPR I IFLA/ 000004 0625S
IPRINT I 000506 0627S 0630M 0_55 0657M 0659M
IREAD I /FLA/ 000006 0625S 0639
IT d /SRC/ 000056 G625_
ITEM I 000507 0651M 0653A 0654A 0656A 0658A
PAGE 0056
z
ITRSP I IFLAI 000000 06255
ITWFX I IFLA/ 000002 06255
IY I 000510 0642M 0643A
JTIME I EXTERNAL O00CO0 06Q3
K$ALLD I PARAMETER 0626S
K$CACC I PARAMETER 0626S
K$CLOS I PARAMETER 0626S
K$CONV 1 PARAMETER 0626S
K$CURR I PARAMETER 062&S
K$DELE I PARAMETER 0626S
K$_MPB I PARAMETER 0626S
KZDTI_I I PARAMETER 0626S
K$ENTR I 000000 0626S
K$EXST i PARAMETER C626S
K$GOND I PARAMETER 0626S
K$GPOS I PARAMETER 062£S
K%HOME I P_RAMETER 5626S
K$1CUR I PARAMETER C626S
K%IMFD I PARAMETER 0626S
K$IRTN l PARAMETER 0626S
K$1SEG I PARAMETER 0626_
K$1UFD I PARAMETER 062_S
KSMFNT I 000000 0626S
KSMSIZ I PARAMETER 0626S '.
K_MVNT I PARAMETER G626S
KSr.DAM I PARAMETER 0626S
KSNRTN I PARAMETER 06265
K_hSAM I PARAM.ETER 0626S
K%_SGD I PARAMETER 0626S
K%KSGS ] PARAMETER 0626S
KSPOSA I PARAMETER 062f.S
KSPOSN I PARAMETER 062_E
KSFOSR I P_RAF;ETER 062fls
K%PREA I P_RAPETER 0626S
KSPRER I PARAMETER 062GS
KSPROT ] PARAMETER 0626S
KSRDWR I PARAMETER D626S
KSREAD I PARAMETER 0626S
I ,...
PAGE 0057
K$RPOS I PARAMETER 0626S
K$RSUB I PARAMETER _62_S
KSR_LK I PARAMETER 062_S
K$S[NT Z 000000 0626S
K$S_TC I PARAMETER 0626_
K$SETH I PARAMETER 062GS
_SPOS I PARAMETER 0626S
K$SRTN I PARAMETER _62_5
K_TRfJC I PARAMETFR C62_S
KSU_OS I PARAMETER 0626S
KI_IT I P_RAMETER 0626S
KNT d /SRC/ 000000 0625S 0628M 0659 0663
LVD I /SRC/ 600206 N6255
MS I /ILK/ 000000 0625S
_RZ d I[_LK/ 060276 0625S
PTI{ d /LLK/ 062661 0625S
R ] /['LK/ 002660 0625S
= ROSUB R EXTERNAL {'00000 0637(jr_ ROUT d I_LKI 0G0126 062[,S
•-(p__,D-- SCRNHD R E_TERNAL 000000 0653
SCRNPT R EXTERNAL 600000 0654
SUd d IBLK/ 000054 06255
"," J 000007 06255
TF D 000000 0625S ,.
TFVD "0 /$RC/ 000173 0625S 0644
TIH O 00051_ 0625_ 0643A 0644
TiT d 000054 0625S
TJ D 000000 0625S
T,IUL D 000000 0625S
Ti. D 000000 0625S
TL¢!) D /SRC/ 000177 0625S 0644
TO d /[,LKI 000022 062ES
TIX J II,LKI 000166 0625S
_A I ISRC/ 000141 0625S
_1 000153 0631 0632D
.I00 1]00230 06370 06_5 0648 0660
_150 000337 0650D
....... _--.. ..........
PAGE 0058
°60 000352 0650 06540
_17r 000363 0655 0658D
?90 000413 0639 06610
_2 000224 0634 06350
_250 000_35 0663 0664D
3 000146 06310 0634
___0_ C00417 0661 06620
__b60 000330 0647 06490
__890 000305 0644 064_0
0000 ERRORS [<CNUM >FTN-REV14o2J
!
e
I. .....
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SUBROUTINE CWAID PAGE 0059
(OE60) SUBROUTINE CWAID
(0G69) C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE WA NUMBERIID CODE SEARCH(0670) C
(U670) C DATA DECLARATION AND COMMON BLOCK FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE
(0670 C
(06.0) COMMONIBLK/ MS,ATHR+DD+TO,DLN,SUB,ROUT+IDD+CWA_CONTt
(0_70o 1 ADD,TWXsFSC+_RE,DDT+R+PTITtCOUNT,CON
(06;0) COMMON/SRC/ KNT+DM,DA,DDDgDTO_DL_IT+D+WA_DN+DT+DRE
(0670) 1 sTFVD,TLVD_FVD_LVD,IEX
(06_0} COMMON/FLA/ IIRSP,I_ELE+IT_FX_IANNIIPR+IMIS+IREAD
(f670) INTEGER*_ ATHR(7)sTO(_)+DLN(5)t_UB(21)+ROUT(6),PTIT(19)9
(06"'0) 1 CON(5).TWX(6,5)tFSC(_)s_R[.(1,_)+DDT(30_21)+T(21)
(0£70) 1 +TIT(P4),COUNT,CONT(5)+IEX(4+3)
(0670) INTEGER*2 MS_[;D(3)_IGD(5)sADD(5)_R,C_Af4)+VA(4)
(0670) INTEGER*2 ITRSP+I_ELF,IT_FX,IA'_NtIPRtIMIS+IREAD
_o (0670) INTEGER*2 FVD(3)_LVn(3)_D(3)+DH,DDD(3)
_ (0670) INTEGER*4 DRE_DI(5)_D_(S),OL(SI,DA(7}+IT(2q),OTO(B)_KNT
.,.,i
(OG70_ DOUBLE PkECISION DTJ+TF_TL_IJUL+TFVD_TLVD_TIM+TJ
(0671) INTEGER*2 IPAGE_IPRINT
(0672) C INITIALIZ[ COUrJTER
(0673) KNI=O
(06_4) C INITIALIZE FIRST FOUND FLAG
(0_75) IPAGE=_
(0_7_) C INITIALIZE TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(0677) IFRIN]=O "'
(067£) 3 WRITE(I,I)
(0679) I FOI{_AT(_ W.A. _UM_ER/IDo CODE SEARCH'+/_
(06BO) 1 • _HA7 IS THE DESIRED CODE'/)
(C_I) READ(I+2,ERR=3)WA
(0682} 2 FORI_AT(_A2)
(06B3) C READ DOCUMENT RECORD OF THE APPROPRIATE SUB-FILE
(068_) 100 CALL RDSUB
(06_5) C IS THE SEARCH COMPLETED ON ALL SELECTED SUB-FILES
(0686) IF(IREADoEQol) GOTO 2_0
(06_7) IM=IDD(1)
(0£68) ID.=IDD(P)
'(OZ_) IY=IDD(3)
(0690) CALL JTIHE(IY,IM+ID_O,D_O,TIM)
SUBROUTINE CWAID PAGE 0060
(06_1) I_(TFVD.LT.TIM.AND.TIM.LE.TLVD}GO TO 890
(0692) GO TO 100
(0S_3} 890 CONTINUE
(069_) IF(WA(4).NE,t t) GOTO 5
(0695) IF(QA(3}.NE° t 1) GOTO 40
(0696) DO 30 I=1t2
(0_91) IF(WA(1)°NE.CWA(I)) GO TO 100
(0E98) 30 CONTINUE
(0_.99) GO TO 150
(0.700) 40 DO 50 I=I,3
(07G1 IF(_Afl),NE,CWA(I)) GOIO 100
(07J2) 50 CONTINUE
(0703_ GO TO 150
(07_._) 5 DO 1G I=1,4
(0705) IF(_A(1),NE.CWA(I'|) GOTO 100
(07;_ 10 CONTINU_
•._lc° (_707} C _A NUMBER / ID CODE FOUND
: (G7'_P) C IS THIS THE FIRST RECORD FOUND(0709: 150 IF(IPAGE°NE°O) GOTO 160
(0710) C SET UP FOR DISFLAY ON TERMINAL
(07_I) ITEM=9
(0712) IPAGE=]
(0_13) C DISPLAY HEADING ON TERMINAL FOR MA NUMBERIID CODE
(071_) CALL SCRNHD(ITEM) *.
(0715) C DISPLAY RECORD OF DOCUMENT FOUND
(0716" 160 CALL SCRNPT(ITEM)
(0777) C IS THIS THF TOP OF PRINTER PAGE.
(0718_ IF(IPRINT°NF°O) GOTO 170
(0719) C PRINT HEADING ON PRINTER FOR _A NUMOERIID CODE
(0720) CALL HARDHO(ITFM)
(0721) IPRINT=I
(0722) C PRINT RECORD OF DOCUM|NT ON PRINTER
(0723) 170 CALL HARDPT(ITEM|
(07Pq) C IS THIS THE BOTTOM OF PRINTER PAGE, YES SFI"TOP OF PAGE FLAG ..
(0725) 190 IF(KNTIIq,EG.KNT/I_,) IPRINT=O
(0726) GO TO 100
(0727) C DISPLAY THE NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS FOUND
(0728) 200 WRITE(I_300)
............ • ,..
;, ) )
e _t
°SUBROUTZNE C_AID PAGE 0061
(0729. 300 FORHAT(* tl)
(07JO) WRZTE(lo250)KNTtWA
(0731, 250 FORHAT( t THERE ARE tIgl DOCUHENTS WITH A WoA. NUHBERtl
(07:2) 1 13H/ID. CODE OF _4A2)
(0753) RETURN
(073_) END
O0
r.,,j
et o
SUBROUTINE CWAID PAGE 0062
ADO ! IPLKI 000163 0670s
ATHP J /_LK/ 0O0001 067os
CNN J /ELK/ 002731 OGTOS
CONT J /ELK/ 000151 0670_
COUN'." J /ULK/ 002727 0670S
C_A. 1 /BLK/ 000145 06705 0697 0701 0705
CqtIO R 000000 0668S
D I /SRC/ 000136 06705
OA J ISRCI 000003 0670S
DU I P_LK/ 000017 0670S
=.
CDD I ISRCI 000021 0670S
DDT d /eLK/ 000304 0670S
DL d /SRC/ 000044 0670S
OLf; d /bLK/ 000042 0670S
CM 1 /SRC/ 000002 0670S
DRE d /_RC/ 000171 06705.
"-3_°/ DT d /SRC/ 000157 0670SDTJ D 000000 0670S "
_"--_:= D,O J /SRC/ 000024 067.0S
.... CW J /SRC/ 000145 0670S
F[C J /ELK/ 000262 0670_
FVO 1 /SRC/ 000203 0670S
HARPF'O R FXTERNAL DCO000 0720
HARDPT R EXTERNAL 000000 0723 ,,
1 I &00542 0696M 0697 .0700M 0701 0704M 0705
IANP I /FLAI 000003 0670S
ID I 000543 _6_@H 0690A
IDD I /_LK/ 000142 0670S 0687 068B 0689
I£X J /SRC/ 000213 0670S -
IM I 0005_4 0687M 0690A
IMEIoE I /FLA/ 000001 0670S
IMIS I IFLA/ 000005 0670S
IPA_E I 000545 0671S 0675M 0709 0712M
IPR. I /FLA/ 000004 0670S
IPRTN7 I 000546 0671S 0677M 0718 0721M 0725M
IPEAb I /FLA/ 000006 0670S 0686
I_ J ISRC/ 000056 0670S
I'/EM I 000547 0711H 0714A 0716A 0720A 0723A
I
| .............. J
); ) )
SUBROUTINE CWAID PAGE 0063
ITA_P I /PLAI 000000 0670S
ITWFX Z ;FLA/ 000002 0670S
IV I 000550 0689K 0690A
JTIME I EXTERNAL r,O0000 0690
KN[ J ISRCI 000000 C670S 0673M 0725 0730
LVD I /SRC/ 000206 0670_
MS Z /bLK/ 000000 0670S
+_RE d /bLK/ 000276 0670_
PT.T d /['LK/ 002661 06705
I /FLK/ 002660 0670S
RDSHB R EXTERNAL 000000 06_4
kOU_ d /iLK/ 000126 0670_
SCRPJHDR EXTERF£AL 000000 0714
qC_NPT R EXTERNAL 000000 0716
SUF d IPLKI 00005_ _670s
T d 000002 0670S
I_ TF 0 oo000o 06705
e TFV_ D /SRC/ 000173 0670_ 0691
-._3 o_
(4n TIM D .. O0055_ 0670S 0690A 0691
TIT d " 00005_ C670_
TJ D 000000 0670_
TJIIL O 000000 06705
TL O 000000 0670S
rLUD D /SRC./ 000177 _670S 0691 '.
TO "J I£LKI 000022 n670S
_'_X d I[_LK/ 0001_6 C_70£
_r. I /SRC/ O001ql 0670S 0681M 0694 0695 0697 0701 0705
0730
_I 000153 0678 0679D ,
lb 000367 0704 0706D
100 000231 068_D 0692 0697 0701 0705 0726
_150 000376 0699 0703 0709D
_160 000411 070 Q 0716D
_170 000422 0718 0723D
_190 000_24 0725D
_2 000225 0681 0682D
_2.0 000_52 0686 0728D
SUSROU_INE CRAID PAGE 0064
250 00047q 0730 07310
__3 000146 06780 0681
__30 000333 0696 06980
__300 000456 0728 07290
_40 000342 0695 0700D
5 000360 0694 070_D
50 000351 0700 0702D
_890 000306 0691 06930
0000 ERRORS [(CRAIO )FTN-REVI_,2]
)SUBROUTINE DLSEA PAGE 0065
{0735) SUBROUTINE DLSEA
(0736) C THIS SUBROUTINE PFRFORMS THE DOCUMENT/LETTER NUMBER SEARCH.(073".') C
(0/37) C DATA DECLARATION AND COMMONBLOCK FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE(0737' C
(0;37} COMMON/BLK/ MStATHR_DDQTOtDLNtSUB,ROUT_IDDtCUA_CONTt
(0?_7) ! A[IDtT_X_FSCtF_F{E,DDT_R_PTIT,COUNTeCON
(073T) COMMON/SRC/ KNTtDMtI)A,DDOtDTOtDL_IT_D_WA,DUtDTgDRE
_07_ _) 1 _TFVI)_TLVO,FVD_LVD,IEX
(0"37) , " COMMON/FLA/ ITRSP_I_FLF,ITQFXtIANNtIPR_IMIS_IREAD
(0737) INTEGER*4 AIHR(7),TO(B)_I)LN(5),SUB(2I),ROUT(6)_PTIT(19)o
(0737} 1 CO_(5)_T_X(6_5)_FSC(_.)tNRE(I_3)_ODT(30t21)tT(21)
(0737) 1 _TIT(?_)_COUNT_CONT(S)_IEX(4_3)
(07Z7) INTEGER*2 M$_DD(3)tIDD(3)tADD(3)_R_C_A(_)_A(_)
(0737) INTFGER*2 ITRSP_IM[LE_ITWFX_IANN,IPR_IMISpIREAD
(0737) 'INTEGER*2 FVD(3)_LVD(3)_D(3)_D_,DDD(_)
(5737) INTEGEr*4 DRE_DIIS),D_(5)_DL(5)_DAfT)_IT(2_)_DTO(8)_KNT
CO_ (073;) DOUBLE PRECISION DTJ_TF_TL_TJUL_TFVD_TLVD_TIFI_TJ
r-_ (:_ (0_3_) INTEGER*2 IPAGE_IPRINT
_" "4 (0739) C , INITIALIZE FOUND COUNTER
(07_0) KNT=O
(G7_I} C "INITIALIZE FIRST FOUND FLAG
(0)_2) IPAGE=O
(0743) C I_ITIALIZE TOP OF FRIhTER PAGE FLAG
(C7_) IPRINT=O , '
(07_5) 3 _RITE(I_I)
(074b) 1 FORMAT( • DOCUMENT/LETTER NUMBER SEARCH_/_
(0747) I_ _HATIS THE DESIRED DOCUMENT NUMBERt/)
(07_B) RFADf1_2_ERR=3]OL
(0749) 2 FORMAT(4A_A2)
(07_0) _RIT[(I_2)DL
(C751) C RLAD _OCUMEr'JTRECORD OF THE APPROPRIATE' SUB-FILE
(0752) 100 CALL PCSU_
(0753) C IS THE SEARCH COMPLETED ON ALL SELECTED SUB-FILES
(O)b4; IF(IR[AD.EO.I) GOTO 200
(0.755) IM=IDD(1)
(0756) ID=IDD(2)
(0757) IY=IDD(3)
SUBROUTINE DLSEA PAGE 0066
(0758) CALL JTIME(IY_IMtID_OtO,OtTIM)
(0759) IF(TFVD.LToTIM.AND.TIM.LE-TLVD}GO TO BgO
(0?60) GO TO 100
(07Gl) Bgo CONTINUE
(07&;) DO IOl l=It5
(0_63) IF(DL(I).NE.DLNII)} GO TO 100
(07G_} i01 CONTINUE
(0765) C DOCUMENT /LETTER NUMBER FOUND
(07G6) C IS THIS THE FIRST DOCUMENT FOUND
(0767) 150 IF(IPAGE.NE.O) GOTO 160
(07L8} C SET UP FOR DISPLAY OF DOCUMENT
(07E9) ITEM:5
(0770} IPAGE=I
(0771) C DISPLAY HEADING ON TEPMINAL FOR DOCUMENT NUMBER
(07Z2_ CALL SCRNHD(ITE_)
(0773) C ;ISPLAY RECORD OF DOCUMENT FOUND
I:o (07/4} 1_0 CALL SCBNPT(ITFM)
(0775) C IS THIS A NE_ PAGE ON PRINTER?(0776) IF(IPRINT.NE.O) GOTO 170
(]777) C PRINT HEADIf:G ON PRINTER FOR DOCUMENT/LETTER NUMBER
(07?8} CALL HARDHD(ITEM}
(0779) IPRINT=I
(0780} C PRINT RECORD OF DOCUMENT/LETTER NUMBER "
(07E1) 170 CALL HARDPT(IIEM) 7"
(0762) C IS THIS THE LOTTOM OF PRINTER PAGEt'YES SET TOP OF PAGE FLAG
(0_83) 190 IF(KNT/I_.EQ.KNT/14-) IPRINT=O
(078_) GO TO 100
(0785) C DISPLAY THE NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS FOUND
(0786_ 200 WRITE(I,300}
(07371 300 FORMAT(t t/)
(0788" _RITE(1_250}KNT_DL
(OT_9} 250 FORMAT( t THERE ARE mI9 t DOCUMENTS _ITH DOCUMENT /.LETTER NUMBERtq
(0790) llXttOF t4A4,A2)
(O7_L) RETURN
(n792) END
!SUEROUTZNE DLSEA PAGE 0067
ADD ! /_LK/ 000163 0737S
ATHR J IDLK/ 000001 0737S
CC3 d /_LK/ 002731 0737S
_ONT d /OLK/ 000151 0737S
CO'INT d IBLK/ 002727 0737S
_A ! /ELK/ 000145 0737S
U ! /SRC/ 00013& 0737S
9A d /SRC/ 000003 0737S
DO ] I_LK/ 000017 0737S
DOJ I ISRCI 000021 0737S
00T d /GLK/ . 000304 0737S
DL d /SRC/ 000044 0737S 0748M 0750 0763 0788
DLN d /ELK/ 000042 0737_ 0763
DLSEA R 000000 073_S
DR I /SRC/ 00C002 07_7S
DRE d /SRC/ 000171 0737S
O3 DT J /ERC/ OO0167 0737£
/
(:_ DTJ D 000000 0737S
to GT{ d /ERC/ 000024 0757S
3_ J /SRC/ 0001_5 0737S
FSL d /_LK/ 000262 0737S
FVD I /SRC/ 000203 0737S
HAR_HD R EXTERNAL OOGO00 0778
HARCPT R EXTERNAL 000000 0781
I I 000524 0762M 0763
3ANN I /FLAY 000003 0737S
ID I 000526 0756M 0758A
IOD I /BLK/ 000142 0737S 0755 075& 0757
IEX d /SRC/ 000211 0737S
TM I 000527 0755M 0758A
IMELE 1 /FLAY 00000] 0737S
IMIS I /FLAY 000005 0737S
.IPAGE I 000530 0738S 0742M 0767 0770M
IPR I /FLAY 000004 0737S
IORINT I 000531 073f_S 0744M 0776 0779M 0783M
IRE_D I /FLAY 000006 0737S 0754
II d /SRC/ 000056 0737S
ITEM I 000532 076nM 0772A 077_A 0778A 0781A
SUBROUTINE OLSEA PAGE 0068
ITR£P I /FLA/ 000000 07375
ITWFX I /FLA/ 000002 0737S
IY I 000535 0757M 0758A
JTIME I EXTERNAL 000000 0758
KfJT d /SRC/ .000000 0737S 0740H 0783 0788
LVI T /SRC/ 000206 0737S
-iS ] /ELK/ 000000 07_7S
NRE d /gLK/ 00027_ 0737S
FTIT d /L;LKI 002601 0737S
R [ IPLKI 0026_.0 0737S
RDSL'B P EXTERNAL 500000 075?
ROUT d /[':LK! 000126 0737S
_CRNHD R EXTERNAL 000000 0772
SCRNPT R EXTERNAL 000000 0774
SUB d /ELK/ 000054 0737S
T J OGO002 C737S
TF 0 000000 8737S
___ i0:_ TFVD D ISRC/ 000173 0737S 0759
•.--Z__ 7IH D 0.00557 0737S 0758A 0759T]T J 000054 0737S
rJ D 000000 0737S
TdUL D OOGO00 0737S
1L D 000000 0737S
TLVG D /SRC/ 000177 0737S 0759 ,.
TO d I_LK/ 000022 0737S •
TWX J I_LK/ 000166 0737S
WA I /SRC/ 0001ql 0737S
1 000153 0745 0746D
100 000247 07520 0760 07&3 0784
_101 0003_7 07h2 0704D
_150 00055£, 0707D
160 000370 07_7 07740
170 000401 0776 07810
.lEO 000403 07_D
_2 000233 074_ 07490 0750
_20J 000431 _ 075t_ 078(,D
_250 000q53 0788 07_90
), ) )
i l 4 '!
/SUBROUTINE OLSEA PAGE 0069
.5 000146 07450 07_A
_500 000435 0786 0787D
.89[ 00032k 0759 0761D
OOCO ERRORS [<DLSEA >FTN-AEV14o2]
co
I
....i
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SUBROUTINE AUSEA PAGE 0070
f079 _) SUBROUTINE AUSEA
(079q, C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE AUTHOR SEARCH FOR MAIL LOG(0¥95) C
(07_5) C DATA DECLARATION AND COMMON BLOCK FOR THE HAIL LOG FILE(0735) C
tC79E) COMMON/BLK/ MS,ATHP_DD_TOtDLN_SUBtROUT,I_D_C_AtCONT_
(0T95) 1 ADDtT_X,FSCtNP[,DDTtRtPTIT,COUNTtCO_
•(079b.) COMMONISRC/ KNTIDMtDAwDDD,DTO_OLtITtDtWAtDWtDTtDRE
10795) 1 ,TFVD,TLVDtFVD_LVD_IEX
(0795} COMMON/FLA/ ITRSPtlVELFtlT_FX,IANN_IPRtIMIStIRFAD
(07Sb) INTEGER*4 AIHR(7}_T_(B}tDLNfS)_UB(21}_ROUT(6)tPTIT(19)_
(C79b) I CON(5)tT_X(_tS)._F_C(r,)tNRF(1wZ)tI)[_T(_Ot21}tT(21)
(079_) 1 _TIT(2_)_COUNTtC(INT(5)_Irx(_3)
(G7_5) ITJTEGER*2 M_UD(3)_IOD(3)_A!)D(3)tRtCWA(_I_WA(4)
(D79t) INTEGER*2 IT_SF,IMFLEtIT;FX,IA_N,IPHtIMIStIREAD
1G_951. INTEGER*2 FVD(5)tLVI)(3)_D(3)_D_:_DDD(3}
(G795} INTEGE_*_ DREtDT(5),DW(5}_DL(5)tDA-f7},IT(24)tDTO(8)tKNT
(0795) DOUBLE PRECISION DTJt TFt TL 1 TJUL _ TFVE_tTLVD,TIHtTJ(0796) INTEGER*2 IPAGEtIPRINT -
(C_97) C INITIALIZE THE FOUND COUNTER
(_798.) KNT:O
• (0799) C INITIALIZE THE FIRST FOUND FLAG
(OBOO) IPAGE=_
(GBOi) C INITIALIZE THE TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(0802} IPRINT=O ,"
(0803} 3 _RITE(I_I)
(040_) 1 FORMAT( t THIS IS THE DOCUMENT AUTHOR/SOURCE SEARCHt,lt
(083_} I t ;HAT IS THF DESIRED AUTHDR/SOURCE_I)
(0_06) READ(It2tERR=3)DA
(0_07_ 2 FORMAT(TA_)
(0_81 WRITE(I,2)DA
(08_9"' C R_AD DOCUMENT RECORD OF THE APPROPRIATE SUB-FILE
(08_0) 100 CALL RDSUO
(0811) C IS THE SEARCH COF_PLETED ON ALL SELECTED SUB-FILF$
(08]_) IF(IREAD.E&.I) GOTO ?00
(_PI3) IM:IDD(1)
(C8_q, IU=IDD(2)
(0015) IY=IDD(3)
rSUBROUTINE AUSEA PAGE 0071
(081,;) CALL JTIME(IYtIMtID,OtO_OtTIM)
(0317) IF(TFVD.LEoTIMoAND.TIMoLE.TLVD)GO TO 890
(O81L) GO TO lO0
(0_19) 890 CONTINUE
(.0_20) DO 101 I=1.7
(0821) IF(ATHR(1)oNE,DA(1)) GO TO i00
108221 101 CONTINUE
(0_2_) C AN AUTHOR WAS FOUND AND MATCHFD
(GB2_) C IS THIS THE FIPST DOCUMENT FOUND WITH THE AUTHOR
(0B25) 150 IF(IPAGE.rJE.O) GOTO 160
(0B26) t SET UP FOR DISPLAY OF DOCUMENT
(0_27) ITEM=2
(OB2B) IPAGE=I
(0629) C DISPLAY HEADING ON TERMINAL FOR AUTHOR
O0 (Q830) CALL SCRNHD(ITEM)
I (CS31) C DISPLAY RECORD OR DOCUMENT FOUND UITH AUTHOR
_ (0832) 160 CALL SCRNPT(ITEMI(0633) C IS THIS A t_E_ PAGE ON PRINTER
(08_) IF(IPRINT,NF,O) GOTO 170
(0835) C PRINT HEADING ON PRINTER FOR AUTHOR SEARCH
(083_) CALL HARDHD(ITEM)
(0837) I.PRINT=I
(JE38_ C FRINT RECORD OF DOCUMFNT FOUND FOR AUTHOR
(0839) 170 CALL HARDPT(ITEM) '.
(0840_ C IS THIS THE _OTTOM OF PRINTER PAGE, YES SET TOP OF PAGE FLAG -"
(06_i/ 190 IF(KNTII4,EG°KNTI14°) IPRINT='O
(0842) GO TO 100
(0_43) c DISPLAY THF NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS FOUND
(0_._4) 200 WRITE(I,3OO)
(08_5) 300 FORMAT(' "/)
(0_46) WRITE(1,250)KNT,DA
(0847 250 FORMAT(' THFRE ARE'IS' DOCUMEN]S WITH A AUTHORISOURCE OFDtl L
(08_B) 1 7Aq)
(08_9_ Rf'TURN
(08_,0) END
_UBROUTIN[ AUSEA PAGE 0072
ADD ! /BLKI 0001_3' 0795S
ATHR J /ELK/ 000001 0795s 0_21
AUSEA R OGO000 0793_
CON J /DLK/ 002731 0795S
CONT O /SLK/ 000151 079_S
COUNT d /2LK/ 002727 0795S
CWA I I_LKI 000145 0795_
D I /SRC/ O00136 0795S
OA J /SRC/ 000003 0755S 0806R 0808 0821 0846
DO I /BLK/ 000017 0795_
ODD I /SRC/ 000021 0795_
DDT J /ELK/ O0030q 0795S
DL d /SRC/ 000044 0795S
DLN J /bLK/ 800042 07S_S
DH I /SRC/ 000002 0795S
ORE J /SRC/ 000171 0795S
DT d /SRC/ 000157 0795S
co DTJ 0 000000 07_St
*.,,4 070 d /$RC/ 000024 0795S
_'_4::,. .DW J /SRC/ 000145 07955
FSC d /_LK/ 000262 07955
FVD I /SRC/ 000203 0795S
HARDHD R EXTERNAL 000000 083_
HAROPT E EXTERNAL 000000 083_
I "1 000522 0820H OR21 .'
IANN I /FLA/ 00000_ 079_
ID I 000524 08.14M- 0816A
IDD I ,'_LK/ 000142 0795S 0813 081_ 0815
IEX J /SRC/ 000211 0795S
_H I 000525 0813M 0816A ,
IHELE I /FLA/ 600001 07955
IKIS I ]FLA/ 000005 0795S
XPAGE I 000526 079_S 0800M 0825 08288
IPR I /FLA/ 000_4 079_S
IPRINT I 800527 07gGS 0802M 0934 0837H 0841M
IREAD I /FLA/ 000000 0795S 0812
IT d ISRCI 000056 0795S
ITEM 1 000530 0827M 0830A OA32A 0836A" 0839A
) y.
i j i 4
....,._
r
!
SUBROUTINE AUSEA PAGE 0073
ITRSP I IFLA/ • 000000 0795S
ITIFX I IFLAI 000002 0795S
_Y I C00531 0815M 0816A
JT.ME I EXTERNAL 000000 0810
KNT J /SRC/ 000000 C795S 0798M 0841 08_6
LVO I ISRCI 000206 0795S
_S 1 /ELK/ 000000 079hS
NRE d /BLK/ 000270 07_%S
nTzT d I[,LKI 002601 0795S
R I /FLK/ 0026_0 07955
RDSUB R EXTERNAL DO0000 ORIO
ROUT J /PLK/ 000126 n795S
SCRNHD R EXTERNAL 000000 0830
SCRNPT R EXTERNAL CO0000 0832
$U_ d /ELK/ 000G5_ 0795S
T d 000002 0795&
TF D 000000 0795S
col TF_ID _ ]_RC/ 000173 0795s 0817
_ (IP . 0 000535 0795s 0816A 0_170'1
TIT J . . 00005_ 0795S
.lO D 000000 0795S ,_
TJUL D 000000 0795S
YL D 000000 07_5S
TLVD D /SRC/ 000177 0795S 0817 ".
_0 J /_LK/ 000022 0795S
T_X J /ELK/ OO01GG 079_,S
gA I /SRC/ 000141 079_S
_1 000153 0803 08040
100 00025_ 0810D 0818 0821 08_2
_101 00035_ 0820 0822D
_150 000303 0825D
_1_0 n00376 0825 08320
170 O00q07 083_ 08390
_1_0 000qll OR_]O
_2 0002_1 0806 0807D 0808
..200 000q37 0812 084_D
,250 000q61 08_6 0847D
.. .......... ....
...... " . i ......................................... -............................. -........
SUBROUTINE AUSEA PAGE 0074
3 000146 08030 0806
__300 O00qq3 084_ 08qSD
_890 00C331 0817 08190
0000 ERRORS E(AUSEA >FTN-REVlqo2]
o:]
#
q
L f
)_ ) )
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°SUBROUTINE MSTAT PAGE 0075
(0851) _UBROUTINE MSTAT
(085 _) C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE MAIL STATUS SEARCH
(ORbs} C
(085Z) C DATA DECLARATION AND COMMON BLOCK FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE
(0853_ C
(0853} COMMONIDLK/ MS_ATHR_DD,TD,DLNISUBtROUTtIDDoCUA_CONTI
(0853) I ADD,T_X_FSCt_RE,DDT_RIPTIT_COUNT_CON
(08_3) COMMONISRCI KNT_DM_DA_nDDtDTOtT_L_IT_D_WA_DU_OT_DRE
(005_) 1 ,TFVD_ILVD_FVD_LVD_IEX •
(0653) COMMONIFLAI ITRSPtIMELF,ITWFXoIANNtIPR,IMISQIRLAD
(0855) IhTEGER*4 AIHR(7)tTO(_)_DLN(S)_FUB(2I)oROUT(_)qPTIT(19)t
(C85Z) ) CON(_.)_T_X((,15)_FSC(_,)_NI{E(It3)_DDT(30_21}IT(21)
(0853) 1 ,TIT(24)_COUNToCONT(S),ICX(4,3)
(0_53) INTEGER*2 M_,DD(3)_IDD(3)_ADD(_)_RqCWA(4)_A(_)
(0_53) INTEGER*2 ITRSP,IMFLE_IT_FX,IANN,IPR,IMIS,IREAD
! (085_) INTEGEr*2 FVC(_)_LV[)(3)_D(3),DF_DDD(3)
,,_
_ (0_53) INIEGZR*_ DRE_DT(5),DW(S)_DL(5),DA(7)_IT(2h),DTO(B)_KNT(08531 DOUBLE FRECISION DTJ_TF_TL,TJUL,TFVD_TLVD_TIM,TJ
(06_4) INTEGER*2 FD(3)_LD(3)
(08E5_ INTEGER*2 IPAGE_IPRINT
(GDt_6) C INITIALIZE THE FIRST FOUND FLAG
(58_7) IPAGE=_
(085_) C INITIALIZF THE TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(_859) IFRI_T=O ".
(OBt.O) C INITIALIZE THE FOUND COUNTFR
(0861) KNT=O
(0862) 10 _RITF(I_I)
(0863} 1 FORMAT(_ THIS I$ THE MAIL STATUS SEARCH ROUTINE _I_
(0_6_) 1_ PLEASE INPUT THE DESIRED MAIL STATUS (VC_IM_OM)_I)
(0_65) READ(I_3_ERR=IO)DM
(08_61 3 FORRAT(_2)
(0867) C IS THIS ENTRY A VALID MAIL STATUS_ YES CONTINUE
(D868) IF(DM.E_._IM _) GO TO Ii
(08£9) IF(DM.EQo_OM _) GO TO 11
(0870) IF(DM.EQ°*VC *) GO TO 11
(0871) C _OT A VALID ENTRY_ DISPLAY ERROR MESSAGE
(0872) YRITE(I_)DM
(0873_ _ FORMAT(_GGERROR IN MAIL STATUS _A2' NOT A_LOUABLE_/
SUBROUTINE MSTAT PAGE 0076
(0_7(.,) 1' TRY AGAINt_/)
(0_75) GO TO 10
(0876: 11 CONTINUE
(0_,77) C READ DOCUMENT RECORD OF THE APPROPRIATE SUB-FILE
(087B) 100 CALL RDSUB
(08v9_ C IS THE SEARCH COMPLETED ON ALL SELECTED SUB-FILES
_OB8(_) IF(IREAD.EO.I} GOTO 200
(OUR1) C CLEAR TIME FRAP'E FLAG
(0882) IM=IDD(1)
(08_3) ID=IDD(2)
(008_) IY=IDD (3)
(08_5) CALL JTIME(I YtIMI,IDtOI0,Ot TJUL)
(_886) IF(TJUL.LT.TFVD.OR.TJUL.GT.TLVD) GOTO 100
(0687) IF(MS.NE.DM) GO TO 100
(OPR_) C A _AIL STATUS _JAS FOUND AND MATCHED
(G_8_.) C IS THIS THF FIRST DOCUMENT FOUND WITH THE SELECTED MAIL STATUS
_<_!.,.j(Of,90) 150 IF(IPAGE.NZ.O) GOTO 160(0891) C SET UP FOR DISPLAY OF DOCUMENT
_.)0o (0892) ITEM=I
(D893) IPAGE-I
(OE94) C DISPLAY HEADING ON TERMINAL FOR MAIL STATUS
(0895) CALL SCRNHD (ITEM)
(0896) C DISPLAY RECORD OF DOCUMENT FOUND WITH SELECTED MAIL STATUS
(0a97_ 160 CALL SCRNPT( ITEM} '.
e
{089E) C IS THIS A NEW PAGE ON PRINTER
(0_99) IF(IPRINT.NE.O) GOTO 170
(0900) C PRINT HEADING ON PRINTF.R FOR MAIL STATUS
(0c.01) CALL HARDHD (ITEM)
(0902) IPRINT=I
(0903) C PRINT RECORD OF DOCUMENT FOUND FOR MAIL STATUS
(0904) 170 CALL HAROPT(ITEM)
(09C5) C IS THIS THE DOTTOM OF PRINTER PAGE,p YES SET TOP OF PAGE FLAG
(0906) 190 IF (KNTII_ .[Q.KNT/I_ •} IPR INT=O
(0907) GO TO 100
{090_-) C DISPLAY THE NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS FOUND
(0907) 200 WkITEfI_300)
(0910) .300 FORMAT(' tl)
(Og.1) l_RITE(I1201} KNTI DM.
&._.... ___-- ......... -.... . .....
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(09_Z} 201 FORMAT( t THERE ARE'IIO t DOCUMENTS VITH A MAIL STATUS OF et
_091_) 1 A21)
(0_'14) RETURN
(0915) END
co
I('K_...a
SUBROUTINE MSTAT PAGE 0078
r
-_DD I /I_LK/ 000163 085..=5
ATI,R d /FILK/ O000D1 0853S
CON d IL, LK/ 002731 C853S
CONT ,J /OLK/ 000151 0853S
C[_UNT ,J /BLK/ 002727 0853S
C_A I /_LK/ 000145 0855S
D ] /SRC/ 000136 085_S
cTrDA d /SRC/ 000003 G8 _,...,o
DD I IftKI 000017 0853S
DDD I ISRCI 000021 C8fi3S
DDT g IELKI 00030# 0853S
CL g ISRCI 00004_ 0853S
DLN ,J IbLKI 000042 0853S
CM I IS_CI 000002 0853S 0865 F.. 0868 0869 0870 0872 0887
f911
DR_ d /_RC/ 000171 0853S
_o DT d /SRC/ 000157 0853SP< I
.._J_ OTJ O 000000 0855S
GTO ,J ]SRCl O0002zl 0853S
... Dr,' J /SRC/ 000145 0853S
FO I 000002 8854S
FSC d / P.LK/ G00262 0853S
FVD I /SRC/ 000203 0853S
HAROHD R EXTERNAL 000000 0901
HARDPT "R EXTERNAL 000008 090# ,'
IANN I /FLAI 000003 0853S
TO I 000562 0883M 0885A
I_D I /@LK/ 0001_2 0853S 0882 0883 0884
IE>, d /SRC/ 000211 085 .".S
It4 I 000563 0882M 0885A .
IMELE I /FLA/ 000001 0853S
TMIS I IFLAI 000005 08535
IPAGE I 000564 0855S 0857M 0890 0893M
I°R I /FLA/ 000004 0855%
IPRINT I 000565 C855S 0859M 0899 0902M 0906M
IR&Ag 1 IFLA/ 000006 08535 0880
IT d /SRC/ 000056 0857,S
ITEM I 000566 0892M 0895A OF97A 0901A" 0904A
L.._
) ) )
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SUBROUTINE MSTAT PAGE 0079
ITRSP I /FLA/ 000000 0853S
ITWFX I /FLA/ 000002 0853S
IY I 000567 088_M 0885A
JTIME I EXTERNAL 000000 0885
KNT d ISRC/ 000000 0853S 0861M 0906 0911
LD I 000005 085a_
LVJ I ISRC/ 000206 0853S
,4S I /L'LKI 000000 085_S 0887
MSrAT I 000000 C851S
_RE J IBLK/ 000276 0853S
PTII d /PLK/ 002661 08535
R I /:;LK/ 002000 08535
RDSU8 R FXTFRNAL f'O0000 087P
ROUT J ItLKI 000126 0853S
SCRNHD R EXTERNAL 000000 089b
SCRNPT R EXTERNAL 000000 0857
I_O SUB d /E'LKI 000054 0853S
! T J 000010 0853SCO
G -" TF D 000000 _85_S
TFVO D ISRC/ 000173 0853S 088&
TIM D 000000 085_S
TIT d 000062 0853S
Tu D 000000 0853S
T,'UL D G00573 0853S 0885A 0886
TL D G00000 0853S ,'
TLVO 0 /SRCI 000177 0853S 0886
TO J /RLK/ 000022 0853S
TWX d /BLKI 00016& 0853S
_.', I /SRC/ 0001_I 0853S
_1 000161 0862 0863D
__10 000154 08620 0865 0875
_100 0003q5 087_D 0886 0_87 0907
_11 0003q5 086P 0869 0870 0876D
_150 000q27 08900
160 DO0_O 0890 08970
_170 G00451 0899 OqO4D
_150 000_5_ cgOGD
SUBROUTINE MSTAT PAGE 0080
42C0 000501 0880 0909_
20] 000523 091.1 09120
__3 000255 "'086"5 08_60
__300 000505 0909 0910D
__4 000305 0872 0873D
0000 ERRGRS [<MSTAT >FTN-REV14.2]
I:D
_Po
L..-... ..........
) ) _)
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(091&) SUBROUTINE SUBJ
(0917) C
(0917) C DATADECLARATION AND COMMON BLOCK FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE
(G917) C
(0911_ COMMON/OLK/ _S_ATHR_DD_TOtDLN_SUBtROUToIDDeCWA_CO_Tt
(_917} 1 ADD_TWX_FSCt_RE_DDT,R_PTIT_COUNT,CON
r0917_ COMMONISRCI KNT,DM_DA_ODD_DTO_DL,IT_DtWAtDWtDTtDRE
(0917) 1 tlFVD_TLVD_FVDgLVDtILX ..
(09_7, COMMON/FLA/ ITRSP_IMELE_IT;FX_IANN_IPR,IMISQIREAD
(0917, INTEGER*4 AIHRf7)gTO(8)_DLt_(5),_,UB(21),ROUT(_),PTIT(19),
,0917) 1 CO_:(_)vTWX(6,5)_FSC(_,)_NRE(I,3)qD[IT(30,21)tT(21)
(0)17) 1 tTIT{24],('OUNItCONI(5)_I[×f4t3)
(0917) INTEGER*2 MS_DD(3)tIDD(_),AED(_)gR_C_A(4)_WA(4)
(0917) INTFGER*2 ITRSP,I)ILLE,IIWFX,IA_H,IFR,IMIS,IREAD
(0917) INT_'GER*2 FVD(3)_LVD(3),_(3),D_DDD(3)
I;o (09!7) INIEGER*_ D_DT(5)_DW(5)_DL(5),DA(7)$1T(2_)_DTO(8),KNT
I
O0 (0917) DOUBLE PRECISION DTJ_TFsTL,TJUL_TFVD_TLVO_TIM_TJOJ (0918) I_TEGER'200C,II,I_J,ICO_,IO
_-_ (0919) IkTFGER*_ BL_K(&92(') I_T£CER*2 IPAGE,IPRINT,ioPI
(G921) C SYSCOM>KEYS.F MNEMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYST[M (FTN) 51 MAY, 1977
(092_) NOLIST
(0922) C INITIALIZE TRE TEMPORARY FILE INDICATOR
(0923) Tl=O
(092e) G INITIALIZETHE FIRST FOUND FLAG ""
(0925) . IPAGE=O
(OC:2&} .C INITIALIZ_ THE TOP OF PRINTER PAGF FLAG
(0927) IPHINT=D
(0928) C INITIALIZE THE FOUND FLAG
(0929) KNT=O
(0930) C SET EXTRA _ORD FOR _EARCH TO BLANKS
(_931) DO 8000 I=1,_
(0932) DO 8001J=1_3
(&933) IEX(I_J)=' '
(093_) 8001 CONTINUE
(G93t) 8000 CONTINUE
(093_) r CLEAR IHE USER TERMINAL SCREEN FOR DISPLAY
(0937) CALL CLEAR
:. . ........... - ................ . ......
.......... J ........................................
SUBROUTINE SUBJ PA6E 0082"
(0938} 1001 WRITEr1,2)
(0939} 2 FORMAT( t HOW MANY WORDS DO YOU WISH TO MATCH (MAX OF 4)t_/
(Og40) 1/}
(0941) READ(1,SoERR=IDO1]ICON
(g942) 8 FORMAT(I2)
(0943) C MAKE VALIDITY CHECKS ON NUMBER OF WORDS TO SEARCH
(0944) IF(ICON*LT.1) GO TO 1001
(0945) IF(ICON.GT,4} GO TO 1001
(OgA6) DO 1000 LOOP=I_ICON
(C947) WRITE(I,1}
(0348) I FORMAT(' _HAT IS THE DESIRED WORD'_II)
(0949) C FETCH THE WORD TO BE SEARCHED
(OgSO) LEN=IO
(09511 CALL TINPUT(IT_LEN}
(C952) C IS THE WORD QUIT, YES RETURN
(0953_ IF(IT(1).EQ.'QUIT t) GO TO 1002
m (C954} C SAVE SEARCH WORD
)o (09_5) DO 8003 I=I,3
(08_) IEX(LOOP_I):IT(1)
(0957) 8003 CONTINUE
(U958 _ C
(09_g) C OPEN TEMORARY FILES FOR SEARCH
(0960) C
(0961) CALL SRCHSS(K$RDUR+KSNDAM,*TIt,2,15_I_IC] ,.
(0962) CALL S_CH$$(KSR_UR.KSNDAM,eT21,2116,1_IC)
(0963) C REWIND ALL NEEDED SUBFILES
(0064) IF(ITRSP.EQ.I) REWIND 6
(0965} IF(IHELE,EQ.1) RE_IhD 11
(U9_&) IF(ITWFX.EQ.1} RE_IND 12
(0967_ IF(IANN °EO,I) REWIND 13
(09_8) IF(IPR .EG°I) REWIND 14
(0969, IF(IMIS °EQ°I) REWIND 15
(0970) C
(0971) C DETERMINE TEMORARY FILE FOR INPUT AND OUTPUT
(0912} C
((973) IF(TI.EO.O) 1N:20
(09"'4) IF(TI°EG.O) I0:19
(0975) IF(TI.EO.1) IN=19
) )
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(0976) IF(T1.EO.1) I0:20
(0977) IF(T1.EO.2) IN:20
(0978) IF(TI.EO.2} I0=19
(&979} IF(TI,EQ,3) IN=19
(0980) IF(TI=EO°3) IO=20
(0981) IF(TI=EO°_) IN:20
(09E_) IF(TI°EN°4) I0=19
(0_83) C INITIALIZE TEFiPORARY FILE DOCUMENT COUNTER
(0984? DOC=O
(0_e5_ C SET INPUT FILE TO TOP OF FILE
(0986} R_WIND IN
(09}_7_ C SET OUTPUT FILE TO TOP OF FILE
_09_) REWIND TO
(0'189) C IS THIS IHE FIRST _ORD SEARCH
(0996) 5 IF(T1.NE.O) GOTO 50
t_ (0991) C READ SUDFILE SELECTED FOR SEARCH
_0 (0992) CALL RDSUB
._ o'1 (0953_ C IS THE SEARCH COMPLETFD ON ALL SELECTED SUBFILES(_99q) IF(IREAD.EO°I) OOTO 100
(&_95) GO TO _5
(099_) C READ TEMPORARY SEARCH FILE
(099_) 50 READ(IN,END:IOO)MS,ATHR_DDtTO_DLN_SUB_PTIT_
(0_98} 1 ROUT,I_D,COUNT,C_AtCO_TgADD_T_XIFSC_NRE
(099£} C STORE THE INPUT DATE '.
(I000) 55 IM:IDD(1)
(I001) ID:IDD(2}
(I002) IY:IDD(3)
(1003} C CONVERT INPUT DATE TO JULIAN TIME
(1_04) CALL JIIME(IY_IM, ID_OtO_O_TIM)
(1005) C IS THE DATE _ITHIN THE TI_E FRAHE OF SEARCH
(lOO&} IF(TFVD.LT.TIM°AND.TIM.LE°TLVD)GO TO BgO
(1007} GO TO b
(1008) 890 CONTINUE
(I009) C IS THE SUBJECT DESIRED FOUND
(1010) BLNK:' '
(I011} DO 3 1:I_21
(1012) IF(SUB(1),EO.BLNK) GO TO 3
(1013) IF(SU_(I).NE.IT(1}} GO TO 3
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:(1014} IF(SUB(I+I}.EQ.BLNK) GO TO 4
(1015) IF(IT(2).EQ.BLNK) GO TO 4
(I016) IF(SUB(I+I).EO.IT(2)) GO TO 4
(.I01 v) 3 CONTINUE
(lnlb) GO TO 5
'(I010) C SUDdECT DESIRED FOUND t
.(I020_ C INCREMENT DOCUMENT FOUND COUNTER
(1021) 4 DOC=DOC41
(1_22) C WRITE RECOFD FOUND TO IEMPORARY FILE
(1023) _RIIF(IO)MStATHRtDD,TO,DLN_SUB4PTIT_
1102_) 1 ROUT_IDDgCOUNT_C_A_COt)T_ADD_T_X_FSCINRE
(IL25) C IS THIS TH[ LAST WORD SEARCH
(102&) IF(LOOP.EQ.ICON) GOIO 5
(1027) C DISPLAY SUBJECT FOUND ON TERMINAL
(1G28) _RITF(1910)SU_
_o (I029) i0 FORMAT(7[IX_2A_A2)/)
_.:-..>I(1030) GO TO 5
(1031) C DISPLAY t_UH_ER OF DOCUMENTS FOUND
(1G32) 100 WRITE(1,]O30)DOC_(IT(I),I=lJ_)
(I033) 1030 FORMAT(' THERE AREt,15, t DOCUMENIS CONTAINING THE WORO_I
" (1054_ 17(IX_2A4oA2)//)
(1035) IF(DOC.EO.D) GOTO 1020
(lO_6) C SET OUTPUT FILE TO END OF FILE
(10_7) ENDFILE TO
(I038] C CLOSE TEMPORARY SEARCH FILES
(_039) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_eTIt_2vOIO_O)
(1040) CALL SRCH$_(K$CLOS_*T2W_2_O_010)
(Ie41) C DELETE PREVIOUS OUTPUT FILE
(1042) IF(IO.EQ.19) CALL SRCH$$(K$DELEttT2tI2_OtOIO)
(I0_3} IF(IO.EO.20:) CALL SRCH_$(K$DELEt'Tlt_2_O_O_)
(1044) C I_tCRE_ENT TO NEXT _ORD OF SEARCH
(1U_5) TI=TI+I
(I0_6) 1000 CONTINUE
(I_47) 1002 CALL SRCH$$(KSRD_R.KSNI)AM_'TI_,2_IS,I,LC)
(IG_B_ CALL SHCH$$(KSRD_R_KINDAM,_2_2_IG,I_LC)
(I0_9) C
(I050_ C ARE THERE ANY DOCUMENTS FOUND
(1051) IF(DOC.LT.1) GO TO 1020
) )
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(1052) DO 9999 I=ltDOC
(105;t} C READ RECORD FOUND DURING SEARCH
(1_54) READ(IOIE_JD=IO20)MS_ATHRIDDtTOBDLN_SUBtPTIT_
(1055_ 1 ROUT_IDDtCOUNT_CWAtCONToADDtTWX_FSC_NRE
(ICO&) C IS THIS THE FIRST RECORD FOUND
(1057_ IF(IPAGE.P;E.O) GOTO 160
(105_) C SET UP FOR DISPLAY ON TERMINAL
'1059) IT[_=6
(1GGO) IPAGE=I
(I06!_ C 'DISPLAY HEADING FOR SUBJECT SEARCH ON TERMINAL
(1062) CALL SCRNHD(ITEM)
(I063) C DISPLAY DOCUMENT RECORD FOUND ON TERMINAL
(I06_) 160 CALL SCRNPT'(ITE_)
(1065) C IS THIS TOP OF PRINTER PAG_
(I066) IF(IPRINToNE°O) GOTO 170
Oo (1067) C PRINT HEADI_JG FOR SUUJECT SEARCH
= (10._P) CALL HARDHD(ITE_)
-..%F_ (1_69) IPRINT=I
",,,I (1070) C PRINT DOCUFIENT.RECORD FOR SUBJECT FOUND
(1071} 170 • CALL HARDPT(ITF_)
(1072) C IS THIS BOTTOM OF PRIrGTER PAGEt YES SET TOP OF PAGE FLAG
(1073) 190 IF(KNTI14.EQ.K_JT/l_.) IFRINT=O
(1074) 9999 CONTI_JUE
(107E) 1020 COr,TINUE
(IG76) C CLOSE TEMPORARY SEARCH FILES ,"
(1077) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSteTI_2tOt0oO)
(I078) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_tT2tt2_O_O_O)
(1079) C DELETE TEMPGRARY SEARCH FILES
(1080) CALL SRCH$$fK$D['LEqtTIO_2_OIOtO)
(I081) CALL SRCHI$(K$DELEetT2te2_O_O_D)
(1082) II:O
(1083) IREAD=D
(IOP_) IF(DOCoNE.O) RETURK
(IC,85) 1999 MRITE(It20CO}
(1086) 2000 FORMAT( _ DO WISH TO TRY THE SUBJECT SEARCH AGAIN (YES OR NO) e)
(I087} READ(I_200I,ERR=1999)IOPT
(I068) 2001 FORF_AT(1A?)
(1089) IF(IOPT.EO._YE t) GOTO 1001
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(L090) IF(IOPT.NE.INO t) GDTO 1999
(1091) RETURN
(I092) END
Go
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SUEROUTZNE $UBU PAGE 0087
ADD I f_LKI 000163 09175 0997M 1023 1054M
ATHR d I_LKI 000001 0917S C997M 1023 1054M
BLNK d 001706 0919S 1010PI 1012 1014 1015
CLEAR R EXTERNAL 000000 0937
COrJ d I_LKI 002731 0917S
CONT d /LLK/ 000151 09175 099'7M 11_23 1054M
COUNT J /PLK/ 002727 09175 0997M 1023 1054K
CHA I /_LK/ 000145 C917S 0997M 1023 1054M
D I ISRC/ 000136 0917_
DA d /SRC/ 000003 09175
30 I IELK/ 000017 0917S 0997M 1023 1054M
BDD I /SRCI 000021 0917S
GDT d /ELK/ 000304 0917S
DL d /SRCI 000044 0917S
PL_I d /FLK/ 000042 09175 0997M 1023 1054M
DM 1 ISRC/ 000002 09178
_o DOC I _01710 091_S 0984M 1021M 1052 1035 1051 10.52
m 10 _4
_ _o D.Ril d /SRC/ 000171 0917S3T d /SRCI 000157 09175
OTd O 000000 0917S
DTO d /SRC/ 000024 0917S
DW d /SRC/ 000145 09175
FSC d /_LK/ 000262 09175 0997M 1023 1054M ,
FVD "I /SRC/ 006203 09175
_ARDHD R EXTERNAL 000000 1068
HARGPT R EXTERNAL 000000 1071
I 1 001711 0931M 0933 0955M 0956 1011M 1012 1013
1014 1016 1032M IOb2M
IANH I /FLA/ 000003 0917S 0967
IC I C01713 0961A 0962A
ICON I 001714 091_S 0941H 0944 0945 0946 1026
ID I 001715 1001M 1004A
TOP I /SLK/ 000142 09175 0997M 1000 1001 1002' 1023 1054M
Igx d ISRCI 000211 0917S 0933M 0956M
|M I G01716 IOODM ]004A
IM_LE I IFLA/ 000001 0917_ O9_,b
IMIS ] /FLA/ 000005 0917S 0969
SUEROUTINE SUBJ PAGE 0088
IN I 001717 0918S 0973M 0975H 0977M 0979M 0981M 0986
0997
I0 I 001720 0918S 0974M 0976M 0978M 0980M 0982M 0988
1023 1037 1042 10_3 1054.
IOPT I 001721 0920S IOR7M 10_9 1090
IPAGE 1 001722 0920S 0925M 1057 1060M
IPR I /FLA/ 000004 09175 0968
IPRINT I 001723 0920S 0927M 1066 1069M 1073M
IREAD I IFLA/ 000006 0917S 0994 1083M
IT d /_RC/ 000056 0917S 0951A 0953 0956 1015 1015 1016
1032
ITFM I 001724 1059_ 1062A 1064A 1068A 1071A
_TRSP I /FLAI 000000 0917S 0964
ITWFX I /FLA/ 000002 5917S 0966
I_ I 001725 1002M lO04A
d I 001726 0932_ 0935/
"-_ ,JT_ME I EXTERNAL 000000 1004
: KSALLD I PARAMETER 0921S
K$CACC I PARAMETER 0921S
K$CLOS I PARAMETER _9215 1059 1040 1077 1078
K$CONV I PARAMETER e921S
K$CURR I PARAMETER 0921S
KSDELE I PARAMFTER _921S 1042 1043 1080 1081
K$CMPB I PARAMETER C921S
KSDTIM I PARAMETER 0921S ''
K_E_JTR I 000000 0921S
K_EXST I PARAMETER 0921S
K$GCND I PARAMETER 0921S
K$GFOS I PARAMETER 0921S
KSHOME I PARAMETER 0921S
K$1CJR 1 PARAMETER 0921S
K$1MFD I PARAMETER 0921S
K$1RTN I PARAMETER 0921S
_$1$EG I PARAMETER 0921S
K$1UFD I PARAMETER - 0921S
KSMFNT I 000000 0921S
KSMSIZ I PARAMETER 0921S
KSMVNT I PARAMETER 0921S
) )
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' K$NOAM I PARAMETER 0921S 0961 0962 1047 1048
KSNRTN i PARAMETER 0921S
KSNSAM I PARAMETER 0921S
KSNSGD I PARAMETER 6921S
X_SGS I PARAMETER 5921_
KSPOSA I PARAMETER 0921S
KSPOSN I PARAMETER 0921S
KSPOSR I PARAMETER 0921S
KSPREA I PARAMETER 0921S
KSPRER I PARAMETER 0921S
KsPROT' I PARAMETER 0921S
KSR3_R I PARAMETER 0921_, 0961 0962 1047 104R
gSREAD I PARAMETER 0921S
K$:tPOS I PARAMETER 0921S
K$RSUB I PARAMETER 0921S
KSR_LK I PARAMETER 6921S
co KsS_NT I 000000 0921S
m K_SETC I PARAMETER 09215
C_ --_ K$SL_TH I FARAHETER 0921S •
0 KS_POS I P[RA_ETER 0921S
I_$SRTN I PARAMETER C921S
K$IRNC I PARAMETER 09215
K_bPOS I PARAMETFR 0921S
KI_RIT I PARAMETER C921S ".
K_I J ISRCl 000000 0917S 0929M "I073
LC I 001730 I047A 104BA
LEN I 001731 0950_% 0951A
LOOP I 001732 09q6_ 0956 1026
LVC I /SRC/ 000206 0917S
_;S • I /L, LK/ 000000 0917S .0997P' 1023 1054M
NRE d I_LK! 000276 09175 0997_ 1023 1054M
PTIT d i_LKI 002661 0917S 0997M ]023 I054M
R I IPLK/ 002660 09175
RDSUB R EXTERNAL 000000 0992 ;]
ROUT d IF_LK/ 0001_6 0917S 0997M -1023 1054M
SCRPJHOR EXTERNAL 000000 1062
SCRNPT R EXTERNAL _00000 1064 "_ -
SRCH$$ R EXTERNAL bOO000 0961 0962 ]039 10_0 1042 I043" I047
..... _ ............. -..o
SU/3ROUTIN£ SUBJ _ - ....PAGE 0090
2048 1077 1078 1080 1081
SUB d tBLKI 000054 09179 0997M 1012 1013 1014 1016 1023
1028 1054M
SUBd R 000000 09169
T J 000002 09179
T1 1 001735 091_% 0923H 0973 0974 0975 0976 0977
0978 0979 0980 0981 0982 0990 1045M
1087M
•TF D o0000o 0917_
TF_D D /SRC/ 000173 0917_ 1006
_IM D 001736 0917f; 1004A 1006
TINPUT R EXTERNAL 000000 0951
TIT d 000054 09179
TJ D 000000 0917_
TdUL D 000000 09179
TL D 000000 09179
.._ iO° TLVD O /SRC/ 000177 09179 1006
<:_3"_,0 TO J I_LKI 000077 09179 0997M 1023 1054M
j PO T_X d /SLK/ O001&£ 09179 0997M 1023 1054M
_A 1 ISRC/ 00C141 09179
_I 000304 0947 09q80
_lP 001145 I028 1029D
_100 001157 0994 0997 10320
_I0_0 D01334 0946 I_450 ,"
._001 000207 0938D 0941 0944 0945 1089
_1002 001342 0953 I0470
_1020 001541 1035 1051 1054 10750
_1030 001206 1032 1033D
_160 001471 1057 1064D ,
_170 001503 1066 I0710
_190 001505 1073D
_1999 001612 IO_D 1087 1090
_2 _0021a 0938 0939n
_2000 001_17 I085 IOR60
_2001 001665 1087 I0880
_3 001034 1011 1012 1013 1017D
_@ 001043 1014 1015 1016 I021D"
+ . _-
) )
11
" i I
SUBROUTINE SUBJ PAGE 0091
__5 000602 0990D 1007 1018 1026 1030
_50 00_615 0990 0997D
..55 000702 0995 ]GOOD
_8 000261 0941 09_2D
_80_0 000177 0931 09350
_8001 000170 0932 0q340
_8003 0003h5 0955 0957D
_8_0 000751 1006 lO08D
=97_9 001533 1052 1074D
0000 ERRORS [<SUBO >FTN-REVI_.2]
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(1C93| SUBROUTINE ADAT
(1094) C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE ACTION DUE DATE SEARCH
(IU95) C MATCHES DATES WITHIN 5 DAYS OF THE SELECTED DATE OR PAST _UE
(I096) C
(1_96) C DATA DECLARATION AND COMMON BLOCK FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE
(i096) C
{109_} COMMON/BLK/ MS_ATHR,DD,TOIDLN,SUB,RDUT,IDD,C_A_CONTt
(1096X 1 ADD_TUX_FSC,_RE_DDT_R_PTIT_COUNT_CON
(1096) COMMONISRC/ KNT_DM_DAtDDD_DTOqDL_IT_D_WA_D_DT,DRE
(I096) 1 ,TFVD,TLVD,FVD_LVD_IEX
(I096) COMMON/FLA/ ITRSP,IMEL£_IT_FX_IANN_IPR,IMI_IREAD
(109£) INTEGER*_ ATHR(7)_TO(_)_DLN(b)tSUB(2I)_ROUI(6)tPTIT(19)t
(i096) 1 CON(5)_TWX(h_5),FSC(f_)_NRE(1,3)_DDT(30_21),T(21)
.._._ 41096) i _TIT(24)_COUNTtCONT(5)_IEX(413)
_:)-- (1096) INTEGER*2 MS,DO(5)_IDD(3),ADD(3)tR_CWA(4)_A(4)
L_ (10.96) INTEGER*2 ITRSP,IMELE,IT;FX,IA_N_IPRtIMIS_IREAD
(1096) INTEGER*2 FVD(3)tLVD(3)_D(3)_D_DDD(3)
(i09_) INTEGER_4 DPE'_DT(5)_W(5)_L(5),DA(7)_IT(2_)_DTO(_)_KNT
(1096) DOUBLE PRECISION DTJ_TF_TL_TJULeTFVU_TLVD_TIM_TJ
(_097) C SYSCOM>KEY;.F KNE_'ONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FIN) 31 MAY, 1977
(1097) NOLIST
(i098) INTEGER*2IM_ID_IY_M,D_Y_ICURR(3),'IACT(3)_IOIFF(3)
(1099) INTEGER*2 IPAGE_IPRINT_IOPT
(1100) DOUBLE PRECISIO{_ DTJ ".(I_01) C I_ITIALIZE IH_ FOUND COUNTER
(1102) KNT=O
(1103) C INITIALIZE THE FIRST F.OUND FLAG
(1104) IPAGE=O
(1105_ C INITIALIZE THE TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(11'062 IPRINT:O
(1107) _RITE(I_I)
(1108) 1 FORF:AT( _ THIS IS THE ACTION ITEM DU_ DATE ROUTINE_,/_
(1109) Ie F_OTF - THE BREAK KEY HAS BEEN DISABLED FOR THIS RUNnel)
(1110) 5 WRIT[(I_IO)
(o111_ 10 FORMA.T(1X_THE_E ARE TWO (?) OPTIONS FOR THE ACTION DUE SEARCH"_I,
(11t2} 111X_1. A COffPLETE LISTING OF ALL ACTION DUE (I) _
(1113) 1,1_11X_2. A _ORMAL WITHIN 5 DAYS DR PAST DUE (2)'I|
(1114) READ(1,15,ERR:5) IOPT
\
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(1115) 15 FORMAT(Z2}
(111S_ IF(IOPT.LE.O=OR.IOPT.GEo3) GOTO 5
(1117) C DISABLE THE BREAK KEY
(1118) CALL BREAK$(.TRUE.}
(1119) C POSITION THE DATE FILE TO THE BEGINNING OF FILE
(1120) RE.wireD I0
_112_) READ(10_II11)IM_IDtIY
(1122} 1111 FOBMAT(1Xp312)
(1123) RF_IND 10
(112_} C CONVERT THF CUkRENT DATE TO TRFK TIME
(1125} ICURR(1)=IY
(112G} ICURR(2)=IM
(1127} ICURR(3)=ID
(112B) CALL SRCH_$(KSRDWR+KSNDAMIeACTD t_6$5tl,IC}
(1129) RE_IND 9
(113'} 100 READIg,E_D=2DO) ATHR_DLN,PTIT_IDD,COUNT_ADDtFSCtNRE
(1i31} IF(IOPT.EQ.I) GOTO 150
(1132) C
(1;33) C STORE THE ACTION DUE DATEI
_o (1134) 99 IMzADD(1}
°'I (11_5) ID:ADD(2)
fll3&) IY=ADO(3)
(I._7)'" C IS THIS DATE A LEGAL ACTION DUE DATE
(11_} IF(IM.E_.O.AND°ID.EQ.O.AND.IY.EQ.O) GO TO 100 ,.
(1139} O CO_:VERT THE ACTION DUE DATE TO TREK'TIME
(II_0) IACT(1)=IY
(1141) IACT(2}=IM
(11_2) IACT(5}=ID
(1143) C CALCULATE THE DIFFEREHCE BETWEEN THE SELECTED DATE AND
(114_} C THE ACTION DUE DATE
(Ii_) IDIFF(I}=IACT(I}-ICURR(1)
(1J_6} IDIFF(2}=IACT(2)-ICURR(2}
(11_7) IDIFF(3}=IACI(3)-ICURR(3)
(1148) C IS THIS DIFFERLNC[ WITHIN THE 5 DAY OR PAST DU_ TIME FRAME
(11q9) IF(IDIFF(1).GToO°OR.IDIFF(2).GT°I} GOTO lOB
(i150) IF(IDIFF(1)-EO°O-AhD.IDIFF(2}°FO°O°AND.IDIFF(3).GE°_) GOTD 100
(llbl) IF(IDIFF(1).FO.O°AhD°IDIFF(2).[O.I.AND.IDIFF(5).GE.O} GOTO 100
(1152} IF(IDIFF(1}.EQ°C.A_D°IDIFF(2).[_.I} GOTO 500
................................... o ........ ...................................... ...
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(1153) C AN ACTION DUE DATE ;AS FOUND AND MATCHED
(1154) _ IS THIS THE FIRST DOCUMENT FOUND UITHIN THE TIME FRAME
(1155) 150 IF(IPAOE.NE.O) COTO 160
(1156) C SET UP FOR DISPLAY OF DOCUMENT
(1157) ITEM=t1
(115g) IPAGE=I
(1159) C DISPLeY HEADING ON TERMINAL FNR ACTION DUE
(116_) CALL S_RNHD(ITFff)
(1:61J C DISPLAY THE DOCUMFNT RECORD FOUND
(1162) 160 CALL SCRNPT(ITLM)
(11£3) _RIT_(I_2000) ATHF_NPEtADD
(ll&_) 2000 FORMAT(3XITA_,2Xp3(A3_IX)_TX_2(I2_e-e)_I2)
(1163) C IS THIS A N[_ PAGF ON PRINTER
(11GG) IF(IPRI_T.NE.O) GOTO 170
(1167) C PRINT HEADING CN PRINTER FOR ACTION DUE
(I168) CALL HARDHD(ITE_)
(11_9) C PEINT RECORD OF DOCUM_NT FOUND FOR'ACTION
--_I° (11701 IPRI!JT=I
_'_0 ($171} 170 CALL HCRDPT(IT_M)
_--" (1172) _RITE(7_2001) AIHR_f_RE_ADD
(1173) 2001 FORHAT(GX,TA4_4PXt3(A3tlX)t29Xt312)
(i17,.) C IS THIS.THE UOTT.OffOF PRINTER PAGE, YES SET TOP OF PAGE FLAG
(1175) IF(KNT/I_.EOoK_T/I_.) IPRINT=O "
(117b? GO TO 100 .(1177} C
(1178) C CHECK FOR VALID ACTION DATE CONTIRUED FOR SPECIAL MONTH VALUES
(1179) C SET FOR A 31 DAY MONTH
(11U0) C
(i_1) 500 IDIFF(3)=IDIFF(3).31
(1182) C IS THIS A 30 DAY MONTH_ YES DEDUCT ONE DAY
(1183) IF(ICURR(2).EG.4oOR.ICURR(2).EOo6°OR.ICURR(2).FQ.9oOR.ICURR(2)
(1184) 1 .EG.II) IDIFF(3)=IOIFF(3)-I
(11853 C IS THIS THE MONTH OF FEBU_ARY
(1186) IF(ICURR(2).N[.2) GGTO 550
(1187) C IS THIS A LEAP YEAR_ Y£S DEDUCT TWO (2) DAYS
(1188) C NO DEDUCT THREE (3) DAYS
(IIR?) IF(ICURR(1)/4.NF.ICURR(1)/4.} IDIFF(3)=IDIFF(3)-I
(11gC) IDIFF(3}=IDIFF{3)-2
1i
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(119_) O IS THIS ACTION DATE WITHIN 5 DAYS DUE
(1192) 550 IF(IDIFF(3).GE.6) GOTO 100
_1".I95 ) GO T0.150
(1194) C CLOSE THE ACTION DUE SUDFILE
(1195) 200 CALL SRCH$$( KSCLOS,,,' ACTD 1,6o0_0,0)
(1196) C I_ERE THERE Ar;Y ACTION DUE DOCUMENTS FOUND
(1197) IF(KNT.T.O,O) GO TO 300
(1198) _RITE(lo400)
(1199) 400 FORMAT(" Ol)
(1200) C DISPLAY IHE NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS FOUND
(1201) _RITE(Io2OI)KNT
(1202) 201 FORMAT( w THERE ARE'IIO' DOCUMENTS AWAITING ACTIONtl)
(1203} C CLO3Z ALL OPFN WORKING FILES
(1_0_) 202 CALL SRCH_.$(K$CLOS,'OUT ".P6oO_O,O)
(1205) CALL SRCH$$ (K%CLOS_ "DATF. t_6.O,,O_O)
Co (I2G _,) CALL SRCFI$$(KSCLGS_ tREVS '_6tO,DO,O)
i (1207) C SPOOL THE OUTPUT FILE TO THE PRINTI'R FOR HARD COPY
_ (1208) CALL COMI $$( °SOUT, oq_ 12.,IC)
(1209) CALL EXIT
(1210) C DISPLAY A _'0 DOCUMENT FOUND MFSSAGE
(1211) 300 WRITE(Z,301}
('-212) 301 FORMAT(' THERE A_E NO DOCUMENTS A_AITING ACTION+I)
(1213) RETURN
(121_) END
w° °
.................................. :. .. . .................................. . .....
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AOAT R 000000 10935
ADO t /bLKt 000163 109&S 1130M 1134 1135 1136 1165 1172
AThk J /ELK/ 000001 1096S 1130M 1163 1172
BRFAK$ R EXTERNAL CO0000 1118
COMI$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 120_
CO_; J /DLK/ 002731 10g_S
CO_T J /ELK/ 000151 I096S
COUNT J /FLK/ 002727 1096S II30_
C_A I /_LK/ 000145 109_,S
O I /SkC/ 000136 I096S I0_8S
DA J /SPC/ 000005 1096S
DD I /ELK/ 000017 1096S
DD[J I ISRCI C00021 ]09_S
" _DT J !£LKI 000304 I09_S
DL d IbRCl 00004_ 109_S
{_o DLN d IDLKI 000042 1096S I130M
_ ,_ OH I ISRCI 000002 I096S
....._0o ORE d ISRC/ 05017] 109GS
.DT J /SRC/ 000157 109fS
[_TJ D 000000 1096S I100S
DTO O ISRC/ 000024 109GS
DW d ISRCI 000145 I09_,S
EXIT R EXTERNAL C00000 1209
FSC J /ELK/ 000262 1096S 1150M
FVD "I I_RCI 00020_ 109hS "
HARDHD R EXTERNAL 000000 1168
HARDPT R EXTERNAL CO0000 1171
IACT I C00002 1098S 1140M 1141M I142M 1145 1146 1147
IAN_; I IFLA/ 00000_ 109_S
IC I 001340 1128A 1208A ,
ICU_R I 000005 I09_S 1125M 1126M 1127M 1145 1146 1147
1183 1186 1189
ID I 001341 1098S 1121M 1127 I135M 1138 .1142
IDD I IBLKI 000142 I096S I130H
IDIFF I 000010 I09ES 1145M 1146M 1147M 1149 1150 1151
1152 ll_IM I183M 1189M I190M 1192
IEX J /SRC/ 000211 109_
IM I 001342 1098S 1121M 1126 I134M" 1138 1141
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IMELE I #FLA/ 000001 109_S
_IMIS I /FLA/ 000005 I09GS
IOPT I 0013_3 10095 ll14M 1116 1131
IPASE I 00134q 10995 110_M 1155 1158M
IPR I /FLA/ 000004 10965
IPRINT I _01345 10995 II06M 11_6 1170M 1175M
TREAD I /FLA/ 00000_ 10967
IT d /SRC/ 00005£ 109_S
ITEM I 00134_ 1157M 1160A 1]&2A 11&8A 1171A
ITRSP I /FLA/ 000000 109ES
;]wFX I /FLA/ 000002 10905
IY _ 0013_7 109_S 1121M 1125 1136M 1138 11_0
KSALLD I PARAMETER 10975
K$CACC I PARAMETER 1097_
'($CLOS I PARAKETER 10975 1195 120_ 1205 1206
K$CONV I PARAMETER 10975
K$CURR I PARAMETER 10975
K_DELE I PARAMETER 10975
0:; K_D_PB _ PARAMETER 10975
l K$GTIM I PARAMETER 1097S
"_. u:) KSENTR I 000000 10975
_j ,,o KSEXST I PARAMETER 10975
C._ KS_OND I PARAMFIER 10975
K$GPOS I PARAMFTER 10_7S
K$IIOME ] PARAMETER I0975 ""
K%ICUR I PARAMETER I0975
K$1MFD I PARAMETER 10975
K$1RTN I PARAMETER 10975
K$ISEG I PARAFiETER 10975
K$_UFD I PARAMETER 10975
KSH_NT I 000000 10975
KSMSIZ I PARAMETER 10975
KSMVNT I PARAMETER 10975
KSNDAM I PARAMETER 10975 1128
K_RTN I PARAMETER 10975
KS_SAM ] PARAHETER 10975
K$_SGG I PARAMETER 10975
K$_SGS I PARAKETER 10975
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KSPUSA I PARAMETER 1097_
KSPOSN I PARAMETER 1097S
KSPOSR I PARAMETER I097_
{(%PRZA I PARAMETER _097S
KSFRER I PARAMETER 1097S
KSFROT I PARAMETER I097S
KSRDWR I PARAMFTER I097S 1128
KSREAD I PARA_['.TER I097S
K$_POS I PARAMETER 1097S
KSRSUB I PARAMETER I097S ..
KSRWLK'I PARAMETER 10975
KSLENT I o000o0 10975
K$SETC I PARAMETER 1097S
R$SETH I PARAMETER 1097S
K$SPOS I PARAMETER 1097S
K_SPTN I PARAMETER 1097S
_o KSTP_C I PAPAMETER 1097S
........m_.,K_.UPOS I PARAMETER 1097S
___ KS_RIT I PARAMETER I097SKNI J /$RC/ 000000 10965 1102M 1175 1197 1201
LVD I /SRC/ 000206 109_S
M I 000000 109_S
: MS I IGLKI 000000 109FS
_RE d /ELK/ 000276 ]OqGS 1130f4 1163 1172 '.
PTIT. J /ELK/ 002661 I096S I150M
R I /_LK/ 002660 109fS
ROUT O I_LK/ 000126- 10_._
BCRt;HD R EXTERNAL 000000 .11_0
SCRNPT R EXTERNAL 000000 1162
SRCh$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 112_ 1195 1204 1205 1206
SUB O /_LK/ 00005_ 1096S
_T d 000013 109_S
IF D 000000 I096S
TFVD D /SRC/ 000173 1096S
llM D 000000 IOS_
TIT d 000065 I096S
"TO D 000000 1096S
TJUL D 000000 ]09_S
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%,!TL D 000000 109(_S
.TLVD 0 /£RC/ 000177 1096_
TO J /ULK/ 000022 10€.6S
TWX d /I'LK/ 000166 109f, S
WA I /,_R C/ 000141 109hS
Y 1 000000 109f'_S
__1 000164 1107 11080
__10 000255 1110 11110
__100 000511 11300 1138 1149 1150 1151 1176 1192
__1111 00045_ 1121 11220
__15 000ql! 1114 11150
__150 000677 1131 11550 1193
_160 000713 1155 11620
__170 000765 1166 11710
, 200 00115¢ 1130 1185D
_ _2000 000732 1163 116406t _ 1005 72 73D
201 G01213 1201 12020
_2(;2 001243 120qD
_300 001502 1197 12110
_501 00130/', 1211 12120
_400 001200 119,n 1199D
_5 000251 II100 1114 1116
_500 001054 1152 11810 •"
_b50 0011117 11P.6 1192D
_99 000553 11540
0000 ERRCRS [<ADAT >FTN-REVIq.2]
i
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(1215_ SUBROUTINE DATC
(121_) C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE INPUT DOCUMENT DATE SEARCH
(12!7_ C
(12.17/ C DATA DECLARATION AND COMMONBLOCK FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE
• 1217) C
(1217) COMMON/eLK/ MS,ATHR,DD,TO_DLNoSUB,ROUTolDDtCWAtCONT_
(1217) i ADD_TWX,FSC_RE_DDT_R_PTIT_COU_JToCON
(1217} COMMONISRC/ KNTtDM_DA_PDD_DTOoDLoIT_D_WA_D_DTtDRE
(1217) 1 _IFVDoTLVU_FVDqLVOqIEX
(1217) COMMONIFLAI ITRSP,I_ELE_IT_FXtIA_N,IPRqIMIS_IREAO
(1217) INTEOER*_ ATHR(7),TO(8),DL_(5)oSUB(21),ROUT(6)_PTIT(19)o
(]217) 1 COF;fS)oT_X(&IS)_F_C(_)_NRF(I_3)tDDT(30q21)_T(21)
(1217) 1 _TIT(24),COUHToCONT(5),I_×(4o3)
(1217) I_TEGER*2 /I_DD(3)tICD(3)_ADD(3)_RtCWA(4)o_A(_)
(1217) INTEGER*2 ITRSP_IM[LEoIT_FX_IANN_IPR_IRIS_IREAD
(1217} INTEGER*2 "FVD(3),LVP(_)_D(3)_D_DDD(3)
(1217) INTEGER*4 DRE,DT(5)_D_(5)_L(5},DA(7|_IT(2_)_DTO(8)_KNT
_i_0 (1217) DOUgLE PRECISION DTJ_TF_TL_TJUL_TFVD_TLVDoTIFI,TJ!8 INTEG R*2 IPAGE_IPRINT
_Or_ €1215) C INITIALIZE THE FOUND COUNTER(1220) KNT=O
(1221) C INITIALIZE THE FIRST FOUND FLAG
(1222) IPAGE=_
(1223) C INITIALIZE THE TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG '.
(1224) IPRINT=O
(1225) WRITE(I_ll)
(1226) 11 FORMAT(e INPUT DATA DATE SEARCH ROUTINE e,l_
(1227) 1 _ _HAT IS THE DATE THAT YOU UANTe_/_°MMDDYYe/)
(122_) READ(1_22_ERR=11)D
(1225) 22 FORMAT(312)
(12.30) C READ DOCUHFNT RECORD OF THE APPROPRIATE SUB-FILE
(1231) 100 CALL R_SUB
(1232) C IS THE SEARCH.COMPLETED ON ALL SELECTED SUB.FILES
(1233) IF(IREAD.EC,1) GOTO 200
(1234) C
(1235) C FIND THE DESIRED INPUT DATE OR DATES
(1_3£) C
(12_7) IF(D(1)oEO.O .OR° Dfl).EQ.IDD(1)) GOTO ]10
f
//
) ) )
u e e
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(1238) GO TO 100
(1239) 110 IFfD(2),EQoO .OR, D(2).EQ.IDD(2)) GOTO 120
(124C) GO TO 100
(1241) 120 IF(D(3)oEQ.O .OR. D(5).EQ.IDD(})) GOTO 150
(1242) GO TO 100
(1243) C AN INPUT DATE. WAS FOUND AND MATCHED
(1244) C IS THIS THE FIRST RECORD FOUND
(1245) 150 IF(IPAGE.NE.O) GOTO 160
(12_&) C SET UP FOR THE RECORD DISRLAY
(1247) ITEM=8
(12_8) IPAGE=I
(124(J) C DISPLAY HEADING FOR INPUT DATE ON THE TERMINAL
(1250} CALL SCRNHD(ITEM)
(1251) C DISPLAY THE RECORD FOUND ON THE USER TERMINAL
(1252) 160 CALL SCRNPT(ITEM)
t;o (1253_ C IS THIS TFIE TOP OF PRINTER PAGE
I (1254: IF(IPRINT.NF°O) GOTO 170,,.,a
0 c1255) c PRINT HEADING FOR INPUT DATE ON PRINTER
('_ (1256) CALL HARDHO(ITFFi)(1257) IPRINT=I
(125_) C PRINT RECORD FOUNC ON PRINTER
(1259} 170 CALL HARDPT(ITEM)
(1260) C IS THIS _OTTOM OF PRIrJTER PAGF, YES SET TOP OF PAGE FLAG
(i261) 1gO IF(KNT/14.EQ.K_II14.) IPRINT=O
(1262) GO TO IO0 '°
(1263) C DISPLAY THE NUMeER OF DOCUMENTS FOUND
(126_) 200 WRIIE(I_300)
(1265} 300 FORMAT(' t/)
(12bS) _RITE(Ip250)KNT,D
(I_67) 250 FORMAT( t THERE ARE tIge DOCUMENTS WITH A DATE OF '2(12'-t)_12)
(12_8) RE:TURN
(1269} END
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ADD I /l!Lk/ 000163 12175
ATHR d tPLKI 000001 12175
CON d IPLKI 002731 12175
CONT J I_.LKI 000151 12175
COUNT ,J li_LKI 002727 12175
C_A 1 IELKI 000145 12175
D I I',",RCI 000130 12175 1228M 1237 1239 12_I 1266
DA d /SRC/ 000003 12173
DATC R O000CO 121L, S
DD 1 /PLK/ 000017 1217. (,
DGD I /SRC/ 000021 12175 o.
DOT. J /FLK/ GO030q 12175
• DL 0 ISRCl 00004_. 12175
DLN d /F.LK/ 000042 12175
- OH I /SRC/ 000002 12175
C;o: DRE O /SRC/ 000171 12175OT ,J !_RC/ 000157 12175
_-_ I
-" _'--' DTJ _, 000000 12175
_,_._ DTO 0 /_RC/ 000024 12175
DW d /SRC/ 000145 12175
FSC J /[:LK/ OCO2(:2 12175
.Fvo z /sRc/ 000203 1217s
HARDHO R EXTERNAL C00000 1256
HARDPT R gXTERNAL 000000 12 _'_._., 6
IA_'N 'I /FLA/ 000003 12175 • '
IDD I /SLK/ 00014;_ ]2175 1237 ]239 1241
ZEX J /SRC/ 000211 12175
IMELE ] /FLA/ 000001 12175
IMIS I /FLA/ 000005 12175
ZPAGE I 00045& 12185 1222M 12_5 1248M ,
IPR I IFLA/ OGO00_I 1217.';
IPRINT I 000_57 ]21E_S 1220_ _ 1254 1257M 1261M .
IREAD I /FLA/ 000006 12175 1235
IT J /SRC/ 000056 12175
ITEM I 000460 1247H 1250A 1252A 1256A 1259A
IIRSP I /FLA/ 000000 12175
I T_J_'X I /FLA/ 000002 12175
KNT J /SRC/ 000000 1217S 1220M 1261 1266
) . ) )
J J iI I
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LVD I ISRCI 000206 12175
MS ! i_LKI 000000 12175
NRE d I_LKI 000276 12175
PTIT d /BLK/ 002661 12175
R .I I_LK/ 002660 12175
RDSUB R EXTERNAL riO0000 1231
ROUT d /ILK/ 00012_, 1217_:
:;CRNHD R EXTERNAL OCO000 1250
SCRIPT R EXTERNAL COO000 1252
SUB d I_LKI 000054 12175
T d 000002 12175
TF D 000000 1217S
TFVD D /SRCI 000173 ]2175
TIM D CO0000 12175
TIT d 00005_ 12175
TJ D bOO000 12175
I TJUL D 000000 12175
TL 0 000000 12175
TLVb b /SRCI G00177 ]2175
"_ TO d /BLK/ 000022 12175
T_X d IFLKI 000166 12175
WA I /SRCI 0001_1 1217S
100 0002_3 12310 1238 12€0 1242 1262 ..
_11 000153 1225 1_26D 1228
110 000267 1237 1239D
_120 000304 1239 12_1D
_150 000321 12_1 1245D
_160 00033_ 12_5 1252D
_170 0003_5 125_ 1259D
_190 000]_7 1261D
.200 000375 1233 126_0
_22 000257 1228 12290
_25C 000h17 126£ 12670
__00 000_01 126_ 12650
0000 _RRORS [<DATC >FTN-REVI_.2]
SUBROUTINE DDAT PAGE 0104
(1270) SUBROUTINE ODAT
(1271) C IHIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE DOCUMENT DATE SEARCH
(1272} C
(1.272) C DATA DECLARATION AND COMMONBLOCK FOR THE MAlL LOG FILE
(1272) C
(1272) COM,MONIBLK/ MS_ATHR_DD_TOoDLN_SUB_ROUTtII_D,Ct4AICONTo
(1272) I ADD_ TI_X_FSC_ _E _DPTgR,PTI T _COUNT_COrJ
(1272) COMMONISRC/ KNT tOM _DA _r)DD_DTO_DL _IT_D_t_A_DU_DTqDkE
(1272) 1 oTFVD, TLVDt FVD_LVD _IEX
(1272) COMMONIFLA/ IIRSP, IMELE, ITUFX, IANN. IPR,IMIS,IREAD
(1272) IhTEGER*4 ATHR (7} ,TO(B), DLF,(5),.(;UB(21},ROUT( 6} ,PTIT (19) _
(12723 1 CDN(5)_TtJX(6t5)IFSC(G)_fqRL(It3)_DDT(3O,21)_T(21.)
(1272_, 1 _TI T(24) _COUNT_CONI(5),] EX(_,3)
.127P.) INTEGER*2 M_DD (3) ,IDD(3) _ADD(3) _R_C_/A(_}_WA(4)
(1272) INTEGER*2 ITRSP_ IHELE, IT"FX _IA:_t._IPR _IMIS_ IREAD
(1272) INTEGER*2 FV{l(3)_LV_;(3)_O(5} _D_._DDD(3)
CO (1272) INTEGER*_ D_E_DT(5) _D_(5 },DL(5) _DA(7) _IT(2q) _DTO(B},KNT
_l. (1272) DOUBLE PRECISION D]J_TF,TL_TJUL_TFVr:_TLVD_TII4_TJ
(1273) I_TEGER*2 IPAGE _IPRINT(1274) C INITIALIZE FOUND COUNTER
(1275) KNT=O
(127&) C .INITIALIZE THE FIkST FOUND FLAG
(1277) IPAGE=O
(1278} C INITIALIZE 1:HE TOP OF PRINIER PAGE FLAG ',(12791 IPRINT-O
(1280) _RITE(I _11)
(1281) 11 FORMAT( _ DOCUMENT DATE SEARCH ROUTINE *_I_
(1282} 1 _ _JHAT IS THE DATE IHAT YOU WANTt_/_MMDDYY_/)
€12P.3) READ (I,22 _ERR=II)DDD
(1284) 22 FORMAT(312)
(1285| C READ DOCUMENT RECORD OF THE APPROPRIATE SUB-FILE
(1286) 100 CALL R_SUO
(1287) C IS THE SEARCH COMPLETED ON ALL SELECTED SUB-FILES
(12_8) IF('IREAD.EC.I) GOTO 200
(1269) IF(DDD(1).EO.O .OR. DDD(1}.E(}.DD(I}} GOTO 110
(1290) GO TO 100
(1291) 110 IFfOCD(_).EQ.O .OR. DDD(2).EO°DD(2)) GOTO 120
(1292) GO TO 100
SUBROUTINE DDAT PAGE 0105
(1293) 120 IF(DDD(3),EQoO .OR. DDD(3)oEG.DD(3]) GOTO 150
(129_) GO TO 100
(1295) C IS THIS THE FIRST RECORD FOUND
(129&} 150 IF(IPAGE.NE.O) GOTO 160
(12971 C SET UP FOR HEADIrJG DISPLAY
(129B: ITEM=3
11299) IPAGE=I
(1300) C DISPLAY HEADING FOR DOCUMENT DATE ON USER TERMINAL
(13_I) CALL SCRNHD(ITEM)
(1302) C OISPLAY RECORD FOUND ON USER TERMINAL SCREEN
(1303) 160 CALL SCRNPT(ITFM) _
(130_} C IS THIS FOR TOP OF PRINTFR PAGE
(1305) ]FKIPRIrJToNE.O) GOTO 170
(130&) C PRINT HLADING FOR DOCUMENT DATE ON PRINTER
(1307) CALL HARDHD(ITE_}
(1303) IPRINT=!CO
! (1309) C PRINT PECORD FOUND ON PRINTER
A "-'= (1310) 170 CALL HARDPT(ITEM|0
",_ (1311} C IS THIS POTTOM OF PRINTER PAGF9 YES SET TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG(1312) 190 IF(KNTII_.EOoKNIII_.) IPRINT=O
(1_i3} GO TO 100
t131_} C DISPLAY THF NUMBER OF DOCUMENTS FOUND
(131_} 200 WRITE(I,300}
(1.316) 300 FORMAT( t II)
(1317) _RITE(l_250)KNTtDDD "
(1318) 250 FORMAT(" THERE ARE "I9" DOCUMENTS WITH A DOCUMENT DATE OF t2(12t
(1319) 1 t-°)_I21)
(1320} RETURN
(1321) END
...... ° ................. . ......................
SUBROUTINE DDAT PAGE 0106
ADD ] IPLK/ 00016"3 1272_
ATHR d I_LKI 00000] 1272S
CON d /PLK/ 002731 1279S
CON[ d /[_LK / 000151 1272S
COUNT d /!iLK/ 002727 1272_
CWA I /bLK/ 000145 1272S
D I /SRC/ 000136 1272_
DA d /SRC/ 000003 12725
DO I /£LK/ 000017 1272S 1289 1291 1293
DDAT R 000000 ]270S
ODD I /SRC/ 000021 1272S 1283M 1289 1291 1.293 1317 .
DDT J /ELK/ 000304 1272_
•DL d /SRC/ 000044 1272S
DLN d I_LKI 000042 1272S
DR I /SRC/ 000002 1272S
DRE d /SRC/ 000171 1272S
"-_ =--.," DT d /SRC/ 000157 1272S
0 DTJ 0 000000 1272SO0 DTO d /SRC/ 000024 1272S
CU d /SRC/ 500145 1272S
FSC J /_LK/ 000262 1272S
FVD I ISRC/ 000205 1272S
HARDHD R EXTERNAL 000000 1307
hARDPT R EXTERNAL 000000 1310 ,.I NN I IFLAI 3 272_
IDD I /ELK/ 000142 1272S
IEX d ISRCI 000211 ]272S
]MELE I /FLA/ 000001 1272S
IRIS I /FLA/ 000005 ]272S
IPAGE I 000463 1273S 1277M 1296 1299M
IPR I /FLA/ 000004 1272S
IPRINT I 000464 1273S 1279M 1305 1308M 1312M
IREAD I /FLA/ 000006 1272S 12BR
IT J ISRC/ 000056 12725
ITEM I 000465 1298M 1301A 1303A 1307A 1310A
ITRSP I /FLA/ 000000 1272S
ITWFX I IFLA/ 000002 1272S
KhT d /SRCI 000000 1272S 1275M 1312 1317
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LVO I /SRC/ 000206 12728
MS I /_LK/ 000000 1272S
NRE d 18LKI 000276 1272S
PTIT d /_LKI 002661 . 1277S
R I IBLKI 002660 1272S
ROSLIB R EXTERNAL _00000 128_,
ROUT J /ULK/ 000126 1272_
SCRNHD R EXTERNAL 000000 1301
SCRNPT R _XTERNAL OOO00n 1305
SU& J ILLKI 000054 1272S
T 'J 000002 12729
TF D 000000 1272S
TFVD D /SRC/ 000175 1272_
Tltl D 000000 1272S
TIT d 000054 1?72S
TJ O C00000 1272S
_JUL O 000000 1272S
Co
l TL D CO0000 1272S
TLVb D /$RC/ 000177 1272s
_ TO d /ELK/ 0C0022 1272_TWX J /ELK/ 000166 !272_
WA I /SRC/ C001_1 1272S
I00 000242 1286D 1290 1792 1294 1313 -.'.
Ii 000153 1280 1281D 1283
_110 000266 1289 1291D
_120 000303 1291 1293D
150 000320 1293 1296D
_160 000333 1296 13030
._170 000344 130_ 13100
_I_0 0003_6 13120
200 000374 1288 13150
_22 000236 12_ 12_40
_250 _00_16 1317 131£0
_300 000_00 1315 1316D
0000 ERRORS [<OOAT >FTN-_EVI_.2]
SUBROUTINE UHO PAGE 0108
(1522) SUBROUTINE WHO
(1323) C THIS SURROUTINE PERFORMS THE SEARCH FOR WHO THE.
(1324) C DOCUM[NT WAS SENT TO_ THE ADDRESSEE.
(1325) C
(1525) C DATA DFCLARATION AND COMMON BLOCK FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE
(1325) C
(1_25) COMHON/BLK/ MS1ATHR,DD_TO_DLN,SUB,ROUTgIDDqCWA_CONT,
(1325) 1 AOD_TWX,FSC_RE,DDTtRgPTIT_COLINT,CON
(1_25) COMMONISRCI KNT_DM,DA,ODO_DTO_DL_IT,D',WAgD_,DT_DRE
(132_) 1 ,IFVD,TLVD_FVD_L_DgIEX
(1325) COMMON/FLA/ ITRSP_IMFLE_ITWFX_IANN_IPR_IMIS_IR_AD
(13_5) I_TFGER*4 ATI_R(7|_TO(R),DLrJfS),SUD(21)qROUT(&)_PTIT(19)o
(1325_ I CO_!(5)tTWX(_5)_FSC(5)qNRF(lI_)tDDT(_O_21)gT(21)
t1325) 1 9TIT(2q)_COUNT,CONT(5}_IEX(q,5)
(1325) INTEGER*2 MSgDD(5)qTDD(3)tADD(_)_R_C_A(_)_A{4)
('1325} INTEGER*2 IT_SP_IHFLE_IT_FX_IANN_IPR_IMIS_IREAD -
;_o (1_25) INTFGER*2 FVD(3)_LVD(3)_D(5)_D_I,DDD(5)
-'"! (1325) INT_GER*_ DRE_DT(5)_D_(5)_OL(5)_A(?)_IT(24)_DTO(B)_KNT
_._ (1325) DDUBL_ PRECISIO_ D_J,TF,TL_IJUL,TFVD,TLVD_TIH_TJ
0 (132G) INTEGEr*2 IP_.GE,IP_INT
(1327) C INITIALIZE FQUrJD COUNTER
(13;8) KNT=O
(132.9} C INITIALIZE THE FIRFT FOUND FLAG
(I_50.) IPAGE=O :,
(I_} C INITIALIZE THF TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(1332) IPRINT:O
(13_3) 3 _RITE(I_I)
(1334) 1 FORHAI(' THIS IS THF _HO TO / ADDRESSEE SEARCH_I_
(1335) 1 ' _HAI IS THE DESIRED ADDRESSEF',I)
(1333) READ(I_2_ERR=3)DTO
(1337) 2 FORMhT(BA_) .
(1338) _RITE(I_2)DTD
(1359) C READ DOCUMENT RECORD OF THE APPROPRIATE SUB-FIL_.
(1340) 100 C_LL RI)_UB
¢13_i) C IS THE SEARCH COMPLETED ON ALL SELECTED SUB-FILES
(1_42) IF(IREAD.E&ol) GOTO 200
(13_3) IM=IDD(1)
(13_) ID=IDD(2}
_.................. _ ...... -..... ° .
) ) )
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(1345| IY=IDD(3}
(1346} CALL JTIME(IY, IM, ID_OtOtOtTIM)
(1347) IF(TFVD.LE..TIM .AND. TIM.LE.TLVD} GOTO 890
(1348! GO TO 100
(1349} 89D CONTINUE
(1350} DO 101 I:I,R
(135.1) IF(TO(1).NE.DTO(I)} GOTO 100
(1552) 101 CONTINUE
(1353) C WHO THE DOCUMENT WAS SENT TO IS FOUND
(13_,h} C IS THIS THF FIRST RECORD FOUND
11355} IF(IPAGE.NF.O) COTO 168
(1356) C SET UP FOR HEADING DISPLAY
(1357) ITEM:4
(135_} IPAGE=I
(1_5) C DISPLAY 'WHO TO e HFADING ON USER TEHMINAL SCREEN
(1360) CALL SCRNHD(ITEM}
Co (15£i| C DISPLAY RECORD FOUND ON USER TFRMINALI
--J (13t2) 160 C_LL SCRNPT(IT[M)
...J
.._ (136_) C IS THI£ FCR TOP OF PRINTER PAGE
.. (I_} IF(IPRIkT.F:E.O) GOTO 170
(1365) C PRINT WHO TO HrADING ON PRINT_R
(13_6) CALL HARDHD(ITEM)
(1367) IPRINT=I
(1368) "C PRINT RECORD FOUND ON PRINTER e
(1369) 170 CALL HARDPT(ITEM) .'
(1370) C IS THIS THE ROTTOR OF THE PRINTER PAGEt
(1371} C YES_ SET TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(1372) 190 IF(KNTIlq. EO.KNTI14.) IPRINT=O
(1375) GO TO 100
(137_) C DISPLAY NU_BER OF DOCUMENTS FOUND
(1375) 200 WRITE(It300}
(1"Z76} 300 FORMAT(* tl)
(1377) WRITE(1_25O)KNT,DTO
(1378) 250 FORMAT( _ THERE ARE eI5t DOCUMENTS WITH AN ADDRESSEE OF_/
(1379) 1 8A_I)
(1380) RETURN
(1381) END
SUBROUTINE WHO PAGE 0110
ADO Z IBLK/ 000163 1325S
ATHR d /SLK/ 000001 1325S
CON d IbLK/ 0C2731 1325F
CCNT d I_LK/ 000151 1_25F
COU_JT d /[iLK/ 002727 1325:
C_A 1 /PLK/ 000145 1325L
D I /SRCI 000136 13255
DA d I_RCI 000003 1325_
DD I /_.LK/ 000017 132bC
ODD I /SRC/ 000021 1325S
DOT "d /ELK/ 00030_ 132_S
DL J /SRC/ 0000,4 1325S
OLN J /BLK/ 0000,2 1325S
CM I /SRC/ 000002 1325S
ORE d /SRC/ 000171 1325S
DT d ISRCI e00157 1325S
Did D 000000 13255
DTO d ,SRC, 00002, 1325S 1336M 1338 1351 1377
_1 D_ d IS_CI 000145 1325SFSC d /_LK/ 000262 1325_
"" FVD I ISRCl 000203 1325SIx.)
hARDHD R EXTERNAL 000000 136_
HARDPT R EXTERNAL _00000 1369
I I 000515 1356M 1351 _.
IANN I IFLA/ 000003 1325S
ID I 000517 134_M 13_6A
IOD I IBLK/ 000142 1325S 13_3 134, 1345
IEX d /SRC/ 000211 13255
IM I 000520 1343M 1346A
IMELE I IFLA/ 000001 1325S
iMI3 I /FLA/ 000005 1325S
IFAGE I 000521 132_S 1330M 1355 135_M
IPR I /FLA/ 00000, 13255
IPRINT I 000522 13285 1332M 136_ 1367M 1372M
IREAD I IFLA/ 000006 1325S 13_2
IT J /SRC/ 000056 1325S
ITEM I 000523 1357_ 13_0A 1362A 1366A 1369A
ITRSP I IFLA/ 000000 132Z.S
|
) ) )
t z I
- t
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IT_FX I /FLAt C00002 1325S
IY I 000524 1345_ 1346A
JTTM[ 1 EXTERNAL 000000 1340
KfJT J ISRCI 000000 1325S 132RM 1372 1377
LVD I ISRCI 000206 13251;
MS I IPLKI 000000 152f,_,
NRE J I_LKI 000270 ]325_
PTIT J I!:LKI 002h51 132b5
R I II_LKI 0026_0 1325S
RDSUB R EXTERNAL DO000D 1340
RGUT d ILLKI 000126 1325F
SCRNHD R CXTERNAL 000000 1360
SC_PT R EXIERPIAL [,00000 13E.2
SU_ d IELKI 000054 1325S
T d 000002 1325_
i 7F D 000D00 1325F
-- "-= TFVD D /SRC/ 000175 1325s 1347
_ TIH D (_00530 132_,$ 1346A 1347
TIT d 000054 1325fJ D OOO000 S
TJUL D _00000" 1325S
TL D 000000 13255
TLVD O /SRC/ 0G0177 1325S 1347
TO d IGLK/ 000022 13255 1351
TWX "d I_LKI 00016[- 1325S • "
WA I /$R0/ 00014] 1325S
_HO R 000000 1322S
_1 000153 1333 13340
_100 000250 1340D 1348 1351 1373 •
_I01 000350 1350 13520
_160 000372 1355 1362D
__170 000403 136_ 136_D
__190 000405 13720
_2 000235 133_ 1337D 1338
200 C00433 13q2 13750
__25C 000455 1377 13780
__3 0001_6 13330 1336
..
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300 000_37 1375 137_
__90 000325 1347 13_9D
0000 ERRORS [<_HO. )FTN-REVI_o2]
CO
!
i=............................ _......
= i = , =
SUBROUTINE CKIR(IR_I) PAGE 0113
(13_2) SUBROUTINE CKIR(IRBI)
(1383) C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS A CHECK AND WARNING FUNCTION
(1384) C TO THE USER IF A REVISE OF THE MAIL STATUS ITEM IS REQUESYED
(13_5) C
(1"386) INTEGER*2 IR_I,IAN
(]3Bl) C IS THIS A MAIL STATUS RFQUEST
(13_B) IF(IR.EO.t) GO TO I00
(13_9) C SET L_GAL REVISE FLAG
(1_90_ bO I:l
"1391) RITURN
(1.5¶'2) _ DISPLAY _A_NING TO USFR TERMINAL
(1393} C MAIL STATUS IS CHECKED IN EVFRY STEP OF INPUT FOR VALIDITY
(139_) C IHUS TilE CONCERN FOR A REVISE OF THE FOLLOWING DATA FIELD
(1395) C
(13qG) 100 WRITE(I,101)
Qo (1397) 101 FORMAT( • PLEASE CHFCK TO MAKE SURE THAT YOU WISH TO REVISE '_/,
,--- i. (13gR) 1t THE MAIL STATUS ITEM. IF CERTAIN ENTER YFS_I,
_ (13gEl I' ELSE NO'l}(1_OO} READ(I,10} IAtJ
(I_01) 10. FORMAT(1A2}
(1._02} IF(IAN.EOo'YE') GOTO 50
(1_D3) IF(IAN.t_E,'_O D) GOTO 100
(I_04) C U_ER HAS RECONSIDERED REOUEST: CLFAR LEGAL REVISE FLAG
(1405) I=O
(1_06} REIURN _"
(1_0}} END
SUBROUTINE CKIR(IR_I) PA6E 0114
CKIR R 000000 1387S
I I A_GUF;EtJT 000004 1382S 1386S 1390M 1405M
IAN I 00016.7 138GS 1400M 1402 1403
IR I ARGUMENT 000003 ]382S 138GS 1388
__10 00014_ 1400 1_010
__1.00 000015 1388 139GD 1403
_101 000021 1396 15970
50 00001? 13900 ]q02
CO00 ERRORS [(CKIR )FTN-_[V]4.2]
Co
t
) ) )
[ , i
i
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(1408} SUBROUTINE INPSC
_1409) C
(1409) C DATA DECLARATION AND COMHON BLOCK FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE
(1_091 C
(1409) COI:MONIBLK/ MS_ATHR,DD,TO,DLN,SUB_ROUT,IDD,CWA,CONT,
(1409) 1 ADD_TWX,FSC_JR_tDDT,R_PTIT,COUNT,CO_J
(1409) COMMON/SRC/ KNT_DM,DAgDDD_DTO,DL_II,D_WA_DW,DT_DRE
(1409) 1 _TFVD,TLVD_FVD_LVD,IEX
(14091 COMMON/FLAI ITREP,IKELF,IT;FX,IANN,IPRqIMIS*IREAD
(1409) INTEGER'4 ATHR(7),TO(F),[)LrJfS),FUI_(211_ROUT(G),PTIT(]9)t
(I@09) 1 CON(5),TVX(G,5),FSC((,)tNR_ (I_3}_DDI(30_211_T(21)
(1409) I _IIT(24)_COUNI,CONl(5)_IIX(4t3)
(1409) INTEGER*2 M_;_{)D(3),IDD(5)_A_II(_),RtCWA(4)g_A(4)
(1409) INTEGER'2 ]TESP,I_I:LE,IT_FX,IAIJN,IPR,IMIS_IREAD
(]409) INTEGER*2 FVD(3)_LVI'(3),D(3),[:V,DDD(31
(1409) INTEGER*4 DI.I,D'I(5)_D_(5)_DL(_),DA(7)_IT(2_),_TO(8),KNT
CO (_409} DOUBLE PRECISIOH DTJ,TI',TL_TJUL_IFVI),TLVD_TIM, TJ
(1410) INTEGER*2 IF,I,J,II,III
"-_ (14111 INTEGER*4 APRAY(4),FLNK
"J (14121 I_TEGER*2 _UF(7_ ),IC_PI
(1413) C
(1_14) C THIS ROUTINL PROVIDES THE DASIC I/O FOR THE INPUT/R_VISE ROUTINES
(1415) C
(1416) IF(R.EO._) GO TO 100 ".
(I_17) 2 _RITE(I,I}
(14181 I FORMAT(" HO_ MANY ITEMS DO YOU WISII TO REVISE (MAX OF 1_}_,I)
(1419) RFAD(I_IO_ERR=2)IKNT
(1420) 10 FORMAT(13)
(I_21) IF(IKNT.LT.O) GO TO 2
(1422) IF(IKNT.GT.14) GO TO 2
(1_25) DO 9999 LP:I_IKNI_I
(1424} 5 _RITE(I,3)
(1425) 3 FORMAT( _ INPUT THE ITFM NUMBER THAT YOU _ISH.TO REVISE'_I).
(1426) RZAD(I_IO,ERR=5)IR
(1427) CALL CKIR(IP_I)
(142_) IF(I°GT.O) CO TO 1GO
(1429) GO TO 5
(14301 C
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(1431) C BEGIN INPUT
(1432) C
(I_33) 100 IF(R.EQ.].AND.IR.NE.1) GO TO 200
(Ih34) 103 WRITF(It]01) .
(1435) 101 FORMAT(
(1_3G) 1 t (1) HAIL STATUS - (VC) VOUGHT CORRESPONDENCE'tI_
(1_37) I t (IH) INCOMING MAILt_It
(14_8) I' (OH) OUTGOING MAIL',I
(14_9) it! !t,/)
(14_O} READ(I_IO41ERR:IO3)MS
(14_1) IF(MS.EO.tV£ t) GO TO 105
(I_42) IF(MS.EQ.'I_ t) GO TO 105
(1443) IF(MS.EQ°'OM t) CO TO 105
(144_) _RITF(I,I06)}:S
_"_-L, (1445) 106 FORMAT{'GGTHE MAIL STATUS CODE YOU HAVE ENTERED ('A2,
(144F) I") IS _OT VALID - TRY AGAINt/)
(1447) GO TO 103
(1448) 104 FORHAT(IXtA2)
(1.449) 105 WRITE(ItIO_)_S
(1450) 200 IF(R.E_.I.AfJD.IR°NE.2) GO TO 30D
(i451) 2GI _RITE(1,2D2)
(1452) 202 FORMAT( ° (2) AUTHOR/SOURCE's/
{1453) 1"!_,28x,t!tl)
(1_5_) RFAD(lo203,EPR=201)ATHR '.
(1_55) _RITE(I_203}_THR •
(1456) 203 FOR_AT(IX|7AA)
(I_57) 300 IF (R.E(;.I.Ar;[).IR°NF.3) GO TO 40D
(1458) 301 WRITF(It3D2)
(145_) 302 FORMAT(' (_) UOCUMENT DATF ttI_t!MMDDYY!tl)
(1460) RFA[)(I_303wFRR:3OI)DD
(I_.1) 303 FORMAT(IX_312)
(1462) IF(OD(1).GT.12) GO TO 3DI
(I_3) IF(DD(2).GT.31) GO TO _01
(I_) _ITE(l_363)DD
(1465) hOD IF(R°E_°I.AN_°IR°NE°_) GO TO 500
(146_) _01 _ITE(:I,qD2)
(1467) 402 FORHAT( • (4) _O _tl_!_32Xtt!'l}
(1468) READ(I_403,ERR=_D1)TO
J
L
) ) )
•z •
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(1._69 403 FORMAT(lXgRA4)
(1_70 URITE(I_403)TO
(1471 500 IF(R.E_.I.AND.IR. NE.5) GO TO 600
(i_72) 501 WRITE(I_50?)
(1473)_02 FORf_AT(" (_) _OCUMENT/LEITFR NUMO_Rt_l_t!_IRXt'!t/)
(147_} READ(1,5034FRR=_,OI)DLN
(1475) 503 FORMAT(1XI4A_tAP)
(147G) WRITE(I_503) DLrJ
(1477) [,GO IF(R.EO.I.AKD.IR.N[.6) GO TO 700
(1478) 601 W_ITF(I_£D2)
(1479) 602 FOR_IAT( _ (G) SUDJECT (7 WORDS - 10 CHARIWORD)ttl
(1400) 1'!'t76×_t!w/)
(14_1) LEN:IO
(I_L2) CALL TINPUT(TITtLE_)
(1483) DG 610 IJ:I_21
(]48_) 61D SUD(IJ):TIT(IJ)
_:_ (i_8t) WRITE(I_603)SU_
I (1_86) 603 FO_MAT(7(1X,2A4_A2))
-_ (1_P7) 700 IF(R.E_.I.ArJ_.IR._JE.7) GO TO 800
_ (1_88) 701 _RITE(I_TD2)
. (1_89) 702 FORMAT( t (7) ROUTING_I/_6('.! !t)l)(1490) READ(It703_ERR=701)ROUT
(1491) 703 FO_MAT(6(IX,A3_IX))
(1492) WRITE(I_7D3) ROUT '..
(1493) 800 IF(R°EO.].A_D°IR.N[.8) GO TO 900
(149_) 801 WRITE(I_B_2)
(14q5) DO2 F£RI':AT(' (8) l_PUl DATA DATE_I,_!M_DDYY!_/)
(149G) IF(R.EQ.O) GOTO 8D5
(1497) READ(I_803_i'HR=FO])IDD
(149_) 803 FORMAT(1X_312)
(1499) GO TO 810
(15001 805 REWIreD lO
(1501) READ(IO_BO3)IM_ID_IY
(1_02) IDt_(1)zIM
(It,03) ID_(2):ID
(150A) I_D(3):IY
(Ib05) R[;IND 10
(1_06) 810 _RITL(I_B03) IDD "
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(1507! 900 IF(R,EQ.1.AND.IR._E.9) GO TO 950
(l_OB) 901 URIT[(1,902)
11509) 9D2 FORMAT( t (9) W.A. NUMBER IID. CODEr|I, •
(1510} lt!ttSXlt!t/)
(1511) READ(lI903,FRR=901)CWA
(1512) 903 FOHMAT(IX_4A2)
(1513) WRITE(I_90_)CWA
(1514) CALL GETCON.
11515) IF(CONfl)oNEot o) GOTO 100]
(1516) 909 _RITE(1,910)
(1!17) 910 FoRrIAT(t IS THERE A CONTRACT NUMBER FOR THIS DOCUMENT (YES OR NO}'
(151_) I )
(1519) READ(I,23DO,KRR=909) IOPT
(1520} IF(IOPI.EO.'YE') GOTO 951
(1_.21) IF(IOPT.NE.'NO t) G_IO 909
(1522) GO TO 1050
(1523) _50 IF(R.rQ.1.ANDoIRoNL.10) GOTO 1100
(1524) 951 WRIT[(l,95P)
(1525) "952 FOre,AT(" (10) CONIRACT NUHBER',/,'!',_OX,'!'/)6 RFAC(l_953,EkR=951) CONT
(1527) 953 FORXAT(Ix._5A_)
(1528) WRITE(I,95J)CONT
(1579} GO TO 1100
(1530) 1001 WRITE(ItlOD2)CON ,.
(1531) 1002 FORMAT( t CO_TRACT NUMBER t_SA4)
(1532) 1C50 DO 1060 I=1,5
(Ib33) CONT(I)=CON(I)
(1534) 1060 COHTINUE
(1535) 1100 IF(R.EG.I.A_D.IR.NEolI) GO TO ,1200
(1536) 1101 WRITE(I,1102)
(1537) 1102 FORHAT(' (11) ACTION ITEM DUE DATEt,ltt!MMDDYYIt/) " " "
(153B) READ(I,1103,EHR=1101)ADD
(1539) IF(ADD(1).GT.12) GO TO 1101
(154.0). IF(ABD(2)°GT.31) GO TO 1101
(15_1) _RITE(1_1103)ADD
(1542) 1103 FORHAT(IX,312) " '"
(1543) 1200 ]F(RoZU.1°AF:D.IRoKF.12) GO I0 1300 . ..
(15_4) 1202 WRITE(lt120_)
. . b
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pages B-121 thru B-122 missing from original 
o, | • •
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(1621) ARRAY(4)=BLNK
(1622) CALL GETWRD(BUFtARRAY_LEN}
(1623) TIT(1)=ARRAY(11
(16241 TIT(I+I)=ARRAY(2)
(1625) TIT(I+2)=ARRAY(3)
(1626} TIT(I_3)=ARRAY(4}
(16271 I=I*2
(16281 1531 CONTINUE
_16_91 WFITE(I,1506)(TITfl}_I:I,21)
(1630) 1506 FORHAT(7(IX,2A4_A2})
(1631) 11_=21
(I£32) DO 1507 J:11118
(1633) DDT(IJ_J}= t '
(163_) DDT(IJ_J)=TITfd).
(IE35) TIT(J):' •
(1636} 1507 CONTINUE
co (16371 1504 CONTINUE
(1638) 2200 COt_TI_UE
r_ (16391 F:I
(_ ('_ (1640| I_=0(16411 9999 cOr_TINUE
(1_421 CALL SHOWC
(16_3) 2302 WRITg(Ip23031
'1644) 2303 FORMAT(/_IHO,/_' CHECK RECORD FOR ERRORS: IF CORRECT, ENTER CORt_ ,.
(1645) 1/g26Xl•IF REVISION NEEDED_ ENTER REVt/}
(16_61 READ(II2300}IOPT
(16_7} 2300 FORMAT(IA2)
(16&6) IF(IOPT.EG.eRE ") GOTO 2
(16_9) IF(IOPT.NE.'CO_) GOTO 2302
(1650} C
(1651) C END OF INPUT REVISE ITEMS AS OF 8/26/78
(16521 C
(16531 RETURN
(1ES_) END
_) , J
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ADD I /hLK/ 000163 1409S 1538M 1539 1540 1541
ARRAY O 000002 1411S 151_N 1G19M 1620M 1621M 1622A 1623
1624 1625 1_,76
ATHR J /_LKI 000001 1409S 1454M 1455
BLNK d 004027 1411S 1614M 1_,1£, 1618 1619 1620 1621
BUF 1 000012 1412S 1613A 1(,22A
CKIR R EXTgRNAL 000000 1427
CON d /LLKI 002731 140nS 1515 1530 1533
CONT d /SLK/ 000151 1409S Ib26M I_28 1533M
COUNT J IELKI 002727 1409_
C_A "I /_LK/ 000145 ]409S ]511M Ib13.
D I /SRC/ 000136 1409_
DA d /SRC/ 000003 1409S
DD I I_LKI 000017 14G_S 1460M 1462 1463 1464
ODD I /SRC/ 000021 1409S
CO &DT J /eLK/ 000304 1409S 1601H 1633M 1634M
--_ _" DL d ISRC/ 000044 I_095
"-" _ CLN d /_LK/ 000042 140PS 1474M 1476
.DR I /SRC/ 000002 140_S
ORE J /SRCI 000171 1409S
DT J /SRC/ 000157 1409S
DTJ D 000000 1409S
GTO d /S_CI 000024 ]40SS
DW J /SRC/ 000145 .I_095 '.
FSC O /L:L K/ 000252 1409S 1574_ 1575
FVD I /SRCl 00020_ I_ O'_S
GETCON R EXTERNAL (JO0000 1514
OETWRD R EXTERNAL _00000 1622
I I 004031 1410S 1427A 1428 1532M 1533 1615M 1516
]617M 1623 1674 1625 1626 IA27M 1629M
I18 I 004034 1631M 1632
IA I 004035 15_7M 1549
IANN I /FLA/ 000003 140'_S
IB I 004036 15_2_ 1583
1C I 004037 1548M 1549
ID I 004040 1501M 1503
IDD I 18LKI 000142 140nS 1457M 1502M 1503M 1504M 1506
IEX d ISRCI 000211 1405S
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II I 004041 1410S 1558M 1561 1562 I56&M 1568
III I 000000 1410S
Jd. I 004042 1483M 1484 1608M 1633 1634
IK I 004043 1599H 1601
IKNT I 00404_ 1419H 1421 1422 1423
IL I 004045 1600 _ 1601
ILP I 004046 1604H 1606 1607 1608
IM I 004047 1501H 1502
IMELE I IFLA/ 000001 140'._S
IMIS I IFLAI 000005 140¶,S
INPSC I 000000 1406S ..
IOPT I 004050 1412S 1519M 1520 15'21 1646M 1648 1649
TPR I IFLA/ 000004 140'_S
IR I 004051 1410S 1426M 14276 1433 1450 1457 1465
1471 ]477 ]4_7 14q3 1507 1523 1535
1543 1571 1577 1595 1640_
IREAD I /FLA/ 000006 140_S
I
__ _ IT d ISRC/ O0005E 1404_
Po ITRSP I IFLAI 000000 140u_
o': ITWFX I IFLA/ 000002 .140')_
IY I 004052 1501P 1504
d I 004053 14105 1561M 1562M 1567M 1568 1592_ 1593M
1632_ 1633 1634 1635
KNT J /SRC/ 000000 140°S ,
LEN "I 004055 lq_IM 14826 1609M 1622A
LOOP1 I 004056 15461_ 1552_ 1554 1555 1558 1.565 1581M
15h5M 1587 1588
LP I 004057 1423F 1565M 1566
q_LVD I /SRC/ 000205 140..
MS I I_LKI 000000 1409_ 14_0M 1441 1442 1o443 1444 1449
NRE d IDLK/ 000276 1409S 1563H 1592M 1593
PTIT d IFLKI 002661 1404S
R I I_LKI 002660 14095 1416 1433 1450 1457 .1465 1471
1477 1487 1493 1496 1507' 1523 1535
1543 1571 1577 1595 1639M
RDCOH R EXTERNAL 000000 1613
ROUT d /ILK/ 000126 1403S 1490M 1492
SHOWC R EXTERNAL 000000 164_
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SUB d /BLK/ 000054 1409S 1484M 1485 \
T d 000126 140q_
TF O 000000 1409S
-TFVD D ISRC/ 000173 1409S
TIM D 000000 1409S
TINPUT R EXTERNAL 000000 14_2
TiT d 000200 1409S 1482A I_84 1616M 1623M 1624M 1625M
1626_ 1629 1634 1635M
TJ O 000000 1409S
TJUL D 000000 140oS
TL D 000000 140SS
TLVO D /SRC/ 000177 1,_9_
TO d /BLKI 000022 1409S 146BM 1470
TWX d I[ILKI 000166 14C9S 1549M 1561M 1562 156BM
t:_ NA I /SRC/ 000141 1409S ..
I
,-"-._--_.i 000271 1,17 ,,lflD
_1002 002144 1530 15310
_101 D00456 1434 143..Lcn
_103 000452 143_D 1440 1447
_I04 000676 1440 1448D 1449 ,,
_105 000703 1441 1442 1443 1449D
_1050 002162 1522 15320
_106 000G25 1444 14450
_1060 002175 1532 1534D
_1100 002204 1523 1529 1535D
_1101 002221 1536D 1538 1539 1'540
__1102 002225 1536 15370
_1103 002311 1538 1541 15_2D
__1200 002316 1535 1543D
_1202 002330 15,4D 1552 1554
_1204 002334 15_4 15450
__1210 002423 1547 15510
_12!I 002,15 15,B 15500
__1220 002442 1552 1553D
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_1E50 002454 1556D
_1251 002460 1556 1557D
12_0 002607 1558 15640
1262 002513 1559 15600
_1265 502600 1561 1562 1563D
_1270 002643 1566 15700
_1772 0026_5 1567 156qD
_1300 002651 1543 1555 15710
_1201 002667 1572D 1574
_1302 002674 1572 15730
1303 002736 1574 1575D 1576
_14_0 002757 157] 15770
..1401 C02776 1578 1579D
_1_02 003077 1585 15860
1405 002772 157PD 1585 1587
co _1=.04 003115 1589 15gOD
= ..1405 003214 1592 1593 15940
---i
"--" PO _14[8 003057 15_2 15840
"J _1500 003224 1577 1588 15950
..1501 0_237 159LD 1604 1_06
_1502 C032_3 159f, 15970
lb03 003352 1604 16050
...IL04 003661 1604 16_70
_1505 003577 1610 1611D ,.
_1506 003606 1629 16300
_1507 003653 1652 16369
_1510 00_332 1599 16030
_1511 003323 1600 1602n
_1521 003467 1615 16160
_1531 005554 1617 1628D
..2 000264 1_170 1419 1421 1422 1648
_290 000713 1435 1_500
_201 000726 I_51D 1454
202 000732 1451 1_520
_203 000775 1454 1455 14560
_2200 003667 1595 1607 163AD
..2300 CG_004 1519 1646 1647D
_2_02 603706 1643D 16_9
............................................................. ---,-- _ .....
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_2303 003712 1643 16440
_3 000561 lq24 1_25D
300 " 001002 1450 1457D
,301 001015 1458D 1460 1462 1465
302 601021 1453 1459D
_303 001056 1aGe 14610 I_64
400 001106 1457 14650
_"31 001123 ]4GhD 14&_
_402 001127 146h 14_7D
_403 001156 1468 1469D 1470
__ 000355 1_24D 1426 1429
_530 601172 1465 14710
_501 001205 14720 147zI
o:_ _502 001211 1472 14730
n _503 001252 1474 147bD 1476
.4 ---, _603 G01270 1471 14770
CO _601 001303 1478D
_602 001310 1478 1479D
.603 001407 1485 1486D
_&in 001360 1485 14B40
700 001417 1477 14/_7D
__701 001453 14880 1490
_702 001437 1488 14690
_)0._ G01470 1490 14910 1492 '.
_800 001507 1487 14930
_d01 001524 1494D 1497
-- 4.-_802 001530 1494 I °r'D
805 001571 1497 14980 1501 1506
___05 001577 l_g& 15000
.910 001634 1499 150&D '
___03 001643 1493 15070
__901 00165(_ 1508D 1511
__902 001662 150_1 15090
__905 t}01724 1511 15120 1513
__909 001752 15160 1519 1521
__910 001756 1516 15170
_950 002042 1507 15230
_951 002056 1520 15240 1526
I I i ,d
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_9_2 002062 152_ 1525D
953 002120 1526 1527D 1528
_9999 003675 1423 1641D
OUnO ERROPS [<]NP$C >FTN-HEVI_._]
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(16551 SUBROUTINE GETCON
(1_56) C
(1656) C DATA DECLARATION AND COMMON BLOCK FOR THE RAIL LOG FILE
(_656) C
(1_56) COMMON/BLK/ MStATHR,DDtTOtDLNtSUBgROUTtIDD,CWA_CONTt
(1656) 1 ADD, TWXtFSC_NRE_DDTtR,PTIT,COUNT,CON
(1666" COMFION/SRC/ KNT_DM_DAtDDD_DTO_DL,IT_D_WAtDWtDT_DRE
(I_561 1 _TFVI),TLVDtFVDtLVD,IFX
(16561 COMMON/FLA/ ITRSP,I_ELE,IT_FX,IANN, IPR_IMIStIREAD
(165G_ • INTEGER*4 ATHR(7},TO(B),DL_(5),SUB(21),ROUT(6)_PTIT(191_
(I_56) I CON(b)tTWX(615)tFSCf_,}_NRF(I,3)_DDT(50t21}tT(.211
(15551 1 _TIT(2_)tCOU_.T,COP.'T(5),IE×(4_3)
(1656) INTFGER*2 MStDD(3)oID_(3)tADD(3}_RtC_A(_)wWA(4)
(16561 INTEGER*2 ITRSPtIHELE,IT_FXtIA_NtIPR_IMIS_IREAD
(1656} INTEGER*2 FVD(3)tLVD(Z),D(3),D_:tDDD(3)
_,_ (I&561 INTEGER*4 DRE,DI(5),D_(5)tDL(5)_DA(7),IT(241tDTO(8)tKN]16 DOUBL PRECISIOr' DIJ,TF,T ,TJUL,TFVD, LVD,TIM,TJ
.._0 (16_7) C SY_COM>KEYS.F KPJEKONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTFP (FTN) 51 MAY_ 1977
(IB57_ NOLIST
(1658) CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWR+K%NDAM,'CTAB t,6,16,1_1C)
(16551' _E_ItJD 20
(I{_601 650 READ(2O,G55,END=GgO)W_,CON
(16611 655 FORMAT(5X,_A2_2X_5A4)
(1662) IF(C_A(1)._Q., ') GOTO 680 ,.
(1663} IF(CWA(1).FO.'33,.A_D.CWA(2)..E_.t02_} GOTO 670
(166_) IF(CWA(1)-EQ-'_2'-A_JD°CWA(2}-EQ, tO_t°OR-CWA(2).EG._09 e} GOTO 660
(1665) IF(C_A(1).P_F._A(1}) OOTO 650
(16661 IF(CWA(2).NE.kA(2}) GOTO 650
(1661) GO TO _OD
(1668) 660 00 665 I=1_4
(16691 IF(C_A(1).NE._A(I)) GOTO 650
(16701 665 CONTINUE
(1671) GO TO 800
(16721 670 IF(C_A(1).NF._A(1)) GOTO 650
(1_T5} IF(C_A(2}°_._A(2)) GOTO 650
(167_) IF(C_A(3),NE.°_ABt.A_D°C_A(5}°NEo_BA_) GO TO 800
(I_751 IF(C_A(3).EG°tA_'-AND.WA(5}-fQ°tA _) GOTO 800
(Ib761 IF(C_A(3)°EQ°_BAt°AND°_A(5)°EQ°,B t) GOTO 800
) ) )
i
i . =
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(1o_77) GO TO 650
(167_ _80 DO 685 J=lt5
(1&79_ CON(J)=t t
(1_80) 685 CONTINUE
(1561) GO TO 800
(1682) &9O CON(1):tUA No
(1683) CON(2):tOT Ft
(168_) CON(3)=tOUND t
(1€.85) CON(4)=' SEEt
(_68f) CON(5): v RJK w
(1_87) 300 HfWIt;D 20
_I$8A) CALL SRrH$$(K$CLOS_ICTAB ti&_O_O_O)
(16_9) RLIUkN
(16_0) {ND
co
!
_,j -..,
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ADO I #_LK/ 000163 1650S
ATHR d /PLK/ 000001 1656S
CON d /FLK/ 002731 1656S 1660M 1679M 1682M 1683M 1684M i685M
16_6M
CONT d /OLK/ 000151 16563
COUNT d /PLK/ 002727 165&_
CW4 I /_LK/ O001q5 165_S 1662 1663 1664 1665 1666 1669
1672 1673 1674 1675 1676
O I /SRC/ 000136 1656S
D_ O I$_CI 000003 1656S
" OD 1 /PLK/ 000017 16565
DDD I /SRC/ 000021 1656S
DOT d /_LK/ 000304 16565
CL d /SRC/ 000044 16565
• DLN O /ELK/ 000042 16565
DM I I_RCI 000002 1656_
DRE d /SRC/ 000171 1656S
{30 DT d ISRCI 000157 16565
oTj D  ooooo .1656
-'_(+' ofo J ]SRCl 000024 I_565PO '
DW d ISRC/ 000145 1656S
FSC d I_LKI 0002_,2 165AS
Fv3 I ISRCI 000203 165_5
GETCCN R 00.0000 . 1655S
I I 000443 I6&_H 1669 ''
IANN I IFLAi 000003 1656S
IC I 000446 165_A
ICO ! IBLKI 000142 1656S
IEX J /SRC/ 000211 16565
I_ELE I /FLA/ 000001 1656S
IMIS I IFLAI 000005 1656S
IPR I /FLA/ 000004 1656S
IREAD I /FLA/ 000006 165_
IT d ISRCI 000056 ]6565
ITRSP I /FLA/ 000000 165£,S
IT_FX I IFLAI 000002 165_,S
d I 000447 1678M 1679
KSALLD I PARAMETER 1657S
L.. ....................
) )
| | l s
i
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<$CACC I PARAHETER 1657S
K$CLOS I PARAMETER 1657S 1688
K$CONV I PARAMETER 16575
K_URR I PARAMETER 1657S
X$FELE I PARANETER 1657S
KID:IPB I PARAMETER 1657S
KIbTIM I PARAMETER 1657S
K_E_JTR I 000000 1657S
KI_×ST I PARAMETER 1657S
k$S{;tJD I PARAMETER 1657S
;($CPCS" ] PARAMETER 1657_;
KSHOME I PARAKETER 1657S
K$1CUR I PARAPETER 1557S
K$IHFD I PARAMETER 16_7S
K$1RTN I PARAMETER 1657S
i K$1SEG I P_RAMETER 1657S
-.---" .-a K_IUFD I PARAMLTER 1657SC
•--'-.- o.} KSHENT I O00OO0 1657S
0 II$,_SIZ I P_RAMFTER 1657S
_$YVNT I PARAMETER |657_
KSKOAM I PARAMETER 1657S 1658
K$_RTN I PARAMETER 1657S
K$_SAM I PARAMETER 1657_
K.3hSGD I PARAMETER 1657S
e
KSF,SGS 1 PARAMETER 1657S
KSPOSA I F_RAMETER 1657S
KSPGSN I PARAMETER 1657S
KSPOSR I PARAMETER 1657S
K$PREA I PARAMETER 1657S
KSPRER ,I'PARAMETER 1657_
KSPROT I P_RA_:ETER 1657S
XSRCWR I PARAMETER 1657_ 1658
_$RFAD I PARAMETER 1657S
_$rlPOS I P_RABETER 1657S
K_RSUB I PARAMETER 1657S
_$R'_LK I PA_AMLTER ]657_
F $SI.r_T I 000000 1657h
K_SZTC I PARAMETER ]657:>
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k$_ETH I PARAMETER 1657S"
_$SPDS I PARAMETER 1657S
K$_RTN I PARAMETER 1657S
KSTRNC I PARAMETER 1657S
KSUPOS I PARAMETER 1657S
K$6RIT I PARAMETER 1657S
KNT d ISRCI 000000 1656S
LVD 1 ISRCI 000206 165ES
NS I I!:LKI 000000 1656S
r:RE d /bLK/ 000276 165E, S
PTIT d I_LKI 002661 16565
R I 10LKI 0026_0 1656S
ROUI d IRLKI 000126 1656S
SRCH$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 1658 1688
SUE d I_LKI 000054 1656_
l T J 000002 1656S
.(.,_ TF D 000000 1656S
TFVD O /SRC/ 000173 165£S
TIFf D 000000 165_S
" TIT d 000054 16565
Id D 000000 1656S
TJUL D 000000 1656S
'_L D 000000 1656S
TLVG D /SRC/ 000177 1656S ,.
TO 'J /PLK/ 000022 1656S
TWX d lbLKI 000166 1656S
6A I /SRC/ 000141 16565 ].660M 1665 1666 1669 1672 1673
1675 1676
__650 000147 1660D 1665 1666 1669 1.672 1673 1677
653 000163 1660 1661D
660 G00257 1664 1668D
665 000271 1668 1670D
_670 C00300 1663 1672D
_680 - C00357 1662 1678D
_685 000372 1678 16_0D
..690 000401 1660 16820
200 000427 1667 1671 167€ 1675 " 1676 1681 1687D
) ) .)
J i
o .
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0000 CRROR_ [<GETCON>FTN-REV14.2_
t30
I
(._
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(169_) SUBROUTINE REVSC
(1_92) C
11692) C DATA DECLARATION AND COMMON BLOCK FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE
(1£92_ C
(1692) COMMONI£LK/ MS,ATHR,DD,TO,DLNtSUB,ROUT,IDD,CWA,CONT,
(].692_ 1 ADDITWX,FSC,_RE,DDT,R,PTIT,COUNTqCON
(1L92) COMMON/SRC/ KNT,DM,DA,DDD,DTO,DL,ITtD,WA_D_IDT,DRE
11_;92) 1 _TFVD_TLVO,FVD,LVD,IEX
11692) COMMON/FLA/ ITRSP,II_ELE,ITWFX,IANN,IPR,IRISqIREAD
(1692} INTEGER*_ ATHR(7),TO(8},DLN(5),_UB(21}IROUT(6),PTIT(19)t
11692} I CON(5),TWX(6,b),FSC(/,],NR[(I,3)gDDT(3D,2L),T(21)
(1692_ 1 ,llI(24},COUNI,CONT(5),IEW(4,3)
11692) INTEGER*2 HS,DD(5)tIDDf3|oADD(3),R,CWA(4},_A(_)
11692) INTEGER*2 ITRSP,IH_LE,IT_FXtIANI;,IPR,IMIS,IREAD
_0 {1692) INTEGER*2 FV_(3)_LV_(5}_D(3),D_,_DD(3}
_.I (IS92) INTEGER*4 D_E,DT(5},DW(5),DL(5),DA(7),IT(24},DTO(B),KNT
(1652) DOUPLE PRECISION DTJ,TF,TL,TJUL,TFVD,TLVD,TIM,TJ
_('_ (1693 _ C %YSCOM)KEYS.F P:NEHONIC KFYS FOR FILE SYSTF_ (FIN) 31 MAY_ 1977
11693, NOLIST
(16._) INTEGER*_ ICOUN
(16_5) I_T[GER*2 IOPT,FINISH,IA,A(15),IN
(l_gL.) C
(1697-) C THIS IS THE REVISE ROUTINE FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE
(169_) C THE MAIL LOG DOCUMFNT I0 BE REVISED OR DELETED
(16991 C KEYED ON THE INPUT DATE AND COUNT CODE
11700) C
(.i701) C INITIALIZE FINISHED FLAG
(_702) FINISH=D
11703) "C INITIALIZE CHANGE IN TRANSMITTAL/SPECIFICATION FLAG
(1704) IA:O
11705) C CLEAR USER TERMINAL SCREEN FOR DISPLAY
(I1_) CALL CLEAR
(170T) CALL TIMOAT(A,15)
(1708" IF(A(13).EQ.'J_'.OR.A(13)-EO-'NH'-OR-A(13)-_O-'RJ'°OR-_(l_|.EQ-
(II09) I 'DK _) GOTO 3
(17,7 0 _ WR ITL (l ,9)
(1711_ 4 FD_{t_AT(_ SORRY, YOU AR[ NOT VALIDATED TO USE THIS MODE.',/,
11112) 1' IF 1T IS kFC[SSARY, PLEASE CONTACT SYSTEM OPERATOR AT EXT. 2621
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417)3) 1mr)
4171_) RETURN
11715) 3 WRITE(I,1)
41716) 1 FORMAT4' PLEASE ENTER THE INPUT DATE AND COUNT CODE OF.THE_,I,
41717} 1' DOCUMENT TO BE REVISED OR DELETED',Ig'!',6X,'!!',3X,'!'I)
(_71P) READ(I,2_ERR=3)CJICOUN
(1719) 2 FORHAT(1Xt312,IXpIZ)
(1720) 5005 WRITE(1,5000)
41721) 5000 FORHATflX,'I_ THIS A SPECIAL ACTION DUE SUBFILE DELETE REQUEST'tit
(1722) IlIX,'(YES OR NO)(l)
(172_) READ(I,SO)IOPT
(1724" IF(IOPT.EQ.'YE_) GOTO &OOO
(1_25) IF(IOPT.NE.'NO_) [OTO 5005
co (172_ C DETERMI_E SUB FILFS TO BE OPENED FOR SEARCH
I (1727_ CALL WHZPE
(.,o (I;2R) C• _ 1729| O IS THE TRANSMITTALISPECIFICATTON FLAG SET
(1750) € YES, PERFORM SEAkCH AND RFVISF OF SUB-FILE TRAN
(1731) C
(1732) IF(ITRSP.EQ.O) GOTO 1001
(17_3} 100 READ(6_ENC:POO)ES,ATHR,DDDTO,DLN,SU_PTIT,
(173q) I ROUT'IDD,COU_T_C_#tCO_T,ADD,T_X,FSC,NREIDDT
(I'ZZS) C IS THIS REVISE COMPLEIED
(IT36) IF(FINISH.EO.1) GOTO 125
(17_T) C FIND DOCUMENT TO _L RFVISED ,'"
(1738) IF(ICOUN._E.COUNT) GOTO 125
(17391 DO I10 I=1,3
(1740) IF(IDD(1).NE.D(I)) GO lO 125
(1741) II0 COfiTI_UE
(1742) C COrJFIRR RECORD TO BE REVISED
41743) CALL SHO_C
(17_) WRIIE(I,1700)
(1745) 1700 FORMAT(/_IHO,/t, IS THIS THE CORRECT RECORD TO° BE'.REVISED OR DELET
(17_6) 1ED'_/,' (YES [|R NO)')
(17k7) 1800 READ(I,50}IOPT
(1745) 50 FORMAT(IAI)
(17_9} IF(IOPT.EC.,_O,) GOTO 125
(1750) IF(IOPT.NE.,YE,) GOTO 1_00
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(1751) 1900 URITE(1,2100)
(1752] 2100 FORMAT( t IS THIS RECORD TO BE REVISED OR DFLETEDt,/_
(1753) I t (REV OR DEL) I)
(1754) READ(I_50) IOPT
().755) IF(IOPT.EO.'REt) GOTO 120
(1756) IF(IOPT.NE,'DE') GOTO 1900
(1757) FINISH=I
(Ir5_ GOTO 100
(1759; C SET REVISE FtAG
(1760) 120 R=]
(I'/6].) C PERFORM REVISE OF RECORD ITEM(S)
(1762) CALL INPSC
(1763) C SFT FINISII FLAG TO COMPLETE
(1764) FINISH=I
_0 (1765} C BUILD NEW FILE
I (17_6) 125 _RIIE(_)MS_ATHR,DD_TO_DLN_SUB_PTIT_ROUT_
_ (1767) 1 IDD_COUNT_C_A_CONTtADD_T_X_FSC_NRE_DOT
CO (J76_} GO TO 100
11769) 200 ENDFILE 6
(1770_ CALL SRCH$$(K$cLos_tTRA N "t6,0,0_0)
(1771) CALL SRCH$$(K$DELE_tTRAN t,6tO_OtO)
(177_) CALL CNAf_$(_REVS '_G_ eTRAFJ m_._ ]C}
(1773) •CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWR*KSNDAM_tPEVS t,6_491_IC)
(1774" C :"
(i}75} C IS THE MEMO/LEITER SU_ FILE FLAG SFT
1177&: C YES_ SEARCH AND REVISE THE SUB-FILE MEMO
(177_ C
(1_78) C
(1779) 1001 IF(FINISHoEQ,1) GOTO 3000
(1780) IF(IMELE.EQ.D) GOTO 1002
(17_1) IN=11
(1782) GO TO 2000
(1783) 1002 IF(FINISH.EQ.I) GOTO 3000
(1784) IF(ITWFXoEQ.O) GOTO 1003
(178b} IN=12
_]786) GO TO 2000
(1787) 1003 IF(FINISHoEU°I) GOTO 3000
(17_8) IF(IANNoEQ.O) GOTO 1004
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(118_1 IN-13
(1"/90, GO TO 2000
(1"/91) 1004 IF(FINISH.FQ.1) GOTO 5000
(17°,2) IF(IPR.EQ°O) GOTO 1005
11793) IN=If*
(1"/9'_) CO TO 2000
(1.!195) 1005 I/'(FINISH.[Q.1) GOTO 5000
(179G) IF(IMIS°FO.O) GOTO 5000
(1797) II_=lfl
11798) 2000 CONTINUE
(1799) _I01 RE AD(IN9END=201)MS_ ATHRt DD tTO,_DLNgSUB,=PTIT t
('I/_00) i ROUT, I[;D,COUNT, C_A _CO,_JT,ADDq,T_JX_FSC9 NRE
(1801_ C IS THIS REVISE COMPLETED
(1802) IF(FINISH.EQ.1) GOTO 1_6
(I_03) C .FIND DOCUMENT TO i._EREVISED
I;o (190_) IF(COUNT.NE.ICOUN) GOTO I2G
I (1805;, DO 111 I=I,3
,.,.,,.I
(1@06,* IF(IDD(I).NE.D(I)) GO TO 126
(1_07I 111 CO_TIN|IE
(1P.OP) IF(ITRSP°[Q.O) GOTO 21
(Ic'09) ITRSP=[)
(1P. IO) IA:I
(Ibll) C CONFIRM RECORD TO BE REVISED
(1812) 21 C_'LL SHOWC
(1615) IF(IA.EQ.O) GOTO 51
(181_) ITRSP=)
(1815) IA:O
(IC1G) 51 _RITE (1,_1700)
(1 _,17} 1801 READ(1,50)IOPT
(18!P) IF(IOPT.EQ._NO _) GD'IO 126
(1819)- IF(IOPT.NE.q'YE t) GOTO 1801
(Ib2G} 1901 _RITF(l_2100)
(Ie21) READ(1,SD) IOPT
(1822} IF(IOPT.EO.tRE _) GOTO 121
(162_!) IF(IOPT.NE°'DE'} GOTO 1901
(1P2h) FINISH=I
(182=_) GOTO I{I
(1826) C SET REVISE FLAG
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(1827) 121 R=I
(_828) C PERFORM REVISE OF RECORD ITEM(S)
(1_29) CALL INPSC
(1830) C SET FINISH FLAG TO COMPLETE
(I_31) FINISH=I
(103J) C BUILD _EU FILE
(195_) 126 WRITE(8}MS_ATHR,DD,TOtDLN,SUB,PIITtROUT9
(1834- ! IDD,COUNT,CWA,CONT,ADDtT_X_FSC_NRE
(1_35) 60 TO IDl
(1836_ 201 ENDFIL[ 8
(I_37) IF(IN.F&.11) GOTO 2081
(1_Z8) IF(I_°E_.12) GOTO 2002
(I@39} IF(IN.FC.13} GOTO ?_03
(1_40) IF(IN.[G°14) G_TO 2004
(18_1_ IF(IN.[G.15) GOTO 2005
T (le42) 2001 C_LL SRCHS$(K$CLOS_'HE_O 99_909090)
_,.=-, (184_) CALL SRCH%$(K$DELE,tM[_O t_6_0_0_0)
_0 (I_4_) CALL CNA_S$('REVS '9_,OMEMO 'iG,IC)(I_5) CALL SRCH_.${KSRD_R.KSNDAH,tREVS vt6,_l_IC)
(18a&) GO TO 1002
(1847) 2002 CALL SRCH$S(KSCLOS,'TWFX. "e6,090_0)
(1B4B} CALL S_CH$$(K$DELE,,TWFX .,6,0_0_D}
(I_:4_} CALL CNAH_$('REVS ',6,'_WFX ',6,IC}
(IB50) CALL SRCH_$(K_R[_WR*KSNDAH,_REVS ",6,_,1,1C}
(18_1) GO TO 1003
(1852} 2003 CALL SRCH_(K_CLOS_ANN ',6_0,0_0)
{185_} CALL SRCH$S(K$DELE_'A_ ",6,0,0,0)
(1_5_) CALL CNAM%I(_EVS _,6_'ANM ',&,IC)
(1655) CALL SRCH$$(KSRD_R.KSNDAM,'REVS " ',_,_,I,IC|
(1855} GO TO 100_
(1857} 200_ CALL SRCH$$fK$CLOS,'PR _,6,0,0,0)
(1858) CALL SRCH$$(K$DELE,'PR ',6,090,0)
(1_5g) CALL CNAM3${_EV_ ',6_'PR '_6,1C}
(18(,0) C_LL SRCH$_(KSH[,WR.KSNDAH,'q[V£ "_(_,4,1_IC)
(1061) GO TO IG05
(1862) 2005 CALL SRCII_(K_CLO_,'MIS '_6_0_0_0)
(1B63) CALL S_CH_$(K$DI. LE,'MIS '_6,0,0,0)
(1£_) CALL CNAM$_('REVS "_6,'MIS ',6,1C)
_ ,o_
i , %| l
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(18_5) CALL SRCH$$(KSRDUR*K$NDAMteREV_ tt6t4oltIC)
(1_; C
(1_67; 3000 RFTURfJ
(186_). 6GO0 CALL SRCH$$(K_RDUR+K$NDAM_eACTO _6,5_1_1C)
(1969) RE_IND Q
(1870) 60]0 READ(9_[NO_7OOO)ATHRtDLNtPTIT_IDD_COUNTtADD_FSC_NRE
(1871) IF(FINISH.tO.I) G()TO _05D
(1872) IF(COUNI.N[,ICOUN) GOIO 61_50
(1873} DO 6020 I=I_3
(ie74) IF(IDD(1).NF.D(I}) GOTO 6050
(1_75) 6020 CONTIrJUE
(I1'76) WRITE(I_602_)PTIT_I)LN,FSC_IDD,COUNT_ATHR_NRE_ADD
(1_77) 6025 FORMA](1X_lgA4_I_IX_qA4_A2_SX,2A_A2_O/tt2A_A2_SX_
(1878) 1 2(I2tu-t)_I2t2Y, I3_/_lX_7A4_2X_3(A3|lX)_7X_2(12_e-_)_I2){;0"
t (lP75_ 6028 _RITE(1_1700)
--' (1F80) READ(I_50_HR=602£)IOPT
_ (18_1) IF(IOPI.EO.'_:O,) GOTO 6050
(_ (1882) _F(IOPT.NE.'YE,) GOTO 6028
(1_3). FINISH:I
(1_81) 6030 WRITE(1_2100)
(1885) READ(I_50) IOPT
(18_6) IF(IOPT.EQ._DZ _) GOTO 6010
(1887) IF(IOPT.NE.'RE') GOTO 6030
(1@88) 6035 WRITE(I_6040)
(1_89) 60_0 FOR_AT(IX_'_VIS[ OPT]ONS:_I_7X_el. AUTHOR_I_ " . ,
(1_90) 17X_2o .DOCUMFNT/LFIT£R NU_IBER,,/_7X_3. ACTION DUE DATE_/_
(I_9I) 17X_. FILE SYSTEM CODE'_/_TX_5. RESPONSIBLE £NGINEER_I_
(1392) 11X_ENIER NUP;_ER ONLY_I)
(189_) READ(l_60_7_RR=6035)IOPT
(1_9_) 60_7 FORMAT(12)
(1895) IF(IOPT.EP.]) GOTO 60_2
(J_96) IF(IOPT°E_.2) GOTO 60_3
(1897) IF'(IGPI.EG.3),GOTO 6_
(1898) IF(IFPT.FG._) GOIO 6_5
(1899) IF(IOPT.EQ.5) GOTO 6046
(1900) GO TO 6035
(1901) 60_2 _PITZ(1,605?)
(1902) 6052 FORMAT(1Xt_E_iT£R AUTHOR_/_!_28Xt_!_/)
= . . .
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(1903; READ(lt6062_ERR=6042}ATHR
(1S04} 6062 FORMAT(1X_7A4}
(1_05} GO TO 6048
(190_) 6043 WRITE(If6053)
(1907} 6053 FDRMAT(1Xt'_NTER DOC,/LETTER NUMBERtt/teltt]8Xtt!tl}
(190_) READ(1_OGS_ERR=GO43)DLN
(150_) 6063 FORMAT(1X_4A49A2|
(1910_ GO TO 604B
(1911) 6044 WRITE(I_605_)
(1912) 6C54 FORMAT(1X_'ENIER ACTION DUE DATEt_/_t!MMDDYY!O/)
(1913) READ(I_6064,ERR=GD4_)ADD
(1914) 6064 FOk_AT(IXt312)
(]915) GO TO 60_R
Co (1916) 60_5 WRITE(I_6055)
.... / (1917) 6055 FORMAT(1X_tENTER FILE SYSTEM CODEe,/_2(°!tglOXqt!e}l}'
_4:_ (I_16_ READII,6065_ERR=GC_5)FSC
_.%1',o (1919_ 6065 FOR_AT(2(IX_2A49A2_1X}}
(I_20} GO TO 60_
. (1921) 6046 WRITE(196056}
(I_22) 6056 FORMAT(IXgtENTER RESPONSIBLE ENGINEERt_I_3(_! 1")1}
(1925) READ|l_6066_ERR=GO_6}fNRE(l_J)_J=I_5)
(1_24} 6066 FORMAT(_(IX_A3_IX))
.(1925) 60_8 WRITF(I_6025)PTIT_DLN_FSC_IDD_COUNT_ATHR_NRE_ADD
(1926) 6850 _RITE(_}ATHR_DLN_PTIT_IDD_COUNT_ADD_FSC_NRE o.
(19271 GO TO &OlO
(192_) 7000 CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_ACTD _,6'_0_0_0)
(1_29) CALL SRCH_$(K$CLOS_REVS _,6_0_0_0)
(1930} CALL SRCH$$(K_DELE_ACTD _,6_0_0_0)
{19311 CALL CNAMI$(_REVS _6_ACTD '_6_1C)
(193_) CALL SRCH$$fK$RDgR_K$NDAM_RFVS t_6_4_I_IC)
(1933) RETURN
(1934) END
) .) .)
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I 000002 16959 1707A 1708
ADD I /BLK/ 000163 16929 1733M 1766 1799M 1833 1870;_ 1876
1913M 1925 1Q26
ATHR d /ELK/ 000001 16929 1733M 1766 1799H 1853 1870H 1876
1903_ 1925 1926
CLEAR R EXTERNAL 000000 1706
CNAM$$ R EXTERNAL _00000 1772 1844 1H49 1854 1859 1R64 1931
CON d /ELK/ 002731 16928
CO_T d /_LK/ 000151 16_29 1733fi 1766 1799M 1833
_OUNT J /bLK/ 0C2727 16925 1733_ 1738 1766 1'799M 1804 1833
1870_ 1872 I876 1925 1926
CWA I IBLK! 000145 16929 1733H 1766 1799M 1833
C I /SRC/ 000136 16929 1718M 1740 1806 187_
oo DA J /SKC/ 000003 16929I
.,au 00 I /BLK/ 000017 16929 173311 1766 1790M 1833
_ DDD I /SRC/ 000021 169291 J L.LK 304 ¶_29 1733M 1766
OL d 15RCl 000044 1692S
DLN J /bLK/ 000042 16929 1733H 1766 1799H 1833 1870M 1876
1908H 1925 1926
DH I /SRC/ 000002 16_29
DRE d /SRC/ 000171 16929
DT d /SRC/ 000157 ]6929
DTJ D 000000 1692_ ,
5TO "d /SRC/ 0000?4 16929 ,"
D_ d /SRG/ 000145 16929
FINISH l 003350 16959 1702M 1736 1757M 176_M 1779 1783
]787 1791 1795 1802 1824M 1831M 1871
1883M
FSC O /BLK/ 000262 16929 1733M 1766 1799M _833 1870M 1876
1918K 1925 1926
FeD I /SRC/ 000203 16929
[ I 003361 1739M 1740 1805M 1806 1873H .1874
IA I 003_62 16q59 1704M 1810M 1813 1815_1
IANN I IFLAI 000003 16929 17_8
IC I 005363 1772A 1773A 18_4A 18_5A 1849A 1_50A 1854A
1855A 1859A 1_60A 1864A lA65A 1868A 1931A
1932A
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TCOUN d 003364 " 16945 171'RM 17_8 1804 1872
IDD I IELKI 000142 1692S 1733M 1740 1766 1799M 1806 1_33
]870M 1874 1_76 1925 1926
IEX d /SRC/ 000211 16925
IMELE I /FLA/ 000001 16q25 1780
IHIS I IPLA/ 000005 16q25 1796
;N I 003366 16_55 1781M 1785M 1789M 1793M 1797M 1799
:837 1838 1_39 1840 1841
!NPSC I EXTERNAL 000000 176P 1_29
IOPT I 005367 1695S 1723M 1724 1725 1747H 1749 1750
1754H 1755 1756 1817M I_I_ I_19 1821M
1822 1_23 1880_1 1881 1887 1_85_ 1886
I_P7 1893M 1P95 1896 1897 1898 1899
IPR I /FLA/ 000004 16925 1792
IREAD I /FLA/ 000006 16925
IT d ISPCI 000056 16925
_o £TRSP I /FLA/ 000000 16925 1732 1808 1809M 1814M
_ IT_FX I /FLA/ 000002 16925 178_
-€_ d 5370 923_
4:_ KTALLD I PARAMETER 16935
K$CACC I PARAMETER I693_
K$CLOS 1 PARAMETER 16935 1770 1842 18_7 1852 1857 1862
1928 1929
K$CONV I PARAMETER 169_5 *,
KSCURR I PARAMETER 169_ *
_DELE I PARAMETER 16935 1771 1843 1848 1853 1858 1865
1930
KTD_PB I PARAMETER ]6935
KSDTIM I PARAMETER 16935
K$ENTR I 000000 16933
_$EXST I PARAMFTER 169_$
K$GONr) I PARAMETER 16935
K_GPCS I PARAMETER 16935
KTHOME I P_RAMETER 16935
K$1FUR I PARAMETER 1693_
KSIMFD I PARAMETER 16935
_$1kIN I P_RAKEIER 16935
_$ISEG I PARAMETER 16935
L ..........................
) ) )
i
• e k
)r
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K$1UFD t PARAMETER 1693S
K.%_,ENT ! 000000 1693S
KSHSIZ I PARAMETER ]69._S
K$M';NT I. PARAMETER 16=)3S
KSNOAH I PARAMETER 169._g 1773 1845 1850 1855 1860 1865
18_] 1932
K$NftTN i PARAMETER ]693_
I<$_;SA,_;I PARAMETER 1693.(;
_($N$GD I PARA,":ETER 1693S
.K$_SGS I PARAMETER 1693S
KSPOSA' I PARAMETER 1693S
KSFOStJ I P_RAMETER 1693S
.K$POSR I PARAMETER 1693S
K'=PREA I PARAMETER 1693S
K_PRER I PARAMETER 16955
KsPROT I PRRAMETER 169Z.€.
_o .KSPb'_R I PARAMETER 1693S 1773 1845 1850 1855 1860 1865
i 1868 1932
_. _ K$R['AD I PARAMETER 16935(JI K_RPOS.I P,ARAKETER )693SK$R._U8 I PARAMETER 1693S
K$RULK I PARAMETER 169_S
t:iSE,_dTI 000000 1693_
K$SETC I PARAMETER 169_S
K$SFTH I PARAMETER 169._,_._ ." , '
K$SFOS I PARAMETER 1693S
K$SRTN I PARAMETER 1693S
KSTRtJC I PARAMETER 1693S
K_UPOS I PARAMLTER 1_:_93.€;
K_t,RIT ] PARAMETER 1693S
KNI J /€=.RC/ 000000 ]692S
LVD 1 ISRCI 000206 1692.(,
MS I I['LKI 000000 1692S 1733M 1766 1799M 1833
rwRE J IL_LKI 000276 1692S 1733M 1766 1799M 1833 1870._ 1876
1923 Y, 1925 192&
PTIT J It{LKI 002661 1692S 1733M 1766 1799M 1833 1870M 1876
1925 1'_26
R I Ib,LKI 002660 1692S 1760M 1827M
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REVSC R 000000 ]6916
'ROUT d /SLK/ 000126 16926 1733M 1766 1799M 1833
SHOWC R EXTERNAL 000000 1743 1812
SRCH$$ R EXTERNAL CO0000 1770 1771 1773 1842 1843 1845 1847
184_ 1850 1852 1853 1855 1857 1858
1860 1862 1863 1865 1868 1928 1929
1930 1932
o_SU_ d I_LKI 000054 16_,S 1733M 1766 1799M 1833
T d 000021 16923
TF D 000000 16925
TFVD O /SRC/ 000173 1692_
TIH D 000000 16923
TIt4DAT R EXTERNAL 000000 1707
TIT d 000073 16923
TJ D GO0000 • 16_2_;
o3 TJUL D 000000 16923
I
..., TL D 000000 16923
_._ _ TLVD D /SRC/ 000177 " 16523TO d I_LK/ 000022 16923 1733M 1766 1799M 1833
TWX d /bLKI 000166 16923 1733M 1766 1799M 1833
_A I I_RC/ 000141 16925
WHERE R EXTERNAL 000000 1727
1 000333 1715 17160
100 000555 17330 1758 1768 "'
_ICG1 001235 1732 17790
__1002 001254 1780 17830 1846
_1003 001270 1784 1787D 1851
..1004 001304 1780 1791D 1856
_1005 001320 1752 17950 1861 ,
_101 001333 1799D 1_25 1835
__110 000677 173"9 1741D
_111 001447 1805 1807D
__120 001076 1755 17600
121 001553 1822 1_27D
125 001104 1736 1738 1740 1749 17660
__12_ 0015_,I 1802 IP04 1_06 I_18 1833D
_1700 000713 1744 17450 1816 1879
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1800 000765 1747D 1750
_1801 001503 1817D 1819
_1_00 001007 1751D 1756
_1901 001524 18200 1825
_2 000442 171R 17190
_200 001174 1733 1769D
.,2&O0 001333 1782 178& 1790 1794 1798D
_2001 _01674 1837 18420
2002 001734 1838 1847D
2003 001774 1839 18520
_004 002034 1840 18570
_2005 C02074 1841 18620
201 0016_6 1799 1836D
•_21 C01467 1808 18120
2100 001013 1761 17520 1820 1884
_3 000327 1708 17150 1718
_X_ "3000 002135 1779 17_3 1787 1791 ]795 1796 1867DI
_4 _31 001477 1813 1816D
_._ 4 000230 1710 17110
_50 774 23 47 1748D 1754 1817 1821 1880
_i 1885
_5000 000456 1720 17210
__005 000452 17200 1725
_6000 002134 1724 18680
6010 00214? 18700 1886 1927
_6n20 002235 1873 18750
_60_5 002300 1876 1877D 1925
_(,023 002364 18790 1880 1882
_(_030 002415 1884D 1887
_6n35 002441 18880 1893 1900
_.60_0 0024_5 1888 3889D
__042 002646 1895 1901D 1903
..5043 002713 1896 1906D 1908
6044 002770 1897 19110 1913
_6G45 003041 1898 1910D 1918
6046 003122 1899 1921D 1923
..6047 G02616 1893 18940
_5048 003215 1905 1910 1915 1920 1925D
. =
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__60hO 003252 1871 1872 187q 1881 1926D
_6052 002_52 1901 1TO2D
__6053 002717 1906 19070
__6_4 00277q 1911 1912D
6055 0030_5 1916 1917D
_6056 003126 1921 ]922D
6062 002705 1903 1904D
_6063 002760 1908 1909D
__606_ 003033 191_ 191_D
6065 003107 1918 19190
6066 003205 1923 192_D
_7000 003307 1870 1928D
0000 ERRORS [<REVSC >FTN-REV14.2]
o3
I
,-.a
, ) )
• ° .
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(1935) SUBROUTINE WHERE
(193&) C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE FUNCTION OF CETERMINING
(1937) C WHICH SUB-FILES ARE TO BE OPENED FOR USE.
(1938) C
(193_) C DATA DECLARATION AND COMMON BLOCK FOR THE MAIL tOG FILE
(1_38) C
(193P) COMMONIOLKI MS,ATHR_DD,TO_DLN_SUB_RCUT,IDDtCWA,CONTt
(19.3_) I ADDtTWX,FSC,r_PF,DDT,R,PTIT,COUNT,CON
(1938} COMMONISBCI KNT_DM_DA,DDD_DTO,IIL,IT,D_ABD_oDToDRE
(193_) I ,TFVD,TLVD,FVD_LVD,IEX
(193_) COMMON/FLAI ITRSP_I_ELE,IT_FX,IANN,IPR,IMIS,IREAD
(1933) INTEGER*_. ATHI((7),TO(8),DLN(5},_UE(21),ROUT(G),PTIT(19},
(193B) I COK(_),TWX(_,5)_FSC(e-)_NR[(1,3)tDDT(30_21)tT(21)
(193_) 1 ,TIT(_4),COUNT,CONI(5),IEX(_,3)
I_ (1938) INTEGER*2 H_,DD(3 },IDD(3) ,ADD(3) ,R tCWA(_) q_A{_)I
.--..(193B) INTEGER*2 ITF:SPtIM[ZLEIITVFX,IANN,IP_,IMIS_IREAD
_ _ 1193B) INTEGER*2 FVDIB),LVe(BI,D(3),D:4,DDD(3)
(193BJ INTEGER*_ DREoDT(5),D£f(5),DL(5),DA(7),IT(24),DTO(B),KNT
(I?Z_) DOUBLE PRECISIO_I DIJ_TF,TLtTJUL,TFVF,TLVD,TIM,TJ
(1.9_9) C SYSCOF:)KEYSoF FINEFIO_ICK_YS FOF: FIL_ SYSTEH (FIN} 51 MAY, 1977
(19_9) NGLIST
(19_0) INTEGER*2 IOPT,IFILE
(194]. c
(19"_2) C INITIALIZE ALL SUB-FILE FLAGS:
(19_3) C ITRSP R_PRESEtJTS THF TRANSMITTALISP{CIFICATION SUB-FILE .'
(19_) C IMELE REPRESENTS THE MEMOILETTER SUB-FILE
(19_5) C IT_FX RFPRgSENTS TH_ TWXIMAGNAFAX/RAPIFAX SUB-FILE
(194&) C IAKN REPR_SE_JTS THE A_NOUNCEHENT SUB-FILE
(19_7) C IPR REPRESENTS THE PURCHASE REQUEST SUB-FILE
(1948) C IMIS REPRESENTS THE MISCELLANEOUSI_EPORT SUB-FILE
(19_9) C
(1950) ITRSP=O
(1951) IMELE=O
(1952) IT_FX=O
(19_3) IA_N =O
(1954) IPR :0
(19_5) ]MIS :0
(1956) 10 WRITF(1,1DO)
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(1957) 10_ FORMAT(2X,tSUE FILE SELECTION:'t/,2X,el. TRANSMITTAL/SPECIFICAT]O
(1958) 1N SUB-FILEt,/,2Xtt2. HEMO/LETT[R SUB-FILEt,I_2Xt
(1959) I'3. TWXIMAGNAFAXIRAPIFAX SUB-FILE',I_2X,t4= ANNOUNCEMENT SUB-FIL
(196D) 1EI,/,2X$'5. PURCHASE REQUEST SUa-FILE',/,2Xt'_. MISCELLANEOUSI',
(19_,I) I'RIPORT SUB-FILF',/_2X.3Gfe*e)_I,2X,
(19&2) I'HOW MANY SUBFILES DO WISH T_ OPEN'l)
(I_63) c
(196_) C PERFORM VALIDITY CHECK ON USER ENTRY
(1965) C
(196G) READ(1,110,ERR:lO}IFILE
(1967) 110 FORMAT(12)
(196B" IF(IFILEoLE.OoOR.IFILEoGT._) GnTO I0
(1969} IF(IFILE.FQ. 6) GOTO 300
(1970; DO 200 I=I,6
(197_) 115 WRITF(]tI2D} I
(1_72) 120 FO_MAT(2X,'!,O YOU WANT SUB FILF NUMBER '_121 t (YES OR NO)')
_...II_0 (1973) READ(l$130_ERR=l15}IOPT
_ ,-_ (1974) I_0 FORMAT(IA2)E_ (1975) IF(IOPT.EG.'NO'} GOTO !90
-_) (1976) IF(IOPT.NE.'YE'} GO70 115
(1977} IF(I.EO.I) ITRSP=I
(1978) IF(I.EQo2} II_ELE:I
(1979) IF(I.EO.3) ITWFX=I
(1980) IF(I°EQ°4) IA_JN :I '.
(lg81) IF(I.EO.5) IPR :1
(19B2) IF(I.EQ.6) IMIS =1
(198_) IF(IFIL[.EQ.ITRSP+IMELE+ITWFX_IANN_IPR.IMIS) GOTO 500
(1784) 190 CONTINUE
(1985) 200 COtJTINU[
(19B6) 60 TO 500
(1987) 300 ]TRSP:I
(19(18)- IMELE=I
(1989) ITWFX=I
(1990_ IANN :1
(1991) IPR =1
(1992) IMIS =I
(1993) 500 IF(ITRSP,EQol) CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWR+KSNBAMq'TRAN _,6,2,1,IC)
•" (199q) IF(IMELE.EQ.I) CALL SRCHSS(K$RDWR.KINDAM_'MEMO t,G,7,1_IC}
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(1995) IF(IT_FX.EQol) CALL SRCH$$(KSRD_R4KSNDAM_tT_FX 't69811_IC)
(1996) IF(IANN oEO.1) CALL SRCH$$(K$RDVR*K_NDAM,°ANN t_&tgtltIC)
(1957) IF(IPR ,EQ.1) CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWR+KSNDAM_tPR _6_IO,I_IC)
(197_) IF¢IMIS oEQo]) CALL SRCH:$(KSRDWR.KSNDAK_tMIS °_6_lltlllC)
(1999J RETURN
(20no) END
i
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AnD ! t_LK/ 000163 19385
ATttR O I_LKI 000001 1938S
CON J I_LKI 002731 1958S
CONT d /SLK/ 000151 1938S
C_UNT J I_LKI 002727 1938_
CWA I /_LK/ 000145 1938S
0 I ISkCI 00013_ 1938S
DA J ISRC/ 000003 1938S
DD I 19LKI 000017 1936S
ODD I ISRCI 000021 19383
_OT J I_LKI 0003_a 193_S
_L J ISRCI 000044 19_S
DLN d /I_LK/ 00004? 193_S
DM I /SRCI 000002 1936S
DRE d ISRCI 000171 195BS
co DT d ISRCl 000157 1931_Si
._ DTJ D 000000 1931:Sk _'_ DTO J ISRCI 000024 193_S
CW J ISRCI 000145 1938S
FSC J IBLKI 000262 193_S
FVD I /SRC! 000203 1938S
S I 000764 1970M 1971 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981
1982 •
IANN I IFLAI 000003 193FS 1955M 1980M 1983 1990M 1996 . •
IC "I 000766 1993A 199_A 1995A 1996A 1997A 1698A "'
IDD I /ELK/ 000142 193_S
IEX J ISRCI 000211 1938S
IFILE I 000767 1940S 1966M 1968 1969 1983
IMELE I IFLAI 000001 ]93_S 1951M 197_M 1983 1988M 199_
IMIS I IFLAI 000065 1938S 1955M 1982M 1983 b992M 1998
IOPT I 000770 1940S 1973M 1975 1976
IPR I IFLAI 000004 1938S 1954M 1981M 1983 1991M . 1997
IREAD I IFLAI 000006 193_S
IT J ISPC/ 000056 193_S
IIRSP I IFLAI 000000 1938S 1950M 1977M 1983 1967M 1993
IT_FX I IFLAI 000002 193_S 1952_ 1979_ 1985 1989_ 1995
KSALLD I PARAMETER 1939S
K_CACC I PARAMETER 1939S
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K$CLOS I PARAHETER 1939S
K$CONV I PARAMETER 1939S
K$CURR I PARAMETER 1939S
K'-{)ELE .I PARAMETER 1939S
KSDMPB I PARAMFTER 1939S
K$O.TI,_II PARAMETER 1939S
KSENTR I O0000O 1939S
KSEXST I PARAMETER 193_S
KSG.O_JO I PARAMETER 19_9%
K$GFOS I PARAMETER 1939:,
KS|JOY,! I PARAMEIER 193f-S
KSICUR I PARAkETER 1939S
K.'.IF',FDI PARAMETER 1939S
_$!RTN I PARAMLTER 1939S
_o K$13EG I PARAMETER 1939S
, K$1UFD I PARAMETER 1939S
"_ X}ML_JT I 000000 1939S(Jq
_ KSFSIZ I PARAMETER 1939S
k_- K$'_VtJT I PARAMETER 1939S
KSF_DAM I PARAMETER ]939._ 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998
K_hRTN I PARAMETER 1939._.
K$,_SA,H I PARAMETER 1939S
K_F;SGD I PARAMETER 1939S
KSNSGS 1 PARAMETER 193qS
KSPGSA I PARAMETER 1939S ''
KSPOSN I PARAMETER 1939S
K%POSR I PARAMLTER 1939S
KSPREA I PARAV.ETER 19_95
K_PRER I PARAMETER 1939S
KSPF_OT I pARAmETER 193qS
' K_RZ'WR I PARAMETER 1939S 1993 199_ 1995 1996 1997 1998
KSREAD I PARAV.ETER 19395
KSRPOS I PARA,";fTER 1939S
KSRSU_ I PARAMETER 1939S
K$RWLK I PARAMETER 1939S
K_SENT I CO0000 1959S
K_SETC I PARAMETER 193qS
K$SETH I PARAMETER 1939S
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K$SPO$ Z PARAMETER 193gS
K$SRTN I PARARETER 1939S
KSTRNC I PARAMETER ]939_
K$UPOS I PARAMETER 1939S
K$_RIT I PARAMETER ]939_,
KNT J /SRC/ 000000 193_S
LVD I /SRC/ 000206 lg3RS
MS I /[_LK/ 000000 193_S
NRE J /gLK/ 000276 193f_S
PTIT d /[_LK/ 002_61 19_kS
R I /bLK/ 002660 193f_
ROUT d /['LK/ 00012_ 1q3£_S
SRCHS$ R EXTERNAL 500000 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998
SUB d /_LK/ 000054 193_5
T J 000002 193_5
_0 TF D 000000 1938S
=. TFVb D /SRC/ 000175 193_5
.._.-,._, TiFI 0 000000 1938S
TIT J 000054 19ZBS
TJ D 000000 1938S
TJUL D O00DO0 1938S
IL D 000000 1938S
TLVD D /SRC/ 000177 1938_
TO J /£LK/ 000022 1938S
T_X d /ELK/ 000166 193_S
_ I /SRC/ 0001_1 1938S
_HERE R 000000 1935S
_I0 000151 1956D 1966 Ig6B
lqO 000156 1956 1957D
_II0 000_25. 1966 1967D
_115 000_55 19710 1973 1976
120 000464 1971 1972D
_1_0 000531 1973 197_D
_I_0 000635 1975 lgS_D
_200 000635 1970 19_5D
__00 000_3 1969 ]9870
_500 000652 19_3 1986 1993D
I,,._.......
) ) )
s i! _,
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(2001) SUBROUTINE OPEN
(2002) C THIS SUBROUTINE OPENS ALL SUB FILES FOR READ/WRITE
(2003) C SYSCOM)KEYS.F MNEKONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYST£M (FIN) 31 MAY, 1977
(230_) NOLIST
(.20047 CALL SRCHSS(KSRDgR4KSNDAM,tTRAN t_&t2,191C}
(2D05) CALL SRCH$$(K$RDMR+KSNDAM_IMEMO "_6_7_1_IC)
(20DG} CALL SRCH$$(KSRO_R+KSN_A_'TWFX ',&_8,1_IC)
(20D?) CALL SRCH$$(KSRD_R*KSNDA_IANN o_6_gwl_IC)
(2UO_) CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWR+KSN_AMI"FR _t6_lOt1_IC}
'(2_C9} CALL SRCH$$(K_RDWR.KSNDAH_tMIS t_Gollt111C )
(2010) RETURN
(2011)- E_D
o
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IC I 000062 200_A 2005A 2006A 2007A _O08A 2009A
KZALLO I PARAMETER 2003S
K$CACC ! PARAMETER 2003S
Y_CLOS I PARAMETER 2003S
K$CONV ] PARAMETER 2003S
_$CORR I PARAMETER 2003S
K$CELE I PARAMETER 2003S
.K_D_IPB i PARAMETER 2003S
K_DTIM I PARAMETER 200_S
K_ENTR I 000000 2003S
K$EXST" ] PARAMETER 200_S.
KSGOND I PARAMETER 200_,,
K_GPOS I P_RAMFTER 2003S
KSHOM[ I PARA_IETER 2003S
K_ICUR I PARAMETER ?003_
_$1_'F3 I PARAMETER 2003S
m K$IRTN I PARAMETER 2005S,....l
(.n K$1SEG I PARAMETER 200Z _
,,,a
K$_UF_ I PARAMETER 2003S
X_/_ENT I 000000 2003S,
KSMSIZ I PARAMETER 2003S
KStWNT I PARAF;ETER P003S
K$_&AM I PARAHETER 2003S 200_ 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
K$_JRTtJ I PARAF_ETER 200ZS
KSNSAM I PARAMETER 2003S
K_twSG_ I PARAMETER 2003S
KSNSGS I PARAKETER 2003S
KSPOS_ I PARAMFTER 2003S
KSPOSr; I P_RAMETER 2005S
KsPGSR I P_RAKETER 200_._
7(K_PREA I PARAMETER 200.,.,
K_.FRER I P_RA_ETER 2003S
KsPROT I PARAMETER 2003S
KSRD;R I PARAMETER 2003S 2004 2005 200& 2007 2008 2009
KJ.READ I PARAMETER 200_S
K$_POS I PARAMETER 2003S
KSRSUP I P_RAVET_R 2003T
K$_LK I PARAF_ETER 2005_
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K$S_NT ] 000000 2003S
K$SETC I PARAMETER 20035
K$SFTH I PARAMETER 2003S
K$SPOS I PARAMETER 2003_
K$SRTN I P_RAMETER 2003S
K$1RNC I PARAMETER 2003S
K_U_OS ] PARAXZTER 20G3_
KSwRIT I PARAMETER 2003_
OPE_ R 000000 2001S
SRCH$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 200_ 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
0000 ERRORS [<OPEN >FTN-REV14,23
I
.,...i
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(2012) SUBROUTINE CLOSE
(2013) C THIS SUBROUTINE CLOSES ALL SU_-FILES
(2014) C SYSCOM>KEYS.F MNEMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FTN) 31MAYq 1977
(2014) NOLIST
(2015) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_tTRAN tt6oO_O_O }
(2G16) CALL SRCH$${K$CLOStOMEMO o_6_OtO,D)
(2017) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSt'TWFX t_6_O,OtO)
(201R) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS,IAhN tt6_O_O_O )
(2019) CALL SRCH_$(K$CLOS_IPR t_6eO,O_O)
(2020) CALL SRCH$$(K$_LOS,tMIS w,6tO_O_O)
(2021) RETURN
(2022) END
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CLOSE R 000000 2012S
K$ALLD I PARAMETER 2014S
K$CACC I PARAMETER 2014S
K$CLOS I PARAMETER 201_S 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
_SCONV I PARAMETER 201_S
K$.CURR I PtRAMETER 201_s
KS_ELE I PARAMETER ?014:;
KTDMPB I PARAMETER 2014S
KSUTIM I PARAMETER 2014S
K_Et_TR I 000000 20145
KSEXST'I. PARAMETER 2014_
KSGG_D I PARAMETER 2014S
KSGPOS I PARAMETER 2014S
K_HOME I P_RAMETFR 2014_
K$1CUR I PARAMETER 2014S
K$IHFD I PARAMETER 201a_
i K$IRTN I PARAMETER _014S
..,,_,
KStlZNT I 000000 2_143
KTM_!Z I PARAMETER 2024S
KSMVNT I PARAMETER 2014S
KTh_AH I PARAMETER 20,14£
K_NRTN I PARAMETER 2014S
K$_SAM I PARAMETER 2014S ."
K_NSG_ I PARAMETER 201_S
KTNSGS I PARAMETER 2014S
KTPOS_ I PARAMETER 2014S
K$_OSN I PARAMETER 2014S
K_PGSR I PKRAMFTER 2014S
KTPREA I PARAMETER 2014S
KTPRER I PARAMETER 2014_
KSPROT I PARAMETER 2014S
KTR_WR I PARAMETER 20145
KTREAD I PARAMETER 2014S
KTRPOS I PARAMETER 201_S
KTRSUE I PARAMETER 2014S
KSR_LK I PARAMETER 2014S
t.... ........................
) ) )
• e
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X$SgNT I 000000 201_S
K$SETC I PARAMETER 2014S
K$SKTH I PARAMETER 2014S
K$SPOS I PARAKETER 2014S
KSSRTN I PARAMETER ?OiQS
KSTR_JC I PARAMEIER 201_S
KSUPOS I PARAMETER 2014S
K%_RIT I PARAMEIER 201_S
SRCH$$ R EXIERNAL OOOOOO 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
DO00 ERRORS [<CLOSE >FTrJ-REV14.2]
I
.,,..i
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(2023) SUBROUTINE SHOED
(2024) C THIS SUBROUTINE DISPLAYS ON THF USER TERMINAL THE
(2325) C COMPLETE DOCUMENT RECORD REPRESENTATION. THIS ROUTINE "
(2_2G} C CAN BE CALLED BY INPUT OR REVISE NODE TO CLARIFY THE
(2_27) C RECORD BEING USE_ AT HAP_D. ITEMS ARE NUMBERED FOR
(2028) C FURTHER DEFINITION OF DATA.
(2029} C
(2_29) C DATA DECLARATION AND COMMON BLOCK FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE
(2G29) C
(2_29) COMMON/_LK/ MS, ATHR,DD_TO,DLN4SU_,ROUT,IOD_CWAtCONT,
(2_29) 1 AODtT_X*FSC_NRE*DDT_R,PTIT_COUNT_CO_
(2029) COMMON/_RC/ KNT_DM_DAqDCD,DTO,IIL,II_D_AtDWtDT_DRE
(2029) I _TFVD_TLVDtF'VD_LVD_IEX
(2C29) COMMON/FLA/ ITRSP,IKFL[,IT_FX,IANN,IPR,IMIS,IREAD
(2029) INTEGER*4 ATHR(7),iO(B),DLN(5},SUD(2I).ROUT(_),PTIT(19),
1_o €2029) I CO_(5)_TWX(k95)QFSC(G)_NRF(1_)tDDT(30_21)tT(21)
I (2027) I _llI(24)_OUNT_CONl(5)qIEx(4t3)
_ (2029) INTEGER*2 MS,DD(5),I&_(3),ADD(3)_R_CWA(4)_WA(4)
,,,t_ PO" (2029} INTEGER*2 ITRSPqI_[LE_IT;FX_IA_N,.IPR_I_IS_IREAD
(2029} INTFGER*2 FVD(3)_LVD(3)_D(3)_D_ODD(3)
12029} INTEGER*4 DkE_DT(5),D_(5),DL(5),DA(7)_IT(2q)gDTO(B)._KNT
12029) DOUBLE PRECISIOn! DTJ_TF_TL,TJUL,TFVD_TLVD_TIrI_TJ
(2030) C CLEAR USER TERMINAL SCREEN FOR OUPUT DISPLAY
(2C31) CALL CLEAR °.
(2032) C
12033) C DISPLAY RECORD
(203_) C
(20_b) WRITE(I,IO)MS_ATHR,DO_TO_DLN_SUB_ROUT_IDDeC_A_CDNT_ADD
(2036) 10 FORMAT(2X_,_I. _A2_llX_2o _7A4_/'t2X_3. I_2(1'2_'-_)_I2_5X_4- _
(20_7) I 8A4_/_2X_5. t_4A4_A2_/_2X_. SU_JECTi_/_3X_.7(2A4_A2_IX)_/_
(2038) 1 2X_7o _5(A3_/')_A3_SX_8o _2(12_-_)_12_/_2X_9. _4A2_5X_
(20_) _RITE(I_80O)
(20_I_ _OD FORMAT{ _ 12.- RFFERENC_D DOCUHENT HUMBER(S):'}
(20_2) DO 810 M=I'_
(20_3) KT_=O
(204_) DO 820 N=I_5
(2045) IF(T_X(M_N).NE. _ _} KTg=KT_I " -.
)
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(2046) B20 CONTINUE
(20471 IF(KTW.EQ.O) GOTO 900
(2048) WRITE(1,pB50) (T_X (MoN).IN=I.5)
(20_g) 850 FOR_tAT(5X,4A4,_A21
(2050) 810 CONTINUE
(20511 900 CONTINUE
(20..,t.) t,'RITE(I ,IO00)FSC
(205_) 1000 FORMAT( t 13. 1, 2A4,A2,t/t,2A4,A2)
(2054) WFITF(I ,1200)
(2055} 1200 FORHAT(' 14.. £NGINFERS:'}
(2C56) KRE=O
; (2057) DO 1400 L=l,3
(205_) IF(NREfl,L).NE. t 1) KRE=KRE+I
(2059) .1400 CONTINUE
{:_ (2060) IF(KREoEQ.O) GOTO 1050
I 20
._, ( 61) WRITE(Is170) (NRE(1,L)$L=I,,_}
,_"" (_ (2062) 170 FOR_qAT(SX_3(A3,1X))
_" ('_ (2063) 1050 CONTINUE
Cj (2064) IF(ITR_P.EQ.O) GOTO 1070(2065) WP.ITE (I,1100)
(2066) 1100 FOR_AT(' 15. DESCRIPTION:')
(2067) DO 1500 I=I,30
(2068) KOD:O
(2069) 00 1600 J=1,21 '.
(2070) IF(DDT(I_J) -_'Z.' t) KDD=KOD+I
(2071_ 1600 cOr;TIf_UF
(2U72) IF(RDD.E{_.O) GOTO 1070
(2073) WRIT_(1,1_O) (DDT(I,J),J=I,21)
(2074_ 180 FORt_AT(4X, 7(IX.D2A4,=A2 ))
(207=..) 1500 CONTINUE
(2_76) 1070 CONTINUE
(2_'/7) RETURN
(207_) END
................................. . ...................... .... _ _
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ADD I IPLKI 000163 2029S 2035
ATHR d IL'LKI CO0001 2029S 2035
CLEAR R EXTERNAL 000000 2031
CON d /BLKI 002731 202nS
CONT d /[_LK / 000151 202aS 2035
COUNT d I{_LKI 002727 2029S.
CWA T /[_LK/ 000145 2029S 2035
O I /SRC/ 000136 2029S
Oh d ISRCI 00000Z 2029S
BD I /ULKI 000017 2029S 2035
BOO I /SRC/ 000021 202_,_
DOT d I_LKI C0030_ 2029S 2070 2073
DL d /SRC/ 000044 20295
DLN d /FLK/ 080042 202_S 2035
DM ] IS_CI 000002 202_S
O:J ORE. J IS_CI 800171 2029S
I_, DT d ISkCI 000157 2029S
DTd D 000000 20=._a_
DTO d /SRC/ 000024 20295
DM d /_RCI 00014_ 202qS
FSC d /BLK/ 000262 2029S 2052
FVD I /SRC/ 080203 202rS
I I 001017 2067M 2070 2073
IANN I IFLA! 000003 2029S
ID5 'I I_LKI 000142 20295 2035 ,',
IEX d ISRCI 000211 20_t'S
LMELE I /FLA/ 000001 202(S
INIS I IFLAI _00005 202,;S
IPR I IFLAI 00000_ 2029S
:READ I IFLAI 000006 202_S
IT O IS_Cl 00005E; 202€+S
ITRSP I IFLAI 000000 2029S 2064
ITWFX I /FLA/. BOO00? 202_S
d I 001020 20&_M 2070 2073M
KDO I 001021 206_M 2070M 2072
.KNT d ISRC/ 000000 2029S
KRE I 001022 205&F_ 2058M 2000
KTW I 001023 2043M 2045M 2047
Jb.__ ..................... ......
. . +....... ,._ : --
.) ) )
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..
L I 001024 2057M 2058 2061M
LVD Z /$RCI 000206 202nS
M I 001025 2042M 20_5 2048
MS I /_LK/ 000000 20293 2055
N 1 00102(. 20_4M 2045 2048M
_R[ J /BLK/ 000276 2029S 2058 2061
PTIT d /5LK/ 002061 20295
R I /BLK/ G02660 2029S
ROUT d lt_LKI 00012_ 2029S 2035
SHCWC R _00000 2025S
SUB J /_LK/ G00054 202_S 2035
T d 000002 2029S
TF D 000000 202_S
TFVD D /SRC/ 000175 2029S
TIM D 000000 202_S
TIT d C00054 202qS
t73 TJ D C00000 202_'SI
•--= TJUL D 000000 202qS
O_ TL D 000000 2027S
TLVD D /SRC/ 000177 2029S
TO d /_LK/ 000022 2029S 2035
TWX d /bLK/ 000160 2029S 20_5 2048
_A I ISRC/ 000141 2029S
_10 000205 2035 20360 o"
_1000 000530 2052 20550
,10_0 000655 2060 20050
_1070 001012 206_ 20.72 20760
_1100 500065 2065 2066D
__1200 000555 2054 2055D
_1_00 000610 2057 2059D
_1500 001004 2067 2075D
_1600 000752 2069 2071D
..170 000645 2061 2002D
_180 000772 2073 207_D
_800 000565 2040 20410
_8;0 C00512 2042 2050D
.820 000443 204_ 2046D
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850 000503 20_R 2049D
_900 000520 2047 2051D
0000 ERRORS [<SHOWC >FTN-REV14o23
CO
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(2079) SUBROUTINE ALC
(20_0) C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE SEARCH OF ALL RAIL LOG
(2081) C SUB-FILES
(2082) C SELECTED SUB-FILES CAN BE ELIr(INATED FROM SEARCH
(2083) C
(20R3} C DATA DECLARATION AND COMMONBLOCK FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE
(2083) C
(20_3) COMMON/BLK/ MS,ATHR_DD_TO_DLN_SUB_ROUTeIDD_CUAtCDNTt
(20_3) I ADD_TWX_FSCtkREtDUT_R_PTITqCOUNT4CDN
(2_H3) CBHMONISRCI KrJTtD_DA_ODD_DTO_DL_II_D_gAoD_DT_DRE
(2083) .I _TFVD_TLVDtFVD_LVDtIEX
(2083) COHMON/FLAI ITR_P,IMELE,ITWFX,IANN_IPRDIMIS_IREAD
(2083) INTEGER*_ ATHR(7)_TO(P)_DLN(5)_UB(2I)_RDUT(&)_PTIT(19)t
. (2063) 1 • CON(5)_T_X(6,5)_FSC(_)_NRE(143)_DDT(3O_21)_T(21)
(2083) 1 _TIT(24)_COU_I_CONT(5)_IEX(_3)
_0 (20_3} INTEGER*2 M_DD(3)_IDD(3)_A_Df3)_R_C_A(_)_A(_)
I
-.-, (2083) I_TEGER*2 IT_SP_II_LLE_IT_FX_IA_;_IP_I_IS_I_EAD
(_ (2083} INTEGEr*2 FVD(3)_LVD(3)_D(3)_D_,DDD(3)
"_' (20e_) INTEGER*4 DRE_DT(5),D_(5)_DL(5)_DA(7)_IT(2q)_DTO(8}_KNT
"_ (208_) DOUBLE PRECISIOI} DTJ_TF_TL_TdUL_TFV[}_TLVD_TIM*TJ
(2_8_) C SYSCOM>KEYS.F KNEMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FTN) 31 PAY_ 1977
(2G84) NOLIST
(2G_5) INTEGER*2 IPAG_IPRINT
(20_6) C INITIALIZE FOUKD COUNTER ".
(2087) KNT=O e
(2GBB) C INITIALIZE FIRST FOUKD FLAG
(2089) IPAGE=O
(2090) C INITIALIZE TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(2091) IPRIhT=O
(2092} _RITE(Itl)
(2_93) 1 FORMAT( _ THIS IS THE PRINT ALL ROUTINE_/_
(2094) 1_ ALL DOCUMENTS IN THE MAIL LOG FILE gILL BE PRIN.TED_I)
(209_) CALL BREAK$(.TRUE°}
(209_) C READ ALL SELECTED SUB-FILES
(2097t 50 CALL RDSUB
(2q9_$ C IS THE. SEARCH OF ALL APPROPRIAIE SUBFILES COMPLETED
(2099) IF(IREADoEQ.I) (_OTO 100
(2100) C IS THIS THE FIRST RECORD FOUND
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(2101) IF(IPAGE.NE.O) GOTO 160
(2102) C SET UP FOR DISPLAY OF THE PRINT ALL HEADING
(2103) ITEM:50
-(2104) IPAGE=I"
(2105) C DISPLAY HEADING ON USER TERMINAL SCREEN
(21_6) CALL SCRNHO(ITEH)
(2107) C DISPLAY RECORD FOUND ON USER TERMINAL SCREEN
(2108) I_0 CALL SCRNPT(ITfH)
(2109} C IS THIS FOR TOP OF PRINTER PAGE
(2110} IF(IPRINT.NF.O} GOTO 170
(2111) C PRINT HEADING FOR PRINT ALL ON PRINIER
(2112) CALL HARDHD(ITEH)
(2113) IPRINT=I
(2114) C FRINT RECOPD FnUND ON PRINTER
(2115) 170 CALL HARDPT(ITEM)
(211h) C IS THIS BOTTOM OF PRINTER PAGE_ YES SET TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
Co f2117' IF(KNT/22.EG.KNT/22.) IPRINT=D
; (2119) GO TO 50
4. c_ (21_9) C CLOSE ALL SUB-FILES
0o (2120) lOO CALL CLOSE(2121) C CLOSE ALL OTHER OPEN WORKING FILES
(2122) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_OUT '_&_O_O,O)
(2123) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSItREVS o_6_0,0_0)
(2)24) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_tDATE 1,6_O_0,0) ,.
(2125) CALL COf_I$$(vSOUTO_II2tlC)
(212A) CALL EXIT
(2127) _ND
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ADO I #BLKI 000163 20835
ALC R 000000 2079S
ATHR d I_LKI 000001 20R_S
bREAKS R EXTERNAL 000000 2055
CLOSE R EXTERNAL 000000 2120
COMI$S R EXTERNAL CO0000 2125
COP; J I_LK/ 002731 2083S
CONT J /ELK/ 000151 2083S
COUrJT J /dLK/ 002727 2083S
CWA 1 /ELK/ 00014b 20_3S
D "I /SRC/ 00013_ 2083S
DA d /SRC/ 000003 2083S
DO I /ELK/ 000017 2083S
DDD I /SRC/ 000021 20_3E
_DT J /ELK/ 000_04 ?083S
DL J /SRC/ 000044 2083S
DLN d /[:LK/ 000042 208_S
t_ DM I /SPC/ 000002 2083S
--, CRE 0 /$RC/ 000171 2093.9(_ DT d /SRC/ 000157 2083S
,,o DTJ D 000000 _0_3S
D.TO J ISRC/ 000024 ?OB3S
DW d ISkCI O001_fi 20;_3S
EXIT R EXTERNAL 000000 2126
FSC d I_LKI 0002G2 20B3S * e.
FVD I /SRC/ 000203 2083S
HARDHD R EX.TERNAL 000000 2112
HARDPT R EXTERNAL O00&GD El15
IANN I IFLAI 000003 20_3S
IC 1 000356 212_A
IDD I /ELK/ 000142 2083S
IEX J /SRC/ 00021'1 20R3S
;MELE I /FLAI 000001 2083S
IMIS I /FLA/ 000005 20_3S
IPAGE I 000357 2085S 2089M 2101 2104M
IPR ] /FLA/ 000004 20R3S
IPRINT ] 000360 2085S 2091M 2110 2113M 2117M
IREAO I /FLA/ 000006 2083_ 2099
.............. °
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IT d /SRC/ 000056 20B3S
ITEM I 000361 2103M 2106A 2108A 2112A 2115A
ITRSP I /FLA/ 000000 2083S
ITWPX I /FLA/ 000002 2083S
KSALLD I PARAMETER 208qS
KSCACC I PARAMETER 208_S
K_CLOS I PARAMETER 2084S 2122 2123 2124
KSCONV I PARAMETER 20B4S
K$CURR I PARAMETER 208qS
K$DFLE I PARAMETER 20B_S
K$DMPB ] PARAMETER 2084S
K$OTIM I PARAMETER 2084F
KSE_TR I 000000 ?OB4S
K$_XST I PARAMETER 2084S
.KSGOND I PARAMETER 2084S
KSGPOS I PARAMETER 208_S
t;o KSH_ME I PARAMETER 208_S
._a K$1CUR I PARAMETER 20_S
._ _ K$1MFD I PARAMETER 2084SRTN _
K$1SEG I PARAMETER 20_4_
KSIUFD I PARAMETER 2084S
KSMENT I 000000 2084$
KSMSIZ I PARAMETER 20B4S ,.
KSHVNT ] PARAMETER 20R4S
KSNDAH I PARAMETER 2084S
K$NRTN I PARAMETER 20B4S
KSNSAM I PARAMETER 2084_
K'SNSGD I PARAMETER 20_4S
.KSNSGS I PARAMETER _08_S
K_POSA I PARAMETER 2084S
KSPOSN I PARAMETER 20_S
KSPOSR I PARAMETER 208_S
KSPREA I PARAMETER 20_S
KSPRER I PARAMETER 2DB4S
KSPROT I PARAMETER 20A4S
K$R3WR I PARAMETER 20P4S
KSRFAD I PARAMETER 20_4S
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K$RPOS I PARAMETER 2084S
KSRSUB I PARAMETER 2084S
KSR_LK I PARAMETER 2084S
K$SENT I 000000 2084S
K$SETC I PARAMETER 20_4S
KSSETH I PARAHETER 20e_S
KSSPOS I PARAMETER 2084S
KSSkTN I PARAMETER 20B_L
KSTRNC I PARAMETFR 2084S
KSUPOS I PARAMETER 2084S
K$_RIT I PARAMETER 20A4S
KfJT J ISRCI 000000 205_S 2087M 2117
LVD I ISRCI 00020_ 20_3S
MS I /PLK/ 000000 20R35
_JRE J /_LK/ 00027G 20_35
PTIT d IVLK/ 002661 20_3S
R I /!.LK/ 002_60 20_35I
-'-' RDSUB R EXTERNAL DO0000 2097
•-,w, ROUT d /t'LK/ 000126 2053S
SCR_IHD R EXTERNAL 000000 2106SCR_wPT R EXTERNAL 000000 210_
SRCH$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 2122 2123 2124
SUB J /LLK/ 000054 208_S
T J _00002 20A3S ".
TF D 000000 20835
TFVD D ISRCI 000173 2083S
TIH D 000000 2083S
TIT J 000054 2063S
TJ D 000000 20_35
TJUL D 000000 EO_3S
TL D 000000 208_S
TLVD D /SRC/ 000177 2083S
TO d /ELK/ 000022 2053S
T_X J I_LKI 00016£ 2083_ j
WA I /SRC/ 000141 20N3S
1 000153 2092 20930
_100 P0031_ 2099 2120D
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_160 000255 2101 210_D
_170 000266 2110 21150
_50 000234 2097D 2118
0000 ERRORS [<ALC >FTN-REV14o2]
Co
,...4
...3-..=
• •
L_ ..................... o _ .
,• |
i,
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(23.28) sUBRoUTINE SEAC
(2129) COHMON /COAT/CD
(2130) DOUBLE PRECISION CD
(2131) C SYSCOM>KEYS.F KNEMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FTN) 31 MAYt 1977
.(2131) NOLIST
(2132) C
(2132) C DATA DECLARATION AND COMMONBLOCK FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE
(2132) c
(2132) COHMON/BLK/ MS*ATHR+DD+TO+DLN+SUB_ROUT,IDD_CVA+CONT+ ;
(2132} 1 ADDtTWXtFSC+NHE_DDT_R_PTIT+COUNTICON
(2132) COHMON/SRC/ KNI_DH.DA_ODD+DTO_UL+IT+D+WA+DW+DT_DRE
(21_2) 1 ,TFVD,TLVU+FVD_LVD,IEX
(2132) COMHONIFLA/ ITRSP,IMELE,IT_FX,IANN,IPR,IMIS,IREAD
(2132) INTEGER*4 ATHR(7),TO(8),DLN(5)*E:UD(21),ROUT(6},PTIT(19).
_0 (2132) 1 COt.(5),T_X(6,5)tFSC(_),NRF(I,3),DDT(30,21),T(21)
I (213_) "1 _TIT(2_),COUNT,CONT(5),IEX(_,3}
"-4 (2132) INTEGER*2 MS+DD(3),IDD(3}_A[}D(6)+R_CWA(4)+_A(4)('_ (2132) INTEGER*2 ITRSP,I_FLE_II_FX+IA_N,IPk_IHISsIREAD
(2132) INTEGER_2 FVD(_),LVD(3)_D(_)_I'._',DDD(3)
(2132) - I_TEGER*4 DEF+DI(5)_D;(5)+DL(b),DA(7)+IT(24)+DTO(B)_KNI
(2132) DOUBLE PRECISIOP; 5TJ+TF_TL_TJUL_IFVP+ILVD+IIM+TJ
'(2135) INTLGER*2 IDES(2)_IOPT
(2134) INTEGER*4 COUNTR
+(2135) C ..
(213L) C THIS IS IHE SEARCH DRIVER ROUTINE FOR THE HAIL LOG FILE
(2137) C
(213_) C :CLEAR USER TERHIN_L SCREEN FOR DISPLAY
(2139) •CALL CLFAR
(21_0) C OPEN OUTPUT FILE TO BE SPOOLED IF A HARD C_PY IS D_SIRED
(2141) CALL SRCH$$(K$RDWR+K%NSAM_OUI _&_3_O+O).
(2142) J=:401
(2143) _RITE(l_9999)J
(214_) 9999 FORHAT(IA2)
(2145) _ DISPLAY SEARCH MODES(OPTIONS)
(21_6) _RITE(I_I)
(2147) 1 FORMAT( _ YOU ARE NOW VALIDATED TO SEARCH .DATA IN THE '_I
•(214_) 1* HAIL LOG FILE - THE FOLLOWING SEARCH MODES ++/
(21_9) I" ARE AVAILABLE FOR YOUR USF- _I
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(2150) I_MODE KEYt,/
(2151) lVMAIL STATUS MSO,/t
(2152} 1'AUTHOR/SOURCE AUTH't/t
(2153) lt_OCUMENT DATE OGC'_/_
(215_) 1'TO/ADDRESSEE. TO'_/_
(2155}. IIDOCUMENT/LETTER NUMBER DLN',It
(215G} ItSUBJECT SU_',I,
(2157) ltINPUT DATA DATE I_Dt_l_
(215_) I'W.A. _UMBERIID CODE C_N'_I,
(2159) 1'CONTRACT NUMBER CO_'_f_
(21G0) IwACIION ITE_ DUE DATE ADD'_/_
(21GI} "ItR[SPONSIDLE E_GINEER NREt_It
(2162} 1'ALL ALL'_!
(2163) ltGUIT QUITWtl
(216_} 1' PLEASE SELECT THE DESIRED MODE',//|
Z (21£5) 6 READ(I_3)IDES
"'-' (216G} 3 FORMAT(1A2,A1)
_'_J_ (2167} IF(IDES(1).EQ.'QU') GO TO 10
_ ,,qp,,,w
(21_) REWI_JD 10
(2169} C IS THIS THE FIRST TIME THRU SEARCH ROUTINE
(2170} IF(IRR.EQ.I) GO TO 2000
(2171) 50 WRITE(I,2D01)
(2172) 2001 FORMAT( t PLEASE INPUT THE CURRrNT DATE_,/oeMMDDYYtI|
(2173) READf1,2002,ERR=50)IM$1DIIY
(217_) 2002 FORMAT(312) ""
(2175) REWIND IO
(2i7_) READ(IO_200_}COUNTR
(2177) 2005 FORMAT(bX,13)
(217_) C STORE THE CURRENT DATE
(2179) REWIND 10
(21_0) ' WkIT£(10,2003}IMtIDeIYICOUNTR
(2181} 2003 FORMAI(IX,312_IXtI3)
(2182} REPIND 10
(21.B3} C cor;VERT CURRENT DATE TO JULIAN TIME
(2.18_) CALL JTIME(IY,IH, ID_O_O,O_CD)
(2185) C SETFIRST TIME THRU SEARCH ROUTINE FLAG
(218G) I_=1
(2187) C IS THIS A ROUTINE THAT USES A SPECIFIC TIME FRAME
) ) )
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(218R) C TO BE SEARCHED, YES PERFORM SUBROUTINE BRAKET
(21R9) 2000 IF(IDES(1).NE.tALt.AND.IDFS(1).NE°tDOt.AND.IDES(1).NE.tlDO .-(2190) 1 °ANO°IDES(1}°NE.tAD ') CALL DRAKET
(2191) C INITIALIZE THE READ SUPFILES COMPLETE FLAG
(2192) IREAD=O
(2193) C IS THIS AN ACTION DUE DATE SEARCH
(219_) IF(IDES(I).EG.'AD t} GOIO _9
(2195) C DETERMINE SUB FILES TO BE OPENED FOR SEARCH
_21g_) CALL WHERE
(2197) C DETERMINE SEARCH MODE TO RE CALLED
(2198) IF(IDES(1).FO.,AL,) CALL ALC
(2199} IF(IDES(1).EQ.tr_R t} CALL RESEA
(2200) IF(IDES(I}.FQ.tTO,} CALL _HO
(2201} IF(IDES(1)-EQ.tDO '} CALL ODAT
(2202) IF(IDES(1}.EQ.'CO'} CALL CNUM
€;O (22C3) IF(IDES(I}°EQ.tCW ') CALL CWAID
I (2204) IF(IDESfl)°EG.t_U v} CALL AUSEA
-'J (2205} IF(IDES(1).FQ.tDL t) CALL DLSEA
_ (22_6) IF(IDES(1).EQ.'ID') CAI.L DATC07} I}°[G tSU ') LL SUBJ
(2208} IF(IDES(1).EO.tt;S'} CALL _STAT
(22G9) 99 IF(IDES(1).EQ.tAD') CALL ADAT
(2210) I00 WRITF(I_101}
(2211} 101 FORPIAT(_ 'o/*" IF YOU ;ISH TO CON_INUE_ DEPRESS THE RETURN'l}
(2212) READ(1,3)IDI_S ,"
(2213) IF(IOE_(1)._IE°" ') GOIO 100
(221_} _RIT[{I_I)
(2215} C
(2216} C CLOSE ALL OPFN SU_FIL_S
(2Z17) C
(2216} CALL CLOSE
(2219) GO TO
(2220} I0 WRITE(I,11)
(2221) C
(2222) C CLOSE TEMPORARY OUTPUT FILE
(2223} CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_tOUI 't6_O_O_O)
(2224) 11 FORMAT{' DO YOU WANT A HARD COPY OF THE INFORMATION FOUNDt,lo(2225) 11 (YES OR NO)'}
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(222_) READ(1,5) IOPT
(2227) 9 FORMAT(1A2)
(2228) IF(IGPToEO.tYE I) GO TO 20
(2229) IF(IOPT.EQ.'NO') GO TO 15
(2230) O0 TO 10
'(2231) 15 CALL SRCH$$(KSDELE,'OUT ',6,O,O,O)
(2232) RETURN
(2233) 20 CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_tDATE t_&_OtOtO)
(223A) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_tREVS ti_,O,090)
(2235) CALL COMI_,$('SOUTI,4_12tIC)
(223(,) CALL EXIT
(2237) ENU
!
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_O_ R EXTERNAL 000000 2209
ADD Z /BLK/ 000163 2152S
ALC R EXTERNAL 000000 219_
ATHR d /ELK/ 000001 2152S
AUSEA R EXTERNAL 000000 2204
BRAKET R EXTERNAL 000000 21P9
CO D /CDAT/ 000000 212qS 2150S 21R_A
CLEAR R FXTERNAL 000000 ?13_
CLOSE R EXTFRNAL PO0000 221_
CNUM .R L]XTERNAL 000000 2202
C0_155 R EXTERNAL 000000 ?235
CON d /t_LK/ 002731 2132S
CG_T d /[;LK/ 000151 2132_
COUNT J /_LK/ _02727 21325
COUNTR d 001453 213_$ 217&M 21P0
C_A I /{'LK/ 0001_5 2132S
CO C_AID R EXTERNAL 000000 220_
I O I ISRCl 000156 2152S
.,4 DA d /SRC/ 000005 2132S
DATC R EXTERNAL 000000 2206
DO ] /_LK/ 000017 2132S
DDAT R EXTERNAL DOOOO0 2201
ODD I ISRCI 000021 2132S
DDT d IPLKI 00030_ 2152S
DL d ISRCI 00004_ 2132S
DLN d I_LKI 000042 2132S
DLSEA R EXTERNAL 000000 2205
DM I ISRCI 000002 2152_
DRE d /_RC/ 000171 2152_
DT J /SRC/ 000157 21_2S
DId D 000000 2132_
DTO J /SRC/ 000024 2132_
DW d /SRC/ 0001_5 2132S
EXIT R EXTERNAL (,00000 223_
FSC J /ELK/ 000262 2152S
FVD 1 /SRC/ 600?03 2132S
]ANN I /FLA/ 000003 2132S
1C I 001_61 2235A
......................... -.......... " .... ..................................... "................ . I
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ID I 001462 2173R 2180 2184A
IDD ] /BLK/ 0001_2 2132S
IDES 1 000002 2133S 2165M 2167 2189 2194 2198 2149
2200 2201 2202 2203 2204 2205 2206
2207 2208 2209 2212M 2215
IEX U /SRC/ 000211 2132S
" IH I 001_63 2173M 2180 218_A
IHELE I /FLA/ 000001 2132_
IMIS 1 /FLA/ 000005 2132S
IOPT I 0014A4 2133g 2226M 222R 2229
IPR I IFLAI 000004 2132S
IkEAD I IFLA/ 000006 2132S 2192M
IRR X _01465 2170 218&M
IT d /SRC/ 000056 213_S
ITRSP I /FLA/ 000000 2132SCo
; IT_FX I /FLA/ 000002 2132S
_ IY ] _01466 2173H 2180 21A4A .
d I 001467 2142M 2143CO
• JTIME I EXTERNAL GOOO00 216_
KSALLD I PARAMETER 2131S
K$CACC I P_RAMETER 2131S
K$CLOS I P_RAMEIER 2131S 2223 2233 2234
K_CONV I PARAMETER 2131S
KSCURR I PARAP_ETER 2131S ',
K_DgLE I PARAMETER 2131S 2231
K$DMPB I PARAMETER 2131S
K$DTIM I P[RAMETER 2151S
KTENTR I 000000 21.31S
K_ZXST ] PARAMETER 2131S
KTG()_D I PARAMEIER 2131S
'KTG;'OS I Pt,RAMFTER 21_IS
K$HOME I Pt,RAMETER 2131_
K$ICUR I PARAMETER 21315
K$1MFD I PARAMETER 2131S
R$1RTN I PARAMETER 2131S
K$ISEG I PARAMFTER 2131S
K$1UFD I PARAMETER 2131S
KTMENI I o0o000 2131S
_. ................................ . . .
) ) ]
,r b
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" KSMSIZ I PARAMETER 2131S
KSMVNT I PARAMETER 2131S
KSNDAM I PARAMETER 2131S
KSNRTN I PARAMETER 2131S
K$NSAM ] PARAMETER 2131S 2141
K$NSGC I PARAMETER 2131S
K.$NSGS ] PARAMETER 2131_
KSP_S_ I PARAMETER 2151S
KSPSSI; I PARAK[TER 2131L.
KSPOSR I PARAMETER 2131S
KSPREA I PARAKFTER 2131S
K_PKER I PARAMITFR 2131S
KSPROT I P/RAMLTER 2131S
KSROWf( I PARAMETER 2131S 2141
K_READ I PARA_[TER 2131S
t3o KSRPOS I P_RAMETER 2131_I'
--,, KSRSUO I PARAP, ETER 2131_
_ KSR_LK I P/RAMETER 2131S
K$SENT I O0000O 2131S
K$SETC I PARAMETER 2131S
KSSETH I PARAMETER 2131S
K_SPOS I PARAMETER 2131S
K$SRTN I PARAMETER 2131S
K_TRNC I PARAMETER 21315 t
K%UPOS I PARA_;ETER 2131S
K$;RII I PARAMETER 2131S
KNT J ISRC/ O000OO 2132S
LVD I /SRC/ O0020G 2132S
MS I I_LKI 000000 2132S
_STAT I E_TERNAL O00COO 220;_
NRE d /ELK/ OO02.7& 2132S
PTIT d I[_LKI 002661 2132S
R 1 I_LKI O02_,GO 21325
RESEA R EXTERNAL UO0000 2199
ROUT d /ELK/ 000126 2132S
SEAC R DOOO00 ?12_S
SRC{':$$ R EXTERNAL GO0000 2]Q1 2223 2231 2233 2234
SUB d /_LK/ 000054 2132S
................................................ - . °.
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SUBJ R EXTERNAL 000000 2207
T d 000004 2132S
TF 0 000000 2132S
TFVD D /SRC/ 000173 2132S
TIM D 000000 213PS
TIT d 600056 71325
TJ D 000000 21_?S
TJUL D 000000 2132_
TL D 000000 21525
TLVD 0 /SRC/ 0_0177 2132S
TO d /BLK/ 000022 21525
TWX d I_LKI 000166 2132_
WA I /SRC/ 000141 21325
WHERE R EXTERNAL 000000 2196
I:;O _HO R EXTERNAL 000000 2200
I
...,a
I 00017_214621_702_I_
_ _1o 00130,2167222o_2230
_ _i00 001217221002213
_lOl 001223 2210 22110
_ii 001320 2220 222_0
__15 001_12 2229 7231D
__20. 00142_ 222_ 22330
_2000 001060 2170 21890
_2001 000720 2171 2172D " ""
__2002 000767 2173 2174D
_2003 001033 2180 21810
__2005 001004 7176 21770
__3 000671 2165 216G_ 2212
_5 001373 222(: 22270
50 000714 21710 2173
__6 000661 21650 2219
__99 001213 2194 22090
__9999 000163 2143 2144D
0000 .ERRORS [{SEAC >FTN-REV14.2]
t /
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(2238) SUBROUTINE ARCC
(2239) €
(2239) C DATA DECLARATION AND COMMONBLOCK FOR THE HAIL LOG FILE(2259) C
(2239) COMMON/BLK/ MS_ATHR_DD,TO,DLN_SUB_RBUT_IDD_C_A_CONT,
(2239) 1 ADDtTWX_FSC_NRE,DBT,R_PTIT,COLINT,CON
(2259) '"CO_MON/SRC/ KNT,DM_DA,DDD,DTOwDL,IT_DtgA_D_,DT_DRE
(2239) 1 _TFVD,TLVD_FVD_LVDIIEX
(2239) COMMON/FLA/ ITRSP_IHELE_ITWFXtIANN,IPRgIMISIIREAD
(2239) INTEGER*4 ATHR(7)ITO(8)_DLN(5)_SUB(21)_ROUT(6)_PTIT(19)t
(2239) 1 CON(5)_I_X(6,5)_FSC(_,)_NRE(l_3)tDDT(30o21.),T(21)
(2239) 1 ,TII(24)tCOUNT_CONT(5),IEX(4,3)
(2239) INTEGER*2 MS,DD(3),IDD(3)_ADD(3),R_FWA(4)_A(4)
(2239) INTEGER*2 ITRSP,IMILE_IT_FX_IA_dN_IPR_IMIS_IREAD
(2239) INTEGER*2 FVD(3),LVZ:(3)tD(3)_D?,DDD(3)
Co (2239) INT_GER*_ DFE_DT(5)_DW(5)_DL(5)_DA(7)_IT(2A),DTO(B)_KNT
I (2239} DOUBLE PRECISION DIJ_TF_TL_TJ_L,TFVD_TLVD,TIM_TJ
"" (2240) C SYSCOM>KEYSoF _N_MONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTE?I (FTN) 31 MAY, 1977CO
.I .--'(22_0) NOLIST
(22_1) INTEGER*_ ICOUN
(2242) I_TEGER*2 A(15)_IN,IANS
(2245) C
(22_) C THIS IS IHE ARCHIVE ROUIINF FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE
(22_5) C NOTE: THIS IS LIMITED ACCESS
(22_6) C ."
(2247) C VALIDATE THE INCOMMING USER
(22_8) C
(22_9) CALL TIMDAT(A_15)
(2250) IFfA(13).NE._SY_) GO TO 700
(2251) GO TO 750
(2252) 700 _RITE(I_701)
(2253) 701 "FORMATf_GGSDRRY YOU ARE NOT VALIDATED TO USE THIS ',/,
(225q) IeROUTIN[. IF IT IS NEEDED PLEASE CONTACT YOUR SYST[M'ele
(2255) 1 _ OPERATOR AT EXT, 2621'1)
(2256) RETURN
(22_7) 750 CONTINUE
(2258) c
(2259) c WHICH MAIL LOG DOCUMENT IS TO i_E ARCHIVED
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(2260) C KEY ON THE INPUT DATE AND COUNT CODE NUMDER
(2261) C
(2262) 3 WRITE(I,1)
(7263) 1 FORMAT( e PLEASE ENTER TttE INPUT DATE AND COUNT CODE 1,
(22(,4) ltOF THE DOCUKENT TO BE ARCHIVEDt,/,e!tq.r,X,JtI!',3X, ,!t)
(_265) RE AD (I t?,['F(R=._)D, ICOUN
(22E,6) 2 FORMAT(IXt312,2XtI_}
(2267) 10 WRITE(I,11)
(2268) 11 FORMAT( t WHICH SUDFILE IS THIS DOCUMENT LOCATED:for,
(22.r,9) I 6X,'1. TRANSMITTAL/SPECIFICATION 2. MEMD/LETTERt,/g
(2270) 1 6Xt'3° T_JX/F.AGNAF_ X/._AP IFAX 4° ANNOUNCEMENT',/t
(2271} 1 6X,t5. PURCHASE RE(;UEST 6° MISCELLANFOUS/R£PORT'I}
(2272) READ(I,12) IANS
(2273) 12 FOPMAT(12}
raG° (227_, IF(IA#_S.GT.G.OR.IA_;S.LT.1, GOTO i0
___-_ (2275, IF(IANS.GE.2) GOTO 3DO(2276) CALL SRCH$$ (KSR DLJR+KSNDAM, 'TRAN ',6,2,1tlC)
(2277} CALL SRCH$$ (KSRDWR+K$NDAM, tINACTLt,6,5,1_IC)
(2278) 15 FEAD (9, FND=2D) MS,ATHR _DDtTOtDLNtSUB_PTITt
(2279) 1 ,ROU'[_II)D_CO.UNTtC£JA,CONT, ADD,T_/X,FSFt.*¢RE_DDT
(_2_0} GO TO 15
(22_i) 20 CONTINUE
(2282) kEWIND 6
(2283) lOG READ( 6, END=20O )MSt ATHR,DDtTO,DL NtSU[I,PT IT t .'.
(2284) 1 RCUT, I DD,COUNT,CWA,CONT, ADD,Tt-IX,FSC ,NRE,DDT °
(22B5) IF(COUNT.NF°ICOUN) GOTO 125
(228(:} DO 110 I=I,3
(;2P.7) IF(IDD(1).NL.D(1)) GO TO 12.=;
(228B) !10 CO_;T INUE
(22_9} WRITE (9)MS,ATHR,DD,TOtPLN,SUB,PTI T,ROUT, .
(2290) I IDD _COUNT tC_JA,CONT, ADD, TtIXtFS C,NR[ItDDT
(2291) GO TO IOO
(;'292) 125 WR I TE (_)MS, ATHR ,DD_ TO, OLN,SUF_t PTIT _ROUT,
(2293) 1 IDDtCOUNTt CWA,CONT,ADD, TWX_FSC, rJRE,DDT
(229_) GO TO 100
(_.295) 200 ENDFILE 8
(229_) [NDFIL[ 9
(2257} CALL SRCH$1 (K$CLOS, tREVS 1,6,0,0_0}
.} ) )
'm
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(229P) CALL SRCHSS(K$CLOS,tIN_CTLtt6,0tO_O)
(2299) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSttTRAN lt6tO_O,O)
(2300) CALL SRCH$_(K$DELEttTRAN t_b_O_OtO)
(2301) CALL C_AM_.$(tREVS t,6,_TRAN tt6_IC)
(2302) GO TO 500
(2_03) C
(230_) C ARCHIVE SUBFILES 2 THRU 6
(230b) C
(2306) 300 IFfIANS.EO.2) CALL SRCH$_(KSRDUR+K$NDAMteM[MO tt6t71LtIC)
(2307) IF(IANS.EQ.3) CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWR.KSNDAM_tTWFX tt_tSJl,IC}
(2308) IF(IANS.EQ.4) CALL SRCH_$(KSRDWR.KSNDAMttA_JN t_6,9_l_IC)
(2309) IF(IANS.EQ.5} CALL SRCH$$(KSRD_R.KSNDAM_WPR t,6_lOtltIC)
(2310) IF(IANS.Eg.6) CALL SRCH$$(KSRD_'R.K$_DAM_WMIS tq6t11_l_IC}
(2_11) CALL SRCHSS(KSRDWR+KSNDA_It'INACTSt,6J5_I_IC)
(2312) 515 READ(9_E_JD=32O)MS_ATHR,DD,TO_DLN_SUOtPTIT_
I;o' (231_) 1 ROUTtIDD_CCUNT,CUAtCOqT,ADD_T_XtFSC_NRE
I (231q) GO TO 315
...,.i
--_" CO (2315) 320 COfJTI_UE
(_ (2316) IN=IANS.9
(2317) RE_IND IN
(2318) 350 READ(I_J|END=_50)MSjATHR_DD,TO,[_LN_SUB,PTITt
(2319) i ROUT_IDD_COLINI,CWA_CO_T_ADDtTWXtFSC,NRE
(2320) IF(COUNT.NE.ICOUN) GOTO _00
(2_21) DO 390 1=1_3 '.
(2322) IF(IDD(I}°NE.D(1)) GO TO _00
(2323) 390 CONTINUE
(2324) _RITE(9)MStATHR,DD|TO_DLN_SUB_PTITtROUT_
(2525) 1 IDD,COUNT_C_A,CONT,ADD,T_X,FSC,NRE
(232_) GO TO 350
(2327) _00 _BITE(B)MS,ATHR_DD_TO_DLN_SUB,PTIT_ROUT_
(2328) I IDD_COLINTtCgAtCONT,ADD_T_X_FSC_NR[
(2329) GO TO _50
(2330) _50 ENDFILF R
(2331) ENOFILE g
_2332) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_REVS _6_OtO,O)
(2333) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_INACTS_,6_O,O_O)
(233_) IF(IN.N_.11) GOIO a55
(2335) CALL SRCH%$(K$CLOS_MEHO ',6_0,0_0}
...................... .. . ° -............................... . ..........
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f2336} CALL SP_H$$(K$DEL_,tMFMO t_E_OtO_O}
(2337) CALL CNAM$$(tREVS t_tMFMO e,_XC)
(2338) GO TO So0
(2_39) _55 IF(IN._F.12] GOTO _0
(2340] CALL SFCH$$(K$_LOSttT_FX ot6eOeOeO]
(2341) CALL SRCHS_(KSDFLE_tTWFX t_GtO,0tO)
{23_2) CALL _AMI$(tREVS t,6otTWFX ',_IC)
(23_3} GO TO 500
(23_) 460 IF(IN.NE,]3) G010 _65
(234_] CALL SRCH$$fK_CLOSt_ANF! =_6_0_090}
(2346) CALL SRCH_$(KSDFLEttANN " ttE_O_OtO)
(2347) CALL CNAM_%(eR£VS tIG,'ANN '_,_IC)
[23q8} • GO TO 500
(2349) _65 IF(IN._J_.I_) GOTO 470
iI_ CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_PR _6_0_0_0)(23_0)
_ (2351) CALL SRCH_$(KSDELE,'PR ',6,0,0,0)
(2352) CALL CNAM_('REV_ ',6,'PR ',G,IC}
•"_'_'_ (23_3} GO TO _00
(23_4} _70 IF(IN._E.15) GO TO 475
(2355) CALL S_CH_$(K$CLOS_MI_ _,6,0,0_0)
(2556) CALL SECH$$(KSDELEt_MIS _6_0,0_0)
(2357) CALL CNAMI_(_REVS _6_FIIS _6_IC)
(2358} GO TO 500
(2359} _75 WRITE(I_RO) '.
(2360) 480 FORMAT(" AN FRROR IN FILE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM HAS OCCURREO!_I "
(2361) 1_ _ PLEA£E CALL OPERATOR EXT.2F. 21 _)
(2362) 500 C_LL SRCH$$(K_R_WR_KSNDAM_'EEVS _6,_1,1C]
(2363} RFTURN
(23b_) END
• ................. . ..... . _ . ..._
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A I 000002 2242S 2249A 2250
ADD I /BLK/ 000163 2239S 2278M 2283M 2289 2292 2312M 2318R
2324 2527
ARCC R 000000 2238S
ATHR J /ELK/ 000001 2239S 2278M 2283M 2289 2292 2312H 2318M
2324 2327
C_JAM$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 2301 2337 2342 23_7 2552 2357
CON J /_LK/ 00273] 223qS
CONT d /ELK/ 000151 2239S 2278M 22P3M 2289 2292 2312M 2318M
232q 2327 =
COUNT J /BLK/ 002727 22395 2278M 2283M 2285 2289 2292 2312M
;'3]FM 2320 2324 2327
CUA I /bLK/ 000145 22_9S 727_M 2283M 2289 2292 2312_ 2318M
232_ 2527
co D I /S_C/ 000136 2239_ P2_,SM 22P7 2322
=" DA J /SRC/ 000003 223_S
.,.,,,I
Co DD I /_LK/ 000017 2239S 2278M 22A3M 2289 2292 2312_ 23.18M
_'_ _ 2324 2327
o DDO I /_RC/ 000021 22_9S
DDT d /_LK/ 000304 2239S 2278M 2283M 2289 2292
DL d /SRC/ 000044 2239S
DLN d I_LKI C00042 2239S 2278H 2283M 2289 2292 2312M 2318M
2324 2327
DM I /SPC/ 000002 2239S
ORE "J /_RC/ 000171 223_S _"
DT d ISRCl 000157 2259S
DTJ O 000000 2239S
DTO J /SRC/ 000024 22395
DW d /SRC/ 000145 2239S
FSC d I_LKI _00262 2239S 2278M 2283M 2289 _292 2312M 231RM
232_ 2327
FVO 1 /SRCI 000205 2239S
I I 002365 2226P 2287 2321M 2322
IANN I /FLA/ 000003 2239S
IANS I 0023_& 2242_ 7272H 2274 2275 2306 2307 2308
2309 2310 2316
10 I 002367 227&A 2277A 2301A 2_06A 2307A 230RA 2309A
F310A 2311A 2_37A 2542A" 2347A 2352A 2357A .
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2362A
ICOUN J 002370 2241S .2265M 2285 2320
I00 I /BLK/ 000142 2239S 2278M 2283M 2287 2289 2292 2312M
2318M 2322 2324 2327
IEX d /SRC/ 000211 2239S
IMEI.E I IFLA/ 000001 2239F
IRIS I /FLA/ 000005 223SS
IN I 002372 22425 2316M 2317. 2318 2334 2339 2344
;'349 2354
IPR I IFLAI 000004 223')_
IREAD I IFLAI 00000_ 223qS
IT J /}:_C/ O0005A ;'23"_
ITRSP I /FLAI 000000 223_
ITQFX I /FLAI 000002 223_S
! KSALLD I PARAMETER 2240S
__,,,._"__ K$CACC I PARAMETER 2240S
_P" _ .K$CLOS I PARAMETER 22403 2297 2298 2299 2332 2333 2335
2340 2345 2350 2355
K$CONV I PARAMETER 2240S
K$CURR I PARAKETER 22_G$
K$DELE I PARAMETER 2240S 2300 2336 2341 2346 2351 2356
K$O_PB I PARAMETER 2240_
KSDTIM I PARAMETER ?2405
K_E_TR I 000000 22_0S ,'"
K_EXST I PARAMETER 22_0S
KSGOI_D I PARAMETER 2240S
KSGPOS I PARAMETER 2240S
KSHOME I PARAMETER 2240S
K$1CUR I PARAMETER 2240S
K$I_IFD I PARAMETER 2240S
•K$1RTN I PARAMFTER 2240S
K$1SEG 1 PARAMETER 2240S
K$IUFO I PARAMETER 2240S
KStlLNT I 000000 2240_
K$_SIZ I PARAMLTER 22_0E
KSMVNT I PAkAHET[R 22_0S
KSNDAM I PARAMFTER 2240S 2276 2277 2306 2307 2308 2309
2310 2311 2362
) ) j)
! i
i |
.
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KSNRTN I PARAHETER 22405
KSNSAM I PARAHETER 2240S
KSNSGD Z PARAMETER 2240S
KSNSGS I PARAMETER 2240_
KSPOSA I PARAMETER 2240S
KSPOSN I PARAMETER _.240S
K$POSR I PARAMETER 2240S
KSPREA I PARAMETER P240S
KSPRER I PARAMETER P240_
KSPHOT I PARAMETER ;'240S
K_Rh_R'I PARAMETER 224NS 227h 2277 2306 2307 2308 2309
2310 ?311 2362 ;
KSR_AD I PARAMI.TER _240S
KSRPCS I PARAMETER _240S
t_o KSRSUD I PARAMETER ;240SI
"-_ KSR_LK I PARAMLTER 224()S
CO K$SENT I 000000 2240S
KS_ETC I P_RAMETER ?2&OS
KISFTH I PARAMETER 2245S
K$SPOS I PARAMETER 22403
K$SRTN I PtRAMETER 2240S
RSTRNC I PARAMETER 22_0S
R%UPOS I PA'RAMETER P240S
K$WRII I PARAMETER 22_0S '.
K_T J /SRC/ 000000 223qS
LVD ] /_RC/ 000206 2239S
MS I /bLK/ 000000 2239S 2278H 2285M 2289 2292 2312M 2318M
2324 2327
NRE d I_LK/ 000276 _259S 2278M P?83M 2289 2292 2312M 2518M
P324 2327
PTIT J /_LK/ 002661 223qS 2278M 2283M 2289 2292 2312M 2318M
;'324 2327
R I /ELK/ 002660 223VT
ROUT J /hLK/ 000126 223qS 227_M 22RSM 22_9 2292 2312M 2318M
;'324 2327
SRCH$$ R EXIERNAL nO0000 227_ P277 2297 ??98 2299 2_00" 2_06
2387 2308 2309 2310 2311 2352 2333
P335 P33_ 2340 2341 2345 2346 2550
........................ .+.
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_51 2355 2356 2362
.SUB d /_LK/ 000054 22395 _278_I 2283M 2289 2292 2312_ 2318H
2324 2327
T d 000021 2239_
TF D 000000 ?2395
TFVD D /SRC/ 000173 22395
TIH O, 000000 223_S
TI_DAT R EXTERNAL 000000 22_q
TIT J 000073 2259_,
TJ D 000000 223_5
TdUL D 000000 223_
TL D 000000 223 €_&
TLVD D ISRC/ 000177 2239S
t:o TO J /_LK/ 000022 2230S 2278R 2283R 2289 2292 2312_ 2318R
= _324 2327
• =.,.a
CO T_X J /_LK/ 000166 22393 2278M 2283M 2289 2292 2312M 2318H
CO _32_ 2327
_A I /SRC/ 000141 2239_:
_1 000302 2262 2263D
_10 000412 2267D 2274
100 000751 22_3D 2291 2294
_11 000416 22&7 2268D
_110 001064 2286 PS_BD ",
_12 000607 2272 Z273D
_125 001162 2285 22P7 2292D
_15 000&55 2278D 2280
_2 000407 2265 226GD
_20 000747 227P 22P1D
_200 001252 22_3 ?2950 •
_3 00027_ 22_,?D 22_5
_300 001327 2275 _30_0
__515 001_57 2512D 2314
__520 001525 2312 2315D
_350 0015_3 23189 232G 2329
_390 001643 2321 2323D
_400 001757 2320 2322 2327D
_450 002024 231_ 23300
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_455 002105 2334 2339D
460 00214.2 233U 23440
465 002200 2344 234_Dm
_470 002235 234 Q 73540
475 n02277 2354 7359D
4_0 002277 P359 ?3_OU
_500 00_354 2_02 73_($ 2343 23_R P353 2358 23_2D
700 000165 ?250 ?2520
701 000172 225; 22_35
_750 00027G 2251 225711
0000 ERRORS [<ARCC )FIN-REVlqo2]
I
....i
i
/
|
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(2365) SUDROUTINE UPDATE
(2366) C
(2366) C DATA DECLARATION AND COMMON BLOCK, FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE(2366) C
(23&_) COMMON/BLK/ MS,ATHR,DD_TOIDLN_SUBtROUT,IDD,CWA_CONT_
(?366) 1 ADD,TWX,FSCeNNEtDDT,RtPTIT,COUNT,CON
(2366) COMMCNISRCI K_T,DM,DA_DDD,DTO,DL_ITtD_AoD_,DToDRE
(23_6) 1 ,TFVD,TLVD,FVD,LVD,IFX
12366) COMMONIFLAI ITRSP,IMELF,IT_FX,IANN,IPR,IRIS,IREAD
(2365) INT£GgR*h ATH}((7)tTO(_),DLN(b)tSUD(PI)oROUT(6)_PTIT(19),
(256_) I CO_J(5)_TVX(6,b)_FS_(_),NI{I(]t3}IDDT(30_21)_T(21)
(2366) 1 _TIT(2._)_COUNT,C(JNT(5)_IFX(_3)
(23_6) INTEGER*2 MStDD(3),IDD(3),A[)D(3)qRtC_Af_)_kA(_)
(2366) INTEGER*2 IIRSP,IF;FLE,IT_FXqlA_M,IPRtIMIStIREAD
CO (2566) INTEGER*2 FVD(Z)_LVD(3),D(5)_C_;_DDD(_)
I_.., (23L&) INTEGER*4 DP[_DT(5},D_(5),DL(5),DA(7),IT(2_),DTO(8),KNT
._(_ (2366} DOUBLE PRECISION DIJ,TF,TL,TJUI.,TFVr)_TLVD,TIM,TJ7) C SYSCOM)K£YS.F MNE_ONIC KEYS FOR FILE $YS EH (FTN) "31 MAY, 1977
(23E7) NOLIST
(236B) INTEGER*2 FINISH
(2369} INTEGER*_ DPT(19)|DE(1,3)_DF(6),KT
(2370) RE_IND 9
(2371) RE_IND 8
(2372) FINISH=O
(2373) DO 60D J=I,G :'
(237_) IF(T;X(J_I)-EQ. _ ") GO TO "600
(2375) I00 READ(9_END=3OO)DA,DL_DPT_D,KT,DDD_DF_DE
(2376) IF(FINISH.EO.I) GO TO 200
(2377) DO 105 K=1_5
(2378) IF(T_X(J_K).NE.DL(K)} GOTO 200
(2379) 105 CO_TINUF
(23_0) FINISH=I
(_.3_I) DO 150 L=1_21
(2362) IF(SUB(L).I.O._DELA') GOlOlf, O
(_3B3) 150 CONTINUE
(23B_) DO 155 L=1-21
(23_5) IF(SUI_(L).EQ**APPR_°OR.SUB(L)oEO._DISA_.ORoSUBfL)oEQo_DISPt)
(2386) 1 GOTO 100
,k..........
) ) ).
1 ,, ( |
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(23R7) 155 CONTINUE
(2388) GO TO 200
(23H9) 160 WRITE(1,165)DDD
(2390) 165 FORHAT(IXI_ACTION DUE DATE:tt2Xt2(I2tt-t)tI2t/t
(2391) 1 IX,tENTER NEW DUE DATE (IF NONEt REPEAT OLD DATE)e/)
(2392) READ(IllTO_ERR=160)DDD
(2393) 170 FORPAT(3I?)
(?39_) IF(kDD(1)oLI_oOoO_oDDD(1).GE.13) GOTO 160
(2395) IFfDDD(2).LE,O.ORoDDD(2)°GE.32) GOTO 160
(2396} 200 WRITE(_)DA_DL,DPT_DIKT*DDD,DFtDE
(2397) GO TO 100
"" (23_8) 300 CALL Sf:CH$$(K$CLOS_tACTD tt&tOtOtO)
¢0 (2399) C_LL SRCH_$(KSCLOSItREVS t,GtOtO_O)
I (2400) CALL SRCH$$(KSDELEItACTD tt6tOtOtO)
" (2_.CI) C_LL CNAM$$(_RFVS t_,_tACTD tt6_IC)
---' (2_02) CALL SRCH_$(K_RDWR_KSHDAHItACTD I_G,5_ItIC)
(2_03) CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWR*KSNDAMt'REVS .t_G_ltIC)
(240_) REWIND
(2405) RE_IND 9
(2_06) FINISH:O
(2_07) 600 CO_,TINUE
(2_08) 605 READ(9_END=700} DA_DL,DPTtDtKT_DDDtDF_DE
(2409) GO TO 605
(2_10) 700 RETURN •
(2_II) _ND
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ADD I tDLK/ 000163 2366S
ATHR d IULK/ 000001 2366S --
CNAM$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 2401
CON J /CLK/ 002731 2366S
COroT J /FLK/ 000151 2366_;
COUNT J /ELK/ 002727 23665
C_A 1 /_LK/ 000145 23065
D I /SRC/ 000136 23_GS 2375M 2396 24OHM
DA d /SRC/ 000003 2366S 2375M ?396 240BM
DD I IFLK/ 000017 23665
DOD I /SRC/ 000021 236ES 2375M 2389 2392M 2"394 2395 2396
240_I ._DDT J /_LK/ 00030q 23665
_0 DE J 000002 236gS 2375M 2¢96 2qOBM .
I DF d 000010 2369S 2375F1 2396 240_M
__r_ DL d /SRC/ 000044 23665 2375M 2378 2396 2408MDLN d /_LK/ 000042 23665
DH I /SRC/ 000002 23665
OPT d 000024 23695 2375M 2396 2408H
ORE J /SRC/ 000171 2366_
DT d /SRC/ 000157 23665
DTJ D 000000 23665
DTO d /$RC/ 000624 2366S
D_ O /SRC/ 000145 2366_
FINISH I 001010 23025 _372M 2376 2380M 2406M
FSC d /DLK/ 000262 23E_S
FVD I /SRC/ 000203 2366S
IANN I IFLA/ 000003 23605
IC I 001012 2401A _402A 2403A
ICD I /[!LK/ 00'0142 236_S
fiX J ISRCI 00021I 236_S
IH[LE I IFLAI 000001 2366S
IMIS I /FLA/ 000005 23665
IPR I /FLA/ OODOOq 23665
IREAD I IFLAI Ob'_i_OL 23665
IT J ISRCI 000_5_ 236_S
ITRSP I /FLA/ 000000 73/.6S
IT6FX I IFLAI 000002 23665
D
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d ! 001013 2373M ?374 2378
K I 001014 2377M 2378
K$ALLD Z PARAMETER 2367S
K$CACC ] PARAMETER 23675
K$CLOS I PARAMETER 2367_ 2398 2399
K$CO_V I P/.RAMETER . 2367S
K$CURR I PARAMETFR 2367S
K$[?FLE I PARAMETER ;'367S 2400
KSDMP8 ] PARAMETER 2367S
KSDTIM ] PARAMETER 7367S
KSENTR" ] O000OO 23G7S
K%EXSI I PARAMETER 23_7S
K_GOrJD ] PARAMETER _367S
KIGPOS I PARAMETER 2367S
KIHOflE I PARAMETER 2367S
! K$1CUR I PARAMETER 2367S
,,l,I
•-.-.- _.0 K$1MFD ] PARAMETER 236TS
(,o K$1RTN I PlRAMETER 2367S
KSI_G I PARAMETER 73_7S
K$1UFD I PARAMETER 2367S
K_ENT I O00OO0 2367S
KSMSIZ I PARAMETER 2367S
KSMVf_T I PARAMETER 2367S
KSNOAM I PARAMETER 2367S 2_02 2403
K.$NRTN I PARAMETER 73f,7S
KSNSAM I PARAMETER ?367S
KSNSGD I PARAMETER 23G7S
KSNSGS I PARAMETER 2367S
KSPOSA I PARAMETER ;3_,7S
KSPOSN I PARAMETER 23_7S
KSPOSR I PARAMETER 23_7_
K%P_EA I PARAMETER 2367S
KIPRER I PARAMETER 2367S
KSPROT I PARAMETER 2367S
KIRDWR I PARAMETER ;'367S 2402 2_03
K_RLAD I PARAMETER ;'367S
KSRPOS ] PLI_A_:ETER _367_
KSRSUB I PARAMETER 2367S
,
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K$_JLK I PARAMETER 23_7S
K:$SENT I OO00OO 2367S
KSSETC 1 PARAMETER 2367S
K$SETH I PARAMETER 2567S
KSSPOS I PARAMETER 2367.':;
K_SRTN I PARAMETER 2367S
KSTRPJC I PARAMETER P567S
KSUPOS ] PARAME.TER 2567.9
KS_'RIT I PARAMETER ?367S
KNT J ISRC/ 000000 2366S
KT d 001015 2369S 2375M 2396 240RM
L 1 G01017 23._I K 2382 2_R4M 2385
LVD I /SRC/ 00020(.- 2566S
MS I II'LKI 000000 7366S
NR_ J IBLKI 000276 23£6S
PTIT d IL'LKI 002661 236&S
1;o R l /PLK/ 002660 25 (: 65
I ROUT J IILKI 00012£ 236(.S
.._- SRCH$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 239/" 2399 2400 2402 2403
SUB d IE'LKI f:O005a 236£ _, 8582 2585
T J 000072 2366E,
TF D 000000 256£S
TFVD D /SRCI 000173 256 _:,S
TIM O 000000 Z566S ",
e,
TIT 'd C.001_4 25fi_:S
TJ D 000000 2566S
TJUL D 000000 2566S
TL D 000000- 25(,_S
TLVO D /SRC/ 000177 7366S
TO d /ELK/ 000C22 23 G£,S
TWX J /OLK/ 000166 P36_S 2574 2578
UPDATE R 000000 2565S
WA I ISRC/ 0001qi 2366S
_100 000252 25750 2385 2397 "
_105 0005.43 2577 25790
_150 CO0 ",70 2381 2583D
__155 000_50 238_ 25870
.) )
• J
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__160 000456 2382 23890 2Z92 2394 2395
__165 000466 2389 2390D
_170 000557 2392 2393D
_200 000613 2376 2378 2388 239_D
_300 000650 2375 239RD
_600 G00737 2373 2374 2407D
_60b 000747 24085 2409
_700 001005 2408 24]0D
0000 ERRORS [<UPDATE>FTN-REV]4o2]
Co
!
LO
.... -. • . . .
.............................................. . .......................... ........................................... ......... _ .°.
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(2412) SUBROUTINE INPTC
(2413} COMMON /F$IOBF/IBUF(:3046}
(2414) C
(2414) C DATA DECLARATION AND COMMON BLOCK FOR THE MAIL LOG FILE
(2414) C
(24]4) COFMONIDLKI MS,ATHR,DO,TO,DLN,SUB,ROUTtIDD,CWAICONT,
(2414) I ADD, T_XIFSCj_KF,DDT,R,PTIT,COU_TeCON
(2414) COMMONISRCI Kr_I,DM,DA_ODD_DTO_DL,IT,DeWAtDWgDT,DRE
(2414) 1 ,TFVD,TLVD,FVD,LVD_IEX
(2_I_) COMMON/FLA/ ITRSP,I_ELE,ITWFX,IANNeIPR,IMISeIREAD
(241_) INTEGER*4 ATHR(7),TO(P)_DLN(5)_SUBf21),ROUT(_),PTIT(19)e
(2414) 1 CON(5)_T_X(6,5),FSCCh),NRF(],3)_DDT(30e21)_T(21)
(2414) 1 _TII(24),¢_U_TICONT(5)eIEX(4,3)
(2_14) INTEGER*2 MS,DO(3)QIDDC3)_ADD(_)_R,CWA(4)eWA(4)
(241&) I_TEGER*2 ITRSP,IMELE_IT_FX,IAPJN_IPR,IMISeIREAD
I_0 1241_) INTEGER*2 FVD(3)ILV_(3),D(3)eD_;_DDD(3)
_ 2414) INTEGER*4 DRE,DT(5),D_(5)_DL(5)eDA(7)_IT(24)eDTO(B),KNT(2414) DOUBLE PRECISION DTJ,TF,TI.,TJUL,TFVD,TLVD,TIM_TJ
(2415) C SYSCOM>KEYS.F MNEMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTFM (FTN) 31 MAY, 1977
- (2415) NOLIST
(2416) INTEGER*_ COUNTR
(2417) INTEGER*2 IOPT,INelY, IMelD,IYE_ICOUNTeIPAGEeIHARDt
(2418) 1 ]LINFeIFILEtA(15)_JOUT
(2419) C . ".
(2420) C THIS IS THE INPUT ROUTINE FOR TIIE MAIL LOG FILF
(2421) C REVISED 5/3DI78 FOR OUTPUT OF" DATA
(2422) C e, 7/14/78 FOR DELAYED OUTPUT AND NE_ DATA FIELDS
(2_23) C
(2424) CALL TIMDAT(A,15)
(2_25) IF(Af13).EQ.tJ_'-OR-A(13)-FO-'NH'-OR-A(13)-FO-'RJ'-OR-
(2_2&) 1 A(13).EO°_DK'.OR.A(13)°_G°eGM _) GOTO 3
(2427) _RITE(I_4)
(2_28) 4 FORMAT( _ SORRY, YOU ARF NOT VALIDATED TO USE THIS MODE°e_/e
(2429) 1' IF IT IS NECESSARY, PLEASE CONTACT SYSTEM OPERATOR AT EXT.2621
(2430) I° e )
(2431) RETURN
(2432) 3 _RITE(I,II)
(2433) 11 FORMAT( e IS THIS A CONTINUATION OF INPUT (YES OR NO) e)
..) ) )
• ,° ,,t
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(2434) JOUT=O
(2435) READ(I_IO)IOPT
(243&) IF(IOPT.EQ.eYE ') GOTO 12
(2437) IF(IOPT.NE.'NO') GOTO 3
(E438} 13 WRITE(I,14)
(2439) 14 FORMAT( t DO YOU WISH TO START A NEW ENTRY ( NEW )'ol,
(24q0) 1o OR SPOOL LAST OUTPUT AGAIN ( LAST )',/t
(24qI) 11 OR SPOOL NEW DATA ENTERED (DATA) t)
(24q2) READ(IllO) ,OPT
(2443) IF(IOPT.EO._NE') GOTO 15
(2444) IF(IOPT. E(_.'LA,) GOTO 21
(2445) IF(IOPT.NE._DA t) (:OTO 13
(2446) JOUT=]
(2447) GO TO 15
(2448) 21 CALL SRCH_${K$CLOSotRFVS W,GtOtOoO)
I (2449) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSotDATE t,6,090,0)
(2450) CALL CNAH;If'SAV[ ',6,'OUT ',6,1C)
_ (2451) CALL COMI$$f'SGUT'94,I2,IC)
t,__ . (2452) CALL EXIT
_24_3) 15 CALL SRCII$$(K_DELE_tSAVE e_&,D_O,D)
(2454) _RITE{I_3030}
(2_55) 5030 FORHAT(1X,'STAND BY. SYSTFM NOW PFRFORMING FILE HOUSEKEEPING'l)
(2456) RFwIND 1U
(2_57) COUNTR=D
(245e) _RITE(IO_IG)COUNTR
(2459) IG FORHAI(GX_I3)
(2460) RFWIND 10
(24L1) C OPEN ]EMPORARY FILE FOR VOUGHT CORRESPONDENCE
(2462) 12 CALL SRCh$$(KSRDWR*KSNDAMttVC ',3_I_,1_IC)
(2463) C OPEN TEMPORARY FILE FOR OUTGOING MAIL .
(2464) CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWRIKSNDAMIWOM e_3,13tl_IC)
(2465). C OPEN TEMPORARY FILE FOR INCOMING MAIL
(2_66) CALL SRCH$$(K$RDWR4KSNOAM_IM ',_,12,1,IC)
(24&7) C
(24bF) C OPEN ALL SUE FILES FOR INPUT _ODE
(2469) C
(2470) IF(dOUT.EO.1) GOIO IO01
(2471) CALL OPEN
..................................... ......... - .... -............. :...... -
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" (.2_7_} CALL SRCH$S(K$RDWR.K$NDAMj°ACTD t_6t5tltlC) t,
(2473) C SET TRANSMITTALISPECIFICATION SUB-FILE FLAG
(2474} ITRSP=I
(2475) C
(2_76) C PLACE HAIL LOG SUB FILES AND TEMPOR'ARY STORAGE FILES
(2477) C AT THE END OF FILE M_RKER
(2478) C
(2_79) REWIND 10
(_0) READ(IO,16) COUNTR
(_q81} REWIND 10
(2482) 1000 READ(6,END=2OOO)M_,ATHR_DD_TO,DLNtSUBoPTIT,
(2483) I ROUT_I[_DoCOU_T_CWA,CONToADDtTWXtFSC_NRE,DDI
(2484) GO TO 1000
(2485) 2000 GO 2010 IN=11.15
(2'486) 2011 READ(INtEND=2010) _S_ATHR_OD_TOtDLN_SUBtPTIT_ROUT,IDDtCOUNTI
{;o (24e7) 1 CgA,CONT_ADD_T_X_FSC_NRE
(2488) GO TO 2011
_ (2489} 2010 CONTINUE(2490} 2020 DO 2005 IN=16_IB
• (2491) 2001 READ(IN,ENO=2OOS)HS,ATHRtDDtTO_DLN_SUBtPTIT_ROUT_
(2_92} 1 IDD,COUNTICWAtCONT_ADD_T_X_FSCg_REtDDT
(2_95) GO TO 2001
(2494) 2005 CONTINUE t
(2_95) 2006 READ(9_END=2G60)ATHR_DLNoPTIT,IDD,COUNT_ADD_FSC_NRE '
(2_9&) GO TO 200_ .'
(2_97) c
(2478) C DISPLAY INSTRUCTIONS ON USER TERMINAL SCREEN
(2499) C
•(2500) 2060 .URITE(I_20)
(2_01") 20 FORMAT(' _ELCOME TO TH_ HAIL LOG FILE INPUT ROUTINF_I_
(2502) 1' PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL ENTRIES ARE TO BE PLACEO_/_
(2b03) 1' _ET_EEN THE EXCLAMATION MARKS AND SHOULD BE LEFT'_IX_
(2504) I_JUSTIFIEO_,I)
(2505) c
(2506) C GET THE CUrrENT DATE
(2507) C
(2508) 1001 WRITE(I_30)
(2509) 30 FORMAT( _ FIRST - PLEASE ENTER IHF CURRENT INPUT' DATEe_/_
) ) )
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(2510) ItIMMDDYY!t/)
(2511) READ(1,40,ERR=IOO1)IIM,ID, IY
(2512)' _0 FORMAT(IX,312)
(7513) c
(251_) C PERFORM VALIDITY CHECKS ON INPT DAIE
(2615) C
(251&) IF(IM.GT.12 .OR. ID.GT.31) OOTO lOOT
(2517) IF(IY.LQ.O .OR. IM°EQ.O .OR. IO.'EO.O) GOTO I001
(2518) REWIND TO
(2519) C STORE VALID DATE BY MONTH_ DAY, YEAR
(2520} WHITF(lO_I7)IM,ID_IY,COUNTR
(2521) 17 FORMAT(IX,312,]X,I_)
(2522) REWIND 10
(2523) c
I (252_) C SET INPUT OPTION FLAG
,..,a
(252b) IF(JOUT.EC.I) GOTO 99
_,,_ "_ (252_} 102 R:O
- (2527) _ PERFORM INPUT OF RE'CORD ITEMS
(2528) CALL INPSC
(2529) COUNTR:COUNTR+I
(2530) COUNT=COUNTR
(2531) 1002 WRITE(I_IO05)
(2532) 1003 FORHAT(2X,t£'HICH SUB-FILE I£ THIS RECORD TO BE STORED (NUMDER)e_/t
(2533} 1 6X,el. TRAkSMITTALISPECIFICATION 2. MEMdlLETTERP,It '.
(2534) i 6X,13. TWXIMA_NAFAXIRAPIFAX _. ANNOLINCEMENT_,I,
(2535) I 6X,'5, PURCHASE REOUEST _° MISCELLANEOUS/REPORT'/)
(2536) READ(ltIOO4,ERR:IOO2)IFILE
(2537} 1004 FORMAT(12)
(253_) C MAKE CHECK FUR VALID ENTRY FOR INPUT SUB-FILE
(25391 IF(IFILE. LE.O.OR.IFILE.GT.6) GOTO 1002
(2540) C '_
(2541) C STORE RFCORD l_J Tii_APPROPRIATE- SUB-FILE
(25_2) C
(2543) IF(IFILE.EO.I) _RI_[(6IMS_ATHR,DD,TOoDLN,SUF,PTIT,ROUT_IDD_COUNT_
(254_) I CW_,CONT,ADD,TWX,FSC,NRE,DDT
(2545) IF(IFILE.EQ.2) WRIIE(II)MS,ATHI,DD,TO_ULN,SUB,PTIT,ROUT_IDD$COUNT|
(254_) l CWA,CONT,ADD,TWXtFSCoNRE
(_5_7) IF(IFILE°EG._) WRITE(12)MS_ATHR,DD,TO,DLN$SUBgPTIT,ROUTgIDD_COUNTt
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(25_8) I CVA_CONTDADD,TWXtFSQ,NRE
(25q9) ]F(IFILC. EQo4) WRITE(13)MS,ATHR,OD,TO,DLN,SUB,PTIT,ROUTvIDD_COUNTo
(2550) 1 C_A,CONT_ADD_T_XtFSC_NRE
(2551) IF(IFILE.EOo5) _RIT_(Ih)_S_ATHR,DDt/O_DLN_SUD_PTIT,RDUTgIDD_CDUNT_
(2552) I CWA,CONTtAODgTWX_FSCqNRE
(2553) IF(IFILE.EQ.&) WRITE(15)MS,ATHR_OD_TO,I)LN, SLIB,PTIT,ROUT'IIDOoCOUNT_
(255&) ] C_A_CONT,ADD_TWXtFSC_NRE
(2565) C
(2556) C STORE RECORD IN THF APPROPRIA]E MAIL STATUF TEMPORARY FILE
(2557) C
(2658) IF(HS.EQ.tVC t) URITF(IP)MS_ATHRoDD_TO_DLN_SU[I_PTITtROUT_IDD,COUNT
(2559) I_CWAICONTtADD_TWX_FSC_r_RE_DDT
(2560) IF(HSoEQ.t_M t) URITE(17)H_QATIIRtDD,TOtDLNQSUIJ_PTIT'tROUTeIDDeCDUNT
(2561) ItCWA_CONT,APD,TWX,FSCsNRZ_DDT
1;0 12562) IF(_S.E_.tI_I _) URITE(I_)MS_ATIIR_DD_TO_DLN_SUB_PTIT_ROUT_IDD_COUNT
(25_,3) I,C_A,CONT_ADD,T_X,FSC_RF_DDT
_"_ (25&_) IF(AD_(_)._EoD) _IIL(9)ATHR_OLN,PTIT_IPD_COUNT,ADD,FSC_NRL
o 0 (2565) IF(MSoEOo'I'M ') GOTO 1_3
(2566) DO 3000 I=1,_
•" (2567) DO 3001 J=l_5
(2568) IF(TWX(I,J).NE.. _ ") GOTO 3010
(2569) 3001 CONTINUE
(257C) 3000 CONTINUE
(2571) GO TO 1D3 ".
(2572) 3010 _RITE(I_3020)
(2573) 3020 FORMAT(IX_STAND _Y. SYSTEM NOW IN AUTOMATIC UPDATE MODEl/)
(257q) CALL UPDATE
(2575) 103 _RITE(I_70)
(2576) 70 FOR_I_T( _ FURTHER DATA TO BE INPUT (YES OR NO)m_l)
(2577) READ(I_IO)IOPT
(257_) IF(IOPT°EO.'YE _) GOTO 102
(2579) IF(IOPToNE._NO _) GOTO 103
(25B0) C
(2581) C CLOSE ALL SUB FILES FOR MAIL LOG
(25B2) C
(2583) CALL CLOSE
(258_) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_ACTD '_6_0_0_0)
(258b) REMIND 10
L ............
) ) )
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(258&) WRITE(lO,17)IM,ID,IYtCOUNTR
(25_7) REWIND 10
(2588) III _RITE(l$1121
(2589) 112 FORHAT( t DO YOU DESIRE THE DAILY OUTPUT (NOW OR WA1T)tl
(2590) READ(1,10).IOPT
(_b91) IF(IOPT.EO.O_A e) GOTO 113
(2592} IFflOPT,NE,_NO t) GOTD Ill
(2593) C INITIALIZE COMPLETE OUTPUT OPTION FLAG
(25_4) 99 IHAIIO:O
(2595) C OPEN TEMPORARY OUTPUT FILE FOR HARD 'COPY ON PRINTFR
(2596) CALL SRCH$$(KTRDWR+KTNSAMwtOUT t_6_3_OQO)
(2_97) d::401
(2598) WRITE(T_IO)J
(2599) 10 FORHAT(IA2}
(2600) 101 _RITE(lt50)
(2601) 50 FORMAT( ° _It.L YOU _ANT A COMPLETE DATA PRINTOUT ALONG WITHttl_Co
I (2602} I t THt DAILY BRIEF OFFICE OUTPUT (YES OR N0)111)
Ix} (26C3) READ(I_IO)IDPT
_'_' _ (26C4) IF(IOPToEO.WNO t) GOTO 155
(2605) IF(IOPT,NE.tYE e) GOTO 101
(2_06) C SET COKPLETE OUTPUT OPTION FLAG
(26C7) IHARD=]
(2_08) GO TO 135
(26C9) C CLOSE ALL TEMPORARY MAIL STORAGE FILES FOR DELAYED INPUT '.
(261D) 113 CALL SPCH$$(K$CLOS_'VC tt3tO_O_O)
(2611) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_tOM °,3_OtO_O)
(2612) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_tIM t_3_O,O,O)
(2613) RETURN
(261@) C
(2_15) C SET ALL TEttORARY HAIL FILES TO TOP OF FILE FOR
(251_} C OUTPUT FORMATTING PRIOR TO SPOOL
(2617) C
(_618) 135 REWIreD 18
(2619) RE_IND 17
(26201 REWIND 16
(2621) C INITIALIZE FILE INDICATOR
(2622) IN=IS
(2623) C INCREMENT TO NEXT TEMPORARY STORAGE M.AIL FILE
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(2624) 137 IN:IN*t
(2625) C INITIALIZE LINE COUNTER FOR NEW PAGING CHECKS
(2626) IPAGE=O
(2627) C INITIALIZE FILE RECORD COUNTER
(2628) ICOUNT=_
(2_29) 145 READ(IN,LND=]OgO)MS_ATtIRtDDpTO,DLN_SUBIPTIT,ROUTqIDDtCOUNTI
(2&30) 1 C_A_CONT_ADD_TVX_FSC,NRFqDUT
(2631) C IS THIS IHF TOP OF PRINTER PAG_Z
(2&3?) IF(IPAGE.NE.O) GOTO 107
(26_3) C "
(2_34) C FORMAT HEADING FOR APPROPRIATE MAIL STATUS
• (2635) c
(2G3h) WRITF(7,80)
(2637) 80 FORMAT(tltt4X_115(t*e))
(253_) IF(I_J.EQ.I_) _RITE(7,90) IM_ID,IY
(2639) IF(IN.ED.17) _RITE(7_IO0) IMtID_IY
€;o
! (2640) IF(IN.EG.lb) WRITE(7tlIO) IM,I{_,IY
_ _ (2641) oO FORHAT(28X,'VOUOHTIDALLAS CORRFSPONDENCE',16X,'INPUT DATEt,2X,
• I'_ (2_42) 1 2(I2_t-t)_I2)
",-1 (2643) i00 FORMAT(3bX_tOUTCOING MAIL't25X_tINPUT DATEt_2X_2f.I2tt-t),I2)
(2644) 110 FORMAT(35X,'Ir_COMING MAILtI25X,eINPHT DATEt,2X,2(I2tOL-t)_I2)
(2&45) C
(2_46) C FORMAT RECORD ITEH ORDER FOR flRIEF LISTING
(2647) C ".
(26_) _RITE(7,I20)
(26_9) 120 FORF_AT(_Xt'SUbJ_CT'_71XttDOCUMENT DATE',ZX,'FIL_ SYSTEM CODE'_I,
(2_0) 15X_AUTHORISOURCE_ISX_TO_3_X_ROUTING_2OX_TYPEILETTER NUMRER_)
(2&_1) C
(2h52) C IS THIS A COMPLETE OUTPUT LISTING
(2653 C
(2_,34 IF(IHARD.EO.O) GOTO ]06
(2(.55) c
(2h56 C FORMAT RECORD ITEMS ORDER FOR A COMPLETE LISTING
(2657)- C
(2658 _RITE(7_]30)
(2_59) 130 FORMAT(SX_ACTION DUE DATE_I&X_MA NUMBER/ID CODE_,
(2b_,0 11qX_CONTRACT NUMBER_/_SX_NASA RESPONSIBLE ENGINEER(S)_
(2661 1/_SX_EFERENCE DOCUMENT NUffBER(S)'_/_SX_DESCRIPTION OF •
.) ) )
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(2662) I.°TRANSMITTAL OR SPECIFICATION t)
(2663) C INCREHENT LINE COUNTER FOR EXTRA OUTPUT LINES DUE TO
(2664) C COMPLETE LISTING HEADING
(2665) IPAGE=IPAG_+4
(2G_6) 106 _RIT_(7_85)
(2667) B5 FORMAT(5X9115('*o})
(2_GB) C " IP,'CRE_NT LINE COUNTER FOR NORMAL BRIEF OUTPUT LISTING
(2669} IPAGE=IPAGE45
(2_70) 107 _RITE(7.140)
(2671) .1_0 FORMAT(1HO_I)
(2672) - IPAGE=IPAGE_2
(2673) C
¢01 (2674) C PRINT RECORD NUMB_R_ SUBJECT_DATEtFILE CODEoAUTHDR_
PO (2675) C _HO TO_ROUTING_ AND DOCUMENTILFTTFR NUMDFR OF
_ (2[,7G) C GUTPUT FILF FOR SPOOL
(2677) C
(2678) _RITF(7_I_O)ICOUNT_PTIT_DDoFSC.ATHRoTOoROUT.DLN
(2679) 150 FOf{HAT(lX,I2_o.,tlXqlgA_tSXt2(12oo_t}oi2o5X_A4_A2,tlto2A4
(2_0) I A2_/oSXt7A493X,BA4,3X_5(A3oO/V)_A3,5Xo4A_tA2)
(36_1) C INCRE_}FNT LINE COUNTER FOR THF TgO(2) LINE BRIEF
(26P2) C LISTIP_G OUTPUT OF RECORD ITEHS
(P_,_} IPAGE=IPAGE_2
(2&6_) C
(2685) C IS IHIS A COMPLETE OUTPUT LISTING
{2686) IF(IHAED.EG.O) GOTO 1070 "(25_7) C
(268B) C PRINT ACTIOt_ DUE DATE_A NUMBgRiID CODEoCONTRACT NUMBER
{26@9) c PRINT RESFONSIBLF NASA ENGINEER(S)
(2690) C PRINT REFFPENCED DOCUMENT NUMbER(S)
(2&91) C PRINT DISCRIPTIO_ OF TRANSFiITTALS OR SPECIFICATIONS
(2G92) C INCREMENT FOR APPROPF.IATE NUMBER OF MULTIPLF ENTRIES
(269_) _RIIE(7_IGO)ADD.C_A_CO_:T
12695) 160 FORMAT{bX_2(I2t,-t)_I2.23X_A2_2_X95A_)
(265G) IPAGE=IPAGE+I
(2697) ILINE=P
(2698) KR[=O
(2_99) DO 1301 L=1,3
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(2700) IF(NRE(ltL).NE.t o) KRE=KRE.I
(2701) 1301 CDtJTINUE
(2702} IF(KRE.EO.O) GOTO 1050
(2703) IgRITE(71170} (NRE(1,L),L=I_3)
(270q) 170 FORHAT(SXtS(A3,1X) )
(2705) ILINE=ILI NE"Z
(2706) IPAGE=IPAGE_I '
(2707) 1"050 IF(ILI;_E.NE.O} GOTO 1065
(270_) WRITE (7,1 75)
(2709) 175 FOkHAT(hX,'_JONE t)
(2710) IPAGE=IPAGF..I
(2711) 1065 ILIF'E=.O
(2712) DO 1200 M=1,8
(271'3) KTW=O
(271q) CO I202 N=I,_5
(2715) IF(TWX(MtN)°NE.g t) KTN=KTW+]
c_ (2716) 1202 CONTINUE
. t (2717) IF(KTW.EQ.O} GOTO 1250
_ (2718, WRITE(7,1205) (TWX(M,N)tN=I,5,(2719}' 1205 FORHAT(5X,4Ah,_A2)
(2720) ILINE=ILINF.+I
(2721) IPAGE=IPAGE+I
(2722) 1200 CONTINUE
('2723) 1250 IF(ILIP'E.NE.O) GOTO 129g "
(2726) IgRITF(7,121_)
(2725) 1210 FORMAT(SX,tKONEt| ,
(2726) IPAGE-IPAG{ +I
(2727) 1299 CONTINUE
(2728) 1060 DO 1400 1=1,30
(272°.) KDD=C
(2730) DO ]qOI J:1,21
(2731) IF(OOT(I,j) .NE.$ t) KDD=KDO+I
(2732) lq01 CONTINUE ".
(2733} IF(KI_D.EQ.O) GOTO 1070
(2734) URIT_(7.100) (DDT (11J)._J=l,21}
(273_.') 180 FORHAT(4X.,7(IX,2Aq,A2})
(273f.) IPAGE=IPAGE+I
(2737) 1_00 CONTINU_
) ) )
i t,/ ",
! i
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(2738_ 1070 CONTINUE
(2739) C INCREMENT FILE RECORD COUNTER
(2740> ICOUNT=ICOUNT+I
(2741, C IS THIS A BRIEF OUTPUT LISTING
127_2j IF(IHAkD.NE.O) GOTO 10_'0
f2_43) C IS THIS THE _OTTOM OF THF PRINTER PAGE
(21q4) C YES, SET TOP OF P_INTER PAGE FLAG
(27_5_ IF(IPAGE°GE.47) IPAGE=O
(2746) GO TO 145
(2747) C IS THIS THF BOTTOM OF THE PRINTER PAGE
(27_8). _ YES, SET TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(27_9_ 1080 IF(IPAGE.GE.40) IPAGE=O
(_750) GO TO 145
(2751) C DOES THIS CO_PLETF ALL TEmPORaRY STORAGE MAIL FILES
t;o (L752) 1090 IF(IN.NE. IB) GOTO 137
ro (275_) 11o0 CONTINUEC::) (2754) C WAS TltIS A COMPLETE OUTPUT LISTING
°'t " (2355) IFfIHARO. EQ.O} GOTO 1110
(2756) C SET TO A LRIEF OUTPUT LISTING REQUEST
+" (2757) IHA_D=N
(27_8) GO TO 135
(27_9) c
(2760) c CLOSE ALL OPEN FILES
(27bi) 1110 CALL SRCH$${K$CLOSwwOUT o_6+n,O,O)
(_71',2) CALL SRCH_$(K$CLOSI+DATE '_&+0+0+0) -"
(2763t C_LL SRCH$$(KSCLOS+_REVS +tG"tO+O,O)
(27_) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSj+VC t+3,OtOsO)
(273_) CALL SRCH$$(K_CLOS+_OM t_3vOiO_O)
(21_6) CALL SRCH$$(K_CLOS,eIM '13,0+0_0)
(2767I C
(2768) C DELETE THE TEMPORARY STORAGE _tAIL FILES
(2769) CALL SECH$$(K$DELE+'VC t+6,0+0_0)
(277G) CALL _RCH_(K$DELE,'IM '+GlO+OqO)
(2771) CALL SRCHS.$tKSbELF+tO_ _6_0_0+0)
(2772) C
tP773) C SPOOL THE TEf_PbRARY OUTPUT FILF Tq THE PRINTER
(;:775) 1120 CALL EXIT
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(_776, END
co
!
O_
o
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L. I 000002 24175 2424A 2425
ADO I /BLK/ 000163 2414S 2482/'1 2h86M 2491M 2495M 2543 2545
_547 2549 7551 2553 2558 2560 2562
2564 762bi" 269tI
A'.HR ,J I['LKI 000001 2414_ _4_.',2 _1 2qSf_M 2491M 7495M 2543 2545
?5_7 25_9 2551 2553 ?5bH 2560 2562
'56tb 26 2"11' 20o78
CLOSE R EXTERNAL OOOO00 25R3
cr+_s$ R VXTERNAL 000000 2451'
COV,I$$ R FXIE'RNAL 000000 7451 277_
COPJ d /ILK/ ()O?7,_1 _q].'l S
COt;T d Ir'LK/ 0001%1 ?ql4S ?_P2F_ 2_M 24911_ _5_3 2545 2547
;549 _551 2553 255R 2560 2562 2629M
;:694
CO_I,I"r d /BLK/ 002727 24145 24_2V, 24P.&M 2491M '2495M 2530M 2543
_54.5 2547 2549 2551 2553 2558 2560
= ;:,+,2 25_,,+ 2r-,_.9_
I_ cOUN d 005523 2416S 2t+57V, 2t_58 2480M 2520 2529M 2530
:5:.t,.
C_'A I IE:LKI 00014b ;?_I_S 2,4_SPI 2af_6M 2491M 754.', 2545 2547
; 549 :<551 2555 255_1 2560 2562 2629M
;.694
L) I /SRC/ 000136 ;414.°,
DA. d I_RCl 000007 ."€1=."
DD I /['LK/ 000017 ?_145 7482_I 2a86M 2491M 2543 25_,5 2547.
_549 2551 2'35_ 255B 2560 2562 2029M
267_
_DO I I_RCI 060021 2414_
-':DT d ILLKI 000304 241_S 2482_ 2491_ 2543 255R 2560 2_62
;..&;_.'-_L; 2731 273_
_L d /SRC/ 08/_04q 241 _',.'.
OLN d IELKI 000042 241_3 24821' 2_P.6M 2491M 2495M 2543 2545
:.'5'+7 P_49 2'.;51 2553 2558 2560 2_62
:'Sb_, 262£r: 2678
bM I IS,_CI 800002 241_:
DF.E d /." _ C/ OO&I71 :_I_
[.,T d ILHC/ OOblb7 '41q:.
Did '2 l_OOOO0 2qI'I:.
- ..
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ETO _ /_,R _1 90 [102_ 24 L_ f.
FS(; d /i,L_/ _('526;! :41t': .. :.!4_2P, ?4,uf_P1 2491M 2495M 254.5 2545
5t;7 ;'5_9 2551 255'_ 2558 2560 2562
• 5e-,4 252_)N 2(;78
FVD I IS_Ci ('_02G3 :.,_ 1/; L
1 ] 'J0552. _, "= "=..h_.f,2568 272f_M 2731 2734
] A¾._J I /FLA/ 0 {._ 0 L :_ : _ 1 -",'.
tbUF 1 /F-'-,IOBF/ _OOt}Ot; ;:4j&:"
1C ' ] :_5._;'_:. 21.._OA ;:451A _4(,2A'_' 2 _,GqA 25,6_A 2472A 2775,A
ICqUNT [ u ti ':j._ 7 ;,.I_ 1./._" ,"'_',2 _',P ,'?.67i; 2740H
LL_ Z .r_,_..,O, L"ql7._ :E'Iltl 251f_ 2517 2520 2_86 2_38
I[:_ I /L'LK/" _t;[ 142 _:.t_S :'4_:',2,': ?48(,H 2_°1M 24USM 2_..45 :?545
_o - .5,;7 2549 ;_",51 2553 25bH 266D 25_,2
I • :. 5t_/_, '.'(.2")t_
_. _ IEX ,,I 15RC/ _U0211 :,l_].t:.CO IFIL[ 1 - q 'b',"1,. ., ;'g i.7.:, : ',_ t,,_!. 2';b _. 25 q ."t ,':'='at,..'" 2E47 35_-9 " "
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APPENDIXC
L FILE FOR.DESIGNINFORMATI.ONRELEASE/REPORT
DKH L_FILE 12-/04/7_ 12:15 PRTO01
*,. W g W W I,/ W *+.
,.1. !,./ W W W g _ **
*. I,: _ I_W WWWWW **
** W W W W W W *_ •
** i. W W W W W **
_* _,'WWW W W W W **
._,.. ** I,,' WW W W W W **
** W WWWWW WWWW W W WWWW **
*," W I,/ W W t_ W t_ W t,*
** _WWWW g _W WWWWW WWW_!W *
"";,'.'.";:;;;,":,":'""'""."" .....:""'2;2;;***',**'22;**;;;;'"'"";;;;;;:2;;;;;;;;:;:""""*'""'"'"":
C PAGE 0001
400011 G
(O002J C DIM-REPORT FILE FOR NASA/SPO
(O0_3t C
40|,04) C WRITTEN BY DANNY K. HARRIS - VOUGHT CORP=
4C005} C FOR THE NASA/SPO/PRIME 300 MINI. COMPUTER
(OOO&_ C
40007) C
4DOG_) C
_0008) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DIM FILE(O00A) C
(OG08) COMMON TIT,PTITtDIR,RPI_DT_SYSvWAN_CON_IDeVEHsACT_R
(0008) COMMON COMP_REV,RDAT_WA
(000_) C
{0008) c
(0008) C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
4o oa)c(OOOb) INTEGER*¢ TIT(21),PTIT419)_DIR(4)¢RPT44)_SYS43),CON(5)_ID_ACT
4"000B) INTEGER*_ COMP421)
(0008) INTEGER*2 DT(3)_WAN(_)_VEH42_2)_RREV_RDAT43)IWA44)
(0008) C
(0009) C SYSCOM>KEYS°F MNEMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FTN) 31 HAY, 1977
(0009) NOLIST
(0010) INTEGER*2 IC_IPAS(3)_IT
4q011) CALL CLEAR
(DU12) C
(ODt3), C FILES USED
(&D14) C FILE UNIT FUNIT DESCRIPTION
4_015) C
(0016) C TTY i I TERMINAL
4001t) C DIR 6 2 DIM DATA STORAGE FILE
(0018) C OUT 7 3 OUTPUT FILE FOR THE SPOOLER
40019) C REVS 8 _ TEMP FILE FOR USE IN THE REVISE RUN
40020) C INACT 9 5 INACTIVE DOCUMENT STORAGE.FILE - ARCHIVE RUN
(002%) C TEMP 10 G G_:NERIAL PURPOSE TEMP FILE
40GL2) C
40C23) C
(0G24) CALL COMI$$4'TTY ',G_12,1C)
(0025) CALL IDENT
i
L ......... _..................... ... . ..................................
(0926) CALL BREAK$(.TRUZo)
(0027; CALL SRCHS${KSRD_R+KSNDAMttDIR t_G_2tZT,iC )
(0_28) IFfIC.NE.O) GOTO 1000
(_b29) CALL SRCH$$(KSR_WR.KSNDAM_tREVS t'_6t4_IT_IC )
(C030) CALL SRCH$$(KSRC_R+KSNDAM_tTEMp t_,,G_IT,IC)
(00311 WRITE(It3)
(00_2) CALL BREAK$(.FAtSF.)
(0033) 2 READ(I_)IDES
(.003_) REWIND 8
(0235) REWIND I0
(U036) _ FORmAT(A2)
(0033) IF|IDES.EQ.tIN I) CALL INPTDR
(0036) IF(IDES,EG.tSE t) CALL SEADR
(0039) IF(IDES-EG-tRE ') CALL hEVSDR
(00_0) IF(IDES.EQ.*AR °) CALL ARCDR
(00_I) IF(IDES.EO._GU t) GO TO i001
i_ (00,2) CALL CLEAR
(0043) WRITE(I,3)
(00_4) 3 FORMAT(' PLEASE CHOSE ONE OF THE FOLLO_INGt,/,(0045_ I' MODE KEyt_/_
". (00_6) 1' INPUT INP',/,
(0047) 1t.REVISE RgVtl/o
(0048_ it SEARCH SEAt_/t
(0019) it ARCHIVE" ARCt_/t
(0050) I° QUIT QUIT',//) :.
(0n51) GO TO 2
(0052) 1000 WRITF(1v1002)
(0U53) 1002 FORMAT(_DIR FILE IS IN USE - PLEASE TRY LATER_/////)
(0054) 1001 IPAS(1)=_ w
(0055) IPAS{2)=t •
(O05&) IPAS(3)=t •
(0057) CALL SRCH$$(K_CLOSt_DIR t_GtO,O_O)
(00_) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_REVS w_6_D_D_O)
(005_) CALL SRCHSS(K$CLOS_TEMP ',6_0_0_0)
(OOGC) CALL ATCHS$('F_MAIL_6_KSALLD_IPAS_K$1MFD.K$SETH_IC)
(0061) CALL RESU$_('_FILE_,5)
(0062) CALL EXIT
(0063) END
°C PAGE 0003
ACl d #/ 000175 00085
ARCOR R EXTERNAL 000000 0040
ATCH$$ R EXTERNAL O0000G O0_C
£REAKS R EXTERNAL 000000 0026 0032
CLEA_ R EXTERNAL 000000 0011 0042
COMICS R EXTERNAL 000000 0024
CO=_P d" // 000200 . 000_S
CPN d // 000155 O00_S
OZR d // 000120 O00_S
DT I 1/ 000140 COOPS
EXIT R EXTERNAL 000000 006?
IC I 000425 00105 O02_A 0027A 0028 0029A O030A OO&OA
IU d /I 000167 GO0_S
IDENT 1 EXTERNAL 000000 002_
ZDES I 000426 C033M 0037 0038 0039 0040 0041
(..) INPTOR I EXTERNAL 000000 0057
i IPA$ I 000002 00105 O05_M 0055M 0056M O060A
--._ _ IT . I 008427 OOlOS 0027A O02gA O030A
._, KSALLD I PARAMETER 00095 OOGOK$CACC I PARAMETER O00c}SK$CLOS I PARAMETER O00qS 0057 005_ 0059
KSCONV I PARAMETER 00095
K$C'JRR I PARAMETER 00095
K$OELE I PARAMETER O00_s .
K$O_PB I PARAMETER 00095
K$DTIK I PARAMETER " 00095
K%ENTR I oooo00 00095
K_EXST I PARAMETER 00095
K$GOND I PARAMETER ODOgS
K$GPOS I PARAMETER 00095
KSHOME I PARAMETER o00gs
K$1_UR I PARAMETER 00095
K$11_FD I PARAMETER OOOgS 0060
K$1RTN I PARAMETER 00095
K'$1SEG I PARAMETER 00095
K$1UFD I PARAMETER 00095
-KSMENT I 000000 0C095
KSMSIZ I PARAMETER O00gS
C PAGE .000€ "
K_MVNT I PARAMETER 00095
KSNDAM I PARAMETER O00gS 0027 0029 0030
KSN_TN I PARAMETER 00095
KSNSAM I PARAMETER O00q_
K_N_GD I PARAMETER DO09S
I:$NSGS I PARAMETER 0009_..
K%POSA I PARAMETER 00095
KSP_SN I PARAMETER 00055
KSPOSR I PARAMETER 00095
KSPREA I PARAMETER 00095
KSPRER I PARAMETER 00095
KSPROT I PARAMETER 00095
KSRDWR I PARAMETER 00095 0027 0029 0030
_$READ I PARAMETER 00095
k$_POS I PARAMETER o00qs
K_RSU8 I PARAMETER O00_S
KSR_LK I PARAMETER 00095
("} X$SENT I 000000 000')S
(_ K$SETC I PARAMETER O00qS
X$SETH I PARAMETER 00095 0060
K_SPOS I PARAMETER 00095
K$SRTN I _ARAMETER OBOES
KSTRNC I PARAMETER 00095
KSUFOS I PARAMETER O00_S
KSWRIT I PARAMETER 00095
PTIT J II 000052 00085
" I // 000177 OO0_;S
RDAT I II 000255 000_'S
RZSU$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 COG1
REV I II 000252 000GS
EEVSDR R EXTERNAL DDODOD 0059
RFT J II 000130 00085
SEAOR R EXTERNAL 000000 0038
SRCH$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0027 0029 0030 0057 0058 0059
SYS J // 000143 O008S
TIT d // 000000 00085
VZH I // 000171 000_S
_A I // 000256 000_S
) ) )
i t el
• |
"\ \ i
C PAOE 0005"
gAN I 11 000151 00085
__1000 000317 0028 0052D
_1001 000353 0041 0054D
_i_02 000323 0052 00530
_2 000062 0033D 0051
_Z O001ql 0031 0043 0044D
__4 000077 _033 003_D
0000 E_RGAS [<oMATNo>FTN-REV14.23
L
.................. w ........ •.........
SU'BROUTINE IDENT PAGE 0006 "'
(00bQ) SUBROUTINE IDENT
(OOGS) C
(0066} C THIS ROUTINE KEEPs TRACK OF WHO ACCESSED THE CALLING
(0067} C PROGRAM LAST
(0068J C
(0069) INTEGER*2 ARRAY(15)
(0_70) C SYSCOM)KEYS.F I_NEMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FTN) 3i MAY_ 1977
(0070) NOLIST
(3071) CALL BREAK$(.TRUE..)
(0070) CALL TIMDAT(ARRAY_15)
(007_) C
(00:_) C OPEN TEMP FILE (FU_IT 16)
(00?5) C
(0076} CALL SRCH$$(KSN_I+K$_DWR,tTUSER*o_ql_IoI_)
(007.7) C
(0078) C OPEN USER FILE (FUNIT 15)
(0077) C
>_o (0080) CALL SRCH_(KSNDA_;+KSRDWR_,USER,_4_15,1_IC)(0081) C
(OOe2) C NOW WRITE U_ERS LOGIN IDo DATE (MMDDY)_ TIME_ AND USER NUMBER
(0083) C
(DOe4) AMIN:ARRAY(4)
(0085) AH=AMINI60.O
(0U96) IH:AH
(0087) IMM=IH*60 '.
1e088) IMIN=A_IN
(0089) IDM:IMIN-IMM
(D090_ 25 WRITE(20,l)(ARRAY(1),I:I3,lS),IH,IDMIARRAY(5)t
(0091) 1 (ARRAY(I)tI:Io3)_ARRAY(12)
(0092) 1 FOR_IAT(3A2_2(13_t:')_I3_IX_2(A2_O/t)_A2oI3) .
(0093) 2 FORMATC3A2_2(13oIX)gI3_IXo2(A2q!X)vA2_I3)
(009_) c
(00_5) C NOW COPY lHE CONTENTS OF USFR TO TUSER
(OOgu) C
(0097) RFAD(1912oEND=50)(ARRAY(1)_I=I3ilS)oIH_IDMoARRAY(5)+
(0098) I (AFtRAY(I}_I=I,3)_ARRAY(I2)
(009 _) GO TO 25
(0100) 50 CALL SRCH$$(K_CLOS,oUSER_,4,0_O_O)
I
.... •--w. .....
• L
1 i
• " " " ................... - - -..............................................................................
SUBROUTINE IDENT PAGE 0007
(]101) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSItTUSEROtStOoO_O }
(0107) CALL SRCH$$(KSDEL_USERtg_tO_O_O)
(0103) CALL CNAffSS(_TUSERt_5_'USER'_IC)
(OIC_) CALL BRZAK$(.FALSEo)
(0105} RETURN
(0106) END
L
SUBROUTINE IDENT PAGE OOOB
AH R 000347 OORSM 0086
AMI_ R 000351 O08_M 0085 008R
ARRAY I 000002 00695 0072A OOP4 0090 0097M
BRE_K$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0071 0104
CNAM$$ R EXTERNAL'O00000 0103
I I 000353 C090M 0097M
IC I 000354 G076A O080A 0103A
IOENT I 000000 00645
IO_ I 000355 O0_9M 0090 0097M
IH I 000350 O0_EM 0087 0090 0097M
IMIN 'I 000357 0088M 0089
IMM I 000360 00_7_, 00_9
K$tLLD I PARAMETER GOTOS
K$CACC I PARAMETER 00705
0 K$CLOS I PARAMETER 00705 0100 0101
I K_CONV I PARAMETER 00705
0 KSCURR I PARAPETER 00705
KSOELE _ PARAMETER O07OS 0102
K$DM_B ! PARAMETER G070S
K!_TIM I PARAMETER 00705
_ENTR I 000000 007CS
K$EXST I PARAMETER 00705
K$G_ND I PARAMETER 00705
K_OPOS I PARAMETER 00705
KSHOME I PARAMETER 00705
K$ICUR I PARAMETER C07GS
K_IMFD 1 PARAMETER 0C7_S
K$1RTN I PARAMET[R 0070S
K$1SEG ! PARAMETER 0370S
K$1UFD I PARAMETER _0705
KSMr'qT I 000000 00705
KSMSIZ I PARAMETER _0705
KSMV_T I PARAMETER 00705
K-SND_M I PARAMETER _0705 0076 0080
K%_'_RTN I PARAFETER 00705
K_NSAM I PARAMETER 00705
K$NS_D I PARAMETER 0070_
KSNSGS I °ARAMETER 00705
SUBROUTINE IDZNT PAGE 0009
KSPOSA I PARAMETER 0070S
KSPOSN I _AKAMETER _070S
KSPOSR I PARAMETER 0C70S
KSPREA I PARAMETER O_TCS
KSPRER I PARAMETER eO70S
K_PPOT I PARAMETER C07CS
\ KSRD_R I PARAMETER C07CS 0076 0080KSR£AD I PARAMETER C07CS
_IRFOS I PARAMETER C_70_
KSRSUB I PARAMETER COTES
k_R_LK I PARAMETER _070$
K$S_NT I 000000 0070S
K$S_TC I PARAMETER O070S
K$SZIH I PARAMETER C07[.5
0 K$SPOS I PARAMETER 0070S!
_ _. X$SRTN I PARAMETER 0070S
KST_C I PARAMETER C07OS
KSUPOS I PARAMETER 0070S
"K_ KSWRIT I PARAMETER C07C3
_RCH$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0076 0080 0100 0102 0102
TIMDAT R EXTERNAL 000000 0072
1 000157 0090 0092D
_2 000203 00930 0097 ',
_25 000077 O090D 0099
_50 900304 0097 0100D
0090 ERRORS [(IDENT )FTN-REV14.23
{SUBROUTINE IDUSER(IAI) PAGE 0010
(0101) _ SUBROUTINE IDUSER(IAI)(D!DB) / INTEGER*2 IFASS(4)_IA(15)
(0109) C
(0110} C THIS ROUTINE CHECRS TO MAKE SURE THAT THE
(0111} C INCOMMING USER IS VALID
(0112) C
(0113) CALL BREAK$(.TRUE.)
(01'.4) CALL TIMDAT(IA_15)
(0115) CALL CLEAR
(0116) 102 IF(IA(13).NEotSY ') 50 TO 101
(0117) IF(IA(14).I_.'ST ?) GO TO 101
(0118; IF(IA(15) oNZo.'EMe) GO TO 101
(0118) GO TO 103
(0120| 101 CALL COMI$$(tLOUSEReg&,12,1C)
(0_21} CALL EXIT
(-) (D122) 103 CALL BREAK$(.FALSEo)
_,.31_..,(01231 IAI=IA(13)
(0124} RETURN
_" (0125) END
I
L
.) ) )
"~ \ "\ )
SUBROUTINE IDUSER(IAI) PAGE 0011
BREAKS R EXTERNAL 000000 0113 0122
CLEAR R EXTERNAL 000000 0115
COMI$S R EXTERNAL O000DO 0120
EXIT R EXTERNAL 000000 0121
IA I 000005 01C_S 0114A 0116 0117 0118 0123
IAI I ARGUMENT 000003 0107S 0123M
IC I 000073 CI20A
ID'JSER I 000000 0107S
IPASS I 00002a 010_S
T_MDAT.R EXTERNAL 000000 0114
_101 000057 011_ 0117 011B 0120D
_102 000037 01!_0
_%03 0000&6 0119 0122D
OOuO "ERRORS [<IDUSER>FTN-REV14.2]
t-3
o-
o
L ........ _ ........
SUBROUTINE INPTDR PAGE 0012
(OX23) SUBROUTINE INPTDR
(01=7} C
(012_) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THF DIR FILE
(0127) C
(0127_ COMMONTITIPTIT_DIRqRPT_DTtSYS_gAN,CONtID_VEH,ACT_R
(0127_ COMMON COHP_REV_RDAT,_A
(0_27) C
(Cz27) C
(0127_ C DATA DECLARATION _LOCK FOR THF DIR FILE
(0127) C
(0127) INTEGER*4 TIT(21)_PTIT(19}_DIP(4}_RPT(4)tSYS(3)tCON(5)tIDtACT
_0127} INTEGER*4 C0_P(21)
(0127) INTEGER*2 DT{3),WArd(_)_VEH(2_2)_R_REV_RDAT(3}t_FA(4)
(0_27) C
(0128} C SYSCOM>KEYS.F MKEIKONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FTN) 31 MAY9 1977
0 (012_) NOLIST
_,L3I (01P9) INTEGER*2 A(I_),!OPT_IT_IC
_j,_-I::=(0130_ INTEGER*4 DIRR(4)
101311 C(0132; C I_PUT SUBROUTINE FOR THE DIR-REPORT FILE
(0133) C
(0J34_ CALL CLEAR
(0_.35) C o
_v(C..;_) C VALIDATE THE INCOM_ING USER
(0137) C
(0138) CALL BREAK$(.TRU[o)
r0139) CALL TIMDAT(A_I_)
(0!_0) IF(A(13)-EO- tJwt.OR.A(15),EO-tNH_-OR'A(z3)'_Q'°RJt'OR°
(01al) I A(13).EG.tDK t} GOTO 3
(0142) WRITE(It4)
(0143} 4 FORMAT( w SORRY_ YOU ARE NOT VALIDATED TO USE THIS MODE-_/t
(014_} It IF IT IS NECESSARYt PLEASE CONTACT SYSTEM OPERATOR AT EXTo2621
(01_5: 1.'}
(Ol4S} RETURN
(OiaT_ 3 CONTINUE
(0148; 200 CALL BREAK$(.FALSE-)
(01_9) WRITE(I_I)
(0_50) 1 FORMAT( _ _ELCOME TO THE DIR-REPORT FILE INPUT ROUTINEt_/
............. . . . . ............................ _ ....................................
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(015_.) It PLEASE INPUT INFORMATION PETWEEN EXCLAMATION MARKSto/
(0152) 2 t AND LEFT JUSTIFY ALL ENTRIES',I)
1n153) 500 WRITE(It505)
(0154) 505 FORMAT(1HOtl, t ENTER THE DIR OR REPORT NUMBERtwltt!tt14X,t!tl)
(0155) READ(1,510tERR=500) DIRR
{0156) 520 READ(GtEND=1010) TITIPTITtDIR,DTtSYStWANIVEHtREV_RDAT
(0151) 510 FOR_AT(IXt_A4,A2)
(015_) DO 530 I=1,_
(0159;_ IF(DIR(I).NF.OIRR(1)) GOTO 580
(0160) 530 CONTINUE
(0161" WRITr(It5_O)
(0162) 5_0 FORMAT(' THIS DIRIREPORT IS ALREADY IN THE DATA FILEr/)
(016_) CALL SHOWDR
(016_) 545 WRITE(It550)
(0165) 550 FORMAT(1HO_/, t DO YOU WISH TO REVISE (YES OR NO)tl)
(0166) READ(I,SSO,ERR=5_5) IOPT
(0167) 560 FORHAT(IA2)
¢'_ (0168} IF(IOPT.EQ.t_'JO_) G_TO 1005
,
--' (0£69) IF(IOPToNEo'Y£ t) GOTO 545
(J_ (0170) R=I
(0171) CALL INPSDR.
(0172_ _PITE(10) TIT_PTIT_DIR_DT,SYS_ANtVEH,REVqRDAT
(0173) 570 READ(6_END=600) TIT_PTIT_DIR_DTtSYSgWANgVEH_REVgRDAT
(017.,) _RITE(10) TIT_PTIT_DIR_DTqSYSq_ANtVEH,REVtRDAT '.
(0175} GO TO 570
(0176) 580 WRITE(IO) TIT,PTIT_DIRtDTtSYSt_ANtVEH,REV,RDAT
(0177) GO T0.520
(0178) 600 CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS,tTEHP t,6_O,0tO)
(0179) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSt'DIR 't690*OtO)
(01_0) CALL SRCH$$(K_DELE_'DIR "_6,0,0_0)
(0181) CALL CNAH$$(tTE_F t_6_tDIR _6,1C)
(01_2) CALL SRCH$$(KSROgR+KSNPAMt|D!R ttGt2tITtIC)
(0183) CALL SRCH$$(KSRD_R*K_KDAM_TEMP _6tGtIT_IC}
(O.P4) GO TO 900
(0185) 1010 R=O
(0180) DO 800 J:1_4
(_I_7) DIR(J)=DIRR(J)
(0i88) 800 CONTINUE
°SUBROUTINE INPTDR PAGE 001q
(0189) GALL INPSDR
(0190) WRITE(6) T IT tPTIT,DIRR tDT,SYS _WAN tVEH,REV_RDAT
(0191) 1005 CALL SRCH$$ (KSCLOS_ _TEr.;P t_6,0tO_O)
(Olg2) CALL SRCH$S (K$DELE, 'TEr_P t,6_O,O,O)
(0193) CALL SRCH$$ (KSRDWR4KSNDAM t,TEMP ot_9_,ITiIC)
(C19_) 900 ;RITE(I tlO01)
(U195) 1001 FORMAT(' IS THERE FURTHER !r:FCRMATION TO BE INPUT',
(0196) 1 o (YES OR _JO)'/)
_C197) READ(TrIO02) IANS
(019_) REWIND 6
(C199} IF(IANS.EO.'N I) RFTURN
(02OO" IF(IANSoNE.tY D) GOIO 900
(0201) 1002 FORMAT(1A1)
(0202) GO TO 500
(C203_ _F_D
c")
I
I
...... ___._ ......
i
i
-.k
°
SUBROUTINE INPTDR PAGE 0015
A I 000002 O12_S 0139A 01_0
ACT J II 000175 01"27S
BREAKS R EXTERNAL 000000 01""_ 0148
CLEAR R EXTERNAL O000DO 0134
CNAM$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0181
CO_P J II 000200 C127S
CON J II 000155 0127S
DIR J II 000120 0127S 0156M 0159 0172 0173M 017_ 0176
01_7M
DIRR J 000021 0130S 0155M 0159 0187 0190
DT I II 000140 0127_ 0156M 0172 0173M 017_ 01761 0190
I ! 001311 OlS_f_ 0159
IANS I 001313 0197M 0199 0200
IC ! 001314 0129S 0181A OIF2A 0183A 0193A
ID J 1/ 00016? OIPTS
INPSDR I EXTERNAL 000000 0171 0189 --
I INPTDR I 000000 0126S
.._ IOPT I 001315 012SS 0166M 0168 0169
_-_ IT I 001316 0179S 0182A 0183A 0193A
_t_ J I 001317 OIEE._ 0187
@
KSALLD I PARAMETER 012SS
KSCACC I PARAMETER 012_S
KSCLOS I PARAMETER 0128S 0178 G179 0191 e
K$CONV I PARAMETER 012PS ."
KSCURR "I PARAMETER 012_S
K$OELE I PARAMETER 012_S 0180 0192
KSJKPB I PARAMETER 012_S
K$D','IMI PARAMETER 012PS
;_$E_TR I 000000 Ol2pS
: KSEXST ! PARAMETER 012_S
;_SGOND I PARAMETER 012F.S
K$GPOS I PARAMETER 012FS
KSHOME I PARAMETER 012_S
K$ICUR I PARAMETER 0128S
K$1MFD I PARAMETER 012_S
K$1RTN I PARAMETER 012_S
K$1SEG I PARAMETER 012_S
KslUFD I PARAMETER 012_'S
SUBROUTINE INPTDR PAGE 0016
KSF=LNT I 000000 012_S
KSMSIZ I PARAMETER 012_S
KSMVNT I PARAMETER 0128S
KSNDAM I PARAMETER 0128S 0182 0183 0193
KSNRTN I PARAMETER 012_S
KSNSAM I PARAMETER 012SS
KSNSGD I PARA'METER 012R3
KSNSGS I PARAMETER _12_S
KSPOSA I PARAMETER 01283
KSPOSN I PARAMETER 012PS
KSPOSR I PARAMETER 012_S
KSPREA I' PARAMETER 012c3
KSPRER I PARAMETER 012_S
K$PROT I PARAMETER 012_S
II_RDWR I PARAMETER 012_S 0182 0183 01930
t KSREAD I PARAMETER 0128S
_0 ;<$RPOS I PARAMETER 012_.S
KSR_UB I _ARAMETER 012_S
-4_'" K%RWLK I _ARAMETER 012_S
K$SENT I 000000 e128S
K$SETC I PARAMETER 012£S
KSSETH I PARAMETER 0128S
K$SPOS I PARAMETER 012_S
KSSRTN I PARAMETER 0128S '.
KSTRNC I PARAMETER 012_S
KSUPOS I PARAMETER 012_S
_$WRIT I PARAMETER 012ES
PTIT J // 000052 0127S 0156M 0172 0173M 0174 0176 0190
R. I // 000177 0127S 0170M 0185M
_DAT I II " 000253 0127S 0156M 0172 0173M 0174 0176 0190
REV I // 000252 0127S 0156M 0172 0173M 0174 0176 0190
RPT J I/ 000130 0127S
SHOWOR R EXTERNAL 000000 0163
SRCH$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0178 0179 0180 0182 0183 0191 0.192
0193
STS J // 000143 0127S 0156M 0172 0173M 017_ 0176 0190
TIMDAT R EXTERNAL COO000 01Z9
TII J II 000000 0127S 0156M 0172 0173M 0174 OlT& 01_0
) i) )•
| i, . ',
..
SU'BROUTiNE INPTDR ............ PAGE 0017
VEH I // " 000171 0127S 0156_ 0172 0173M 0174 0176 0190
WA I 11 000256 0127S
WA{_ I // 000151 0127S. 0156M 0172 0173M 0174 Of 7& 0190
1 000210 01a9 0150D
_1001 001220 0194 01950
_1002 001303 0197 3201D
_1005 001163 0168 01910
_1010 001077 015L 01850
_200 000202 01490
_3 000202 0140 01a7D
_4 000103 01a2 01430
_500 000317 015_0 0155 0202
0 _505 000323 0153 0154D
i 510 000432 0155, 0157D
•...a ..
_,_ _:) _520 000371 015_D 0177
_530 000464 0158 01600
_540 000500 01_1 01629
_5t5 000533 016_0 0166 0169
_550 000537 0164 01650
_5_0 000600 0166 0167D
_570 000661 01730 0175
_580 0007_0 0159 0176D
600 001817 0173 0178D '.
_800 001114 0186 0188D
_900 001213 6!84 0194D '0200
0008 ERRORS [<INPTDR>FTN-REV14o2]
SUOROUTINE INPSDR PAGE 001B
(020_) SUBROUTINE INPSDR
(0205) C
(0205) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(.0205) C
(*0205) COMMON TIToPTIT_DIR,RPT_DT,SYS,WAN_CON,ID,VEH_ACT,R
(0205) COMMON COMP,REV,RDAT,WA
{0205) C
(0205) C
(G205) C DATA DECLARATION eLOCK FOR TH_ DIR FILE
(0205) C
(.0205) I_TEGER*4 TIT(21)_PTIT(19)tDIR(4)IRPT(4)tSYS(3)tCDN(5)_ID,ACT -
(0205) INTEGER*_ COMP(2I)
(0205) INTEGER*2 DT(3),_AN(4)_VEH(2_2),R_REV,RDAT(3)_WA(4)
(0205} C
(0206) C SYSCOM>KEYSoF MNEMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FTN) 31 MAY_ 1977
{.-) (0206) NCLIST
_%,3_, (0207) INTEGER*2 IER(3)
_.I,._O (020_) C
(0209) C THIS ROUTINE PROVIDES THE _ASIC IlO FOR THE INPUT/REVISE ROUTINES
_0210) C
(0211) IF(R.EQoO) GO 10 100
(0212) 2 WRITE(I_I)
(0213) 1 FCRMAT(_ HOW MANY ITEMS DO YOU ;ISH TO REVISE (MAX OF 8)t_/)
(0214) READ(I_IO_ERR=R)IKNT
(02_5) 10 FORMAT(!3) .'
(0216_ IF(IKNT.LT.O) GO TO 2
(0217) IF(IKNToGTo8) GO TO 2
(0218) DO 9999 LOOP=I,IKNI,1
(0219} 5 _RITE(1,3)
(0220_ 3 FORMAT(_ INPUT THE ITEM NUMBER THAT YOU _ISK TO REVISEd,/)
(0221) READ(I_IO,ERR=5)IR
(0222) C
(0223) C BEGIN INPUT
(0224) C
(0225) 100 IF(R.EQ.I.AND.IR.NEol) GO TO 200
(0226) 103 WRITE(I,101)
(0227) 101 FORMAT(_ (1) TITLE (7 WORDS - 10 CHAR.)ttLt!_76X_t!tl)
(_228) LEN=IO
SUBROUTINE INPSOR PAGE 0019 .....
(0_29) CALL TINPUT(TIT,L[_)
(n230) WRITE(I,IO2)TIT
(C231) 102 FORHAT(7(IX.2A4,A2)/)
(0232) 200 IF(R.EGoIoAND.IRoNE.2) GO TO 300
(0233) IF(RoEQ°O) GOTG ZOO
t0234) 201 WRITE(I_202)
(0235) 202 FORMAT( ° (2) DIR OR REPORT NUMBER's/
(0236) 1°!',14X,OIO/)
(0237) READ(I_203_ZRR=201)DIR
(9236) 203 FORMAT(IX,3A4_A2)
(_239) WRITE(1,203IDIR
(0240) 300 CONTINUE
(024"1) 400 IF(R.EQ.I°ANDoIRoNEo3) GO TO 500
(C242) 401 WRITE(I,402)
(0243) 402 FORMAT(' (3) DOCUMENT DATEt_/tt!MMDDYy!t/)
(0244) READ(1,403_ERR=aO1)DT
r_ (0245) 403 FORHAT(IXt312)•"_ (0246) WRITE(1,403)DT
(02471 500 IF(R.E_.I.A_J_.IR.NE.4) GO TO 600
_ (0248) 501 WRITE(I,502)
(0249) 502 FORMAT( t (_) SYSTEM,,
(0250) IIXte(ELECtGSE_SUID,HECHtPROPtRFtSOP,MGS_EGS_PERF)tj
(0251) l,l,3(t!tg_Xo,!,)/)
(0252) READ(It503,ERR=501)SYS
(0253) C CALL CHKSYS(SYS,IER) #"
(02_I) C DO 11 1=1,3
(0255; C IF(I[R(1).EC.I) GO TO 501
(025b) Cll CONTINUE
(0257) 503 FORHAT(1X_3(A4_2X))
(0258) _RITE{It503) SYS
(0259) &00 IF(R.EG.1.AND.IRoN_.5) GO TO 900
(0260_ 601 WRITE(19602) .-
(026_i 602 FORMAT( t (5) W°A. NUMBERIID COOE,_II!OBX_t!Ol)
(0262) READ(I¶603_ERR=601) WAN
(026_) WRITE(1,603)WAN
(0264) 603 FORMAT(IXD4A2)
(02_5) CALL GETCON
(0266) 660 WRITE(I,650) CON
SUBROUTINE INPSDR PAGE 0020
(0267) 650 FORMAT(1XvtCONTRACT NUMBER t_5A4)
(0268) 900 IF(RoEQ.1.ANDoIR.NEo6) GO TO 2200
(0267) 901 WRITE(11902)
(0270) 9G2 FORMAT(I (_) VFHICLEel/2(t! !o)/)
(0271) READ(1_903vERR=901)((VEH(I_J)_J=It2)_I=lv2)
(D272) 903 FORMAT(2(IX_I31AI_1X))
(027_) ;RITE(I_903) ((VEH(I,J)_J:I,2)_I:I_2)
(C274) 2200 CONTINUE
(0275) IF(R.EQ.I.AND°IR°NFoT) GOTO 2300
(0276) WRITE(1_2201)
(0277) _201 FORMAT( t (7) REVI$1ONt_I_t! !t/)
(927B) READ(192202)R_V
(0279) 2202 FORMAT(1X_IA2)
(0280) WRITF(192202)
(0281) 2300 IF(RoEQoI.AND°IR°_E°'8) GOTO 9999
K.) (_ (0282J 2304 WRITE(192301)
._._.,_ (0283) 2301 FORMAT( t (E) REVISION DATE',/,V!MMDDYY!Vv/)
("-_.._r_(02e4) 2302 READ($t230Z,ERR=2_O4)RDAT
(0285) 2303 FORHAT(1X_312)
(0286) WRITE(l_2303)RDAT
(0287) 9999 CONTINUE
(D288) CALL SHOWDR
(0289) C
(0290) C. END OF INPUT/REVISE ITEMS AS OF 6/2G/78 ,.
(0291) _
(0292) RETURN
(0293) END
I..
) ) 7
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SUBROUTINE INPSDR PAGE 0021
ACT d I] 000175 0205S
COMP J I1 00C200 O_P_
CON d /I 000155 020_S 0266
DIR J I/ 00012G 020£S 0237M 0239
DT I // 000140 020_.S 0244M 0246
GETCON R EXTERNAL 000000 026_
I I 001237 0271M 0273M
ID J II 000167 _26! S
_ER I 000002 02C7S
_KNT I 001240 0214F_ 0216 0217 0218
INPSDR I O000CO 02045
ZR I 001241 0221P 0225 0232 0241 0247 0259 0268
C275 0281
J I 0012_2 0271_ 0273M
KSALLD I PARAMETER 020_.S
• K$CACC I PARAMETER 020_ _.,
o
I K$CLOS I _ARAMETER 02CES
PO K$CO_V I PARAMETER 02ORS
-_ K$CURR I PARAMETER O20(.S
KSDELEI PARAMETER 020_S
XSO_PB I PARAMETER 020_°S
KSDTIM I PARAMETER 020(S
K$ENTR I 000000 020_S
K$EXST I PARAMETER 020_,S ,..K$GOND 'I PARAMETER O20_S
K$GPOS I _ARA_ETER 020_S
KSHGME I PARAMETER 0206S
K$1_UR I PARAMETER 02[:ES
K$1MFD I PARAMETER 020_,S
i:$IRTN I PARAMETER 02O_S
K$1SEG I PARAYETER 02CSS
K$1UFD I PARAMETER 020_S
K$MENT I 000000 02GLS
KSVSIZ I PARAMETER 020_S
KS_VNT I PARAMETER 020€,S
KSN_AM I PARAMETER 020(.S
KSNRfN I PARAMETER 020(•S
KSNSAH I PARAMETER 020_S ""
SUBROUTINE INPSOR PAGE 0022
KSNSGD I PARAMETER 020AS
KSNSGS ! =ARAMETER O20GS
KSPOSA I PARAMETER 0206S
KSPOSN I PARAMETER 020GS
KSPOSR I PARAMETER 0206S
KSPREA I PARAMETER 020_S
KSPRER I PARAMETER 020GS
K$PROT I PARAMETER 020GS
KSRDWR I PARAMETER 020_S
KSREAD I PARAMETER 020_S
-KSRPOS I PARAMETER 020GS
KSRSUB I PARAMETER 020GS
KSRWLK I PARAMETER 020GS
KSSENT I 000000 0206S
K_SETC I PARAMETER 0206S
i_ "K$SETH I PARAMETER 02063Do FOS _ £_
4_ K$Sk_N t dA_APETER 020_S
KSTRNC I PARAMETER 020_S
KS.UFOS I PARAMETER 020_S
_,$WRIT I PARAMETER 020f,S
LEN I 00124a 022_M 0229A
LOOP I 001245 0218F
PTIT J II 000052 C205S
R I 11 000177 0205S 0211 0225 0232 0233 02_! 0247 .'
0259 0268 0275 0281
RDAT I 11 000253 0205S 0284M 0286
REV I // 000252 0205S 0278M
RPT d 1/ 000130 0205S
SHCWDR R EXTERNAL 000000 G28_,
SYS J // 000143 0205S 0252M 0258
TINPUT R EXTERNAL 000000 022_
TIT J II 000000 0205S 0229A 0230
VEH I 11 000171 020ES 0271M 0273
WA I // 000256 0205S
WAN I I/ 000151 020bS 0262M 0263
_I 000016 0212 02130
) ) .. )
I i _ •, ,1
...... ° ........................ ......................................................
SUBROUTINE INPSDR PAGE 0023
I0 000063 0214 0215D 0221
_ZOO 000151 0211 02250
__101 000171 022_ 02270
__102 000242 0230 0231D
_103 000165 02269
_2 000011 0212D 0214 0216 0217
_200 000253 0225 02320
_201 000270 023aD 0237
_20; 000274 0256 02350
_203 00033A 0237 0238D 0239
_2290 O0105a 026R 02740
2201 0.0107_ 0276 0277D
22n2 001122 0278 0279D 0280
, 2300 001135 0275 02810
2501 001152 0282 02830
_2502 001176 02840
_2503 001207 C284 02850 0286(.-}
=. _2504 001146 0282D 0284
,_ PO _3 000105 0210 02200
•_ _ _300 000352 0232 0233 02400
_400 000352 0241D
_4_1 000365 02420 024_
_402 000371 0242 02a50
_603 000426 0244 02450 0246 ,
5 000101 02190 0221
_500 000442 0241 0247D
_501 000456 0248D 0252
_502 000462 0248 02490
__503 000546 0252 0257D 0258
_600 000565 0247 02593
_601 000602 0260D 0262
__602 000606 0260 0261D
_603 000653 0262 0263 0264D
650 000670 0266 02670
660 000661 02660
_900 000707 0259 02680
_901 000722 026?0 0271
.902 000726 02£9 0270D
-I
SUgROUTINE INPSOR PAGE 0024
.__903 001007 0271 0272D 0273
9999 001223 0218 0281 0287D
DO'DN ERRORS [(INPSDR)FTN-REV14.2]
! i i
....... , ................ - .......................................................................... _ .........
SUBROUTINE TINPUT(TIL,LEN) PAGE 0025
(0294) SUBROUTINE TINPUT(TIL_LEN}
(3295) C
(0296) C TITLE PACK ROUTINE
(029T) C
(0298) C THIS ROUTINE PACKS THE TITLF(S) IN A UNIFORM MANNER
(C299) C FOR LATE_ STORAGE AND RECALL
(0300) C
(0301) C
(0301) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
_0301) C
(0591) COMMON TITtPTITIDIR_RPTtDT,SYS_WAN_CON_ID_VEH_ACTIR
(030_ COMMON COMP_REV_RDAT_WA
(0301_ C
(0301._ C
¢._ (0301_ C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
I (0_01_ CPO
__ ...j (0_C1) INTEGER*4 TIT(21)_PTIT(19)_DIR(4)tRPT(4)_SYS(3)tCON(5)_ID|ACT
(0301} INTEGER*4 COMP(21)
(0301) INTEGER*2 DT(3)_AN(4)_VEH(2_2)_R_REV_RDAT(3)_WA(_}(o3oi)c
(0302) COMMON /X/ PEDL
(0303) INTEGER*4 ARRAY(_),BLNK_TIL(21)
(0304) INTEGER*2 BUF(76)_BUFF(76)_FEDL
(0305) CALL RDCOM(BUF) ,.
(n306) DO 5 I=I,76
(030_) BUFF(1)=BUF(I)
(0308) 5 CONTINUE
(0_09) BLNK=t I
('0310) DO 1 I=1_21
(0311) i TIL(I)=BLNK
(0312) DO 11 I=lt2D
(03_3) ARRAY(1)=[_L_QK
(031_) ARRAY(2)=BLNK .-
(0315) ARRAY{3)=BLNK
(0316) ARRAY(4)=_LNK
(0317) CALL GETWRD(BUFIARRAY_LEN)
(.U_18) TIL(1)=ARRAY(1)
(0319) TIL(I+I)=AR_AY(2)
SUBROUTINE TINPUT(TIL,LEN) PAGE 0D25 "-
(0329) TIL(I+2)=ARRAY(3)
(b32E) TIL(I+3)=ARRAY(4}
(0322) I=I+2
(0323) 12 CONTINUE
(D324} 11 CONTINUE
(0325} PEDL=I
(0326} DO 200 I=Itl9
(0327} 200 PTIT(I}=BLNK
(032_} CALL GETWD(DUFF+PTIT)
_0329) 211 CONTINUE
(0330) RETURN
(0331) END
SUBROUTINE TINPUT(TIL,LEN) PAGE 0027
_CT J /I 000175 0301S
ARRAY d 000006 0303S 0313_1 0314M 0315M 0316M 0317A 0318
031a 0320 0321
BLNK J 000417 0303S 0309M 0311 0313 0314 0315 0310
0327
BUF I 000018 0304S 0305A 0307 0317A
BUFF I 000132 030_3 0307M 0328A
CORP d II 000200 0301S
• CON J // .000155 0301S
OIR J // 000120 . 03015
DT I /1 000140 03013
GETVD R EXTERNAL CO0000 032_
GETWRD R EXTERNAL 000000 0317
I I 000_21 030GM 0307 0310H 0311 0312M 0318 0319
0320 0321 0322M 032.6M 0327
10 O // 000167 0301S
0 LEN I Ah_U_ENT 000004 0294S 0317A
m PEDL I ]XI 000000 0302S 0304S 0325M
PO PTIT J II 000052 0301S 0327M 0328A-_D R I // 000177 0301S
RDAT I // 000253 0301S
kOCOM R EXTERNAL 000000 0305
REV I II 000252 0301S
RPT a II 000130 0301S @
SYS "J II 000143 0301S ."
TIL J ARGUMENT 000003 0294S 0303S 0311M 0318M 0319M 0320M 0321M
TI_P{IT R 000000 02_4S
TIT O II 000000 0301S
VEH I // 000171 0301S
WA I II 000256 0301S
WAN I !1 000151 0301S
_1. 000275 0310 0311D
11 000357 0312 0324D
_12 000357 03230
._200 000372 0326 03270
_211 000415 03290
_5 000256 0306 03080
....T ...... "................ _ -.-
.- L L
SUBROUTINE TINPUT(TIL,LEN} PAGE 002B
OOOO ERRORS C_TINPUT)FTN-REVlq.2]
!
r.t
/........... - ...............:....... •......................................... .........
C READ ONE LINE FROM CONSOLE OR COMMAND FILE PAGE 0029
(0332) C READ ONE LINE FROM CONSOLE OR COMMAND FILE
(0333) C
(0334) C
(0335) SUBROUTINE RDCOM(_UF}
(0336) C
(0337) COMMON /X/ PEDL
(0338} C
(0339) INTEGER BUF(1)_PEDLgCHAR_ANLtAKILLtAERASE
(0340) C
(0_41) C .ANLj AKILL_ AERASE ARE OCTAL 212v 277, 2_2
(0342) DATA ANLgAKILL_AERASE/13B_191,136!
(0343) c
(634_) PEDL=I
(0345] _0 N:I
'03_&) 100 CALL CllN(CHAR)
(0_47) BUF(N)=CHAR
(0345) IF(CHARoEOoANL) RETUR_
(0349} IF(CHAR°ZgoAKILL) GOTO 90...,_°(0350) IF(CHAR.EQ.AERASE) GOTO 200
10351) N=N+I(03_27 IF(NoGTo?7) GGTO 999\
(0353) GOTO 100
(0354} C
(0355) 200 IF(N,LE°2) GOTO 90 ".
(035&) N=N-I
(0_57} GOTO 100
(C358) c
(0359) 999 ILF=:212
(036G) CALL TIOU(ILF}
(0361) RETURN
L0362) END
C READ ONE LINE FROM COW,SOLE OR COMMAF?D FILE PAGE 0030
A{RASE I 000007 0539S 03421 0350
AKILL I 000006 0339S 03421 0349
ANL I 000005 0539S 0342I 0348
BUF I ARGUMENT 000003 0535S 0339S 0347M
ClI_J R EXTERNAL 000000 _340-
CHAR I 000071 05395 0346A 0347 0348 0349 0350
-'LF I 000072 0359M 0560A
N I 000073 0_.45F, D547 O_,51M 0552 0355 0556M
PEDL I /X/ 000000 03_.7_ 0339S 0.',44M
RDCOM R 000000 0_555
TIOU R EXTERNAL O0_CO0 0._60
_100 000016 03460 0353 0357
200 000051 0350 0355[J
_90 000013 03t05D 0349 0355
_989 000062 0352 0359D
_ ._ 0000 ERr_ORS C(RDCOM >FTN-F:EVI4.2]
kJ_r,O
..... b ..........
_) ) )
C FETCH ONE IWORDI FROM BUFFER FILLED BY RDCOM PAGE 0031
(0_63} C FETCH ONE tWORD' FROM BUFFER FILLED BY RDCOM
(0364) C
10565) C
r0366) SUBROUTINE GETWRD(BUF_NAME,LEN)
(03_7) C
(0368) COMMON IX/ PEDL
(05S9) C
(0370) INTEGER BUF(Ii,PEDLI_AME(1)_CHAR_
(037.1_ + ANLtACOMMA,ASCOL_SP,ASPSP
(0372) C ' '
(D373' C ANLwACOMMA_ASCOL_ASP_ASPSP
103741 C ARE OCTAL
(0375) C 212125_,2731240,I20740
(0376) C
(0377) DATA ANLtACOMMA_ASCOL/138_172,187/_
(037E) . ASPIASFSP/16C,2H !
'05791 C
_ (o3Bol Do zoo z:z,3
(.,.}(0581) 100 NAME(1)=ASPSP
_1 (0382) C
W
(0383) N=I
(038_) IF(BUF{II.NE.ASP) GO TO 200
(03_5} DO 993 1:2977
(0_86) II:i-1 ],(0587) _UF(II)=BUF(1)
(0388} 999 CONTI{JUE
(0389) 200 CHAR:BUF(PEDL)
(0590) PEDL:PEDL+I
(0591) IF(PEDL.GT.7?} RETURN
(0592_ IF(CHAR.ZQ.A_L) GOTO 400
(0393) IF(CHAR.EQ.ASP,OR.CHAR.EQ.ACOMMA.OR,CHAR.EQ.ASCOL) GOTO 300
(D39&) IF(N.GT.LEN) GOTO 200
10595) I:(N+I)/2
(0596) J:N-2*(NI2)
(0397) N=N*I
10598) IF(JoEQ°I) GOTO 250
(o_ga} NAME(Ii=LT(NAM[(1)I_) * CHAR
{0400) GOTG 200
C FETCH ONE t_ORDt FROM BUFFER FILLED BY RDCOM PAGE 0032
(0401J 250 NAME(1)= RT(NAME(I}.8} * LS(CHARI_)
(0._02) 80TO 200
(O_O3) C
(040_) 30D CHAR=BUF(PEDL)
(040_} IF(CHAR,EO.ANL) GOlO 400
(0406) IF(CHAR.NE.ASP.AND.CHAR.NE.ACOMMA.AND.CHAR.NE.ASCOL) RETURN
;_407) PEDL=PEDL+I
(0408) GOTO 300
{0409} C
(0_10) _00 PEDL=77
;,0411) RETURN
(0_12) C
(0413, END
C FETCH-ONE 'WORD' FROM BUFFER FILLED BY RDCOM ........................................ PAGE'"O033 .......... _......
ACOHMA I 000010 0370S 03771 0393 0406
ANL ! 000007 0370S 03771 0392 0405
ASCOL I 000011 0370S 03771 0393 0406
ASP I 000012 0370S 03771 0384 0393 0406
ASPSP I 000013 0370S 03771 OSB!
RUF I ARGUMENT 000003 03_.F._ 0370S 0_4 03_7M 0389 0404
CPAR I COG243 C370S 0_9_ 0392 0393 0399 0401 0404P
C405 0406
GET_RD R 000000 0366S
I I 0002_4 03_0K 03EI 0385M 0386 0387 0395M 0_99
OqO1
II I 000246 0_86M 0387
d I 000247 0396K 0395
LEN I ARGUMENT 000005 _36_S 0394
LS I EXTERNAL OOCO00 C401
LT I EXTERNAL 000000 0399
N I 000252 03P3M 0394 0395 0396 0397M
0 NAME I ARGUMENT 000004 036_S 0370S 0381M 0399M 0401M
m PEOL I /XI 000000 0368S 0370S 0389 0390M 0391 0404 0407M
0410M
RT R EXTERNAL 000000 O_Ol
_100 000017 0380 03elD
_290 000070 038_ 0389D 0394 0400 0402
250 000174 0398 0401D .'"
300 000207 0393 0404D 040B
_400 000240 0352 0405 04100
_999 00006] 03_5 03BAD
0000 ERRORS [<GETWRD)FTN-REV14.23
SUBROUTINE GETWD(BUFFtNAME) PAGE 00_4
(0414) SUBROUTINE GETWD(SUFF,NAME}
(0415) C
(0416) COMMON /Xl PEDL
10_17) C
(0_18) INTEGER BUFF(1),PEDL,NAME(1),CHAR,
(O_lg) * ANL_ACOMMA,ASCOLvASP_ASP.SP
(Oa20) C
(0421) C ANL,ACOMMA,ASCOL_ASP,ASPSP
(0422) C ARE OCTAL
(0_23) C 212,254,273,240,120240
(0424) C
(0_25} DATA ANLpACOMMAgASCOL/138,1729187/,
(0426) + ASP,ASPSPI!60,2H I
('0427) C
(0428) DO 100 I=1,19
(Oa2g) 100 NAME.(1)=ASPSP
_04_0) C
(0431} N=I
(-_ (0432) IF(BUFF(1).NE.ASP) GO TO 200
_'_(_ (0433} DO 9gg I=2,77
_.y)O'_ (0434) II=I-1
.-C=. (04_5) BUFF(II)=BUFF(1)
(0436) 999 CONTINUE
(0_37) 200 CHAR=BUFF(PEDL)
(0438) PEDL=PEDL+I '"
(0439} IF(PEDL.GT.77) RETURN
(0440) IF(CHAR°EQ.ANL) GOTO 400
(0441) I=(N+I)/2
(04_2) J=N-2*(N/2)
(0443} N=N+I
(0444) IF(J.EO.1) GOTO 250
(q445) NAME(I}=LT(NAME(1),8) + CHAR
(0446) GOTO 200
(0#47) 250 NAME(I}= RT(NAME(1)_B) + LS(CHARg8)
(0448} GOTO 200
(O_4gY C
(0450} C
(0451) 400 PEDL=77
SUBROUTINE GET_D(BUFF,NAME) PAGE 0035
(0452) RETURN
(045_} END
Ii,...................................... . ..............
SUBROUTINE GETWD(BUFF_r.;AME) PAGE 0036
ACOMMA I 000007 0419S 04251
ANL ! 000006 04i8S 04251 0440
ASCOL I 000010 0418S 04751
ASP I 000011 041PS 04251 0432
ASPSP I 000012 _4!8S 0425I 0429
bUFF I ARGUMENT 000005 041_S 0a18S 0a32 0435M 0437
CHAR I 000164 041P_ 0437H Oa40 0445 0447
. GET_D R 000000 0a14S
I I 000165 Oa2_M 0429 0435M 0434 0455 0441M 0445
0_A7
II I 000167 04_4M 0455 ..
J I 000170 04a2K 0444
LS I EXTERNAL O0000C 0447
t'3 LT I EXTERNAL 000000 04a_
m N I 000171 C451_ 0441 0442 0443M
_o NAME I ARGUMENT 000004 C41_S 0418S 0429M 0445M 0447M
+
PEDL /X/ 0 0 6 37 _38 39 0451M
RT R EXTERNAL O0000O 0447
100 000016 0428 04290
_00 000067 0432 04370 0446 0448
.250 000146 0444 0447D
400 0001G1 0440 04510
_999 000060 0433 04560 ,.
OnO0 ERRORS [<GETWD >FTN-REV14.2]
,,=_._ --. ....................
) ) )
I£ i s j il
SUBROUTINE REVSDR PAGE 6037
(0454} SUBROUTINE REVSDR
(0_55} C
(0455} C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(04551 c
(0455] COMMON TIT,PTIToDI_RPT,DT_SYS,UANtCON,ID,VEHtACT,R
(0455) COMMON COMP_REV,RDAT,_A
(0455) C
(0455) C
(0455) C DATA DECLARATION OLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE(0455) c
(o&53} INTEGER*4 TIT(21),PTIT(IS),DIR(4),RPT(4)_SYS(3},CON(5},IDqACT
(0455} INTEGER*4 COMP(21}
(G455) INTEGER*2 DT(3)_WA_J(4],VEH(2,2)_R,REV,RDAT(3],WA(4)(9455) C
(0456) C SYSCOM>KEYS.F KNEMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FTN) 31 MAY, 1977
(0456} NOLIST
C')" (0457) INTEGER*_ IDIR(A)
i (045B} INTEGER*2 IOPT,FINISH,A(15},IT,IC
_' _ (0459, C
(Jk (04GO} C THIS IS THE REVISE ROUTINE FOR Tile DIR FILE
(0461) C NOTE: THIS IS LIMITED AXCESS(046.2_
(0463} C VALIDATE THE INCOMMING USER
(0464) C
(0465) CALL TIMDAT[A,I£)
(0466} IF(A(LS).E_.,J_v. OR.A(13}.EQ.,NHt.ORoA(13)°EG°ORdt°OR°
(0.467} 1 A(13).E_-'DK t) GO TO 3
(0468) WRITE(I_4}
(0469} 4 FORMAT(' SORRY, YOU ARE NOT VALIDATED TO USE THIS MODEo',/,
(0470] 1' IF IT IS NECESSARY, PLEASE CONTACT SYSTEM OPERATOR AT EXT.2621(0_71) 1. o )
(0472) RETURN
(0473) 3 CONTINUE
(0474) C
(0a75) C WHICH DIR DOCUMENT IS TO BE REVISED
(0476) C KEY ON THE DIR NJMBER
(0477] C
(0478) FINISH=O
SUBROUTINE REVSDR PAGE 0038
(0479) 5 WRITE(I_I)
(0480) I FORMAT( t PLEASE INPUT THE SPO DIR-REPORT NUMBER OF THE tB/
(0481) it DOCUMENT TO BE REVISEDt/)
(0482) READ(I_2_ERR=5)IDIR
(0483) 2 FORMAT(3AqIA2)
(0484) REWIND 6
(0485) 100 READ(61END=200)TIT_PTIT_DIR_DT_SYS,gAN_VEHtREVIRDAT
(0486) IF(FINISH.EQ.I) GOTO 125
(0-a87) DO 110 1:1_4
(0488} IF(IDIR(I).NE.DIR(1)) GO TO 125
(OaPB) _I0 CONTINUE
(Oa?O) CALL SHOWDF£
(0491) WHITE(I_1700)
(0492) 1700 FOR_AT(/_IHGt/_ t IS THIS THE CORRECT RECORD TO BE REVISED OR DELET
(0493} iEDtt/t ° (YES OR NO) z)
('_ (0_94) 1600 READ(1_SD)IOPT!
(e4_5) 50 FGRHAT(1A2)
(0496) IF(IOPT.EQ.t_O t) GOTO 125
•(0497) IF(IOPT.NE.'YE') GOTO 1800
(049_) 1900 ,WRITE(I,2000)
(0495) 2000 FORr4AT( t IS THIS RECORD TO BE REVISED OR DELETEDVtl,
(0500) 1 t (REV OR DEL) t)
(0501) READ(It50) IOPT
(0502) IF(IOPT'.EQoeRE ') GOTO 120 '.
(0503) IF(IOPT.NE. tDE ') GCTO 1900
(0504) FINISH=I
(0505) GOTO 100
(050&) 120 R=I
(0507) CALL INPSDR
(05OG) FINISH:I
10509) 125 WRITE(8)TIT,PTIT,DIR,DT,SYS_WAN_VEHBREV_RDAT
(0510) GO TO 100
(0511) 200 ENDFILE 8
(0512) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS,VDIR t_6_D_O_O)
(0513) CALL SRCH$$(K$DELE,_DIR _6_OtOqO)
(0514) CALL CNAM$%(tREVS tt61tDIR t_6_IC)
(0515) CALL SRCH$$(KSRD_R.KSNGAMttDIR _t6t2_IT_IC)
(0516) CALL SRCH$$(KSRD_k*KSNDA_,°REVS t_6t4_IT_IC)
SUBROUTINE REVSDR PAGE 003g
(0517) C
(051B) C
(051g) C
(0520) RETURN
(0521) END
(.->
4:_
.,...I
et .*
SUBROUTINE REVSDR PAGE 0040 ....
A I 000002 04585 0465A 0466
ACT d // 000175 04555
CNAM$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0514
COhP J // 000200 04555
CON d // 000155 0_555
DIR J // 000120 0_555 0485M 0488 0509
DT I // 000140 04555 0485M 0509
FINISH I 000712 04585 0_78M 0486 0504M 0508H
I I 000713 0487M 04_8
IC I 000715 C45PS 0514A 0515A 0516A
IC d II 000167 04555
IDIE J 000021 0a575 0482M 0488
INPSDR I EXTERNAL 000000 0507
IOPl I D00716 04_85 0494M 0496 0497 0501M 0502 0503
IT I 000717 045_S 0515A 0516A
0 K$ALLD I PARAMETER _451.S
_._ K_CACC I PARAMETER 0_565r_ $ LOS 4 1 0512
K$CONV ! PARAMETER 04565
K$CURR I PARAMETER CQE_S
KSDELE I PARAMETER 04565 0513
K.$DMPB I PARAMETER 04565
KSDTIM I PARAMETER 04565
K$ENTR I 000000 0_5_S
€
KSE_ST I PARAMETER 04555 ."
K$GGND I PARAMETER O_SGS
K$G°OS I PARAMETER 04565
KSHOME I PARAMETER 04515
K$1CUR I PARAMETER 04565
K$1P_FO I PARAMETER 04565
KSIRTN I PARAMETER CQ56S
K$_SEG I PARAMETER O_S
K$1UFD I PARAMETER 04565
KSF;ENt I 000000 0_505
_$MSIZ I PARAMETER 04565
KSMVNT I PARAMETER 04515
KSF_DAM I PARAFIETER 04s6_ 0515 0516
KSNRTN I PARAMETER 045_S
) ) )
SUBROUTINE REVSDR PAGE 00_1
KSNSAM I PARAMETER C45&S
KSNSGD I PARAMETER 0456S
KSNSGS I PARAMETER 0_560
KSPOSA I PARAMETER 0a560
KSPOSN I PARAMETER 04560
KSPOSR I PARAMETER 0456S
KSPREA I PARAMETER 0_560
KSPRER I PARAMETER 0456S
KSPROT I PARAMETER C456S
KSROWR I PARAMETER 0Q565 0515 0516
KSREAD" I PARAMETER 0_5ES
KSRPOS I PARAMETER 04560
KSRSUP I PARAMETER O_EGS
KSRWLK I PARAMETER OaSGS
KSSENT I 000000 04560
KSSETC I PARAMETER 0a56S
€'-) KSSETH I PARAMETER 0456SI
_ 4:=, K$SPOS I PARAMETER 04560
(_o K$SRTN I PARAMETER 0456S
_ KSTRN3 I PARAMETER 0456S
KSUPn$ I PARAMETER 0456S
KSWRIT I PARAMETER 0455S
PTIT J // 000052 04550 0485M 0509
R I // 000177 0455S 0506M '.
RDAT I II 000253 C455S 0485X 0509
REV I // 000252 04550 0485M 0509
REVSDR R 000000 04545
RPT d // 000130 0_55S
SHOWGR R EXTERNAL 000000 0_90
SRCH$$ P EXTERNAL 000000 0512 0513 0515 0516
SYS J // 00014_ 045SS 0485M 0509
TIMDAT R EXTERNAL 000000 . 0_5
TIT J I/ 000000 0455S 04_5M 0509
VEH I 1.' 000171 0_550 0_85M 0509
WA I /," 000256 0_55S
WAN I // 000151 0455S 0485M 0509
_1 000206 0479 0480D
SUBROUTINE REVSDR PAGZ O042
100 000300 0a850 0505 0510
110 0C0365 0487 04890
_120" 000571 0502 C5060
_125 000577 0486 0488 0496 0509D
_1"/00 000401 0481 048_D
1800 000453 04_40 0487
1900 000500 049RD 0503
_2 000270 C462 C4830
_200 000657 04_5 05119
_2000 000505 04_ 04590
_5 0C0177 04&6 047_C
4 000100 0_8 04690
_5 000202 0479D 04e2
_50 000462 0_94 04950 0501
0000 ERRORS [<REVSDR>FTN-REVI4.2]
o
l.,
• J _aL
................................ "............ " " - ..... .
• SUBROUTINE SHOWDR PAGE 0043
(0522_ SUBROUTIr4E SHGWDR
(0523_ C
(0523) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(0523) C
(0523) COMMON TIT,PTITtDIRIRPT_DT_SYS,WAN_CONtZD_VEH_ACT_R
(.0523) COMMON COHP_REV_RDAT_A
(0523) C
(0523) C
(0523) C DATA DECLARATION _LOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(0525) C
(052_) INTEGER*4 TIT(21),FTIT(19),DIR(4),RPT(4),SYS(3)tCON(5),IDIACT
(0525) INTEGER*4 COMP(21)
•(0523) INTEGER*2 DT(3)_WAN(_),VFH(2_2)gR,REV,RDAT(_)_A(4)
(052_) C
(0524) C
(0525} CALL CLEAR
0 (052_) WRIT/(I,IO). TIT
I (0_27) 10 FORMAT(2X,tl TITLE:',/,2X_7(1X,2A4_A2))
._ o
._ (.n (052_) WRITE (I,20)DIR,DT,SYS
(0529) 20 FORMAT(2X_t2° '_3A4_A2e5X_e3o "$2(12ee-t)_I2,13Xe
_ (05301 I14. tt3(IX,A_))(0531) _RITE(I,30)WAN_((VEH(I,J),J=I,2)tI=I_2) -
(0552) 30 FORMAT(2X$'5. t,_A2911X_'6, t_2(IX,13,AI_IX))
(05_3) WRITE(I_40)REV,RDAT
(0534) 40 FORMAT(2X,'7. t,IA2_17X_t8, t,2(12,e-t)_I2) ."
(0535) RETURN
(0536) END
&_ .... '
SUBROUTINE SHO_DR PAGE 0044 ....
ACT d 1# 000175 0523S
Ct.EAR R EXTERNAL 000000 0525
COMO J /I 000200 05255
CON d // 000155 0523S
OIR J // 000120 0523S 0528
DT I // 000140 0523S 0528
I I O00P_2 05_I_._
ID J II 000167 0525S
d I 000243 0531FI
PTIT d // 000052 0525S
R "I I1 000177 0_23S
ROAT I // 000253 0523S 0533
REV I II 000252 e52_S 0533
RPT J // 000130 C525S
SHOWDR R 000000 0523S
sYs J z/ ooo1_3 05.2_ 0528
TIT d /1 000000 0523S 0526
._0 VEH I /I 000171 052_S 0531
WA I // 000256 052_S
,,, 0o0151 o531
10 000012 0526 0527D
20 000052 052_ 052OD
__30 000153 0531 05320
__40 000213 0535 05_40
0000 ERRORS [<SHOWDR>FTN-REVI_.?]
SUBROUTINE SEADR ...................... -_"................................... " "PAGE 00_5
(0537) SUBROUTINE SEADR
(0538) C SYSCOM>KEYS°F MNEMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FTN} 31 MAY_ 1977
(0538) NOLIST
(05_9) INTEGER*2 IDES(2),IT,IC
(05€0) C
(0541) C THIS IS THE SEARCH DRIVER ROUTINE FOR THE DIR FILE
(05_2) C
(05_3) CALL SRCH$$(K$RD_R4KSNSAM_eOUT t_6_3tO_O)
(05_4) J=:401
(0545) WRITE(7_9999)J
(0546) 9999 FORMAT(1A2)
(0547) WRITE(I,1)
(0548) 1 FORMAT( t YOU ARE NOW VALIDATED TO SEARCH DATA IN THE t_l
(0549) 1' DIR/REPORT FiLE - THE FOLLGWI_JG SEARCH MODES eo/
('_ (0550) It ARE AVAILABLE FOR YOUR USE - _/I
-I_ (0551J ltMODE KEY',!
_ (0552} 2OTITLE TITL£',I
(05537 3tDIR-REPORT NUMEER DIR',I
& 4tOOCUMEr_T DATE DA E'_I
(0_55) 5'SYSTEF_ SYS'_I
(0556} 9_WA _UMBERIID CODE WA_I',I
(0557) 1'CONTRACT NUttiER CON',I
(055_) 1'VEHICLE V_H'-,I
(0559) I'ALL ALL'o/ e
(0560} I_GUIT QUITI,I ."
(0561) 1' PLEASE SELECT THE DESIRED MODEL,I/)
(0562) REWIND 6
(0563) 6 READ(I_3)IDES
(056_) 3 FOR_AT(1A2,A1)
(0565) IF(IDES(1)°EQ.°AL '} CALL ALDR .
(056G} IF(IDES(1)°EQ.tTI t) CALL TITDR
(0567) IF(IDES(1).EQ.tDI ') CALL DIRN
(0568} IF(IDES(1)°EQ-tDA t} CALL D_TDR
(0569) IF(IDES(1).EQ°t_A _ ) CALL _A_UM
(0570) IF(IDES(1).EO.tSY t) CALL SYSDR
(0571) IF(IDES(1).EO.tCO D) CALL CONN
(0572] IF(IDES(1).EQ.'VE t) CALL VEHN
(0573) IF(IDES(I}°EQ.tQU t} GO TO I0
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(0574) CALL CLEAR
10575} I_RITE(I.pl)
(0576) REWIND 6
(0577) GO TO 6
(0578) 10 WRITE(I ,11)
(0579) 11 FORMAT( t DO YOU tJANT A HARD COPY OF THE INFORMATION FOUNDt,/,
(0580) i' (YES OR NO)')
(0581} CALL SRCH$$ (K$CLOS_ 'OUT ',6,_010,0)
{0582} READ(I_3) IDES
(0583) IF(IDES(1).EP_.tYE ') GO TO 20
(058_) IF(IDES(1)°ED.tNO') GO TO 15
(0585) GO TO 10
(05_6) 15 CALL SRCH$$ (K$DELE._ 'OUT '_6,090_0)
(OSB7) RETURN
(0588) 20 CALL SRCHS$(K$CLOS_ 'DIR t,6.pO.pO_O)
(0589) CALL SRCH'r$ (K$CLOS_'REVS ',6_0o0,0)
(0590) CALL SRCH$_ (K$CLOS, tTEMP _.p6.pO_0_0}
(0591) CALL CCMI$$('SOUT ",6_12qIC)(0592) CALLEXZT
(o5 3) END
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ALDR R EXTERNAL 000000 0565
CLEAR R EXTERNAL 000000 0574
COMI$S R EXTERNAL 000000 0591"
CONN R EXTERNAL 000000 0571
DATDR R EXTERNAL 000000 05_8
DIRN R EXTERNAL 000000 0567
EXIT R EXTERNAL 000000 0592
IC I 000673 653qS 0591A
IDES I "000002 0539S 0563M 0565 0566 0567 0568 0569
0570 0571 0572 0573 0582M 0583 0564
T I 000000 0539S
I 000674 05a4_ 0545
SALLD I PARAMETER 05Z8S
K$CACC I PARAMETER 0538S
K$CLOS I PARAMETER 0538S 0581 0588 0589 0590
K$CONV I PARAMETER 0535S
(-} KSCURR I PARAMETER 053_S14.=, $DELE E 058G
_D KSDM°_ I PARAMETER 053_S
-_-_. K$DTIM I PARAMETER 053_$
KSENTR I 000000 053PS
K$EXST I PARAMETER 053_S
KSGOND I PARAMETER 0538S
K$GPOS I PARAMETER 0538S ,.
KSHDME I PARAMETER 0538S
K$ICUR I PARAMETER 0538S
K$1MFD I PARAMETER 0538S
K$1RTN I PARAMETER 0538S
K$ISZG I PARAMETER 05_8S •
K$1UFD I PARAMETER 053GS
KSMENT I 000000 0538S
K$MSIZ I PARAMETER 0538S
KSMVNT I PARAMETER 0538S
KSNDAFI I PARAMETER 05_8S
RSNRTN I PARAMETER 053_S
KSNSAM I PARAMETER 053_S 0543
.KSNSGD I PARAMETER 0538S
KSNSGS I }ARAMETER 0536S
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KSPO_A I hARAMETER 0538S
K$POSN I PARAMETER 0538S
KSPOSR I.PARAMETER 0538S
KSPREA I PARAMETER 055PS
KSPRER I PARAMETER 0536S
0._KSPROT I PARAMETER _ •
KSRDWR I PARAMETER 055_S 0543
KSREAD I PARAMETER 05_S
KSR°OS I PARAMETER 05365
KSRSU8 I PARAMETER G5385
KSRVLK I PARAMETER 053_S
K$SENT I 000000 053_S
K$SETC ! PARAMETER 05385
K$SETH I PARAMETER 053@S
KSSPOS I PARAMETER 05._.S
K$SRTN I PARAMETER 05385
(.-) KSTRNC I PARAMETER 05385
'_,__ _. KSUPOS I PARAMETER C5385
o KSWRIT I PARAMETER 053_S
SE_DR R 000000 0537S
0_ SRCHSS R EXTERNAL 000000 0543 0581 0586 0588 0589 0590
S'{SDR R EXTERNAL 000000 0570
TITDR R EXTERNAL 000000 0566
' VEHN R EXTERNAL 000000 0572 ".
WANUM ,R EXTERNAL 000000 056°
__I 000041 0547 0548D 0575
__10 000521 0573 05780 0585
_11 000525 0578 05790
__15 000622 0584 05860 .
_20 000634 0583 05880
_3 000426 0563 0564D 0562
_6 000416 0563D 0577
_9999 000030 05a5 05460
0000 ERRORS [<SEADR )FTN-REV1402]
L.... . ........ --.,, ........
) ) )
id _.
°
. ...... _ ............................................ ....
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(059_t SUBROUTINE TITDR
(0595) C
{0595) C. COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(0595) C
(0595) COMMON TIT_P_IT,DIR,RPTtDT,SYS_WAN_CON_ID_VEH_ACTtR
(0595) COMMON COHPIREV,RDAT_WA
(0595) C
(0595) C
(0595) C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(0595) C
(059_) INTEGER*4 TIT(21)_PTIT(19)_DIR(4)tRPT(_)_SYS(3)tCON(5)_ID_ACT
(0595) INTEGER*4 COMP(21)
(0595) INTEGER*2 DT(3)_WANI4)_VEH(292)_R_REV_RDAT(3)_WA(_)
(0595) C
(0596) C SYSCOM)KEYS.F KNZMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FTN) 31 MAYq 1577
(0596) NOLIST
(") (0597) Ct. ! (os,,B,c •
(0599) C THIS IS THE TITLE SEARCH ROUTINE FOR THE DIR/REPORT FILE
106001 C
_ (0601) INTEGER*_ IT(21}
(0602) INTEGER*2 CONT_DOC_TI,IN_ICON_IO_IOPT_ITY_IC
(b603) INTEGER*4 BLNK
_0604) TI=O
(0605) CALL CLEAR -"
(0606) 1001 WRITE(I_2)
(0607) 2 FORMAT( t HOW MANY WORDS DO YOU WISH TO MATCH (MAX OF 4)w_/
(0602) 1/)
(0609) READ(I,Bq_RR=1001)ICON
(06i0) 8 FORMAT(12)
(0_11) IF(ICON.LT.1) GO TO 1001
(0612) IF(ICON.GTo4) GO TO 1001
(0613) DO I000 LOOP=I_]CO_
(061_) WRITE(I_I)
(0615) I FORMAT( e WHAT IS THE DESIRED WORDttlI)
(0616) LEN=IO
(0617) CALL TINPUT(IT_LEN)
(0_18) IF(IT(1).EQ*tQUIT °) GO TO 1002
D
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(0619} CALL SRCH$$ (KSRDWR+K$NDAM 9tT1 t_6,7,_ITY_IC)
(0620) CALL SRCH$$ (K$RD_R+KSNDAM itT2 t,6,891TY_IC)
(0621) IF(TI.EQ.O) IN-_
(0622) IF(T1.EQ.O) I0--11
(0023) IF(TI°EO. 1) IN--11
(062_) IF (TI,E_,,I)I0=12
(0625) IF(T1.EQo2) IN=12
(0626) IF(TI°£Q.2) I0=11
(0627) IF(TI°EC.3) ]N=11
(062.=) IF(T1.EQ.3) I0=12
(0629) IF(TI.EQ._) I_'=12
(_630} IF(TI.EQ°4) I0--11
(0631) DOC--O
(0632) REWIND IN
(0633) REWIND TO
0 (063_) 5 READ (IN,END:IOO)T IT_PTIT,DIR _DT 9SYS,WAN,VEH9 REVtRDAT
_ (0635) BLNK=' '
(0636} DE 3 I=Ig21
(0637) IF(TIT(I).E&._LNK) GO TO 3
(0638) IF(TIT(1)°NE.IT(1)) GO TO 3
(0639) IF(TIT(I+I).EQ°F.L_JK) GO TO 4
(0640._ IF(IT(2).EQ.gL_IK) GO TO 4
(0_41) IF(TIT(I+I).EQ.IT(2)) GO TO 4
(06_2) 3 CONTINUE
(0643) GO TO 5 .'"
(0544) 4 DOC-DOC+I
€0645) WRITE(IO) TIT,PTIT,DI R_DT, SYSgWAN_VEH,|REV_RDAT
(0646) WRITE (I,i0)TIT
(06"7) 10 FORMAT (!X _7(2Aa_ A2, lX) )
(0648) GO TO 5
(06'_9) 100 WRITE(I,1030)DOC_IT
(G650) Z030 FORMAT( t THERE AR[',I5_ t DOCUMENTS CONTAINING THE WORDe,pl
(0651) 17(1X,2A4_A2)//)
(0652) IF(DOC.E_°O) GOT{) 1020
(0653) ENDFILE TO
(0654) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSI iT1 w,6,pO_O_D)
(0655) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS, 'T2 e,_,,_O, 0,,0 )
(0656) IF(IO.EO.11) CALL TI<CH$$(K_D[L[,_T2 ttG_OgOtO)
................................................................................. ..........
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(0657) IF(IO,EO.12) CALL SRCH$$(KSDELE_tT1 tt6_Ot0oO)
(0658) TI=TI.!
(0659) 1000 CONTINUE
(0660) 1002 CALL SRCH$$(KSROWR+KSNDAMttTI t_6_7_ITY_IC)
(0661) CALL SRCH$S(KSRGWR+KSNDAM_tT2 tt6_8_ITYqIC)
(0662) IF(DOC_LT.I) GO TO 1020
(0663) DO 9999 I:I,DOC
(0664) READ(IO_END=IO2D)TIT_PTITtGIR_DT_SYS_WAN_VEH_REV_RDAT
{0665) CALL FMAIN
(0666) 9999 CONTINUE
(0667) 1020 CONTINUE
(066B) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS,tTI t_6_O_O_O)
(0669) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLCS,°T2 't6tO_O_O)
(C670) CALL S_CH_$(KSDZL[,tTI ",6tO,G,O)
(0671) CALL SRCH$$(K_DELEttT2 _6_0_0_0)(=)
I (0672) TI=O
_ 10373) IF (DOCorlE.O) RETURN(0674) 1999 WRITE(I,2000)
(0675) 2000 FORMAT( t DO YOU _ISH TO TRY THE TITLE SEARCH AGAIN (YES OR NO) t)
-=..._.
(0676) READ(l_2OO1)IOPT
(0677) 2001 FORMAT(1A2)
;0678) IF(IOPT°EQ.IYE t) GOIO 1001
(0679) IF(IOPT.NE.tNO t) GOTO 1999
(0680) RETURN '.
(06B1) END
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ACT d // 000175 05956
BLNK d 001170 06036 0635M 0637 0639 0640
CLEAR R EXTERNAL 000000 0605
COMP d // 000200 05955
CON J II 000155 0595S
CONT I 000000 06026
DIR J // 000120 05956 0634_ 0645 0664M
DOC I 001172 OGO?S 0631_ 064qM 0649 0652 0662 0663
0573
DT I // 000140 C5956 0634M 0645 0664M
FMAIN R EXTERNAL 000000 0665
I I 001173 053F_ 0637 0638 0639 0641 0663M
IC I 001175 06026 0619A 0620A 0660A 0661A
ICON l 001176 06026 0609f_ 0611 0612 0613
IO .J // 000167 05956
IN I 001177 05026 0621M 0623M OG25M 0627M 0629M 0632
.063a
_" IO I 001200 05025 0622FI OA24M 0626M 0628M 0630M 0633
_ 0645 0653 0656 0657 0664"_ IOP T I 001201 O&O2S 0676FI 0676 0679
IT d 000002 0£015 0617A 0618 0638 D6_D- 0641 064g
ITY I 001202 06026 0619A 0620A 0660A 0661A
KSALLD I PARAMETER 05=5S
KSCACC I PARAMETER 05556 ,.
K$CLOS I PARAMETER 059E5 0654 0655 0668 0669 •
K$CONV I PARAMETER 059_S
K$CURR I PARAMETER _596S
K$DELE I PARAMETER 05966 0656 0657 0670 0671
K$DMPB I PARAMETER C5955
K$DTIM I PARAMETER 0596S
KSENTR I 000000 05966
KSEXST I PARAMETER 05966
K$GGND I PARAMETER 05966
KSGPOS I PARAMETER 0596S
KSHO_E I PARAMETER 0596S
K$1CUR I PARAMETER 0596S
KSlMFD I PARAMETER 0596S
K$1RTN I PARAMETER 0596S
........................................................... . ................................
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KSISZG I PARAMETER 059hS
K$1UFD I PARAMETER 05965
KSMENT I 000000 05965
KSMSIZ I PARAMETER 05965
KSMVNT I PARAMETER 05965
KSNDAM I PARAMETER 05965 0619 0620 0660 0661
KSNRTN I PARAMETER 05965
KSNSA;4 I PARAMETER 05965
K$NSGO I PARAMETER 0_965
KSNSGS I PARAMETER 0586S
KSPOSA' I PARAMETER 05865
KSPOSN I PARAMETER 05965
K$POSR I PARAMETER 05965
K$PREA I PARAMETER 05865
KSPRER I PARAMETER 05965
KSPROT I PARAMETER 05_65
t'} KSROWR I PARAMETER 05968 0619 0620 0660 0661
m KSREAD I PARAMETER 059E.S
KSRPOS I PARAMETER 0576S
-,_ KSRSUB I PARAMETER 05_E,$
_ KSRWLK I PARAMETER 05565
K_SENT I 000000 05_6S
K$SETC ! PARAMETER 059_S
KSSETH i PARAMETER 05965 '.
K$SPOS l PARAMETER 05965
KSSRTN I PARAMETER C596S
KSTRNC I PARAMETER 05g_S
KSUPOS I PARAMETER 05765
K_RIT I PARAMETER C598S
LEN I 001203 0616M 0617A
LOOP I 001204 0613M
PTIT J II 000052 0595S 0634M 0645 0664M
R I // 000177 05855
RDAT I II 000253 05855 0634M 0645 0664M
REV I II 000252 058_S 0654M 0645 0664M
RPT J II 0001_0 05955
SRCHS$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0619 0620 0654 0655 0656 0657 0660
_661 0668 066g 0_70 0671
LL ..................................... ,
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SYS J /1 00014_ 0595S 0634M 0645 0664M
T1 I 001205 0602S OG04M 0621 0622 0623 0624 0625
C626 0627 0628 0629 0630 0658M 0672M
TINPUT R EXTERNAL 000000 0617
TIT d // 000000 0595S 0634M 0637 0638 0639 0641 0645
0646 0664 _
TITDR R 000000 0544S
VEH I // 000171 059S$ 0634M 0645 0664M
WA I I/ 000256 0595S
WAN I // 000151 0595S 0634M 8645 066_M
_1 000156 6614 0615D
_10 000547 0646 06470
_IGO 000562 0_34 06490
_1000 000721 0613 0659D
_1001 000060 OSE6D 0609 0611 0612 0678
_1002 000731 061_ 06600
_1020 001027 0652 0662 0664 0667D
_n _i030 000574 G64_ 06500c_ _1999 001076 0674D 0679
_2 000055 0606 0607D
_2000 001102 067a 06750
_2001 00115G 0676 06770
_3 000470 0636 0637 0638 06420 ,.
4 000477 06_9 0640 0641 0644D
5 000345 06SAD 0645 0648
__ 000132 0609 06100
_9999 001020 0663 0666D '
0000 ERRORS [<TITDR >FTN-REV14.2].-
L
.-- _ . .
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(0682) _UBROUTINE ALDR
(0683) C
(0683) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(0683) C
(0683} COMMON TITtPTIT_DIR_RPT_DT,SYS,WAN_CONgID_VEHIACT_R
(06_3} COMMON COMP_REV,RDAT_WA
(0683) c
(0683) C
(0683) C DATA DECLARATION eLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(0683} C
(0683) ]NTEGER*4 TIT(21)_PTIT(19)_DIR(4)_RPT(4),SYS(3)_CON(5),ID_ACT
(C683) INTEGER*4 COIKP(21}
(0685) INTEGER*2 DT(3)gWAN(_)_VEH(2_2)_RIR_V_RDAT(3]tWA(4)
(0683) C
(0684) C SYSCOM>KEYSoF MNEMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTFM (FTN) 31 MAY, 1977
t0684) NOLIST
o (0685} C(0686) INTEGER*2 IOPT
"_ ""J (0687) C(0688) C PRINT ALL ROUTINE(0689) C
(0690] INTEGER*_ KNT
(0691) KNT=O
CALL BREAK$(°TRUE.) ".(0692)
(0693) WRITE(191)
(0E.941 1 FORMAT( t THIS IS THE PRINT ALL ROUTINE t,l_
(0695) 1 ' ALL DOCUMENTS STORED IN THE DIR FILE _ILL DE SPOOLEDt,/
(0696} 2" AND A TOTAL COUNT OF THE DOCUMENTS WILL BE GIVENe,ll)
(0697) 2 WRITE(I_3)
(0698} 3 FORMAT( t '_/,' YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF TWO (2) OPTIONS, OF OUTPUT _
(0699) IIFORMATS°t,/,6X_(1) FULL LISTING OF ALL FIELDS FOR EACH '_
(0700) lWDIR RECORDt_/_6Xg'(2) BRIEF LISTING OF DIR NUMBER AND REVISIONtt
(0701) it ONLY',I,' ENTER OPTION (1 OR 2) e)
(0702) READ(I_4_ERR=3)IOPT
(D703) 4 FORMAT(12)
(,070q) IF(IOPT.LT..I.OR.IOPT.GT.2) GO TO 2
(0705) 20 READ(69END:IOO)TIT0PTIT_DIR_T_SYS_AN_VEH_R_V_RDAT
(_706) KNT:KNT+I
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(0707) IF(IOPToEG.2) GOTO 25
(0708) CALL FMAIN
(0709} GO TO 20
(0710) 25 IF(REV.EQ.' 1) GOTO 50
(0711} WRITE(7_35) KNT,DIR_REV
(0712) 35 FDRMAT(2X,I_,tot,2×,3Aa,A2,SX_tREV "_IA2}
(0713) GO TO _0
(0714) 50 WRITE(7,55) KNT,DIR
(0715} 55 FORMAT(2X,18,toO,2Xo3A4,A2)
(0716) 60 IF(KNTISO._.KNTIbO.) _RITE(1,70} KNT
(0717) 70 FORMAT(2X,18)
(0718) GO TO 20
(0719) 100 WRITE(1,200) KNT
(0720) 200 FORMAT( I THERE ARE '19 t DOCUMENTS IN THE DIR FILE',l}
(0721) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSI_OUT ',6,0,0_0)
10722) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSI'DIR 1,_0_0_0)
(0723) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSt_REVS 1,6,0_0,0}
(072_) CALL SRCH$_(KSCLOS,'TE_P ',G,O_O,O)
_"_'l_(jrl(0725) CALL COMI$$(_SOUT ',6_12_IC)6 EXIT
•,,_00..(0.727} END
I.
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ACT J f/ 000175 0683S
ALDR R 000000 0682S
BREAKS R EXTERNAL 000000 0592
COMI$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0725
CO_P d 11 00020C ""
CON J II 000155 06_ Z.S
FIR J // 000120 O_3S 0705M 0711 0714
DT I // 000140 0_8,_ S 0705M
EXIT R EXTERNAL 000000 0726
FMAIN R EXTERNAL 000000 0708
IC I 000673 0725A
tD J // 000167 C_83S
IOPT I 000674 06E_S 0702M 0704 0707
KSALLD I PARAMETER O-_E'-S
K$CACC I PARAMETER 06Pq"
KSCLOS I PARAMETER 0684S 0721 0722 0723 0724
(--) K$CONV I PARAMETER 068_SI., K$CURR I PARAMETER 068_S
_ KSDELE I PARAMETER 0584S
,_ KSDMPB 1 PARAMETER 05.F._SKS DTIM I PARAMETER 0664S
KSENTR I 000000 06B4S
KSEXST l PARAV,ETER 068aS
KSGOND I PARAMETER 05.4.>
KSGPOS I PARAHETER 06._4S
KSHOME I PARAMETER OGB_S
K_ ICUR I PARA_'ETER C_S
K_I_IFD I PARAMETER C68_'S
K$1RTN I PARAMETER [*6AaS
KSISEG I PARAMETER GE,RMS
KSlUFD I PARAMETER 06e4S
KSMENT I 000000 0584s
KSMSIZ I PARAMETER 06_4S
KSMVNT ! PARAMETER 9£84S
KSNOAM I PARAMETER O£_aS
KS_RTN I PARAMETER CGL_aS
KSPSAM I PARAMETER OS8aS
KSNSGD I PARAMETER 058_S
• °.......................................... .........
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K$NSOS I PARAMETER 06845
KSPOSA ! PARAMETER 068_S
KSPOSN I PARAMETER C6845
K$POSR I PARAMETER _6_45
K$PREA I PARAMETER 05q_S
KSPRER ! PARAMETER C6gaS
KSPRGT I PARAMETER OGeeS
KSRDWR I PARAMETER OG_4S
KSREAD I PARAMETER 06RaS
KSRPOS I PARAMETER CE_4S
KSRSU8 I PARAMETER 0£_S
KSR_4LK I PARAMETER 0£,745
K$S_NT I 000000 0_74S
K$SETC I PARAMETER 05_45
K$SETH I PARAMETER 0_845
{-)
i KSSPOS I PARAMETER C6845
_ KsSRYN I PARAMETER 0684S
KSTRNC I PARAMETER 068AS
KSUPOS I PARAXETER 05945
KSWRIT I PARAMETER 0E8_S
KNT J 000675 CBSOS 0691F_ 0706M 0711 0714 0716 0719
PTIT d fl 000052 06835 0705M
R I II 000177 0683S
RDAT I II 000253 05335 0705M
REV I II 000252 06F35 0705M 0710 0711 ""
RPT d 1/ 000130 0_8_o
SRCH$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0721 0722 0723 0724
S.YS J II 000143 05R75 0705t_
_ 5MTIT J // O0000D 06,.,S 070
VEH I // 000171 06_35 0705M
WA I II 000256 OG_3S
WAN I // 000151 06835 0705M
_1 000015 "0693 0694D
_100 000554 0705 07190
_2 000131 06970 0704
_20 000345 07050 0709 0718
_200 000573 0719 07200
) ) )
l € ,I - • -
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_25 000425 0707 07100
_3 000135 0697 06980 0702
_35 000_51 C711 0712D
_4 000325 0702 C703D
_5C 0C047_ 0710 071_('
_55 000507 0714 0715(_
_60 000523 071_ 071_,r)
70 O005b_ 071A C717D
0000 ERRORS [<ALDR >FTN-REVl¢.23
L ....................... .......
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(0728) SUBROUTINE VEHN
(0729) C
(0729) C COMMONBLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
40729) C
(0729) COMMON TIT_PTIT,DIR_RPT_DT,SYS_WAN_CONglD, VEH_ACT_R
40729) COMMON COMPIREV_RDATtWA
40729) c
(0729) C
107_9) C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(0729) C
(0729} INTEGER*4 TIT(21)_PTIT(I?)_CIR(4)_RPT(4}_SYS(3}_CON(5}_ID_ACT
(0729) INTEGER*4 COKP(21)
(0729) INTEGER*2 DT(3},_AN(4),VEH(2t2)_R_REVtRDAT(3)IWA(4)
(0729) C
I_ 107301 C
(o731,c
10732} C THIS ROUTINE LOCATED ALL ENTRIES IN THE DIR/REPORT FILE
0 (0733) C WHICH ARE RELATED TO EITHER A SPECIFIC VEHICLE OR VEHICLE
(3734) C
(0735) INTEGER*2 VEHI(2),VS(4)_VKNT
10736) VKNT=O
10737) CALL CLEAR
(0738} i _RITE(I,2)
(0739} 2 FORMAT(tWHAT IS THE DESIRED VEHICLE NUMBER') '.
(G740) READ(1,DgERR=I)VEH1
(07al) 3 FORMAT(P(13_AI)}
107a2) 999 WRITE(I,100)
(0743) 100 FORMAT(tWHAT IS THE FIRST VALID VEHICLE NUMBERt_'/)
(0744) READ(1,101wERR=lOO)(VS(I)tI=I,2}
(0745) 998 WRITE(19102}
10746} 102 FORMAT(tWHAT IS THE LAST VALID VEHICLE NUMBERt_/,
(0747) ltNOTE - THE DEFALT IS VEHICLE 999')
(0748) READ(I,lOI,_RR:998)(VS(I},I=3_}
(07_9} 101 FORHAT(13,A1,2X,I_,AI}
(0750} IF(VEHI(1).LT.VS(1)) GO TO _99
(0751) • IF(VS(3).E_.O) VS13)=999
(0752) IF(VS(3).LT.VEHI(1)) GO TO 998
(0753) _ READ(6_E_D=202)TIT_P_IT_DIR,_T_SYS_WAN_VEHtREV_RDAT
L-........................
.... ' .......................... -.......... o -.
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(075_) IF(VEH(I_I)oLT.VS(1)) GO TO 4
(0755) IF(VEH(2_I).GToVS(3)) GO TO 4
(0756) IF(VEH(I,2)or_E.tS'.Ar_DoVEH(I,1).EO°VEHI(1)) GO TO 1001
(0757) IF(VEH(I_2)oEQ°_tS°.AND.VEH(I,I)°LE.VEHI(1)) GO TO 1001
(0758) GO TO 4
(075_) 1001 VKNT=VKNT.I
(0760) CALL FMAIN
(0761) GO TO 4
(0762) 202 WRITE(I_201)VKNT_VEHI
(0763} 201 FORMAT(tTHERE ARE '110 o DIRIREPORTS RELATING'_It
(0764) 1°TO VEHICLE _130A11)
(0765) RETURN
(0766) END
o
!
r,.,,j
o
SUBROUTINE VEHN PAGE 6062
ACT d // 000175 0729S
CLEAR R EXTERNAL 000000 0737
COHP d // 000200 0729S
CON d II 000155 0729S
DIR J II 000120 0729S 0753M
DT I // 000140 07293 0753M
FMAIN R £XTERNAL 000000 0760
I I 00046_ 0744M 0748M
ID J // 000167 0724_
PTIT J // 000052 0729S 0753M
R " I // 000177 0725S
RDAT I // 000253 072_S 07E_M
REV I // 000252 0729S 0753_
RPT d // 000130 0729S
SYS d // 000143 072_S 0753M
TIT d I/ 000000 0729S 0753_
_ VEH I // 000171 0729S 0753M 0754 0755 0756 0757
7_
_<h -_ VEH1 I 000002 07__S 0740t4 0750 0752 0756 0757 0762
VEHN R 000000 0728SL VKNT I 000472 0735S 0736M 0759M 0762
VS I 000004 07_5S 0744M 0748M 0750 0751M 0752 0754
0755
gA I // 000256 0729S
WAN I // 000151 072_3 0755M ,:
_1 0000L4 07380 0740
_100 000070 0742" 07430 0744
_1001 000403 0756 0757 0759D
_101 000247 0744 074B 07499
_102 0001_1 0745 074_D
_2 000021 07,._ 073qD
_201 000423 07 _,_: 0763D
202 000410 07 _' 0762D_ .)J
__3 000056 0740 0741D
_4 000276 C7530 0754 0755 0758 0761
_qgB 000145 C7450 0748 0752
_999 000064 0742D 0750
SUBROUTINE VEHN PAGE 0063
0000 ERRORS E<VEHN >FTN-REVI_.2]
SUBROUTINE WANUM PAGE 0064
t0767) SUBROUTINE WANUM
(0768) C
(0768) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(0768) C
(0768) COMMON TIT,PTITtDIR_RPT,DT,SYS,gAN,CON,ID_VEH_ACT_R
(0768) COMMON COMP,REV,RDATIWA
(07&8_ C
(0768) C
(0768) C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(0768) C
•(0768) INTEGER*_ TIT(21)_TIT(19)_DIR(4)DRPT(4)ISYS(3),CON(5)tlD,ACT
(0768) INTEGER*4 COMP(21)
(0768) INTEGER*2 DT(3)_AN(_)_VEH(2_2),R_REVDRDAT(3)_WA(_)
(0768) C
(0769) C
(0770) C#,-%
"l" (0771) C HIS ROUTINE LOCATES ALL DOCUMENTS WITH A SPECIFIED U.Ao NUMBER
_._(_ 107"121 C(0773) INTEGER*2 OWA(_)IKNT(0774) KNT=O
(0775; 3 WRITE(I_I)
(0776) 1 FORMAT( o WHAT IS THE'DESIRED WA NUMDERttl)
(0777) READ(I_2_ERR=3)DWA
(0778) 2 FORMAT(4A2) '.
(0779} 100 READ(6_END=2OO)TITDPTIT,DIR_DT_SYS_WAN_VEH_REV_RDAT
(0780) IF(DWA(4)oNE,t i) GOTO 5
(0781) IF(DWA(3)oNE," t) GOTO 40
_D782) DO 30 I=1_2
(0783) IF(DWA(1)oNE.WAN(1)) GGTO 100
(0784) 30 CONTINUE
(0785) GO TO 15
(0786) _0 DO 5C I=1_3
(0787) IF(DWA(I).NE.WAN(I)) GOTO 100
(0788) 50 CONTINUE
(0789) GO TO 15
(0790) 5 DO I0 Z=I_4
(0791} IF(DWA(1)oNE,_AN(1)) GO TO 100
(0792) 10 CONIINUE
I) )
SUBROUTINE'UANUM PAGE 0065 ""
(0793} 15 CALL FMAI_
(0794) KNT=KNT+I
(0795) GO TO 100
(0796) 200 WRITE(It25O)KNT_DWA
(0797). 250 FORMAT( t THERE ARE rig, DOCUMENTS WITH A W.A. NUMBER'9
(0798) it OF '_A2)
(0799) RETURN
(0800) END
!
q
°
SUBROUTINE WANUM. PA6E 0066
ACT d t/ 000175 07689
COMP J )I 000200 0768S
CON d // 000155 07689
DIR d I! 000120 07689' 0779M
DT I // D00140 0768S 0779M
OWA I 000.002 077_S 0777M 0780 0781 0785 0787 0791
0796
FMAIN R EXTERNAL 000000 07_3
I I- 000261 07_2M 0783 0786M 0787 0790M 0791
ID J /l 000167 076_S
KNT I 000262 07739 0774_ 0794M 0796
PTIT d ll 000052 076_S 0779M
R I II 000177 07689
RDAT I II 0_0253 07_ES 0779H
REV I II 000252 07589 0779_
0 -
_._ _ RPT J II G00130 07689(_ .SYS d /I 000143 076_S 0779M
TIT d )1 000000 076_S 0779M
VEH I I/ 000171 07689 0779M
WA I ll 000256 07653
WAN I II 000151 076BS 0779M 0783 0787 0791
WANUM R 000000 07579
_1 000016 0775 0776D '.
_10 000175 0790 0792D
_100 000056 07790 0783 0787 0791 0795
_15 000204 0785 0789 0795D
2 000052 0777 077_D
_200 000210 0779 07960
_250 00C222 C796 07970 ,
_3 000011 07750 0777
_30 000141 07_2 07_40
40 000150 '0781 07_1)
_5 000166 07_0 07900
_50 000157 DT_R 07f_D
0000 ERRORS [<WANUM >F.TN-REV14.23
SUBROUTINE DATOR PAGE 0067
(0801) SUBROUTINE DATDR
(0802) C
(C802) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(0802) C
(0802) COMMON TIT_PTITIDIR,RPT,DT,SYSo_ANtCON,ID_VEH,ACTtR
(0802) COMMON COMP_REV_RDAT,VA
(0802) C
(0802) C
(0802) C DATA DECLARATION 8LOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(0802) C
(0802) INTEGER*_ TIT(21)_PTIT(19),DIR(q)_RPT(4)_SYS(3),CON(5)tID_ACT
(0802) INTEGER*4 COMP(21}
(0802) INTEGER*2 DT(3}_AN(4)oVEH(2_2)_R_REVIRDAT(3)_WA(4)('3
l (0802) C(o803,c(0804) C
_'_ (0805) C THIS ROUTINE LOCATED ALL DOCUMENTS gITH A SPECIFIED DATE
(0806) C
(0807) INTEGER*2 0(3)
(08'08) KNT=O
(0809) 20 WRITE(It21)
(0810) 21 FDRMAT(_ ;HAT IS THE DATE IHAT YOU WANTt,/I*!MMDDYY!t/)
(0811) REAC(l_22_ERR=20)D
(G812) 22 FORMAT(1X,312) ,.
(0813) 100 READ(6_ENO=2OO)TIT_PTIT_DIR_DTISYSt_AN_VEHtREV_RDAT ""
(081_) IF(REV.EOoe o) GOTO 150
(0815) IF(D(1).EQoO) GO TO 110
(0816) IF(D(1)oNE.DT(1)) GO TO 100
(0617) 110 IF(D(2)oEQ.O) GO TO 120
(0818) IF(D(2)oNE.DT(2)) CG TO 100
(0817) 120 IF(D(3).EQ.C) GO TO 130
(0820) IF(O(3)oNZ°DT(3)} GO TO 100
(0_21) 130 CALL F_IAIN
(0822) KNT=KNT.I
(0823) GO TO 100
(0824) 150 IF(D(1).EQ.O) GOTO 160
(Oe2E) IF(D(1).NE.RDAT(1)) GOTO 100
(0826) 160 IF(D(2)oEO.O) GOTO 170
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(0827) IF(D(2)oNEoRDAT(2)) GOTO 100
(0828) 170 IF(D(3)oE;oO) GDTO 130
(0e29) IFKO(3)oNEoRDAT(3)) GOTO 100
.(.08_0) GO TO 130
(0831.) .200 WRITE(I_250)KNT_D
(0832} 250 FORMAT(t THERE ARE tIg_ DOCUMENTS WITH A DATE OF t2(12t-_)tI2)
(0833) RETURN
(0834) END
('-}
o
q
................. ... . ................................................... -- .............
SUROUTINE DATDR PAGE 0069
ACT d £J 000175 0802S
COMP J // 000200 08025
CON d /I 000155 0802S"
D I 000002 0807S 0811M 0815 0816 0817 0818 0819
0820 0824 0825 0826 0827 0828 0829
0_31
OATgR R 000000 0801S
DZR J 11 000120 0802S 0813F
DT I // 0001_0 0_02S 0813M 0816 0818 0820
FMAIN R EXTERNAL 000000 0821
ID J II 000167 0802S
KNT I 000263 0808M 0822M 0831
PTIT d 11 000052 0807S 0813M
R I/l 000177 0_025
ROAT I // 00025Z 0802S 0813H 0825 0827 0829
REV I // 000252 0802S 0813H 0814
I RPT J // 000130 0802S
'-,I SYS d II 0001_3 0_02S 0813MTIT J // 000 8
V.EH I I/ 000171 0802S 0813F:WA I // 000256 0802SWAN I /I 000151 0802S 0813M
100 000065 08130 0816 0818 0820 0823 0825 0827 '.
0829 ."
_110 000143 0815 08170
_120 000152 0817 08190
_130 000161 08!9 08210 0828 0830
__150 000165 0814 08240
__160 00017_ 082_ 08260 ,
__170 000205 0826 08280
_20 000010 08090 0811
_200 000213 0813 08310
__21 000015 0809 08100
_22 000060 0811 08120
_250 000225 0_31 08320
0000 ERRORS [<DATDR >FTN-FEVI_,2]
.SUBROUTINE SYSOR PAGE 0070
•(0835) SUBROUTINE SYSDR
(0836) C
(0836) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(0836) C
(08Z6) COMMON TIT,PTIT,DIR, RPT_ DT,SYS q,WANtCON, ID_VEHI,ACTtR
(0836) COMMON COMP _REV.tRDAT_WA
(0836) C
(0836) C
{0836) C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(0836) C
(0836) INTEGER*4 TIT(2I) ,PTIT(19) ,DIR(4) _RPT(_) tSYS( 31 _CON (51 tID,pAcT
(0836" INTEGER*(_ COKP(21)
(0836) INTEGER*2 DT (3) _WAN (4) 9VEH (2t2),R,REV._RDAT (3) I,_A{_)
{0836) C
(0837) C
(0838) C
(08_9) C T_IS ROUTINE LOCATES ALL DOCUMENTS WITH A SPCIFIED SYSTEM
_.. , I=| # (OB40) C -"
P"''J.._,._r_(0841) INTEGER*4 DSvKNT2 K =O
(0843) 3 WRITE(I,,I)
(0844) I FORMA7{_ WHAT IS THE DESIRED SYSTEM')
(08_'5) READ(1 _2,pERR=3)DS
(0846) 2 FORMAT(3A4") ..
(0841) 100 READ (6_END--200) TIT,PTIT _DIR_DT_SYSgWAN.pVEH _REV iRDAT
(08_,8) DO 150 I=1_5
(0849) IF(DS.EO.SYS(1)) O0 TO 175
{0850) 150 CONTINUE
(0851} GO TO 100
(0.852) 175 CONTINUE
(0853) CALL FMAIN
(085_) KNT:KNT+I
(0855) GO TO I00
(0856) 200 WRITE(I_250)KNT,,DS
(0657) 250 FORMAT(' THERE ARE '19' DOCUMENTS WITH A SYSTEM OF '3A4)
(0858) RETURN
(0859) Er,XD
L .
._) ) )i|i : .e
SUBROUTINE SYSDR PAGE 0071
ACT J II 000175 OB3_S
COMP d // 000200 0836S
CON d II 000155 ' 08)5S
OIR d // 00C120 0836S 0_47_
DS J 000217 0841S 0845TI 0849 0856
DT I II 000140 08368 0847_
FMAIN R EXTERNAL 000000 0855
I I 000221 O_4_M 0849
I0 J II 000167 0835S
KNT J 000222 0841S 0842M 0854M 0856
PTIT "J 1/ 000052 093_S 0847_
R I I/ 000177 083_,S
.RDAT I 1/ 000255 083_S 0847M
REV I II 000252 08_68 0847Mt")
I RPI J // 000130 OBZGS
_ SYS J // 000143 0847H 0849SYSDR R 000000 C8358
•,_q'_ TIT J II 000000 08388 0847M
VEH I II 000171 08358 0847_
WA I II 000256 0836S
WAN I // 000151 08368 0847M
_i 000G13 0843 0844D
_100 000051 08470 0851 0855 -.
150 000131 0848 0850D
_175 0001_0 OSa_ 0852D
_2 C00045 0845 08450
_200 C00151 0847 C85_D
_250 000163 0855 0857D
_3 000006 0843D 0845
0000 ERRORS E<SYSDR >FTN-REVI4°2]
SUBROUTINE CONN PAGE 0072
(0860) SUBROUTINE CONN
(0861) C
(0861) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(0861) C
(0861) COMMON TIT_PTIT_DIR_RPT_DT,SYSB_ANtCONtID_VEHtACT_R
(0861) COMMON COMP_REV_RDAT_WA
(086!) C
(0861) C
:0861) C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(0_61) C
(0861) INTEGER*4 TIT(21),PTIT(19)_PIR(_),RPT(q)ISYS(3)_CON(5)_ID_ACT .
(0861) INTEGER*_ COMP(21)
(0861) INTEGER*2 DT(3),WAN(4)_VEH(2_2)tR_REV_RDAT(_)_WA(4)
(0861) C
(0862) C SYSCOM)KEYS.F _NEMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FTN) 31 MAY_ 1977
0 (C_62) NOLIST
! (C863) C
(0865) C THIS ROUTINE LOCATES ALL DOCUMENTS WITH A SPECIFIED CONTRACT NUMBER
108661 C(0B67) INTEGER*4 DC(5)IKNT
(0868) INTEGER*2 IT,IC
(086B) KNT=O
(0870) 1 WRITE(lq3) '.
(0971) 3 FORMAT( t WHAT IS THE DESIRED CONTRACT NUMBER_I)
(0872) READ(1,2_ERR=I)DC
(0_73) 2 FORMAT(SA4)
(_874) CALL SRCH$${KSRD_R.KSNDAM_tCTAB tt6_14_IT_IC)
(0875) 30 READ(IB_40_END=200)WAeCON
(0876) 40 FORt_AT(5X_4A2_2XtSA4)
(0877) DO 45 I=I,5
(0e78) IF_CON(1).NF.DC(1)) GOTO 30
(0879) 45 CONTINUE
(0860) 100 READIGqEND=9OITIT,FTITiDIR_DTtSYSB_AN_VEH_REV_R_AT
(OBBI) IF(WA(1).E_.'38_0ANDoWA(2).E_._O4|.OR._A(2).EQ._OB_)..GOTO 660
(0882) IF(WAN(1)0KE.WA(1)) GOTO 100
(0883) IF(WAN(2).N_o_A(2)) GOTO 100
(088_) GO TO 701
L ......... -.....
) ) )
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(0885) 6GO DO 665 1:i,4
(0886) IF(_AN(1)oNEoWA(1)) GOTO 100
(0887) 665 CONTINUE
(D888) 701 CALL CMAIN
(0889) KNT=KNT+I
(0890) GO TO 100
(0891) 90 REWIND 6
(0892) GO TO 30
(0893) 200 WRITE(l125O)KNTIDC
(0_94) 250 FORHAT( I THERE AREtI? t DOCUMENTS WITH A CONTRACT11
(0_95) I I NUMBER OF tSAr)
(0896) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLO_,ICTAB 1_6101010)
(0B97) RETURN
(0898) END
f.jrl
...%
e° •
r-
SUBROUTINE CONN "PAGE 0074
ACT d /1 000175 OBGIS
CMAIN R EXTERNAL 000000 088_
COMP d I/ 000200 0861S
CON J // 000155 0861S 0875M 0878
COKN R 000000 0860S
DC J 000002 0867S 0872M 0878 0893
DIR J // 000120 0861S 08POM
DT I // 000140 0861S 0880M
I I 000405 0877M 0878 0885M 0886
IC I 000407 0868S 0874A
ID 'J // 000167 0881S
IT I 000410 08685 0874A
KTALLD I PARAMETER 06£.2S
K$CACC I PARAMETER 0_623
KSCLOS I PARAMETER 0962S 0896
C") K$CONV I PARAMETER 0862S
._ KSCURR I PARAMETER P_G2S
(_ KSDELZ I PARAMETER 0882S
_$DMPB I PARAMETER 0862S-
K$DTIM I PARAMETER 0852S
KSENTR I 000000 0862S
KTEXST I PARAMETER 0862S
KSGOND I PARAMETER 0_2S
KSGPOS I PARAMETER 08_2S ".
KTHOME I PARAMETER 0962S
K$1CUR I PARAMETER 0862S ...
K_IMFD I PARAMETER 0862S
K$1RTN I PARAMETER OBE2S
K$ISEG I PARAMETER 0862S - . "
K$1UFD I PARAMETER . 0862_ ..'
KSMENT I 000000 0862S I,_'._,_i
KTMSIZ I PARAMETER 0882S
KTMVNT I PARAMETER 0_52S
K$NDAM I PARAMETER 08623 0874
KTNRTN I PARAMETER 0_2_
KTNSAM I PARAMETER 0F,62S
KTNSGD I PARAMETER 0862S
K$t_SGS I PARAMETER 0862S
=... ....................... -.... . ...............
) ) )
m L ,r
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KSPOSA I PARAMETER 0862S
KSPOSN I PARAMETER 0962S
KSPOSR I PARAMETER 08_2S
KSPREA I PARAMETER 086?S
KSPRER I PARAMETER 0852g
KSPROT I PARAMETER C852S
KSRDWR I PARAMETER 0862S 0874
KSREAD I PARAMETER 0_62S
K$RPOS I PARAMETER .08_2S
K$RSUB I PARAMETER 0962S
KSR_LK I PARAMETER 08623
KSSENT I 000000 C8_2S
K$SETC I PARAMETER 0862S
K$SETH I PARAMETER C_2S
0 K$SPOS I PARAMETER CB52g
I K$SRTN I PARAMETER _B_2S
_ KSTRNC I PARAMETER 0862g
.6G,:SKSUPOS I PARAMETER n
KSWRIT I PARAMETER 0862S
x_j'\ KNT J 000411 OSG7S 08691_ 0889M 0893
PTIT J // 000652 0661S 0880M i
.R I /I 000177 0851S
RDAT Z II 000253 OB&ZS 08BOI _
REV I // 000252 "0861S 0880H ',
RPT 'J // 000130 C9_-1S •
SRCH$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0974 0896
SYS J // 000143 OBGIS 06BOM
TIT J // O0000D 0861S 0880FI
VEH I // 000171 0861S 08_0M
WA I // 00025& 0861S 0875_ 0881 0882 _883 088&
WAN I // 000191 0861S D8BOH 0882 0883 0886
.1 000021 0_70D 0_T2
__100 000161 09_00 q882 0_83 0886 0890
__2 000065 0872 08730
__200 000320 0875 08n30
__250 0003_2 0693 0894D
_3 000026 0970 08710
......... =
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__30 000101 0875D 0878 0892
__0 000116 0875 08760
__45 000152 0877 08790
-__660 0002_4 0881 08850
_665 000275 08_5 08870
__701 000304 0884 0888D
_90 000315 0880 08910
0000 ERRORS [<CONN >FT_J-REV14o2]
I
J
._" ,.
t i f
° . . .
.. • ° ,................ . ................................................................. . ....
SUBROUTINE DIRN PAGE 0077
(0899) SUBROUTINE DIRN
(0900) C
(0900) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(0900) C
(0_00) COMMON TIT_PTITtDIRBRPTBDT_SYStWAN_CONtIDqVEHtACTtR
(0900) COMMON COMPqREV_RDAT,WA
(0900) C .
(0900) C
(0900) C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(0900) C
(0900) INTEGER*4 TIT(21),PTIT(lq),DIR(_),RPT(4)qSYS(3)qCON(5)qIDqACT
(0900) INTEGER*_ CGHP(21)
(0900) INTEGER*2 DT(3)qWAN(4)qVEH(2t2)_R,REVqRDAT(3)qWA(_)
(09DO) C
¢-_ (0901) C
_.j 10902) C(0903) C THIS ROUTINE LOCATES A DOCUHENT gITH A SPECIFIED
_ (0904) C DIR-REPORT NUMBE_
(0905) C
".3 (0906) INTEGER*4 KNTIIDIR(_)
(0907) KNT=O
(0908) 3 WRITE(I_I)
(0909) 1 FORMAT(q WHAT IS THE DESIRED DIR-REPORT NUMBER. q/}
(0910) READ(1,2qERR=3) IDIR
,q(0911) 2 FORMAT(3A_A2)
(0912) WRITE(112)IDIR
(091_) 100 READ(&oEND=200)TIT_PTIT_DIR_DIgSYSt_ANoVEH_REVqRDAT
(091_) DO 1000 I=1_4
(0915) IF(IDIR(1)oNEoDIR(1)) GO TO 100
(0916) 1000 CONTINUE
(0917) CALL FMAIN
(0918) GO TO 100
(0919) 200 RETURN
(0920) END
SUBROUTINE OIRN PAGE 0078
ACT J 1/ 000175 O_OOS
COMP J II 000200 C900S
CON J II 000155 0700S
DIR O // 000120 OgOOS 0913M 0915
DIRN R 000000 0899S
DT I I/ 0001A0 0900S 0913r4
FMAIN R EXTERNAL 000000 0917
I I 000176 0V14!I 0915
ID J /1 000167 0800_
IDIR J 080002 09D_S 0910M 0812 0915
KNT J 000200 090_S 0907F4
PTIT J // 000052 0900S 0913M
R I // 000177 0900S
RDAT I II 000253 OOCS 0913T,I
REV I // 000252 0900S 0913_
RPT J // 000130 0900St
0 SYS d II 000143 09003 0913 M
TIT d I/ OCO000 0900S 0913M
VEH I /! 000171 0900S 09131_
WA I II 000256 0900S
WAN I // 000151 8900S 8913N
_1 000024 .0909 0908D
_100 000100 0813D 0815 0918 '.
_1000 000163 0_14 09160
2 000064 0910 0911D 0912
_200 008174 0913 0819D
_3 000017 088BD 0910
0000 ERRORS [<DIRN >FTN-REVI_.2]
SUBROUTINE GETCON PAGE 0079
I
(0921) SUBROUTINE GETCON i
I(0922) C(0922) C COMMONBLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE(O922) C
(0922) COMMONTIT,PTITtOIR,RPT_DTqSYS_WAN_CON_I.DtVEHtACTtR
(0922) COMMON COMP,REV,RDAT_WA
(0922) C
(0922) C
(0922) C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(0922) C
(0922) INTEGER*4 TIT(21),PTIT(19),OIR(_),RPT(4)_SYS(3)_CON(5)tID_ACT
(0922) INTEGER*4 COMP(21)
(0922) INTEGER*2 DT(3)_AN(4)tVEH(212)_R_REV_RDAT(3)_WA(4)
(0922) C
(0923) C SYSCOM>KEYS.F MNEF!ONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEH (FTN) 31 MAYt 1977
(0923.) NOLIST
(0924) INTEGER*2 IT,IC
(0925) CALL SRCHS$(KSRDWR*KSNDAM,'CTAB ttG_14,IT_IC)
(') (0926) RE;IND 1B
O0 (0927) 650 READ(18_BBB,END=BqO)_A,CON
"-' (0928) 655 FORI4AT(BX94A2,2X,5A4)
(0929) IF(_AN(1)oEC.t33t.AND.WAN(2).EG.t02 t) GOTO 670
(0930) IF(WAN(1)oEOo'38'oAND-WAN(2)oEQo'O4toOR.$$AN(2),EQ.t09 t) GOTO 660
(0931) IF(;AN(1).NE,WA(1)) GOTO 650 ".
',,,% (D932) IF(WAN(2)oNEo_A(2)) GOTO 650
(0933) GO TO BOO
"---.(0934) 660 DO 665 I=114
(0935) IF(WAN(1).NE.;A(I)) GOTO 650
(0936) 665 CONTINUE
(0937) GO TO 800
(0938) 670 IF(gAN(1).NE.WA(1)) GOTO _50
(0939) " IF(WAN(2)oNEoWA(2)) GOTO 650
(0940) IF(WAN(3).NE.tABt.AND.WAN(3),NE°WBA t) GO TO 800
(0941) IF(WAN(3).EO.+AB|oAND._A(3).EOotA t) GOTO 800
(0942) IF(WAN(3).EC._BA_oANDoWA(3)°EQ._D _) GOTO BOO
(0943) GO TO 650
(094_) 690 CON(1)=_A N_
(09_5) CON(2)='OT F'
!
SUBROUTINE GETCON PAGE 0080
(0946) CON(3)=tOUND w
(0947) CONf.)= t SEEt
(0948) CON(5)= l RJK e
(0949) 800 CALL SRCH$S(K$CLOS_tCTAB ',6_OtO_O)
(0950) RETURN
(0951) END
V3
___jCO
o
L .
• ................... .................................. ._ _,
SUBROUTINE GETCON PAGE O08Z
ACT J #l 000175 0922_
COMP d II 000200 09225
CON J // 000155 0_225 0927M 0944M 0945M 0946M 0947M 09_8M
DIR d // 00C120 0_225
OT I // 0001_0 092_S
GETCON R 000000 0921S
I I 000256 0934FI 0935
IC I 000261 0_2_S 0925A
ID J 11 C00167 09225
IT I 000262 092aS 0925A
K$ALLD I PARAMETER 0923S
K$CACC I PARAMETER 0_235
K$CLOS I PARAMETER 05235 0949
K$CONV I PARAMETER 09233
KSCURR I PARAMETER 09235
K$DELE I PARAMETER 09235
K$DMPB t PARAMETER 09235I
Oo KSDTIM I PARAMETER C_235
" ('o KSENTR I 000000 09235XST PARAMETER
K$GOND I PARAMETER C_235
K$GPOS I PARAMETER 09235
KSHOME I PARAMETER 09235
K$ICUR I PARAMETER 09235 *,
K$1MFD I PARAMETER 09235 ."
K_IRTN I PARAMETER 09235
K$1SEG I PARAMETER 09235
K$1UFD I PARAMETER 09255
KSMENT I 000000 09235
KSMSIZ I PARAMETER 0£235
K$MVNT I PARAMETER 09235
KSNDAH I PARAMETER 09235 0925
K$NRTN I PARAUETER 09235
KSNSAM I PARAMETER 09235.
KSNSGD I PARAMETER 09235
KSNSGS I PARAMETER 0?235
KSPOSA I PARAMETER 09235
KSPOSN I PARAMETER 09235
pSUBROUTINE GETCON PAGE 0082 i
K$POSR I PARAMETER 0923S
K$PREA I PARAMETER C9239
KSPRER I PARAMETER 09239
KTPROT I PARAMETER 09239
KTRDWR I PARAMETER 09239 0925
K$READ I °ARAMETER 09239
KTRPOS I _ARAMETER _9239
KTRSUB I PARAMETER 0_?33
KTRWLK I PARAMETER 09239
K_SENT I 000000 09239
K$SETC I PARAMETER 0_259
K$SETH I PARAMETER 0923S
K$SPOS I _ARA_ETER 0_23S
K$SRTN I PARAMETER 0_239
K$TRNC I PARAMETER C9239
KTUPOS I _ARAMETER 09239
K$;RIT I PARAMETER C9239
¢') PTIT J // 000052 09229
_.__oR r II 000177 o922s
<:_'.4::=ROAT -I II 000253 09229
,_ REv I // 000252 0922s
RPT J // 000130 0?223
SRCH$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0925 0949
sYs J it 000143 0922s '.
TIT J /! 000000 092RS -"
VEH I // OOOlTi o922s
W.A Z II 00025_ 0922S0927,0931 0932 0935 O93B 0939
0941 0942
WAN I !1 000151 09229 0929 0930 0931 0932 0935 0938
0?39 0940 0941 0942
_650 000014 0927D 0931 0932 0935 0938 0939 09_3
_655 000030 0927 C929D
__66.0 000117 0330 0934D
_665 000131 .0934 0935D
_670 0001_0 09_9 09380
_690 000217 0927 09440.
__800 G00245 0933 0937 0940 0941 0942 0969D
nSUBROUTINE GETCON PAGE 0083 J
i
t
i
!
1
0000 ERRORS [<GETCON>FTN-REVI_,2] I
¢-)
co
o'1
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SUBROUTINE FMAIN PAGE 0084
(0952) _UBROUTINE FMAIN
€0953) C
(0953) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(0953) C
(0953) COMMON TIT_PTIT,DIRqRPTqDT,SYS,WAN,CON,IDIVEH,ACT_R
(0953) COMMON COMP_REV_RDAT_WA
(0953) C
(0953) C
(0953) C DATA DECLARATIO_ BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(0_53) C
(0953) INTEGER*4 TIT(21),PTIT(19)_DIR(_),RPT(_)._SYS(3)_CON(5),ID_ACT"
(0953) INTEGER*4 COMP(21)
(0953) INTEGER*2 DT(3)_WAN(4)_VEH(2_2)tR,REV_RDAT(3)gWA(_)
(0953} C
(095_) C
(0955) C
(0956) C THIS IS THE BASIC OUTPUT ROUTINE FOR THE SPOOLER AND TERMINAL(0957) C
(0958} WRITE(I_9981
_._ (0959} 998 FORMAT(//}
_" (0960) 999 FORMAT(1HD)
(0961} _RITE(7_999)
(0962} 103 gRITE(19101)
(0963) WRITE(7_IOI) ,"
(0964) 101 FORMAT(' (I) TITLE '/)
(0965) _RIT_(I_IO2)PTIT
(096&) WRITE(7_IO2}PTIT
(0967} 102 FORMAT(lX_IgA_)
(0968} IF(REVoNE._ t) GOTO 201
(0969} WRITE(1_lSD}DIR_REV
(0970} WRITL(7_I_O)DIRtREV
(0971) 150 FORMAT( t (2) DIRIREPORT NUMBER (P} REVISIONt_/_I_3A4,A2_ 9X_lA2/}
(0972) GO TO 400
(0973} 201 _RITE(1,202}DIR_R_V
(0974) 202 FORMAT( t (2) DIRIREPORT NUFBER (_) REVISIGNt_/_lX_3A49A2_ 9Xt
(0975} i _R[V t,lA2/)
(0976) _RITE(7_202)DIR_REV
(0977) 400 _RIT.E(7,_O2}DT_RDAT
t,,..,._.. . ...................... --.....
) ) )
! ii J !
SUBROUTINE FKAIN ....................... FAGE'O085 il
(0978) WRZTE(l_402)DT,RDAT
(0979) 402 FORRAT( t (3) DOCUMENT DATEt_6X_t(9) REVISION DATE_IqlX_2(12_t-t}, !ii
(0980) 1 I2_15X92(I2_t't),_2/) I
(0981) 501 _RITE(I_502)SYS
(09S2) WRITE(7_SG2)SYS li
(0383) 502 FORMAT( t (_) SYSTE_t_ 13(IxtA4}l}
(098_) 601 WRITE(I_&O2)WAN
(0_5) WRITE(7,602)WAN
(0_86) 602 FORMAT( t (5) _,A. NUHEER/ID CODEt_/1X_4A2/)
(0_7) CALL GETCDN
(0')_8) 701 WRITE(I_7C2]CON
(0969) WRITE(7,702)CON
(09_d) 702 FORMAT( I (6) CONTRACT NUMBER°tltlX_SA_/)
(099Z) 901 _RITE(II902)((VE H(IIJ)_J=I_2)_I=I_2)
(099Z) WRITE(7q902)((VEH(IgJ)'J=1_2)_I=l_2)
(0973) 902 FORMAT( t (7) VEHICLE_/_IXqI3_AI_ IXgI3_AI/}
(099_) CALL RECYCL
(0995) CALL PAUS
(0996) RETURN
_-_ (0997) END
I
co
:.
SUBROUTINE FMAIN PAGE 0086
A(_T d t/ 000175 09535
C,IMP d // 000200 0955S
CON d I/ 000155 095,_S 098_ 09S9
DIR J II 000120 0955S 0969 0970 0973 0976
DT I II 000140 0q55s 0977 0978
FMAIN R 000000 0957S
GETCON R EXTERNAL 000000 09P.7
I I 000632 0991H 0992M
Li_ SID J II 000167 09 _"
J I 00063Z 099 !_'! 0992M
PAUS ' R EXTERNAL 000000 0995
PTIT d II 000052 0953S 0965 0966
R I II 000177 095._S
RDAT I II 000253 0953S 0977 0978
R'--CYCL R EXTERNAL 000000 0994
EEV I II 000252 _.953S 0968 0969 0970 0975 0976
RPT J 11 000130 0953S
S':S d II 000143 0953S 0981 0982
T;.T d II 000000 0953S
VTH I II 000171 09535 0991 0g92
,._ w_ I // 000256 0953S
i WAN I II 000151 0953S 0984 0985
Do
,_00 .
_I01 000032 09_2 0963 0964D '.
(:_ 102 O00CGI 0955 0966 0967D
_i03 000022 09620
150 000121 0969 0970 09710
201 000161 0968 097,30
.202 000173 097Z 0974D 0976
.400 000250 0q72 09770
__.02 000274 C977 0978 09790
_5]i 000346 09_10
_5q2 000364 " 09,71 0982 09830
_6CI 000402 098tiD
_602 000a22 0984 0985 09_6D
_701 000447 09BF_D
_702 000465 0988 098q 0990D
_901 000507 0991D
.) ), J
"l, i i
SUBROUTINE FMAIN PAGE 0087
I
I
]
_302 000601 0991 0992 09930 i
_938 000006 09_ . 0959D
_999 000011 0960D 0961 l
OOCO ERRORS [<FMAIN >FTN-REVI_.2]
('3
O0
",4 -,
• _ = . .
SUBROUTINE CMAIN PAGE OOBB
(09_8) SUBROUTINE CMAIN
(09_9) C
(09_'9) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(09?9) C
(0999) COMMON TITgPTIT_DIR_RPT_DT,SYS,gAN_CON_IDtVEH,ACItR
(0999) COMMON COMP,REV_RDAT,gA
(0999) C
(0999) C
(0999) C DATA DECLARATION _LOCK FOR THE OIR FILE
(09_9) C
(0_99) INTEGER*4 TIT(21),PTIT(19),DIR(4)IRPT(4)_SYS(S)_CON(5)tIDtACT
(09_9) INTEGER*4 COMP(21)
(0999) INTEGER*2 DT(3)gWAN(4)gVEH(2_2)_RIREVqRDAT(3)_WA(4)
(0_99) C
(i000) C
(1001) C
(IOL?) C THIS IS THE BASIC OUTPUT ROUTINE FOR THE SPOOLER AND TERMINAL
(I003) C
) (10n4) _RITE(1,998)
) (1905) 998 FORMAT(II)
) (10U6) 999 FORMAT(IHO)
(1007) WRIT[(7_999)
(I008) 103 WRITE(1,101)
.
(lOJ91 WRITE(I,IOI)
(i0)0) 101 FORMAT( t (i) TITLE t/)
(1011) WRITE(1,102)PTIT
(10'2) WRITE(79102)PTIT
(lt'13) 102 FORMAT(1XtlgA4)
(1!14) IF(REV.N[.' 1) GOTO 201
(1015) WRITE(1,150)DIR,RZV
(i016) WRITE(79150)DIR_RZV
(10_7) 150 FORMAT(' (2) DIR/REPORT NUMBER (8) REVISION'_/IIX93A4,A2_9XTIA2/)
(101_) GO TO 400
(101_) 201 WRITE(I_2D2)DIR4REV
(10_G) 202 FORMAT(I (2) DIR/REPORT' NUMBER (8) REVISIONt,/91X_SA4_A2_9X_
(IU2.1) I tREV t_IA2/)
(1022) gRITE(7_202)DIR_REV
(1023) _00 WBITE(7,402)DT,RDAT
°. -,.................... . .............................................
SUDROUTINE CMAIN PAGE 0089
(1J24) WRITEfI_O2)DT,tRDAT
(I_25) 402 FORMAT( t (3) DOCUMENT DATEtt6X_t(9) REVISION DATEt,P/01Xt2(12.tt-t)9
(I026) I 12tlSX_2 (12_ _-t) _I21)
(1027) 501 WRITE(I t502)SYS
(10:-8) I4RITE(7t502)SYS
(I02°.) 502 FORMAT( t (4) SYSTEM',p/3(IX,pA4)I)
(1030) £01 WRITE(I_602)t_AF"
(1031) WRITE (7,602) _VA,_
(1032) 602 FORffAT( e (5) _.A, NUMBER/ID CODEt,_/IXt4A2/)
(I033) 701 WRITF(I_702)CON
(103_+) _R ITE (7,707-}CO_
(1035) 702 FORMAT( I (6) CONTRACT NUMBERt,/1Xt5A4/)
(1036) 901 WRIT£(IIg02) ((VEH(I _J),J:l,2) _I=1_2 )
(1037) WR ITE(7,902) ((VE_ (I,d) ,pJ=1t2) ,pI=l_?)
(lr,.x.8) 902 FORP,AT( e (7) VEHICLEI,=/_IX,13_AI,pIX,DI3_A1/)
(lb37) CALL RECYCL
(1040) CALL PAUS
(i041) RETURN
(I0t.2) END
SUBROUTINE CMAIN PAGE 0090
A]T J /I 000175 0999S
C IAIN R 000000 0998S
CU_,P d // 000200 0997S
CON J /I 000155 0099S 1033 1034
DIR J I/ 000120 0999S 1015 1016 1019 1022
DT I II 0001_0 0999S 1023 1024
I I 000631 1056H 10_7M
ID J // 00016"/ 09993
J [ 000632 1036H I03,/M
PAUS R EXTERNAL 000000 1040
PTIT ,] II 000052 0999S 1011 1012
R I II 000177 09_°.S
RDAT I II 000253 .0999S 1023 1024
RECYCL R EXTERNAL 000000 103 (_
REV -I II 000252 07-39_ 1014 1015 1016 1019 1022
RPT d // 000130 099gS
SYS J // 0001_3 0_9.=S 1027 1028
TIT J ,1 000000 0999S
VEH " I '/ 000171 O,°SSS 1056 i037
I,, o00151 Io-oIo31
CTro
__101 000032 1008 1009 10100
_102 000061 1011 1012 10130 ,,
103 000022 100.90
_150 000121 1015 1015 10170
201 000161 1014 I019D
_202 000173 10!9 10200 1022
_400 000250 I018 I023D
_402 000274 1025 1024 I025D ,
_501 000346 I027D
_502 000564 102-/ 102_ 10290
_601 000402 10_00.
_602 000422 1030 1031 10520
_701 0004_6 10330
_702 00046 '_ 1035 1034 10350
901 000506 10360
_902 000600 1036 1037 10380
' r .i .
S_BROUTINE CMAIN PAGE 0091
___?g 000006 1004 1005D
999 000011 10060 1007
0000 [RRORS [(CMAIN )FT);-REUI_o2]
P
SUBROUTINE ARCDR PAGE 0092
(10.,3) SUBROUTINE ARCDR
(104q) C
(1044) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(I044) C
(1044) COMMON TIT_PTITsDIR+RPT+DT+SYS+WAN_CON+ID_VEH+ACT+R
(1044) COMMON COMPoREV+RDATsWA
(I044_ C
(1044) C
(1044) C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DIR FILE
(I044) C
(1044) INTEGER*_ TIT(21),PTIT(19)+DIR(a)+RPT(4}+SYS(3+)_CON(5)+ID+ACT
(1944) INTEGER*4 COFiP(21)
(lOaa) INTEGER*2 DT(5)IWAN(4)sVEH(2+2)+RIREV+RDAT(3)sWA(4}
(10_4) C
(1045) C SYSCOM>KEYSoF _NEKONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FIN) 31 MAY+ 1977
(10^5) NOLIST
(10_6) C
(10,,7) C
0 (1_8) C ARCHIVE ROUTINE FOR THE DIR FILE
,_ 110491 C
(1050) INTEGER*4 IDR(4}
(1051) INTEGER*2 IT,IC
2 C VALIDATE THE INCOMMING USER
(i053) C '.
(1054} CALL IDUSER(IAI)
(1_55) IF(IAI.EQ.tSY v) GO TO 10
(1056} WRITE(l+300)
(1'_57) 300 FORMAT(+GGSDRRY YOU ARE NOT VALIDATED TO USE THIS_+
(1258) 11X+ROUTINF_+/+_IF IT IS NEEDED CONTACT YOUR SYSTEMS++
(1059) 11X I PROGRAMMER AT EXT 2621'/////)
(1060) RETURN
(10{,I) 10 WRITE(Isl)
(106_} 1 FORMAT( t WELCOME TO THE DIR-REPORT FILE ARCHIVE:ROUTINEt+/
(I003) It HOW MANY DOCUMENTS DO YOU WISH TO ARCHIVEt+/)
(196_) READ(I+2_ERR=IO)IKNT
(1065) 2 FORMAT(15}
(1066) IF(IKNToED.O) RETURN
(1067_ CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWR*KSNDAM+tINACT t,6+5+ITIIC)
) )
' o +1 L _i
4 I
SUBROUTINE ARCDR PAGE 0093
(1068) C
(1069) C PLACE THE ARCHIVE FILE AT THE EOF MARKER
(1C70) C
(1371) 50 READlg,END=75)TIT_PTIT,OIR,DTgSYSt_ANIVEH_REV,RDAT
(1_72) GO TO 50
(1013) 75 DO 9999 ILOOP=I_IKNT
(1074) 82 WRITE(1180)
(10_5) 80 FORMAT( t WHAT IS TH_ DIR-REPORT NUMBER O.F THE DOCUMENT 'o
(1036) I' YOU WISH TO ARCHIVEt_/)
(I0_7) RgAD(1,81tERR=82)IDR
(1018) 81 FORMAT(3A4_A2)
(I079) IO0 READ(G,END=2OO)TIT,PTITIDIR_DT,SYS_AN_VEH,REV_RDAT
(1080) • DO 150 I=1_4
(1081) IF(IDR(I).NK.DIR(1)) GO TO 125
(1082) 150 CONTINUE
(") (1D_3) _RITE(9)TITIPTITQDIRgDT_SYSgWANIVEH_REV,RDAT
I (10_) GO TO 100
_n (IC85) 125 WRITE(!O)TITgPTIT,DIRgDT,SYS_UAN_VEH_REVtRDAT
. (i_86) GO TO I0010 7 200 CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSteDIR ',6,09090)
(i&86) CALL SRCH$S(KSDELEtt_IR 1,6_090_0)
(i0_9) CALL SRCH_$(K$CLOS_tTEHP '96_0t0_0)
(107_) CALL CNA_I_$('TEMF t_6_tDIR t_6_IC)
(109£) CALL SRCH$$(KSRO_R+K$NDAM,tDIR _6_2_IT_IC) '.
(1092) CALL SRCH$$(KSRD;R+KSNDAM_TEMP '_6_6_IT_IC) ."
(i09_) 9999 CONTINUE
(1C9_) ENDFILE 9
11095) CALL SRCd$$(KSCLOS_INACT _6_0_0,0)
(i096) RETURN
(1097) END
PSUBROUTINE ARCDR PAGE 0094
ACT J 11 000175 104_S
ARCDR R 000000 1043S
CNAM$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 10°.0
C3MP d I/ 000200 10_4S
CON J II 000155 10_$
;IR J /I 000120 1044S I071F1 I079M 1081 1083 1085
DT I II 000140 1044S 1071M 1079M 1083 1085
I I 000705 IOP,OM 10_1
?AI I 000707 I054_ 1055
IC I 000710 I051S 1067A I090A 1091A 1092A
IO d I/ 000167 I044S
IDR J 000002 I050S 1077M I_81
IDUSER I EXTERNAL 000000 1054
IKNI I 000711 1064M 1066 1073
ILOOP I 000712 1073M
!T I 000713 1051_ I067A I091A I092A
K_ALLD I PARAMETER 104/,S
(.:_.___ K_CACC I PARAMETER I045S
,...--._ KSCLOS I "ARAMETER 1045S 1087 1089 1095
K$CONV I PARAMETER. 104.,..=_"
K$CURR I PARAMETER I045S
KSDELE I PARAMETER 1045S 1088
K$DMPB I PARAMETER 10_5S
K$DTIM I PARAMETER I045S
K$ENTR I 000000 1045S ."
K_.EXST I PARAMETER 10a5S
._$GOND I PARAMETER lCL;_S
'(;GPOS I PARAMETER 1045S
;[$MO_E I PARAMETER 1045S
;sICUR I =ARAMETER 1045S
',(:_IMFOI PARAMETER 104_..
K$[RTN I PARAMETER 1045S
K%ISEG I PARAMETER I045S
KSTUFD I PARAMETER I0_5S
KS._ENT I 000000 lOa5S
.KSMSIZ I PARAMETER i0a5S
KSMVNT I PARAMETER 1045S
KSND_.M I PARAMETER I045S 1067 1091 1092
SUBROUTINE ARCDR PAGE 0095
K$N_TN ] PARAMETER 10455
KSNSAM ] PARAMETER 1045S
KSNSGD I PARAMETER 10_5S
K$_SGS I PARAMETER I045S
KSPOSA I PARAMETER 10455
KSPOSN _ PARAMETER 1045S
KSP_SR I PARAMETER I045S
KSPREA I PARAMETER 1045S
KSPRER I PARAMETER I045S
KSPR3T ] PARAMETER i045S
KSRbWR' I PARAMETER 10a5S 1067 1091 1092
KSR_AD ! PARAMETER _045S
KSRPOS I PARAMETER 1045S
KSRSU_ ! PARAMETER 1045S
KSRWLF I PARAMETER I045S
KSSENT I 000000 I045S
KSSET_ I PARAMETER 1045S
_. K$SETH I PARAMETER 1045S, ",,JKSSPOS I _ARA_ETER I0_5SKSSRTN i PARAMETER I045S
KSTRNC I PARAMETER 10a5S
KSUPOS I _ARAMETER 1045S
KSWRIT I PARAMETER I045S
PTIT J I/ 00_052 1044S 1071M 1079M 1083 1085 _.
R I I/ 000177 lOa_S
RDAT I II 000253 lOaMS 1071M "IOTgM 1083 1085
REV I II 000252 104_S 1071M 1079M 1083 1085
RPT J /1 000130 104_S
SRCH$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 1067 1087 1088 108g 1091 1092 1095
SYS d I/ 000143 104qS I071M 1079M 1083 1085
TIT G I! 000000 lOq_S 1071M 1079M 1083 1085
VEH I I1 000171 1044S 1071M 1079M 1083 1085
WA I II 000256 1044S
WAN I II 000151 !04_S 1071M 1079M 1083 1085
_I 000137 1061 1062D
_10 000133 1055 1061D 1064
_100 -000410 1079D 1084 1086
........... SUCROUTINE ARCDR PAGE 0096
125 0005¢2 1081 10850
__>50 000474 1080 10820
_Z 000233 10£4 10650
___00 000602 1079 1087D
300 000027 105& 10570
_50 000252 10710 1072
_75 000314 1071 10730
_80 000323 1074 10750
__! 000403 1077 107RC
_32 000317 107_D 1077
.9999 000691 107T 10930
OOLO ERRORS [<ARCDR >FTN-REVI_°?]
.(,-)
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APPENDIXD
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L FILE FORDRAWING/ENGINEERINGORDER ...
o
DKH L_FILE 12104178 12:37 PRTOOi
** W W W W W W **
** W WWWWW WWWW W W WWWW **
** _ WW W W W W **
** _ W W W W W W W **
** WWWWW W WWW WWWWW _WWWW **
--... J_,) €.
i
C PAGE 0001
(0001) C
(0002) C DRAWING-CO FILE FOR NASA/SPO
(0003) C
(0{'04) C WRITTEN BY DANNY Ko HARRIS - VOUGHT CORPo
(00N5) C FOR THE NASA/SPO/_RIME 300 MINI. COMPUTER(0006) C
( C
(0308) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-CO FILE
(0308) C
(OOJS) COMMON DRAW_TIT_PTIT_DT,SYS,VEH,SECT,NSHTBFREVtFNEOoFEOREF_
(0008_ I DRW_SHTN_REVtNEO_EOREFt
(00_8) I EON4FTIT_EPTITtEOREV_EDT_ERDT_EOVEH_
(OOuS) I RtIDR_INEO_KtJT4FIRST_SECO_OtTTIT(00['8) C
(O00B) C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(0008) c
10.008) INTEGER*_ ORAW(4)_TIT(21),PTIT(19)_SYS(3)tSECT(3)BFEOREF(lO_2)9
1:3 (0008) I DRW(4)BEOREF(IO,2)_EPTIT(lg)_ETIT(21)_EON(2),
(000_) I IDR(_}eKNTBTTIT(I?)
"';"_..._(0008) INTEGER*2 DT(3)BVEH(2_2)_NSHTtSHTN(2)_FREVBFNEO_REV.NEO,
-_..'% (0008) 1 EOREVtECT(3)_ERDT(3)IEOVEH(2_2)BR_INEOt
(0308) 1 FIRSTISECOND(0308) C
(0308) C _.
(0.}_9) C SYSCOM>KEYS.F HNEMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FTN) 31 MAY, 1977
(0009) NOLIST
(O01a) INTEGER*2 IDES_IC_IPAS(3)
(0.011) C
(0012) CALL CLEAR
(00_3) C
(031_) C FILES USED
(0015) C FILE UNIT FUNIT DESCRIPTION
(0016) C
(0017) C TTY 1 -1 TERMINAL
(007.8) C DRAW 6 2 DRAW DATA STORAGE SUBFILE
(OU_9) C OUT 7 3 OUTPUT FILE FOR THE SPOOLER
10D20) C REVS 8 _ TEMP FILE FOR USE IN THE REVISE RUN
L ........
C PAGE 0002.
(0021} _ INACTD 9 5 INACTIVE DRAWING STORAGE FILE - ARCHIVE RUN
(0022) C TEMP 10 6 GENERAL PURPOSE TEMP FILE FOR DRAWINGS
(0023) C INACTS 11 7 INACTIVE SHEET STORAGE FILE - ARCHIVE RUN
(0024) C SHEET 12 8 SHEET DATA STORAGE SUDFILE
(002_) .C ETEMP 13 9 GENERAL PURPOSE TEMP FILE FOR EOoS
(0026) C STEMP 14 10 G£NERAL PURPOSE TEMP FILE FOR SHEET DATA
(0027) C INACTE 17 13 INACTIVE EO STORAGE FILE - ARCHIVE. RUN
(0026_ C EO 18 14 E.O. DATA STORAGE SUBFILE
(0029) C
(0030} C
(0031) CALL COMI$$KeTTY °_6el2oIC)
(0032) CALL IDENT
(0033) CALL BREAK$(.TRUE,)
(0034) CALL SRCH$$(K$RDWR+KSNDAMqmDRAW °oGg2ol_IC)
(0035) IF(IC.NE.O) GOTO 1000
(0036) CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWR+KSNDAM_tEO oo6_14ol_IC)
-(0037) IF(IC.NE.O) GOTO I000
(0038} CALL SRCH$S(KSRDWR+KSNOAM_OSHEET oo6_8_igIC)
(0039) IF(IC,NE,O) GOTO 1000 •
(00_0) WRITE(Io3}
_ (0041} CALL BREAK$(.FALSE.)(0042) 2 READ(I_q)IDES
(0043) REWIND 6 -.
(00_4) REWIND 12 ,"
(0045) REWIND 18
(00_6) A FORMAT(A2) _,.
(0047) IF(IDESoEQ.eIN °) CALL INPTDW
(0048) IF(IDES.EQ,tSE v) CALL SEADU
(0049) IF(IDES.EO.,ORE t) CALL REVSDW
(0050) IF(IDES.EQ,tAR v) CALL ARCDW
(0051) IF(IDES°EQ.tOU t) GO TO I001
(0052) CALL CLEAR
(0053) WRITE(It3)
(005_) 3 FORMAT( o PLEASE CHOSE ONE'OF THE FOLLOWING°o/,
(0055) I ° MODE KgYt,/o
(0056) 1 ° INPUT INPtg/_
(0057) Ie REVISE REVe_/o ": '_
(0058) I _ S_ARCH SEA'_II
. .
• , ... . ................. . ............................................ •...................
C PAGE 0003
(0059) 11 ARCHIVE ARCt_/t
(0060) 1 t QUIT QUITt_//)
(OG&I) GO TO 2
(0062) 1000 WRITEflt1002)
(0063) 1002 FORMAT(tDRAU FILE IS IN USE - PLEASE TRY LATERe////I)
(0064| 1001 CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_IDRAW e_6_0_0_0)
(0365) CALL SRCH$S(K$CLOS_EO t_GtO_O*O]
(0166) CALL SRCH$$fK$CLOSg_SHEET _tGI0_O_O)
(0037) ]PAS(1)= _
(0068) IPAS(2)=e- o
(00_9) IPAS(3)=t *
(00T0) CALL AICH$S(tF_MAIL*_6tKSALLD,IPASsK$1MFD+K$SETH,IC)
(00;I) CALL RESU$$(IBFILE°_S)
(0072) CALL EXIT
(0073) END
!
. ..
[
C PAGE 0004
ARCDW R EXTERNAL 000000 0050
AT_H$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0070
_REAK$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0035 0041
CLEAR R EXTERNAL 000000 0012 0052
COMI$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0031
DRAW J // 000000 O00_S
DRU d II 000226 0008S
OT I I1 000130 0008S
EDT I II 000437 000_S
EON J II 000312 O00_S
EJREF J 1/ 000242 000_S
ENREV I II 000436 O00_S
E{)VEH I II 000445 O00PS
EPTIT J II 000370 0008S
ERDY I /I 000442 0003S
ETI_ J II 000316 0008S
EXll R EXTERNAL 000000 0072
FEOREF d // 000156 0008S
FIRST I II 000465 0008S
(_ ,_:_ FNEO I II 000155 0008S
)_.__(_ FREV I II 000154 0008S
IC I 000442 0010S 0031A 0034A 0035 0036A 0037 0038A
0039 0070A
IDENT I EXTERNAL 000000 0052
IDFS I 000443 0010S 0042M 0047 0048 0049 00.50 0051
IDR J /I 000452 0008S
INEO I // 000462 0008S
INrTDW I EXTERNAL 000000 0047
IPAS I 000002 0010S 0067M 0068M 0069M 0079A
KSALLD I PARAMETER 0009S 0070
K$CAvC I PARAMETER 0009S
K$CLOS I PARAMETER 0009S 0064 0065 0066
K$CONV I PARAMETER 0009S
K$CURR I PARAMETER 0005S
KSDELE I PARAMETER 0009_
K$Dt4PB i PARAMETER ooogs
K$DTIM I PARAMETER O00_S
- ... .-- .
KSENrR I 000000 0009S ....
. . . • •
.+
F • :
• ,i
C PAGE 0005
K_EXST I PARAMETER 0009S
K_GOND I PARAMETER O009S
K$GPOS I PARAMETER O009S
KSHOME I PARAMETER 0009S
K$IC,JR I PARAMETER 0009S
K$IMFD I PARAMETER 0009S 0070
K$IRT_J I PARAMETER OOGgS
h$ISEG I PARAMETER O00os
C_K$IUFD I PARAMETER O00,o
KSMENT. I 000000 O00=S
KSMSIZ I PARAMETER O00DS
_$MVNT I PARAMETER O00TS
K$_DAM I PARAMETER O00qS 0034 003& 0038
K_hRTN I PARAMETER 0009S
K$NSAM I PARAMETER DODgS
K_NSGD I PARAMETER 0009S
K$_SGS I PARAMETER 0009S
I K_POSA I PARAHETER 0009S
(-'-_ "-4 KSPOSN I PARAMETER O00?S
KSPOSR I PARAHETER O00gS
"_ KSPRKA I PARAMETER C009S
KSPRER I PARAMETER O009S
K_PROT I PARAMETER 0009S
K_RD_R I PARAMETER 0009S 0034 0036 0038 ,'
KSREAD I PARAMETER O009S
KSRPOS I PARAMETER OOOgS
I_$RSUB I PARAMETER 0009S
¥$R;LK I PARAMETER OOO?S
h$SENT I 000000 O00gS
K_SETC I PARAMETER 0009S
KISETH I PARAMETER 0009S 0070
K$_POS I PARAMETER 0009S
KSFRTN I PARAMETER 0009S
K$1RNC I PARAMETER 0009S
KSUPOS I _ARAMETER 000.9S
K$;RIT I PARAMETER 0C09S' "
KNT J // • 000463 O00_S
N[O I II 000241 OCOP$
• • . ._
C PAGE 0006
NSHT I // 000153 0008S
PTIT _ II 000062 O00_S
R T II 000451 O00BS
R_SU$$ R EXTERNAL 000000" 0071
REV I II 000240 0008S
REVSDW R EXTERNAL 000000 OOaO
SEADW R EXTERNAL 000000 00_
SECOND I II 000466 0008S
sect a // 0001_5 OOO_S
SHTf; I II 000236 000_S
S_CH$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0034 0036 0038 0064 0065 0066
SYS J II 000133 O00_S
TIT J II 000010 O00FS
_TIT J II 000_67 O00_S
CEH I II 000141 0008S
1000 000330 003_ 0037 0039 0062D
_1OOl ooo36_oo51 o0640
___,_ _1oo2 0003340062 00630
_= _2. oooo,o 00420oo613 000152 0040 0053 005_0
__ ooollooo,2oo_60
ooooERRORS_<.MAIN.>FTN-REV14.2_ ."
. .+
SUBROUTINE IDENT PAGE 0007
(0974) SUBROUTINE IDENT
(I_075) C
(0076) C THIS ROUTINE KEEPS TRACK OF WHO ACCESSED THE CALLING
(0077} C PROGRAM LAST
(O07E) C
(0079) INTEGER*2 ARRAY(15)
(00_.0} C SYSCOM>KEYS.F MNEMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FIN) 31 MAY_ 1977 t
(0080) NOLIST
(00_1) CALL BREAK$(.TRUE. }
(0_82) CALL TIMDAT(ARRAYt 15)
(0083) C
(008/_) C OPEN TEMP FILE (FUNIT 16]
(00_5} C
(00_6) CALL SRCHSS(KSNDAM*KSRDWR_ tTUSERt _5_ 16_I _IC)' '-
(00_7) C
(0088) C OPEN USER FILE (FUNIT 15)
(0039) C
(0('90) CALL SRCH$S(KSNDAM+KSRDWR,t tUSER ° ,p4,p15t 1,pIC)
t:) 10 ,91) c
_>_0 (0093)(0UC"2)C NOW WRITE USERS LOGIN ID, DATE (MMDDY)g TIHE_ AND USER NUMBER
(009_) AMIN=ARRAY(4 )
(0095) AH=AMINI60.O
(0095) IH=AH ."
(00_:T) IMM=IH*60
(0098) IMIN=AMIN
(0099) IDM:IMI N-I_.M
(0100) 25 WRITEf20t 1)(ARRAY( I)_I=13,15), IH_ IDMgARRAY(5) _
(0101) i (ARRAY( I), I=193) gARRAY(12)
(O]b2) 1 FORMAT (3A2,2 (13,t :')_13_1X,2(A2,'/°) _A2t I3)
(01.03) 2 FORMAT(3A2t2(I3_IX] ,13_IX_2(A291X) 9A2_13)
(OlOZ_) C
(0"05) C NO£1 COPY THE CONTENTS OF USER TO TUSER
(0106) C
(0107) READ(19,2tENO=50)(ARRAY(I)tI=I3_15)_IH_IDM_ARRAYfS)t
(01C8) 1 (ARRAY(I) qI'-I_3)._ARRAY (12)
(OIC_) GO TO 25
(011,:) 50 CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS9 tUSER _9_ O_0_O)
SUBROUTINE IDENT PAGE 0008.
(_111) CALL SRCH$$(KSCLOS_tTUSERt_5,0_O_ O)
(0112) CALL SRCH$$(K$DELE_tUSER_94_Oq090)
(0113) CALL CNAM_$f'TUS[Rt_5_eUSERet4_IC)
(0114) CALL 5REAK$(.FALSE.)
(0115) RETURN
(01_6) END
>..._o
-...3
.) ..) .. .)
i ,1i i
SUBROUTINE IDENT PAGE 0009
AH R 0003q7 0095M 009G
AMIN R 000351 O09qM 0095 0098
ARRAY I 000002 00795 0082A 0094 0100 OI07M
BREAKS R EXTERNAL 000000 0081 0114
CNAM$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0113
I I 000355 OlOOfl OI07M
:C I 00055_ 0086A O090A OII3A
TDENT I 000000 007_S
_DM I 000355 00991_ 0100 0107M
!H I 000356 OO9_M 0097 0100 OI07M
I;41N I 000357 OOg_M 0099
I_d I 000360 OOgT_ 0099
K$_LLD I PARAMETER 00805
KSLACC I PARAMETER O0_OS
K_CLOS I PARAMETER O0_OS 0110 0111
K$CONV I PARAMETER 00805
K$CURR I PARAMETER _OBOS
_ K$DELE IPARAMETER CO_OS 0112
_ KSD_;5 I PARAMETER 00805
.....,K%DTIM I PARAMETER 00205
KSENTR I 000000 OOBOS
KSEXST I PARAMETER O0_OS
K$3OND I PARAMETER OOROS
K;GPOS I _ARAVETER _OBOS ,"
K_HOME I PARAMETER 00_05
K$_CUR I PARAMETER 00_0$
K$1MFO I PARAMETER O0_OS
K$1RTN I PARAMETER 00805
K$1SEG I PARAMETER O0_OS
K$IUFD I PARAMETER 00805
K_MENT I 000000 OOSOS
KSMSIZ I PARAMETER O0_OS
KSMVNT I P_RAMETER G080S
KSNDAM I PARAMETER 0080_ 0086 0090
K$NRTN 1 PARAMETER OOeOS
K_NSAM I PARAMETER 00805
KSNSGD I PARAMETER OOSOS
RS_SGS I PARAMETER G080S
• . . • .
SUBROUTINE IDENT PAGE 0010
KSPOSA I PARAMETER 0080S
XSPOSN I PARAMETER 0080S
KSPOSR I PARAMETER 0080S
KSPREA I PARAMETER 0080S
KSPRER I PARAMETER O0_OS
K_PRDT I PARAMETER OOBOS
KSROWR I PARAMETER 0080S OOB6 0090
K_READ I PARAMETER OOBCS
KSRPOS I PARAMETER O0@OS
KSRSUB I PARAMETER 0080S
KSRWLK I PARAMETER 0080S
K$SZNT I 000000 OOSOS
K$SET G I PARAMETER 00805
KSSETH I PARAMETER 0080S
K$SPDS I PARAKETER 0080S
K$SRTN I PARAMETER O08CS
%_TRNC I PARAMETER 0080Sr_
--_DT F_UPOS I PARAMETER O0_OS
_ |,$WRI.T I PARAMETER OOROS
SRCH$$ R EX.IERNAL 000000 008_ 0090 0110 0111 0112
TZIIDAT R EXTERNAL 000000 0082
_1 000157 0100 01020
• e
_2 000203 010_D 0107
25 000077 OIOOD 0109
50 00030_ 0107 OIIOD
0000 E'RRORS [<IDENT >FTN-REVI_,2]
SUBROUTINE IDUSER(IAI) PAGE 0011
(_117) SUBROUTINE IDUSER(IAI)
(0118) INTEGER*2 IPASS(4)_ IA(15)
(0119) C
(0120._ C THIS ROUTINE CHECKS TO MAKE SURE THAT THE l
(0121) C INCOMMING USER IS VALID
(0122) C
(0123) CALL BREAK$(.TRUE.)
(0124) CALL TIMDAT(IAI15)
(0125) CALL CLEAR
(0126) '102 IF(IA(13).Ngo°SY t) GO TO 101
(0127) IF(IA(14).NE,tST e) GO TO 101
(0128] IF(IA(15).NE-'EMt). GO TO 101
(0129) GO TO I05
(01_9) 101 CALL COMINP (6HLOUSF'RtlO)
(0131) CALL EXIT
(0]_2) 103 CALL BREAK$(.FALSE. )
(0133) IAI=IA(15)
(013_) RETURN
, • I (0135) END
_ ." _'o • ... • . ...
,..° - , . . , .
• .'" . ,
• . . . •
_ _ o
L _ -- .... -_..- ...... _ ........ . .... . _" ---. _-- , . : . _-- . _
•. . ,
SUBROUTINE IDUSER(IAI) ,PAGE 0012
BREAKS R EXTERNAL 000000 0123 0132
CLEAR R EXTERNAL 000000 01.25
_UMINP R EXTERNAL 000000 0130
EXIT R EXTERNAL OOOOOO 0131
;A I 000005 0118S 0124A 0126 0127 0128 0133
:AT I ARGUMENT 000003 0117S 0133M
_CUSER I 000000 0117S
_.PASS I 000024 011_S
TZMDAT R EXTERNAL O000DO 0124
_101 00005? 0126 0127 0128 0130'D
_102 000037 0126D
__103 000064 0129 0132D
0000 ERRORS [<IDUSER>FTr_-REVl_.2]
• . .. .
• .. .
- . - .. .." ..
• ? , -=. "',.. . . .
,..... , . , -.. .
°.
•. '" z '
. • .- . .
..... , ....,........................................... L .......
SUBROUTINE TINPUT(TILgLEN) PAGE 0013
(0136) SUBROUTINE TINPUT(TIL,LEN)
(0137) C
(0138) C TITLE PACK ROUTINE
(0139) C
(G140) C THIS ROUTINE PACKS THE TITLE(S) IN A UNIFORM MANNER
(01ql) C FOR LATER STORAGE AND RECALL
(014.2) C
(0143} c
(0143) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(01_3) C
(01_3) COMMON DRAW_TITIPTIT_DT_SYS_VZH,SECT_NSHTIFREV_FNEO_FEOREF_
(01_3) 1 DRWtSHTN_REVgNEO_EOREF_
(0143) i FON,ETIT,ZPTIT,EOR[V,EDT_ERDT_EOVEH,,
(0143) 1 R_IDR_INEO,KFIT,FIRST,SFCONDtTTIT
(0143) C
(0143) C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE ORAW-£O EILE
--, (OzhS) INTEGER*4 DRAW(_)_TIT(21)_PTIT(19)_SYS(3)_SECT(3)_FEOREF(I-_2)_
_.)._u'_(0143) i DRW(4)gEOREF(10,2),EPTIT(19)gETIT(21)_EO_(2)t
(01.')3) 1 IDR(4)_Kr:T_TTIT(19)
(0143) INTEGER*2 DTiS),VEH(2_2I,NSHT_SHTN(2)qFREV,FNEOtREVqNEO_
(0".43) I EOREV, E_T(3)_ERDT(3)tEOVEH(2_2)_R_INEO,
(0_43_ I FIRST,SECOND ", . -
(0143) C
(0143) .C
(0144) COMMON /X/ PEDL
(0143.) INTEGER*4 ARRAY(_),_LNK,TIL(21)-
(0]_6) INTEGER*2 6UF(76)_UFF(76),PEDL .. ""
(0147) CALL RDCOM(BUF)
(01_8) DO 5 I:i,76
(0149) BUFF(1)=BUF(I) .....
(0150) 5 CONTINUE
(0151) BLNK =_. _ . . -
(0152) 00 1 I:I_21
(01_3) 1 TIL(1)=DLNK
(0154) DO ii I=i_20 - ..
(0155) ARRAY(1)=BLNK" ... " ..... ; .
(015_) ARRAY(2)=_LNK ....
..°
SUBROUTINE TINPUT(TILoLEN) PAGE 001_
(0_.57) ARRAY(3}=BLNK
(0_.58) ARRAY(_}=BLNK
(01_9) CALL GETWRD(BUF,ARRAY,LEN}
(01_0) TIL(I}=ARRAY(1)
(0161} TIL(I+I)=ARRAY(2}
(0162) TIL(I+2)=ARRAY(3)
(016_) TIL(I.3}=ARRAY(4)
(016_) I:I+2
(0165) 12 CONTINUE
{01_6} _1 CONTINUE
(0167} PEDL:I
(016_) DO 200 1:1t19'
(0169) 200 PTIT(1):BLNK
(0170) CALL GETWD(PUFF,PTIT)
(0171) 211 CONTINUE
(0172} RETURN
(0173} END
" .. . _.
-o ..
... . . .
. . . "
. .. ,, . _
. .,. .
• • . . ....
) ) - ..,.
.'. )
SUBROUTINE TINPUT(TIL_LEN) PAGE 0015
ARRAY d 000006 0145S 0155M 0156M 0157M 0158M 0159A 0160
C161 0162 0163
BLNK J 000417 0145S 0151M 0153 0155 0156 0157 0158
0169
BUF I 000016 0146S 0147A 0149 0159A
BUFF I 00013? 0146S 0149M 0170A \
DRA_- J 11 000000 01_3S
DRW d II 000226 01_3S
_T I 11 000130 01_3S -
[DT I II 000457 0145S
EON J II 000312 01_3S
EOREF J /I 000242 0143S
EOREV I II 000436 0143S
EOVEH I II 000445 0143S
EPTIT J II 000370 0143S
ER_T I II 000442 0143S
_ i_. ET£T d 11 000316 0143S
FEOREF J II 00015_ 0143S
..-J
,,,j FIRST I 11 000465 0143S
FNEO I 1/ 000155 0143S
FREV I // 154
GETWD R EXTERNAL 000000 0170
GET_RD R EXTERNAL 000000 0159
I .I 000421 01_8M 0149 0152M 0153 0154M 0160 0161 " ,'
0182 0163 0164M 0168M 0169
IDR J /I 000452 0143S
I_EO I II 000462 0143_
KNI J 1/ 000463 0145S
LEN I ARGUMENT 00000_ 0136S .0159A
NEO I II 000241 01435
NS_T I II 000153 0143S
PEEL I IXl 000_00 0144S 0146S 0167M ....
PTI'r d II 000062 0143S 0168H 0170A
R I II 000451 01_3S
RDCOM R EXTERNAL 000000 0147
REV I II 000240 0143S
SECOND I II 000466 0143S
S_CT d II 000145 .0143S
r . . .
• . . • . .
.
. o
. : . :
SUBROUTINE TINPUT(TIL_LEN) PAGE 0016
SHTN 1 // 000236 0143S
SYS U II 000135 0143S
TIL J ARGUMENT 000003 0136S 0145S 0155M OI&OM 0161M 0162M 0163M
TINPUT R 000000 015_,S
TIT J // 000010 0145S
TTIT J // 000467 0143S
VEH I // 000141 0143S
_I 000275 0152 0153D
_!1 000357 0154 0166D
12 000557 01650
..200 D00372 016_ 01690
211 000415 OI71D
_5 000256 Ol_B OI50D
DO00 ERRORS [<TINPUT>FTN-REVI4.2]
• • • . . o
) ) ° )
r ,i • ." _ l,
• . . . . .
C READ ONE LINE FROM'CONSOLE OR COMMAND FILE PAGE 0017
(017_) C READ ONE LINE FROM CONSOLE OR COMMAND FILE
(0175) C
(0176} C
(L177) SUBROUTINE RDCOM(BUF)
(0178) C
(0179} COMMON /X/ PEDL
(0180) c
(0181) INTEGER BUF(1)_PEDL,CHARtANL_AKILL_AERASE
(01_2) C
(01_3) C ANLt AKILL_ AERASE ARE OCTAL 212t 277, 242
(0184) DATA ANL_AKILL_AERASE/138_1911136/
(0185) C
(0186) PEDL=I
(0187) 90 N=I
(0188) 100 CALL CIIN(CHAR)
(0189) BUF(N)=CHAR
(0190) IF(CHAR,_Q.ANL) RETURN
(0191) IF(CHAR.ZQ,AKILL) GOTO 90
_ {::_ (0192) IF(CHAR.EQ,AERASE) GOTO 200
l_ (0193) N=N+I
_0 (0194) IF(N.GT,77) GOTO 999
(0195) GOTO I00
(0196) C
(0197) 200 IF(N.LE,2) GOTO 90 " ."
(0198) N=N-I .
(01_9) GOTO 100
(0200) C
(0201) 999 ILF=:212
(0202) CALL TIOU(ILF)
(0203) RETURN
(0204) END -.
C READ ONE LINE FROM CONSOLE OR COMMANDFILE PAGE 0018
AERASE I 000007 01BIS 0184I 0192
AKILL I O0000G 0181S 018_I 0191
ANL I 000005 0181S 01841 0190
BUF I ARGUMENT 000005 0177S 0181S 0189M
CIIN R EXTERNAL 000000 01_8
CHAR I 000071 0181S 0188A 0189 0190 0191 0192
ILF I 000072 0201R 0202A
N I 000073 OI_7M 0189 0193M 0194 0197 0198M
PEOI. I IXI 000000 0179S 0181S 0186M
RDCgM R 000000 0177S
TIOU R EXTERNAL 000000 0202
_100 000016 01_PD 0195 0199
_200 000051 0192 0197D
_90 000013 01570 0191 0197
_999 000062 019_ 0201D
-.. 0000 ERRORS E<RDCOM >FTN-REV1_.23
• .. , ..................... . ...........................................
C FETCH ONE _MORDt FROM BUFFER FILLED BY RDCOM PAGE 0019
40205} C FETCH ONE _WORO t FROM BUFFER FILLED BY RDCOM
40206) C
40207) C
40208) SUBROUTINE GET_JRD(BUF _NAME_LEN)
40?.09) C
(0210) COMMON IX/ PEDL
(0211) C
(C212) INTEGER BUF(1) _PEDL 1NAHE (1) eCHARt
(0213 ) + ANL,tACOMMA,IASCOL_ASP,pASPSP
(021_) C
(0215_ C ANL _ACOMMA oASCOL_ ASP,IASPSP
40216) C ARE OCTAL
(02£7) C 212t254t273_ 2_0,11202_0
(02_B} C
(0219) DATA ANL,pACOMMA,IASCOL/13B _172 tIR7/,p
(0220) + ASPt ASPSP/160,p2H /
40221) C
_r/ (0222, DO 100 I=1,3(0223) 100 NAME(I)=ASPSP(0224) C
(02751 N=I
(0226) IF4BUF(1).NE.ASP) GO TO 200
(0227) DO 999 I=2_77
(0228) II=I-1 ."
(0229 } BUF 411 )=BUF (I)
40250) 999 CONTINUE
(0231) 200 CHAR=BUF(PEOL)
402Z.2) PEDL=PEDL+I
(0233) "IF(PEDL.GT.77) RETURN
(023_) IF(CHAR.EQ.ANL} GOTO 400
(0235) IF(CHAR .EQ.ASP. OR .CHAR. EQ. ACOMMA.OR .CHAR .EQ .ASCOL) GOTO 300
4023G} IF(N°GT.LEN) GOTO 200
40237) I=(N+1)/2
40238) J=N-2*4N/2}
(0239) N=N+I
402_0} IF(J.EQ.1) GOTO 250
40241) NAME(1)=LT(NAME(1)_B) • CHAR
(0242) GOTO 200
• ! ........... - ............. . ....
C FETCH ONE 'WORD' FROM BUFFER FILLED BY RDCOM PAGE 0020 .
(0243) 250 NAME(1)= RT(NAME(!},8) + LSfCHAR+8)
(024_) GOTO 200
(02_5) C
(0246) 300 CHAR=BUF(PEDL)
(0_7) IF(CHARoEQoANL) GOTO 40D
(0?48) IF(CHAR.NE,ASPoAND.CHAR°NE.ACOMMAoANDoCHAR.NEoASCOL) RETURN
(OL47) PEOL=PEDL+I
(02503 GOTO 300
(02h_) C
(0252) 400 PEDL=77
(025_} RETURN
(025_) C
(0?55) END
0
L
i I
, Jj i
C FETCH ONEeWORD o FROM BUFFER FILLED BY RDCOM PAGE 0021
ACOMMA I 000010 02125 02191 0235 0248
ANL I 000007 02125 02191 0234 0247
ASCOL I 000011 0212S 02191 02Z5 0248
%SP I 000012 0212S 02191 0226 0235 0248
ASPSP I 000013 0212S 02191 0223
BUF I ARGUMENT 000003 020_ 0212S 02?6 0229M 0231 0246
CHAR I 000243 0212S 0231_ 0234 0235 0241 0243 0246M
O247 0248
GETWRD R 000000 020_S
I 1 000244 0222M 0223 0227M 0228 0229 0237M 0241
0243
II I 000246 0228M 0229 • •
d I 000247 023_M 0240
LEN I ARGUMENT 000005 0208S 0236
LS I EXTERNAL 000000 0243
LT I EXTERNAL CO0000 0241
N I 000252 0225M 0256 0237 0238 0239M
_ r'or . J. NAME 1 ARGUMENT 000004 0208S 0212S 0223M 0241M 0243M(,o PEDL I /X/ 000000 0210S 0212S 0231 0232 0233 0246 0249M
"_, 0252NR3 R EXTERNAL 000600 0243
_100 000017 0222 02230
_2nO 000070 022E C2310 0236 0242 024_ :"
_250. 000174 02_0 0243D
..300 000207 0235 02460 0250
_400 000240 0234 02_7 02520
_999 000061 0227 0230D
Q
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(0-'56) SUBROUTINE GETWD(BUFF_NAME)
(02".7) C
(0258) COMMON /X/ PEDL
(0259) C
(0260) INTEGER BUFF (1) ,pPEDL,tNAME( 1 ) t CHAR.s
(0261) . ANL,PACOMMA,_ASCOL,=,ASP,tASPSP
(O262) C
(0263) C ANL oACOMMA9ASCOLpASP,ASPSP
(025_,) C AR£ OCTAL
(02G5) C 212,254,t27.3,2b, 0 _120240
(0_.66) C
(0207) DATA ANL_ACOMMA_ASCOL/1589172 ! 187/_
(0Z68) + ASP,pASPSP/16092H /
( 0:'.69 ) C
(02"_O'b DO i00 I:igl9
(027k) 100 NAMEKI)=ASPSP
(0272) C
_._ (0273, N=I.%) IF(BUFF(1).NF.ASP) GO TO 200
(_'_' (0275) DO 999 I=2o77
(0276) If=I-1
(0277) BUFF(I I)--BUFF{I}
(0278) 999 CONTINUE
(0279) 200 CHAR=BUFF (PEDL) '.
(0290) PEDL=PEDL+I
(0281) IF(PEDL.GT.77) RETURN
(02_2) IF(CHAR.EQ.ANL) GOTO 400
(02_3) I=(N+l)/2
(02,34) J=N-2* (NI 2)
(02_. r,) N=N+I
(0286) IF(J.EO.1) GOTO 250
(0287) NAME(1)=LT(NAME(1)_8) + CHAR
( 0288,, .GOTO 200
(0289) 250 NAHE(1)= RT(NAME(1),8) + LS(CHAR_B)
(0290) GOTO 200
(0291) C
(0292} C
(0293} qOO PEDL=77
_) ) )
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(027_) RETURN
(0295) END
SUBROUTINE GETWD(BUFFtNAME} PAGE 0024
ACOMRA I 000007. 02505 02671
ANL I 000006 02605 0267I 0282
ASCOL I 000010 02GOS 0267I
ASP I 000011 C2GOS 02671 0274
ASPSP I 000012 02605 02671 0271
9UFF I ARGUMENT 000003 02555 02605 0274 0277M 0279
CHAR I 000164 02503 0279M 0282 0287 0289
GE/_D R 000000 025£S
I I 000165 0270M 0271 0275M 0276 0277 0283M 0287
0289
II I 000167 0276M 0277
J I 000170 028_M 0286
LS I EXTERNAL 000000 02_a.=
LT I EXTERNAL 000000 " 0287
N I 000171 0273M 0283 0284 0285M
_tAME I ARGUMENT 000004 02565 02605 0271M 0287M 0289M
O_'DL I IX/ 000000 025.RS 02605 0279 0280M 0281 0293M ""
_::; RT R EXTERNAL 000000 0289
_ _'.00 000016 0270 0271D
= _2_0 000057 0274 0279D 0288 0290
_2_,0 000145 02_6 028qD
_41_0 000161 02_2 0293D
_939 000060 0275 0278D ".
0000 ERRORS [<GETWD >FTN-REV14,2_
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(029£) _BROUTINE ARCDY
(0297_' C
(0297) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DRAY-EO FILE
(0297) C
•(029_) CO_MON DRAW_TIT_PTIT_DTtSYS_VEH_SECTtNSHT_FREV_FNEO_FEOREF9
'(029_') 1 DRW_SHTN_REV_NEOtEOREF9
(029}) 1 EONgETIT_EPTIT_EOREVtEDT_ERDTgEOVEH9
(0297) I R_IDR_INEOgKNT_FIRSTqSECONDgTTIT(0297) C
(0297) C DATA DECLARATION DLOCK FOR THE DRA_-EO FILE(0297) C
(0297) INTEGER*_ DRAW(4}_TIT(21)_PTIT(19)_SYS(3)tSECT(3)_FEOREF(IO_2}t
(0297) 1 DR_(4)_EOR_F(IO,2)_EPTIT(19)_ETIT(21)_EON(2)t
(0297') i IDR(k}_K_I_TTIT(19) '
(0297) INTEGER*2 DT(3},VEH(2_2)_NSHTgSHTN(2)_FREV_FNEO_REV_NEO_
(0297) 1 FOREVgEDT(3)_ERDT(3)_EOVFH(2_2)_R_INE09(Z_ (0297) 1 FIRST,SECOND
(o297)€
",,4 (0297) C
_, (0298) c SYSCOM>KEYSoF MNEMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FTN) 31MAY_ 1977
_/_ (0298) NOLIST(0299) INTEGER*2 IOPT
(0300) C
(0301) C :,(0302) C ARCHIVE ROUTINE FOR THE DRA_ FILE
(0303} C
(0304) C VALIDATE THE INCOMHING USER(0305) C
(0306) CALL IDUSER(IAI}
(0307) IF(IAI.E_._SY_) GO TO 5
(0308} WRITE(I_500)
(0309) 500 FORMAT(_GGSORRY YOU ARE NOT VALIDATED TO USE THIS_
(0310) 11X_ROUT'INE_/_IF IT IS NEEDED CONTACT YOUR SYSTEMS*_ "(0311) llX_ PROGRAMMERAT EXT 2621_/////)
(0312} RETURN
(0313) 5 _RITE(I_6)
(0314} 6 FORMAT(_ DO YOU WISH TO ARCHIVE DRAWINGS OR EoO._S (DR OR EO)_)
(0315) READ(I_7)IOPT
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(03;G} 7 FORMAT(IA2}
(0317) IF(IOPT.EQ.tEO'} GOTO 300
(0518) IF(IOPToNE.'OR') GOTO 5
(0315) !0 WRITE(I,1)
(0320) I FORMAT(, WELCOME TO THE DRAWING FILE ARCHIVE ROUTINE',/
(0521) it HOW MANY DRAWINGS DO YOU WISH TO ARCHIVE,s/)
(0522) READ(1,21ERR=IO)IKNT
(0323} 2 FORMAT(15}
(032_) IF(IKNT.EQ.O) RETURN
(0325) CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWR+KSNDAM,tlNACTDt,6,5,I,IC)
(0326) CALL SRCH$$(KSROWR*KSNDAM,tINACTS',6_7_I_IC}
(0527) CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWR*KSNDAM,'TEMP t,_6_lqlC)
(0528) CALL SRCH$$(K$RDWR_KSNDAM,tSTEFIP 11_I0,1.IC}
(0329) C
(0330} C PLACE THE ARCHIVE FILE AT THE EOF MARKER
(0331) 50 READ(9,END=60)DRA_,TIT,PTIT,DT_SYS_VEH_SECT_NSHT,FREV,FNEO,FEOREF
(0332) GO TO 50
_:_ (0553} 60 READ(I1,EF!D=75}DR_,SHTNIREVINLOtEOREF
_r_ (0334} GO TO 60
_(X) (0335) 75 DO 9999 ILOOP:I,IKNT
(0336} _2 WRITE(1,SD)(0337} BO FORHAT(' WHAT IS THE DRAWING NUMBER OF THE DRAWING "$
(0358} 1' YOU _ISH TO ARCHIVE',/}
(0339) READ(I,81_ERR=B2)IDR
(0340) 81 FORMAT(3A4tA2}
(0341) 100 READ(G_END=2OO)DRAV',TIT,PTIT_DTgSYS_VEH$SECT_NSHT_FREV,FNEOIFEOREF
(0342) DO 150 I=I,4
(0343) IF(IDR(I}.NE.DRAW(I}} GO TO 125
(03_) 150 CONTINUE
(0545} WRITE(9}DRAWmTIT,PTIT_DT,SYS_VEH_SECT,NSHT,FREV_FNEO_FEOREF
(03_6) 152 READ(12,END=165}ORW,SHTNgREV_NEO_EOREF
(03_7} DO 155 K=I,_
(0348} IF(IOR(K).NE.DRW(K)} GOTO 160
(O349} 155 CONTINUE
(0350} WRITE(11}DR_,SHTN,REV_NEO,EOREF
(0351) GO TO 152
(0352) 16b WRITE(I_)DRW,SHTN_REV_NEO_EOREF
(0553} GO TO 152
.) .) )
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(0354) i65 CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS,tSHEET t_6,0_090)
(03_5) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS*'STEMP t_G$OtOtO)
(0356) CALL SRCH$$(K$DELE_tSHCET t_6,0_0_0)
(0357) CALL CNAM$$(_ST_M? '9_,tSHEET _9_IC)
(035B) CALL SRCH$$(K_RD_R+K$HDAP,tSHEET =1698_1t1C)
(0359) CALL SRCH$$(KSRD_R*K_NDAH_eS/_P t_6_lO_1_IC)
(0360) GO TO 100
(03h]) 125 _RITE(10)DRAW_TIT,PTIT,DT_SYS_VFH,SECT_NSHT_FREV_FNEO_FEOREF
(03_2) GO TO 100
(036_) 200 CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS*tDRAW t_690_090)
(03£4) CALL SRCH_$(K_DELE.tDRA_ ',6_0,0_0)
(03S5) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLO_-tTEMP t_6_0_0_0)
(036G) CALL C_AH_$('TEHP _6,'DRAW "_6_IC)
(0367) CALL SRCH$$(KSRD_R+KSNDAM_DRA_ e_6_2_1_IC)
(0368) CALL SRCH$$(KSRD_R+KSNDAM_TEMP _G_6_I_IC)
(0369) 9999. CONTINUE
10370) ENDFILE g/
_0 (0_72) CALL SRCH_$(K$CLOS_'INACTO_6_O,0_O) '
(0373) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_'INACTS_6_O_O_O)(0374) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_TEMP '_6_0_0_0}
(0375) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_STEMP _6_0_0_0)
(0_76) CALL,SRCH$$(K$DELE_TEMP _6_0_0_0)
(0377) " CALL SRCH$${K$DELE,_STEMP _6t0_0_0). ,'(0378) RETURN
(0379) 300 CALL SRCH$$(KSRD_R+KSNOAH_INACTE_13_1_IC)
(0360} CALL SRCH$$(KSRO_R.K_NDAH_'E.TE_P '_6_9_I_IC)
(03_1) 302 REAO(17_ENO=305)_ON_ETIT_EPTIT,ZOREV_EDT,_RDT_EOVEH
(0382_ GO TO 302
(O_B3) 305 _RITE(1e310)
(03B_) 310 FORMAT(e PLEASE STA_O BY. SYSTFM IS NOW ARCHIVING UNREFERENCED Eo
(0385) 10._S _) .'.
(0_86) 320 READ(IA_E_D=_OO)EON_ETIT,EPTIT,EOREV_EDT_ERDT_EOVZH
(0387) 330 READ(12_ENO=335)DR_SHTN_REV_NEO_EOREF
(038_} IF(NEOoEOoO) GOTO 330
(0389) 00 323 I=I_10
(0390) DO 327 J=I_2
(0391) IF(EOREF(I_J)°NE.EON(J}) GOTO 323
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(L392) 327 CONTINUE
(03.93) GO TO 325
(0394) 323 CONTINUE
(059b) GO TO 330
(0596) 325 WRITE(t3)EONtETIT,EPTIT_EOREV,EDTtEROT,EOVEH
(0597) REWIND 12
(0398) GO TO 320
(0399) 335 REWIND 12
(0400} 340 READ(6tEND=350)DRAW,TIT_PTIT_OT_SYS_V,EH_SECT_NSHT_FREV_FNEO_FEOREF
(0401) IF(FrJEO°EQ.O} GO TO 3_0
(0402) DO 343 I=1v10
(0_03} DO 337 J=192 ""
(0_04) IF(FEOREF(I_J).NE.EON(J)) GOTO 343
(0_05) 337 ' CONTINUE
(0_0_} GO TO 5_5
(OZ,07) 3_3 CONTINUE
(0_8) GO TO _0
(0409) 345 _RITE(13)EON_ETIT,EPTIT,EOREV,EDT,EROT,EOVEH
(0_i0") REWIND 6
(0411) GO TO 320
(0_1R) 350 WRITE(17)EON_ETIT,EPTIT,EOREVtEDT_ERDT,EOVEH
(0413) RE_IND 6
(0_14) REWIND 12
(0_15) WRITE(I,560)EON
(041G} 360 FORMAT( I g.o° 't2A4,' HAS BEEN ARCHIVEO°')
(0417) GO TO 320
(0418) .400 CALL SRCH$$(K$CLDS,OEO t,6tO_O.O)
(041_) CALL SRCHSS(K$CLOS_'ETEMP vtG,O,O,O)
(0420) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS,'INACTEt_6t090_O)
(0_21) CALL SRCH$$(K$DELE_tEO . '_6_0_0_0)
(0_2) CALL CNAM$$('ETEMP "_6,'EO ',6_IC)
(04J3) CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWR+K.$NDAMt'EO ',_,I_I,IC}
(0_2_)' RETURN
(0425} END
'.. ............ • ....... . . , . .. ---.,
) )
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ARCDW R 000000 029ES
CNAM$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0357 0366 0422
DRAW J /1 000000 02975 0331M 0341M 0343 0345 0561 0400M
DRW d // 000226 02975 0333M 05qGM 0348 0350 0352 0387M
UT I .// 000130 02975 0331M 0341M 0345 0361 0400M
EDT I // 000437 02975 0381H 0386M 0396 0409 0412
EON d // OO0312 02975 0381_ 0386M 0391 0396 0404 0409
0412 _415
EOREF .d // ' 000242 02_75 0333_ 0346M 0350 0352 0387M 0391
E_REV .I // 000436 02975 0581M 0386M 0396 0409 0_12
E_VEH I // 000445 02975 0381M 0386M 0396 0409 0412
EPTIT d // 000370 02975 C381M 0386M 0396 0409 0412
ERDT I //. 000442 02975 0381M 0386M 0396 0409 0412
ETIT J // 000316 02975 0381_ 0_86M 0396 0409 0412
FEOREF d // 000156 02975 0331M 0341M 0345 0561 0400H 0404
FIRST I // 000465 02975
F_EO I // 000155. 02975 0331M 0541M 0345 0361 0400M 0401
C:) FREV I // 000154 02975 0331M 0341M 0345 0561 04OOHI
(._ I I 002207 03_2M 0343 0389M 0391 0402M 0404
_ "-' IAI I . 002211 030£A 0507
IC I 002212 0325A 0_26A 03274 0328A 03574 05584 0359A66 367 68 794 BOA 422A 423
_DR J // 000452 02_75 0339M 0343 0348
IDtlSER I EXTERNAL 000000 0306 ",
IK_T I 002213 0322M 0324 0335
ILOOP I 002214 03_5N
INEO I // 000442 02975
IOPT I 002215 02995 0315M 0317 0318
d I. 002216 03qOM 0391 0403M 0_04
K I 002217 0347_ 0348
K$ALLD I PARAMETER 029_S
K$CACC I PARAMETER 02985
K$CLOS I PARAMETER 02985 0354 0355 0363 0565 0372 0373
0374 0375 0418 0419 0420
K;CONV I PARAMETER 02985
K_CURR I PARAMETER 029PS
K3DELE I PARAMETER 02965 0356 0364 0376 0377 0421
K_DMPB I PARAHETER 029ES
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K$OTIM I PARAMETER 02985
KSENTR I 000000 02925
KSEXST I PARAMETER 02985
K$GOND I PARAMETER 02985
K$GPO5 1 _ARAMETER 02g_S
KSHOME I PARAMETER 02525
K$1CUR I PARAMETER 029_S
K$1MFD I PARAMETER 02985
KsI.RTN I PARAMETER 02g_s
KSISEG I PARAMETER 029_S
I_SlUFD I PARAMETER 029FS
KSMENT I 000000 02985
KSMSIZ I PARAMETER 02g_S
KSMVNT I PARAMETER 02g_.
KS.I_DAM I PARAMETER 02q85 0325 0326 0327 0328 0355 0359
0357 0368 0379 0380 0423
K%_JRIN I P_RAMETER 02g_S
_j_jK_a KSNSAM I PARAMETER 0298S
r_ KSNSGD I PARAMETER 02985
_\ KSNSGS I PARAMETER 02985
0 KSPOSA I PARAMETER 029_S
KSPOSN I PARAMETER 02gES
KSPOSR I PARAMETER 02g_S
KSPREA I PARAMETER 02gES _.
KSPRER I PARAMETER 02985
KIPROT I PARAMETER 0298S
KSRDWR I PARAMETER 02965 0325 0326 0327 0328 0358 0359
0357 0368 0379 0380 0423
KSREAD I PARAMETER 029eS
KSRPOS I _ARAMETER 02985
KSRSUB I PARAMETER 029_S
KSRWLK I PARAMETER 02g_S
K$SENT I 000000 0298S --
KSSETC I PARAMETER 0298S
KSSETH I PARAMETER 02985
K$SPOS I PARAMETER 0298S
K$SRTN I P_RAMETER 029_S
KSTRNC I PARAMETER 0298S
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K$UPOS I PARAMETER 02985
K$WRIT I PARAMETER 029_S
KNT d // 000463 02975
N_O I // 000241 02975 0333M 0346M 0350 0352 0387M 0388
NShT I // 000153 02975 0331M 0341M 0345 0361 0400M
PTIT d // 000062 02975 0331M 0341M 0345 0361 0400M
R I // 000451 02975
REV I // 000240 0297£ 0333M 0346H 0350 0352 0387H
SECOND I // 000466 02975
SECT d // 000145 0297S 0331M 0341M 0345 0361 0400M
SHTN I // 000236 0297s 0333M 0346M 0350 0352 0387M
SRCH$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0325 0326 0327 032A 0354 0355 0356
0358 035q 0363 0364 9365 0367 0368
0372 0373 0374 0375 0376 0377 0379
0380 0418 0419 0420 0421 0423
SYS d .// 000133 02975. 0331M 0341M 0345 0361 0400fl
TIT d // 000010 02975 0331H 0341M 0345 0361 0400M
m TTIT J // 000467 02975
_ _ 'IEH I // 000141 02975 0331M 0341H 0345 0361 0400M
_ _1 000215 0319 0320D
_10 000211 03190 0322
_100 000547 03410 0360 0362
_125 001117 034_ 0361D °.
150 000641 0342 0344D
_152 000714 034ED 0351 0353
_155 000762 0347 0349D
_160 001013 0348 0352D
_165 001037 0346 0354D
_2 000307 0322 0323D
_200 001165 0341 03630
_300 001343 0317 0379D
302 001363 0381D 0382
..305 001417 0381 0383D
ZIO 001424 0383 0384D
_320 001467 03860 0398 0411 0417
_3_3 001616 03h9 0391 03940
_325 0016P4 0393 0396D
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__327 001607 0390 0392D
_330 001522 03870 0388 0395
_335 001660 0387 03990
__537 001764 0403 04050
.340 001662 0400D 0401 0408
_343 ' 001772 0402 0404 Oq07D
._345 002000 040_ 0409D
_350 002035 0400 04120
__360 002100 0415 0416D
400 002124 038_ 0418D
_5 000122 0307 03130 0318
_50 000356 0331D 0352
_500 000016 0508 03090
_6 000126 0313 0314D
_60 000426 0331 03330 0334
_T 000173 0315 03160
_75 000454 0535 03350
__T__ _SO ooo46_ o33_ 03370.,_ st 5_2 _9 o5_oo82 000457 03360 0339
_-_ _9999 001244 0335 03690
0000 ERRORS [<ARCDW >FTN-REVI4.2]
o
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(0426) SUBROUTINE SEADW
(0,,27) C
(0477_ C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(0427) C
(042T) COMMON DRAW,TIT,PTIT_OT,SYS,VEH,SECT,NSHT,FREVsFNEO+FEOREFw
10427) i DRWgSHTN,REV,NEO,EOREF,
(042T1 I EON,ETIT,EPTIT,EOREV,EDT,ERDT,EOVEH,
(0427) 1 R,IDR+INEO,KNT+_IRST,SECOND,TTIT
(042'1) C
(0427) C DATA DECLARATION _LOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(0427} C
(0427) INTEGER*4 DRAW(4),TIT(21)IPTIT(19),SYS(3),SECT(3},FEOREF(lO,2)+
(0427) 1 OR_(4),EOREF(IO,2),EPTIT(19),ETIT(21),EON(2),
(0427) 1 IDR(_),K_T,TTIT(lq)
(0427) INTEGER*2 DT(3),VLH(2,2),NSHT+SHTN(2),FRrV,FNEO+REV,NEOt
(0427) 1 [CREV,EDT(3),ERDT(3)tEOVEH(2t2)gR|INEO,
(0427) I FIRST,SECOND
._a (0427) C(0427) C
(0428} C SYSCOM)KEYS.F MNEHONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FTN} 31 MAY, 1977
104281 NOLIST
(0429} INTEGER*2 IDES,IOPI
(0430) C
(0431) C THIS IS THE SEARCH DRIVER ROUTINE FOR THE DRAW FILE ,"
(0432) C
(C433) J=1401
(0434) R=O
{0435) CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWR*KSNSAMw'OUT ',6+3,0,0)
(0436) WRITE(7t9999)J i(0437) 9999 FORMAT(1A2)
(0438) WRITE(I,1}
(0439_ 1 FORMAT(t YOU ARE NOW VALIDATED TO SEARCH DATA IN _HE ',I
(0440J 1' DRAWING FILE - THE FOLLOWING SEARCH MODES ',/'
(0441) 1_ ARE AVAILABLE FOR YOUR USE - ',/
(0442) 1'MODE KEY',/
(0443) 2'TITLE TITLE',/
_044_) 3'DRAWING NUMBER DRAb',/
(0445) 4tDRAWING DATE DATE'+/
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(d446) 5tSYSTEM SYSt_/
(0447) ltVEHICLE VEHt_/
(04_8) ltSECTION SECTt_I
(0449| ltVENDOR CODE CODEet/
(0450) ltALL ALLt_/
(0451) ltREV ACTION DUE ACT'9/
(045R) ltE.O. NUMBER EOt_/
(045_) ItQUIT QUITttl
(0454) 1 _ PLEASE SELECT THE DESIRED MODErn//.)
(0455) REUIND 6
(045G) 6 READ(It3)IDES
(0_57} 3 FGRMAT(IA2)
(0458) IF(IDES.EO.'QU t) GOTO 10
(01L59.) 100 WRITE(I,110)
(0460) 110 FORMAT(IX,tDO YOU OESIRE THE OPTIONAL BRIEF OUTPUTtg/_ ""
(('461) 1t RECOMMENDED FOR ALL AND ACTION DUE SEARCHEStgI_
(0462) 1 t (YES OR NO)t/)
i_ .10_631 READ(lt3}IOPT
(045_) IF(IOPT.EQ.'NO t) GOTO 111
(0465) IF(IOPT.NEotYE t} GOTO 100
(04_5) R=I
,_,L, (0_67) 111 IF(IDES-EG.'TI t} CALL TITDW
(0468) IF(IOES.EO.tAL t) CALL ALDW
(0469) IF(IDES.£Q.'AC o} CALL ACTDUE ".
(0470) IF(IDES.EO.°DR _) CALL DRAWN _
(0_71} IF(IDES°EO.tDA ') CALL DATDW
(0472) IF(IDES.EO°°SY t) CALL SYSD_
(0473) IF(IDES.EQ°_VE t) CALL VEHND
(0474) IF(IDES.EQ-_SE t) CALL SCCTN
(C_75) IF(IDES.EQ.tCO°) CALL CODE
(047G) IF(IDES.EQ.'EO t) CALL EONN
(0477) 99 WRITE(I_98)
(0_781 98 FORMAT(_ Tn CONTINUE_ DEPRESS THE RETURN KEYel}
(0_}9) READ(I_9999)IDES
(04_0) IF(IDES.NE,O i) G_TO 99
(0481) CALL CLEAR
(0482) WRITE(It1)
(0483) REWI_JD 6
) ). )
o, , ..........................
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(04e4) REWIND 12
(0495) RE_IND 18
(OhBG) GO TO 6
(0187) 10 URITE(lp11)
(0_8) 11 FORMAT( t DO YOU UANT A HARD COPY OF THE INFORMATION FOUNDtg/t
(0_89) It (YES OR NO) t)
(04gO) READ(I,3) fOES
(0491) IF(IOES.EQotYE t) GO TO 20
(0_92) - IF(IOES.EQ.'NO t) GO TO 15
(0493) GO TO 10
(0_94) 15 CALL SRCH$$(KSCLOS,wOUT _6_0,0_0)
(0_95) CALL SRCH$$(KSDELE_oOUT ,6,0_0_0)
(0_96) RETURN
(0_97) .20 CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSg'OUT _6_0t010)
(0_98) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_tDRAW _6_0_0t0)
(0499) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_tEO _6,0_010)
(0500) CALL SRCH$$(K$CL3St'SHEET _6_O_OtO)
(0_01) CALL COMI$$('SOUT',_,12,IC
_} (0502} CALL EXIT
'-I 0503} END
t
e
SUBROUTINE SEADW PAGE 0036
ACTDUE R EXTERNAL 000000 0469
ALDW R EXTERNAL 000000 ' 0468
CLEAR R EXTERNAL 000000 0481
CODE R EXTERNAL 000000 0475
COMI$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0501
DATDW R EXTERNAL 000000 0471
DRAW J // 000000 0427S
DRAWN R EXTERNAL 000000 047C
DRW J // 000226 0427S
D.T I // 000130 0427S
EDT I // 000457 0427S
EON d // 000512 0_27S
ECNN . R EXTERNAL 000000 0470
EOREF d // 0002_2 0427S
EOREV I // 000436 0427S
EOVEH I II 000445 0427S
EPTIT J II 000570 0427S
ERDT I // 0004_2 04?7S
1:_ ETZT d II 000516 0_7S
£,_,3,1 EXIT R EXTERNAL 000000 0502
_/_ GO"" FEOREF J il 000156 0427.S
-_,_' FIRST I II 000465 0427S
FNEO I II 000155 0427S
_REV. .I II 000154 0427S .'.
IC I 001'147 0501A
IDES I 001150 0429S 0456M 0458 0467 0468 0469 0470
0_71 0472 0475 0474 0475 0476 0479M
04BO 0_90M 0_91 0492
IDR J // 000452 0427S
INEO I II 000462 0_27S
•IOPT I 001151 0429S 0465M 0464 0465
d I 001152 0433M 0456
KSALLD I PARAMETER 042AS
K$CACC IPARAMETER 0428S
K$CLOS I PARAMETER 0_28S 0494 0497 0498 0499 0500
K$CONV I PARAMETER 042_S
K$CURR I PARAMETER 042BS
KSDELE I PARAMETER 0428S 0495
L............... . . ..........
) ) )
_ j i, = i
SUBROUTINE SEADg PAGE 0037
K_DMPB I PARAMETER 042BS
KSOTIM I PARAMETER 042_S
KSENTR I 000000 0_28S
KSEXST I PARAMETER 0_28S
K$GCND ] PARAMETER O¢?PS
K$GPOS 'I PARAMETER 0428S
R$HOME I PARAMEIER 0_2_S
K$ICUR I PARAMETER 042PS
KSIMFD I PARAMETER O_2BS
KSlRTN I PARAMETER 042PS
Y$1SEG I PARAMETER 042PS
K$IUFD I PARAMETER 042[:S
KSMENT I 000000 042_S
KSMSIZ I PARAMETER 042B.S
_St_VNT I PARAMETER 0428S
KSNOAM I PARAMETER 0_28S
K;P_R'TN I PARAMETER 0428S
m KSNSAM I PARAMETER 0428S 0435
_ KSNSGD I PARAMETER O_2_S
KSNSGS I PARAMETER 0428S
R POSA B
_,J KSPOSN I PARAMETER 0_28S
KSPOSR I PARAMETER 0428S
KSPREA I PARAMETER 042_S '.
KSPRER I PARAMETER 0_2_S
XSPROT I PARAMETER 042_S
KSRDWR I PARAMETER 0428S 0435
RSREAD I PARAMETER 042PS
KSRPOS I PARAMETER O_2PS
KSRSUB I PARAMETER 0428S
KSRWLK I P_RAMETER 042RS
K$SENT I 000000 042PS
KSSETC I .PARAMETER O_?_S
K$SETH I PARAMETER 042_S
K$SPOS I PARAMETER O_?BS
KSSRTN I PARAMETER O_2GS
KSTRNC I PARAMETER C42BS
KSUPOS I PARAMETER 042_S
L .
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KSWRIT Z PARAHETER 0428S
KNT J ]1 000463 0427S
NEO I // 000241 0427S
NSHT I // 000153 0427S
PTIT J // 000062 0_27S
R I // 000451 0427S 0434_ 0466R
REV I // O002&O 0427S
SEAOW R 000000 0426S
SECO_JD I // 000466 0427S
SECT .d // 000145 0427S
SECTN R EXTERNAL 000000 0474
SHTN I // 000236 0_27S
SRICH$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0q35 0494 0495 0q97 0498 0499 0500
SYS J // 000133 0427S
_:p SYSOW R EXTERNAL 000000 0_72
_ TIT d // 000010 0427STDW R EXTERNAL 0 _6
TTIT J /1 000467 0427S
VEH I 1_i
VEHND R EXTERNAL 000000 0473
_1 000041 0438 0439D 0482
_10 000766 0_53 0487D 0493 t
__I00 000475 0459D 0465 ."
_11 000772 0487 0488D
_110 000501 0459 04600
_111 000620 0464 0467D
_15 001056 0492 0494D
_20. 001100 0_9! 0497D
3. 000463 0456 0457D 0463 0490
_6 000453 0456D 0486
.98 000706 0477 04_D
99 000702 0477D 0480
__9999 000030 043S 04370 0479
0000 ERRORS [<SEADW >FTN-REV14o2] " "
) ) ,......| oi ,q
...... , .......... . ..................................... .......
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(0504) SUBROUTINE EONN
(0505) C
(0505) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(0505) C
(0505) COMMON DRAW,TIT,PTIT,DT,SYS_VEH_SECTwNSHT_FREVtFNEOoFEOREF,
"(0505) 1 DRW_SHTN,REV_NEO,EOREF_
(0505) I EONtETIT,EPTIT_EOREV,EDT_ERDT,EOVEH_
(0505) 1" R_IDRoINEO_KNT,FIRST,SECONOoTTIT
(0505)
(0505_ C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(0505_ C
(0505} INTEGER*4 DRA_(_},TIT(21),PTIT(19)_SYS(5)_SECT(5}_FEOREF(10o2)_
(0505) 1 DRW(_),EOREF(IO_2)_EPTIT(19)_FTIT(21)_EON(2),
(0505) 1 IGR(4),K_T_TTIT(19)
(0505} INTEGER*2 DI(3),V[H(2,2)tNSHT_SHTN(2),FREVtFNEOgREV,NEOI
(0505) i EOREVtEDT(3),ERDT(3)_FOVEH(2_2}tR_INEO_
(0505) 1 FIRST,SECOHD
I_ 10505) C
(o5o5)c
(0506) ...INTEGER*4 IEON(2)_KNTT
(0507) INTEGER*2 ARRAY(15)tIOPT
(0508) C
(0509) C THIS ROUIINE LOCATES A SPECIFIED E.O. NUMBER IN THE EoO. SUBFILE
(0510) _ .'"
(0511) C INITIALIZE THE TOP OF PRINTER PAGEFLAG
(0512) IPAGE:O
(0513) C INITIALIZE THE LINE COUNTER FOR PRINTER OUTPUT
(0514) ILINE:O
(0515) C INITIALIZE THE FOUND COUNTERS l
(0516) KNT:O
(0517) KNTT=O
(0518) CALL CLEAR
(0519) 1 _RITE(lo2)
(0520) 2 FORMAT( e WHAT IS THE DESIRED E.O. NUMBER')
(0521) READ(193,ERR:1)IEON
(0522) 3 FORMAT(2A_}
(0525) 99 WRITE(I,105}
(0524) 105 FORMAT(IX_'DO YOU DESIRE THE E.O. FILE SEARCH (EO)t$/,3Xt.
SUBROUTINE EONN PAGE 0040
(0525) 1fOR ALL DRAWINGS USING THIS E.O. (DR]°I)
(0526) READ(1t110pERR=99)IOPT
(0527) 110 FORMAT(1A2)
(0528) IF(IOPToEQ.°EO t) GOTO 260
(0529) IF(IOPT.NEo'DR t) GOTO g9
(0530) C INITIALIZE FIRST SHEET FLAG
(0531) FIRST=O
(0532) C INITIALIZE SECOND OR MORE SHEET FLAG
(0533) SECOND=O
(0534) C" INITIALIZE THE DRAW DATA PRINTED FLAG
(0535) INEO=O
(0536) 15 READ(6_END=IOO_DRAWgTIT_PTITtDT_SYS,VEHgSECT,NSHT_FREV,FNEO_FEOREF
(0537) DO 2000 I=1_6
(0558) IF(IEON(1)oNE.FEOREF(I_I)) GOTO 2000
(0539) IF(IEON(2)°EQ.FEOREF(I_2}} GOTO 2050
(05_0) 2000 CONTINUE
_,._ (05_1) GO TO 18
_L_p0 (0542) C INCREMENT THE FOUND COUNTERS
C (05_3) 2050 KNT=KNT+I
' (0544) KNTT=KNTT+I
(0545) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR NEXT RECORD
(0546) ILINE=ILINE+FNEO+_
(05_7) C CHECK FOR eOTTOM OF PAGE
(0_8) IF(ILINEoLE._5) GOTO 31 .'.
(05_g) C SET TO TOP OF. PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(0550) IPAGE=O
(0551) C SET LINE COUNTER BACK TO 0
(0552) ILINE=O
(0553) C IS A HEADER REQUIRED NOW
(055_') 31 IF(IPAGEoNE.O) GOTO 17
(055'5) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR HEADER
(C556) ILINE:ILINE+I2
(U557) C PRINT HEADER ON PRINTER OUTPUT /
(0558) C FETCH AND _RITE TIME AND DATE TO OUTPUT FILE
(0559) CALL TIMDAT(ARRAY_15)
(0560) AMIN=ARRAY(4)
(0561) AH=AMIN/60.O
(0_62) IH=AH
. ° .............
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(0563) IMM=IH*60
(0564} IRIN=AMIN
(_565) IDM=IMIN-I_M
(0566) WRITE(7,BOO8)IH, IDMt(ARRAY(1),I=I,3)
(0567) 8008 FORMAT(tlt,IOOXgI3,t:t$13_X,2(A2, O/O)_A2 )
(05_8) _RITE(7_8000)
(0569) 8000 FORMAT(SX,120('*t))
(0570) _RITE(7_8OO1)IEON
(0571) 8001 FORMAT(4OX,'DRAgING - E.O. NUMBER SEARCH tt2A_)
(0572) . CALL HEADER
(0573) C SET HEADER DONE FLAG
(057_) IPAGE:I
(0575) C DISPLAY AND PRINT DRAWING ON TERMINAL AND PRINTER OUTPUT
(0576) 17 FIRST=I
(0577) CALL MAIND
(0578) 18 IF(NSHT.GT.I) GOTO 19
(5579) FIRST=O
{Z_ (0580) GO TO 15._ 1 19 CONTINUE
.(aa (05_2) DO 150 J:2,NSHT0583) 20 READ(12,END=1001)DR_SHTN,REVtNEO,EOREF
(05_) DO 25 K:1,4
(0585) IF(DRW(K).NE.DRA_(K)) GOTO 20
(0586) 25 CONTINUE '.
(0587) DO 2500 I=1,6
(0588) IF(IEON(1).NE.EOREF(I91)) GOTO 2500
(0589) IF(IEON(2).EQ.EOREF(I_2)) GOTO 2550
(0590) 2500 CONTINUE
(0591) GO TO 150
(0532) 2550 SECOND=I
(0593) C I_JCREMENT THE FOUND COUNTER
(0534) 45 IF(FIRST.gO.O) KNT=KNT+I
(0595) KNTT:KNTT.I
(0596) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR NEXT RECORD
(0597) ILINE=ILINE+NEO.4
(0598) C CHECK FOR BOTTOM OF PAGE
(0599) IF(ILINE.LF.45) GOTO 32
(0600) C SET TO TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
SUBROUTINE [ONN PAGE 00_2
(0601) IPAG[=O
(0602) C SET LINE COUNTER BACK TO 0
(U603) ILINE=O
({.604) C IS A HEADER REQUIRED NOW
(G605) 32 IF(IPAGE.NE.O) GOTO 50
(0606) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR HEADER
(Oh07) ILINE=ILI_E+12
(0608) C PRINT HEADER ON PRINTER OUTPUT
(06U9) C FETCH AND _!RITE TI_4E AND DATE TO OUTPUT FILE
(0610) CALL TIMDAT(ARRAYt15)
(0611) AMIN=ARRAY(4)
(0612) AH=AMIN/60.O
(0613) IH=AH
(061_) IMM=IH*60
(0615) IMIN:AI-_IN
(0616) ID.M:IMIN-IMM
,Ic3 (0_171 WRITE(7,gOOSIIHIIDM,lARRAY(I),I=I_3)
(06181 WRITE(7tBO00)(0619) _RITE(7,8OD1)IEON
(0620) CALL HEADER
10621) C SET HEADER DONE FLAG
-(0622) IPAGE=I
(0623) C DISPLAY AND PRINT DRA_ING ON TERMINAL AND PRINTER OUTPUT
(0_2_) 50 CALL MAIND
(0625) 150 CONTINUE
(0_26) FIRST=O
(0627) SECOND=D
(062B) INEO=O
(0629) GO TO 15 i
(0630) 1001 WRITE(I_IO02)
(0631) 1002 FORMAT( t A_ ERROR HAS OCURRED DURING DATA SEARCH t)
(0632) RETURN
(06_3) 100 _RITE(I_2OO)KNT_KNTT_IEON
(0634) 200 FORMAT(1X,tTHERE ARE '_19, t DRAWINGS WITH A TOTAL OF ItIB_l_
(0E35) It SHEET(S) IN THE DRAWING SUBFILE _HICH REFERENCES EoO. tt2A4)
(0636) RETUR_
(0637) 260 READ(18,END=350) EON_ETIT_EPTIT_EOREV_EDTtEROT,EOVEH
(0638) DO 266 I=112
SUBROUTINE EONN PAGE 00_3
(0639) IF(IEON(I)oNE.EON(1)) GOTO 260
(0640) 266 CONTINUE
(0641) KNT=KNT.I
(06_2) IF(IPAGEoNEoO) GOTO 302
(0643) C FETCH AND WRITE TIME AND DATE TO OUTPUT FILE
(0644) CALL TIMDAT(ARRAY_lh)
(0S_5) AMIN=ARRAY(4)
(064_G) AH=AMIN/60oO
(0647) IH=AH
(0648) IMM:IH*60
(0649) IMIN=AMI_
(0650) IDM=IMIN-IMM
(0551) _RITE(TtlOOO)IHglDMt(ARRAY(I)_I=I_3)
(0652) 1000 FORHAT(tlt,100X_I3_t:t_I3t4X92(A2_t/t)_A2)'
(0£53) WRITE(7,500)
(01)54) 300 FORMAT(4X_115(t*t)_/_50XqtE-O. SEARCH t_/t
(0655) 19X,'E.O. NUMBER,_8X_,DATEt_GX_E.Oo TITLEtql_4X_ll5(t,t)t/_tHO)
I
_._:_ (0656) IPAGE:I7 302 CONTINUE
(0658) 130 FORMAT(3Xt19A4)(0659) IF(EOREV.EQotNC t) GOTO 250
(0660) WRITE(7_230)KNT_EON_EOREV_ERDT_EPTIT
(0661) 230 FORMAT(IX_I4_ t. t_2A4,1X_tREV t,A213Xt2(12oo-t)_I2_
(0_62) 13X_lgA4_/) '.
(066_) WRITE(l_140) KNT_EON_EOREV_ERDT_((EOVEH(I_J)_J=I_2)_I=I_2)
(0664) 140 FORMAT(2X$14_t-_2X_2A4_IX_REV _,A2_5X,2(I25_-_)_I2_3X_2(2X_(0665) 1 13_A1))
(0666) GO TO 60
(0_67) 250 _RITE(7,230)KNT_EON_EOREV_EDT_EPTIT
(0068) _RITE(1_140) KNT_EON_EOREV_EDT_((EOVEH(I_J)_J=I_2)_I=I_2)
(0669) 60 CONTINUE
(0670) If'(EPTIT(1)°NE., _) _RITE(1_I30)EPTIT
(0671) IF(KNT/21.EQ.KNTI21.) IPAGE=O
(0672) CALL PAUS
(OGT_) GO TO 400
(0674) 350 _RITE(1_360)IEON
(0_75) 360 FORHAT(* THERE !S NO g.o,t_IX_2A4_| IN THEEO SUBFILE_I)
(0676) _00 RETURN
SUBROUTINE EONN PAGE 0044
(0S77) END
L_._............................... • ........ .
SUBROUTINE EONN PAGE 0045
AH R 002233 0561M 0562 0612M 0613 0646M 0647
AMIN R 002235 0560M 0561 0564 0611M 0612 0615 0645M
0646 0649
ARRAY I 000002 0507S 05598 0560 0566 0610A 0611 0617
0644A 0645 0651
CLEAR R EXTERNAL 000000 0512
URAW J // 000000 0505S 0536M 05B5
JRW J I1 000226 0505S 0583H 0585
OT I I1 000130 0505S 0536M
E DT I II 000437 0505S 0637M 0667 0668
EON J // 000312 0505S 0637M 0639 0660 0665 0667 0668 '-
EONN R 000000 0504S
EOREF d ll 000242 0505S 0583H 0588 0589
EOREV I 11 000436 0505S 0637_ 0659 0660 0663 0667 0668
EOVEH I // 000445 0505S 0657M 0665 0668
EPTIT J // 000570 0505S 0637M 0660 0667 0670
EROT I // 000442 0505S 0637M 0660 0663
ETIT J II 000516 0505S 0637M
FEOREF d 1/ 000156 0505S 0536M 0538 0539
FIRST I // 000465 0505S 0531M 0576M 0579M 0594 06268
FNEO I // 000155 0505S 0536M 0546R V 4 _
hEADER R EXTERNAL 000000 0572 0620
I .I 002237 0537M 0538 0539 0566M 0587M 0588 0589 ,"
0617H 0638M 0639 0651M 0663M 0668M
I_H I 002241 0565H 0566 0616M 0617 0650M 0651
IDR d // 000452 0505S
IEON d 000021 0506S 0521M 0538 0539 0570 0586 0589
0619 0633 0639 0674
IH I 002242 0562{4 0563 0566 0613M 0'614 0617 0647M
064_ 0651
ILINE I 002243 0514M 0546M 0548 0552M 0556M " 0597M 0599
0603K 0607M
IMIN I 002244 0564_ 0565 0615M 0616 0649M 0650
IMM I 002245 05_3H 0565 0614M 0616 0648M 0650
l_JEO I // 000462 0505S 0535M Oh_SM
IOPT I 002246 05075 0526M 05_8 0529 •
IPAGE I 002247 0512_ 0550_ 0554 0574M 0601M 0605 0622M
.
,.
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0642 0656M 0671M
d I 002250 0582M 0663M 0668M
•K I 00225] 0584M 0585
KNT J /1 000463 05055 0516M 0543M 0594M 0633 06,1J_ 0660
0663 0667 0668 067]
KNTT d 0022.52 050E.S 0517FI 0544M 0595M 0633
MAIND I EXTERNAL 000000 0577 06?.4
NEO I II 000241 05055 0583M 0597
NSHT I I! 000153 05055 0536M 0578 0582
PAUS R EXTERNAL 000000 0672
PT.IT J 11 000062 0505S 0536M
R I II 000451 05055
REV I II . 000240 05C55 0583FI
SECOND I 11 000466 05055 0533M 0592M 0627M
SECT d II 000145 05055 0536_I
SHTN I II 000236 0505S 0583M
SYS J #1_# 000133 050_S 053,,
TIMDAT R EXTERNAL 000000 0559 0610 064.
_.\._ TIT J _### 000010 050_8 053_.
TTIT J // 000467 0505S
GO VEH I II 00014] 05055 0536_,
_1 000042 0519D 0521
_100 001166 0536 06330 '.
_1000 001471 0651 06520
_1'001 001131 .05,33 0530D
_1002 001135 0630 0631D
_105 000113 0523' 05240
110 000205 0526 05270
_130 001605 06580 0670
1_0 001755 0663 0664D 0668
15 000232' 0536D 0580 0629
150 " 001115 0582 0591 0625D
_17 000572 0554 0576D
_18 000575 05"1 05780
19 000606 057_ 05810
2 000047 0519 0520D
_20 000612 05_D 0585
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_200 001204 0533 0634D
_2000 000335 0537 0538 05400
_2050 000543 0539 05_30
_230 001644 0660 06610 0667
_25 000660 0584 0586D
_250 002016 0659 0667D
_2500 000724 0587 05A8 05900
_2550 000733 0589 05920
_260 001301 0528 0657D 0659
_266 001557 065R 06_0D
_3 000103 0521 05220
_300 001520 0653 06540
_302 001605 06_2 05570
31 000574 0548 05540
_52 001000 05qg 06050
_350 002160 0637 06740
1:_ 560 002167 0674 0675D
I
_i.I::,, _400 002222 0675 067&D
kk--,,_0 45 000736 0594D
_50 001114 0505 0624D
"_ _60 002110 0666 0669D
_8000 000521 0568 05690 0618
_8001 000540 0570 05710 0619 i
8008 000472 0566 05670 0617 ,"
99 000107 05230 0526 0529
0000 ERRORS [<EONN )FTN-REV14o2]
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(0678) SUBROUTINE TITDW
{0579) C
{0679) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(0679) C
(0679) COMMON DRAW,TIT,PTITtDTISYS_VEHtSECTtNSHTtFREVtFNEO_FEOREF_
(0679) 1 DRWtSHTN,REV,NEO,EOREF,
(0679) 1 EON,ETIT,EPTITtEOREVtEDT,ERDTjEOVEHt
(0679) 1 R,IDRtINEOIKNT,FIRST,SECOND,TTIT
(0679') C
(0679) C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(06?9} C
(0679) INTEGER*4 DRAW(_),TIT(21)tPTIT(19)tSYS(3;_SECT(3)_FEOREF4.10,2),
(0679} 1 DRW{4),EOREF(10,2)tEPTIT(19)_ETIT(2%)_EON(2)_
40679) 1 IDR{_}_KNT,TTIT(19)
40679} INTEGER*2 DT(3)tVEH(2,2)_NSHTIS_TN(2)tFREV_FNEO_REV_NEOt
40679] i EOREV,EDT(3),ERDT43)_EOVEH42t2)oR_INEO_
(0679) 1 FIRSTISECOND
(0G79) ¢
.I (06791 C
0 (0680} c SYSCOM>KEYS.F MNEMONIC KEYs FOR FILE SYSTEM 4FTN) 31 MAY, 1977
_._ 40680) NOLIST
(0681) C
(0682) C
(06_3} C THIS IS THE TITLE. SEARCH ROUTINE FOR.THE DRAWING FILE _"
(0684) C
40685) INTEGER*4 IT(21)_IEX(4,3),BLNK
(C685) INTEGER*2 DOC_Tl,IN_IC.ON_IOtIOPT_ILINEtIPAGE_IC_ITY_ARRAY415)
(0687) TI=O
(06_8) O INITIALIZE THE TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(D689) IPAGE=O
(0690) C INTIALIZE" THE LINE COUNTER FOR PRINTER OUTPUT
(0_91) ILINE:O
40692) C FILL EXTRA TITLE WITH BLANKS
(0693) 99 DO 8003 1:1,_
(069_) 00 8004 J=it3
40695) IEX(I,J)=' '
40696) 8004 CONTINUE
(0697) 8003 CONTINUE
........... . ........ . . •
.) ) )| m
.......... _ ............................................. _ ..... °._
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(0698) CALL CLEAR
(0699) 1001 URITE(It2)
(0700) 2 FORMAT( t HOW MANY WORDS DO YOU WISH TO MATCH (MAX OF 4)tol
(0701) 1/}
(0702) READfI98tERR=IOO1)ICON
(0703) 8 FORMAT(12)
(0704) IF(ICON,LT.1) GO TO 1001
(0705) IF(ICON.GT,_) GO TO 1001
(0706) DO 1000 LOOP:I,ICON
(n707) WRITE(It1)
(07OR) .1 FORMAT( m WHAT IS THE DESIRED WORDt,//)
(G709) LEN=10
(0710} CALL TINPUT(ITILEN)
(0711) IF(IT(1)oEQ.tOUIT t) GO TO 1002
(07J2) CALL SRCH$$(K$RDWR*KSNDAMt_T1 t_Btg_ltIC)
(0713) CALL SRCH$$(KSRD_R+K_NDAM_°12 °_6tI091_IC)
(0714) C SAVE WORD OF TITLE SEARCH
(0715) DO 8008 K=I,3
_ _'I (07161 IEX(LOOP_KI=IT(K)(07,17) 800& CONTINUE
_'_'-" (0718) IF(T1,EQ, O) IN=8
\_ (0719) IF(T1,EQ°O) I0=13
(0720) IF(TI,EQ,I) IN=15
(0721) IF (TIoE_.1)IO=14 ,"
(0722) IF(TI°EO,2) 1N=14
(0723) IF(TI.EQo2) I0=13
(072_) IF(TI,EO.3) IN=13
(0725) IF(TI.EOo3) I0=I_
(0726) IF(TI.EO,4) IN:14
(0727) IF(TI,EQo4) I0=15
(0728) DOC=O
(0729) REWIND IN
(0730) REWIND IO
(0731) 5 READ(IN_ZNO=IOO)ORAWITIT_PTITtDT_SYS_VEH_SECTtNSHToFREVqFNEO_
(0732) 1 FEOREF
(0733) BLNK=t t
(075_) DO 3 I=1121
(0735) IF(TIT(1),EQ,BLNK) GO TO 3
m
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(0736) IF(TIT(I).NEoIT(1)} GO TO 3
(0737} IF(TIT(I.I)°EQ°BLNK} GO TO 4
(0738} IF(IT(2}.EO.BLNK) GO TO A
(07_9) IF{TIT(I.I).EQ°IT(2)} GO TO 4
(0740} 3 CONTINUE
(0741) GO TO 5
(0742) 4 DOC=DOC.I
(0745) WRITE(IO)DRAW_TIT_PTIT_DT_SYS_VEH,SECTtNSHT_FREV_FNEO,FEOREF
(0744) WRITE(1,10)TIT
(0745} _0 FORMAT(7(lX,2A4_A2)}
(0746) GO TO 5
(0747) 100 _RITE(ItlO30)DOC_IT
(0748) 1030 FORMAT{ t THERE AREt_I5_ " DRAWINGS CONTAINING THE WORDtw/
{0749} 17(IX92A_tA2)//}
(0750) IF(DOC.E_.O) GOTO 1020
€:_ (0751) ENDFILE IO
I (0752) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSB_T1 t_6_O_O_O)
_.) (0753) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_tT2 t,6_O_O_O)
_3 (0754) IF(IO.£Q°13) CALL SRCH$$(KSDELE_tT2 °_6_OtO,O)
{0755) IF(IO°EQ°14) CALL SRCH$$(KSDELEqVTI t_GtO_O_O}
(_ (0756) TI=TI+I(0757) 1000 CONTINUE
(0758) 1002 CALL SRCH$$(K$ROWR+KSNDAMBtT1 t_699_1_IC) t
(0759} CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWR.K$NDAM_tT2 t,6_lO,l,IC) ."
(0760) IF{DOC°Llol} GO TO 1020
(0761) DO 9999 I=I_OOC
(0762} READ(IO_END=IO20)DRAW_TIT_PTIT_DT_SYSBVEH_SECT_NSHT_FREV_FNEO_
(0763} 1 FEOREF
(0764) C GET RECORD NUMBER
(0765) KNT=I
(0766} C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR NEXT RECORD
(0767) ILINE=ILINE.FNEO._SHT+3
(0768) .C CHECK FOR BOTTOM OF PAGE
(07G9) IF(ILINE°LE.45) GOTO 31
(07?0) C SET TO TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(0771} IPAGE=O
(0772) C SET LINE COUNTER BACK TO O
(0773) ILINE=O
L................... ,..... _ ,... __ ............................
) i) )
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(0774} C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR NEXT RECORD
(0775) ILINE:FNEO.NSHT+3
(0776) C IS A HEADER REQUIRED NOW
(0.777) 31 IF(IPAGEoNE.O) GOTO 150
(0778) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR HEADER
(0779} ILINE=ILINE.I2
(0780) C PRINT HEADER ON PRINTER OUTPUT
(0781) C FETCH AND WRITE TIHE AND DATE TO OUTPUT FILE
(0782) CALL TIMDAT(ARRAY,15)
(0783} AMIN=ARRAY(4)
(0784) AH=AMIN/60oO
(0785) IH=AH
(07R6) IMM=IH*GO
(0787] IMIN=AMIN
(078B} IDM=IMIN-IMM
(0789). _RITE(7,8008)IH_IDM_fARRAY(J),J=113)
(0790) 8008 FORMAT(elt_100X_I3_°:°_I3_X,2(A29tlt)_A2)
_,_ I 107911 WRITE(7,8000)(._ (0792) 8000 FORMAT(3Xt120('*_)}
(0793} _RITE(7_8001) ((IEX(K,L)_L:I_3)tK=I_4}(079_} 8001 FORMAT(43X,IDRAWING TITLE SEARCH : "_4(IX_2A41A2))(0795) CALL HEADER
(0796) C SET HEADER DONE FLAG
(0797) _ IPAGE=I ,'"
(0798} C DISPLAY AND PRINT HEADING ON TERMINAL AND PRINTER OUTPUT
(0799) 150 CALL OMAIN
(0_00} C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR DRAWING RECORD PRINTED FOR OUTPUT
(0_01) ILINE=ILINE*INEO
(0802) C IS PRINTER AT BOTTOM OF PAGE
(0803) IF(ILINEoLE._5) GOTO 9999
(0804) C SET TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(0805} IPAGE=O
(0_06) C RESET THE LINE COUNTER FOR NEW PAGE
(OB07) ILINE=O
(OR08) 9999 CONTINUE
(0809} 1020 CONTINUE
(0810} CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS,'T1 ttG_O,O,O)
(OBll) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSttT2 _6_0_0w0)
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(0812) CALL SRCH$$(KSDELEttT1 e,6tO,090)
(0813) CALL SRCH$$(KSDELEItT2 t_6_O,OtO)
(0814) TI=O
(0815) IF(DOC.NEoO) RETURN
(0816) 1999 _RITE(lt2000)
(0817) 2000 FORMAT( t DO YOU WISH TO TRY THE TITLE SEARCH AGAIN (YES OR NO) t)
(081R) READ(1t2001tERR:1999)IOPT
(0819) 2001 FORMAT(1A2)
(Oe20) IF(IOPT.EQotYE t) GOTO 99
(0821) IF(IOPT°NE.tNO t) GCTO 1999
(0822) RETURN
(0823} END
!
(Jrl
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AH R 001647 0784M 0785
AMIN R 001651 0783M 0784 0787
ARRAY I 000002 0686S 0782A 0783 0789
.BLNK J 001653 0585S 0733M 0735 0737 0738
CLEAR R EXTERNAL 000000 0698
DMAIN R EXTERNAL 000000 0799
DOC I 001655 0686S 0728M 0742M 0747 0750 0760 0761
0815
DRAW J // 000000 0679S' 0731M 0743 0762M
DRW 'J // 000225 0579S
DT I // 000130 0679S 0731M 0743 0762M
EDT I // 000437 0679S
EON d // 000312 0679S
EOREF d // 000242 0679S
EOREV I // 000436 0679S
ZOVEH I II 000445 0679S
_Z_ ZPTIT d // 000370 0679SI
"_.i__n ERDT I II 000442 0679S
ZTIT d // 000316 0679S
-
FEOREF d // 000156 0677S 0731M 0743 0762M
FIRST I // 000465 0679S
FNEO I II 000155 0679S 073.1M 0743 0762M 0767 0775
FREV I // 000154 0679S 0731M 0743 0762M
HEADER R EXTERNAL 000000 0795 '.
I I 001656 0693H 0695 '0734M 0735 0736 0737 0739
07£1F: 0765
IC I 001660 0686S 0712A 0713A 0758A 0759A
ICON I 001661 0686S 0702M 0704 0705 0706
IDM I 001662 0788M 0789
IDR d // 000452 0679S
IEX d 000021 0685S 0695M 0716M 0793
IH I 001663 O?B5M 0"786 0789
LLINE I 001664 06PGS 0691M 0767M 0769 0773M 0775M 0779M
0801M 0_03 OB07M
IMIN I 001665 0787M 0788
IMM I 001666 0786M 0788
IN I 001667 0686S 0718M 0720M 0722M "0724M 0726M 0729
0731
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INEO I /I 000462 0679S 0801
IO I 001670 0686S 0719M 0721M 0723M 0725M 0727M 0730
0743 0751 075_ 0755 0762
IOPT I 001671 0686S 0818M 0820 0821
IPA3E I 001672 0686S 0689M 0771M 0777 0797M OROSM
IT J 000051 0685S 0710A 0711 0716 0736 0758 0739
0747
ITY I 000000 0686S
J I 001673 069_H 0695 0789M
K I 001674 0715M 0716 0793M
KSALLO I PARAMETER C680S
K$CACC I PARAMETER 0680S
K$CLOS I PARAMETER OG_OS 0752 0753 0810 0811
K$CONV I PARAMETER 0680S
KSCURR I PARAMETER 0680S
KSDELE I PARAMETER 06805 0754 0755 0812 0813
_ K$DMPB I PARAMETER 06_0S
• KSDTIM I PARAMETER 0_60S
_(.- (_ XSENTR I 000000 OGBOS
KSEXST I PARAMETER 0680S
K$GOND I PARAMETER 0680S
K$GPOS I PARAMETER OG_OS
KSHOME I PARAMETER 06BOS
K$1CUR I PARAMETER 06_0S '.
K$1MFD I PARAMETER OGBOS
K$1RTN I PARAMETER 0_80S
K$ISEG I PARAMETER OGBOS
K$IUFD I PARAMETER 0680S
KSMENT I 000000 06_0S
KSMSIZ I PARAMETER 06_0S
KSMVNT I PARAMETER OGE'OS
KSNDAM I PARAMETER 0680S 0712 0713 0758 0759
KSNRTN I PARAMETER OGBOS
KSNSAM I PARAMETER 0680S
KSNSGD I PARAMETER 06_0S
K$NSGS I PARAMETER 0680S
KSPOSA I PARAMETER 06_0S
KSPOSN I PARAMETER 0680S
I.......... , ......
) )
• €
, .......
............................... °............................... .
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K$POSR I PARAMETER 06806
KSPREA I PARAMETER 0680S
KSPRER I PARAMETER 06806 '
KSPROT I PARAMETER 06806
KSRDWRI PARAMETER 06806 0712 0713 0758 0759
K$READ I PARAMETER OB80S
K$RPOS I PARAMETER 06806
KSRSUB I PARAMETER• 06806
KSRWLK I PARAMETER OG80S
K$SENT I 000000 06806
KSSETC I PARAMETER 0680S
KSSETH I PARAMETER OGSOS
KSSPOS I PARAMETER • 06806
KSSRTN I PARAMETER 06806
KST_;C I PARAMETER 06806
KSUPOS I PARAMETER 06806
KSWRIT I PARAMEIER OGSOS
_ KNT d // 000463 06796 0765M
_,4 L I 001675 079_M
LEN I 001676 0709M 0710A
LOOP -I 001677 O.70GM 0716
NED I // 0002_1 067_S
NSHT I I.I 000153 OG7gS 0731M 0743 0762M 0767 0775
PTIT J II 000062 067gs 0731M 0743 0762M '.
R I // 000_51 OG7gS
REV I // 000240 067qs
SECOND I II 000466 06796
SECT J // 000145 06796 0731M 0743 0762M
SHTN I // 000236 06796.
SRCH$$R EXTERNAL 000000 0712 0713 0752 0753 0754 0755 0758
0759 0810 0911 0812 0813
SYS J // 000133 067gs 0731M 0743 0762M
T1 . I . 001700 06866 0687M 0718 0719 0720 0721 0722
0723 072_ 0725 0726 0727 0756M 0814M
TIMDAT R EXTERNAL 000000 0782
TINPUT R EXTERNAL 000000 0710
TIT J // 000010 067gs 0731M 0735 0736 0737 0739 0743
074_ 0762M
#
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TITDW R 000000 0678S
TTIT d // 000467 0679S
VEH I // 000141 0679S 0731M 0743 07.52M
1 000265 0707 0708D
_10 000716 0744 0745D
_100 000727 0731 0747D
1000 001066 0706 0757D
_1001 000170 0699D 0702 0704 0705
1002 , 001076 0711 0758D
_1020 001500 0750 0760 0762 0809D
1030 000741 0747 07480
_150 001_.57 0777 07990
._1999 001551 08]_0 0818 0821
_2 000175 0599 0700D
2000 001556 0816 0817D
.2001 001625 0818 0819D
31 001227 0769 07770
_"'-*__ _ 000640 0737 0738 0739 07,20
5 000501 0731D 07,1 0746
8 000242 0702 07030
_8000 001354 0791 07920
8001 001424 0793 0794D '.
_8003 000160 0693 0697D
_8004 000151 0694 0696D
_8006 000365 0715 07170
_8008 001325 07_9 0790D
99 000132 0693D 0_.20
_9999 001472 0761 0_03 0808D
0000 ERRORS [<TITDW >FTN-REV14,2]
I.. .................... • ........... .
) ) )
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(0824). SUBROUTINE ACTDUE
(0825) C
(0825) C COMMONBLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(0825) C "
(Q825) COMMONDRA_,TIT_PTIT_DT,SYS_VEH_SECTtNSHT4FREV_FNEO_FEOREF_
(0825) 1 ORW_SHTN,REV_NEO_EOREF _
(0825) 1 EON_ETITtEPTIT_EOREV_EDT,ERDT_EOVEH_
(0825) 1 RtIDR_INEOtKNTtFIRSTtSECOND_TTIT(0825) C
(0875) C DATA DECLARATION _LOCK FOR THE DRA_-EO FILE
(0825) C
(0_25) INTEGER*_ DRAWf4)_TIT(21)_PTIT(19)_SYS(3)_SECT(3)tFEOREF(Z0t2)_
(0825) 1 DRW(4),EGREF(10_2)_EPTIT(19)_ETIT(21)_EON(2)_
(0625) I IDR(4),KNT,TTIT(19)
(0325) INTEGER*2 DT(3)'VEH(2,2)_NSHT,SHTN(2),FREV,FNEO_REV_NEOt,
(0825) 1 EOREV_EDT(3)_ERDT(3)_EOVEH(2_2)_R_INEO_
(0825) I FIRSTgSECOND ""
(0825) C
,= (OB2 ,c(0826) C SYSCOM>KEYS.F MNEMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FTN) 31 MAY_ 1977
(0326) NOLIST
(0827) INTEGER*_ KNTT
(0828) INTEGER*2 IPAGE,ILINE_ARRAY(15)
(0829) C • '.
(0830) C
(0831) C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS CHECKS ON ALL DRAgINGS HAVING
(0832). C FIVE (5) OR MORE EoOotS
(0833) C
(0U3_) C INITIALIZE FIRST SHEET FLAG
(0G35) FIRST=O
(0836) C INITIALIZE SECOND OR MORE SHEET FLAG
(0837) SECOND=O
(0838) C INITIALIZE THE DRA_ DATA PRINTED FLAG ''
(0839) INEO=O
(OBqO) C INITIALIZE THE TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(08_1) IPAGE=O
(08_2) " C INITIALIZE THE LINE COUNTER FOR PRINTER OUTPUT
(08_3) ILINE=O
J =
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(08_4) C INITIALIZE THE FOUND COUNTERS
(0845) KNT=O
(08_6) KNTT=O
(08_7) CALL BREAK$(.TRUE.)
(D8_5) WRITE(I_I)
(0849) 1 FORMAT( t THIS IS THE REVISION ACTION DUE SEARCH ROUTINE.t_/t
(0850) Ie ALL DRAWINGS WITH FIVE (5) OR MORE E°OoltS ARE FOUND AND e,
(0851) ltSPOOLED, t)
(0852) 15 READ(GjEND=lOO)DRAW,TIT_PTIT_DTgSYSsVEH_SECT_NSHT_FREV_FNEO_FEOREF
(0853) IF(FNEO°LT°5) GOTO 18
(085_) C INCREMENT THE FOUND COUNTER
(0855) KNT=KNT*I
(0856) KNTT:KNTT.I
(08_7) C I_CREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR NEXT RECORD
(0858) ILINE:ILINE.FNEO*4
(0859) C CHECK FOR BOTTOM OF PAGE
(08&0) IF(ILINE.LE°45) GOTO 31
i{_ (0861) C SET TO TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
_(_ (0862) IPAGE=O
O (086Z) C SET LINE COUNTER BACK TO 0(086_) ILINE:O
(0865) C IS A HEADER REQUIRED NOW
(0866) 31 IF(IPAGE.NE.O) GOTO 17
(0867) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR HEADER _'
(08&8) ILINE:ILINE_12
(0869) C PRINT HEADER ON PRINTER OUTPUT
(0870) C FETCH AND WRITE TIME AND DATE TO OUTPUT FILE
(0871) CALL TI_DAT(ARRAYw15)
(0872) AMIN:ARRAY(_)
(0873) AH:AMINI60°O
(087_) IH:AH
(0875) IMM=IH*GO
(0878) IMIN=AMIN
(0877) IDM=IMIN-IMM
(0_78) WRITE(7,8OOS)IHpIDM_(ARRAY(1)_I:I_3)
(0879) 8008 FORMAT(tlt_IOOX_I_t:t,13|4X_2(A2_t/t)_A2)
(0880) WRITE(7_8000)
(0881) 8000 FORMAT(3Xt120(t*t))
) ) )
p •
• zl
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(0882) WRITE(798001)
(0883) 8001 FORMAT(4&X_WREVISION ACTION DUE SEARCH t)
(0884) CALL HEADER
(0885) C SET HEADER DONE FLAG
(0886) IPAGE=I
(0887) C DISPLAY AND PRINT DRAWING ON TERMINAL AND PRINTER OUTPUT
(0888) 17 FIRST=I
(0B89) CALL MAIND
(0890) 18 IF(NSHToGTol) GOTO 19
(0891) FIRST=O
(0892) GO TO 15
(0893) 19 CONTINUE
(089a) DO 150 J=2tNSHT
(0895) 20 READ(129END=1000)DRW_SHTN_REV_NEOgEOREF
(0896) DO 25 K=I_4(o_97, IF(DR_(_)._E.BRAW(_))GOTO20(oB,8,2_ CON,_NUE(0_9_, IF(NEO.LT._,OOTO_0
"_? (°90°) SECDND=_
(:_ (09011 C INCREMENT THE FOUND COUNTER
"_ 0902) 45 IF(FIRST°EQoO) KNT=KNT+I( 3 KNTT=KNTT.I
(090_) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR NEXT RECORD ,.
(0905) ILINE=ILINE+NEO+4 ..
(0906) C CHECK FOR BOTTOM OF PAGE
(0907) IF(ILINE,LE.45) GOTO 32
(0908) C SET TO TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(0909) IPAGE=O
(0910) C SET LINE COUNTER BACK TO 0
(0911) ILINE=O
(og12) C IS A HEADER REQUIRED NOW
(0913) 32 .IF(iPAGEoNEoO) COTO 50
(0914) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR HEADER
(0915) ILINE=ILINZ+12
(091_) C PRINT HEADER ON PRINTER OUTPUT
(0917) C FETCH AND WRITE TIME AND DATE TO OUTPUT FILE
(0918) CALL TIMDAT(ARRAY_15)
(0919) AMIN:ARRAY(_)
~ .
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(0920) AH=AMIN/&D.O
(0921) IH=AH
(0922) IMM:IH*60
(0923) IMIN=AMIN
(032_) IDM=IMIN-IHM
(0925) WRITE(7_BOOB)IHIIDM,(ARRAY(1)II=l_3)
(092&) WRITE(7_8000)
(0927) WRITE(7_8001)
(0928) CALL HEADER
(0929) C SET HEADER DONE FLAG
(0930) IPAGE=Z
(0931) C DISPLAY AND PRINT DRA_ING ON TERMINAL AND PRINTER OUTPUT
(0932) 50 CALL MAIND
(0933) 150 CONTINUE
(0934) FIRST=O
(0935) SECOND=O
(0936) INEO=O
(0937) GO TO 15
._ (0938) 100 _RITE(11200)KNToKNTT
(0939) 200 FORMAT(IXoWTHERE ARE 'oI9_" DRAWINGS WITH A TOTAL OF ttIol,
(0940) i° SHEET(S) IN THE DRAWING SUOFILE WHICH MUST BE REVISED')
(09_i) IF(KNT.EQ.O) RETURN
(09_) CALL SRCH$$CK$CLOS,tDRA_ t_6,O_O_O)
._ (09_3) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_OEO "1610_0_0). "
(;P% (09_) CALL SRCH$$ (K$CLOS,tSHEET '96,0o0,0)
_-J (09_5) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_tOUT 1,6o0_0_0)
(09_6) CALL COMI$$(t$OUT°_4_12,IC)
(0947) CALL EXIT
(0948) 1000 WRITE(I_IO01)
(09_9) 1001 FORMAT( t AN-ERROR HAS OCCURRED DURING DATA 'SEARCH!')
(0950) RETURN
(0951) END
• . , ...........................
............................... +............
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ACTOUE R 000000 0824S
AH R 001154 0873M 0874 0920M 0921
AMIN R 001156 0872M 0873 0876 0919M 0920 0923
ARRAY I 000002 08285 0871A 0872 0878 0918A 0919 0925
BREAKS R EXTERNAL 000000 0847
COMI$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0946
DRAW J II 000000 08253 0852M 0897
DRW J II 00022A 0825S 0895M 0897
DT I II 000130 08253 0_52M
EDT ! II 000437 08253
EON J !1 000312 08253
EORCF J I/ 000242 08255 0_95M
EOREV I II 000436 08;53
EOVEH I // 000445 08253
EPTIT J II 000370 08255
ERDT I II 000442 08255
ETIT J II 000316 08253
_:j EXIT R EXTERNAL 000000 09_7
._,_ FEOREF J II 000156 08253 0852M
(.0 FIRST I II 000465 0825S 0835M 0888M 0891M 0902 0934M
• FNEO I II 000155 08253 0852 0853 0858
FREV I II 000154 0925S 0852M
HEADER R EXTERNAL 000000 0884 0928
I I 1 60 878M 925 ',
IC I 001162 094_A
IDM I 001163 0877M 0878 0924M 0925
IDR .J // 000452 08255
IH I 001164 0874H 0875 0878 0921M 0922 0925
ILINE I 001165 08285 0843M 0858M 0860 086AM 0868M 0905M
0907 0911M 0915M
IMIN I 001166 0876M 0877 0923M 0924
ZMM I 001167 0875M 0877 0922M 0924
INEO I.II 000462 08255 0839M 0936M
IPAGE I 001170 OB2FS 0841M 0862M 0866 0886M 0909M 0913
0930M
U I 001171 0894M
K I 001172 089_M 0897
KSALLD I PARAMETER 0926S
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K$CACC Z PARAHETER 0826S
KSCLOS I PARAMETER 0826S 0942 0943 0944 0945
KSCONV I PARAMETER 0826S
.KSCURR I PARAMETER 0826S
KSDELE I PARAMETER 0826S
KSDMPB I PARAMETER 08265
KSDTIM I PARAMETER 0826S
KSENTR I 000000 0826S
KSEXST I PARAMETER 0826S
KSGOtJD.I PARAMETER 0826S
K$GPOS I PARAMETER 0826S
K$HOME I PARAMETER 0826S
K$1CUR I PARAMETER 082_S
K$1MFD I PARAMETER OB2_S
K$1RTN I PARAMETER 0826S _'
KSISEG I PARAMETER 082_S " _._
KSIUFD i PARAMETER 0826S El
....._:_ KSMENT I O000OO 0826S
._ I .KSMSIZ I PARAMETER 0826S
KSMVNT I PARAMETER 0826SNDAM I (,S
KSNRTN ! PARAMETER 0826S
KSNSAM I PARAMETER 0826S
K$NSGD I PARAMETER OB2_S '.
KSNSGS I PARAMETER 082_S
KSPOSA I PARAMETER 0825S
KSPOSN i PARAMETER 082&S
KSPREA I PARAMETER 0826S
KSPRER I PARAMETER 0826S
KSPROT I PARAMETER 0826S
KSRg_R I PARAMETER 0826S
KSREAD I PARAMETER 062_S
KSRPOS I PARAMETER 0826S
KSRSUB I PARAMETER OB2_S
K$R;LR I PARAMETER 0826S
K_S_NY I 000000 0826S
K$SETC I PARAMETER 0826S
•) ) )B
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K$SETH I PARAMETER 0826S
£$SPOS I PARAHETER 0825S
KSSRTN I PARAMETER 08268
KSTRNC I PARAMETER 0826S
KSUPOS I PARAMETER 08268
K$;RIT I PARAMETER 0826_
KNT d // 000463 0825S 0845M 0855M og02M 0938 0941
KNTT • d 001173 0_278 0_46M 0856M 0903M 0938
MAIND I.EXTERNAL 000000 0889 0932
NEO I // 000241 08258 0895M 0899 0905
NSHT I I/ 000153 68258 0852M 0890 0894
PTIT J // 000062 09258 0852M
R I II 000451 08258
REV I II 000240 08258 0895M
SECOND I II 000466 0825S 0837M 0900M 0935M
SECT d // 000145 08258 0852M
C:) SHTN I // 000236 0825_ 0895MI
(_ SRCH$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 0942 0943 0944 0945
3YS d /1 000133 0825S 0852M
TIMDAT 871 18IT
TIT d /I 000010 0825S 0852M
TTIT d I/ 000_67 08258
VEH I II 000141 08258 0852M
_1 . 000052 0848 0849D
_100 000?30 0852 0938D
_1000 001114 0895 0948D
_1001 001121 0948 0949D
__15 000152 0852D 0592 0937 i
__150 000714 0894 0899 09330
_17 000446 0866 G888D
__18" 000452 0853 08900
__'19 000463 0890 0_93D
20 000467 0895D 0897
200 000742 0938 0939D
_25 000536 0896 0898D
_31 000257 0860 0866D
_32 000612 0907 0913D
i
°..
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_45 000554 0902D
_50 000713 0915 0952D
_8000 000404 0880 088ID 0926
_800! 000420 0882 0885D 0927
8008 000555 0878 0879D 0925
0000 ERRORS [<ACTDUE>FTN-REV14o23
c-&
t°
• i'= m
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(0952) SUBROUTINE ALDW
(0953) C
(0953) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DRA_-EO FILE(0953) C
(0953) COMMONDRA_tTIT_PTITgDT,SYS,VEHtSECTtNSHTqFREV_FNEO,FEOREF_(0953) 1 DR_,SHTN,REV,NEO,EOREF,
(0953) 1 EON,ETIT,EPTITtEOREV_EDT,ERDT,EOVEHt
(0953) 1 R,IDRoINEO,KNT,FIRST,SECOND,TTIT(0953} C
(0953) C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THF ORAW-EO FILE
(0953} C
(0953} INTEGER*4 DRAW(4),TIT(21)_PTII(19),SYS(3),SECT(3)_FEOREF(IO,2),
(0953) 1 DRW(4),EOREF(10_2)gEPTIT(lg),ETIT(21)_EON(2)_
(0953) 1 IDR(4),KNT,TTIT(Ig)
(0953) INTEGER*2 DT(3),VEH(2_2),NSHT_SHTN(2),FREV,FNEOtREV,NEOt -.
(0953) 1 EOREV,EDT(3),ERDT(3)_EOVEH(2_2),R,INEO,
(0953) I FIRST,SECOND
I (0953) CO_
-....I (0953} C(0954) C SYSCOM>KEYS.F MNEMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FTN) 31 MAY, 1977
(J_I (095_) NOLIS.%5 INTEGER*2 IOPT,ARRAY(15)
(0956) C
(0957) C PRINT ALL ROUTINE ,'.(0958) .C
(0959) C INITIALIZE THE TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(OgGO) IPAGE=O
(0961) C INITIALIZE'THE LINE COUNTER FOR PRINTER OUTPUT
(0962) ILINE=O
(09_3) C INITIALIZE THE FOUND COUNTER
(0964) KNT=O
(0965) CALL BREAK$(.TRUEo)
(0966) i WRITE(Is2)
(0967). 2 FORMAT( t _HICH PRINT ALL OPTION DO YOU WISH:t_I_
(0968) 11_X,'DRAWING AND E.O.t'S (DE)ttl_l_Xt'E.O. etS ONLY (EO)')
(0969). READ(1,3)IOPT
(0970). 3 FORMAT(1A2)
(0971) IF(IOPT.EG._EO e) GOTO 259
=%
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(0972) IF(IOPToNE.tDE t) GOTO 1
(0973) 5 gRITE(1,10)
(0974) 1D FORMAT( t THIS IS THE PRINT ALL ROUTINE 1_/,
(0975) I t ALL" DRAWINGS STORED IN THE DRAW FILE WILL BE SPOOLED'_I
(0976) 2o AND A TOTAL COUNT OF THE DRAWINGS WILL BE GIVENtq//)
(0977) 20 READ(6,END=IOO)DRA_,TIT,PTITtDI_SYStVEH,SECT_NSHTtFREV,FNEOtFEOREF
(0978) C INCREMENT THE FOUND COUNTER
(0979) KNT=KNT+I
(0980) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR NEXT RECORD
(0981) ILINE:ILINE+FNEO+NSHT*3
(0982) C CHECK FOR DOTTOM OF PAGE
(0983) IF(ILINEoLEo45) GOTO 31
(0984) C SET TO TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(0985} " IPAGE:O
(0986) C SET LINE COUNTER BACK TO 0
(0987} ILINE=D
(098B) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR NEXT RECORD
(09891 ILINE=_JED*NShT.3
(0990) C IS A HEADER REGUIRED NOW
(0991) 31 IF(IPAGE°NE.O) _OTO 150
"(0992) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR HEADER
(0993) ILINE:ILINE.12
(0994) C PRINT HEADER ON PRINTER OUTPUT
C FETCH AND _RI'TE TIME _ND DATE TO OUTPUT FILE ,"(0995)
(0996) CALL TIMDAT(ARRAY,I5)
(0997) AMIN=ARRAY(_)
(0998) AH=AMIN/60.O
(0999) IH:AH
(1000) IMM=IH*60
(I001) IMINzAMIN"
(I002) IDM:IMI'N-IMM
(i003} _RITE(7_8OO8)IH_IDM,(ARRAY(1),I=I_5)
(I004) 8008 FORMAT('I',IOOX,15,':',I3_4X,2(A2,tI'}_A2}
(I005) WRITE(7,BOOO}
(I006) 8000 FORMAT(3X_120('*_))
(1007) WRITE(7_8001)
(1008) 8001 FORMAT(5OX, t PRINT ALL DRAWINGS t}
(100q) CALL HEADER
• 11 |
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(1010) C SET HEADER DONE FLAG
•(1011) IPAGE=I
(1012) C DISPLAY AND PRINT DRAWING ON TERMINAL AND PRINTER OUTPUT
(I013). 150 CALL DMAIN
(i01_) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR DRAWING RECORD PRINTED FOR OUTPUT
(1015) ILINE=ILINE*INEO
(1016) C IS THE PRINTER AT BOTTOM OF PAGE
(1017) IF(ILINE.LE.45) GOT020
(1D1_) C SET TO TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(1019) IPAGE=O
.(1020) C RESET THE LINE COUNTER TO 0
(1021) ILINE=O
(1022) GO TO 20
(1023) 100 WRITE(I_200) KNT
(1024) 200 FORMAT( t THERE ARE '19 t DRAWINGS IN THE DRAW FILE_I)
(1025} 240 CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS,tDRAW 't610_O_O)
(1026) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS,'EO t,6,0_O_O)
(1027) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_tSHEET '_6_O_OtO)
I (1028) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS,'OUT '_6,0tO_O)
O_ 110291 CALL COFII$$ltSOUT',4,12_IC)
(I030) CALL EXIT
(I031) 259 WRITE(I,11)
(1052) 11 FORMAT(' THIS IS THE PRINT ALL ROUTINE t,/_
(1033) 1 • ALL E_JGINEERING ORDERS STORED IN THE EO FILE WILL BE SPOOLEDt_I _"
(1034) 2t AND A TOTAL COUNT OF THE EoOo''S _ILL BE GIVENt_II)
(1055} 260 REAO(18_END=350) EON,ETIT_FPTIT_EOREV,EDTIERDTtEOVZH
.(1036) KNT=KNT+I
(I037) IF(IPAGE.NgoO) GOTO 502
(1038) "C FETCH AND WRITE TIME AND DATE TO OUTPUT FILE
(I_39) CALL TIMDAT(ARRAYq15)
(I0_0) AMIN=ARRAY(4)
(I041) AH=AMINI60o_ "-
(i042) IH=AH
(10_5) IMM=IH*60
(I0_-4) IMIN=AMIN
(I0_5) IDM:IMIN-IMM
(I0.46) _RITE(7,_OOS)IH_IDM_(ARRAY(1)_I=I,3)
(10_7) "WRITE(7_500)
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(1048) 300 FORMAT(_X,115(t*t)9/e45X_tEoOo SEARCH - PRINT ALL',/e
(I0_9) 19XttE.Oo NUMBERtgBXI, IDATEt96X_tE°O° TITLEttlt4X_115(t.e)ol,l.HO)
(1050) IPAGE=I
(I051) 302 CONTINUE
(1052) 130 FORMAT(3X_I29t° E.O. TITLEtIIt3X_IgA_)
(1053) IF(EOREV°EQ°_NC t) GOTO 250
(1054) WRITE( 7_230) KNT.EON,rEOREV,pERDT _EPT IT
(1055) 230 FORMAT('Ot,I_t,, ',p2A4,1XIOREV t_A2,3X92( 12_,-I )tI2_
(I056] 13X,19A4)
(1057) _JRITE(I,lZ_O) KNTt EON_EOREV_ERDT,p ((EOVEH(19d) _d=It2| _I=I_2)
(1058) 140 FORMAT (2XI I_,po.o_2X,m2A41lX_ iRE V t_A2 _5X,t2(12tt-e) _12 w3Xt2 (2X_
(1059) 1 13_AI))
(1060) GO TO 60
(1061) 250 WRITE(7_230) KNT _EON, EOREV,EDT _EPTIT
(1062) WRITE(I_I_O) KNT_ EON_ EOREV,EDT,p ((EOVEH( I9J),_d=l_2) ,I=1_2)
(1063) •60 IF(KNT/21oEQoKN_/21.) IPAGE=O
1:_ (106_.) CALL PAUS
m (I065) GO TO 260
,.....__ (1066) 350 _RITE(I,360)KNT '
_ (106°7) 360 " FORMAT(_ THERE ARE _19_ E.O._tS IN THE EO SUBFILE_/)8) G TO 2_0
(i069) END
L . .
) ) )
€ •
• .. ,.................. . ............. -
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AH R 001702 099EM 0999 1041M 1042
ALDg R 000000 0952S
AMIN R 001704 0997M 0998 1001 1040M 1041 1044
ARRAY I 000002 0955S 0996A 0997 1003 1039A 1040 1046
BREAKS R EXTERNAL 000000 0965
COMI$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 1029
D_AIN R EXTERNAL 000000 1013
DRAW d // 000000 0953S 0977M
DRW d // 000226 0953S
DT I // 000130 0953S 0977M
EDT I /I 000437 " 0_5_S 1035M 1061 1062
EON d II 000312 0953S 1035M 1054 1057 1061 1062
EOREF J II 000242 0953S
EOREV I // 000436 0953S 1035M 1053 1054 1057 1061 1062
EOVEH I /1 000445 0953S 1035_ 1057 1062
EPTIT J Ii 000370 0953S I035M 1054 1061
ERDT I _I 000442 0953S I035M 1054 1057
ETIT J.ll 000316 0953S 1035M
EXIT R EXTERNAL 000000 1030
_. FEOREF U II 000156 0953S 0977M
FIRST I II 000465 0953S
FNEO I // 000155 0953S 0977M 0981 0989
• FREV I I1 000154 0953S 0977M
HEADER .R EXTERNAL 000000 1009 ."
I - I 001706 1003M 1046M 1057M 1062M
IC I 001707 1029A
IDM I 001710 1002M 1003 1045M 1046
IDR ' J II 000452 0953S
IH I 001711 0999M 1000 1003 I042M 1043 1046
ILINE 1 001712 0962_ 0981M 0983 0987M 0'9'89M 0993M 1015M
1017 1021M
IMIN I 001713 I001M 1002 1044M 1045
IMM . I 001714 1000M 1002 I043M 1045
INEO I ii 000462 0953S 1015
IOPT I 001715 0955S 0969M 0971 0972
IPAGE I " 001716 0960M 0985M 0991 1011M 1019M 1037 1050M
I063M
J i 001717 1057M 1062M
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KSALLD I PARAMETER 0954S
K$CACC I PARAMETER 0954S
K$CLOS I PARAMETER 0954S 1025 1026 1027 1028
K$CONV I PARAMETER 0954S
K$CURR I PARAMETER 095_S
KSDELE I PARAMETER 0954S
KSDMPB I PARAMETER 0954S
KSDTIM I PARAMETER 0954S
KSENTR I 0o0000 0954S
KSEXST I PARAMETER 0954S
K$GOND I PARAMETER 0954S
KSGPOS I PARAMETER 0954S
KSHOME I PARAMETER 0954S
K$1CUR I PARAMETER 0954s
K$1HFD I PARAMETER 095_S
K$IRTN I PARAMETER 095aS
K$ISEG I PARAMETER 0954S
KSIUFD I PARAMETER 0954S
_ _ KSMENT I 000000 0954S
__ K$MSIZ I PARAMETER 0954S
C, K_MVNT I PARAMETER 0954S
KSNDAM I PARAMETER 0954S
KSNRTN I PARAMETER 0954S
KSNSAM I PARAMETER 0954S :.
KSNSGD I PARAMETER 0954S
K$NSGS I PARAMETER 0954S
KSPOSA I PARAMETER 0954S
KSPOSN I PARAMETER 0954S
KSPOSR I PARAMETER 0954S
KSPREA I PARAMETER 0954S
KSPRER I PARAMETER 0954S
, KSPROT I PARAMETER 0954S
KSRDWR I PARAMETER 0954S
KSREAD I PARAMETER 095QS
KSRPOS I PARAMETER 075_S
KSRSUB I PARAMETER 0954S
KSRWLK I PARAMETER 095_S
K$SENT I 000000 095_S
i) )
.i i
s la i
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KSSETC I PARAMETER . 0954S
KSSETH I PARAMETER 0954S
K$SPOS 1 PARAMETER 0954S
K$SRTN I PARAMETER 0954S
KSTRNC I PARAMETER 0954S
KSUPOS I _ARAMETER 0954S
KSWRIT I PARAMETER 0954S
KNT d II 000463 0953S 0964M 0979M 1023 1036M 1054 1057
1061 1062 1063 1066
NEO' • I II 000241 0953S
NSHT I II 000153 0953S 0977M 0981 0989
PAUS R EXTERNAL 000000 1064
PTIT d // 000062 0953S 0977M
R I // 000451 0953S
REV I I/ 000240 095_S
SECOND I II 000466 0953S
SECT d II 000145 0953S 0977M
SHTN I II 000236 0953S
_ ? SRCH$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 1025 1026 1027 1028
"-a SYS J // 000133 0953S 0977M
bo TIMDAT R EXTERNAL 000000 0o9_ 1039
TIT d II 000010 0953S 0977M
TTIT d II 000467 0953S
VEH I II 000141 0953S 0977M
__I. 000035 09660 0972
_10 000161 0973 0974D
_100 000577 0977 1023D
11 000713 1031 1032D
_130 001270 1052D
_140 001453 1057 1058D 1062
150 000562 0991 1013D
__2 000042 0966 09670
20 0002?4 0977D 1017 1022
_200 000607 1023 I0240
_230 001343 1054 1055D 1061
_240 000640 I025D 1068
_250 001514 1053 I061D
"L ..................... .............. ....................
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_259 000707 0971 I031D
_260 001032 I035D 1065
_3 000137 0969 0970D
_300 00117_ 10a7 1048D
_302 001270 1037 10510
_31 000375 0903 Og91D
_350 001637 1035 10660
_360 001646 1066 I067D
_5 000155 09730
60 001607 1060 10630
_8000 000522 1005 I006D
_8001 000536 1007 1008D
_8008 000473 1003 1004D 1046
0000 ERRORS {(ALDW >FTN-REVI4,2]
....... °....
.) )
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(1070) SUBROUTINE VEHND
(1071) 'C
(1071) C COMMONBLOCK FOR THE ORAW-EO FILE
(1071) C
(1071) COMMON DRAW,TITtPTITtDT,SYS_VEHtSECTtNSHT,FREV_FNEO_FEOREF_
(1071) 1 DRWtSHTN_REVtNEO,EOREF_
(1071} 1 EONtETIT_EPTIT_EOREVtEDT_ERDTtEOVEH,
(1071) 1 R_IDRtINEO_KNT_FIRSTtSECOND_TTIT
(1071) C
(I071) C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(1071) C
(1071) INTEGER*_ DRA_(_),TIT(21)tPTIT(19)_SYS(3)_SECT(3)_FEOREF(IOt2)_
(1071) 1 DRW(4}_ECREF(10_2)_EPTIT(19)tETIT(21)tEON(2}_
(i071) 1 IDRC4)tKNT_TTIT(19)
(1071) INTEGER*2 DT(3)tVEH(2t2)tNSHTtSHTN(2)_FREVtFNEOtREVtNEOt
(1071) 1 EOREVtEDT(3),ERDT(3)_EOVEH(2t2)tR_INEOt
_ (1071) 1 FIRSTtSECOND
(1071) C
(1071) C
2} INTEGER*2 IOPT_ARRAY(15)
(1073| C
•(107_) C
(1075) C THIS ROUTINE LOCATED ALL ENTRIES IN THE DRA_ING FILE
gHICH ARE RELATED TO EITHER A SPECIFIC VEHICLE OR VEHICLE ,"11076) C
(1077) C
•(1078) INTEGER*2 VEHI(2)gVS(4)
(1079) C INITIALIZE THE TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(I080) IPAGE=O
(10.81) C INITIALIZE THE LINE COUNTER FOR PRINTER OUTPU_
(1082) ILINE=O
(1083) C INITIALIZE THE FOUND COUNTER
(108_) KNT=O
(10_5) CALL CLEAR ""
(i086) 1 WRITE(I_2)
(1087) 2 FORMAT(tWHAT IS THE DESIRED VEHICLE NUMBER t)
(1088) READ(I_3tERR:I)VEHI
(1089) 3 FORMAT(2(I_AI))
(1090 999 _RITE(ItIO0)
• .._'......................- ........................
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(1091) i00 FORMAT(tWHAT IS THE FIRST VALID VEHICLE NUMBERttl)
(1092) READ(I_IOI_ERR=999)(VS(1)_I=I,2)
(1093) 99B _RITE(l_102)
(109_) 102 FORMAT('WHAT IS THE LAST VALID VEHICLE NUMBER'9/9
(1095) I'NOTE - TIIE DEFAULT I_ VEHICLE 999")
(lOgG). READ(19101_ERR:99_)(VS(I)_I=3_)
(I097) 101 FORMAT(13_AI_2XtIS_A1)
(109B) IF(VEHI(1)oLT.VS(1)) GO TO 999
(1099) IF(VS(3).EQ.O) VS(_)=999 "'
(1100) .. IF(VS(3).LToVEHI(1)) GO TO 998
(1101) 110 WRITE(I,11)
(1102) 11 FORMAT( o DO YOU ;ISH A LIST OF ALL E,O.t'S FOR A SPECIFIC VEHICLE
(1103) 1: Er_TER EO'tl,' OR A LIST OF DRAWINGS RELATED TO SPECIFIC VEHICLE
(1104) 1 : ENTER DR o)
(1105) READ(1_12)IOPT
(1106) 12 FORMAT(A2)
(1107) IF(IOPT.EQ.,EO,) GOTO 500
lt_ (1108) IF(IOPToNEo'DR') GOTO 10
• _ (1109) 4 READ(S,END=202)DRAW,TIT,PTITtDT_SYS_VEH_SECT_NSHTtFREV_FNEDtFEOREF
'_ (1110) IF(VEH(I_I).LToVS(1)) GO TO 4
(1111) IF(VEH(291)oGToVS(3)) GO TO 4
(1112} I'F(VEH(I_2)°NE'tSt°AND.VEH(I_I)°EQoVEHI(1)) GO TO 1001
(1113) IF(VEH(192)'EQ°tSt'AND-VEH(1tl)-LEoVEH1(1)) GO TO 1001
{Ii14) GO TO 4 '.
(1115) 1001 CONTINUE
(lllG) C INCREMENT THE FOUND COUNTER
(1117) KNT=KNT.I
(1118) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR NEXT RECORD
(1119) ILINE=ILINE.FNEO.NSHT+5
(1120) C CHECK FOR BOTTOM OF PAGE •
(1121). IF(ILINE.LE._5) GOTO 51
(1122) C SET TO TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(112.3) IPAGE=O
(I124) "C SET LINE COUNTER BACK TO 0
(1125} ILINE=O
(112_} C INCREFIENT LINE COUNTER FOR NEXT RECORD "
(I127) ILINE=FNEO+NSHT+3
(1128) C IS A HEADER REQUIRED NOU
...................° ..............
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1129) 31 IF(IPAGE.NEoO) GOTO 150
1130) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR HEADER
1131) ILINE:ILINE+12
1132) C PRINT HEADER ON PRINTER OUTPUT
1133.) C FETCH AND ;RITE TI_Z AND DATE TO OUTPUT FILE
I154) CALL TIMDATCARRAY_15)
1135) AMIN=ARRAY(_)
11.36) AH=AMIN/60oO
1137) IH=AH
I13_) IMM:IH*60
I139) IMIN=AMIN
1140) IDM=I_IN-IMM
1141) _RITE(7t8OOS)IH, IDM_(ARRAY(1)tI=I_3)
1142) 8008 FORMAT(tlt,lOOXtI39t:'oI3p_X_2(A2tt/t)_A2)
11_3) _RITE(TtSO00)
1144) 8000 FORMAT(3X_120(t*t))
i145) _RITE(Tt8OO1)VEH1
C:_ 1146) 800t FORMAT(45X_eVEHICLE SEARCH : tpI3tA1)
_. I 1147, CALL HEADER
"J 1148) C SET HEADER DONE FLAG
11491 IPAGE=I50) C DISPLAY AND PRINT DRA_ING ON TERMINAL AND PRINTER OUTPUT
1151) 150 CALL DMAI_
(1152) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR DRAWING RECORD PRINTED FOR OUTPUT ."
(I153) ILINE=ILINE.INEO
(115_) C IS THE PRINTER AT BOTTOM OF PAGE
(1155) IF(ILINEoLE.45} GOTO 4
(1156) C SET TO TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(1157) IPAGE=O
q
(I15_) C RESET THE LINE COUNTER TO 0
(1159) ILINE=O
(1160) GO TO
(1161) 202 WRITE(I_201)KNT_VEH1
(1162) 201 FDRMAT(tTHERE ARE eIIDt DRAWINGS RELATZNG_/t
(1163) itTO VEHICLE tl3tA11)
(1164) RETURN
(1165) 300 READ(18_END=400) EONtETITtEPTIT_EOREVtEDTtERDT_EOVEH
(1166) IF(EOVEH(ltl).LToVS(1)) GO TO 500
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(1167) IF(EOVEH(2_I)oGT.VS(3)) GO TO 300
(1168) IF(EOVZH(I_2).NE.'StoAND.EOVEH(Iel)oEQ.VEHI(1)) GO TO 1002
(1169) IF(EOVEH(Ie2).EQ.'Se.AND.EOVEH(Iel).LE.VEHI(1)) GO TO 1002
(1i70) GO TO" 300
(1171) 1002 CONTINUE
(1172) KNT=KNT+I
(1173) " IF(IPAGE.NE.O) GOTO 302
(1174) C FETCH AND WRITE TIME AND DATE TO OUTPUT FILE
(I175) CALL TIMDAT(ARRAYe15)
(1176) AMIN:ARRAY(4)
(1177) AH=AMIN/&O°O
(1178} IH:AH
(1179) IMM=IH*6D
(1180) IMIN:AMIN
(1181) IDM:I_IN-IMM
(1182) WRITE(79BOO8)IH_IDM_(ARRAY(1)_I:1_3)
I:_ (1183) URITE(7_349)VEH1
(1184) 349 FORMAT(4X_I15('*'),/eSOX_tE.Oo VEHICLE SEARCH t_2(I3_Al_2X))(llB5) WRITE(7_351)(1186) 351 FORMAT(I_X_,EoO. NUMBERt,gX,tDATEe_6X_'EoO. TITLE',I_4XI115(I*t))
(1187) IPAGE=I
(1188) 302 IF(EOREVoEgotNC t) GOTO 350
(1189) WRITE(l_310)KNT_EONeEOREV_ERDT
(1190) 310 FORMAT(3X_Igtt° t_ "
(1191) leE.O° NUMBER: t_2A495X_tE.O. REV t_A2tSX_tDATE re
(1192) 12(12_t-t)gI2)
(1193) WRITE(7_32D)KNT_EON_EOREV_ERDTtEPTIT
(i194) 3_0 FORMAT(eOe92XgI79to te2A_e2XeeREV 'gA293X_2(I2_t-t)_I2_
(i195) 13X,19A4)
(1196) GO TO 325
(1197) 350 URITE(19310)KNTtEON_EOREV_EDT
(119_) _RITE(7t320)KNT_EON_EOREV_EDT_EPTIT
(1199) 325 CONTINUE
(1200) IF(EPTIT(1).NE._ e) WRITE(1e311)EPTIT
(1201) 311 FORMAT(3X_lgA4)
(1202) " IF(KNT/21.EO.KNT/21o} IPAGE:O
(1203) CALL PAUS
(120_) GO TO 300
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(1205) 400 WRITE(lt402)KNT,VEH1
(1206) 402 FORHAT(t THERE ARE _,I71 e E.O._tS RELATED TO VEHICLE ttI3_A'I/)(1207) RETURrJ
(1208) END
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AH R 002010 1136M 1137 1177M 1178
AMIN R 002012 1135M 1136 1139 1176_I 1177 1180
ARRAY I 000002 I072S I134A 1135 1141 1175A 1176 1182
CLEAR R EXTERNAL 000000 1085
DMAIN R EXTERNAL 000000 1151
DRAW d II 000000 I071S II09M
DRW d I1 000226 1071S
DT I I1 000130 1071S 1109M
EDT I II 000437 1071S 1165M 1197 1198
EON " d l/ 000312 10715 I165M 1189 1193 1197 1198
EOREF J // 000242 1071S
EOREV I I/ 000436 1071S. 1165M 1188 1189 1193 1197 1198
EOVEH I II 000445 I071S I165M 1166 1167 1168 1169
EPTIT J II 000370 1071S 1165M 1193 1198 1200
ERDT I II 000442 1071S 1165_ 1189 1193
ETIT O II 000316 1071S 1165M
FEOREF J // 000156 1071S 1109M
_I FIRST I 1/ 000_65 1071S
FNEO I /1 000155 1071S 1109M 1119 1127R V II 4 I II
HEADER R EXTERNAL 000000 1147
I I 002014 1092F' 1096M I141M 1182M
IDM I 002017 1140M 1141 1181M 11_2
IDR J // 000452 1071S '.
IH I 002020 1137M 1138 1141 "1178M 1179 1182
ILINE I 002021 I082PI 1119M 1121 1125M 1127M 1131M 1153M
1155 1159M
IMIN I 002022 1139M 1140 1180M 1181
IMM I 002023 1138M 1140 1179M 1181
INEO I /I 000462 1071_ 1153
IOPT I 002024 1072S 1105F; 1107 1108
IPAGE I 002025 I080M 1123M 1129 1149M 1157M " 1173 1187M
1202M
KNT d II 000463 1071S 1084M 1117M 1161 1172M 1189 1193
1197 1198 1202 1205
NEO ... I II 000241 I071S
NSHT. I II 000153 1071S 1109M 1119 1127
PAUS R EXTERNAL 000000 1203
SUBROUTINE VEHND PAGE 0079
PTIT d II 000062 1071S 1109M
R I II 000451 1071S
REV I II 000240 1071S
SECOND I // 000466 1071S
SECT d // 000145 1071S 1109M
SHT2J I // 000236 1071S
SYS d // 000133 1071S l109M
TI_DAT R EXTERNAL 000000 1134 1175
TIT J // 000010 1071S 1109M
TTIT J // 000467 1071S
VEH I 11 000141 1071S 1109M 1110 1111 1112 1113
VEH1 I 000021 1078S 1088M 1098 1100 1112 1113 1145
II_I 1168 1169 1183 !205
VEHND R 000000 1070S
VS I 000023 107BS 1092M I096M 1098 1099M 1100 1110
Iiii 1166 1167
II_ I 000042 1086D 1088
__'!-t._ -lO 000325 11010 11o8
_ioo 000116 1o9o 10910
_I001 000603 1112 1113 III5D
.i002 001222 1168 1169 I1710
_101 000276 1092 10_6 1097D
_102 000177 1093 1094D ,'.
11 000331 II01 II02D
_12 000450 1105 11060
_150 001030 1129 1151D
_2 000047 1086 1087D
_201 001057 1161 I162D
202 001044 1109 I1610
_3 000104 108B 1099D
__300 001120 1107 11650 1166 1167 1170 1204
__302 001_36 " 1173 1188D
_31 000637 1121 1129D
_310 001465 1189 1190D 1197
_311 001677 1200 12010
_320 001556 1193 11940 1198
_325 001560 1196 I199D
SUBROUTINE VZHND PAGE 0080
_349 001335 1183 I184D
_350 001615 1188 I197D
_351 001375 1185 I186D
__4 000465 1109D II10 1111 1114 1155 1160
__400 001736 1165 1205D
402 001750 1205 1206D
__000 000765 1143 I14_D
_8_01 001604 1145 1]_6D
" 8008 000736 1141 1142D 1182
_998 . 000173 1093D 1096 1100
_999 000112 1090D 1092 1098
"0000 ERRORS [<VEHND >FTN-REV14.2]
SUBROUTINE SECTN PAGE 0081
(1209 SUBROUTINE SECTN
(1210 C
(121D C COMMONBLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(1210 C
(1210 COMMON ORA_',TIT_PTIToDT,SYS,VEH_SECT,NSHTtFREV_FNEOtFEOREF_
(12!0 1 DRW,SHTN_REV_NEO_EOREFt
(12_D 1 EON,ETITtEPTIT,EOREV_EOTtERDT_EOVEH_
(12_J 1 R_IDRtINEO,KNTtFIRST,SECOND_TTIT
(12i0 C
(121U C DATA DECLARATION OLOCK FOR THE DRAU-ED FILE
(1210 C
(1210) INTEGER*4 DRAW(4)tTIT(21)_PTIT(19),SYS(3},SECT(3)tFEOREF(10_2],
(12;0) 1 DRW(4),EOREF(10,2),EPTIT(19)_ETIT(21),EON(2),
(121U) 1 IDR(4),_NT_TTIT(19)
(1210) INTEGER*2 DT(3),VEH(2_2}tNSHT_SHTN(2),FREV_FNEOtREVINEO_
(1210) 1 EOREVtEDT(3),ERDT(3)IEOVEH(2_2)IR_INEO_
(1210) I FIRSTtSZCOND
_ (12101 c
(1210_ C
(1211) C
(1212) c
(1211_ C THIS ROUTINE LOCATES A DRAWING WITH A SPECIFIED
(1214} C SECTION
5)
_, (1216) INTEGER*4 ISZCT(3)
(1211} INTEGER*2 ARRAY(15]
(121_) C INITIALIZE THE TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(1219) IPAGE=O
(122U) C INITIALIZE THE LINE COUNT.ER FOR PRINTER OUTPUT
(1221) ILINE=O
(122_) C INITIALIZE THE FOUND COUNTER
(1223) KNT=O
(1224) 3 WRITE(I_I)
(1225) 1 FORMAT( t WHAT IS THE DESIRED SECTIONt/)
(1226) READ(I_2,ERR=3}ISECT
{1227) 2 FORMAT(3A4)
(1228) WRITE(I_2]ISECT
(1229) 100 READ(6,END=2OO)DRAWITITtPTITtDTtSYStVEH_SECT_NSHTtFREV_FNEO_FEOREF
SUBROUTINE SECTN PAGE 0082
(12301 DO 1000 I=1t3
(1231) IFflSECT(I).NE.SECT(1)) GO TO 100
(12_2) 1000 CONTINUE
(1233) C INCREMENT THE FOUND COUNTER
(1234) KNT=KNT.I
(1235). C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR NEXT RECORD
(1236) " ILINE=ILINE+FNEO.NSHT.3
(12_7) C CHECK FOR BOTTOM OF PAGE
(1238} IF(ILINE.LEo45) GOTO 31
(1239} C SET TO TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(1240; IPAGE=O
(12_I) C SET LINE COUNTER BACK TO 0
'(1242) ILINE=O
(1243) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR NEXT RECORD
(1244} ILINE=FNEO+NSHT.3
(12_5} C IS A HEADER REQUIRED NOW
(12_6) 31 IF(IPAGE.NE.O) GOTO 150
(1247_ C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR HEADER
(1248) ILINE=ILINE+12
9) PRINT HEADER ON PRINTER UTPUT
(1250) C FETCH AND WRITE TIME AND DATE TO OUTPUT FILE
_' (1251) CALL TIMDAT(ARRAY915)
(1252) AMIN=ARRAY(_)
(1253) AH=AMIN/60.O ".
(125_) IH=AH
(1255) IMM=IH*60
(1256) IMIN=AMIN
(1257) IDM=I_IN-IKM
(1258) WRITE(79BOO8)IH_IDMo(ARRAY(1)_I=l_3)
(1259) 8008 FORMAT(tlttlOOXgI3,t:t_I394X_2(A2_t/t)_A2)
(1260) _RITE(7_80OO)
(1261) 8000 FORMAT(3X_I20(t*t))
(1262) _RITE(7_8OO1)ISECT
(1263) 8001 FORMAT(45X, t SECTION SEARCH : t,3A4)
(126_) CALL HEADER
(1265) C. SET HEADER DONE FLAG
(1266) IPAGE=I
(1267) C DISPLAY AND PRINT DRAWING ON TERMINAL AND PRINTER OUTPUT
L t L t :!
SUBROUTINE SECTN PAGE 0083
(12_8) 150 CALL OMAIN .
(12S9) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR DRAWING RECORD PRINTED FOR OUTPUT
(1270) ILINE:ILINE+INEO
(1271) C IS THE PRINTER AT BOTTOM OF PAGE
41272) IF(ILINEoLE._5) GOTO 100
41273) C SET TO TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(127_) IPAGE=O
(1275) C RESET THE LINE COUNTER TO 0 -
41276) ILINE:O
41277) GO TO 100
41276) 200 WRITE(l_250)KNT_ISECT
(1279) 250 FORMAT( t THERE ARE '_19,' DRAWINGS RELATED TO SECTIONt_/t
(1280) 11Xo3A_)
(1281) RETURN
(1282) END
SUBROUTINE SECTN PAGE 0084
AH R 000526 1253M 1254
AMIN R 000530 1252M 1253 1256
ARRAY I 000002 1217S 1251A 1252 1258
DMAIN R EXTERNAL 000000 126_I
DRAW d // 000000 1210S 1229M
ORW" J 11 000226 1210S
DT I I1 000130 1210S 1229M
EDT I 11 000437 1210S
EON J II 000312 "1210S
EOREF d II 000242 1210S
EOREV I #'I 000436 1210S • "
EOVEH I I! 000445 1210S
EPTIT J // 000370 1210S
ERDT I 11 000442. 1210S
ETIT d 11 000316 1210S
FEOREF J 11 000156 121.0S 1228M
FIRST I #'I 000465 1210S
_(:_ FNEO I 11 000155 1210S 1229M 1236 1244
• FREV I // 000154 1210S 1229M
HEADER R EXTERNAL 000000 1264
"_ 000532 123OFf 1231 1258M
I I
IDM I 000534 1257M 1258
IDR d II 000452 1210SH I 535 54FI 1255 1258 ". .... "
ILINE I 000536 ].221M 1236M 1238. 1242M 1,244M 1248M 1270M _ -.
1277 127_M ....
IMIN I 000537 I_55M 1257 "
I.MM I 000540 12551K, 1257 ..-. _..........
If_EO I I/ 0C0462 12105 1270 " "
!PAGE I 000541 1219M 1240M 1246 "1266M 1"27.4M."
ISECT J 000021 1215S 1226M '1228 1231 1262 '1278
KNT d // 000463 1210S 1223M 12_4M 127_ .'
NEO I // 000241 1210S" "" " . -"
NSHT I I/ 000.153 1210S 122qM 1236. 1244 ""." ""• "-
PTIT J // 000062 1210S 1229M :- " ....
R I II 000451 1210S " " " - -
REV I II 000240 1210S . " " .. - .
SECOND I II 000466 1210S "
, . .
) )......... )...
• I i L t ii
SUBROUTINE SECTN PAGE 008"5
SECT d /I 000145 1210S 1729M 1_3!
SE CTN R 000000 1209S
,_HTN I // 00023G 12105
SYS d // 000133 12105 1 ;_29M
TIMDAT R EXTERNAL 000000 1251
TIT d // 000010 1210._ 1229H
TTIT d /I 000467 12105
• VEH I // 000141 12105 1229M
_1 000046 1224 1225D
_I00 000114 12290 1231 1272 1277
lC09 000205 1230 1232D
150 000434 1246 1268D
2 000101 1226 1227D 1229
_200 000451 1229 1278D
250 000464 127_ 1279D
3 0000_1 122_D 1226
31 000245 123_ 124_{)
8000 000570 12_0 126_, D
..
SUBROUTINE CODE PAGE 0086
(1_B3) _UBROUTINE CODE
(1284) C
(128Q) C COMMONBLOCK FOR THE DRAN-EO FILE(12e_) c
(1284) COMMON DRAWtTIT,PTITtDT,SYStVEH,SECT_NSHT_FREVtFNEO_FEOREF_
(1_q) I DRNtSHTN_REV,NEO,EOREFI
(12_) 1 [ON,ETIT_EPIIT,EOREV_EDT,ERDT,EOVEH,
(1284) 1 R_IDR,INEOtKNT,FIRST_SECONDITTIT
(128_) C
(I;84) c DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DRA_-EO FILE(1284) C
(1784) INTEGER*4 DRAWC_)_TIT(21)oPTIT(19),SYS(5}_SECT(3),FEOREF(10,2),
(1284) I DRW(4)_EOREFC10_2)tgPTITC19),EIIT(21).gEON(2)t
(128_) I IDR(4)oKNT_TTIT(19)
(1284) INTEGER*2 DT(3)_VEH(2t2),NSHTISHTN(2)_FR[V_FNEOtREVINEOt
(128_) 1 EOREV,EDT(3)_ERDT(3)_EOVEH(2_2).RoINEO,
(1224) 1 FIRST,SECOND
(1284) C
(_284) C
(1285) C SYSCOM>KEYS.F MNEMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FTN) 31 MAY, 1977
(12B51 NOLIST(12_6) C
(1237) C
(1283) C THIS ROUTINE LOCATES A DRAWING _ITH A SPECIFIED ',
(12_9) C VENDOR CODE
(1290) C
(1291') INTEGER*2 ICODE(2)tCOD(2)_ARRAY(15)
(1292) C INITIALIZE THE TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(1293) IPAGE=O
(1294) C INITIALIZE THE LINE COt/NTER FOR PRINTER OUTPUT
(1295) ILINE=O
(12q6) C INITIALIZE THE FOUND COUNTER
(I?Q7) KNT=O
(1298) CALL SRCHS$(KSRD_R.KSNDAM_tT3 ',6,6tI_IC)
(1299) 3 _RITE(I_I)
(1300) 1 FORMAT{| WHAT IS THE DESIRED VENDOR CODEd/)
(130]) READ(1,2,ERR=3)ICDDE
(1302) 2 FORMAT(1A2_IA1)
SUBROUTINE CODE PAGE 0087
(1303) WRITE(I,p2) ICODE
(1304) I00 READ (GoEND=200) DRAV,TIT,pPTITgDT _SYS,mVEHoSECToNSHT,PFREV,pFNEO_mFEOREF
(1305) REWIND 10
(130G) WRITE(IO,m5)DRAW(I )
(1307) 5 FORMAT(1A4}
(130_) REWIND 10
(130')} READ(IO_ 2)COD
(1310} IF(ICODE(1).EQ. t23 t) GOTO 30
(1311) DO 20 I=1,2
(1312) IF(ICODE(1).NE.COD(1)) GOTO 100
(1513) 20 CONTINUE
(131_} GO TO 40
(1315) 30 IF(ICODE(1).NE.CDD(1)) GOTO I00
(131G) C INCREMENT 1HE FOUND COUNTER
(1317) 40 KNT=KNT+I
(1311_) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR NEXT RECORD
(1319} ILINE=ILINE+FNEO+KSHT+ 3
_ (Z_ (1320) C CHECK FOR _OTTOM OF PAtE
(I.2._) IF(ILINE.LE.Z+5} GOTO 31
tO (132E} C SET TO TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(1323) " IPAGE=O(132_) C SET LINE COUNTER BACK TO 0
(1325) ILINE:O
(132_$} C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR NEXT RECORD "
(1327) ILINE=FNEO+NSHT+3
(1328) C IS A HEADER REQUIRED NOW
(132g} 31 IF(IPAGE.NE.O) GOTO 150
(1330) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR HEADER
(1331) ILINE=ILINE+12
(13"..2) C PRINT HEADER ON PRINTER OUTPUT
(1333) C FETCH AND £'RIIE TIME AND DATE TO OUTPUT FILE
(133_) CALL TIMDAT (ARRAY,_IS)
(1535) AMIN=ARRA Y(4 )
(133.6) AH:AMIN/60.D
(i_31) IH:AH
(133B) IMM=IH*&O
(1539) IMIN=AMIN
(134C) IDM-IMIN-IMM
SUBROUTINE CODE FAGE 0088
(134!) WRITE(7_8008)IHIIDMt(ARRAY(1),I--It3)
(1342) 8008 FORMAT(t It _100X,13 ot:t _13t4.X,,2(A2. _/t) ¥A2)
(1343) WRITE{798000)
(13_,_) 8000 FORMAT(3X,12D(t-,) )
(13_5) WRITE(7,|8001 ) ICODE
(I_'_'6) 8001 FORMAT(=I5Xq, t VENDOR CODE SEARCH : t_IA2_A1)
(1347) CALL HEADER
(13;_) C SET HEADER DONE FLAG
(13_9) IPAGE--I
(1_bO) C DISPLAY AN[_ PRINI DRAWING ON IERMINAL AND PRINTER OUTPUT
(1351) 150 CALL DMAIN
(13.=,3) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR DRAWING RECORD PRINTED FOR OUTPUT
(1353) ILINE=ILINE'.INFO
(1334) C IS THE PRINTER AT BOTTOM OF PAGE
(13'=-5) IF(ILINE.LE.45) GOTO i00
(1356. _ C SET TO TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(1357) IPAGE=O ....
(135B) C RESET THE LINE COUNTER TO 0
(1359) ILINE=O
(i_60) GO TO 100
(1361) 200 WRITE(I o250)KNT _I CODE
_.C:) (13'f,2) 250 FORMAT( e THERE ARE t,pIg,D_ DRAWINGS WITH THE SPECIFIED t_l_
_:>,_ (13G_) I' VENDOR CODE 'tlA?.IAI)
(13("J4 ) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS,p "T3 w,_6_OiO,D} '.
(l_f,.,) CALL SRCH$$(KSDELF_ t13 I_G,pO_O,tO)
(13&6) RETURN
(1_&7 ) END
SUBROUTINE CODE PAGE 0089
AH R 000623 1336M 1337
AMIN R 000625 1335M 1336 1339
ARRAY I 000002 1291S 1334A 1335 1341
COD I 000021 I791S 1309H 1312 1315
CODE R 000000 125'3S
DMAIN R EXTERNAL 000000 135]
DRAW d II 000000 12RqS I_OhM 1305
DRW d 11 00022h 12_4S
DT I II 000130 12_4S 1304M
EDT ' I // 000437 12P_S
[ON d II 000312 12B45
EOREF J II 0002q2 1284S
EORZV I // 000436 12R4S
EOV_H I // 000445 12R4s
EPTIT d // 000570 12BqS
ERDT I // O00_q? 12P4S
: _ [TIT d II 00031_ 1254S
_,0 FFOREF d II 000156 12a4A 1304M
"' F1RST I // 000465 1284S _,
FN[O I II 000155 1284S 1304M. 1319 1327
FREV I II 000154 1204S 13_4M
HEADER R EXTERNAL O0000G 13_7
I I 000527 1311M 1312 1341M
IC I 00063C "1298A ;.
ICODE I 000023 1291S 1301M '1303 1310 1312 1315 13_5
1361
IGM I 000631 1340M 1341
IOR J II 000452 12_4S
IH I 000532 1337M 1338 1341
ILINE I 000633 1295M 1319M 1321 1325M 1327M 1331M 1353M
1355 1359M
IMIN I 000634 1339M 1340.
IMM I 000535 1538M 1340
IN['O I // 000462 12A_S 1353
IPAGE I 00D636 1293M 1323M 1329 1349M 1357M
KIALLD I PARAMETER 1285S
K$_^CC I PARAMETER 1285S
K$CLCS I PARAMETER 1285S 1364
ib .
•SUBROUTINE CODE PAGE 0090
K$CONV I PARAMETER 1285S
K$CURR I PARAMETER 1285S
KSDELE I PARAMETER 12_5S 1365
KSD_PB I PARAMETER 1285S
K%DTIM 'I PARAMETER 12B5S
KSENTR I 000000 12ASS
K${XST I PARAMETER 12A5S
KSGCND I PARAMETER 1285S
KSGr'DS I _ARA_ETER 12_ _
KSHO_IE I PARAMETER 1285S
R$ICUR I P_RAMETER 1285S
K$IMFD I PARAMETER 128_,S
K$I_TN I PARAMETER 12_5S
K$ISEG I PARAMETER 1285S
K_IUFD I PARAMETER 12_5S
_!_NT I 000000 1285S
KZMSIZ I PARAMETER 1285S
K_MVNT I PARAMETER 1285S
KSNDAM I PARAMETER 12B5S 1298
KSNRTN I .PARAMETER 1285S
KSNSAM I PARAMETER 1285S
K_,;JSGD I PARAMETER 1285S
_GS PARAMETER _
KSPOSA .I PARAMETER 1285S ""
_ KSPOSN I PARAMETER 1285S
o
KSP_SR I PARAMETER 1285S
0 KSPREA I "PARAMETER 12_5S
KSPRER I PARAMETER 1285S
'KSPROT I PARAMETER 12_._,>=_
KSR3WR 'I PARAMETER 12I_SS 1298 '
RSRFAD I PARAMETER 121_S
KSRF'DS I PARAMETER 1285S
K_RUUB I PARAMETER 12_I_,,
KSR_LK I PARAMETER 1285S
K$S_TNT I O000OO 12_5S
K$SETC I PARAMETER 1285S
K$_ETH I PARAMETER 1285S
K$SPOS I _ARAMETER 12@5S
SUBROUTINE CODE PAGE 0091
K$SRTN I PARAMETER 1285S
KSTRNC I PARAMETER 1285S
KSUPOS I PARAMETER 1285S
K$_RIT I PARAMETER 12_5S
KNT d II 000¢63 12R4S 1297M 1317M 1361
NEO I // 000241 12R4_
NSHT I // 000153 12_qS 1304M 1319 1327
PTIT d // 000062 1234S 1304M
R I // 000451 12_4S
REV I // 000240 12P4S
SECOND I /I 0004E6 12_S
S_CT d // 000145 12_4S 1304M
SHTN I /I 000236 12_4S
SRCH$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 1298 1364 1365
SYS. J II 000133 12_4S 1304M
TIMDAT R EXTERNAL 000000 1334
"" TIT J ]I 000010 12_4S 1304M
TTIT J II 0004h7 12!_4S
_, _3 VEH I II 0001_1 12},4S 1304M
;JD
_I 000054 1299 13000
_100 000126 1304D 1312 1315 1355 1360
(j_ _150 000501 1529 1351D ,_3 000111 1301 13020 1303 1309
_20 0002_1 1311 1313D
__200 000516. 1304 13610
__25n 000531 1361 1362D
_3 000047 12990 1301
__30 000250 1510 1315D
__51 000306 13?I 13P9D
40 000254 1314 13170
_5 000?07 1306 13070
_8riCO 000451 1343 1344D
_8001 000450 1345 1346D
_8008 000402 1341 1342D
0000 ERRORS [<CODE >FTN-REV14.2]
L .......................
.. . _....... • .. .
SUBROUTINE DATDW PAGE 0092
(1368) SUBROUTINE DATDW
(136_) C
(1369) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DRAg-EO FILE(1._69) C
(136_) COMMON DRAIJ9TIT tPTI T,DT_ SYS_VEH_SECT tNSHTtFREV_FNEO_FEOREF _
(13_q} 1 DRW, SHIN _RF.V4NEO _EOREF
(1369) 1 EON,ETI T_EPTI T_EOREV,EDT,ERDT IEOVEHg'
(13h9} 1 R_IDR _INEO tKNT_FI RST._SECOND_TTI T
(1369) C
{13_,9) C DATA DECLARATION I)LOCK FOR THe- DRAW-EO FILE
(13_,9) C
(136q) INTEGER*Z} DRAt,'(4),TIT (21) _PIIT (19) _SYS(3)_SECT(3)_FEORZF( 1D_2} w
(1369) I DRW(4)tZORFF (I092) _/PTIT(19) _ETIT(21) _EON(2) _
(1369) I IP,R(4),._NT_TTIF(1 a)
(1369) INTEGER*2 l)T(_)tV._'H(?I2)_NSHTwSHTN(2),F'REV_FNEOtREVoNEt}_
(13_)9) 1 [ORFV_ FD /(3) _IRDT (3) t[T.OVEH (2_2) _R_INEOq
(13G9) 1 FIRST JSECOND
(1369} C
(1370) C
,_€=(I._71) C
THIS ROUTINE LOCATFD ALL DRAtVINGS _ITH A SPECIFIED DATE
(1372) C
(1373) C
(137_: INTEGER*2 D(3)_ARRAY(15) '.5) C INITIALIZE THE TCP OF PRINTE.R PAGE FLAG
11376) IPA_E=O(13T7) C INITIALIZE THE LINE COUNTER FOR PRINTER OUTPUT
(1378) ILINE=O
(1379) C INITIALIZE THE FOUND COUNTER
(1380} KNT=D
(1381) 20 WRITE(1921}
(1382) 21 FORMAT( t WHAT IS THE DATE THAT YOU gANTI_Ig_!MMDDYY!_/)
(1383; READ (1_22 _ERR=20)D
1138_) 22 FORMAT(1X_312)
(13_15) 100 READ (6TEND=200) DRA_J_TIT_PTIT _DT_SYS |VEH_SECT_NSHT_FREV_FNEO_FEOREF
(13R5) IF(D(1).-rO-_) 00 TO 1.10
{13R7) IF(D(1).NE.DT(1)) GO TO 100
(13.5"3} 110 IF(D(2).EQ.O} GO TO 120
. , .........
................................ - ......
SUBROUTINE DATDW PAGE 0093
(1389} tFfD(2}.NE.DT(2}} GO TO 100
01390) 120 IF(D(3).EO.O) GO TO 130
01391) • IF(D(3).NE.DT(3)) GO TO 100
(1392) 130 CONTINUE
(1393) C INCREMENT THE FOUND COUNTER
01394) KNT=KNT.I
(13_5) C INCREMFNT LINE COUNTER FOR NEXT RECORD
|1_96} ILINE=ILINE+FNEO.NSHT*3
01397) C CHECK FOR DOTTOM OF PAGE
11398) • IF(ILINE.LE.45) GOTO 31
113_9) C SET TO TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(1_00) IPAGE=O "
(1401} C SET LINE COUNTER BACK TO 0
(14D2) ILINE=O
(1403} C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR NEXT RECORD -
'r (140_) ILINE=FNEO+NSHT+3J
(1405) C IS A HEADER RFQUIRED NOW
i0 (I€D6) 31 IF(IPAGE.N[.O) GOTO 150
_D (1407) C INCREMENT LINE'COUNTER FOR HEADER
(.n 1408) ILINE=ILINE+12
1409} C PRINT HEADER ON PRINTER OUTPUT
1410) C FETCH AND URITE TIHE AND DATE TO OUTPUT FILE
1€_1) CALL TIM3AT(ARRAY_15)
14i2s AMIN=ARRAY(4) "
1413} AH:AMIN/&OoO
1414} IH=AH
1413) IMM=IH*60'
1416} IMIN=AMIN
1417) IDM=IMIN-IMM
i
1418_ WRITE(7,BOOB}IHtIDM+(ARRAY(1)tI=I,3)
141q) 8008 FORMAT(tlt+lOOXtI3tt:t+13t4X.2(A2tt/O},A2)
1_20_ WRITE(7t8000)
1421) 8000 FORMAT(3Xt12O(t*t})
1422} WRITE(7+8OO1)D ._
1423) 8001 ..FORMAT(_5X, t DRAWING DATE SEARCH : tt2(I2tt-t)tI2|
1424} CALL HEADER
1425) C SET HEADER DONE FLAG
1426) IPAGE=I
SUBROUTINE DATDM PAGE 0094
(1427) C DISPLAY AND PRINT DRAWING ON TERMINAL AND PRINTER OUTPUT
(lq2_) 150 CALL DMAIN
(1_29) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR DRAWING RECORD PRINTED FOR OUTPUT
(1h30) ILINE=ILINE*INEO
(1431) C IS THE PRINTER AT BOTTOM OF PAGE
(1_32) IF(ILINEJLF,45) GOTO 100
(1_33) C SET TO TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(143_) IPAGE=O
(1_35} C RESET THE LINE COUNTER TO 0
(I_3_) ILINE=O
(1437) GO TO 100
(143_) 200 WRITE(lt250)KNT,D
(1439) 250 FORMAT( t THERE ARE tI9W DRAWINGS WITH A DATE OF t2(I2O-')_12)
(I_0) RETURN
(lq_l) END '
I
. .. _' .............. ....
) ) )
{ | i
SUBROUTINE DATDU PAGE 0095
AH R 000530 1413M 1414
AMIN R 000532 1412M 1413 1416
ARRAY ! 000002 15743 1_11A 1412 1418
0 I 00002]' 15743 13_3M 1306 1387 1388 1389 1390
1391 1422 1438
OATDW R 000000 13683
_MAIN R EXTERNAL 000000 142n
DRAW d // 000000 1369S 13R5M
ORW d // 000226 15693
DT "I // 000150 13_93 1385H 1387 1389 1391
E_T I // 000457 13_9_
EON J // 000512 13h93
EORt.F J // 000242 13693
EOREV ! I/ 000456 13693
EOVEH I l/ 000445 1369S
EPTIT d // 000570 13695
ERDT I I/ 000442 13693
I_ ElIT d // 000316 13693
_, FEOREF d // 00015_ 13693 1385M
FIRST I II 000465 13693
FNEO I // 000155 15693 1385M 1396 1404
REV I // 4 S
HEADER R EXTERNAL 000000 1424
. I I 000534 1418M ,"
IDM I 000535 1417M 1418
OR d II 452 3693
IH I 000536 14]qM 1415 1418
ILI_E I 000557 137PM 1396M 1398 1402M 1404M 1408M 1430M
1432 143_M
IMIN I 000540 1416M 1417 _ "
IMM I 0005_1 1415M 1417
INEO I // 000462 1369S 1430
IPAGE I 000542 1376M 1400M 1406 1426M 1434M
KNT d I/ 000463 1369S 13_0M 1394M 1438
NEO I /I 000241 1569S
NSHT I /I 000153 13_9S 13_5M 1396 1404
PTIT d I/ 000062 1369S 1385M
R I /I 000451 13_93
+ ,_;!+: %
+ . . +.
SUBROUTINE DATDW PAGE 0086
REV I // 000240 1369S
SECOND I // 000466 1369S
SECT J // 000145 1369S 1385M
SHTN I II 000236 1569S
SYS J ll 000153 1369S 1585M
TIMDAT R EXTERNAL 000000 1411
TIT J // 000010 1369S 1385M
TTIT d // 000467 15G9S
VEH I II 000141 1369S 1385M
_100 000113 13B50 1587 1389 1391 1432 1437
_ii0 000171 13R6 15_BD
_120 000200 13_8 13900
. 130 000207 1390 1392D
_150 000440 1406 14280
_20 000036 IIAID 1383
_200 000455 13_5 I_58D
_21 000043 13Bt 13_+2D
_:_ _22 000106 13a3 13B40
"J I _250 000470 1438 14390
_0 _51 000241 1598 14060
_8000 000365 1420 1421D " _
8001 404 422 25 e
_ _8008 00033& I_]B 14190 ,"
...,_,.,
.,_ 0000 ERRORS [<OATDW >FTN-REV14,2]
......... • ............. ,._ ........ -
.) ) )i
, i ,i
i
-. ° ..........................
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(1442) SUBROUTINE SYSD_
(144_) C
(1443) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(1_43) C
(1_43) COMMON DRAW+TIT,PTIT_DT+SYS+VEH_SECT,NSHT,FRgV_FNEO_FEOREF+
(I_4_) 1 DRWtSHTN,REVgNEO,EOREF_
(1443) 1 FON,['TIT+EPTIT+EOREV,EDT,ERDT,EOVEH+
(I_43} 1 R+IDRIINEO,KNTtFIRST+SFCOND+TTIT
(1443) C DATA DECLARATION [)LOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(1443) C
(14_3) INTEGER*4 DEA_(4)_TIT(21).PTIT(19)+SYS(3)_SECT(3)_FEOREF(10_2)+
(I_5) 1 DFW(4),EOREF(IO,.2)+EPTIT(19)+ETIT(21)_EON(2)+
(1_3) 1 IDR(q)+KNT,TT.IT(19)
(1445) INTEGER*2 DT(3),VEH(2_2),NSHTtSHTN(?),FREV,FNEO_REVtNEO_
(14_3) I [OREV,EDI(3),[RDT(3)+EOVEH(2s2)+R+INEOQ
_ _:} (1_3) I FIRST+SECOND
tO (1443) C
(l_q3) C
114951 C
(144G) C THIS ROUTINE LOCATES ALL DRAWINGS WITH A SPCIFIED SYSTEM
(1447) C
(1448) - INTEGER*4 DS .'. "
(1_49) INTEGER*2 ARRAY(15)
(1450) C INITIALIZE THE TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(1451) IPAGE=O
(1452) C INITIALIZE THE LINE COUNTER FOR PRINTER OUTPUT(1_53) ILINE=O
(145_} C INITIALIZE THE FOUND COUNTER
(1455) KNT=O
(1455) 3 WRITE(I_I)
(I_57) 1 FORMAT(* _HAT IS THE DESIRED SYSTEM *)
(1458) READ(I_2+ERR=3)DS
(145g) 2 FORMAT(3A4]
(14G0) 100 READ(GsEND:2OO)DRAW_TIT_PTIT_DT_SYS+VEH_SECT_NSHT_FREV_FNEO+FEOREF
(I_GI) DO 150 1=I,3
(14G2) IF(DS.EQ.SYS(1)) GO TO 175
1.=.................. .
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(1463} 150 CONTINUE
(146_) GO TO 100
(1465) 175 CONTINUE
(I_6_) C INCREMENT THE FOUND COUNTER
(1_67} KNT=KNT.I
(1_68) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR NEXT RECORD
(1469} ILINE=ILINE*FNEO.NSHT+3
(1470) C CHECK FOR [_OTTOM OF PAGE
(IqllI) IF{ILINE.L[._5) GOTO 31
(I_7_) C SET TO TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(I_73) IPAG_=O
(lh74) C SET LINE COUNTFR BACK TO 0
(l_?b) ILINE:O
(147G) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR NEXT RECORD
(1_77) ILINE=FNEO.NSHT+Z
{1418) C IS A HEADER REQUIRED NOW
(1479) 31 IF(IPAGE.NE.O) GDTO 190
.'"I- (i_80) C INCREMENT LINE COJNTER FOR HEADER
._ (I_1) ILIN[=ILINE.12
0 (14P2) C PRINT HEADER ON PRINTER OUTPUT
(14_3) C FETCH AND WRITE TIME AND DATE TO OUTPUT FILE
(148_) CALL TIMDAT(ARRAY,15)
(I_85) AMIN=ARRAY(4)
(1486) AH=AMIN/60.O '.
(14e7) IH=AH
(14_8) IMM:IH*60
(1489) IMIN=AMIN
(1490) IDM=IHIN-IMM
(I_91} WRITE(TtBOOB)IHtIDM,(ARRAY(1),I=lj3)
(14q?) - 8008 FORMAT{tlt,IOOX,13,t:t,13_Xt2(A2,t/t)_A2)
(I_93) WRITE(TtBO00)
(I_94) 8000 FORMAT(_X_]20(t*t))
(149b) WRITf(7t_DOl)DS
(149&) 8001 FORMAT{_5X,' SYSTEM SEARCH : e,3A_)
(I_97) CALL H[_ADER
(1498) C SET HEADER DONE FLAG
(1499) IPAGE=I
(1500) C DISPLAY AND PRINT DRAWING ON TERMINAL AND PRINTER OUTPUT
.) )i •
• . . , ................ _ ..................................................................
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(1501) i9"0 CALL DMAIN
(1502} C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR DRAWING RECORD PRINTED FOR OUTPUT
(1505) ILINE=ILINE+INEO
(1504) C IS THE PRINTER AT BOTTOM OF PAGE
(1505) IF(ILINE.LEo_5) GOTO 100
(1506) C SET TO TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(1597) IPAGE=D
(150g) C RESET THE LINE COUNTER TO 0
(1509) ILINE=O
(151G} GO TO 100
(1511) .200 WRITE(I,250}KNT_DS
(1512) 250 FORMAT( t THERE ARE tl9t DRAWINGS WITH A SYSTEM OF t3A_}
(1513) • RETURN
(1514). .END _
SUBROUTINE SYSDW FAGE 0100
AH R 000502 1486M 1481
A_IN R 000504 1485M 1486 1489
ARRAY I 000002 1449S 14_4A 14£5 1491
DMAIN R EXTERNAL 000000 1501
DRA_. J II ODOODO 1445S 1460M
DRW d // 000226 1443S
DS J 000506 1448S 1458M 1.462 1495 1511
DT I // 000130 1443S 1460M
EDT I // 000437 144.3S
.ECN ,J // 00,0512 1445S
EOREF J II 000242 1445S
EORZV I // 000436 1443S
EOVEH I // 000445 1443S
ZPTIT .J // 000570 1445S
_RDT I // 000442 1443S
EIIT J // 000316 1443S
" FEOREF d l/ 000156 1443S 1460M
_? FIRST 000465 la_3S
i
_EO I // 15 14 5 1460M 1469 1477
._ I_ FREV I /1 000154 1441S 1460MHEADER R EXTERNAL ODDOOD ,1497
I I 000510 1-461M 1462 ,1491M
IDM I C00511 149rim 149.1
IDR • J 1/ 000452 1445S ".
'IH I 000512 .1487M 1488 1491
ILINE I 000515 1453M 1469M 1471 1475M 1477M 1481H .1.503M
1505 1509M
IMIN I 000514 1489M 1490
7MM I -, 008515 148BH 3490
Zr:EO I II 000462 1445S 1503
iPAGE. I 000516 1451M 1475M 1479 1499M 1507M
KNT J II 00C463 1445S 1455M 1467M 1511
NEO I // 0.00241 1443S
NSHT I II 000155 1445S 1460M 1469 1477
PTIT J II 000062 1445S 1460M
R I // 000451 1445S
RZV I II 000240 1443S •
ECONO I II 000466 1445S
# _ " i !
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SECT d // 000145 1445S 146014
SHTN I II 000256 1443S
SYS d // 000133 1443S 1460M 1462
S_SDW R O0000O 1442S
TIMDAT R EXTERNAL 000000 1484
TIT d // 000010 1443S 1460M
YTIT d // 000467 1445S
VEH I // 00014] 1443S 1460M
I 000040 1456 1457D
100 000076 14600 1464 1505 1510
._150 000164 1461 1455D
175 000173 1462 14650
_190 000414 1479 1501D
_2 000072 1458 1459D
_200 000431 1_60 1511D
_250 0004_4 1511 15120
_3 000035 145_D 1458
_51 000224 1_71 1479D
_8000 000347 1493 14940
_,_(-_ _8001 000366 1495 1496D
_8008 000320 1491 14920
0000 ERRORS [<SYSDW >FTN-REV14o2] I
............ ................................
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(1515} SUBROUTINE DRAWN
(151S) C
(151.6} C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(1516) C
[15I&) COMMONDRAW_TIT,PTIT_DT_SYS,VEH,SECTtNSHT_FREV_FNEO_FEOREFI
(1516} 1 DRW_SHTN,REV_NEOtEOREFt
(1516) 1 EON,ETIT,EPTIT,EOREVtEDT_ERDTgEOVEH_
(1516) i R,IDR_INEO,KNT,FIRST,SECOND,TTIT
(1516} C
(1516) C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FIL£
(151G) C
(1516) INTEGER*_ DRAW(4),TIT(2i},PTIT(19),SYS(3),SECT(3]_FEOREF(lOt2],
(1516) I DRW(4}_EOREF(IO,2]_EPTIT(19],ETIT(21)_EON(2]_
(1516) I IDR(4)_KNT_TTIT(19)
(1516) INTEGER*2 DT{3),VEH(2,2}_NSHT_SHTN(2)IF'REV,FNEOtREV,NEOt
(1516) I EOREVt£DT(3),ERDT(Z]IEOVEH(292),R,ZNEO_
(1516) 1 FIRST,SECOND
(1516] C
(1516) C
_ 11.517) C.(1518) C{15!9) C THIS ROUTINE LOCATES A DRAWING WITH A SPECIFIED
(1520) C DRAW-EO NUMBER
_') (1521} C - *.
\90 ' (1522) INTEGER*_ IDRAw(4]
_vo (1523} INTEGER*2 ARRAY(15]
{1524) C INITIALIZE THE TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
{1525_ IPAGE=O
(1526} C INITIALIZE THE LINE COUNTER FOR PRINTER OUTPUT
(1527) ILINE=O
(1528) C INITIALIZE THE FOUND COUNTER
(1529) KNT=O
(153n} 3 WRITE(I_I)
(1531) 1 FORMAT(' WHAT IS THE DESIRED DRAWING NUMBERt/]
(1532) R_AD(1,2_ZRR=3)IDRA_
(1533) 2 FORMAT(3A_A2)
(1534) WRITE(It2)IDRAW
(1535) 100 READ(6,END=2OO)DRAW,TIT,PTIT_DT,SYS,VEH,SECT, NSHTgFREVtFNEO,FEOREF
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(1536) DO 1000 I=1,4
(1537) IF(IDRAW(I)oNEoDRAW(I)) GO TO I00
(1538) 1000 CONTINUE
(1539) C INCREMENT THE FOUND COUNTER
(15_0) KNT=KNT+I
(1541) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR NEXT RECORD
(1542) ILINE=ILINE+FNEO+NSHT+3
(1543) C CHECK FOR BOTTOM OF PAGE
(154_) IF(ILINE.LE.45} GOTO 31
(1545| C SET TO TOP OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(15_6] IPAGE=O
(1547) C SET LINE COUNTER BACK TO 0
(1548) ILINE=O
(1549) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR NEXT RECORD
(1550) ILI_E=FNEO+NSHT+3
(1551) C IS A HEADER REGUIRED NOW
(1552) 31 IF(IPAGE.NE.O) GOTO 150
II (1553) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR HEADER
II_ 11554) ILINE=ILINE+12
O_ (1555) C PRINT HEADER ON PRINTER OUTPUT
(1556) C FETCH AND WRITE TIME AND DATE TO OUTPUT FILE
(155T} CALL TIMDAT(ARRAY,15)
I_ 8 AMIN=ARRAY(_)
L_ (1559) AH:AMINI&D°O ".
(15&0) IH=AH
(1561) IMM=IH*60
(1562) IMIN=AMIN
(1563) IDM:IMIN-]MM
(1564) WRITE(79800B)IHtIDMI(ARRAY(1)_I=I_3)
(1565) 8008 FOR_AT(SI'IIOOX_I3,':t_I394Xt2(A2t'/t)tA2)
(1566) WRITE(798000)
(1567) 8000 FORMAT(3X,120('*'))
(1568) WRITE(T_8OO1)IDRAW
(1569) 8001 FORMAT(45Xg' DRAWING NUMBER SEARCH : '_3A4_A2)
(1570) CALL HEADER
(1571) C SET HEADER DONE FLAG
(1572) IPAGE=I
(1573) C DISPLAY AND PRINT DRAWING ON TERMINAL AND PRINTER OUTPUT
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(157R) 150 CALL DMAIN
(1575) C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER FOR DRAWING RECORD PRINTED FOR OUTPUT
(1575} ILINE=ILINE*INEO
(1577} C IS THE PRINTER AT BOTTOM OF PAGE
(1578} IF(ILIN[.LE.QS) GOTO 300
(1579) C SET TO TOP" OF PRINTER PAGE FLAG
(1580) IPAGE:O
(1581) C RESET THE LINE COUNTER TO 0
(1582} ILINE=O
(1583) GO TO 300
(1584) 200 WRITE(IP250}IDRAW
(1585) 250 FORMAT( t THERE IS NO DRAWING WITH NUMBER W3A4_A2pl_
(15_6) 1 • IN THE DRAWING FILEtl}
(1587} 300 RETURN
(15_) END
SUBROUTINE DRAWN PAGE 0105
AH R. 000546 1559M 1560
AMIN R 000550 1558M 1559 1562
ARRAY I 000002 1523S 1557A 1558 1564
DMAIPi R EXTERNAL 000000 1574
DRA_ J /I 000000 1516S 1535M 1537
DRAMN R 000000 1515S
DR_ d // 000226 1516S
DT I 11 000130 151GS 1535M
EDT I 11 000437 1516_
EON J II 000312 1516S
EOREF J II 000242 151_S
EOREV I // 000436 1516S
EOVEH i // 000445 1516S
EPTIT d // 000370 1516S
ZRDT I // 000442 1516S
ETIT d II 000516 1516_
F_OREF d II 000156 1516S 1555M
FIRST I 11 000465 1516S
_._0 FP_EO I // 000155 1516S 153514 1542 1550
_ FREV I II 000154 1516S 1555M
,...a-- HEADER R EXTERNAL 000000 1570
I I 000552 1536P4 1537 1564M
IOM I 000554 1563M 1564
IDR J ll 000452 1516S '.
IDRAW d 000021 1522S 1532M 1534 1537 1568 1584
IH I 000555 1560M 1561 1564
ILIN[ I 000556 1527M 1542M 1544 1548M 1550M 1554M 1576M
1578 1582M
iMIN I 000557 15S2M 1563
_M I 000560 1561_ 1563 '
INEO I // 000462 1516S 1576
IPAGE I 000561 1525M 1546M 1552 1572M 1580M "
KNT J I/ 000463 1516S 1529M 1540M
NEO I II 000241 1516S
NSHT I I/ 000153 1516S 1555M 1542 1550
PTIT J I/ 000062 1516S 1535M
R I // 000451 1516S
REV I II 000240 151£S
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SECOND I // 000466 151AS
SECT J // 000145 1516S 1535M
SHTfJ I // 000236 1516_
SYS J // 000133 1516S 1535M
TI_DAT R EXTERNAL 600000 1557
TIT d I/ 000010 1510S 1535M
TTIT J II 000_&7 1516S
VEH Ill 000141 1516S 1555M
1 000050 1530 15510
__i00 000122 15350 1557
__i000 000213 1536 1538D
__150 000451 1552 1574D
2 000106 1532 1555D 1534
__2_0 000466 1535 1584D
_255 000476 155_ 15850
__3 000043 i530C 1552
__380 000542 1578 1585 15870
__31 000254 1544 1552D
_8000 000377 156_ 1567D
_8C01 000416 1568 15690
,_? __S008 000350 1564 15650
0000 ERRORS [<DRAWN >FTN-REVI4.2] ;.
d
|
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(15_R9} SUBROUTINE REVSDW
(1590) C
(1550} C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(1590) C
(1590) COMMON DRAWqTIT,PTI T,DT_ SYS_VEH_SECTgNSMTgFREV,FNEO tFEOREF t
(1590) 1 DR_/tSHTN,REV,NEOg EOREF,
(15.90) I EON,ETIT,EPT ITgEOREV,EDTgERDT_EOVEH,
(1590} 1 R9IDR_INEO,KNT,FIRST _SECONDgTTIT
(1590) C
(3590) C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DRA_-EO FILE
(159G) C
(I390 } INTEGER*_ DRAW(_) ,TIT(21} _PTIT(19) ,SYS( 3),SECT(3),FEOREF(1092} _
(159_} I {_KW(4},EOREF(IO_2) iEPTIT{ 19),ETIT(21),EON(2) _
(159_) I IDR (4), K._;T_TTI T {19)
(1'59'3) INTEGER*2 DT(3),VFH(2,2),NSHT_SHTN(2),FREV_FNEOgREVgNE09
[ (1590) i EOREV, E_T (5), ER_T(3) ,EOVEH(2 o2) ,R_INEO,
(1590) 1 FIRST,SECOND
(1590) C
(1590) C
(1591) C sYSCOM>KEYS.F HI_EMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FTN) 31 MAY, 1977
,0 (1551) NOLIST
t_) (1592) C
(1593) INTEGER*4 IDRAW(4),IEO(2} e
(1594) INTEGER*2 IOPT,FINISH,A(15) °"
(1595} C
(1596) C THIS IS THE REVISE ROUTINE FOR THE DRAt4-EO FILE
(1597) C
C USER(1598) V A L I D A T_
(1599) CALL TIMDAT(A,15}
(1600) IF(A(13).EQ.'JW'.OR.A(13).EQ.,NH,,OR.A(13) .EQ.,RJtoOR.A(13).EQ.
(1601) I'DK'} GOTO 5
(1502} WRITE(I_)
(1603) _ FORMAT( e SORRY, YOU ARE NOT VALIDATED TO USE THIS MODE°',/,
(lbO_) 11 IF IT IS NECESSARY_ PLEASE CONTACT SYSTEM OPERATOR AT EXT°262!
(1605) I. t)
(1606) RETURN
(160.?) 5 COHTINUE
(160_} CALL SR CH$$ (K$RDWR*K$NDAM, 'REVS ',6,_,I_IC)
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(1609) IF(IC.NE.O) GOTO 3000
(1610) FINISH:O
{16il) 300 WRITE(I,301)
(1612) 301 FORMAT(' DO YOU WISH THE E.O. OR THE DRAWING FILE (EO OR DRAW}'}
(1613) READ(I,302)IA_S
(1614) 302 FOR_IAT(iAi)
(1515) IF(IANS.EG.'E') GOTO 31
(1616) IF(IANS.NE.tD t) GOTO 300
(1617) 5 WRITE(I,1)
'(I_1B> 1 .FORMAT(' PLEASE I_PUT THE SPO DRAWING NUMBER OF THE op/
(1619) 1' RECORD TO BE REVISED',I,'!t,14X,'!')
(i620) READ(I.2,ERR:5)IDRAW
{1621) 2 FOFMAT(1X_3A49A2)
(!622} R[_I_D 6
(1623) I00 READ(6,_ND=2OO)DRAW,TIT,PTIT,DT,SYS,VEHISZCT,NSHTgFREV,FNEO,FEOREF
(1624) IF(FINISH.EG.1) GOTO 125
(1625) DO I10 1:I,4
(1_26) IF(IORA_(1).NE.DRA_(I)) GO TO 1253" (1627) 110 COI_TINUE
(1628) CALL SHO_O_
(i_2_) WRITF(1,17CO)
30 1700 FOR;-IAT(/,IHO,/,' IS THIS THE CORRECT RECORD TO BE REVISED OR DELET
(1531) 1EDt,/, t (YES OR NO)')
(1632) 1800 READ(I,50)IOPT _.
(1655) 50 FORMAT(1A2)
(163_) IF(IOPT.EQ.'NO') GOTO 125
(1635) IF(IOPT.NEo°YE ') GOTO 1700
(1536) 1900 WRITE(I_2000)
(1&37) 2000 FORMAT(' IS THIS RECORD 10 BE REVISED OR DELETED',/,
(163B) 1 ' (REV OR DEL)')
(1639) READ(I,50) IOPT
(1&40) IF(IOPToEO°'R[') GOTO 120
(IG41) IF(IOPT._E..'DE') GOTO 1900
(1642) FINISH=I
(1643) GOTO i_0
(164_) 120 R=I
(1645) CALL INPSDW
(16_6) 119 WRITE(I,122)
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(1647} READ(1,SO)IOPT
•(16_8} IF(IOPT.EQ.'RE t) GOTO 120
(16_9) IF(IOPT-NE.tCO t) GOTO 119
(1650) FINISH=I
(iGsi) 125 WRITE(6)DRAW,TIT,PTITtDT_SYS_VEHtSECT,NSHTtFREVtFNEOtFEOREF
(1652) GO TO I00
(lb53) 2DO ENDFILE 8
(i&54) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSItORAW weGeOtOtO }
(1&55) CALL SRCH$$(KSDELEgtDRAW o_G_OtOiO) .
(1655) CALL CNAH$S('REVS ",6,'DRA_ 'iGtIC)
(I&57) CALL SRCHS$(K$RD_R+KSNDAMw'DRAW 'tG,2,1_IC)
.(165_) RETURN
(1659) 3000 WRITE(I_3001}
(16b0} 3001 FORMAT(IX_°SORRY_ FILE IS IN USE° TRY AGAIN LATER. _)
(I_61) RETURN
(1662) C
(1653) C BEGIN THE E.O. SUBFILE REVISION ROUTINE
: (1665) 31 WRITE(1_11)
._.J 1666) 11 FORM.AT(t PLEASE INPUT THE SPO EO NUMBER OF THE t_l(I_57) i t RECORD TO BE REVISEDWl)(1668) READ(I_21_ERR=31)IEO
(i_69} 21 FORMAT(1A4_IA2)
(1670) RE_IND 18
(1671} 101 READ(18_END=201)EONtETITtEPTIT_EOREV_EDTwERDT_EOVEH °'
1672) IF(FINISH.EOol) GOTO 126
(I&73) DO 111 I=112
_ (1674) IF(IEO(I}°NE°EON(I)) GO TO 126
(.1675} 111 CONTINUElb76) ALL SHOgEO
(1677) _RITE(1t1700}
(1678) 1801 READ(I_SO)IOPT
(1679) IF(IOPT.EQ._NO t) GOTO 126
(1680) IF(IOPTo_E°tYE ') GOTO 1801
(1681) 1901 WRITE(It2000)
(1682) READfI_fiO) IOPT
(i£B3) IF(IOPT.EO.tRE °) GOTO 121
(16B_) IF(IOPT.NE._DE t} GOTO 1901
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(16B5) FINISH=I
(1686} GOTO lOI
(1687) 121 R=I
(16B8} CALL INPSE
(1689) FINISH:I
{1690) 123 WRITE(It122]
(169i} 122 FORMAI(1HO,I,IX+tCHECK RECORD: IF CORRECT, j
(1692} i' ENTER (CD]',I_16X_'IF REVISE NEEDED, ENTER (RE} t}
(1693) READ(1,50)IOPT
(1694) IF(IOPT.EQ.'RE') GOTO 121
(1695) IF(IOPT.NE.'CO +} GDTO 123
(1696} 126 _RITE(S)EON,ETIT,EPTIT+EOREV+EDT,ERDT_EOVEH
{lb97) GO TO 101
(1_98} 2D1 ENDFILE 8
(1699} CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS,'EO ',6,0,0,0}
(1700) CALL SRCHSS(K$DELE+tEO ",6+0_0,0}
(1701} CALL CNAMSS(tREVS ',6,'EO ',6tiC)
(17G2} CALL SRC_$$(KSRDUR.KSNDAM,'EO "+£tl_l+.IC)
._ (1703) C
._j (1704) C
(1705} C
(17Oh) RETURN
(1707) END
2.
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A I 000002 159qS 1599A 1600
C.(AM$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 1656 1701
URAH d II 000000 1590S 1623M 1626 1651
DR_ J I/ 000226 1590S
0',r I /I 000130 1590S 1623M 1651
EDT I // 000437 1590S 1671M 1696
EON d // 000312 1590S 1671M 167q 1696
EOR£F J // 000242 1590S
EOREV l /I 000436 1590S 1671M 1696
F.OV£H I // 000445 15903 1671M 1696
EPTIT J II C00Z70 1550S 1671M 1(-96
ERIIT I // 000442 1590S 1671M 1696
Zr_T J // 000,316 1590S 1671M 1696
F"OREF J // 000156 1590S 1623M 1651
_I_.JiSH I 001561 159hS 1610M 1624 1642M 1650M 1672 1685M
1689M
,-'TRST I /1 000465 1590S
_:_ FIJEU I // G00155 i590S 1623H 1651
I F,_.E V I // 000154 1590S 1623M 1651
, _J_' n"_ I" _ I 001562 1625_I 1626 1_'73M 1674
k.k_"w IA._iS I 001564 1613PI 1615 1616
IC I 001565 1608A 1609 1656A 1657A 1701A 1702A
iOR d // 000452 1590S o
I_.RAW J 000021 1593S 1620M 1626
IEO J 000031 1553S 1668M 1674
Its60 I // 000462 1590S
_PSDW I EXTERNAL 000000 1645
7hPSE I EXTERNAL 000000 1688
I'.PT I 001566 1594S 1632M 163_ 1635 1639M 1640 1641
16_7M 16_8 1649 1678M 1679 1680 1682M
1683 1684 1693M 169_ 1695
K_,ALLD I PARAMETER 1591S
K_CACC I PARAMETER 1591S
K_;CL.OS I PARAMETER 1591S 1654 1699
K_,C_NV I PARAMETER ib91S
K_CURR I PARAMETER 1591S
K_I,[LE I PARAMETER 1591S 1655 1700
KSO,IPB I PARAMETER 1591S
L...._.................
.°-.
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K_OTIM I PARAMETER 1591S
hsEP_TR I 000000 159IS
K_EXST I PARAMETER 15915
K_GOND I PARAMETER 1591S
K_GPOS I PARAKETER 15glS
KShOME I PARAMETER 15_1S
K_I_UR I PARAMETER 1591S
K%IMFD I PARAMETER 1591S
KS.IRTN I PARAMETER 1591S
_SISFG I PARAMETER 1591S
K%IUFD I PARAMETER 1591S
_KENT I 000000 1591S
K:LM3IZ I PARAMETER 1591S
KSP:VNT I PARAMETER 1591S
K_DAM I PARAMETER 1591S 1608 1657 1702
_S_RT_ I PARAMETER 1591S
_._ KI_SAM I PARAMETER 1591S
K_S_O I PARARETER 1591S
S ]_GS _
K_POSA I PARAKETER 1591S
K}FOSN I PARAMETER 1591S
KSPOSR I PARAMETER 1591S
KSPREA I PARAMETER .1591S
KSPRER I PARAMETER 1591S :.
KSPROT I PARAMETER 1591S
KSRDWR I PARAMETER 15gls 1608 IGBT 1702
KSRZAD I PARAMETER 1591S
KSRPOS I 9ARAMETER 1591S
KSRSUB I PARAMETER 15gls
K_R_LK I PARAMETER 1551S
KSSENT I 000000 15glS
KSSETC I PARAMETER 15gls
K_SETH I PARAMETER 1551S
KShPUS I PARAMETER 1591S
K$_;RTN I PARAMETER 1591S
KST_NC I PARAMETER 1591S
KSUP_S I PARAMETER 1591S
KS_RIT I PARAMETER 1591S
.. ................ . ___
) )
D t 'J
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KNT d I/ 000463 15905
N_O I // 000241 1590S
N;HT I // 000153 15905 1623M 1651
PTIT d // 000062 1590S 1623_ 1651
R I II 000451 15905 1644_ 1687M
lee I /I 000240 15905
RCVSDg R 000000 15895
S_CC,ND I // 000466 15905
S['CT d // 000145 15905 1623M 1651
SIIOV'DW.REXTERNAL 000000 1625
SH_WEO R EXTERNAL 000000 1676
S'!Th I /I 000236 1590S
SA_H$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 1608 1654 1655 1657 1699 1700 1702
SYS d II 000133 15905 1623M 1651
TIHZ,AT R EXTERNAL 000000 1599
TIT d /I 000010 15905 1623M 1651
TTIT d II 000467 15905t:3
! VtH I // 000141 15905 1623M 1651
..,.1
(J1 __I 000315 1617 1618D
_j_ .100 000415 1623D 1643 1652101 001207 .16710 1686 1697
_X_ 11 001121 1655 1666D
__llN 000511 1625 16270 .',
_IIi 001267 1673 i675D
_119 000721 1646D 1649
__12_ 000715 1640 16_4D 1648
__21 001354 1683 1687D 1694
__22 001366 1646 1690 16910
_123 001362 16900 1695
__125 000746 1624 1626 1634 1651D
_12_ 001463 1672 1674 1679 1696D
__17NO 000526 1629 16300 1635 1677
_1800 000600 15320
.1801 001303 16780 1680
_1909 000625 163_D 1641
_1901 001324 1681D 1684
_3 000403 1620 1621D
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2C0 00101 e, 1623 16530
___000 000631 1536 1637D 1681
_201 001515 1671 16980
21 001176 1668 1669D
_3 000203 1600 1607D
300 000222 I&11D 1616
.3000 001056 1609 1659D
_3001 001062 1559 16600
__.:O1 000226 1611 16120
_.=n2 000273 1513 16140
31 001114 1615 16650 1668
__ 000104 1602 16030
5 0.,00311 1617D 1620
50 000607 1532 16330 1639 16#7 1678 1682 1693
OOOJ} ERRORS [<REVSDW>FTN-REVI_..2]
I
) ) )
i
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(170_) SUBROUTINE SHOWDW
(1709) C
(1709) C COMMONBLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(1709) C
(17_9) COMMON DRAW_TITt_TITtDTgSYS,VEHtSECT,NSHTIFREV,FNEOtFEOREFt
(17:_5) 1 DRW_SHTN,REV,NEO_EOREF,
(17_9) 1 EON,ETIT_£PTIT_EOREV,EDT,ERDT,EOVEH_
(11_9) 1 R_IORgINEO_KNT,FIRST,SECONDtTTIT
(17C9} C
(17_9) C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(i_9) C
(17_9} INTEGER*_ DRA_(_)gT1T(21)_PTIT(19)_SYS(Z)ySECT(3)_FEOREF(IO,2),
(17f._) 1 DRW(_)tEOREF(10_2),EPTIT(19)_ETIT(2L)_EON(2),
(1705_ 1 IDR(_),KNT_TTIT{19) ,
(1709_ INTEGER*2 DT(5)gVEH(2_2)_NSHT,SHTN(2},FREV,FNEO_REV_NEO_
(17C_) I EOREVgEDT(3)gERDT(3),EOVEH(2_2)_RtINEO_
(17_9) 1 FIRST,SECOND
ll_ (1709) C
,..a(17091 C
...a(17!0) C
",,a(17:1) CALL CLEAR
_2) WRITE(I,IO) PTIT
(1_13) 10 FORMAT(2X,tl. TITLE:tg/,3X_lgA4)
(17._) WRITE(lt20)DRAW_DT_SYS "
11:151 20 FGRMATI2X,_2. '_3A_,A2_3X_'3° ',2(12,'-'1,12,7X_
(1716} i'4. '_3(IX,A_))
(1717) WRITE(I_30)((VEH(I_J)_J=I_2),I=I,2)|SECT,NSHT
(1718) 50 FORt4AT(2X,_5° _2(1X, I3,AI,lX)_SX,_6° _,SA_3X_'7. ",12_
(1719) 1' SHEETS')
(1720) WRITE(l_55)FREV
(172_) 35 FORMAT(2X_'8, SHEET_ I_,6X,'REV '_A2)
(172_) WRITE(I_70)
(1723) IF(FNEO°NE°O) GOTO 36
(1724) NRITE(l_72)
(1725) GO TO _1
(1726) 36 DO 81J=I,FNEO
(1727) WRITE(I_BS)(FEOREF(J,K)_K=I,2)
(172B) 81 CONTINUE
i
i
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(J729) IF(NSHT.EQ.1) GOTO 300
{17J0) REWIND 12
(1_31_ DO 100 L=2,NSHT
(1732_ 40 READ(12_END=150) DRW_SHTN,REVtNEOoEOREF
(1733) DO 50 I=1_
(173_) IF(DRAW(I).NE.DRW(I)) GOTO 40
(173_) 50 CONTINUE
(1736) IF(SHTN(2).EQ.O) GOTO 55
(1737) WRITE(1952)(SHTN(KI,K=1,2)_REV
(1738) 62 FORMAT(2Xgt8. SHEET# wgI2_t.t_I2t3X,tREV O_A2)
(1739) GO TO '65
(174ti) 55 WRITE(I_6G) SHTN(1)tREV
(17_J) 60 FORMAT(2X_t8. SHEET# ttI296X_tREV toA2)
(17_2} 65 WRITE(It70)
(I_3) 70 FORHAT(2X_'9° REFERENCED E°O.ttSt)
(17_4} IF(NEOoNE.O) GOTO 75
(17_5) WRITE(1972)
i_ (17',_, 72 FORMAT(GX,'NONE,,
..-=(17_7: GO TO I00
---3.00 (i7"_8} 75 DO 80 J:I,NEO
(17.>9} WRITE(I_85)(EOREF(J,K)tK:I_2)
(iTS_ 85 FORMAT(GX_IA4_IA2)
(17_I? 80 CONTINUE
(175_} 100 CONTINUE _.
(1753) GO TO 200
(175_) 150 WRITE(I,160) DRW
(1755) 160 FORMAT(' THERE IS AN ERROR IN THE NUMBER OF SHEETS FOR°_I_
(175_) I t DRAWING t_SA4_A2)
(17_7) 200 READ(12_END:300) DRWtSHTN_REV_NEOtEOREF
(1758) GO TO 200
(I_9 300 CONTINU_
(1760 RETURN
(176_ END
L.
..... .. -" ........... - • . ...
............... ............- ..=
) ) )
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CLEAR R EXTERNAL 000000 1711
DRA_ d // 000000 1709S 1714 1734
DRW d II 000226 1709S 1732M 1734 1754 1757M
DT I // 000130 1709S 1714
EDT I // 000437 1709S
EON J // 000312 1709S
EOREF d // 000242 1709S 1732M 1749 1757M
ESRZV I 11 500436 170_S
ZOVEH I // 000445 1709S
E_TIT J // 000370 1709S
ERDT I // 000442 1709S
£TIT d II 000316 1709S
FEOREF J II 000156 17095 1727
FIRST I II 000465 17095
F_IZO I // 000155 1709S 1723 1726
FREV I 7/ 000154 1709S 1720
I I 000757 1717M 1733M 1734
IOR d // 000452 1709S
TfiEO I II 000462 1709S
{:_ J I 000761 1717M 1726M 1727 1748M 1749
_/(_\ -.,.,i K I 000762 1727M 1737M 1749M..., K_T d // 000463 1709S
\_ _,0 _. I 000?55 1731M
NEO .I // 000241 1709S 1752M 1744 1748 1757M :'
N_HT 1 // 000153 1705s 1717 1729 1731
PTXT J /I 000062 1709S 1712
R I // 000451 1709S
REV I // 000240 1709S 1732M 1737 1740 1757M
SECOND I // 000466 1709S
SECT d // 000145 1709S 1717 '
ShOWDWR 000000 1706S
SHTN I I/ 000236 1709S 1732M 1736 1737 1740 " 1757M
SYS O I/ 000133 1709S 1714
TIT d II 000010 1709S
TrIT J // 000467 1709S
VZH I // 000141 1709S 1717
_10 000012 1712 1713D
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_100 000640 1731 1747 1752D
150 000646 1732 1754D
160 000655 1754 1755D
__?0 000046 1714 1715D
200 000722 1753 1757D 1758
_30 000152 1717 1718D
__00 000750 1729 1757 1759D
_35 000221 172D 1721D
_66 000260 1723 1726D
_hO 000333 1732D 1734
_,rio 000401 1733 1735D
__'32 000442 1737 1738D
_55 000471 1736 1740D
60 000503 1740 1741D
65 000525 1739 1742D
_70 000531 1722 1742 17_3D
__72 000561 1724 1745 1746D
__75 000571 1744 1748D
_90 000632 1748 1751D
"31 000512 1725 1726 1728D
65 000623 1727 1749 1750D
_',.=-'Z'. OOq(; ERRORS [(SHOWDW>FTN-REV14.2] e
_'Q ."
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(1)62) SUBROUTINE SHO_EO
(1753) C
(13h3) C COMMON BLOCK.FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE(1753) C
(1763) COMMON DRAg,TITgPTIT,DT,SYStVEHtSECTgNSHT_FREV_FNEOtFEOREF_
(1763) 1 DRW_SHTN_REV_NEO_EOREF_
(1763) 1 EONtETIT_EPTIT_EOREV,EDT,ERDT_EOVEHt"
(1763) 1 R_IDR_INEO_KNTgFIRST,SECOND_TTIT(17S3) C
(1763) C DATA DECLARATION 8LOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(17_3) C
(1763) INTEGER*_ DRAW(_)tTIT(21)_PTIT(19)_SYS(3)tSEC_(3)_FEOREF(10t2)t
(17_5} 1 DRW(4)tEOREF(lO42)_gPTITCIg)_ETIT(21)_EON(2)_
(I'1_3_ 1 IDR(4)_KNT_TTIT(19)
(1763} INTEGER*2 DT(3)IVEHI2,2),NSHT_SHTN(2)gFREV_FNEO_REVtNEOt
(17_3) 1 [OREVtEDT(3)_ERDT(3)qZOVEH(2_2)_R_INEO_
{3 (1763) i FIRST,SECOND
I (17G3_ C
(17&3) C
V£ "i. (17&4) C
(1165} CALL CLEAR7 6) NRITE(I_IO) EPTIT
(i737) 10 FORMAT(2X_tl. TITLE:t_/_3X_lgA@)
(1T_B) _RITE(1_20)EON_EOREV_EDT ,'.
(17G9) 20 FORMAT(2X_2o _2A4_SX_3. "_A2_5X_4o I_2(12_-_)_12)
(1_70) gRITE(I_30)ERDT_((EOVEH(I_J)_J=I_2)_I=I_2)
C1771) 30 FORMAT(2X_5o _2(12_-_)_.12_5X_6. t_2(I3_AI_lX))
(1,'72) RETURN
(17;3) END
•, . .
li.. ..... |
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CLEAR R EXTERNAL 000000 1765
DRAW d // 000000 1763S
.OR_ J !1 000226 1763S
OT I II 000130 1763S - ."
C_T I II 000437 1763S 1768
ZON . d // 000312 1763S 1768
ZOREF d // 000242 1763S
EOREV I // 000436 1763S 1768
E,)VEH I // 000445 1763S 1770
EPT;T d // 000370 17633 1766
E_DT I II 000442 1763S 1770
EI!T J // 000316 1765S
FEOREF d II 000156 1763S
FIRST I // 000465 1763S
F_;[O I // 000155 1763S
FRZV I II 000154 1763S
I I 000174 1770M
lZ_ IDR J // 000452 1763S
!
_.£ _., _NEO I // 000462 1763Sd 175 70M
KNT d II 000463 1763S
NZO I // 000241 1763S
N_;4T I l1 000153 1763S
F"IF. .d // 000062 1763S. °.
R I // 000451 17633
REV I // 000240 1763S
SECOND I // 000466 1763S
SECT d /I 000145 1753S
SHO_EO R 000000 1762S
SHTN I // 000236 1763S
SfS d // 000133 1763S
TIT d // 000010 1763S
TTIT d // 000467 17633
VZH I // 000141 1763S
..!0 000012 1766 17670
_20 000046 1768 1769D
_0 000142 1770 1771D
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!
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I
i
• j
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(1_7_) SUBROUTINE DMAIN
(1775} C
(1775) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(1775) C
(1775) COMMON DRAM,TIT_PTITIDT_SYS,VEH_SECT,NSHT_FREVtFNEO_FEOREF_
(1775) I DRWtSHTN,REV,NEOBEOREF,
(1775) 1 EON,ETIT,EPTITvEOREVBEDT_ERDTtEOVEH,
(1775) 1 R_IDRtlNEOtKNT_FIRST,SECOND_TTIT
(1775) C
(1775} C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(1775} C
(1775) INTEGER*_ DRAW(4)_TIT(21)_PTIT(19)_SYS(3),SECT(3},FEOREF(1OP2)_
(1775) I DRW(4)_EOREF(10,2),EPTIT(19),ETITf21)_EON(2},
(1775) I IDR(_)tKNTtTTIT(19)
(1775_ INTEGER*2 DT(3}_VEH(2t2),NSHTISHTN(2)_FREV,FNEO_REVgNEOt
(1775_ 1 EOREV_EDT(5),ERDT(3)_EOVEH(2_2}BRBINEO,
(1775) 1 FIRST,SECOND
(17_5) c
(1775_ c
I (1776_ INTEGER*2 EOKNT_II
_._ (1777) C
-I_ (1778) C
(1779) C THIS IS THE BASIC OUTPUT ROUTINE FOR THE SPOOhER AND TERMINAL
(1780) C :.
(1781) IN[O=O
(17£2) EOKNT=I
(17_3) WRITE(1_998)
(1784) 998 FORMAT(//}
(17£5) 999 FORMAT(1HO)
(1;85) WRITE(Tt999)
(1737) _RITE(1,1OO}KNT,PTIT
(1789} 100 FORMAT(1XwI9_t. DRAWING TITLEt_/_3Xt19A4)
(178)) 10 WRITE(1,120)DRA_DT
(1790) 120 FORMAT(IOX,'DRAWING NUHBER '_3A4_A2,3X_tDATE _,2(I2,t-t)_I2)
(1791) WRITE(7_22D)KNT,PTIT_DRAW_DT
(1792} 220 FORMAT(IX_IB_ _. _IBA4,3X,3A4,A2,8X,2(I2_-_),I2)
(1793) _RITE(1,231} FREV
(179_) _RITE(7_251) FREV
....... ,............... _..................... ..=
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(1793) 231 FORMAT(IIXgtSHEET_ lt_BXt'REV *,A2)
(1796) IF(FNEO.EO.O) GOTO 301
(1797) IF(RoE_.O) GO TO 32
(1798) II=FNEO
•(1799) IF(FNEO.GTolO) If:t0
(IBOC) DO 35 I=l_II
(18QI} IF(FEOREF(I,I).EQ.t t) GOTO 301
(1302) WRITE(l_38) I,(FEOREF(I,K)_K=I,2)
(1803) WRITE(Tt38) I_(FEOREF(19K)_K=I_2)
(18_4) 38 FORMAT(IIXtI2_ t. t_2A4)
(1605) 35 CONTINUE
(18G6) GO TO 301
(18(,7) 32 II=FNZO
(186a} IF(FN[G,GT.IO) II=lO
(18057 DO 301 I=l_II
(1810} 31 READ(18tErJD:91)EON_ETITwEPTIT,EOREV_EDT_ERDT_EOVEH
(.18tl) C SEARCH FOR EOREF=EON
(1_12) DO 401 N=1_2
C:}.(1813} IF(EON(_)o_E.FEOREF(I_N)) GOTO 31
I (181_) 401 CONTINUE
_._(Jn| (i_]5) IF(EOREVoEQ,tNC t) GOTO 151!816 WRITE(7_230)EOKNTIEONtE REV_ERDT_EPTIT
"_i (181J1 WRITE(1_140)EOKNT_EONgEOREV_ERDT
(18]e) GO TO 61 ',
(I£19) 151 WRITE(7_240)EOKNT,[ON_EOREV,EDT_EPTIT
(1620) _RITE(l_140)EOKNT,EONgEOREVqEDT
(1821) 61 EOKNT=EOKNT.I
(1822) IF(EPTIT(1).NE. t ') WRITF(l_130)EPTIT
(182_) 91 REWIND ]B
(182_ 301 CONTINUE '
(1825) IF(NSHT.EQ.I) GOTO 190
(187_) DO 190 K=2_NSHI
(i_27) EOKNT=I
(1828) 160 READ(129END=IgO)DRWtSHTNgREVtNEO_EOREF
(1229) O0 170 d:l,_
(1830} IF(DRW(J).N_.DRA_(J)) GOTO 160
(1831) 170 CONIINUE
(1832). IF(SHTN(2).EQ.O) GOTO 265
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(1833| WRITE(19260)(SHTN(O)_J=Iv2)tREV
(ie34) WRITE(7_260)(SHTN(J),J=192)_REV
(1835) 260 FORMAT(IIX_tSHEET_ t12_t.o_I2_SX_tREV t_A2)
{1836) GO TO 275
{1857) 265 WRITE(If270) SHTN(1)wREV
(1_3G) WRIT[(7_270) SHTN(1)_REV
{18_5) 270 FORMAT(IIX,tSHZET_ t_I2_BXtOREV ttA2)
(18_0) 275 CONTINUE
(1341) INEO=INEO+NEO
(18_2) IF(NEO.[O.O) GOTO 190
(18_3) IF(R.EQ.O) GOTO 33
(18_4) II:NEO
(18451 IF(NEOoGT.ID) II=I0
(1846) DO 37 I:l,II
(1847) IF(EOREF(I_I)oEQot t) GOTO 300
(18_87 WRITE(l_38) I$(EOREF(ItK)$K:lt2)
(18_9) WRITE(7_38) I_(EOREF(I_Kl_K:192)
m (1850) 37 CONTINUE
_ (1_51) GO TO
300
(_ 8 2 33 II=NEO
q\ (1853) IF(NEO.GToIO) II=I0
(185_) DO 300 l:l_II
(1855} 30 READ(18tEND=O)EON_ETIT_EPTITtEDREV_EDT_ERDT_EOVEH
(1856} C SEARCH FOR EOREF=EON ".
(1857) DO 400 N=l_2
{1858) IF(EON(N)oNE.EOREF(ItN)) GOTO 50
(18_3) _00 CONTINUE
(1865) 130 FORHAT(3X,19A_)
(18&_.) IF(ZOREV.EQo'NC_) GOTO 150
(1_62J _RITE(7,23O)EOKNT_EONEOREV_ERDT_EPTIT
{1863_ 230 FORMAT(11X,129_° _,2A_IX_REV _,A2._3X_2(12_-_)_I2_
(186_) 13X,19A_)
(1965} WRITE(I_140)EOKNT,EON_EOREV_ERDT
(I_66) I_0 FORMAT(11X_I2,_. _2A_IX_REV _A2,5X_2(12,_-_),I2)
(1867} GO TO 6D
(1868) 150 WRITE(7,2_O)EOKNT_EON,EOREV,EDT,EPTIT
(186q) 2_0 FORMAT(IIX_I2_ _- _2A_IX_REV _,A2_3X_2(12_-')_I2_(187F) 13X_19A_)
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(1871} WRITE(1_140)EOKNT_EON_EOREVIEDT
(1372} 60 EOKNT=EOKNT+I
(1873) IF(EPTIT(1).NE.t t) WRITE(1,130)EPTIT
(167_) 90 REWIND 18
(1875} 300 CONTINUE
(1876). 190 CONTINUE
(1R77) REWIND 12
(1878. CALL RECYCL
(1879) CALL PAUS
(1860) RETURN
(1B8%} END
• i--..,.
_°.
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D:_AIN R 000000 17745
D_AW . d // 000000 1775S 1789 1791 1830
ORW d II 000226 1775S 1828M 1830
97 I // 000130 17756 1789 1791
EDT I // 000437 17756 1810M 1819 1820 1855M 1868 1871
EOK_T I 001674 17766 1782M 1816 1817 1819 1820 1821M
1827M 1862 1865 1868 1871 1872M
EON J // 000312 17756 1610M 1813 1816 1817 1819 1820
!855H 1858 18_2 1865 1868 1871
EORtTF J // 000242 17756 1828M 1847 1848 1849 1858
EO_EV I // 000436 17756 1810M 1815 1816 1817 1819 1820
1855_I 1861 1862 1865 1868 187Z
EOVEH I // 000445 17756 1810M 1855M
EPTIT J // 000370 17756 1810M 1816 1819 1822 1855H 1862
1868 1875
E_DT I // 000442 1775S 1810M 1816 1817 1855M 1862 1865
[TIT d // 000316 17756 1810_ 1855M
_:_ FEOREF J // 000156 17753 1801 1802 1803 1813I
_)__) FIRST I // • 000465 1775S
_co _r:KoIII 0001_5177_s1796 1798 1799 1807 ,soa
_._ FREV III ooo154 1775s1793 1794I z 001675180c.1801 1802 1803 1809_1813 1846.
1847 18_8 1849 185_.1858
IOK .J // 000452 1775S
II I 001677 1776S 1798M 1799M 1800 1807M 1808M 1809
1344M 1845M 1846 1852M 1853M 1854
INZO 1 /I 000462 17756 178111 1841M
J I 001700 1829_ 1830 1833M 1834M
K I 001701 1802_ 1803M 1826M 1848M 1849M
KNT d I/ 000463 1775S 1787 1791
N I 001702 1812M 1813 1857M 1858
NEO I // 000241 17756 1828M 1841 1842 1844 " 1845 " 1852
1853
NSHT I // 000153 17756 1925 1826
PAUS R EXTERNAL O00OO0 1879
PTIT J II 000062 17756 1787 1791
R I II 000451 1775S 1797 1843
RECYCL R EXTERNAL 000000 1878
) ) )
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REV i // 000240 1775S 1828M 1833 1834 1837 1838
• • SECOND I // 000466 17755
_ECT J // 000145 17755
SHTN I // 000236 1775S 1828M 1832 1833 1834 1837 1R38
£YS d // 000133 17755
TIT d // 000010 177_S
_TIT J // 000467 17755
VEH I // 000141 17755
_10 000065 17890
_100 000042 1787 1788D
120 000077 1789 17900
130 001351 1822 18600 1873
_lqO 001464 1817 1520 1865 18660 i871
_i50 001515 1_61 1868D
__151 000556 1815 1819D
_i5_ 000666 19280 1830
L70 000735 1829 1831D
_:_ 190 001651 1825 1826 1828 1842 18760I
•-" _220 060153 1791 1792D230 001410 1816 1362 18630
_,_ ___231 000220 1793 1794 1795D
__240 001540 1819 1868 18690
260 001022 1835 1834 1335D ,'.
2.65 001047 1832 1837D
_570 0G1.073 1837 1838 18390
_275 001114 1836 1840D
_30 G01261 1855D 1858
_300 001641 1847 1551 1854 18750
_301 000645 1796 1801 1806 1809 1824D
_51 000412 18100 1813.
__32 000401 1797 1807D
__Z.3 G01250 1843 1852D
_2.5 &00373 1800 1805D
_37 001240 1846 1850D
_38 000361 1802 1803 1804D 1848 1849
__40G 601343 1857 18590
__401 000474 1812 1814D
SUBROUTINE DMAIN FASE 0128
SO 001615 1867 18720
_61 000621 1818 18210
_qO 001637 1855 187qD
__91 000643 1810 1823D
_998 000014 1783 17840
__999 000017 1785D 1786
0000 ERRORS [<DMAIN >FTN-REVI_o2]
......... , .......................................
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Y
(1882) SUBROUTINE MAIND
(1883} C
(1883) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(1883} C
(18_3} COMMON DRAW_TITtPTIT_DT_SYS_VEH_SECT_NSHToFREV_FNEOgFEOREF_(1885} I DRW,SHTN,REV_NEO,EOREF_
(2883) 1 EONtETIT_EPTIT,EOREVtEDT_ERDT_EOVEH_
(1833} 1 R,IDR,INEO,KNTtFIRST_SECONDgTTIT(1_3} C
(1_3_ C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-ED FILE(1_) c
(18_3} INTEGER*4 DRAW(_)tTIT(21}_PTIT(19}_SYS(3)_SECT(3]_FEOREF(lO_2)o
(1883) 1 DRW(_)_EOREF(10_2)gEPTIT(19)_ETIT(21]_EONf2}t
(1883_ 1 IDR(4}_KNT_TTIT(19}
(1883} INTEGER*2 DT(3}tVEH(2_2},NSHT,SHTN(2}_FREVtFNEO,REV_NEO_
(1653} I [OREV,EDT(5),ERDT(3}tEOVEH(2_2}tR_INEO_
(1883) 1 FIRST,SECOND
(1883) C
(1883} C
It_ (i_4} INTEGER*2 EOKNTtII
,...#
(i_56) C
(1887} C THIS IS THE ACTION DUE OUTPUT ROUTINE FOR THE SPOOLER AND TERMINAL(13_8} C ,.
(le&9) EOKNT=I
(1890) IF(INEO-EQoI.AND,SECOND.EG.I] GOTO 222
(18_i} WRITE(It998)
(18_2} 998 FORMAT(//}
(1893) 999 FORMAT(1HO}
(1894} WRITE(7_999] =
(1895} _RITE(I_IOO)KNT_PTIT i
(1895} 100 FORMAT(1X_Ig_. DRAWING TITLE_/_3X_19A_] !
(1897} 10 WRITE(1_I20)DRAW_DT -_
(1898} 120 FORMAT(IOX_DRAWING NUMBER _3A4_A2_3X_OATE '_2(I2,'-'1_I2}
(1899} WRITE(7_220)KNT_PTIT_DRAW_DT
(19_0) 220 FORMAT(lX_I8_. _19A_,3X,3A_A2_SX_2(12_-_]_I2} ."
(1901} INEO=I
(1502} IF(FIRST.EO.O) GOTO 222
!
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/
(1903) URITE(1o160)FREV
(1.904) WRITE(7,p160 )FREV
(1905) 160 FORMAT(llXt'$HEET# lt,SX.p tREV O_A2)
(i_06) IF(R.EQ.O) GOTO 32
(1907) II=FNEO
(1908) IF(FNEO.GT.IO) II=lO
(1909) DO 35 l=l,Pll
(1°1U) IF(FEOREF(I_I).EQ._ t) GO TO 190
(1511) WRITE(1938) I_(FEOREF (I_K) ,pK=I_2)
(1912) WRITE(7_38) I,|(FEOREF (ItK) _K=le2)
(1913) 38 FORMAT(IIX912_ t° t_2A4)
(1914) 35 CONTINUE
(1915) GO TO 190
(1916} 32 II=FNEO
(1917) IF(FNZO.GT.IO) 1i=10
(1918) DO 501 I=l,II
(19!9) 31 READ(18,'END=91) EON_ETIT, EPTIT ,EOREV _EDT _ERDT,EOVEH
(1920) DO _01 N=1,2
I:_ (192!) IF(EON(N).NE.FEOREF(I_N)) GOTO 31
l (1922/ 401 CONTINUE
_ (19;!3) IF(EOREV.EQ.'NC') GOTO 151(192_) tJRI TE (7,230) EOKNT_EON,PEOREVtERDT_EPTIT
1_25_ _RITE (1,140) EOKNTtEGN_EOREV_ERDT
1926) GO TO 61 ".
;(.19__7) 151 NRITE (7,230) EOKNT, EON, EOREV_EDT,EPTI-T °
1928} I4RITE(l_14 O) EOKNT,EONgEOREV_EDT
1929) 61 EOKNT=EOKNT.I
193_) iF(EPTIT(1).NE.t t) _/RITE(1,=130) EPTIT
1931) 91 REWIND 18
1932) 301 CONTINUE
1933) GO TO 190 i
193#) 222 IF(SHTN(2).EQ.O) GOTO 223
1935) WRITE(1,p260) (SHTN (K ),pK=192),_REV
(1936) WRITE(7,p260) SHTNtREV
(19_7) 260 FORMAT(IlXt'SHEET_ 'tI2_°.°,I2_5X'p'REV _tA2)
(1938) GO TO 280
(1939) 223 WRITE(1,_270) SHTN(1 ),REV
(15_0) _RITE (7_,270) SHTN(1),REV
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(1941) 270 FORMAT(llX_tSHEET# t_I2_8X,eRE v t,A2)
(1942) 280 CONTINUE
(1943) IF(RoEQ.O) GOTO 33
(19_4) II=NEO
(1945) IF(NEO.GT,IO} II=lO
(19_6) DO 37 I:1911
(1947) • IF(EOREF(I,1),EQ,, ') GOTO 190
(1948_ _RITE(lt38} I_(EOREF(I_K)_K=I,2}
(1949} _RITE(7_3B} It(EOREF(I_K)oK=I_2)
(1950) B7 CONTINUE
(1951) GO TO 190
(1952_ 33 II=NEO
(1953} IF(NEO.GT.ID) II=lO
(1954) DO 500 I:lglI
(1955)" 30 READflS,END=gO)EON,ETITgEPTIT_EOREVtEDT_ERDT_EOVEH(1956) C SEARCH FOR EOREF=EON
(1957) DO 400 N=lt2
t_ (1958) IF(EON(N),NEoEOREF(I_N}) GOTO 30
m (1959}. 400 CONTINUE
_._ 1960) 130 FORMAT(3Xt19A4)(1961) :IF(EOREV.EQotNC t) GOTO 150
(1_2) _RITE(7t230}EOKNT_EON_EOREVtERDTtEPTIT
(19h3) 230 FORMAT(11XtI2_to I_2A_91X_eRE v t_A2_3Xt2(I2_t.t)_i2 t
(196_) 13X_lgA4) . ',
(19E. 5) WRITE(1_140)EOKNT,EON_EOREV_ERDT
(1966_ 140 FORMAT(3XtI29Oo O_2A4tlXtIREV m_A215X_2(i2_t_e)_i2 )
(1967} GO TO 60
(19_8) 150 _RITE(7_230}EOKNT_EON_EOREV_EDT,EPTIT
(1969} _RITE(I_I_O)EOKNT_EON_EOREV_EDT
(1970) 60 EOKNT=EOKNT.I
(1971) IF(EPTIT(1)oNE._ _) _RITE(l_130)EPTIT
(1972} 90 RE_IND IB
(197Z} 300 CONTINUE
(1974) 190 CONTINUE(1975) CALL RZCYCL
(1976) CALL PAUS
(1977) RETURN
(197B) END
I
i
oi
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DRAW U // 000000 1883S 1897 1899
DRW d 1/ 600226 1883S
DT I // 000130 1885S 1897 1899
EDT I 11 000437 1883S 1919M 1927 1928 1955. 1968- 1969
EOKNT I 001525 1884S 1889M 1924 1925 1927 1928 1929M
1962 1965 1968 1969 1970M
EON J // 000312 18R3S 1919. 1921 1924 1925 1927 1928
1955M 1958 19E2 1965 1968 1969
EOREF d // 000242 1883S 1947 1948 1949 1958
EOREV I // 000436 1883S lg19M 1923 1924 1925 1927 1928
1955M 1961 1962 1965 1968 1969
EOVEH I // 000445 1885S IglgM 1955M
SPTIT d I/ 000370 1883S 1919M 1924 1927 1930 1955M 1962
186_ 1971
ERDT I /1 000442 1883S IglgM 1924 1925 1955M 1962 1965
ETIT d // 000316 1883S 1919M 1955M
FEOREF J // 000156 1883S 1910 1911 1912 1921
FIRST I II 000465 1BB3S 1902
_:_ FqEO I II 000155 1883S 1907 1908 1916 1917
l FREV I II 000154 IBE3S 1905 1904
I I 001526 1909M 1910 1911 1912 1918M 1921 19_6M1947 1948 194g 1954M 1958
_ IDR J // 00.0452 18E3S
II I 001530 18_4S 1907M 1908M 1909 1916M 1917M 1918 :'
1944M 1945M 1946 "1952M 1953M 1954
INEO I // 000462 1883S 1890 1901M
l, I 001531 I911M 1912M 1935M 1948M 1949M
KNT J 11 000463 1883S 1895 1899 -"
MA!ND I 000000 1882S |
N I 001535 1920K 1921 1957M 1958
NEO I // 000241 1883S 1944 1945 1.952 1953
NSHT I // 000153 1883S
PAU$ R EXTERNAL 000000 1976
PTIT J I1 000062 1BB3S 1895 1899
R I 11 000451 1883S 1906 1943
RZCYCL R EXTERNAL 000000 1975
REV I // 000240 1883S 1935 1936 I939 , 1940
SECOND I II 000466 1883S 1890
r • • ii
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SECT d I/ 000145 1883S
SHTN I /7 000236 18835 1934 1935 1936 1939 1940
SYS d 11 000133 18835
TIT J // 000010 18_35 r.
TTIT d II 000467 1883S
VEH I // 0001_i 18835
..10 000076 1897D
.100 000053 1895 1896D
_120 000110 1897 1898D
130 001252 1930 1960D 1971
140 001366 1925 1923 1965 19660 1969
_150 001417 1961 19660
_151 000572 1923 1927D
_160 000237 1803 1904 1905D
_190 001516 1910 1915 1933 1947 1951 1974D
ll_ L_20 000164 1899 19000
--.., _222 000671 1890 1902 19340(,o _3 762 93_ 839D
,_ _230 001311 1924 1927 1962 1963D 1968
o'I
_260 000735 1935 1936 1937D
270 001006 1939 1940 1941D
=230 001027 1938 1942D
_30 001162 1955D 1958 '.
._300 001506 1954 1973D
_301 000661 1818 1932D
•_31 000426 19190 1921
_32 000415 1906 1916D
33 001151 1943 1952D
_35 000407 1909 19140
37 001143 1946 19500
__8 000375 1911 1912 19130 1948 1949
__00 0012_4 1957 19590
__05, 000510 1920 19220
__0 001462 1957 1970D
_61 000635 1926 19290
_90 0C150_ 1955 1972D
_91 000657 1919 1931D
L__._
......... -|
L
, /
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_998 000025 1891 1892D
_99Y 000030 18930 1894
0000 ERRORS E<MAIND >FTN-REV14o2J
.j
) ) )
t_
...... ,.......................... . ......... ° ....
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(1979) SUBROUTINE HEADER(19B0) C
(1981) C THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS A PRINT OF HEADER INFORMATION TO(1982) C THE OUTPUT FILE TO BE SPOOLEO(1983) C
(19_4) C
(19_4) C COMMONBLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE(1984) C
(19_4; COMMON DRAWITIT_PTITgDT_SYSgVEHtSECTtNSHT_FREV,FNEOtFEOREFt
(1984} 1 DRWeSHTNpREVtNEOtEOREF_
(1984) 1 EONpETIT_EPTIT,EOREV_EDT_ERDTtEOVEHt
(198_) 1 RtIDRtINEOIKNTgFIRST_SECONDt'TTIT
(1984) c
(19_4) C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DRA_-EO FILE
(1984) C
(1984) INTEGER*4 DRAW{4)tTIT(21)tPTIT(_g)_SYS(3),SECT(3)_FEOREF(IO_2)o
(1984) 1 DRU(4}_EOREF(10_2)_EPTIT(19)tETIT(21)tEON(2)t
(1484) 1 IDR(4)_KNTgTTIT(19)
(19_4) INTEGER*2 DT(3)_VEH(2,2),NSHT_SHTN(2)tFREV_FNEOtREVtNEO_
_., (1984) 1 EOREVIEDT(3)_ERDT(3)4EOVEH(2_2)_RgINEOt
(1984) 1 FIRST_SZCOND
V\"_ (ZgB_} C
\j£ (1984). C(198b] WRITE(79200)
(1986} 200 FORMAT(llXteDRAgING TITLEt_66X_ODRAUIN G NUMBERI_IOX_=DATEt ) ,'(19G7) IF(R,EO°Z) GOTO 400
(1988_ _RITE(7_300)
(19_9) 300 FORMAT(12X_SHEET NUMBER_/_
(19g0} 113X_'E°O, NUMBER'_I2X,,DATE,_GX_E°O, TITLE_I_SX_120(_*_)}(1991} GO TO 600
(1992) 400 WRITE(7_500)
(1993) 500 FORMAT(12X_SHEET NUMBER_/t13X_E.O. NUMBER_I_
(Igg_) 1 3X_120(_*_))
(1995) 600 RETURN
(1996) END
t
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DRA_ d II 000000 1934S
DRW J // 000226 1984S
DT I // 000130 198_S
EDT I // 000437 1984S
ECN J // 000312 1984S
EOREF J /I 000242 1984S
EOREV I II 000456 1984S
EOVEH I // 000445 1984S
_PTIT d // 000370 1984S
ERDT I // 000442 1984S
ETIT J // 000316 1984S
FEOREF J // 000156 1984S
FIRST I // 000455 1984S
FNEO I II 000155 1984S
FREV I // 000154 1984S
HEADER R 000000 1979S
IOR J // 000452 198_S
INEO I // 000462 1984S
KNT d II 000463 1984S
T _EO ' // 000241 198_S
_r\_ NSHT I// 000153 1984"S
 L:o
TIT J // 000010 1984S
TTIT J II 000467 1984S
VEH I // 000141 1984S ..
_200 000006 1985 1986D
300 000054 1988 1989D
_400 000127 1987 19920
_500 000133 1992 19930
600 000167 1991 1995D
SUBROUTIN[ H[AD[R PAGE 0137
0000 [RRORS [_HEADER)FTN-REV14.23
,%
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(1997) SUBROUTINE INPTDN
(1998) C
(1998) C COMMON BLOCK FOR TH_ DRAU-EO FILE
(1998) C
(1998) COMMONDRAW_TIT'PTIT,DTISYS,VEH,SECT,NSHTtFREVtFNEO,FEOREF,
(1998) 1 DRNtSHTNtREV_NEOwEOREF_
(1998) 1 EON_ETIT,EPTITiEOREV,EDT,ERDTpEOVEH+
(1998} I R,IDR,INEOtKNT_FIRST_SECOND_TTIT
(1998) C
(1998) C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(1998) C
(199B) INTEGER*_ DRAW(4)'TIT(21)tPTITfI}_SYS(3}_SECT(3)_FEOREF(IO,2)t
(1998_ 1 DRW(4)tEOREF(IO,2)_EPTIT(19),ETIT(21}tEON(2),
(159B) i IDR(4)_KNTITTIT(19)
(1998} INTEGER*2 DT(3)_VEH(2_2)_NSHT_SHTN(2),FREV_FNEOtREV,NEO_
(1998) 1 EOREVtEDT(Z)tERDT(3),EOVEH(2t2)wR_INEO_
(1998) 1 FIRST,SECOND
(1998) C.
(1998) C
4:= (1999) INTEGER*2 A(15)
Q (2000) C
4£ (2001} c
(2002) c INPUT SUBROUTINE FOR THE DRAN-EO FILE(2003) C o
(200_) CALL CLEAR *" "
(2005) C
(2N06) C VALIDATE THE INCDMMING USER(2007_ C
(2008) FIRST=O
(2009) CALL BREAK$(.TRUEo)
(2010) CALL TIMDAT(Ap15} I
(2011_ IF(A(13),EO°IjWI.OR.A(13).EO,,NH,.OR.A(13}.EO°tRd.I,OR,A(13),EO.
.(2012) _ ltDK ') GOTO 3
(2013) WRITE(I,4)
(201_) 4 FORMAT(' SORRY_ YOU ARE NOT VALIDATED TO USE THIS MODE. I_II
(2015) 11 IF IT IS NECESSARY, PLEASE CONTACT SYSTEM OPERATOR AT EXTo2621(2016} l.t)
(20_7) RETURN
.T ............ - , .
) ) )
.z .
H ,, ............. • ., .. . ....
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(2018) 3 CONTINUE
(2019] 200 CALL BREAKS(.FALSE.]
(2020) C
(2021) C POSITION THE DRAW FILE TO THE END OF RECORD MARK(2022) C
(2323) 2000 READ(6_END=2OO1)DRAW,TITtPTIT_DT,_YStVEH_SECTtNSHTtFREV,FNEOt(202_) 1 FEOREF
(2015) GO TO 2000
(2026) 2001 READ(18_END=2OO2)EON,ETIT,EPTIT,EOREV.,EDT,ERDT,EOVEH(2027) GO TO 2001
(2028) 2002 READ(12,END=2003)DRW,SHTN,REVtNEO,EOREF
(20299 GO TO 2002 "
(2030) 2003 CONTINUE
(20317 WRITE(I_I)
12032) 1 FORMAT(' WELCOMETO THE DRAW-EO FILE INPUT ROUTINEt,/
(2033) 1' PLEASE INPUT INFORMATION BETWEEN EXCLAMATION HARKS',/
(2034} 2 t AND LEFT JUSTIFY ALL ENTRIES',/) "(2035) 1010 R=O
(2036) 100 WRITE(Ill01)
(2037) 101 FORMAT(' IS THIS A DRAWING OR AN E°O° (DRAW OR EO)'/)'
_., (2036} READ(1,1OO2)IANS
-I_ (2039) IF(IANS-EQ°tD ') GOTO 1020
(2340) IF(IANS°NE°°E t} GOTO I00
_ (2041; CALL INPSE .. " '.
(20_2_ WRITE(18)EON,ETITtEpTIT_EOREV,EDT_ERDT_EOVEH
(20_3) 120 READ(12,END=lOOO)DR_,SHTN,REV,NEOgEOREF ..(2044_. GO TO 120
(2045) 1020 CALL INPSDW
(20_6) WRITE(6]DRAW,TIT,TTIT,DT,SYS,VEH,SECT_NSHT,FREY,FNEO,FEOREF(20q7) 1000 WRITE(I_IO01)
(20q8) 1001 FORMAT( t IS THERE ANY FURTHER INFORMATION TO BE INPUTet(20_9) 1' (YES OR NO)'/)
(2050) READ(ltlOO2)IANS ,
(2051] IF(IANS°EQ.tY ') GO TO i010
(2052) IF(IANS,NE.ON ') GOTO I000
(2053) 1002 FORMAT(IAI) ,
,(2J5_) REWIND 6
(2055) REWIND 12
F
i
• " • ........ , I
+o
°
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(2056) RE_IND 18
(2057) RETURN
(2058} END
I
t
SUBROUTINE INPTDW PAGE 0141 ii
1
A I 000002 1999S 2010A 2011
BREAKS R EXTERNAL 000000 2009 2019
CLEA_ R EXTERNAL 000000 2004 IDRAW J // 000000 199BS 2023M 2046
DR_ J // 000226 1998S 2028M 2043M (
DT I // 000130 1998S 2023M 2046
EOT I // 000437 1998S 2026M 2042 (
EON J // 000312 199BS 2026M 2042 !
EOREF d // 000242 1_98S 2028M 2043M
EOREV I // 000436 1996S 2026M 2042 '
EOVEH I // 000445 1998S 2026M 2042
EPTIT d // 000370 1998S 2026M 2042 '
ERDT I // 000442 1998S 2026M 2042
ETIT J // 000316 1998S 2026M 2042
FEOREF d // 000155 199BS 2023M 2046
FIRST I // 000465 199_S 2008M
F_JEO I // 000155 1998S 2023M 2046
• fPEV I // 000154 1998S 2023_ 2C46
IANS I 000753 2038M 2039 2040 2050M 2051 2052C:_ I_R J // 000452 1998SI
..-, INEO I II 000462 1998S
_,,_ 4::= INP_OW I EXTERNAL 000000 2045(,o INPSE I EXTERNAL 000000 2041
INPTDW.I 000000 1997S ,.
KNT d // 000463 199BS
NEO I // 000241 199BS 2028M 2043M
NSHT I // 000153. 1998S 2023M 2046
PTIT d // 000062 1998S 2023M iR I // 000451 1998S 2035M
•REV I // 000240 1998S 2028M 20_3M ' :• I
SECOND I // 000465 199BS 1
SECT d // 000145 199BS 2023M 2046
_HTN I // 000236 1996S 2028K 2043M
.,-
SYS J // 000135 1995S 2023M 2046
TIMDAT R EXTERNAL 000000 2010 !;
TIT J // 000010 199BS 2023M 2046
TTIT d // 000467 199BS 2046
VEH I // 000141 199BS 2023M 2046
i.
!
-l!
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1 000335 2031 20320
100 000445 20360 2040
_1000 000650 2043 2047D 2052
__IOUI 000654 2047 204E0
_1002 000736 2038 2050 2053D
__i01 000451 2036 20370
__10!0 . 0004/_2 2035D 2851
__1020 000602 2039 2045D
1;'0 000555 2043D 2044
__200 000175 20190
__2000 000177 2023D 2025
_2001 000247 2023 2026D 2027
_2002 000303 2026 2028D 2029
__2003 000331 2028 2030D
__3 000175 2011 20189
__4 000076 2013 2014D
0000 ERRORS [<ZNPTDIJ>FTN-REV14.2"I
I
) )
I
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(2059) SUBROUTINE INPSDW
(2060) C
(2060} C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(20_0} C ,_
(20601 COMMON DRAW_TIT,PTIT,DT_SYSWEH_SECT_NSHTtFREVIFNEOtFEOREFI
(20605 1 DRW_SHTNtREV_NEO_EOREF,
(2060) I EONIETIToEPTIT,EOREVtEDTgERDT_EOVEH_
(2060) 1 R_IDR_INEO_KNTtFIRST_SECONDwTTIT(2060) C
(2060) C DATA DECLARATIO_ BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE(20GO) C
(2060} INTEGER*4 DRAW(_)_TIT(21),PTIT(19),SYS(3)0SECT(3)tFEOREF(lO_2)t '
(2060} 1 DRW(_}_EOREF(10_2)gEPTIT(19)_ETIT(21)_EON(2)t
(20&O) 1 IDR(4)_KNTtTTIT(19)
(2050} INTEGER*2 DT(3)gVEH(2,2)gNSHT_SHTN(2)_FREVtFNEOtREV_NEOt
(2058) 1 [OREVtECT(3}oERDT(3)_EOVEH(2_2),R,INEOt
(2060) 1 FIRSTtSECOND
II_ (2060) C
,,....,I
_\.._ (206o) C
,_,. o_ (2061_ C SYSCOM>KEYS.F MNEMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FTN) 31 MAY_ 1977
"_, (20_1} NOLIST
(20&2) C
(2065) INTEGER*2 IER(3)_IOPT_IEOUPgNEWSHT_FINISH_ISHTN(2)
(206_) c '.
(2065) C THIS ROUTINE PROVIDES THE BAS'IC II0 FOR THE
(206b) C DRAWING SUBFILE INPUTIREVISE ROUTINES
(2067) C
(2068) C INITIALIZE THE UPDATE E°O.IS ON REVISED SHEET FLAG(2069) IEOUP=O
(2070) NEWSHT=O
(2071) IF(R.EQ,O) GO TO 100
(2072) 2 WRITE(Itl)
(2U73) 1 FORMAT(t HOW MANY ITEMS DO YOU WISH TO REVISE (MAX OF 9)t_l)
.(2q7_} REAOfl_IO_ERR=2)IKNT
(20_) 10 FORMAT(I3)
(2076} IF(IKNT.LT,O) GO TO 2
(2077) IF(IKNT,GT°9) GO TO 2
(2078) • DO 3BOO LOOP=I,IKNT,I
L.=J.. ........... _ ............- ......i.......... ' ........
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(2079) 5 WRiTE(It3)
(2080) 3 FORMAT( t INPUT THE ITEM NUMBER THAT YOU WISH TO REVISEtl/)
(2081) READ(ltlOtERR=5)IR
(2082) IF(IR.NE,B.AND.IR.NE,7) GOTO 100
(2083) IF(IR,EQ.8) GOTO 19
(208_.) 9 WRITE(It11)
(2085) 11 FORMAT( t IS THIS A CORRECTION OF SHEET ITEM: ENTER YESto/t
(208_) 1' OR IS THIS A NEW SHEET ENTRY FOR A DRAWING: ENTER NEW t)
(2087) READ(I_25_ERR=g)IOPT
(2088_ IF(IOPT,EQ,tYE t) GOTO I00
(2089) IF(IOPT.NE,tNE t) GOTO 9
(2090) NEWSHT=I
(2091} GO TO 100
(2092} 19 WRITE(l_20)
(2093) 20 FORMAT( t IS THIS A REVISION ENTRY FOR A NEE DRAgING SHEETI,
(2094) 1 t (YES OR NO)'_/o t NOTE: A NO ANSWER INDICATES A REVISION ITEM
(2095) 1CORRECTION°'9/,TXttA YES ANSWER WILL DELETE ALL E,O.ttS o_
(2096} ltFOR THIS SHEET, t)
(2057) READ(1,25tERR=lg)IOPT
_,4..LI (2098) 25 FORMAT(ZA2)
"_'-4_-(2099) IF(IOPT,EO.tNO t) GOTO 100
_(_ (2100) IF(IOPT°NE.'YE _) GOTO 19(210.1) IEOUP=I
(2102} C :.
(21031 C BEGIN INPUT
(210_) C
(2105) 100 IF(R.EO°I°AND.IR°NE°I) GO TO 200
(2106) 103 _RITE(I_101)
(2107) 101 FORMAT(' (1) TITLE (7 WORDS - 10 CHARo)tg/t!tt76Xte!t/)(2108) 110 FORMAT(1X,17A4$A2)
(2109) LEN=IO
(2110) CALL TINPUT(TITtLEN)
(2111) WRITE(I_IO2)TIT
(2112) 102 FORMAT(7(1X,2A_tA2)/)
(2113) WRITZ(I_IOS)PTIT
(2114) 105 FORMAT(1X_19A4)
(2_15) DO 104 I=1_19
(2116) TTIT(I.)=PTIT(I)
...... o......, ..............................
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(2117) 104 CONTINUE
(21181 200 IF(RoEQoZ.AND.IR.NE.2) GO TO 400(2119) 201 _RITE(lt202)
(2120) 202 FORMAT( t (2) DRAWING NUMBERt,/$t!e_14X_tlt/)(2121) READ(1,203_ERR=201)DRAW
(2122) 203 FORMAT(1Xo3A_gA2)
(2123) WRITE(I_203)DRA_
(2_) _00 IF(R°EQ°I,AND,IR.NE°3) GO TO 500
(21_5) 401 WRITE(I_402)
(2::_6) 402 FORMAT( t (3) DRAWING DATEttI_t!MMDDYY!,I)
(2,_7) READ(1_O3t_RR=401)DT
(2_25) 403 FORMAT(1X_312)
(21_) WRITE(It403)DT
(2=30_ 500 IF(R.EeoI.AND.IE.NE.4} GO TO 900
(213_ 501 WRITE(It502)
(21_2} 502 FORMAT(t (_) SYSTEMt9
' (2!3_ llXgt(ELEC_GSEoGUID_MECHoPROPoRF,SOP_MGS,EGS_PERF),_
(213_) ltlt3(_!tt4X1t!_)l )
(2135) READ(1,503_ERR=501)SYS
/ (2136} 503 FORMAT(1X_3(A_2X))(2137) WRITE(I_503) SYS
(21.38) 900 IF(R.EQ.1.AND.IRoNEoS) GO TO 2200
(21_9) 901 _RITE(l_902)
(21=0) 902 FORMAT(_ (5) VEHICLE,_/2(,! 1_)I) ,.
(21_1) READ(1,903_ERR:901)((VEH(I,J),J=I_2)_I=I,2)(2142) 903 FORMAT(2(1X_I3_AI_IX))
(21_) "_RITE(I_903) ((VEH(I_J)_J=I_2),I=lt2)(21_) 2200 CONTINUE
(21_5) IF(R,EOoIoAND.IRoNE.6) GOTO 2300
(21_6) 2201 _RITE(l_2202)
(21_7) 2202 FORMAT(_ (6) SECTION_/_
(2148) 15X_E SECT . _UPPER B _LOWER B ,ALCYONE IA _ALCYONE IIA_/
(2149) I_5X_G SECT _UPPER C _LOWER C _ALGOL'IIA ,ALGOL'IIIA'_/
(215G) I_5X_eEG SECT _UPPER D _LOWER D *ANTARES IIA _ANTARES IIIA'
(21_I) I_I_5X_BASE A _UPPER F _LOWER F ,ALTAIR IlIA _',
(2152} I_CASTOR IIA_,/_13X_H/S 25/34 °H/S 40/34 _HIS _5142_,/_
(2154) READ(I_2203_ERR=2201)SECT
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(2155) 2203 FORMAT(IX_SA4)
(2156) WRITE(1.2203)SECT
(2137_ 2300 IF(R.EQ.I.AND.IR°NE.7) GOTO 2400
(2158_ IF(R°EQ.O] GOTO 2501
(2153) IF(NEWSHT.EQ.I) CALL FIXSHT
(2!60) 2301 WRITE(l_2302)
(2161} 2302 FORMAT( t (7) NUMBER OF SHEETSt_ItI't2X,'It/}
(2152) READ(1,2303,ERR=2501)NSHT
(2_5) 2303 FORMAT(1XgI2)
(21t_4) WRITE(l_2303)NSHT
(2_.65) IF(R.EQ°I.AND.NEWSHT°EQ.I) CALL SHTADD
(21_6) IF(R.EQ.O] CALL INPSS
(2_'!) GO TO 3BOO
(21_J_ 2400 IF(R°EQ.I.AND.IR.NE.8} GO TO 2500
(2i_9_ 2407 WRITE(1,2_08)
(217U: 2_08 FORMAT(' WHAT SHEET NUMBER IS TO BE REVISEDIt/_ t EXAMPLE:'_
(21;1) 1' SHEET _ 2.1 !02!!10!'91,'! !t 1'/)
(2Z72_ FINISH=O
(217_) READ(1,2409,ERR=2407) (ISHTN(K)tK=I_2)
._ (21T_) 2409 FORMAT(IX_I2,2X,12)
(2115; IFfISHTN(1).NE.I.0R.ISHTN(2].NE°O) GOTO 2411
LF.J_ (2176) 2448 WRITE(I,2402)
_00 (2177) READ(1.2_OS.ERR=2#_B)FREV
_- (2]T8] IF(IEOUP.EQ°O) GOTO 5800 _.(211'9) IF(FNEO.NE,O) FNEO=O
(21LO) DO 2449 K=IIIO
(21G1) FEOREF(K_I]=' t
(21_2} FEOREF(K,2)=' '
(21£_) 2449 CONTINUE
(21E_) GO TO 3800
(2165| 2411 CALL SRCH$$(K$RDWR.KSNDAMItSTEMP 't6_lOt11IC)(2166} REWIND 12
(21_7) 2_10 READ(12tEND=2470)DRW_SHTN_REVeNEO_EOREF
(2188) IF(FINISH.°EG.1) GOTO 2460
(21B9| D0,2415 I=1t4
(21_0} IF(DRAW(1).NE°DRW(1)) GOTO 2460 "
(2191) 2415 CONTINUE
(2192) DO 2_20 I=1_2
L ..................................
) ) )
l
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(2193) IF[ISHTN(1).NEoSHTN(I)) GOTO 2460
(2_9_) 2420 CONTINUE
(2195) 2401 WRITE(It2402)
(2196) 2402 FORMAT( t SHEET REVISION: IF NONE_ ENTER NCtgl_Oltt2X_t!Ol)
(21_7) READ(I,2403_ERR=244B)REV
(21_3} 2403 FORHAT(lXolA2)
(21_9) WRITE(I_2403)REV
(22fi0) IF(IEOUP.EQ.O) GOTO 2455
(220_) IF(NEO.NE.O) NEO=O
(2202) DO 2450 K=I_IO
(22n3) EOREF(Ktl)=t •
(2204) EOREF(Kt2)=t •
(2205) 2450 CONTINUE
(220B) 2_55 FINISH=I
(22'17) 2460 WRITE(I_) DRW_SHTN_REVgNEO_EOREF
I__._ (2238) GO TO 2410
_._t (2239) 2470 CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS,tSTEMP t_6_O_O_O]
_ (22.1.0) HSS(KSCLOS_tSH_ET t_6_O_Og )
_% , (22_L) CALL SRCHS$(K$DELE_tSHEET wt6tOtO_O }
\(22_2) CALL CNAM$S(tSTEM _" '_6_fSHEET e,6_IC)
"(22'.J/ CALL SRCH$$(KSRD_R.KSNDAMPtSHEET to698_1_IC)
(2224) 2500 IF(R,EQ.1.AND.IR,NE._) GOTO 3800
(22L5} REWIND 12
(22_) 2510 WRITE(l_2511)
eI •(2217) 2511 FORMAT(_ WHAT SHEET NUMBER DO YOU WISH TO REVISE A REFERENCED _
(22_) I_E.O._/_ _ EXAMPLE: SHEET _ 2ol !02!!lO!_/_,I 1! I_/)
(2219) REAC(1_2512_ERR=2510)(ISHTN{K)_K=I_2)
(2220) 2512 FORMAT(IX_I2_2X_I2)
(222Z) IF(ISHTN(1).NE.I°OR.ISHTN(2)oNE.O) GOTO 2515
(2222) DO 2550 I:1,10
(22;!3) IF{FEOREF(I_I)°NE°, ') GOTO 2553(2Z24) GO TO 2563
(2225) 2553 WRITE(l_2505) I_(FEOREF(I_J)_J=I_2)(2_)' 2550 CONTINUE
(22;_t_ 2563 WRITE(I,2605)
(22:!_? READ(I_2620_ERR=2563) !OPT
(222U} DO 2570 J=I_IOPT
(2230) IF(IOPT,LT,O.OR,IOPToGT°I) GOTO 2563
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(2231) IF(IOPT.EQ.O) GO TO 3800
(22_2} 2564 WRITE(Ig26501 I
(2233) READflt2620_ERR=2564) K
(2254) 2565 WRZTE(lt2660]
(2235) READ(l_2670_ERR=2565)(FEOREF(K_N]_N=l_2]
(22,16) 2570 CONTINUE
(22_?) GO TO 3800
(22._8) 2515 CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWR.KSNDAM_tSTEMP It6_lO_l_IC)
(22_9) 2516 READ(12,END=2800}DRW_SHTN,REV_NEO_EOREF
(22,_0} DO 2520 I=1_4
(2241_ IF{DRAW(I].NE°DRW(1)} GOTO 2750
(22_2} 2520 CONTINUE
(22_3) DO 2530 I=1_2
(22_q} IF(ISHTN(I)oNE.SHTN(I)) GOTO 2750
(22_5} 2530 CONTINUE
(22_) O0 2600 I=1_10
.....(22_T) IF(EOREF(I,1].NF.O w} GOTO 2503
(22,,8) GO TO 2603
(27_9) 2503 URZTE(1,2505} I_(EOREF(I_J)_J=112}
i_ (2_0} 2505 FORMAT(3X,12t t. t_2A_)
_-_(.,_(22_) 26G0 CONTINUE
..._0 (22_.;!} 2603 WRITE(I.2605]
0 (22_,3] 2605 FORMAT{' HOW MANY DO YOU WISH TO REVISEr).
(2264) READ(IP2620_ERR=2603}IOPT '.
(22_5) 2620 FORMAT(12]
(2256) IF(IOPT°LToO.OR.IOPT°GT.I} GOTO 2603
(2257) IF(IOPT.EQoO) GOTO 2700
(22_ DO 2700 J=loIOPT
(2259} 2640 WRITE(1_2650)I
(226G) 2650 FORMAT(' ENTER THE REFERENCED E.Oo NUMBER TO BE REVISEDt9
(2261) i/_ t NOTE: MUST BE FROM I TO_I2}
(22_2} READ(l_2620_ERR=26_O}K
(22E3) _RITE(1_2660)
(22Eh) 2660 FORMAT(_ ENTER REVISED REFERENCED E.O._/_!_BX_!'/}
(22_5) READ(1,2670_ERR=2660](EOREF(K,N)_N=l_2)
(22_6) 2670 FORMAT(IX_2A4}
(22_?) 2700 CONTINUE(22E8) 2750 _RITE(I_] DR_,SHTN_REV_NEO_EOREF
..... ! ..........
---.,.
) ,. ) >
.......... o,. .... , .........
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(2269) GO TO 2516
(2270) 2800 CALL SRCH$$(KSCLOSttSTEMP tt6tOtO,O )
(2271) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_tSHEET t_6_O,OtO )
(22_2) CALL SRCHS$(K$DELEotSHEET t_6,0_O_O )
(2_15} CALL CNA_$$(tSTFHP lt6ttSHEE T t_GtIC)
(227_) CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWR+K$NDAMttSHEET t,698_1_IC)
(2275) 3800 CONTINUE
(227_ C
(22?7) C END OF INPUTIREVISE ITEHS AS OF 7/26/78(2278) C
(2279) 9999 CALL SHOWD_
(2260) RETURN
(22B1) END
- i
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CNAM$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 2212 2273
D_AW J // 000000 2060S 2121M 2123 2190 2241
D_W J // 000226 2060S 2187M 2190 2207 2239M 2241 2268
_1" I // 000130 2060S 2127M 2129
EDT I // 000437 2060S
EON d II 000312 20_0S
EOREF J // 000242 20_0S 2187H 2203M 2204M 2207 2239R 2247
2249 2265H 2268
EOREV I // 000436 2060S
EOVEH I // 000445 2CbOS
EPIIT d // 000370 20605
EKDT 1 !1 000442 2060S
[TIT J // 000316 2060S
FEO_EF d // 000156 2060S 2181M 2182M 2223 2225 2235M
FlrJISH I 003761 2063S 2172H 2188 2206M
FI_T I II 000465 2060S
FIXSHT R EXTERNAL 000000 2159C3
, FNEG I // 000155 2060S 2179M
_r_= FREV I 11 000154 2060S 2177M
•--bF,3 1 I 003762 2115H 2116 2141M 2143M 2189M 2190 2192M
2195 2222M 2223 2225 2230 2232 2240M
2241 2245M 2244 2246M 2247 2249 2256
2259
1C 1 003764 2185A 2212A 2213A 2238A 2273A 2274A :,
IDR J //. 000452 20603
IEOUP I 003765 2065S 2069M 2101M 2178 2200
IEI I 000002 \ 2063S
IK,4T I 003766 2074H 2076 2077 2078
IHZO I I/ 000462 2060S
IN.-"SDW I 000000 2059S
INP;S I EXTERNAL O000GO 2166
IF, i'T I 003767 2063S 2087M 2088 2089 2097M • 2099 2100
222 L:'M 2229 2230 2231 2254M 2256 2257
2258
IR I 003770 2081_._ 2082 2083 2105 2118 2124 2130
2138 2145 2!57 2168 2214
ISHTP' I 000005 2063S 2175M 2175 2195 . 2219M 2221 2244
d I 005771 21 1M 2143M 2225M 2229M 2249M 2258M
....... _... ° ..................................... . ................. ° ..........................................
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K I 003772 2173M 2180M 2181 2182 22028 2203 2204
2219M 2233M 2235 2262M 2265
KSALLD I PARAMETER 2061S
Y$CACC I PARAMETER 2061S
_$CLOS I PARAMETER 2061S 2209 2210 2270 2271
K$CONV I PARAMETER 2061S
r;$CURR I PARAMETER 20_1S
Y_DELE I PARAMETER 2061S 2211 2272
_$DMPB I PARAMETER 2061S
KSDTIM I PARAMETER 2_61S
K$E_TR I 000000 20G1S
KSEXST I PARAMETER 2061S
KSGOND I PARAMETER 2061S
KSGPOS I PARAMETER 20_1S
FSHOME I PARAMETER 2GGIS
_$1CUR I PARAMETER 2GGES
K$IMFD I PARAMETER 2C61S
K$1RTN I PARAMETER 2GGIS
K$ISEG I PARAMETER 2061S
_t .._ £$1UFD I PARAMETER 20_1S
_ KSMENT I 000000 2061S
XSMSIZ I PARAMETER 2061S
J2 _$MVNT I PARAMETER 2061S
KSNDAM I PARAMETER 2061S 2185 2213 2238 2274
K_NRTN I PARAMETER 2061S ""
RSNSAM I PARAMETER 2061S
XSNSGD I PARAMETER 2061S
KSN3GS I PARAMETER 2061S
KSPOSA I PARAMETER 2061S
K_PGSN I PARAMETER 20EIS
K_POSR I PARAMETER 2061S
KSPREA I PARAMETER 2061S
_SPRZR I PARAMETER 2061S
KSPRDT I PARAMETER 2061S
K;RDWR I PARAMETER 2061S 2185 2213 2238 2274
KSREAD I PARAMETER 2061S
KSRPOS I OARAMETER 2061S
.KSRSUB I PARAMETER 2061S
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KSRULK I PARAMETER 2061S
K$SENT I 000000 2061S
K';SETC I PARAMETER 2061S
K_SETH I PARAMETER 20615
K$SPOS I PARAMETER 20615
K'.,SRTN I PARAMETER 20615
K_RNC I PARAMETER 20615
K3UPOS I PARAMETER 20615
K._NRIT I PARAMETER 20615
KP;T , ,J II 000463 2060S
L:_N I 003774 2109M 2110A
LOOP I 003775 2078M
N I 003776 2235M 2265M
NEU I // 000241 20GOS 2187M 2201M 2207 2239M 2268
• _EWSHT I 003777 20635 2070M 2090M 2159 2165
NSHT I // 000153 206CS 2162M 2164
PTIT J // 000062 20605 2113 2116
! _ I // 000451 206CS 2071 2105 2118 2124 2130 2138
_!_ " 2145 2157 2158 2165 2166 2168 2214
-.._._.l:_ EEV I II 000240 20605 2187M 2197M 2199 2207 .2239M 2268
SECOND I // 000466 2060S
SECT J // 000145 20605 2154M 2156
SPOWDWR EXTERNAL 000000 2279
ShTADD R EXTERNAL 000000 2165 '-
S_1N I // ' ' 000236 20505 2187M "2193 2207 2239M 2244 2268
SRCH$$ R EXTERNAL 006000 2185 2209 2210 2211 2215 2238 2270
2271 2272 2274
S"S d // 000133 20605 2135M 2137
TIt_PUT R EXTERNAL 000000 2110
TIT ,.I II 000010 20605 2110A 2111
TTIT d II 000467 20605 2116M
VEH I // 000141 20605 2141M 2145
_1 000025 2072 2073D
_10 000072 2074 20750 2081
_100 000524 2071 2082 2088 2091 2099 2105D
_101 000543 2106 2107D
_1G2 000625 2111 2112D
)+-..
°
°. _., .................................................. , ................ +.
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"O3
_4 000537 21060
_10_ 000664 2115 21170
105 000643 2113 21140
_11 000207 "5084 2085D
110 000575 2108D
__9 000325 2085 2092D 2097 2100
.2 000020 20720 2074 2076 2077
2C 000331 2092 20930
__NO 000673 2105 21180
_331 000707 21190 2121
__02 000713 2119 2120D
_£f_3 000750 2121 2122D 2123
__200 001345 2138 21440
_3201 001362 21460 2154
_22_2 001366 2146 21470
_22_3 001656 2154 21550 2156
__300 001672 2145 21570
I 2_01 001716 2158 2160D 2162
_2302 001722 2160 21610
_ tj-= _2303 001757 2162 21630 2164
"_ .2400 002012 2157 2168D
002355 2195D
2402 002362 2176 2195 21960
2403 002426 2177 2197 21980 2199 '
_2_07 002026 21690 2173 ."
2_C8 002032 2169 2170D
_24C9 0021_3 2173 21740
_2410 002256 2187D 2208
_2411 002243 2175 21850
_2415 002327 2189 2191C '
_2420 002347 2192 21940
_2_48 002167 2176D 2177 2197
_2449 002234 2180 2183D
_2450 002467 2202 22050
_2455 002475 2200 22068
_24_0 002500 2188 2190 2193 22070
2470 002524 2187 2209D
_25 000505 2087 2097 2098D
; j
I
L_._.
o ,
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:_500 002573 2168 22140
.2503 003310 2247 22490
2505 003342 2225 2249 22500
.._510 002613 22160 2219
_2311 002617 2216 2217D
_25J2 002741 2219 22200
___5.15 003165 2221 22380
___516 003175 22390 2269
_520 003244 2240 2242D
2550 003264 22_3 22450
_2550 0030_0 2222 22260
2553 003004 2223 2225D
,25_3 003046 222a 22270 2228 2230
_2564 003103 2232D 2233
.._565 003123 22340 2235
_?570 003157 2229 22360
" .:_0.0 003354 22_6 22510
..3603 003363 2248 2252D 2254 2256
•
..., _2505 003367 2227 2252 22530
,2_20 003424 2228 2233 2254 22550 2262
.26_0 003450 22590 2262
_2650 003457 2232 2259 22600
_2650 003547 2234 2263 22640 2265
__670 003632 2235 2265 22660
_7_0 003637 2257 2258 22670
_2750 003646 2241 2244 22680
_2800 003672 2239 2270D
_3 000114 2079 20800
_3800 003741 2078 2167 2178 2184 221_ 2231 2237
22750
_400 000756 2118 2124D
_401 001001 21250 2127
402 001005 2125 2126D
__03 001041 2127 2128D 2129
_5 000110 2079D 2081
_5C0 001055 2124 2130D
_501 001070 2131D 2135
_502 001075 2131 21320
) ) )
:, t #
........ _...° ......
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__503 001161 2135 2136D 2137
_9 000203 2084D 2087 2089
_900 001200 2130 2138D
__901 001214 2139D 2141
__902 001220 2139 2140D
_903 . 001301 2141 2142D 2143
_999 003751 2279D
0000 ERRORS E<INPSDW>FTN-REV14o23
..° .....
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(2;B2) SUBROUTINE INPSS
(2;-R3) C
(2_.3) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(22_,3,_ C
(22/_3} COMMONDRAWt TIT 9PTI T_DT9 SYS_VEHtSECTtNSHTt FREV tFNEO,FEOREF _
(22_._} 1 DR_/_SHTN_REV_ NEO_EOREF_
(22C, 3) 1 EDN,pETI T_EPTI T_EOREV,IEDT_ ERDT,pEOVEHt
(22_ _ i R,pIDR _INEO_KNT_ FIRST,pSECOND,pTTIT(2283} C
(2283} C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(22(33._ C
(2283) INTEGER*4 DRAW (4),TIT(21) ,PTIT (19),PSYSf3)tSECT(3) _FEOREF(IO,P2) _
(2283) 1 DRtd(4),EOREF(10,2),EPTIT(19) ,ETIT(21) ,EON(2),
(22&3) 1 IDR(4),pKNTgTTIT(19)
(22E:3) INTEGER*2 DT(3),VEH(2,2),NSHT,SHTN(2),FREVtFNEO,_REV,tNE09
(22_3) 1 E'OREV, EDT( 3), ERDT ( 3), EOVEH(2,2) ,R, INEO,
(22_,3) 1 FIRST,SECOND
(22/._3) C
ICI (22_) C( E4) I000. WRITE(ItlO01) '
_-,.,
_'(J1 (22_5) 1001 FORMAT( • ENTER THE FOLLOI_ING DATA't_/tt SHEET# ltt/_ _ REVISION,_
._o (2286). 1_. " IF NONE_ NC_/_! !*/)
(22_7) READ(I_ 1003 _ERR=1000 )FREV .,
(220_:) !003 FORMAT(1X_A?) ',
(22_9) 1005 I4RITE(lelO06)
(22_0} 1006 FORMAT( • NUMBER OF E.O._S*_/_! !_/)
(2291) READ( l_lOOB_ERR=lOO5)FNEO
(2292) 1008 FORMAT(lX_I2)
(2293) DO 1009 I=1_10
(229_) DO I010 d=l_2 °
(22_5) FEOREF(I_J)=_ •
(2296) I010 CONTI,_UE
(2297) 1009 CONTINUE
(229_) IF(FNEO.EQ.O) GOTO 1200
(229._) WRITE(l_2502)
(2300) DO 1200 K=I_FNEO
(2301) 1201 _RITE(I_2510)
(2302) READ(l_2520_ERR=1201) (FEOREF(K_L) _L=l_2)
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(2303) REWIND 18
(23_4) 1203 READ(18_ENO=1210)EONtETIT_EPTITtEOREV,EDTPERDToEOVEH(23_5) DO 1206 L=l_2
(2336) IF(EON(L)oNEoFEOREF(K_L)) GOTO 1203(23_7_ 1206 CONTINUE
(23N8 GO TO 1200
(2399 1210 R=O
(2310 FIRST=I
(2311 WRITE(It1205)
(2312) 1205 FORHAT( t ENTER ANY FURTHER AVAILABLE DATA FOR EACH E.O,t/)
(2313t 1211 READ(18_END=1215)EON_ETITgEPTIToEOREVtEDT,ERDTgEOVEH(2314) GO TO 1211
(2315) 1215 CALL INPSE
(23}_1 DO 1216 M=lt2
(2317) EON(M)=FEOREF(K_M)
(2_18) 1216 CONTINUE
(2319) WRITE(1B)EO_,ETIT_EPTIT_EOREV,EDT,ERDTtEOVEH
(2320) 1200 CONTINUE
ll_ (23211 IF(NSHT°LT.2) RETURN
_\....l(j1 (2322) 2_00 DO 2800 J=2tNSHT
._.__0 (232_) 2401 WRITE(lt2_02)
_% (232_) 2402 FORMAT( t ENTER THE FOLLOWING DATA:t,/o2XI'EXAMPLE SHEET ENTRY:t,(23_5) 1 t SHEET# 2ol !02!!lO!tt/$e! !! !el)
(2326) READ(192403_ERR=2401)(SHTN(K)oK=l|2) ".
(25271 2403 FORMAT(1XgI2_2XgI2)
(23281 2404 WRITE(1_2405)
(2329) 2405 FORMAT( t REVISION: IF NONE_ NCtt/,'! !t/)
(2330) READ(1t1003_ERR=2404)REV
(2331) 240G WRITE(I_IO06)
(23321 " READ(l_IOOStERR=2406)NEO
(23331 DO 2451 K=1,10
(2334) DO 2450 L=192
(2355) EOREF(KtL)=t t
(233S1 2450 CONTINUE
(23371 2_51 CONTINUE
(2333) IF(NEO.EQ.O) GOTO 2700
(23_9) IF(NEO°LToO) GOTO 2401
(25_0) 2500 _RITE(1,2502)
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(23_.t) 2502 FORMAT(t (9) REFERENCED E.O. ttS t)
(23_2) DO 2550 K=lgNEO
(23=_ 2508 WRITE(192510)
(23_4) 2510 FORMAT(t!t,SX_t!t)
(23_5) READ(192520_ERR=2508) (EOREF(K_L)_L=192)
(2366) 2520 FORMAT(1X_2A4)
(23_7) WRITE(I,1205)
(2348) REWIND 18
(2349) 2530 READ(18_END=1240)EON_ETIT_EPTITtEOREVgEDT_ERDTgEOVEH
(2350} DO 2532 L=1,2
(2351) IF(EON(L).NEoEOREF(KgL)) GOTO 2530
(2352) 2532 CONTINUE
(2_53) GO TO 2550
(2_5_) 1240 R=O
(2355} FIRST=I
(2356) 2522 READ(18,END=2545)EON_ETITgEPTIT_EOREV_EDTgERDT_EOVEH
(2357) GO TO 2522
(23_8) 2545 CALL INPSE
(235_} DO 2546 M=I_2
(2360) EONIM)=EOREF(K_M)
• 8 ' (236Z) 2546 CONTINUE
_ (23_21 WRITE(18)EONgETIT_ffPTIT,EOREV_EDTgERDTgEOVEH
_0 (2363) 2550 CONTINUE
(2364) 2700 _RITE(12)DRAW_SHTN_REV_NEO_EOREF _.(2365) 2800 CONTINUE
(2366) RETURN
(23&7) END
L .......
DI
...... o. _., .....................
........... ° .............
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Df_AW d // 000000 2283S 2364
DRW d // 000226 2283S
C7 I // 000130 2283S
E_T I // 000437 2283S 2304M 2313H 2319 2349H 2356H 2362
EOtl d I/ 000312 2283S 2304M 230_ 2313M 2317M 2319 2349H
2351 2356H 2360M 2362
E(,REF d // 000242 2283S 2335H 2345H 2351 2360 2364
E_REV I // 000436 2293S 2304M 2313M 2319 2349H 2356H 2362
EOVgH I // 000445 2283S 2304H 2313H 2319 2349H 2356H 2362
EPTIT d // 000570 2283S 2304_ 2313H 2319 2349H 235SM 2362
E_DT I // 000442 2283S 2304H 2313M 2319 2349H 2356M 2362
ETIT J // 000316 2283S 2304M 2313M 2319 2349M 2356M 2362
FEOREF d // 000156 2283S 2295_ 2302H 2306 2317
FIRST I // 000465 2283S 2310M 2_55M
FNEO I // 000155 2283S 2291M 2298 2300
FFEV I // 000154 2283S 2287M
I I 001371 2293H 2295
fOR d // 000452 2283S
m INEO I // 000462 2283S
Z_PSE I EXTERNAL 000000 2315 2358
0_. I_;PSS I 000000 22825d. I 001373 2294H 2295 2322H
K I 001374 2300M 2302 2306 2317 2326H 2333M 2335
23_2M 2345 2351 2360 .'.KNT "J // 000463 2283S
L I 001375 2302M 2305M 2306 2334M 2335 2345M 2350M
2351
M I 001376 2316M 2317 2359M 2360
NEO I // 000241 2283S 2332M 2338 2339 _342 2364
NSHT I // 000153 2283S 2321 2322
FlIT d // 000062 2283S
R 1 II 000451 2285S 2509H 2_54M
REV I // 0002_0 2283S 2330R 2364
SECOND I // 000466 2283S
SECT d II 0001_5 2283S
SHTN I // 000236 2283S 2326H 2364
S_S d // 000133 22833
TIT J // 000010 2283S
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TTZT d // 000467 2283S
VEil I // 000141 2283S
_1000 000001 2284D 2287
_1C01 000006 2284 2285D •
1003 000073 2287 2288D 2530
1005 000100 22890 2291
__006 000104 2289 22900 2331
_i(J08 000136 2291 2292D 2332
_1509 00017 _, 2293 22970
_1010 000165 229_ 22960
1;.00 000.522 2298 2300 2308 23200
_1201 000215 2301D 2302
12C3 000255 2304D 2306
_1205 000355 2311 2312D 2347
_1256 000335 2505 23073
_i2_0 000343 250q 2309D
_1211- 000410 2313D 2314
i1_ _1215 000443 2313 23150
,,_. --., 1216 000464 2316 2318D
_2401 000542 23230 2326 2339 i
_;;402 000547 2323 23240 .'
_2'_ 03 000657 2526 2327D
._404 000667 23280 2330
_2405 000673 2528 2329D
_2406 000730 25310 2332
_2450 000766 2334 23360
_2453t 000774 2335 2337D
_2500 001010 23400
_2_302 001014 2299 2340 23410
_2508 001035 23450 2345 " "
2510 001041 2301 2343 23440
_2520 001100 2302 2345 23460
2522 0C1210 23560 2357
__530 001114 23_90 2351
2552 001174 2350 23520
• -..---_--•
..
a
o ............................ ....................
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7545 001243 2356 23580
2546 001265 2359 23610
,.2550 001324 2342 2353 23£30
2700 001332 2338 23640
__00 001355 2322 23650
0000 ERRORS [<INPSS >FTN-REVI¢.2]
Ib_ ...................... • . _
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(23&8_ SUBROUTINE FIXSHT
(2369_ C
(23_9} C COMMONBLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(2369) C
(2369) COMMONDRAW,TIT,PTIT _DT_SYS_VEH,SECT,NSHT_ FREV_FNEO tFEOREF _
(2369) 1 ORWtSHTN_REV _NEO•EOREF
(2369) 1 EON9ETI T,pEPTI TtEORFVgED T_EROT,IEOVEH_
(23f.,9) I RIIDR tINEO, KNT.F IRST,SECOND,pTTIT
(2369) C
(2369) C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DRAtJ-EO FILE
(23E, 9) C
(23_9) INTEGER*_ DRAt_(4),_TIT(21)_PTIT(19)_SYS(3},=,SECT(3),_FEOREF(IO,D2)t
(23&9) 1 DR_J(4),=,EOREF(i092) iEPT IT(19) oETI T(21) tEON (r2)'=.
(23C9) I Ir'R(_} ._KNT,oTTIT(19)
(23E,9) INTEGER*2 DTf3)_VEH(2,2)_NSHT_SHTN(2)tFREVtFNEO,REVgNEOt
( 23_.9 ) I EOREV_,EDT(3) _ERDT(3) tEOVEH (2 t 2} _R_INEO'_
_:_ (23_9; I FIRST,PSECOND
I (2369_ C
_7_,_ (23S9, C2'37D) SYSCOM>KEYS.,,F MNEMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FTN) 3[ MAY,=,1977
._ (2370) NOLIST #
(2371) REt_IND 12
(2_72} CALL SRCH$$(K$RD£IR+KTNDAMttSTEMP l_6_lO_ltlC)
(2".,73)
e_ o
12Z.741 50 " READll2tEND=IO00) ORW_SHTN_REV_NEO_EOREF
(2375) 00 100 I=l_ \
.(2Z3B) IF(ORA_(1).NE.DRW(1)} GOTO 200
(2377." 100 CONTINUE
(237_} RETURN
i(2379} 200 t_RI TE(I_) DRW_SHTN_REV_NEO_EOREF
(238G} GO TO 50
(238!) 1000 t_RITE(I_300)
(2382) 300 FORMAT(_ AN ERROR HAS OCCURRED DURING THIS OPERAT.ION t)
(2383) CALL SRCHSS(KSCLOS_ tSTEMP e,_6,_O.O,_O)
(238_} CALL SRCH$$ (K$CLOS,=,'DRAW ',=,6_0,_0,|O) -.(23_5) CALL SRCH$$ (K$CLOS_ _EO _6_0_0_0}
(2386) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_SHEET ',=,6,|0,|0,=,0)
(2_87) CALL TRCH$$(K$CLOS,_ WREVS t,_6,_0_.0,_0)
.....T--- -...... "....
_.) ) )
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(2388) CALL EXIT
(2389} END
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DRAW d /1 000000 2369S 2376
ORb J 1/ 000226 2369S 2374M 2376 2379
DT I 1/ 000130 2369S
EDT I I/ 000437 2369S
ZOtJ d // 000_12 2369S
ZOREF d 1/ 000242 2369S 2374M 2379
_OREV I // 000438 23f, gS
EOVEH I /1 000445 23_9S
EPrIT d II 000570 2365S
ER_T .I // 000442 236gS
ET_T J II 000316 2359S
EXIT R EXTERNAL 000000 23E_
FLOREF J II 000156 2369S
FI[_ST I II 000465 2369S
FIXSHT R 000000 2368S
FHEO I II 800155 236gS
FREV I II 00015_ 236gS
I I 000227 2375H 2376
IC I 000231 2372A
t_ IDE J II 000452 236gs
f It,EO I II 000462 2369S
_I__ KSALLD I PARAMETER 2370S
(_o_- K$CACC I PARAMETER 2370S
K$CLOS I PARAMETER 2370S 2383 2384 2385 2386 2387 ""
K$IC_I_JVI PARAMETER 237CS "
KSCURR I PARAMETER 2370S
K_DELE I PARAMETER 2370S
R_,DMP5 I pARAMETER 2370S
K_OTIM I PARAMETER t 2370S
K_E_TR I 000000 237GS
KSEXST I PARAMETER 237_S
KSGOND I PARAMETER 2370S
KSGPOS I PARAMETER 237GS
KSHO_E I PARAMETER 2370S
KSICUR I PARAMETER 2370S
K$1MFO I PARAMETER 2370S
K_IR/N I PARAMETER 237nS
K$1SEG I PARAMETER 2370S
L
, ) ) / >
- • . •
.° . .
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KSlUFD I PARAMETER 2370S
K=ffENT I O00OO0 2370S
KSI_SIZ I PARAMETER 2370S
K_MVNT I PARAMETER 2370S
KSNDAM I PARAMETER 2370S 2372
KSNRTN I PARAMETER 2370S
K$_SAM I PARAMETER 2376S
KSNSGD I PARAMETER 2370S
K_NSGS I PARAMETER 2370S
KSPOSA I PARAMETER 2370S
KSFOSN I PARAMETER 2370S
K£POSR I PARAMETER 2370S
K_PREA I PARAMETER 2376S
K_PRER I PARAMETER 2370S
K_PROT I PARAMETER 2370S
KSRD_R I PARAMETER 2370S 2372
K_READ I PARAMETER 2370S
I KSRPOS I PARAMETER 2_70S
KSRSUB I PARAMETER 2370S
_ _ KSRWLK I PARAMETER 2370S" $SENT 000000
KSSETC I PARAMETER 2370S
'x_ K$SETH I PARAMETER 237&S
_SPOS .I PARAMETER 2370S
K'.SRTN I PARAMETER 237CS
KSTRNC I PARAMETER 2370S
K,UPOS I PA£A_ETER 2370S
K&_RIT I PARAMETER 2370S
Kkl d /l 000'63 2369S
NEO I // 000241 2369S 2374M 2379 '
_SHT I 41 000153 236_S ";
FlIT d /I 000062 2369S
R I II 000451 2369S
REV I /I 000240 2369S 2374M 2379
SE{OND I // 000466 236_S _
SECT d II 000145 2369S
SHT_ I II 000236 2369S 2374M 2379
SRCH$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 2372 2383 2384 2385 2386 2387
, i
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Sv_ d 11 000133 2369S'
T_T d // 000010 2369S
TTIT d // 000467 2369S
VEH I /1 000141 2369S
IC_ 000063 2375 23770
_1000 000117 2374 23810
_200 000073 2376 23790
_300 00012_ 2381 23_20
50 0G0014 237_D 2380
000_ ERRORS [<FZXSHT)FTN-REV14o2]
I
.............. ° .......... • -
) ) )
........................ . . . . , ......................................
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(2390} SUBROUTINE SHTADD
(2391} .C
(2391} C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-gO FILE
(2391} C
(2391) COMMON DRAg_TIT,PTIT_DT,SYS_VEHtSECT,NSHTtFREVIFNEOtFEOREF_
(2392.) I DRW_SHTNIREV_NEO_EOREF_
(239_) I EONIETIT_EPTIT,EOREV,EDT,ERDT_EOVEH,
(2351) I R_IDR,IN_O,KNTIFIRST,SECOND,TTIT
(23_).) C
(2391) C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DRAg-EO FILE
(2331) C
(2391} INTEGER*4 DRAW(4},TIT(21)IPTIT(19)tSYS(3)_SECT(3}_FEOREF(IO_2),
(2391) 1 DRW(_)tEOREF(IO,2)_EPTIT(19)_ETIT(21)tEON(2)o
(2351) I IDR(4),KNT_TTIT(19)
(2391) INTEGER*2 DI(3},VEH(2,2),r_SHT,SHTN(2)_FREV,FNEO_REV,NEOt
(2391} 1 EOREV,EOT(3),ERDI(3),EOVEH(2_2},R_INEO,
(2391) 1 FIRSTtSECOND
I. (2_91) C
123911 C( 2} SYSCOM>KEYS.F MNEMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FTN) 31 MAY, 1977
_'_ (2392} NOLIST
(2393) INTEGER*2 IIREV,IISHTN(2)_IINEOIFINISH
(239_} INTEGER*_ IIEORE(IO,2}
(2_F5} FINISH=O '-
(23_6) 5 WRITE(lolO}
(2397) I0 FORMAT(, ENTER SHEET NUMBER: EXAMPLE SHEET_2ol !O2!!lOI'91_
(2398} I'! !! !'I)
(2399) REAO(I,15,ERR=5)(IISHTN(N),N=I,2)
(2_00) 15 FORMAT(IX_I2t2XvI2)
(2401) IF(IISHTN(1)oEQol} GOTO 30
(2_02) 16 IF(IISHTN(1).EQ.SHTN(1)) GOTO 105
(2_03) DO 20 I=I,_
(240e) IF(DR_(1)oNEoDRAW(1)) GOTO 30
(2_05) 20 CONTINUE
(2_06} GO TO 105
(2_07) 30 IIREV=,NCI
(2_08) IINEO=O
(2_09) _RITE(I_}DR_,IISHTN,IIREV,IINEO,IIEORE
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(2_I0) WRITE(14)DRW_SHTN_REV_NEO_EOREF
(2_ii} FINISH=I
(2_2) 100 READ(12_END=20O)DR_,SHTNoREVoNEOtEOREF
(2_13} IF(FINISH.EQ.O) GOTO 16
(2_1_ 105 WRITE(14)DR_oSHTN,REVoNEO_EOREF
(2_15} GO TO 10D
(241&) 200 CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSIISHEET tt6_O_O,O)
(2417} CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSIVSTEMP t_6_O_OoO)
(24!8} CALL SRCHS$(KSDELE,VSHFET o_&oDtO_O)
(2417) CALL CNAM$S(tSTEM _ t,61,SHEET t_6tIC)
(2_20) CALL SRCHSS(K$RDWR+KSNDAM_OSHEET oob_8oloIC)
(2421) RETURN
(2_22) END
m ,|
\
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CNAM$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 2419
DRAW J II O00GO0 2391S 2404
OR_ J I/ 000226 2391S 2404 2409 2410 2412M 2414
DT I // 000130 2391S
ZDT I I/ 000437 2391S
EON d // 000312 2391S
EOREF d // 000242 2391S 2410 2412M 2414
EOREV I // 000436 2S91S
EOVEH I // 000_45 2391S
£FTIT d I/ 000370 2391S
ERDT I // 0004_2 2391S
ETIT d // 000316 2391S
FEOREF J // 0_0156 2391S
FINISH I 000434 2195S 2395M 2411M 2413
FIRST I II 000465 2391S
F_EO I I/ 000155 23_1S
FREV I II 000154 23_IS
• I 000435 2403M 2404
? iC I 000437 2419A 2420A
_._ ..., _Df( J // 000452 2591SIIEORE d 002 3 _ 2409
lINED I 00044_ 2393S 2408M 2409
IIREV I 000441 2393S 2407M 2409
IISHTN I 000052 2393S 2399M 2401 2402 2409
INEO I II 000462 2391S ,'"
KSALLD I PARAMETER 2592S
K$CACC I PARAMETER 2392S
K_CLOS I PARAMETER 2392S 2416 2417
K$CONV I PARAMETER 2392S
KSCURR I PARAMETER 2392S
KSCELE I PARAMETER 2392S 2418
K_GMPB I PARAMETER 2392S
K_DTIM I PARAMETER 2392S
KSENTR I 000000 2392S
K_EXST I PARAMETER 2392S
KSGO_D I PARAMETER 2392S
K_GPOS I PARAMETER 2392S
K%HOME I PARAHETER 23925
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K$1CUR I PARAMETER 2392S
K$1_FD I PARAMETER 2392S
K$1RTN I PARAMETER 2392S
K$1SEG i PARAMETER 2392S
KSIUFD I PARAMETER 2392S
KSFIENT I 000000 2392S
KSt_SIZ I PARAMETER 2392S
KSMVNT I PARAMETER 2392S
K_DAM I PARAMETER 2352S 2420
_$_RTN. I PARAMETER 2392S
K_NSAM I PARAMETER 2392S
K$_SGD I PARAMETER 2392S
_$NS3S I PARAMETER 2392S
KSPOSA I PARAKETER 2392S
KSFOSN I PARAMETER 23923
KSP_SR I PARAMETER 2352S
KSPREA I PARAMETER 2392S
j K$PRER I PARAMETER 2352S
_. _ KSPROT I PARAMETER 2392SK$RD_R I PARAMETER 2392S 2,20
KSRE_D I PARAMETER 2392S
KSRPOS I PARAMETER 2592S
K_RSUB I PARAMETER 2392S
KSRWLK I PARAMETER 2392S '.
KSSENT I 000000 2392S "
_$SETC I PARAMETER • 2392S
KSSETH I PARAMETER 2392S
KSSPOS I PARAMETER 2392S
K_SETN I PARAMETER 2392S
KSTRNC I PARAMETER 2352S
KSUPOS I PARAMETER 2392S
_$WRIT I PARAMETER 2392S
KNT J // 000463 2351S
N I 000442 2399M
NEO I // 000241 2391S 2410 2412M 241%
NSHT I // 000155 2591S
PTIT J // 000062 2391S
R I II 000451 2391S
• r • j .
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REV I I1 000240 23915 2410 2412M 2414
SECOND I I! 000466 2391S
SECT d II 000145 2391S
SHTADD R 000000 2390S
SHTN I II 000236 2391S 2402 2410 2412H 2414
SRCH$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 2416 2417 2418 2420
SYS d // 000133 23915
TIT d II 000010 2391S
TYIT d II 000467 2391S
VEH I.II O001ql 2391S
_10 000064 2396 23970
100. 000306 2412r) 2415
__105 00G336 2402 2406 24140
__15 000155 2399 2400D
_:J 16 000171 24020 2413I
--, _20 000221 2403 24050
'"J 200 000361 2412 24160
(.,.,}
" 30 000230 2401 2404 2q07D
5 057 3_60 399
0000 ERRORS [<SHTADD>FTN-REV14.2]
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(2423) _UDROUTINE INPSE
(2424) C
(2424) C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(242_) C
(2424) COMMONDRAg,TITtPTIT_DT,SYS,VEHgSECT_NSHT_FREV,FNEOtFEDREF_(2_24) 1 DRWgSHTN,REVgNEO,EOREF,
(242_) 1 EON,ETIT_EPTI1,EOREV,EDTIERDTgEOVEH_
(242_) I R,IDR,INEO,KNT_FIRST,SECOND,TTIT
(2424) C \
(2_24) C DATA DECLARATION BLOCK FOR THE DRA_-EO FILE
(2_24) C
(2.424) INTEGER*4 DRAW(4),TIT(21)jPTIT(Lg),SYS(_fISECT(3)_FEOREF(lO_2),
(2_2_) 1 DR_(4),EOREF(lO|2),EPTIT(19),ETIT(21)_EON(2)_
(2h2_ I IDR(4)gKNT,TTIT{19]
(242_} INTEGER*2 DT(3),VEH(2t2)_NSHT,SHTN(2),FREV,FNEOtREVtNEO_
(2424) 1 EOREVgEDT(3)|ERDT(3),EOVEH(2,2)tR_.INEO_
(2_24) 1 FIRSTgSECOND
? (2_2_) C
-.J (2424) C
_X (2_25) C
._ (2426) INTEGER*2 IER(3)_IOPT
(2427) C
(2428) C THIS ROUTINE PROVIDES THE BASIC IlO FOR THE
(2429) C EoO. SUBFILE INPUTIREVISE ROUTINES '.(2430) C
(2431) IEOAOD=O
(2_32) IF(RoEQ.O) GO TO I00
(2_33) 2 WRITE(I,1)
(243_) 1 FORMAT(' HOW MANY ITEMS DO YOU WISH TO REVISE (MAX OF 6)_I)
(2435) READ(ItlOtERR=2)IKNT
(24_6) 10 FORMAT(13)
(2437) IF(IKNT.LT°O) 60 TO 2
(2_38) IF(IKNT.GT.6) GO TO 2
(2439) DO 3800 LOOP=IPIKNI_I
(2440) 5 WRITE(I|3)
(2441) .3 FORHAT{, INPUT THE ITEM NUMBER TH&T YOU WISH TO REVISErs/)
(24_2) REAO(I_IO,ERR=5)IR
(2443) C
-) /)
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(2444) C BEGIN INPUT
(2t,45} C
(2446} i00 IF(R.EQ.1.AND.IR.NE.I) GO TO 200
(2447) i03 _RITE(I,101)
(2_48) 101 FORMAT( t (I) TITLE (7 WORDS - 10 CHAR.)t,/tIt,76X,t!t/)
(2449) LEN=10
(2450) CALL TINPUT(ETIT,LEN)
(2451) _RITE(I,IO2)ETIT
(2452) 102 FORt_AT(7(1X,2AStA2)I)
(2.453) 00 105 L=1,19
(245_) EPTIT(L)=PTIT(L)
(2455) 105 CONTINUE
(24_6) WRITE(ltilO)EPTIT
(2_57} 110 FORMAT(1X,19AS)
(2458_ 200 IF(R-EG.1.AND.IR.NF.2) GO TO 300
(2_59) IF(R.EQ.O°AND.FIRST.EO.I) GOTO 300
(2460) 201 WRITE(1Q202)
(246!) 202 FORMAT(' (2) E.O° NUMBER',/
I (2462) 1'!',BX,'!'l}
."..a 124&31 . READll,203,ERR=2OIIEON
(Jrl (2464) 203 FOR_;AT(IX,2AS)
_\ (2465) _RITE(1w203)EON
(2466) 300 CONTINUE
(2467) 400 IF(R.EQ.1.AND°IR.NE.3) GO TO 900
(2_68) 401 WRITE(I,501) "'
(2469) 501 FORMAT(, (3) REVISION: IF NONE, ENTER Net,l,,! 1,I)(2470) READ(I_502,ERR=_OI)EOREV
(2471) 502 FORMAT(IXIIA2)
(2472) _RITE(I,502)EOREV
(2_73) 900 IF(R°EQ°I.AND.IR.NE.4) GO TO 1000
(2474) 901 WRITE(It902)
(2475) 902 FORMAT(' (4) E.O° DATE',I,'!MMDDYY!'I)
(24?6) READ(1,gO3,ERR=9OI)EDT
(2477) 903 FORMAT(1X,312)
(2478} WRITE{lt903)EDT
(2479) 1000 IF(R.EQ.1.A_JD.IR.NE.5) GOTO 1200
(24B0} i001 WRITE(I,1002)
(2481) 1002 FORFIAT( '(5) E.O. REVISIO_ DATE'tI,'IMMDDYY!'I)
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(2_82) READ (lttO3t ERR=IDOl) ERDT
(2_83) _JRITE (1,903)ERDT
(2_84) 1200 IF(RoEQ.1.AND.IR.NEo6) GOTO 2200
(2_85) 1201 WRITE(It1202)
(2486} 1202 FORMAT(' (6} VEHICLE'If2( 'I !t)/)
(24_7) READ(I,|I203tERR--1201)((EOVEH(I,J)tJ=lt2),I-It2)
(;'488) 1203 FORMAT(2 (IX, 13,AT, 1X) )
(2489) WRITE(1,1203) ( (EOVEH( I ,J) tJ=It2) tI=1,2)
(2490) 2200 CONTINUE
(2491) 3800 CONTINUE
(21+'_2) C
(2S_,3) C IF E.,Oo IS A NE_/ ENTRY, UPDATE SHEET DATA SUBFILE
(249_) C AND CHECK FOR WARNIr;G MESSAGES
(2495) C
(2496} IF (R.EQ°O.AND.FIRST°EQ° 1) RETURN
(2497) IF(R.EQ°O) CALL NEOADD
(2_98) CALL SHOI4EO
(2_99) RETURN
{2500) END
_ °
• ° . , ...............
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DRAW d // 000000 2424S
DR_ J // 000226 2424S
OT I // 000130 242&S
EOT I // 000437 2424S 2476M 2478
EON J // 000312 2424S 2463M 2465
[OREF J // 000242 2424S
EOREV I // 000436 24243 2470M 2472
EOVEH I // 000445 2424S 2487M 2489
£PTIT d l1 000370 2424S 2454M 2456
[ROT I II 000442 2424S 2482_ 2483
ETIT d I/ 000316 2424S 2450A 2451
FEOREF J II 000156 2474S
FIRST I II 000465 2424S 2459 2496
FNZO I II 000155 2424S
FREV I // 000154 24243
I I 001067 24B7_ 2489M
IOR J // 000452 2424S
IEOADO I 001070 2431M
I IER i 000002 2426S
(j,_"-" I_NT i 001071 2435M 2437 2438 2439
_ INEO I II 000462 2424S
%,-_', INPS£ I 000000 2423S
IOFT I 000000 2426S
IR I 001072 2442M 2446 2458 2467 2473 2479 2484 '.
d I 001073 2487M 2489M
KNT d // 000463 2424S
L I 001074 2455_ 2454
LEN I 001077 2449M 2450A
LOOP I 001100 2439M
NEO I I/ 000241 2424S
NEGADD I EXTERNAL 000000 2447
NSHT I II 000153 2424S
PTIT J I/ 000062 2424S 2454
R I // 000451 2424S 2432 2446 2458 2459 2467 2473
241_ 2484 2496 2_97
REV I // 000240 2424S
SECOND I II 000466 2424S
, SECT d II 000145 2424S
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SHO_E5 R EXTERNAL 000000 2498
SHTN I // 000236 2424S
SYS J // 000155 2424S
TINPVT R EXTERNAL 000000 2450
TIT J // 000010 2424S
TTIT J // 000467 2424S
VEH I // 000141 2_24S
_1 000021 2435 2454D
_10 000066 2435 2436D 2442
100 000154 2452 2446D
_I000 000577 2475 2479D
_i001 000614 2480D 2482
1002 G0'0620 24_0 24810
_101 000174 2447 2448D
_102 000245 2451 2452D
_103 000170 2447D
' 105 000271 2453 24550I
•---' _110 009307 2456 2457D120 0665 78 840
_1201 000700 2495D 2487
1202 000704 2485 2486D
_1203 000765 2487 2488D 2489
2 000014 2435D 2435 2457 2438 ",
_200 .' 000315 24_6 2458D
_201 060341 2460D 2463
_202 000345 246G 2461D
_203 000400 2463 2464D 2465
_2200 • 001052 2484 24q00
5 000110 2440 244.1D
_500 000415 2458 2459 2466D
•_5800 001032 2459 249.1D
_400 000415 24670
_401 000431 246£D 247'0
_5 000104 2440D 2442
_59i 000455 2468 24690
502 000476 2470 2471D 2472
_900 000512 2467 2473D
•
k • J|
i i i
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_901 000525 24740 2476
_302 000531 2474 2475D
_903 000563 2_76 2477D 2478 2482 2483
0003 :ZRRORS [(INPSE )FTN-REV14,2]
!
Oo
e.._ .
.,
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(2501} SUBROUTINE NEOADD
(2502) C
(2502} C COMMON BLOCK FOR THE DRAW-EO FILE
(2502) C
(2502) COMMONDRAW,,TIT ,PT IT ,pDT,SYS,VEH PSECTt NSHT, FREV,FNEO, FEOREF,w
(2502) I DRW ,SHTN_REV,NEO, EOREF,
(2502) 1 EON, ETI T,EPTI T,EOREVt EDT, ERDT, EOVEH,
(2502) 1 RtIDR, INEO,KNT,F IRST,SECOND,TTI T
(2502) C
(2502) C DATA DECLARATION _LOCK FOR THE DRAg-EO FILE(25_2) C
(2502) INTEGER*4 DRAW(4) ,TIT(21) ,PTIT(19) ,SYS(3) ISECT(3),FEOREF(IO,2),
(2502) 1 DRW(4),EOREF(IO,2) tEPTIT(19) _ETIT(21),EON(2) ,
(2502) I IOR(4) IKNT,TTIT(19)
(2502) INTEGER*2 DT(3),VEH(2t2),NSHToSHTN(2),IFREV,FNEO,REV,pNEOt
(25C2) 1 EOREV wECT(3) ,ERDT (3) ,EOVEH (2,2) ,Rw INEO,
(2502) 1 FIRST, SECOND
(2502) C
(2502) C
I_ (2503) C SYSCO.M>KEYS-F MNEMONIC KEYS FOR FILE SYSTEM (FTN) 31 MAY, 1977
_ (2503) NOLIST
(2504) INTEGER*2 FINISH_IOPT.I ANS_ISHT(2)
(2505) 1 WRITE(112)
(2506) 2 FORMAT( t HOW MANY DRAWINGS DOES THIS EoO. REFERENCE') ',
(2507) READ(193,ERR=I )IOPT
(2508) 3 FORMAT(12)
(2509) IF(IOPT.LE.O) GOTO i
(2510) DO 300 I=I,IOPT
(2511) RE_/IND 12
(2512) _ WRITE(I,5)
(2513) 5 FORMAT(, WHAT IS THE DRAWING NUMBER,,/,t!t,14X,,!,)
(251,) READ (I,6,ERR---4)IDR
(2515) 6 FORMAT(1X,3A4,A2)
(2516) 7 WRITE(I,8)
(2517) 8 FORMAT(, HOW MANY SHEETS OF THIS DRAWING ARE REFERENCED BY THIS '_
(2518) l'E.O.')
(2519) READ (1_3,ERR=7) IANS
(2520) IF(IANS.LZ.O) GOTO 7
o. , .........................
.... ° ..................................
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(2521_ DO 250 J=I_IANS
(2522) 12 WRITE(I_13)
(2523_ 13 FORMAT(_ WHAT IS THE SHEET NUMDER: EXAMPLE SHEET# 2.1 102!!10! t
(2524_ 1,1,'! !! !'I)
(2525} READ(I_15_ERR=12)(ISHT(N)_N=I,2)
(2526) 15 FORMAT(IX,1292X_I2)
(2527] IF(ISHT(1).LEoO) GOTO 12
(2b28| IF(ISHT(1)*EQ.I.AND,ISHT(2),EOoO) GOTO 255
(2529) CALL SRCH$$(KSKDWR.KSNDAMttSTEKP t_6tlDtl_IC }
(25!0) FINISH=O
(2531) REWIND 12
(2532} 10 READ(12_END=200)DR_tSHTNgREV_NEOtEOREF
(2533) IF(FINISH.EQ.I) GOTO IOD
(253q) DO 20 L:I_4
(2535} IF(IDR(L)oNEoDRW(L)) GOTO 100
(2536; 20 CONTINUE
(2537) DO 25 N:I_2
I. (2538_ IF(ISHT(N).NE.SHTN(N)) GOTO 100
_'CO (25_9; 25 CONTINUE
(_>"= (2540} NEO=NEO+I
"-" (2541} "" IF(NEO.E_.4) WRITE(I,30) (ISHT(N)gN=lo2)_DRW
(2542) I'F(NEO.EQoS} WRITE(I_40) (ISHT[N)_N=192)IDRW
(2543) IF(NEO.GE.6) WRIT[(I_50) (ISHT(N)_N=I_2),DRWg_EO
(25_4) 30 FORMAT(IXIS_(t*e)_Iq t ;ARNING!!! SHEET# t_I2_.eeI2_t FOR DRA_ING _"(2545} It_3A4tA2_I_12XIINO_ HAS FOUR Z.O._tSt_l_lX_54(_*_)}
(25&6) 40 EORMAT(_X_61(_*_)_I_ _ ATTENTION!i! SHEET# 9_I2_'o_12_' FOR DRAWIN
(2547} IG _3A4_A2_/_' NOW HAS THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE OF FIVE E.O.m_Sigl_
(2548} 11X_61(_*_)}
(25_9) 50 FORMAT(lX_75(_*_)_I_ ATTENTION!!! IMPORTANT!!! REVISION PAST'_
(2550) I_DUE!! IMMEDIATE ACTION REQUIRCD!!9_I_ SHEET_I2_,*_I29_ FOR D
(2551) IRAWING _3A_,A2_ NOW HAS _12_" EoOo_S_I_1X_75('*_))
(2552; DO 150 K=I,?
(2553) EOREF(NEO_K)=EON(K)
(255_} 150 CONTINUE
(2565_ IF(J.EO.IANS) FINISH:I
•(2556} _ 100 WRITE(I_) DRW_SHTN_REV_NEO_EOREF
(2557) GO TO 10
(2558) 255 CONTINUE
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(2559; CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWR+KSNDAMttTEMP to696tl_iC)
(.2560) FINISH=O
(2561_ REWIND 6
(2562; ISHT(1):I
(2563) ISHT(2)=O
(255._) 260 READ(6_END=285)DRAM_TIToPTITtDT_SYSjVEH_SECT_NSHToFREV_FNEOt
(2565) 1 FEOREF
(256&) IF(FINISHoEQol) GOTO 275
(26671 DO 265 L=I_
(2558) IF(IDR(L).NE°DRAW(L)) GOTO 275
(25E9) 265 CONTINUE
(2570) FNEO=FHEO+I
(2571) IF(FNEO.EQo4) _RIT[(I_30) (ISHT(N),N=I_2)tDRAU
(2572) IF(FNEOoEQoS) WRITE(logO) (ISHT(N)oN=lt2)_DRAW
(2573) IF(FNEC.GE.6) _RITE(1150) (ISHT(N)_N=192)_DRAW_FNEO
(2574) DO 270 K=1_2
.(2575) FEOREF(FNEO_K)=EON(K)
{:3 (2576) 270 CONTINUE
I. (2577) FINISH=I
,_ (2578) 275 WRITE(tO) DRAWtTIT_PTIT_DTISYStVEH_SECTINSHT_FREVoFNEO_FEOREF
(2579) GO TO 260
80} 8 CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSI'TEMP o_690gOtO)
(2581) CALL SRCH$$(KSCLOSI_DRAW t_6oOtO_O)
(25_2) CALL SRCH$$(K$CELE,'DRAW '_6_0,0_0) '.
(2583) CALL CNAM$$('TEMP I_6,tDRAW o96_IC)
(2584) CALL S_CH$$(KSRDWR.KSNDAMgtDRA_ t_6j2_l_iC)
(2585) FINISH=O
(2585) GO TO 250
(2587) 200 CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_'SHEET _,6_0,0,0)
(2588) CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS_STEMP _6_O_O,O) '
(25_9) CALL SRCH$$(KSPELE_SHFET '_5,0,0_0)
(2590) CALL CNAM$$(_STEM = ",6,_SHEET '_,IC)
(2591) CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWR.FSNDAM_SHEET '95_R_1_IC)
(2592} FINISH=O
(2593) '250 CONTINUE
(259_) 300 CONTINUE
(2595) RETURN
(2596) END
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CNAM$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 2583 2590
DRA; J I! 000000 2502S 2564M 2568 2571 2572 2573 2578
DRW J // 000226 2502S 2532M 2535 2541 2542 2543 2556
DT I // 000130 2502S 2564M 2578
EDT I // 000437 2502S
EON J // 000312 2502S 2553 2575
EOREF d // 000242 2502S 2532M 2553M 2556
[ORCV I // 000436 2502s
EOVCH I // 0004_5 25025
EPTIT d // 000370 2502S
EROT I // 000442 2502S
ETIT d // 000316 2502S
FEORKF J // 000156 2502S 2564M 2575M 2578
FINISH I 001757 2504S 2530_ 2533 2555M 2560M 2566 2577M
2585M 2592M
FIRST I // 000465 2502S
t:_ FNEO I // 000155 2502S 2564M 2570M 2571 -2572 2573 2575
i 257_
"_ FREV I // 000154 2502s 2564.M 2578
_- _ I I 0017_0 2510_
IAN£ I 001762 . 2504S 2519M 2520 2521 2555
_ IC I 001763 2529A 255SA 2583A 258'A 2590A 2591A
IDR J II 000452 2502S 2514FI 2..5_" 256B
INEO I // 000462 2502S '.
IOPl I 001764 250_S 2507M 2509 2510
ISHT I 000002 2504S 2525M 2527 2528 2538 2541 2542
2543 2562M 2563M 2571 2572 2573
d I 001765 2521M 2555
K I 001766 2552M 2553 2574M 2575
K$ALLD I PARAMETER 2503S
K$CACC I PARAMETER 2503S
KSCLOS I PARAMETER 2503S 2580 2581 2587 2588
K$CONV I PARAMETER 2503S
K$CURR I PARAMETER 2503S
K$DELE I PARAMETER 2503S 2582 2589
K$DHPB I PARAMETER 2503S
K$DIIM I PARAMETER 2503S
KSENTR I 000000 2503S
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KSEX3T I PARAMETER 25035
K$GGND I PARAMETER 25035
KSGPOS I PARAMETER 25035
K$HO_E I PARAMETER 25035
_$1CI_R I PARAMETER 2503S
K$IMFD I PARAMETER 2503S
K$IRTN I PARAMETER 25035
K$1SEG I PARAMETER 25035
KSIUFD I PARAMETER 2503S
KSMENT. I 000000 2503S
KTMSIZ I PARAMETER 25035
KTMVNT I PARAMETER 25635
K$NDAM I PARAMETER 25035 2529 2559 2584 2591
KTNRTN I PARAMETER 25C3S
KTN£AM I PARAMETER 25035
K_NSGD I PARAMETER 2503_
l KTNSSS I PARAMETER 25035
_ KTPOSA I PARAMETER 25035
(ST -;:, K$POSN I PARAMETER 25G35
_$POSR I PARAMETER 2503S
KSPREA I PARAMETER 25035
KTPRLR I PARAMETER 2503S
KSPROT I PARAM£TER 2503S
KSRDWR I PARAhETER 2503S 2529 2559 2584 2591 ",
KSREAD I PARAMETER 25035
K$RPOS I =ARAMETER 25035
KTRSU6 I PARAMETER 25035
KSR_LK I PARAMETER 25035
K$SENT I 000000 25035
K$SETC I PARANETER 2503S
K$SETH I PARAMETER 2503S
KTSPOS i PARAMETER 25035
K$SRTN I PARAMETER 2503S
KS TRNC I PARAMETER 25035
KTUPDS I PARAMETER 2503S
KTWRIT I PARAMETER 25035
KNT d II 000_63 250_S
L I 001767 2534M 2535 2567M 2568
........ ._, ..
) ) )
- i
• . ......... . ...
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N I 001771 2525M 2537M 2538 2541M 2542M 2543M 2571M
2572M 2573M
NEO I // 000241 25025 2532M 2540M 2541 2542 2543 2553
2556
NEOAOD I 000000 25015
NSHT I II 000153 25025 2564M 2578
PTI! J II 000062 25025 2564M 2578
R. ' I I/ G00451 25025
REV I // 000240 25025 2532M 2556
SECOND I /I 000466 25025
SECT J // 0001_5 25025 2564M 2578
SHTN I I/ 000236 2582S 2552M 2538 2556
SRCH$$ R EXTERNAL 000000 2529 2559 2580 2581 2582 2584 2587
25P_ 2589 2591
SYS d // 000133 25075 - 2564M 2578
TIT " d II 000010 25025 2564M 2578
€:3 TTIT J // 000457 25025t
..-, VEH I 1/ O&01_] 2502S 2564M 2578
(.,-1 1' 000004 25050 2507 2509
10 000376 25320 2557
v,,,
_100 001215 2533 2535 2538 2556D
_12 000233 2522D 2525 2527
_15 000237 2522 25230 ,"
_15 000334 2525 25260
__150 001175 2552 25540
__2 . 000011 2505 25060
20 000450 2534 25360
_200 001651 2532 25870 =
__25 000470 2537 25590
_250 001732 2521 2586 2593D
255 0012_1 252_ 255_D
__260 001264 25640 2579
_265 001357 2567 2569D
270 001530 2574 2576D
_275 • 001.540 2566 2568 . 2578D
__285 001606 2564 2580D
__3 000053 2587 2508D 2519
__.o
P
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_30' O00&17 2541 2544D 2571
_300 001742 2510 2594D.
4 000070 2512D 2514
__0 000710 2542 2546D 2572
_5 000074 2512 2513D
_50 001015 2543 25_90 2573
_6 000135 251_ 25150
_7 0001q4 25160 2519 2520
_8 000150 2516 2517D
8000 [_RRORS EKNEOADD)FTN-REVI_o2]
I
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SOURCEFORMISCELLANEOUSEXTERNALROUTINES
4
#,
/ .
E-I
tt
II **
** WWWW U W W W t*
** b W W W W W
** W W W W _ W **
** W W WW WW_W& "*
** W W W W W u
_* W W W U W W *"
** WWWW W W W W **
** _WW W, U_W_W WWW WWWW
** W W W W W W W
** _ W W W W W W
** W W WWWW WWWWW WWWW
** W W W W W W W
** W W W W W W W W W
** WW_ WWWWW. WWWWW W W W W
SUBROUTINE CLEAR
"_ 0001
SUBROUTINE CLEAR
WRITE(Ill)
] FOKMAT(eEE_)
RETURN
E_D
t_ _a
** WWWW W W W W .,
** W W W W W W **
=* W W W W W W **
** W W WW WWWWW **
*_ W W W W W W ,=
** W W W W W W **
.. WWWW W W W W **
Qt it
** WWW W W W W U WWW W W **
** W W W W W W W W WW W ..
.1 W W W W W W W W W W **
** W WWWWW WW W W W W W **
** W W W W W W W W W W ,t
., W W W W W W W W W W WW **
** WWW W W W W WWWWW WWW W W **
tt t_
SUBR CHKLIN
SUHR CHKLIN
REL
C6qR
, CALL CHKLINIICHAr)
= WHEN ]CHAR IS NOT EQUAL TO 7FRO (t)) A CHAR IS IN THE t_UFFEh
, NOTE THE FIRST CHAR IN THt_ IUFFER I_ LO_T
m SO RAKE THE FIRST C_Ak A SFACE
t
C_KLIN DAC **
LDX CHKLIN
CRA
SKS _70_
JHP *_2
CALL TIlB
STA* 0_1
d_p 1_1
END
**
*.
**
.'t
**
**
**
**
"
**
* *
.' ,
**
0'
o" .
o,o,
UWWW lJ lo: W W
10/ II II W II II
lo: II
'" \01
'"
W
'"
\01 WIo/ 1011011110111
W W W 10/ W W
'"
W W W W W
",I/WI/ \01 II W W
WI/W W II W
W \01 W W
W W W 1/
W W W W
W W II W \01
W W W 101 W W
WW WWW WWIIWW
••••••••••• ,t,., __ •• * ••• _._ ••• __ •••• __ •••••••••••••••• ttt.t.,t •• t •• t ••••••• _.••• , .• , •••••• , ••• ,., ••• " •••• 't
t*t_t __ .t.t't •• , •• ._._._,._._,_. , •• ,_.* *.****.*****.**.* •• **** •• **** •• ********.** •• t~.**.*.*
.,
• t
"
"
**
* •
'*.**_**_,.,_**._t_* ••••• * ••••• ,_ •• ,_*_*, ••• __ ,.,. , •• tt*.t.t_".""*_. "' __ ' "'_,"'." •• '_.'.'."_
*t**t_,_,* __ t* __ .*_._. *._ •., ,•• .,_,_._,_t***tt***,_,_,.,* __ *._**_* __ **_._ ••• * *_. * __ •• ,
••
t,
",0
0'
"
'0
0'
"0'
"
"
"0'
m -n "k; I ~.
"R' -+::0 ~ "c:0 ....
"ro 0'
w
"
"
"0'
)) )
• ,_[2 C0:11
SU,,3ROUTINF Jill I (IYPtHOktI(J/'ol H_o_l'r'='p''_f'[ _TJLIL)
SUBROUTINE JTI_F(IYF_MONoIDA_IHRoMINqSEC_IJUL)
DOUBLE PRECISIDN TJUL
SDAY=O
DO [ LTB=ZtMON
IF(LTB.EQ-HON} GO TO 2
SDAY=SDAY*3O
IF(LTB,EG,Z.ORoLTB-EQ'3) SDAY=SDAY.t°O
IF(LTB,EQ,5.0R,LIB,[Q'7) SDAY=SDAY+I,0
IFILTB,EQ°8.OR,LTBoEQ.IOISDAY=SDAY+I'D
IF(LTB,EO°12} SDAY=SDAY+IoO
IF(LTB,NE-2} GO TO 3
IYC=IABS(IRY-1904}
rrz AYC=IYCI
_.,.r.n AKT=AHOD(AYC0_°O)IF(AKT°LT°OoZ) SDAY=SDAY-I°O
IF(AKTeGE.Ool) SDAY=SDAY-2oO
'_" 3 CONTINUE
1 CONTINUE
2 CONTINUE
DAY=IDA
IYC=(IABS(IYR-190I|)I4
AYC=IYC
SDAY=SDAY+DAY+AYC
HR=IHR
AMIN=MIN
DJJX=SDAY+lHRI2q,l.lAMINIlq_O°Ol.l_ECI86400°O)
TJUL=365°O*lIYR-19OO,Ol.DJJX*2415019"5
RETURN
END
d
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f
** WWWW W W W W =1
** W W W W W _ **
*J W W W W W W *i
** W W WW WWWWW l*
_t g W W W W W .I
"* W W W W W .W "*
t= WWWW W W W W "_
it it
tt e_
it t_
** WWWW W W WWW WW_ WWWWW W t_
** W W W W W W W W W WW _
11 W W W W W W W W W 11
1= WWWW WWWWW WWWWW WWW WWWW W _*
_* W W W W W W W W tJ
*t W W W W W W W W W *t
** W _ g W W WWW WWWWW WWW _*
_t al
"rl
-rl
iN3 tw
$INSERT SYSCOH)KEYSoF
INTEGE_ BUFF(BO)
.INTEGER=4 J
INTEGER*2 IDD(3)
'. CALL OPEN
J=O
CALL COHINP(6HTTY tl}
3 WRITE(It5)
5 FORHAT(1X_ENTER DATE OF TAPE: HHDDYY_)
READ(I_6_ERR=3) IDD
REWIND 14
W_ITE(14,7) IDD
7 FORHAT(1X_312)
6 FOKHAT(312)
REWIND 14
10 READ(6_IOOmLND=900) (bUFF(I)$I=I_80) .
100 FORNAT(BOA1)
IF(BUFF(7).NE.tPe) GOTO 101
DO 210 1=7_15
BUFF(I)=BUFF(I*I)
210 CONTINUE
BUFFf16)=_P_ " "
]01 IF(BUFF(19).EG.t e) BUFF(20)=tOtUUFF(19}=tOe
IF(BUFF(63),EGol t) GOTO 103
IF(UUFF(6q),NE°e l) GOTO 103BUFF(6_):eNe
BUFF(&5)=eCe
103 IF(BUFF(71)'EQ'IO°) GOTO 102
DO 90 M=71o78
BUFF(M)=eOe
90 CONTINUE
102 _RITE(7tlO0) (BUFF(I)gI=7t21)t(BUFF(K)tK=27B65)t(eUFFfL)oL=&8t78)J=J.lGO TO 10
900 CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSoIDDATA t'6tOoOoO)
CALL SRCHSS(KSCLOSteNE U tt6tOIOlO)
CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOStt_DATE et6tOIODo)URITE(II909) j
909 FORMATIIXtI_t e RECORG_ IN THE ORA=]NG DAT#I/)CALL EXITr,_
END
SUdROUTINE OPEN
$]N_LRT _YSCOM)KEYS.F
-_ CALL $RCH$$(KSRDWR.KSNDAMteDDAT A tt£t211oIC)
"_, CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWR.KSNDAMtONE _ °o6t3tloIC)
CALL SRCH$$(KSHDWR.K$NDAN, eDDATE °t_tZOtIIIC)REUIND 6
R_IND 7
REWIND I_
RETURN
E_D
toittttt_ttOttttttQ_ttttQtt_tttittwittQ_t_t_t_tt_t_ttt_tt_tt_t_jtQttt_tti_t_t_ttt_tittt_i_ttQtmO
** WWWW W W W W "_
** W W W W W W *"
** W W W W W W' **
** W W WW WWWW_ **
** W W W W W W **
** W W W W W W *_
** WWWW W W W W **
** WWWW W W WWW WWW WWWWW _WW **
** W W W W W W W W W W W **
** W W W W W W W W W _*
** WWWW WWWWW WWWWW WWW WWWW W **
** W W W W W W W W **
** W W W W W W W W W **
** d W W W W WWW WWWWW _WWWW **
C
$INSERT COMMON
$INSERT SYSCGH)KFyS.F<
INTEGER BUFF(SP)_BUF (80)
[NTEGER*q JJ_HH_ NN_LL_KK _N_J•HN, TEN
CALL OPEN
JJ:O
CALL COMINP(_HTTY _I)
10 READ(7_IOO_ENO=900) SYS•SHTNt (RUFF(I)_I:le51)tEON,_F. OR_VtREVe
1 (BUFF(K) _K=33_38)
100 FORHAT(2A_ •A2_,212 _IX _51 At •IA_•A2 •A2•A2 _2X_3A1,,,IX,_3A1 )
BUFF(32)=_ •
IF(BUFF(56).EU.•S •) GOTO 8(10
REWIND 10
WRITE(IO,_700) (RUFF (K) •K=55,_ 5B)
.700 FORMAT(2 (1X_,SAI•e •))
REWIND 10
READ(IO•TO5_ERR=IO) ((VEH(I _d) _J=1 •2) •I=1•2)
705 FORNAT(2(IX•I3_AI))
GO TO 707
800 CONTINUE
REWIND 10
WRITE(IO,_710) (BUFF (K) •K:33_5)
•710 FORMAT(IX$SAI•_S_$1X,_O00 _)
REWIND 10
/ / .
READ(IOoTO5oERR=IO) ((VEH(Iqd)tJ=lt2)oI=lo2)
707 CONTINUE
REWIND 13
WRITE(13t750) (BUFF(K)tK=Io32)
750 FORMAT(1Xt32A1)
REWIND 13
READ(13=760tERR=lO) PT.IT
760 FORMAT(lX,19Aq)
REWIND 13
TEN=O
DO 805 l=ltBO
BUF(1)=I •
B05 CONTINUE
NW=2
MN=2
OUFII)=DUFFII)
DO 810 MM=2151
IF(MN,LE-80) GOTO 811
MM=51
GO TO 810
811 IF(TEN,EQ-O} GOTO R15
IF(BUFF(MM),EQ,O toOR,BUFF(MM),EO.ett) TFN:O
GO ]O 810
"I"I BI5 IF(BUFF(MM),EQ°t I°OR,BUFF(MM)°EQ°Itt| GOTO 820
._. j 5UF(MN}=BUFF(MM)(._ MN=MN.I
NW=NW*I
1F(NW,LE-IO) GOTO 810
NW=I
MN=MN.I
TEN:I
GO TO 810
B20 LL=IIO-NW).I
NN=MN_LL
MN=NN.I
NW:I
B10 CONTINUE
REWIND 15
W_ITE(135840} (BUF|I)tI=I_O)
840 FORMAIflX,8OA1)
REWIND 13
READII3_BSO) TIT
,850 FORMATITIIX$2A_A2))
REWIND 13
ORW{I)=SYS(1)
DRWf2}=SYSI2)
DRWI3}=SYS(3} -
DRWI4)=t •
.C102 WRIIEII_500} DRWoSHTNsFONoEOREV_REV_(IgEH(ItJ)_J=I•2)_
C 8 I=lt2)tPTIT_TIT
C500 FORMAT(1XI4A_g3Xt2IT2olX)I3XelA_°A295XtA2°3X_A2$
C 8 3Xt2(1XtI3tA1)tlt1XolgA4o/gT(1Xt2A_tA2)t/tlXolHO)
200 JJ=dJ_l'.
URITE(I_)DRWtTITtPTITeSHTNtREV.VtHqEONtEO_V
GO TO 10
900' CALL SRCHS$(K$CL OSttNEW wt6tOgO_O)
CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSt tVV °t6tOtOlO)
CALL SRCHSS{K $DELEttVV tt6tOtOtO)
CALL SRCH$$(K$CLO_teTIT_ [$1tbtOtOtO|
CALL SRCH$$(KSDELEt eTITLESwt6tOtO_O|
CALL SRCHS$(K$CL OSteFINAL tt6tO_OtO)"
WRITE(ltlO00) dd
1000 FORHAT(1Xt I4tt RECORDStl)
CALL EXIT
END
• SUBROUTINE OPEN
$INSERT SYSCOH>KEYSoF
CALL SRCHSS(K$ RD_R+KSNDAHttN£W et6t'311tlC)
CALL SRCH$$(K$RDWR .KSNDAMt°VV lt6t6tl"_IC)
CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWR *KSNDAM_°TITLESI_619_ltIC):
CALL SRCH$S(KSRDWR+KSNUAMttFINAL °t6"t12t'l;tlC)
REWIND 7
-I"1 .
I, REMIND, IO
_ _' REWIND 13
REWIND 16
RETURN
END,
t )
_ t4
tt tG
.t WW_W W W W W _*
** W W W W W W *-
1. W W W W W W *,
** W W WW _WWWW *.
** W W W W W W *,
** W W W W W W *,
mm WWWW W W W W _t
_ tw
it
Jt tt
** WWWW W W WWW WWW WWWWW WWW **
*Q W W W W W W W W W _ W *'*
** W W W W W W W W W ,D
t. WWWW WWWWW WWWWW WWW WWWW WW t,
** W W W W W W W W ""
=, W W W W W W W W _ W **
mm W W W W W WWW WWWWW WWW tt
_@ t_
tm
-rl _
0.} $INSERT COMMON
$INSERT $YSCOM>KZYS.F
INTEGER*_ EONN(2)
INTEGER*2 IOD(3)_JJ
CALL OPEN
CALL COMINP(6HTTY _1)
INEO=O
JJ=!
DO 5 I=1_10
DO _ d=l _2
FEOREFKI_U)=• •
CONTINUE
5 CONTINUE
DO 6 I:1•3
SYS(I)=•
SECTKI)=w •
6 CONTINUE
REWIND lq
READ(I_50) (IODKI)•I=It3)
50 FORMAT(1X_SI2)
READ(16) DRAW_TIT_PT]TwSHIN•FREV•VFHtEON_EOREV
200 IFIEONI1).EQ,• 1) GOTO 10
IF(INEO,EQ.O| GOTO 210
DO 201 I=1_2
IF(FEOREF(INEO_I)°NE°EON(I)) GOTO 210
201 CONTINUE
GO TO 10
6001
."
~' I
• CO 6010
;--
~
5000
15
20
3D
35
140
210 INEO=INEO+l
IFCINEO.GE.ll) &OTO 10
FEOREFCINEO,I)=EONC1)
fEOREFCINEO,2)=EONC2)
10 READCI6,END=8000) DRW,ETIT,EPTIT,FIRST,SECOND,REV,[DVEH,EONN,K
C DRW=DRAW TIT=ETIT PTI1=EPTIT
C SH1N= FIRST & SECOND fREV=REV
C VEH=EOVEH EON=EONN EOREV= R
C XXXXXXXXXXX BUILD DATA BASE : DRAW, ·SHEET, EO
DO 100 1=1,4
IFCDRWCI).NE.DRAWCI» GOTO 5000
100 CONTINUE
IFCFIRST.EQ.l.AND.SECGND.EQ.O) GUTO 6000
IFCSHTN(1).EQ.FIKST.AND.SH1NC2).EQ.SECONO) GOTO 10
JJ=JJ+l
SHTNCU=FIRST
SHTN(2)=SECONO
GO 10 10
6UOO IFCEONNCl).EQ.' ') GOTO 10
IFtlNEO.EQ.O) GOTO 6010
DO 6001 1=1,2
IfCFEOREFCINEO,I).NE.EONNC1» G010 6010
CONTINUE .
GO TO 10
INEO=lNEO+1
IFCINEO.GE.11) GOTO 10
FEOREFCINEO,l)=EONNC1)
FEOREFCINEO,2)=EONNC2)
GO TO 10
WRITE(6) DRAW,TIT,PTI1,IDD,SYS,VEH,SECT,JJ,FREV,INEO,FEOREF
DO 15 1=1,21
TITCl)=ETlTU)
CONTINUE
DO 20 1=1,19
PTITCI)=EPTITCI)
CONTINUE
DO 30 1=1,14
DRAIUJ)=DRWCJ)
CONTINUE
DO 40 1=1,2
DO 35 J=I,2
VEHC1,J)=EOVEHCI,J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
EOREV=R
EON U) =EONN CI)
EON(2)=EONNC2)
FREV=RE.V
SHTNCI)=FIRST
I
.!
SHTN(2)=SECOND
DO 42 I:l_lO
DO 43 d:lt2
FEORFF(I,j)=t I
43 CONTINUE
42 CONTINUE
JJ:1
INEO:O
GO TO 200
.8"000 REWIND l&
WRITEI6)DRAWgTITtPTIT_IDDISYSoVEHoSECTeJJeFREVIINEO_FEOREF "
CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSeeDRAW et6_O_OtO)
CALL BSHT
END
SUDROUTINE OPEN
$INSERT SYSCOM)KEYSoF
CALL SRCH$$(K$RDWR+KSNDAMoeDRAW I,Gt211,IC)
CALL SRCH$$(K$RDWR*KSNDAM,IFINAL °o&oI211tIC)
CALL SRCH$$(K$RDGR+KSNDAMI°DDATE °t&tIOtloIC)
REWIND 6
REWIND 16
REWIND 14
RETURN
-'rt END
m SUBROUTINE BSHT
$INSERT COMMON
$INSERT SYSCON>KEYS.F
INTEGER*4 EONN(2)
INTEGER*2 IODl3)tdd
CALL OPENN
INEO:O
(_ JJ=l
DO 5 I:lmlO
DO 4 d=l12
FZOREF(Imj)=I e
4 CONTINUE
5 CONTINUE
00 6 I=1_3
SYS(I):I t
SECT(I)=I •
6 CONTINUE
REWIND I@
READ(14tSO) (IDD(I)tI:Io3)
50 FORMAT(1X_312)
8510 READ(16oEND:7000) DRWtTITjPTIT_SHTN_FREVIVFHoEONoEOREV
"IF(SHTN(1).EG.I°AND.SHTN(2).EQ.D) GOTO 0510
WRITE(12)DRW_SHTNIFREV,EON
GO TO 8510
7000 INEO=O
DO 7040 I:lllO
00 7050 J:1o2
FEOREF(ItJ):I •
7050 CONTINUE
7040 CONTINUE
REUIND 12
REWIND 8
READ(12) DKAWISHTNoFREV,EON
7200 IFIEONI1).EQ° I el GOTO 7010
IF(INEO.EQ.O) GOTO 7250
DO 7201 I=1t2
IF(FEOREF(INEOII)°NL°EON(I|) 00T0 7250
2201 CONTINUE
GO TO 7010
7250 ]NEO=INEO_I
IF(INEO.GE.11) GOTO'7010
FEOREF(INEOI1}=EON(1)
FEOREF(INEOt2)=EON|2}
7010 READ(12tEND=9000) DRWoFIRST,SECOND_REVtEONN
DO 7100 I=lt4
IFfDRM(1).NE.DRAW(I}} GOTO 7500
7100 CONTINUE
IF(SHTN(1).EQ°F]RST°AND°SltIN(2).EQ°SLCOND) GQTO 7700
7500 MRITE(8) DRA_,SHTN_FREV,]NEO_FEOKEF
SHTN|I)=FIRST
SHTNI2)=SECOND
EONil}=EONN(1}
EON{2|=EONN*2)
-I1 FREV=REV
I UO 7050 1=1,4
_....-,0 DRAW(1)=ORW(I)
"_ 7030 CONTINUE
]NEO=O
DO 7140 I=1,10
DO 7150 J=1_2
FEOREF(Itj|=t i
7150 CONTINUE
7140 CONTINUE
GO TO 7200
7700 IF(EO NN|I|'EO°° o) GOTO 7010
IF(INEO°EQ.O| GOTO 7720
DO 7701 I=1o2
IF(FEOREF(INEO,I).NE.EONN(I)) GOTO 7720
7701 CONTINUE
GO TO 7010
7720 INEO=INEO.I
IFfINEO,GE,II) GOTO 7010
FEOREFIINEOI1)=EONN(I}
FEOREF(INEO,2)=EONN(2}
GO TO 7010
l ) )
Jz • [
"l \
9000 WRITE(B) DRARtSHTNtFREVIINEOtFEOREF
CALL SRCH$$(KSCLOSttSHEET tt6tOtOtO )
CALL SRCHS$(KSCLOStIDDATE eo6tOoOoO |
CALL SRCH$$(KSCLOStOFINAL tBbtOtOtO )
CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSttREVS to6tOoOgO)
CALL SRCH$$(KSDELEoeSHEET wl6tOtOoO )
CALL CNANE$(6HREVS t&HSHEET )CALL EXIT
END
SUBROUTINE OPENN
$INSERT SYSCOM)KEYS.F
CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWR_KZNDAMtISHEET ot6tSol_iC )
CALL SRCH$$(KSRDWR_KSNDAMtOREVS it6t_tl_iC )REWIND 12
REgIND 16
REWIND ]€
REUIND 8
RETURN
-rl ENDI
%,
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*, WWWW W W W W "*
** W W W U W W "*
** W W _ W W W ''
*_ W W WW WWWWW "*
*• W W W W W W "*
** W W W W W W **
*• WWWW W W W W *_
** WWWW W W WWW WWW WWWWW W **
** W W W W W W W W W W W *_
*_ W W W W W W W W W W *"
_* WWWW WWWWW WWWWW WWW WWWW WWWWW •"
*• W W W W W W W W *_
** W W W W W W W W W **
** W W W W W WWW WWWWW W *"
$1NSERT COMMON
_ $INSERT SYSCOM>KEYS°F
.€_ INTEGER•Q EONN(2)
INTEGER•2 IDD(3)oJJ
CALL OPEN
CALL COMINP(GHTTY _1)
INEO=O
JJ=l
DO 5 1=1.10
DO 4 J=1,2
FEOREF(IoJ)=_ •
4 CONTINUE
5 CONTINUE
DO 6 I=I_3
SYS(I)=_
SECT(If=' •
G CONTINUE
REWIND 14
READ(14_50) (IDD(I)•I=I_)
bO FORMAT(lXoSI2)
dJ=O
8010 READ(Ib_END=8bO0) ORW•TIT_PTIT_SHTNoFREV_VEH_EON_EOREV
IF(EON(1),EQ, _ •) GOTO 8010
REWIND IR
DO 8015 I=I•19
ETIT{I)=O o
EPTIT(I)=° • L"
1 8015 CONTINUE "I/ /
[TIT{20)=e t
[T1T(21)=I o
IF(JJ.EQ,I) GOTO 0020-
gRITE(18) EONtETITIEPTITtEOREV,IDDtIDDtVEH
dJ=l
GO TO 8010
8020 READ(18oEND=8030) EONNtETITtEPTIT_REVQEDToERDTtEOV[H
IFfEON{1),NE,EONN(1)) GOTO B020
IFIEON(2).NE,EONN(2)) GOTO 8020
GO TO 8010
8050 WRITE(18) EONtETITtEPTITIEOREVtIDDoIDDgVEH
GO TO 8010
8500 REWIND 16
ENDFILE 1_
CALL SRCH$$(K $CLOStt[O ee6°OtO_O)
• " CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOSI tDDATE tt6°O°O_O)
CALL SRCH$$|K$CL OS_FINAL et6tO_010)
CALL EXIT
• -rli END
-" SUBROUTINE OPEN
_" ('_ $1NSERT SYSCOM)KEY$,F
CALL SRCH$$fK $RDWR*K$NDAMttEO t°6_1411'IC)CAL SRCH$$(K$RDM R*KS NIIFINAL e16t125 _I )
CALL SRCH$$(K$RDW R.KSNDAM_IDDATE wt6$1OtltlC)
REWIND 16
KEWIND 1_
REMIND 18
RETURN
END
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S1 NS ER T CO HHON
CAll OPEN
CALL COHINPC6HTTY .1)
10 READCI6,END=100) O~II.TIT.PTIT,SHTN,HEV,VEH,f.ON.EOR[V
IIRIT~Cl,500) DRII,SHTN.[ON,EOHEV,REV,(CVEHCI,J),J=I,~).I=1 2)
1 PTIT.TIT ' "
500 FORHATCIX,4A4.3X,2CI2,lX).3X.IA4,A2.3X,A2.~X,A2.
1 3X,2ClX.I3,Al).I.lX,19A4,1,7CIX,2A4,A?),I,IX,IHO)
GO TO 10
100 CALL SRCHSSCKSCLOS,'FINAL ·,b,O,O.O)
CALL EXI T .
END
SueROUTINE OPEN
SINSERT SYSCOH>KEYS.F
CALL SRCHSSCKSRDIIR+KSNDAH,'FINAL ',6,12,I,IC)
RETURN
END
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C
$INSERT COliMON
'KNT=O
CALL OPEN
READC6,END=1000) DRAII,TIT,PTIT,DT,SYS,VEH,SECT,NSHT.FREV,FNrO,
1 FEOREF
WRITEC7,100)DRAII,PTIJ,DT,IIVEHCI,J),J=I,2),I=l,t),NSHT,FRfV,FNEO
FORMATC1X,3A~,A2,3X,19A~.I,lX,3I2,5X,2CI3,~I,(X),4X,12,5X,A2,5X,
1 12) ,
WRITEC7,200) CCF~OR[FCI,J),J=I,2),I=l,10)
FORHATC10(IX,2A~),I,lX" 'i)
KNT=KNT+1
GO TO 20
1000 IIRIT[Cl,lOl) KNT
101 FORHATC1X,'THERE ARf ',14,' DRAYINGS'/)
CALL CLOSEEND _
SUBROUTINE OPEN
SINSl~T SYSCOH>KEYS.F
CALL SRCHS~CKSRDIIR+KSNPAH"DRAY., ',b,2,I,IC)
CALL SRCHSSCKSRDWR+KSNSAM,'OUT ',6,3,0,0)
REWItliD 6
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CLOSE
SINSfRT SYSCOH)KEYS.F
CALL SkCHSSCKSCLOS,'DRAW ',6,0,0,0)
CALL SRCHSSCKSCLOS,'OUT ',6,0,0,0)
CALL EXIT
END
.. *.**t* •••• __ • __ t •••• *__ ._. ••• ._. __ • ••• e ••• ". __ ••• •• _ •••• _._. __
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C
$INSERT COMMON
·KNT=O
CALL OPEN
20 REAo(12,lNo=lOOQ) ORA~.SHTN,FREV,INEO,FEOR[F
IIRITE(7,100)oRAJ,SHTN,fREV,INCO
100 FORMAT(lX,3A4,A2,3X,I2".'.12,5X~A2,5X,I2)
~RITE(7,lOl)· ((FtOREF(!,J),J=1,2),I=1,lO)
101 FORMATllO(lX,2A4),I,' 'I)
KN1=KNT+l
GO TO 20
1000 IIRITE(1,103) KNT
103 FORMAT(lX.'THERE ARE ',14,'.SHEETS'/)
CALL CLOSE
END
SUBROUTINE OPEN
SlNSERT SYSCOH)KEYS.F
CALL SkCHSS(KSROIIR+K1NoAM,'SHEET ',b,8,1,IC)
CALL SRCH$S(KSRo~R+KSNSAM,'SHT '~6,3,0,0)
REIIIND 12 . .
RETURN
END
·SUBROUTINE CLOSf
SINSERT SYSCOH)KEYS.F. .
CALL SRCH$$(K$CLOS.~SH[tT ',6,0,0,0)
CALL SRCH$S(KSCLOS,'SHT ',6,0,t,0)
CALL EXIT
END 'I
1
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